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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
[;\J AND FOR LEON COUNTY, FLORIDA

CASE ~O.: 2017 CA 002549

FLORJGROWN, LLC, a Florida limited
liability company and VOICE OF FREEDOM,
INC. d/b/a Florigrown

Plainti fTs,

v,

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
OFFICE OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA USE,
CHRISTIAN SAX, in his official capacity as
Director of the Office of Medical Marijuana Use,
CELESTE PHILIP, M,D" M,P,H" in her official
capacity as State Surgeon General and Secretary of
the Florida Department of Health, R1CK SCOTT,
in his official capacity as Governor of the State of
Florida, and THE STATE OF FLORIDA,

Defendants,

COMPLAJ;\JT

Plaintiffs, for their Complaint against Defendants, alleges as follows:

J, This is a matter or great pub! ie importance and interest.

2. This is an action seeking temporary and permanent injunctive relief compelling

the Defendants to comply with their Constitutional duties pursuant to Article X, Section 29 or the

Florida Constitution, which is commonly known as Amendment 2 (hereinafter the

"Amendment"),

3, This is also an action seeking declaratory relief to determine the constitutionality

0" rules that were supposedly promulgated to implement the Amendment, to determine the
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constitutionality of Section 3 of Chapter 2017-232, Laws of Florida, and for temporary and

pennanent injunctive relief.

PRELJMI;\IARY STATEMENT

4. Cannabi~ (comprised of Cannabis Sativa, Cannabis indica, and Cannabis

RlIderalis) has historically been harvested to produce, among other things, medicine, industrial

hemp, and a substance known as letrahydrocannabinol ("THC"). I

5. Although not styled as a class action, this lawsuit stands to bcndit hundreds of

thousands (if not millions) of Floridians who require, but are unable to safely obtain, Cannabis

for the treatment of their illnesses, diseases and medical conditions, the successful treatment of

which is dependent upon its curative properties,C

6. As shown below, despite the relatively recent and inappropriate stigmatization of

Cannabis in the United States as a supposed "gateway drug" used primarily by "hippies" and

minorities, there is a long and rich history, dating back thousands of years, or people from

virtually every parl orthe world using Cannabis lor medical, industrial, spiritual, and recreational

purposes.' lndced, those who have cultivated, encouraged the cultivation of', and/or used

Cannabis include, inter alia, George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, John Adams, James

Robert Deitch, HEMP - AMERICA:" HISTORY REVISITED: TilE PlA]\'T WI'll I A DIVIDED
HISTORY 3 (2003); The Editors of the Encyclopedia Britannica, Cannabis, E1\CYClOPEDU\
BRITAN NIC/\, hlLpS: ':\\1 v,'\-\' .bri tan nita.com'planl' tannabi ~-planl.

Cannabis, as used in this Complaint, refers to whole-plant Cannabis, with its full
spectrum of cannabinoids, including THC, which is separately misclassified as a Schedule I
drug. 21 C.F.R 1308.11(d)(31).

Deitch, supra notc I at 1; Histoty oj Marijuana as Medicine - 2900 BC to Present,
PROCON .ORG, http: 'l1ledica1111ari Iuana. proton .or!!.'Yicw.timcl jne. php?limcl incl D=000026 (last
updated Jan. 30, 2017) [hereinafter rcfcrred to as "PROCO'\'.ORG"]; Lecia Bushak, A BriefHistory
Of Medical Cannabis: From Ancient Anesthesia To The Modern DispensGly, MEDICAL DAllY
(Jan. 21, 20 16), http://www.medicaldaily.com/brieC-hislory-medicaJ-eannabis-ancient
anesthesia-modem-dispensary-370344 lhereinafter referred to as "MEDICAL DAllY"].

2
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Madison, James Monroe, John F. Kennedy, Jimmy Carter, Bill Clinton, and Barack Obama- an

assortment of the most intelligent and accomplished statesmen in American history.

7. As further shown below, the criminalization of Cannabis - a drug that has never

killed anyone - arose out of the enactment of legislation undef\vritten by illegal racial and ethnic

animus, and implemented and enforced by those who choose to disregard its scientific properlies

and benefits, and/or have been moti vated by hatred and outright bigotry.4

JlIRISDlCTION AND VE~VE

8. This Court has jurisdiction pursuant to Article V § 5(b) of the Florida Constitution

and Sections 26.012,86.011, and 86.021, Florida Statutes, to grant the requested declaratory and

injunctive relief.

9. Venue IS proper In Leon County, Florida, pursuant to Section 47.011, Florida

Statutes, because defendants arc located in Leon County.

PARTIES

10. PlaintilT f1origrown, LLC, is a Florida limited liability company with its principal

place of business located in Tampa, Florida. Plaintiff Voice of Freedom, Inc., ("VOF") is a

Florida corporation with its principal place of business located in Tampa, Florida. VOF

registered, owns and does business under the fictitious name Florigrown pursuant to Florida law.

Plaintiffs are referred to as Florigrown herein.

II. Defendant rlorida Department of Health (the "Department") is an executive

branch agency of the State of Florida created pursuant to Section 20.43, Florida Statutes. The

4 Notably, although a powerful and vocal minority of public officials have continued their
irrational opposition to rescheduling or dc-scheduling of Cannabis, the oYclwhelming majority or
Americans desirc a change. According to a recent Quinnipiae Poll released on April 20, 2017,
nearly 94% of Americans support legalization of medical marijuana. And 60% of Americans
support Cull legalization and decriminalization of Cannabis for all purposes. See
It Ill)S; /. 'poIl.g \I. cdu/nationaL' re kasc-dcLai I'? Re lease I0=245J.

3
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Department has a constitutional duty pursuant to the Amendment to promulgate regulations in a

timely fashion to ensure the availability and safe use of medical marijuana by qualifying patients

and to register Medical Marijuana Treatment Centers CMMTCs"). The Department is also

responsible for administering the provisions of Section 381.986, Florida Statutes, pursuant to

Section 385.2 J 2, Florida Statutes.

12. Defendant Christian Bax ("Bax") is the Director of the Department's Office of

Mcdical Marijuana Use.

13. Defendant Celeste Philip, M.D. CDr. Philip") is the State Surgeon General and

Secretary of the Florida Department of Health.

14. Defendant Rick Scott ("Governor Scott") is the Governor of the State of Florida.

The florida Constitution Art IV, ~ I imposes on Governor Scott the solemn constitutional duty

to "take care that the laws be faithfully executed, commission all officers of the state and

counties, and transact all necessary business with the officers of government."

15. Defendant State 01' florida (the "State"), through its Legislature and Governor

Scott, adopted Senate Bill No.8-A, discussed herein, which became effective June 23, 2017, as

Chapter 2017-232, Laws of Florida.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND

I. CANNABIS HAS BEEN CULTIVATED A~D SAFELY USED THROUGHOUT
WORLD HISTORY.

(aJ 10,000 BC until the Birth ofChrist

16. Cannabis has been utilized in a multitude of ways hy diverse groups of people all

over the world for the last 10,000 years. 5

See Deitch, supra note] at 1,7-8; Leslie Iversen, THr. SrlENCE Of' MARrJUA);i\ at 122
(2000).

4
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17. The first documented use of Cannabis took place in the area of modern day

Taiwan where hemp cords were identified in pottery found in an aneient village dating back to

about 10,000 years ago. 1i

18. In 6,000 B.C., China became the first country known to utilize Cannabis sccds

and oil for food and, along with Turkestan, China began cultivating hemp for the purpose of

producing textiles in 4,000 8.C 7

19. The first documented medical use of Cannabis also occurred in China (in or

around 2900 B.C) when Chinese Emperor Fu Hsi, the father of Chinese civilization, noted that

"Ma," the Chinese word for Cannabis, was a "very popular medicine that possessed both yin and

yang."8 Its popularity at that time has been confirmed by the "Pen ts'ao," a Chinese digest of

herbal medicines which was first published in or about 2800 B.C.

20. The Pen ts'ao "recommended Cannabis for the treatment of constipation, gout,

malaria, rheumatism, and menstrual problems."9

21. Hemp in particular was so important in ancient China that the Chinese people

rcfcn'ed to their country as the "land of mulberry and hemp."lo

22. The ancient Egyptians began to use Cannabis as medicine in or about 2000 S.C II

Deitch, supra note I at 7-8; lO,OOO-year /fistol}' of Marijuana U~e in the World,
ADVANCED HOI.ISTIC HEALTH, hltp:i:www.advancedholi.lichcallh.orgihislory.hti1ll [hereinafter
referred to as "ADVA:-/CED HOLISTIC HEALTH"].

AJ)VAl\CED HOLISTIC HEALTf I, supra note 6.

Deitch, supra note I a19.

9

10

Iversen, supra note 5 at 122.

Deitch, supra note I at 9.

II Claire Rankin, Marijuana Use in Ancient Egypt, NEWS TARGET (Feb. 26, 2016),
http://w\.\.w.l1cwlargcl.comJ_016-02-26-marijuana-use-in-ancicm-cgypl.html; see also in the

5
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23, The ancient Egyptians used Cannabis at that time to treat sore eyes and cataracts,

inflammation, hemorrhoids, menstrual bleeding, and Glaucoma. I ::' And while the ancient Chinese

were the first people known to use Cannabis as medicine, "it was the ancient Egyptians who (irst

identified cancer as an illness and then treated it with Cannabis."I)

24. Beginning in 2,000 B,C., the use of Cannabis expanded to suit religious and

spiritual purposes as well. 14 Around this time, a sacred Hindu text, Atharvaveda, first refers to

"Bhang," an intoxicant made from the leaves of the female Cannabis plant, as one of the five

sacred plants of India. l
,)

25. Bhang was used Il1 ancient India medicinally as an anesthetic and anti-

phlegmatic, If>

26. Bhang was used in ancient India religiously as an offering to the god Shiva,17

27. In approximately 1450 B.C., when the events of the Book of Exodus (30:22-23)

are alleged to have occurred, Cannabis was purportedly one oC the ingredients contained in Lhe

Holy anointing oil. 'H

Matter ofRescheduling Marijuana, 86-22 at p. 33 (1988) (in a proceeding contested by the DEA,
the AU observed: "Uncontroverted evidence [o]n this record indicates that marijuana was being
used therapeutically by mankind 2000 years before the Birth of Christ") (Exhibit "A") (citation
omitted),

I::'

13

14

Rankin, supra note II; Sec a/so PROCON,ORG, supra note 3.

Rankin, supra note 11.

See AfJVA"CED HOLISTIC HEALTH, supra note 6.

15 Id.; Charukcsi Ramadurai, The Intoxicating Drug 0./ an Indian God, BBC (March ]3,
2017), htlp: ','wwv" .bbc .com/travel/story- 20 I70307-11.1c-intoxicnti I1g-dru g-of-an-indian-god.

If>

17

PROC01\ .ORG, supra note 3,

ADVA!\Cl::D HOLISTIC HEALTH, supra note 6.

6
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28. According to the analyses of a number of well-respected etymologists, linguists,

anthropologists, and botanists, the recipe ror the Holy anointing oil contained over six pounds of

"keneh bosem," a Hebrew term these professionals have identilied as meaning Cannabis. 19

29. The usc of Cannabis as a medicinal substance continueu to spread throughout

Asia and Europe for centuries.

30. The Venidad, a Persian lext daling back to 700 BC, cited Cannabis as being one or

the most signilicant 0('10,000 medicinal plants. 2o

31. By 600 B.C. India began using Cannabis to treat leprosy.21

32. In 200 B.C. Greece, Cannabis was utilized as a remedy for earaches, edema, and

inDammation. 22

(b) Cultivation and Use o/Cannabis/rom the Bil1h 0/
Christ Through the Period o/Colonial America

33. An imporillnt Roman mcdicallcxt, De Materia Medica, was published in 70 A.D.

34. Dc Materia Medica refers to the Cannabis plant as "produc[ing] a juice" that was

"used to lreat earache[s] and lo suppress sexual longing.""'

1~ PROCOJ\.ORG, supra nOlc 3.

1'1 1d. See a/so Jane Marcus, ffo/y Cannabis: The Bible Tells Us So, Huffington Post,
bltp:,·w\\w.hllnlllgtonposl. oll1 / inl1c-mar II -phdlhoIY-l:3nnabis-thc-bible-t b 4784J09.html
(Apr.16,20t4).

20 Rob Streisfeld, NMD, The Rule uf the EndoCannabinoid System & Call11ahinoids Linked
to Gut Ilea/th, NY ANP 13, I1JJp: ·:\nvw.l}yanp.oro , W • -conLem'u ;Ioads'2015,
JO'Strcisldd Cannabi.-F- ·YANP.pdr; PROCON.Of{U, supra note 3 (citing Martin Booth,
CAi'iNABlS: A H1STORY (2005»).

21 PROCOI\.OHG, supra note 3 (citing Jonathan Green, CM'1\A8IS (2002».

n US NATIOt\i\L COMMlSSI01\ 0;-,: MARIHCi\NA At\D DRUG ABUSE, MAR[lIL:ANA, A SIG1\AL

OF MISLr.\OERSTi\"IDING, Appendix, Chapter One, Part 1(1972).

7
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35. By 200 A.D., a Chinese physician, Hua T'o, became the first known surgeon to

use Cannabis as an anesthetic during surgeries such as "organ grafts, resectioning of intestines,

laparotomies (incisions into the loin), and thoracotomies (incisions into the chest)"24

36. Ancient civilizations cultivated the Cannabis plant, not merely for medicinal and

religious needs, but also to produce industrial hemp for the manufacturing of items such as

paper, rope, sails, and linen.

37. China was among the lirst known civilizations to produce paper from hemp.""

38. Between 900-1200 A.D., the Arab world, Spain, Italy, England, France, and

Germany all began replicating China's hemp-paper manufacturing process.26

39. The Venetian Republic, the first known Western European nation to industrialize

around the production of hemp and the first European country to experience genuine economic

progress emerging from the Dark Ages in the late 10th Century A.D., elevated the art of

processing raw hemp into rope, sails and fine linen-like cloth 27 This reliance upon Cannabis to

produce industrial hemp lasted well into the Middle Ages and spread all across Europe.ex

1, PROCOKORG, supra note 3 (citing Martin Booth, CAN'\AI3lS: A HISTORY (2005)).

24 Ernest L. Abel, THE fiRST TWLLVE TIIOlJSA'\J1) YEARS at 9 (1980), hllps::"cannabis
u'llth.yolasitc.com:rcsoun.:cs'Abcl.%20marillllana'%20thc%2Ofirst~o20lwclV<,;(~;'20tbousand%,20v

cars.pdf; Deitch, supra, note J at 10.

Abel, supra note 24 at 6-7.

Id.

27

2X

Deitch, supra note 1 at 10-11.

Id.

8
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33

40, Britain became the "industrial goliath of Western Europe" in large part due to its

exploitation or hemp for the manufacture of, among other things, rope and sail-commodities that

were essential to its large merchant and naval f1ee1. 29

41. In 1533, King Henry VIlI imposed a law IlItl/'ldaling that farmers grow hemp,3o

42, Three decades after King llenry VIII's law mandating the cultivation of hemp,

Queen Elizabt:lh I increased the mandated quota imposed on farmers growing hemp and

increased the penalties for failing to meet the quota. 11

43, Britain's reliance on Cannabis was not limited to its navy-related needs; Britain's

economy had also become largely driven by its production of hemp-based domestic goods such

as fabrics and cordage.32

44. Britain, during the 16th and 17th Centuries, utilized Cannabis for its medicinal

properties as welL"

(c:) The Importance ofCannabis to Colonial America

45. By the 17th Century, Britain began colonizing much or the world, including the

Americas in particular.

2~ !d.atll-12,

10 !d. at 12.

11 fd.

12 !d. at 14.

Queen Elizabeth I's doctor prescribed Cannabis to her to relieve her menstrual pain,
History of Cannabis, BBC NEWS, http:··ncws.bbc.co,uk/_lhiprogramlllc'/panoram:t
1632726.stm.

9
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46. Britain's colonization empire was built, in part, upon its cultivation, distribution

and use of hemp; however, Britain began to exhaust its geographic agricultural resources to

produce adequate amounts ofhemp.14

47. England's need for hemp was so substantial that, in 1611, after its cstablishmcnl

of the Jamestown Colony in the Americas, England gave direct orders to the colonists to grow

hemp lor Lhe production of rope, sails, and clolhing.'s

4R. In 1619, "[t]he Virginia Company, by decree of King James I ... , ordered every

[property-owning] colonist ... to grow 100 [hemp] plants specifically for ex port. ,,36

49. In 1663, the English Parliament passed legislation, granting rights and privileges

of natural-born citizens to "any foreigner who settled in England or Wales and established a

hemp-related industry wiLhin three years," in order Lo encourage those Oeeing persecution in

Europe La seek refuge in England37

50. The value of hemp was so well-recognized in the Americas during the colonial

period that it was frequently used as a barter medium, and farmers were permitted to pay part of

their taxes using the plant in the colonies of Virginia (1682), Maryland (1683), and Pennsylvania

(1706).3H

14 Deitch, supra note 1 at 12. "The fundamental reason for America's predominately
Protestant British heritage is that Britain encouraged its people to colonize America - and they
did that primarily because Britain's domestic hemp-based industry, the lifeblood of the economy,
desperately needed a stable, reliable, and relatively cheap source of raw hemp." ld. at 13.

35 ld. at 14; Marijl/ana Timclinc, PBS, hllp::ww\\ .pbs.org,,'wgbhpagq·frontlinc'shows,
dOPCrCI -:cron.hlml [hereinafter referred to as "PBS"].

Deitch, supra note 1 at 16.

,7 ld.allS.

!d. at 19.

10
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5 I. Britain '5 colonization of the Americas was intendcd to provide England with raw

materials for its own production of goods W However, a combination of America's IIrst texti Ie

and shipbuilding industries created a burgeoning domestic market for local hemp, which led the

colonists to retain the vast majority of American raw hcmp for thcir own local production of

rore, paper, and cloth, rather than for expolt to England.40 These growing American industries,

based principally upon hemp, helped pave the way for America's economic independence from

England.'11

(d) The Foumling Fathers' Cn/fil'ation, Distribution and Sale of Cannabis in All its
Variations

52. Among the colonists to benefit economically from the commercial uses of hemp

in the Americas were the Founding Fathers -- several of whom derived significant portions of

their wealth ii'om the production of hemp or hemp-based goodS.42

53. The men who cultivated and/or used hemp included, inter alia, George

Washington, Thomas Jefferson, Benjamin Franklin and one of America's richest colonists,

Robert "King" Carler. 43

54. Indeed, "Jefferson received the first U.S. patent for his invention of a machine

that would break hemp (that is, start the process of extracting the fibers)."44

.19 Id. at 20.

4U Id.

1/ Id.

'12 Id.at19.

4.1 Id.

'1<1 Id. Hemp was viewed so favorably by Thomas Jefferson thaI hc was quoted as saying
thaI "[h]emp is of first necessity to the wealth & protection oflhe country." Robbic Gennett, On

11
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55. Benjamin Franklin, America's leading paper producer, became wealthy from the

cultivation of hemp, since that was what paper was made from at that time.45

56. Hemp was so widely utilized in the late 1700s that early drafts of the Declaration

of Independence and the United States Constitution were written on it;46 many of the supplies

and uniforms needed for the Revolutionary War were made from it;47 and the first United States

llag was made from hemp cioth.48

57. In fact, all ollicial American nags were made of hemp until]937, when Congress

enacted the Marijuana Tax Act, discussed infra. 40

58. Colonial America's use of the Cannabis plant was by no means restricted to

industrial uses. "[C]olonial Americans were aware of the medicinal properties of Cannabis. It

was one of the few medicines they had, and they used it as commonly as we [in America] use

aspirin today."so

59. Some of the Founding Fathers also smoked Cannabis (known at that time as

"hemp" or "sweet hemp") for both medicinal and recreational purposes51

Role Models and their Bongs, HUFflNGTON POST, ht:..<l"-"-~':"':":"-'-'-"''-'-'-'~=:':.L=':':':'':'==':~''''''-'::''''
gCl1l1ctol1-rolc-ll1odcls-and-lh'ir b 164387.html.

45 Id. Until 1883, 75-90% of all the paper the world produced was made with hemp Jiber.
Id. at 21.

4h

47

4S

5U

51

Deitch, supra note I at 35; Gennett, supra note 44.

Deitch, supra note 1 at 35.

Id.

Id.

Id. at 25.

Id. at 25-26.

12
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60. Entries Crom Gcorgc Washinglon's, diary rcveal that Washinglon grew hcmp at his

plantation, Mount Vcrnon, for approxunately 30 years 52

61. George Washington specifically grew Cannabis with high THC concentrations -

thc very substance that today, would subject him to prosccution and incarceration under the

law 53

62. Thomas JdCerson, who was also a hemp Carmer, mentioned in his diary that he

smoked hemp as a remedy for migraine headaches. 5
.
1

63. James Madison stated that sweet hemp "gave him insight to create a new and

democratic nation. ,,55

64. The notion that Cannabis negatively impairs a user's mental or physical abilities

is rendcred ludicrous by thc fact that the visionaries of our democratic system of govcrnment

were known to use (and admitted using) Cannabis on a regular basis. 50

52 [do at25.

5.\ [d. Washington's diary entries read: "'Sowed hemp [presumably Indian hemp] at muddy
holc by swamp' (May 12-13, 1765);" '''Began to separatc thc male from fcmale plants at do [sic]
- rather too late' (August 7, 1765);" and "'Pulling up the (male) hemp. Was too latc for the
blossom hemp by three weeks or a month' (August 29, J766)" which all indicate that he was
growing the Cannabis away from the hemp for fiber and that he was trying to grow female
plants, which produce high THC content. [d. (citing Washington's Diary Notes, Library of
Congress (Volume 33, page 270».

54 Deitch, supra note J at 26.

55 Julian Sonny, The Presidents Who Admitted To Smoking Weed, EUTE DArry (feb. 18
2013), hUp:'icl ilcdaily.cOI11 ncws'pol itie~' nrcsidcnts-3dmiltcd-"rnoking-wcc(\J.

So Deitch, supra notc 1 at 27. Aside from George Washington and Thomas JerTerson, whose
Cannabis use is discussed supra, other American Presidents known to have smoked cannabis
include: James Madison, James Monroe, Andrew Jackson, Zachary Taylor, Franklin Pierce,
Abraham Lincoln, John F. Kennedy, Jimmy Carter, George W. Bush, Bill Clinton, and Barack
Obama. Id. at 26-27; Gennett, supra note 44; Sonny supra note 55.
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(e) Post-Revolutionary War Use vf Call1labis fvr NOll-Medical and Medical
Purposes

65, At the conclusion of the Revolutionary War in 1781, the value or industrial hemp

plummeted,

66, By IS50, hemp dropped to the third most commonly-grown agricultural crop in

America - it had been the first until this time - behind only cotton and tobacco,"

67, During the mid-19th Century, due to the introduction of more modem sailing

ships, hemp became obsolcte Cor military purposesS8

68. At or about the time that hemp became obsolete for military purposes, Cannabis

was still a mainstream Corm or medicine in the West and particularly in the United States,

69. Cannabis was formally introduced into Western medicine in the !!BOs by William

O'Shaughnessy, a doctol' working Cor the British East India Company 59

70. After experimenting with Cannabis on both animals and humans for years, Dr.

O'Shaughnessy concluded that Cannabis was an "anti-convulsive remedy of the highest value,,60

and that it was highly effective in treating conditions such as rheumatoid arthritis, spasticity, and

pain 61

Deitch, supra notc I at 38.

Jd

59 Marlin Booth, CA\fNAI3IS: A HISTORY [09-10 (2003); Steve DeAngdo, THE CA\fNAI11S
MAN[FESTO: A Nr:w PARADIGM FOR Wl~LLNESS 48 (2015),

00

iii

Booth, supra note 59 at 1I I.

DeAngelo, supra note 59 at 49.
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7 I. Shortly after making the aforementioned and described discoveries, Dr.

O'Shaughnessy and a London pham1acisl created an extract from Cannabis, later termed

"Squire's Extract."

72. Dr. O'Shaughnessy put Squire's Extract on the markel as an analgesic 62

73. Arler the development of Squire's Fxtract, Cannabis made its way further into

American medicine as "Tilden's extracl.,,(,1

74. As early as 1840, studies regarding 1he medical uses of Cannabis appeared In

American medical academic publications. M

75. By 1850, the widely-distributed United States Pham1acopoeia, a highly selective

listing of America's most widely taken medicines, listed Cannabis as a treatment for "neuralgia,

letanus, typhus, cholera, rabies, dysentery, alcoholism, and opiate addiction, anthrax, leprosy,

incontinence, snake bite, gout, convulsive-inducing conditions, tonsillitis, insanity .. []excessive

menstrual bleeding[], and ulerine haemorrhaging. ,,(,5

Booth, slipra note 59 at 112. Indeed, Squire's Extract and similar medicines became quite
popular among physicians who found that the only other pain killer that was equally effective
was opium, which unlike Cannabis-based products. they found to be highly addictive and riddled
wi th adverse side effects. Id. at 113.

Id. at 112-13.

DeAngelo, supra nole 59 at 50.

(,s Booth, supra note 59 a1 113-14; Edward M. Brecher, et aI., The Consumers Union Report
011 Licit and Illicit Drugs, CONSUMER REPORTS MAGAZINE (1972),
hllp:, 'VI'W\-\' .dnlgl ibr~II'Y.org/s..:hanGr Librnry, sllldicslcu/c1I54. hlml#AndlOr-3588_; PROCON.ORG,

supra note 3. fnterestingly, "pharmaceutical supplies of Cannabis indica were entirely imported
from India (and occasionally Madagascar), in accordance with the Pharmacopoeia, which
specified that it come from Dowering tops of the Indian variety." PROCON.ORG. supra note 3.
However, by 1913, the U.S. Departmenl of Agriculture Bureau of Plant Industry determined that
it had succeeded in growing Cannabis of equal quality to the Indian variety. Id Thus, when
World War I disrupted America's receipt of foreign supplies, the United States was able to be
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67

76. Thereafter, the Pharmacopoeia included Cannabis, later known as "Extractum

Cannabis" or "Extract of Hemp," as a treatment for additional ailments and conditions 66

77. In 1860, the Ohio State Medical Society's Committee on Cannabis Indica found

Cannabis to be medically cfTective for ailments including stomach cramps. coughs, venereal

disease, post-partum depression, epilersy, and asthma 6 ;

78. By the lalter hal r or the 19lh century, "every pharmaceutical company [in

America was] ... busy manufacturing [C]annabis-based patent cures [includingl E.R. Squibb &

Sons [which] marketed their own Chlorodyne and Com Collodium; Parke, Davis, [which] turned

out Utroval, Casadein and a veterinary [C'Jannabis colic cure; Eli Lilly [which] produced Dr[.]

Brown's Sedative Tablets, Neurosine and the One Day Cough Cure, a mixture of[C]annabis and

balsam which was a main competitor for another new cough cure released by the German

phamlaceutical firm, nayer."6~

self-sufficient in the production of Cannabis. Id. "By 191 R, some 60,000 pounds were being
produced annually, all ['rom pharmaceutical farms cast of the Mississippi." ld.

ld; Brecher, supra note 65.

Booth, supra note 59 at IJ4; DeAngelo, supra note 59 at 50. There is even evidence that
suggests that Abraham Lincoln smoked "sweet hemp." According to Huffingtonpost.com,
Lincoln is reported to have wriuen, while serving as President of the United States:

Two of my favorite things are sitting on my front porch smoking a
pipe, and smoking a pipe of sweet hemp and playing my Hohner
harmonica.

See a/so Gennett, supra !lote 44. There are some who have disputed the authenticity of the
evidence underlying this claim, but it is not without significance lhat the claim has been reported
by reputable media sources.

Booth, supra notc 59 at J16.
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69

79. During the latter half of the 19th Century and the beginning of the 20th Century,

Cannabis was aLso commonly used to treat asthma in the United States. 69 Specifically,

pham13ceutieal companies began mallllfacturing cigarettes containing Cannabis ("Legal

Cannabis Cigarettes") for the purpose of treating asthma in both England and the United States.70

80. Legal Cannabis Cigarettes were so highly regarded as a remedy for asthma in late

19th Century America lhat the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, in its J860 publication,

advertised Legal Cannabis Cigarettes, which were manufactured hy Grimault & Co., as being

able to "promptly" cure or relieve "Asthma, Bronchitis, Loss of Voice, and other affections of

the respiratory organs.,,71

81. Legal Cannabis Cigarettes continued to be widely advertised and recommended

for the treatment of asthma in the United States until the Marijuana Tax Act or J937 ("MTA")

was enacted.

82. As discussed in greater depth illfra, the MTA erreclively outlawed Cannabis in all

of its lorms7~

83. Nineteenth Century Americans utilized the plant for social purposes as well n A

"Cannabis fad" took place in the mid-l ~OOs among intellectuals, and the open use of hashish

Viewers' Guide to the Botany of Desire' Based 0/1 the hook hy Michael Pollan, Chapter
3, p. 7, PBS, llllQ:I.'\vww.pbs.urg;thcbotanyolilcsirc: vi::wcrs-guidc.php.

70 Iversen, supra note 5 at 130; Rowan Robinson, THE GREAT BOOK OF HEMP: TIlT.
COMPLETL GUIDE To THE E~VIRO"MEi'\T"L, COMMERCfAL, Ai'\1) MEDICI""L USES OF THE
WORLD'S MOST EXTRAORDiNAR Y PLi\l'\T 47 (J 996).

71 Cupples, Upilam & Company, Medical Journal Advertising Sheet, R3 B. Meo. &
SURGiCALJ. 260 (1870-1871).

'- DeAngelo, supra note 59 at 52.
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(i.e., compressed Cannabis containing a very high THC content) continued into the 20th

Century.74

(j) The Beginning ofMarijuana Regulation and Prohibition in America

84. The Food and Drugs Act ("FDA") was enacted in 1906, requiring the labeling of

over-the-counter drugs, including, inter alia, Cannabis. 75

85. When the Mexican Revolution resulted in a wave of Mexican immigrants to

America's Southel11 border states in 1910, articles in the New York Sun, Boston Daifv Gfohe and

other papers decried the "evils of ganjah smoking" and suggested that some immigrants used it

"to key themselves up to the point ofkilling."76

86. The vast majority of stories urging the public to fear the effects of "marijuana"

appeared in newspapers published by William Randolph Hearst, a man who had financial

interests in the lumber and paper industries, and therefore, saw the hemp industry as an obstacle

LO his path to economic success. 77

87. As a result of the hysteria created by the aforementioned and described horror

sLories published by pro-paper entrepreneurs, Cannabis became associated with Mexican

See Brecher supra note 65, PBS, supra note 35; The Associated Press, As pot goes
proper, a histOlY of weed, NY DAllY NEWS (Dec. 6, 2012),
hup:.·~ ~ w.nvd Ii IYl1ew~.collt nc\\'s: nJtionalJ.l0t-propcr-hi. lOrv-\vccd-articlc-1 . 1214613.

74

75

/h

Brecher, supra note tiS; PBS, supra note 35; The Associated Press, supra note 73.

PBS, supra note 35; The Associated Press, supra note 73; PROCO:>J.ORG, supra note 3.

Jd.

77 PROCOKORG, supra noLe 3 (citing Mitchell Earleywine, PhD, U'\DI:RSTANDlNG
MARIJLANA: A Nliw LOOK AT '[HI:, SCIENTIFIC EVJObNCt: (2005). "William Randolph J--learst was
an up-and-coming newspaper tycoon, owning twenty-eight newspapers by the mid-1920s ...
Hearst then dropped the words Cannabis and hemp from his newspapers and began a propaganda
campaign against 'marijuana,' (following in Anslinger's footsteps)." Jd. (citation omitted).
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immigrants, and because there was tremendous lear and prej udice with respect to these

newcomers, Cannabis likewise became vilified across the country.n

88. The arorementioned and described xenophobia precipitated anti-Cannabis

legislation across AmLTica. States across the country began outlawing Cannabis 7Y

89. By 1931,29 statcs had outlawed Cannahis. HO

90. This domino efl'ect was largely triggcred by the spread, in the 1890s, or la[se,

racist and bigoted horror stories regarding alleged marijuana-induced violence.8l

91. The aforementioned and described xenophobia was exacerbated by job losses

associated with the Great Depression, During that time, "massive unemployment increased

public resentment and fear of Mexican immigrants, escalating public and governmental concern

[regarding] the [supposed] problem [associated with] l1larijuana,,,w
J

'J~ PBS, supra note 35, "The prejudices and rears that greeted these peasant immigrants also
extended to their traditionall1leans of intoxication: smoking marijuana, Police officers in Texas
claimed that marijuana incited violent crimes, aroused a 'lust for blood,' and gave its users
'superhuman strength,' Rumors spread that Mexicans were distributing this 'killer weed' to
unsuspecting American schoolchildren .... In New Orleans newspaper articles associated the drug
with African-Americans, jazz musicians, prostitutes, and underworld whites. 'The Marijuana
Menace,' as sketched by anti-drug campaigners, was personified by inferior races and social
deviants." Eric Schlosser, Reefer Madness, THE ATLANTlC (Aug. 1994),
MI?' ::' \\'\\I\" .lheallantic .com l11;lgalinc.'archiv~;. I994/08/recfer-madncss/303476/.

See The Associated Press, supra note 73; PROCON.ORG, supra note 3.

KO

HI

PBS, supra note 35.

See The Associated Press, supra note 73.

PBS, supra note 35.
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R5

92. !farry 1. AnsJinger ("I\nslinger"), the first U.S. Commissioner of the Federal

Bureau of Narcotics, initially doubted the seriousness of the so-called "marijuana"~3 problem, but

after the repeal of alcohol Prohibition in 1933, he began to push vigorously for the nation\\·ide

prohibition of Cannabis, ostensibly to create new work for hirnself.~"

93. Anslinger then publicly claimed that the use of "evil weed" led to murder, sex

crimes, and mental insanityHS

94. Anslingcr authored sensational articles l'alsely associating Cannabis with violence

and death, with titles such as "Marijuana: Assassin ofYouth.'IO

95. Anslinger also made a series of racist statements pertaining to African Americans

and Cannabis, including, inter alia:

(a) "Reefer makes darkies think they're as good as white men";

(b) "Marihuana [sic] influences Negroes to look at white people in the eye,
step on white men's shadows, and look at a white women [sic] twice";

~3 The term "'[M]arijuana' came into popular usage in the U.S. in the early 20th cenlury
because anti-cannabis factions wanted to underscore the drug's 'Mexican-ness.' It was meant to
play 0 ff of anti-immigrant sentiments." Matt Thompson, The Mysterious Hist{)JY Of 'Marijuana "
NPR (July 22, 2013), hup>wlA \'.l1pr.orgscction~cocteswitchl2()J3i()7iI4/2()I<.JHJ02:'iithe

Invstcriou~-history-or-mariiuana.

The Associated Press, supra note 73; Schlosser, supra note 78. '"Harry [Ansi inger] was
aware of thc wC<lkness of his new position. A war on narcotics alone - cocaine and h.:roin,
outlawed in J914 - wasn't enough ... they were used only by a tiny minority, and you couldn't
keep an entire department alive on such small crumbs. He needed more." Cydney Adams, The
man behind the marijuana ban for all the wrong reasons, CBS l\HvS (Nov. 17, 2(16),
hUID IW\\ w. bsne\.v..com':newsllwrry-anslinl!.cr-lhc-man-behind-thc-marijuann-ban.

Schlosser, supra note 78. Much ol'his rhetoric was blatantly racist in nature. "He claimed
that black people and Latinos were the primary users of marijuana, and it made them forget their
place in the fabric of American society. He even went so far as to argue that jazz musicians were
creating 'Satanic' music all thanks to the inOuence of pot ... [and that] cannabis promotes
interracial mixing, interracial relationships." Adams, supra note 84.
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(c) "Colored students at the University of Minnesota partying with (white)
female students, smoking [marijuana] and getting their sympathy with
stories of racial persecution. Result: pregnancy";

(d) "There arc 100,000 total marijuana smokers in the US, and most are
Negroes, Hispanics, Filipinos and entertainers. Their Satanic music, jazz
and swing, result from marijuana usage. This marijuana causes white
women to seek sexual relations with Negroes, entertainers and any
others";

(e) "Marijuana is the most violence causing drug in the history of mankind.
Most marijuana smokers are Negroes, Hispanics, Filipinos and
entertainers"; and

(f) "The primary reason to outlaw marijuana is its effect on the degenerate
races. "H6

96. The hysteria that followed was captured in propaganda films such as "Reefer

Madness," which purported to show young adults turning to violence and becoming insane alier

smoking marijuana H7

97. This Cannabis-related propaganda ultimately resulted in the passage of the

MTA 88

98. The MTA effectively ouLlawed Cannabis by requiring physicians and pharmacists

to register and report use of the plant, as well as pay an excise tax for authorized medical and

industrial uses. 89

86 AZQuotcs. Harry J. Anslingcr Quotes, hllp::"www.<lL:t[uolcs.colJ1 aUlhur'231 -9-

Harrv J An~lingcr.

~7 PBS, supra note 35.

PBS, supra note 35; Thompson, supra note 83.

X9 PBS, supra note 35. "The Federal law ... maintained the right to usc marijuana for
medicinal purposes but required physicians and phamlacists who prescribed or dispensed
marijuana to register with federal authorities and pay an annual tax or license fee ... After the
passage of the Act, prescriptions of marijuana declined ...." PROCON.ORG, supra note 3 (citing
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99.

----------

The MTA was passed even though members of Congress neither underslood the

chemical properties of Cannabis, nor had they even read the bill itsel f.~()

100. Worse, Congress enacted the MTA despite failing to gamer support from the

medical community for the notion that marijuana was a dangerous substance.

101. During Congressional hearings regarding the proposed MTA, Dr. William

Woodward testified:

There is nothing in the medicinal usc or Cannabis that has any
relation to Cannabis addiction, I usc the word "Cannabis" in
preference to the word "marihuana," because Cannabis is the
correct term for describing the [llant and its products. The term
"marihuana" is a mongrel word that has erept into this country
over the Mexican border and has no general meaning, except as it
relates to the usc of Cannabis preparations for smoking ... To say,
however, as has been proposed here. that the use orthe drug should
be prevented by a prohibi ti ve tax, loses sight of the fact that future
investigation may show that there are substantial medical uses for
Cannabis 91

Rosalie Liccardo Paeula, PhD, State Medical lv/arijt/ana Laws: Understanding the Lmvs and
Their Limitations, JOUR""L OF PCDLIC HEALTl 1 POUCY (2002).

90 The following exchange between members of Congress several days after the MT A's
passage provides some insight into this ignorance: "Bertrand Snell of New York, confessed, 'I do
not know anything about the bill.' The Democratic majority leader, Sam Rayburn of Texas,
educated him. 'It has something to do with something that is called marihuana,' Rayburn said. '1
believe it is a narcotic of some kind." Jaeob Sullum, .It,tarijuGnQ Prohibition 1.1' Unscientific.
Unconstitutional And Unjust, FORBES (May 14, 2015),
htt :>:::W\\I\-". Corbes.cOlll'sitcs/jacobsullllm, 2015/05/ 14/mJri 'lIana- rohibition-is-unscientific
unconslilutiollal-and-unjusV#5ceb Ic7%clD.

91 William C. Woodward, M.D., Statemenllo the U.S. House of Represenlatives Committee
on Ways and Means (May 4, 1937).
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------------------

102. Despite enactment of the MTA, the United States Department of Agriculture

CDOA") and the New York Academy of" Medicine ("NY AM") both recognized the beneficial

uses of Cannabis.')'

103. In 1942, aftcr America lost its access to Asian fiber supplies during World War II,

the DOA released a film entitled "Ilcmp For Victory," which encouraged fanners to grow hemp,

praising its uses lor production of parachutes and rope to Supporltbe war elTorL.9J

104. In J944, NY AM issued the "LaGuardia Report," concluding that,"use of

marUuana did not induce violcnce, insanity or sex crimes, or lead to addiction or other drug

,,94usc.

105. Despite the lack of evidence that Cannabis is or evcr was dangerous, and

notwithstanding the DOA's insistence that American [am1ers continue growing hemp for war

supplies, Anslinger continued his anti-Cannabis campaign throughout the 1940s and 1950s.95

106. As heroin addiction in America grew worse during the 1950s, Congress

responded by increasing penalties on Cannabis-related offenses,96 in large measure hecause of

The Associated Press. supra note 73.

93 Id.; Gennett, supra note 44.

')4 The LaGuardia Report found that: "The practice of smoking marihuana does not lead to
addiction in the medical scnse of the word ... The use or marihuana docs not lead to morphine or
heroin or cocaine addiction and no effort is mad~ to create a market for thesc narcotics by
stimulating the practice of marihuana smoking ,.. Marihuana is not the detennining factor in the
commission of major crimes .. , The publicity concerning the catastrophic effects or marihuana
smoking in New York City is unrounded." PROCON.ORG, supra note 3 (eiLing La Guardia
Committee Report on Marihuana, TIrE MARIHUANA PRORLEM iN THE CITY OF NEW YORK
(1944)).

The Associated Press, supra note 73.

96 Congress included "marijuana" in the Narcotics Control Act of 1956, providing stricter
mandatory sentences for marijuana-related offenses. PROCON.ORG, supra note 3; PBS, supra
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Anslinger's bogus claim that "marUuana" was a "galeway drug" that would eventually lead its

users to heroiny7

107. The 1960s saw a cultura I shift in the way Americans viewed Cannahis. "Use of

the drug became widespread among members of the white upper middle c1ass.,·98

108. Reports requested by Presidents Kennedy and Johnson concluded that Cannabis

was nol a "gateway drug" nor did its use induce violence.99 In 1969, the United Stales Supreme

Court, in Leary v. United States, 395 U.S. 6 (1969) struck do\vn the MTA, ruling lhat it

unconstitutionally violated the Fifth Amendment right against self-incrimination. loo

11. HOW THE :'\lIXON ADMINISTRATION'S BIGOTRY AND HOSTILITY
TOWARD WAR PROTESTERS CONTRlBUTED TO ENACTlVlE:'\lT OF THE
COSTROLLEDSUBSTA:'\lCESAC~

(aj Enactment of the Controlled Substances Act and tile Mis-Classification of
Cannabis as a Schedule I Drug

109. After the Supreme Court decision in LeafY, the Nixon Administration urged

Congress to enact legislation that would classiCy drugs under separate schedules according to

nOle 35. Under the statute, "[a] first-offense marijuana possession carric[d] a minimum sentence
of2-IO years with a fine of up to $20,000." PROCOf\.ORG, supra note 3; PBS, supra note 35.

97

9X

99

The Associated Press, supra note 73.

Id.. ; PBS, supra note 35.

PBS, supra nOle 35.

100 Leary v. United States, 395 U.S. 6 (1969); Yasmin Tayag, Timothy Leary's Arrest For
Marijuanu Possession Still Matters 50 Years Later, Inverse (Mar. 13, 2016),
hllpS: '/W\Vw.ill vcrsc.colll:'artick I2782-timolhv-Icary-s-arrcsl-Ibr-marii uana-po scssion-_'li ll
Il1al[cr~-50-vcar -Ialcr.
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101

their medical utility, dangerousness, and addictive potential. lOJ Congress heeded the President's

request by passing the Controlled Substances Act (the "CSA") on October 27, 1970. 102

110. At the request of the Nixon Administration and upon the temporary

recommendation or the Department of Health, Education, and Wei rare ("HeW"), III' Congress

placed "Marihuana"1!14 under Schedule I, therehy '\uhJeet[ing Marijuana] to the most stringent

controls under the bill."'o')

111. While "ltJhere IS almost total agreement among comretent scientists and

physicians that marihuana is not a narcotic drug like heroin or morphine ... [and to] equate its

risks ... with the risks inherent in the use or hard narcotics is neither medically or legally

defensible[,J"jOn Congress nonetheless listed Marihuana under the same schedule as opiates and

opium deri vativcs. WI

Kevin A. Sabet, The "Local" Matters: A Brief History of the Tension Between Federal
Dmg Laws and State and Local ?o/icy, J. GLOBAL DRU(; POL'y. & P){AC'. 4 (2006-2010),
hltp:!ilNww.globaldl'ugpolicy.ol'g" hSlle. f Vo\O'v20 I 0 lI20Iss\le%204:Thc~'u20Lo 'al oo20Mmtel. ,pdr.

102 The Controlled
Jlltps:/. www.gpo.gOy·(gsv

Stat. 1242,

101 Il should be noted tllat HEW recommended that Cannabis remain under Schedule I only
"until the completion of certain studies now underway to resolve this issue," H.R. Rep. 91-1444
(1970). However, despite HEW's temporary recommendation, President Nixon and his
Administration subsequently ignored the CSA-required report (discussed infra) which: (i)
explored the pharmacological effects of Cannabis and (ii) recommended decriminalization of the
personal us.: and possession or Cannabis.

104 Under the CSA, ''The term 'marihuana' means all parts or the plant Cannabis sativa L.,
whether growing or not: the seeds thereof; the resin extracted ['rom any part or such plant; and
every compound, manufacture, salt, derivative, mixture, or preparation of such planl, its seeds or
resin." Pub. L. No. 91-513, 84 Stat. 1244.

lOS H.R. Rep. 91-1444 (1970).

IIll> Drug Abuse Control Amendment - 1970: llearings Before the Subcomm. 0/1 ?uh/ic
llealth and I'Velfare, 91 Congo J79 (1970) (Statement of Dr. Stanley F. Yolles).
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112. The placement of Marihuana under Schedule] was intended by Congress to be

tcmporary and subject to further research. lOS

113. The aforementioned and described "further research" was to be conducted by the

National Commission on Marihuana and Drug Abusc - a commission established by the CSA for

the purpose of studying, intcl' alia, Cannabis's pharmacological makeup and the relationship (if

any) of its use to the use of other drugs (the "Shafer Commission," defined hereafLer).lo9

114. Upon completion or' its research, the Shafer Commission was required under the

CSA to submit a comprehensive report to the President and to Congress within one year after it

received funding to conduct its research. IIO

115. The aforementioned and described report was to consist of the Shafer

Commission's findings as well as its recommendations and proposals for legislation and

administrative actions with respect to Cannabis. I I I

116. President Nixon thereafter appointed Raymond Shafer (the former "law and

order" Governor of Pennsylvania) to Chair the National Commission on Marihuana and Drug

107 Pub. L. No. 91-513, 84 Stat. J 248-49.

lOS See H.R. Rep. 91-1444 (1970); COMMOl\ SE\:SE FOR DRUG POLlCY, NIXOl\ TAPlcs SIIOW
ROOTS OF MARlJUA:--JA PROHIBlTlON: MISINFORMATION, CULTVRE WARS AND PREJUDICE I (2002)
[hereinafter "CS DP"].

lOY

110

III

Pub. L. No. 91-513, 84 Stat. l2R I.

/d.

Id.
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112

Abuse which consisted of Shafer and 12 other individuals, including four medical doctors and

four members of Congress ("Shafer Commission").1)2

(b) The Shafer Commis~'ion, Created Pursuant to the CSA, Recommends De
Scheduling Cannabis for Personal Use

117. The Shafer Commission conducted "more than 50 projects, ranging from a study

of the effects of marihuana on man to a field survey of enforcement orthe marihuana laws in six

metropolitan jurisdictions."II>

11 R. Among the Shafer Commission's findings were that:

(a) "No significant physical, biochemical, or mental abnormalities could be
allributed solely to ... marihuana smoking.""4

(b) "[N]o verification is found of a causal relationship between marihuana use and
subsequent hcroin use.") 15

(c) "[T]he weight of the evidence is that marihuana docs not cause violent or
aggressive behavior; if anything, marihuana generally serves to inhibit the
expression of such bchavior."J 1(,

(d) "[N]either the marihuana user nor the drug itself can be said to constitute a
danger to public safety."II?

(e) "Most users, young and old, demonstrate an average or above-average degree
of social functioning, academic achievement, and job performance."II~

NIIT10l'\AL COMMISSION ON MAR1IIUN\lA liND DRUG ABCSE, MARI[iUA,\A: A SIG:'-JAL OF

MISUNDERSTANDINC, at iv (1972),

113 Id. at 2,

114 Id. at 61.

11.\ Id. at 88.

II h Id. at73.

117 ld. at 78.

IIX !d. at 96.
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(f) "Marihuana's relative potential for harm to the vast maJorny of individual
users and its actual impact on society docs not justify a social poliey designed to
seek out and fillnly punish those who use il.,,119

(g) Despite the media's portrayal of Vietnam War protesters as being violent
wbile high on Cannabis, the vast majority of those protesters were peaceful and
the few who were violent were not under the influence or Cannabis.I~O

(h) "The actual and potential harm of use of the drug is not great enough to justify
intrusion by the eriminallaw into private behavior, a step which our society takes
only with the greatest reluctance."!2!

(i) "[A]II policy-makers have a responsibility to consider our constitutional
heritage when framing public policy .. we are necessarily influenced by the high
place traditionally occupied by the value of privacy in our constitutional scheme.
Accordingly, we believe that govemmcnt must show a compelling reason to
justify invasion of the home in order to prevent personal use of marihuana. We
find lillie in marihuana's effects or in its social impact to support such a
determination. ,,1~2

119. The Shafer Commission recommended that possession of Cannabis for personal

usc be decriminalized on both the State and Federallcvels. I2J

120. The Nixon Administration rejected the findings and recommendations by the

Sharer Commission.

121. The Nixon Administration refused to accept the findings and recommendations by

the Shater Commission because they were not consistent with: (i) the preordained outcome

Nixon demanded: and (ii) the Administration's agenda with respect to Cannabis, which was

focused on racism and suppression of political and civil rights.

119 Id. at 130.

120 Id. at 99-100.

121 Id. at 140.

I" Id. at 142.

m ld.at151.
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122, John Ehrlichman, who served as the Nixon Administration's Domestic Policy

Chief and was one of the President's closest pol itical advisors, can fi nned that the enactment and

enforcement of the CSA criminalizing Cannabis was directecl toward political suppression and

racial discrimination, In this regard, \ilL Ehrliehman said:

You want to know what this was really all about? The Nixon
campaign in 1968, and the Nixon White Housc after that, had two
enemies: the anliwar leC! and black people, You understand what
I'm saying? We knew we couldn't make it illegal to be either
against the war or black, but by getting the public to associate the
hippies with marijuana and blacks with heroin and then
criminali.ling both heavily, wc could disrupt those communities,
We could arrcst their leaders, raid their homes, break up their
meetings, and vilify them night after night on the evening news,
Did we know wc were lying about the drugs') Of course we did, 124

123, Thus, thc tindings and recommendations of the Shafer Commission were

irrelevant to Congress and the Nixon Administration, insofar as the purpose of the CSA was

never to "protect" people from the supposed "scourgc" of Cannabis usc, but rather to harass,

intimidate, prosecute and ultimately incarcerate lhose whom members of the Nixon

Administration irrationally regarded as enemies,

124, The irrationality of the Nixon Administration's support for enactment of the CSA

and rejection of the Shafer Commission's findings and recommendations is further revealed by

tape recordings made by the former President of his Oval Office conversations.

125, Although ostensibly established for the purpose of properly educating lawmakers

about Cannabis with respect to the issue of scheduling or decriminalization,125 the Shafer

1?4 NY Daily News, A. Edelman, Nixon Aide.' "War un Drugs" was tool to target "block
people" (March 23, 2016); see also IIarper's Magazine, D. Baum, Legalize it All: lfow to Win the
War on Drugs (April 2016) ("Nixon's invention of the war on dmgs as a political tool was
cynical").

H.R. Rep. 91-1444 at 21 11 (1970); CSDP, supra note 108 at I.
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Commission was resigned by the Nixon Administration to the status of a bureaucratic, kangaroo

court.

126. Nixon repeatedly made clear that the real purpose of the Shafer Commission was

to justify what he had already decided to do with respect to Cannabis, ultimately linking support

for its decriminalization to "the Jews," whom Nixon irrationally claimed were mostly

psychiatrists:

PRESIDENT NIXON: Now, this is one thing J want. J want a
Goddamn strong statement on marijuana. Can 1 get that out of this
S()I7-oj~a-bitchilJg, uh Domestic Council?

BOB HALDEMAN: 12A Sure.

PRFSIDENT NIXON: 1mean, one on marijuana that just tears the
ass out of them. I see another thing in the news summary this
morning about it. You know, it's a funny thing - everyone of the
bastards that are out for legalizing marijuana is Jewish. What the
Christ is the matter with the Jews, Bob? W1lat's the matter with
them? 1 suppose it's because most of them arc psychiatrists, you
know ... 1'7

127. In September 1971, before his Commission's report was issued, Raymond Shafer

visited the White House to speak with Nixon about a morale problem he was experiencing on the

Commission - specifically, that the members of the Shafer Commission were concerned that it

was "put togethcr by a President to merely tow the party line ... "128

121i Harry Robbins "Bob" Haldeman, \\t'hite House Chief of Stall to President Nixon.

127 Tape Recording, May 26, 1971 (Conversation 505-4). See a/so .bnp:·.abcnc\.vs.go.com
GMAislorv?id"" I26236&page= I.

128 Tape Recording, September 9, 1971 (Oval Office Conversation No. 568-4).
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128. In response, Nixon made absolutely clear that hc did not care what the Shafer

Commission's conclusions wcrc.;29

129. During Shafer's meeting with Nixon, Nixon proceeded to direct the Shafer

Commission to ignon: the obvious differences between Cannabis, and heroin and other

dangerous, addictive drugs:

PRESlDENT NIXON: J think there's a need to come out with a
report that is totally, uh, uh, oblivious to some obvious, uh,
dirterences between marijuana and othcr drugs, other dangerous
dlUgS, there are di rrerences. 130

130. When Shafer tried to assure Nixon that the Commission would not go "orr' hal f-

cocked," ostensibly promising to conclude that Cannabis should remain a Schedule I drug, along

with drugs that actually were (and are) dangerous, ~ixon responded tersely, "Keep your

Commission in line,,,llI

131. Nixon threatened Shafer with public recriminations, asserting that conclusions

contrary to Nixon's demands "would make your Commission just look as bad as hell.,,1J2

132. Nixon's threats were not limited to Shafer and his Commission. When Nixon

became aware that Bertram Drown, then-director of the National Institute of Mental Health,

called for decriminalization of Cannabis, Nixon responded:

Now, did you see this statement by [Bertram] Brown, the National
Institute of Mental Health, this morning? Uh, he should be out. I
mean today, today. If he's a presidential appointee, [what we

129 Id.

130 Jd.

131 Id.

l:,'2 Id
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should] do is fire the son of bitch and I mean today' Get the son of
a bitch out of here. III

133. In that same conversation, Nixon also tied protesters to usc of Cannabis:

itlhese, uh, more radical demonstrators that were here the last, ...
two weeks ago, They're all on drugs. Oh yeah, horrible, it's just a 
when, [ say "all," virtually alL And uh, uh, just raising hell."4

134. The so-called "radical demonstrators" to whom Nixon was referring were those

opposed to the Vietnam War, which, at the time, deeply divided the Country,

135, When the Sharer Commission issued its findings and recommendations, which

controvct1cd the Nixon Administration's preordained conclusions and agenda against African

Americans and war protesters, Nixon responded, predictably:

Urn, I met with Mr, Shafer, uh, I've read the report, uh, ch, it is a
report that deserves consideration and will receive it. However, as
to one aspect or the report [ am in disagreemenl. I was before I
read it, and reading it did not change my mind. Uh, r, uh, oppose
the legalization or marijuana, and that includes the sale, its
possession and its usc. 1'15

136, II' incarceration of antiwar protestors and African Americans constitutes the

measure of the War on Drugs' success, the Nixon Administration's erforts must be characterized

as "successfuL" According to the New York Daily News, "by 1973, about 300,000 people were

alTested under the law [the CSA] - the majority 0 f whom were African Amerlcan."m

137. The Nixon Administration's anti-Cannabis policies thus were manifested in two

distinct, but related, efforts - to usher the CSA through Congress and then to use the law as a

131

III

J.l5

13~

Tape Recording, May 18, 1971 (Oval OClice Con versation No. 500-17).

Id.

March 24, 1972 Press Conference (Oval Office Conversation No. 693-01).

N.Y. Daily News, supra note 124,
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tool to incarcerate, harass and undennine those whom members of the Nixon Administration

considered hostile to their interests.

138. Those who opposed \Jixon's agendas were cast aside, vilified or ignored. The

Sharer Commission's conclusions which conflicted with Nixon's plans were treated similarly.

III. THE EVIDENCE CONFIRMS THAT, DESPITE THE LAJ'JGUAGE OF THE CSA
AND NIXON'S E:\iFORCEMENT OF IT, THE FEDERAL GOVER:\iME:\iT DOES
NOT AND HAS :\iEVER BELIEVED THAT CANNABIS MEETS THE
REQUIREMENTS OF A SCHEDULE I DRUG.

139. Under the CSA and the florida Comprehensive Drug Abuse and Control Act

CFCDACA"), drugs arc classified by five Schedules, with Schedule r drugs identified as the

most dangerous to human life, and Schedule V drugs regarded as the most benign.

140, Cannabis is classified as a Schedule I drug under the CSA. 1J7

141. Cannabis is classilied as a Schedule I drug under the FCDACA. 11x

142, To meet the requirements of a Schedule I drug under the CSA and FCDACA, the

following clements must all be met:

J. the drug has a high potential for abuse;

2. the drug has "no currently accepted medical use In the
United States;" and

3. there is a lack of accepted safety for use of the drug even
under medical supervision. 119

(the "Three Schedule I Requirements"),

137 21 C'.F,R, 1308,II(d)(23) and (3J) (wrongly listed as a hallucinogenic drug, along with
heroin, mescaline and LSD),

Fla. SIal. § 893,03( I)(c)7 (also wrongly listing Cannabis as a hallucinogenic drug, along
with heroin, mescaline and LSD).

139 Pub. L. No, 91-513, 84 Slat. 1247.
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143. The State and federal Governmenls do not genuinely believe that Cannabis meets

the Three Schedule I Requirements.

144. The State and Federal Governments cannot genuinely bc.lieve that Cannabis meets

the Three Schedule J Requirements.

145. Upon information and belief: the State and Federal Governments have never

believed that Cannabis meels the Three Schedule I Requirements.

(a) The Federal Government Has Authorized Dispensing Medical Cannabis to
Patients/or More than 30 Years.

146. In or about 1978, the United States began subsidizing a program pursuant to

which medicul patients were provided with Cannabis. directly or indirectly, by the Federal

Government.

147, The aforesaid and described program, which exists to this day, is known as the

Investigational New Drug Program ("lND Program").

148. The first patielll to receive Cannabis under the auspices of the fNO Program was

Robert Randall.

149. Upon information and belief, Mr. Randall used medical Cannabis provided under

the auspices of the fND Program to treat his Glaucoma.

150. Thereafter, at least 12 other individuals participated in the £NO Program and

received Cannabis for treatment of an assortment o[ diseases and conditions.

151. Upon information and belief, the federal Government, as of the date of this filing,

continues to sponsor and/or provide medical Cannabis to patients pursuant to the IND Program.

152. Upon inrormation and belief, the number or patients cUlTently receiving medical

Cannabis through the TNO Program is eight.
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153. Pursuant to the TNO Program, the Federal Government has authorized the

University of Mississippi to harvest acres and acres of Cannabis.

154. Upon infom1ation and belief, the acres of land harvested by University of

Mississippi produce 50,000 to 60,000 Cannabis cigarettes per year.

155. Upon information and belief, none of the patients who have participated in the

TNO Program have suffered any serious side effects from their Cannabis treatments.

156. Upon information and belict~ none of the patients who have participated in the

Il\D Program have suffered any harm from their Cannabis treatments.

157. Upon infoImation and belief, no Federal Agencies have ever collected any

scientific data from the INO Program reflccting serious adverse impacts caused by Cannabis.

158. Upon information and belief, the Federal Government does not have any

inforn1ation suggesting that any of the patients who have participated in the IND Program have

ever suffered any harm or serious side effects from their Cannabis treatments.

159. The Missoula Chronic Clinical Cannabis Use Study evaluated the long-term

effects of heavy Cannabis use by four patients in the INO Program ("'Missoula Study").

160. The Missoula Study demonstrated clinical c1Tectiveness in these patients in

treating Glaucoma, chronic musculoskeletal pain, spasm and nausea, and spasticity of multiple

sclerosis.

161. All four patients who were the subject of the Missoula Study were stable with

respect to their chronic conditions.

162. Upon information and belief, none of the four patients who were the subject of the

Missoula Study su ffered any serious side effects from their Cannabis treatments.
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163. Upon information and belief, none of the four patients \vho were the subject of the

Missoula Study suffered any hann from their Cannabis treatments.

164. Upon information and belief, the Federal Goverill11ent does not have any

information suggesting that any of the four patients who were the subject of the Missoula Study

suffered any hann or serious side effects from their Cannabis treatments.

165. Upon infomlation and belief', all four patients who were the subject of lhe

Missoula Study were taking fewer standard phannaceulicals than bcrore they began treatment

with medical Cannabis, 140

166. The Missoula Study is one of thousands of studies which have confirmed that

Cannabis provides measurable health benefits while resulting in minimal or no negative side

effects,

(b) United States Administrative Law Judge, Francis L. Young, Concludes that
Cannabis Safely Provides Medical Benefits to Patients with an Assortment of
Illnesses Without Serious Side Effects

167. In 1988, Administrative Law Judge Francis Young, in In the Matter olManjuana

Rescheduling Petition, DEA Docket No. 86-22, issued a detennination arising from a petition by

the National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws ("NORML") to reschedule

Cannabis ("AU Decision"),141

168. In detcmlining whether to recommend rescheduling Cannabis under the CSA,

Judge Young focused on two issues: (i) whether Cannabis "has a currently accepted medical use

in treatment in the Gnited States, or a currently accepted medical use with severe restrictions;"

See Ethan Russo, et aI., Chronic Cannabis Use in the Compassionate Investigational New
Drug Program: An Examination of Bene/its and Adverse Ejlects of LegaL ClinicaL Cannabis,
JOUR:'-lAL OF CANNABIS THERAPEUTICS (Vol. 2(1) 2002), availabLe at hllp:/lcannabi "0

lllcd.org!jcanLTusso chronic use.pdf.

141 A copy of the AU Decision is attached hereto as Exhibit "A."
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and (ii) "whether there is a lack of accepted safety for use of the marijuana plant under medical

supervision. ,,14"

169. The two issues analyzed by Judge Young focus on the latter two of the Three

Schedule 1 Requirements necessary under the CSA to classify a drug as a "Schedule 1"

substance. 143

170. If a drug has no medically-accepted US!; and cannot be safely used or tested even

under medical supervision, it may qualify as a Schedule I drug; if the drug docs not meet either

of these Schedule I Requirements. it cannot be classified as a Schedule I drug. l44

171. In resolving these issues, Judge Young made a series of "lindings of fact.,,145

172. The aforesaid and described findings of fact by Judge Young were

"uncontroverted" by the parties. 14(,

173. One of the aforesaid and described parties to the proceeding over which Judge

Young presided was the Drug Enforcement Agency ("DEA,,).147

174. Judge Young thereafter devoted the next 15 pages of the All Decision to

evidence adduced during the hearing process, confimling that Cannabis constitutes a recognized,

14.1

144

145

146

147

Id. at 6.

Id. at8; see a/so Pub. L No. 91-513, 84 Stat. 1247.

Id.

AU Decision at 10-26,35-38,40-54,56-64.

AU Decision at 10, 54, 56.

Id. at 2.
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well-accepted and superior method ot' treatment of cancer patients suffering from nausea, emesis

and wasting.'~S

175. As part of his analysis, Judge Young cited to studies, patient histories, State

legislative Jindings and other evidence of thc mcdical cfficacy of Cannabis. J4Q

176. The DEA did not attempt to disputc the facts upon which the aloresaid analysis by

Judge Young was based. I so

177. Judge Young concluded, based upon "overwhelming" evidence, that:

marijuana has a currently accepted medical use in treatment in the
United States for nausea and vomiting resulting from
chemotherapy treatments in some cancer patients. To conclude
othelwise, on this record, would be unreasonable, arbitrary and
capricious. lSI

178. Judge Young proceeded to analyze the record with respect to the use of medical

Cannabis for the treatmenl of multiple sclerosis, spasticity and hyperparathyroidism. '5::!

179. Afler reviewing the extensive record, Judge Young concluded:

lMJarijuana has a currently accepted medical use in treatment in
the United States for spasticity resulting from mulliple sclerosis
and other causes. It would be unreasonable, arbitrary and
capricious to find otherwise. 1S3

180. The DEA did not attempt to dispute the facts comprising the "extensive record"

upon which Judge Young relied in reaching the aforesaid and described conclusion pertaining to

14H Id. at 10-25.

14'1 Id. at 10-26.

150 Id. al 26.

151 Id. at 34.

[52 Id. at 40-54.

15.1 Id. at 54.
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the medical efficacy of Cannabis for the treatment of spasticity resulting from multiple sclerosis

and other causes.

181. Judge Young similar!y concluded that medical Cannabis provides therapeutic

benerits to those suffering from hyperparathyroidism. 154

182. The DEA did nol attempt to dispute the facts comprising the "extensive record"

upon which Judge Young re lied in reaching the aforesaid and described concl usion pertaining to

the medical efficacy of Cannabis [or the treatment of hyperparathyroidism.

183, After concluding that Cannabis docs. in fact, have currently-accepted medical

uses, Judge Young turned to the issue of whether it may be used or tested safely under medical

supervision - the third 0 f the Three Schedule I Requiremcnts. 155

184, Aller rcviewing the uncontroverted evidence, Judge Young ruled in a series of

enumerated paragraphs that, not only is Cannabis not dangerous; it is extraordinarily safe, In this

regard, Judge Young ruled:

4. Nearly all medicines have toxic, potentially lethal elTeets.
But marijuana is not such a substance. There is no record in the
extensive medical literature describing a proven, documented
cannabis-induced fatality.

5. This is a remarkable statement. First, the record on
marijuana encompasses 5,000 years of human experience. Second,
marijuana is now used daily by enormous numbers of people
throughout the world. Estimates suggest that from 20 million to 50
million Americans routinely, albeit illegally, smoke marijuana
without the benefit of direct medical supervision. Yet, despite this
long history of usc and the extraordinarily high numbers of social
smokers, there are simply no credible medical rcports to suggest
that consuming marijuana has caused a single death.

104

155

Id. at 54-55.

Id. at 56.
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(j. By contrast, aspmn, a commonly-used, over-the-counter
medicine, causes hundreds of deaths eaeh year. 156

185. Judge Young found that, to induce a lethal response to Cannabis, the patienl

would be required to consume approximalely 1,500 pounds of marijuana within 15 minutes-an

amount and time frame which, as a practical matter, arc completely unreal istic. 1
0;7

186. Judge Young thereafter concluded that:

In strict medical temls, marijuana is far safer than many foods we
commonly consume. ISS

187. If these findings were not sufficiently damning to the CSA's mis-classification of

Cannabis as a Schedule 1drug, Judge Young made it even more clear when he wrote:

Marijuana, in its natural fonn, is one of the safest therapeutically
active substances known to man. By any measure of rational
analysis, marijuana can be safely used within a supervised routine
of medical care. l5'i

188. Judge Young thereafter recommended that Cannabis be removed from Schedule I

of the CSA. 16o

189. The DEA did not accept Judge Young's findings or recommendation.

190. Thc AU's Decision was issued years before 29 States and the District of

Columbia legalized Cannabis for medical use; bc!orc eight (8) States plus the District of

Columbia legalized Cannabis for recreational use; before two U.S. Territories approved the use

of whole-plant Cannabis.

Io;u [d. at 56-57.

157 ld. at 57.

ISR ld. at 58.

I ~q ld. at 58-59.

I hl.l Jd. at 67.
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(c) States Begin to Legalize Cannabis

19 J. In 1996. California became the tirst State to legalize Cannabis for medical usc.

192. Oregon, Alaska and Washington (State) followed soon thereafter and also

legalized Cannabis for medical lise.

193. Today, the following States have legalized Cannahis for medical and/or adult usc:

• California
• Oregon
• Alaska
• Washington (State)
• Maine
• Hawaii
• Colorado
• Nevada
• Montana
• Vermont
• New Mexico
• Michigan
• New Jersey
• Arizona
• Massachuselts
• New York
• Maryland
• Minnesota
• Florida
• Delaware
• Ohio
• Pennsylvania
• Illinois
• North Dakota
• Arkansas
• Connecticut
• New Hampshire
• Rhode Island
• West Virginia

194. ]n addition to the States, the following territories, protectorates and other areas

under United States jurisdiction have legalized Cannabis for medical and/or recreational uses:

• Washington, DC
• Puerto Rico
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• Guam

195. The method of legalization of Cannabis by States and other arcas within Federal

jurisdiction has varied from State constitutional amendment, to legislative enactment, to voter

referenda.

196. Today, more than 62% of Americans live 'vvithin a jurisdiction in which Cannabis

is legal to consume for medical and/or other purposes.

)97. California, the world's sixth largest economy, has legalized Cannabis for adult use

as well.

198. State-legal Cannabis has been available to mi llions of Americans lor decades.

199. Cannabis has been available illegally (i.e., on the "black market") to millions of

Americans for approximately 100 years.

200. Upon information and belief, no credible medical rcpolt has confirmed a single

fatality in the Uniled States from the consumption of Cannabis.

201. By contrast, the following "legal" substances have caused the following number

of deaths in the United Statcs on an annual basis: (i) tobacco - 480,000 deaths per year;I('[ (ii)

alcohol - 88,000 deaths per year; 162 (iii) pharmaccutical opioid analgesics - 18,893 per year; 163

(iv) acetaminophen (a/k/a "Tylenol") - 1,500 deaths from 2001 to 201 O.IM

161 See Thl: Cl:nter for Diseasc Control and Prevention. Fact Sheet-T'ubuc(;u Refuted
Mortality-Smoking & Tobacco (last updated December I, 2016). Retrieved [rom:
hllps::':ww\\".~d .}~o\""tobaCCl);(lata stmistics(lact shcel~ health rrects tobacco rdated l110rtalily
/index.htm.

Ifi2 See National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism. (2017). Alcohol Facts and
Statistics (last updated June, 2017). Retrieved from: http, :.'www.niaaa..nih.go ialcohol
heal th:ovcrv ie\v-3 Icoh 0 l-consun1pI i00.' aIcoho 1- facts-a !lel-statisti cs.

163 See The Center for Disease Control and Prevention. Number and age-adjusted rates drug
poisoning deaths involving opioid analgesics and heroin: United States, 2000-20/4 (last updated
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(d) The Federal Government Admits and Obtains a Medical Patent Bused Upon its
Assertion That Cannabis Provides Medical Benefits

202. tn or about J998. the United States Government filed a patent application,

entitled: "Cannabinoids as antioxidants and neuroprotectants." (the "U.S. Cannabis Patcnt").165

203. In the U.S. Cannabis Patent, the Federal Government made representations to the

United States Patent and Trademark OITice ("USPTO") relative to the effects of Cannabis on the

human body.

204. In the U.S. Cannabis Patent, the Federal Government represented to the USPTO

that Cannabis provides medical benefit to, and thus has medical uses for, patients surrering with

an assortment of diseases and conditions. In this regard, the Federal Government asserted that:

Cannabinoids have been found to have antioxidant properties,
unrelated to NMDA receptor antagonism. This new found property
makes cannabinoids useful in the treatment and prophylaxis of
wide variety of oxidation associated diseases, such as ischemic,
age related, inflammatory and autoimmune diseases. The
cannabinoids are found LO have parlicular application as
neuroprotectants, for exampic, in limiting neurological damage
following ischemic insults, such as stroke and trauma, or in the
treatment of neurodegeneralive diseases, such as Alzheimer's
Disease, Parkinson's Disease, and HIY Dementia.I~~

December, 2015) Retrieved from: hltp:.;",,\!, w.cdc.govillchs l d:lla,'lteallil Doli ¥'AADR drug
poisoning, involving OA Heroin US 2000-2014.pdf'

164 Dominique Mosbergen, Tylenol Overdoes Risk is Staggering; Acetaminophen Sa/eguards
Remain Instifficient: Report, Huflington Post, (September 24, 2013)
hllP:,"\-vw·w.huCfingtonpQ L.com!20 13·09;74/tvlcnol-ovcrdosc n 3976991.l1ll11l. This figure does
not include the 78,000 Americans who are rushed to emergency rooms annually, or the 33,000
hospitalizations in the United States each year, all due to ingestion ofacelaminophen. ld

A copy of the U.S. Patent is attached hereto as Exhibit "8" and is also available at
Illlps::'''''\-''' .googlc.com'patl:nts/US6630507.

166 U.S. Cannabis Patent at Abstract.
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205. In support of its U.S. Cannabis Patent, the Federal GovernmenL cited a series of

studies and academic papers, which, the Federal Government represents, support its conclusion

that Cannabis docs, in fact, provide medical benefits, including conditions which are listed and

which are not listed in the U.S. Cannabis Patent.

206. The U.S. Cannahis Patent directly and unmistakably controverts the Federal

Government's continued classification of Cannabis as a Schedule 1drug, which, it is emphasized,

requires a tinding that it lacks .!!!!1 medical use.

207. Simply put - the Federal Government cannot maintain, 1Il its U.S. Cannabis

Patent, that Cannabis docs, in fact, have curative properties that provide medical bencfits to

patients suffering from an assortment of diseases while also simultaneously "finding" that

Cannabis has no mcJical application whatsoever for purposes 0 f appl ication and en forcement of

the CSA.

(e) The Justice Department Issues Guidelines for Prosecution ofMedical Cannabis
Patients (2009)

208. As SLaLe-legal Cannabis legislation and other approvals or medical Cannabis

continued to pass throughout the Cnited States, the Federal Government was confronted with a

problem - under the CSA, the cultivation, harvcsting, cxtraction, distribution, sale andior use of

Cannabis was (and is) illegal; however, States wcrc granting their citizens permission to

cultivate, distribute, sell, and/or use Cannabis for medical purposcs.

209. On or about Octobcr 19, 2009, thc DOl, while professing the importance of

enforcing the CSA as it pertains to Cannabis, acknowledged the existence of Stale laws

authorizing the use of "medical marijuana," and din:cted that United States Attorneys:

should not tacus federal resources in your States on individuals
whosc actions are in clear and unambiguous compliancc with
cxisting State laws providing for the medical use of marijuana. For
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example. prosecution of individuals with cancer or other serious
illnesses who usc marijuana as part of a recommended treatment
regimen consistent with applicable State law, or those caregivers in
clear and unambiguous compliance with existing state law who
provide such individuals with marijuana, is unlikely to be an
enicient use or limited federal resources 167

210. Thus, notwithstanding the provisions of the CSA, prohibiting cultivation,

distribution, sale, possession and/or usc or Cannabis, as a dlllg so dangerous that it cannot be

testcd even under strict medical supcrvision, the DO.l expressly discouraged United States

Attorneys from llsing federal resources to prosecute violations of the CSA by users of Cannabis

for medical purposes in State legal jurisdictions

(f) Tire Justic:e Department Adopts the Cole Memorandum

211. On or about August 29, 2013. DOJ promulgated what has come to be known as

the "Cole MelllOrandum."ll>x

212. Under the Calc Memorandum, the DO.l, consistent with thc Ogden Memorandum,

officially recognized that patients using State-legal medical Cannabis, in accordance with the

laws of the States in which they t'eside, and businesses cultivating and/or selling State-legal

Cannabis for mcdical purposes, are nOI appropriate targets for federal investigation, prosecution

and incarceration.

213. Thc net effect of the Cole Memorandum was to inform medical-Cannabis

businesses operating in accordance with the laws of the States in which such businesses operate,

See Memorandum from Deputy Attomey General David W. Ogden to Selected United
States Attorncys on Investigations and Prosecutions in States Authorizing the Medical Usc of
Marijuana (October 19, 2009). available at hllp~:/..www.iLl:..Licc.gov.an.:hivc :opu/blog
mCll1or:lnclul11-sclcclcd-uni tcd-state-altorn y:,,-invesl igaLions-and-prosecul iO!1 ·-stale. (HOgden

Memorandum").

168 See Memorandum from Deputy Attorney General .lames M. Cole to All United Statcs
Attorneys, Guidance Regarding Marijuana Enforcement (August 29, 2013), available at
hLLp:>;."www.iLlsLice.gov: iso':opa!resources:30520 138291327568 7467.pM
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and patients who usc medical Cannabis in accordance with the laws of the States in whlch such

patients reside, that they would not be prosecuted, provided that such Cannabis businesses and

medical Cannabis patients did not engage in conduct which encroached upon eight (8) specific

federal priorities, identilied in the Colc Memorandum as follows:

I. Preventing the distribution of marijuana Lo minors;

2. Preventing revenue from Lhe sale of marijuana from going
to criminal enterprises, gangs, and cartels;

3. Preventing the diversion of marijuana from States where it
is legal under State law in some form to other States;

4. Preventing State-authorized marijuana activity from bcing
used as a cover or pretex t for the tra ffick ing 0 f other illegal
drugs or other illegal activity;

5. Preventing violence and the use of firearms III the
cultivatlon and distrlbution of marijuana;

6. Preventing drugged driving and the exacerbation of other
adverse public health consequences associated wiLh
marIjuana use;

7. Preventing the growing of marijuana on public lands and
the supposed attendant public safety and environmental
dangers posed by manjuana production on public lands;
and

8. Preventing manJuana possession or use on federal
propel1y. J 69

(g) The Treasury Department Provides Federal Authorization to Banks to Transact
with Cannabis Businesses

214. On Febmary 14,2014, the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network ("FinCEN")

issued a Memorandum providing guidance to clarify Bank Secrecy Act ("BSA") expectations for

169 Cole Memorandum at 1-2.
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financial institutions sccking to provide services to marijuana-relatcd businesses ("FinCen

Guidance"). 170

215. FinCEN issued the FinCEN Guidance "in light of recent state initiatives to

legalize certain marijuana-related activity and related guidance by the U.S. Department of Justice

C'DOl") concerning marijuana-related enforcement priorities" (i.e., the Cole Memorandum) 171

216. In essence, the FinCEN Guidance was the Treasury Department's own version of

the Cole Memorandum, except that the FinCEN Guidance was sent to private actors (banks and

other financial institutions), informing them how it is that they can transact with Cannabis

businesses - businesses that arc technically illegal criminal enterprises under the CSA.

217. FinCEN provides guidance and advice to banks and other financial institutions

concerning how they can engage in conduct whieh is illegal under the CSA, as well as under 18

U.S.c. ~ 1956 (laundering of monetary instruments).

218. In the FinCEN Guidance, the Treasury Department provided the following

instructions on how to transact with Cannabis businesses:

The Financial Crimes Enforcement Network ("FinCEN") is issuing
guidance to clari fy Bank Secrecy Act ("BSA") expectations for
linancial institutions seeking to provide services to marijuana
related businesses. FinCEN is issuing this guidance in light of
recent state initiatives to legalize certain marijuana-related activity
and related guidance by the U.S. Department of Justice ("DOJ")
concerning marijuana-related enforcement priorities. This FinCEN
guidance clarifies how financial ins/illi/ions can provide services
10 morijuarlO-rdaled businesses consistent with their BSA
obligations, and aligns the information provided by financial
institutions in BSA reports with federal and state law enforcement

1711 See Financial Crimes Enforcement Network, BSA Expectatiuns Regarding Marijuana
Related Businesses (rIN-2014-GOO 1) (Feb. 14, 2014), available at
http$:.'Iv.'ww.fincen.g<'V/re Oltrces'swl.utc '-regula! ions/guiclancc/b a-ex pccla tion5-r~garding

marijuana-rclaled-busine,. e..

171 Id.
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priorities. This FinCEN guidallce should enhance the alJ(JilabilitJl
o( financial services (or, and the financial transparency of;
marijuana-related businesses. i 72

219. Under the provisions of the finCEN Guidance, the Federal Government provided

authorization to banks and other financial institutions to transact with Cannabis businesses.

220. Under the provisions of the finCEN Guidance, the Treasury Department directed

that financial institutions, prior to engaging in transactions with medical Cannabis businesses,

undertake due diligence to ascertain whether the latter are operating in eonfol1nity with the

provisions of the Cole Memorandum.

221. The Ogden Memorandum, Cole Memorandum and FinCbN Guidance make clear

that the United States Government should not interfere with State-legal medical Cannabis

businesses, and should not otherwise attempt to enforce the CSA as against such businesses or

the patients who use the products cultivated and dispensed by such businesses, provided that

such businesses and patients act in con[orn1ity with the laws of the States in which such

businesses opcrate and in which such patients reside.

222. The Ogden Memorandum, Cole Memorandum and FinCEN Guidance cannot be

reconciled with the Federal Government's classification of Cannabis as a Schedule I drug that is

so dangerous that it has no medical purpose and cannot be tested even under strict medical

supervISIon.

(h) The United States Surgeon General Acknuwledges NJedical Benefits of
Cannabis Use and The DEA Removes a Series of False Statements Concernin/(
Cannabis from its Website

223. On or about February 4, 2015, the then-United States Surgeon General, Dr. Vivek

Murthy, appeared on CBS This Morning, a nationally-televised daily talk show.

172 Id. (emphasis added).
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224. While on CBS This Morning, the U.S. Surgeon General publically acknowledged

that Cannabis can safely provide bona-fide medical benefits to patients ("Surgeon General's

Acknowledgment"). In

225. Th\: DEA, earlier this year, removed from its website: all references to Cannabis

as a supposed "gateway drug;" as a drug that causes "permanent brain damage:" and as a drug

that leads to psychosis ("DEt\'s Website Revision").

226. The DEA's Website Revision is consistent with the Surgeon General's

Acknowledgment.

227. Prior to the DEA' s Website Revision. a petition alleging that the DEA's website

contained false information was tiled on behalf of Americans for Safe Access under the

Inf0l111ation Qual ity Act (the "ASA Petition"). /7"

228. Under the Information Quality Act, federal Agencies arc required to devise

guidelines to ensure the "quality, objectivity, utility, and integrity of information" they

disseminate. /75

229. These requirements are designed to ensure that, inter alia, the information

contained on the websites maintained by Federal Agencies is accurate.

230. Upon information and belief, it was in response to the ASA Petition, asserting that

the infonnation contained on the DEA website was inaccurate, that the DEA effected its Website

Revision. In other words, the DEA, rather than litigating the inaccuracy of thc information

171 See http. :."www, tbsncw~.~OTTlJ \' itkm,· lIl:vv-sl1I'gcon-gcl1crill-c1r-vi v\:k-IllurlIIY-ll1caslcs-
vaccinc-is-saCc-and-effectivc, at 3:45.

for saf\: accc

175 See 44 U,S.c. §3516, Statutory and HisLorical Notes.
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contained on its website, changed that infornlation and efTected its Website Revision in

recognition that the language asserting that Cannabis is a supposed "gateway drug" that causes

psychosis and permanent brain damage was and is false.17!'

(i) Congress Precludes the DOJ from Using Legislative Appropriations to
Prosecute State-Legal Cannabis Cultivation, Distribution, Sale and Use as
Courts Recognize Cannabis's Medical Benefits

231. In Decl:mber 2014, Congress enaded a rider to an omnibus appropriations bill,

funding the federal Government through September 30, 2015 (the "2014 funding Rider").

232. Under the 2014 Funding Rider, Congress expressly prohibited the DOl from

USIng the appropriations provided thereby to prosecute the use, distribulion, possessIOn or

cultivation of medical Cannabis in States where such activities are legal.

233. The 2014 Funding Rider includes the following language:

None of the funds made available in this Act to the Department of
Justice may be used, with respect to the States of Alabama, Alaska,
Arizona, California, Colurado, Connecticut, Delaware, District of
Columbia, Florida, Hawaii, Illinois, Iowa, Kentucky, Maine,
Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississirpi,
Missouri, Montana, 1\evada, New Hampshin:, New Jersey, New
Mexico, Oregon, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Tennessee, Utah,
Vermont, Washington, and Wisconsin, to prevent such States from
implementing their own State laws that authorize the usc,
distribution, possession, or cullivation of medical marij uana. 177

234. The States referenced in the 2014 Funding Rider are those that, as of the date of

the 2014 Funding Rider, had established State-legal medical Cannabis programs.

The FDA also removed all references to Cannabis as a supposed "gateway dnlg" on its
website.

177 See Consolidated and Further Continuing Appropriations Act, 2015, Pub. L. No. 113-
235, ~ 538, 128 Stat. 2 J30, 2217 (2014).
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235. Various shorl-term measures extended the 2014 Funding Rider through December

22,2015.

236. On December ]8, 20 IS, Congress enacted a new appropriations act, which

appropriated funds through the fiscal year ending September 30, 2016, and included essentially

the samc rider as the 2014 Fundi ng Rider. I 7B

237. In 2017, Congress enacled another rider, updali ng the 2014 Fundi ng Rider to

include the States that added medical Cannabis programs over the preceding three ycars, and

again restricting the use of Congressional appropriations to prosecute only those violations of the

CSA in which the defendants cultivate, distributc, and/or scll Cannabis in a manner that violatcs

State-legal medical marijuana programs ("2017 Funding Rider"). In this regard, the 2017

Funding Rider states:

None of the funds made avai lable in this Act to the Department of
Justice may be used, with respect to any of the States of Alabama,
Alaska, Arkansas, Arizona, California, Colorado, Connecticut,
Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, Illinois, Iowa, Kentucky,
Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota,
Mississippi, Missouri, Montana, Nevada, New Hampshire, New
Jersey, New Mexico, New York, Norlh Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma,
Oregon, Pennsylvania: Rhode Island, South Carolina, Tennessee,
Texas, Utah, Vermont, Virginia, Washington, West Virginia,
Wisconsin, and Wyoming, or with respect to the District of
Columbia, Guam, or Puerto Rico, to prevent any of them from
implementing their own laws that authorize the use, distribution,
possession, or cultivation of medical marijuana. J 79

17X Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2016, Pub. L. No. 114-113, § 542, 129 Stat. 2242,
2332-33 (2015) (adding Guam and Puerto Rico and changing "prevent such States from
implementing their own State laws" to "prevent any of them from implementing their own
laws").

179 Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2017, Pub. L. No. 115-31, §537 (2017).
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238. In a recent decision, the New Jersey Superior Court, Appellate Division,

recognized that "while there may have been 'no accepted medical usc in treatment in the United

Slates' for mar(juana when [marijuana was flrst declared a Schedule I substance in the early

1970s], any argument suggesting that premise is still valid [now] strains credulity beyond

acceptable boundarics.',IRo

IV. THE LEGAL LANDSCAPE IN THE STATE OF FLORlDA.

239. The courts of this statc have long recognized lhat marijuana can In fact have

medical benefits for patients. Since at least 1988, Florida coutts have recognized that medical

necessity can serve as a complete defensc to criminal charges arising from marijuana cultivation

and possession of associated paraphemalia.I~1

240. But, as the ivfussika court explained, the potential availability of the medical

necessity defense essentially just reinforces and lacilitates a continuing "intolerable, untenable

legal situation."

Medical nccessity is a stringent, demanding legal defense. The
practice of medicine, however, cannot be predicated upon the legal
requirements of the medical ncccssity dcfense if it is to preserve
health in a rational, compassionate manner. As this decision, and
thc earlier decisions citcd herein illustrate, marUuana has "an
accepted medical usc in treatment". Indeed, the evidence indicates
marijuana is now being employed, albeit illegally, by patients
throughout the United States. In the vast majority of such cascs,
thesc desperately ill people arc being forced underground and
away from urgently needed medica! supervision to acquire

Kadonsky v. Lee, No. A-3324-14T4, --- A.2d ---, _ WL __ at *12 (NJ Super. Ct.
App. Div. Ocl. 31, 2017). The Kadonsky court also noted: "Medical benelits from the use of
marijuana not known in 1971 ... or in J986 ... , and impediments to its lawful use as a result of
its Schedule I classification, arc abundant and glaringly apparent now." Id.

IRI See State v. Mussika, No. 88-4395 CFA 10, 14 Fla. L. Weekly 4 (Fla. 17th Jud. Cir.
Broward Cty. Dec. 28, 1988) (copy attached hereto as Exhibit "C"); Jenks v. State, 582 So, 2d
676 (Fla. 1st DCA 1991); see also Sowell v. State, 738 So. 2d 333 (Fla. Ist DCA 1998)
(reafIinning holding of Jenks).
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marijuana. This is an intolerable, untenable legal situation. Unless
legislators and regulators heed these urgent human needs and
rapidly move to correct the anomaly arising from the absolute
prohibition or marijuana which forces law-abiding citizens into the
streets-and criminality-to meet their legitimate medical needs,
cases of this type will become increasingly common in coming
years. There is a pressing need for a more compassionate, humane
law which clearly disCliminatcs between the criminal conduct of
those who socially abuse chemicals and the legitimate medical
needs of seriously ill patients whose welfare and very lives may
depend on the prudent therapeutic usc of those very same chemical
substances.' x"

(a) Tire Compassionate Medical Cannabis Act of2014

241. In 2014, the Florida Legislature, through the Compassionate Medical Cannabis

Act of 2014 (the "CMCA"), legalized the cultivation, processing, and dispensing of low-THC

cannabis for certain qualified patients.'H3 The CMCA, whieh was coditied as Section 381.9R6,

Florida Statutes (2014), directed the Departmcnt to authorize the establishment of five (5)

dispensing organizations ("D.O.s") in fivc rcgions throughout the State of Florida for the

purposes of supplying low-THe cannabis to qualified patients in Florida.

242. The Departmenl was also directed to adopt ruks necessary lo implement the 2014

Act, which included rules for thc initial application requirements for dispensing organizations,

and to develop and adopt an application for low-THe cannabis dispensing organization

approvaJ. 1H4 On or about June 17,2015, pursuant to the Legislarive directives under the 2014

Act, the Department adopted Rule 64-4.002, F.A.C., entitled "Initial Application Requirements

for Dispensing Organizations." The Department also developcd an "Application for Low-THe

Muss ika , 14 Fla. L. Weekly 4, at *4 (Fla. 17th .Iud. Cir. Broward Cty. Dec. 28, 1988).

IX ..

IX~

See Ch. 2014-157, Laws ofFla.

See Fla. Stat. § 381.986(5)(d) (2014).
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Cannabis Dispensing Organization Approval" (hereinafter referred to as the "Low-THC

Application form"), which was incorporated by reference in Rule 64~4.002, f,A,C.

243. Pursuant to Rule 64-4,002(5), f,A,C., entities desiring to become a licensed low-

THC dispensing organization (hereinafter "Low-THC D.O." or "Low-THC Dispensing

Organization") were required to submit application,s, using the Low-THC Application Form, to

lhe Deparlment no laler than 5:00 P,M. on July 8, 2015, along wilh an initial application fee in

the amount 0[$60,063.00.

244, Florigrown did not submit a Low-THC Application Form to obtain licensure as a

Low-THe D.O, IXS

245. During the next Legislative Session, the Legislature enacted Chaptcr 20 J 6-123,

Laws of Florida, which was signed into law un March 25, 20 J6. In pertinent part, the

amendments to Section 381.986, florida Statutes (2015), for the first time in the history orthe

State of Florida legalized the cultivation, processing, and dispensing of full strength, high-THC

medical marijuana, albeit only for terminally ill ratients who obtained, inter alia, attestations

from two physicians that the patient was expected to dic within a year,

(b) Amendment 2

246. On November 8, 20J6, Florida voters overwhelmingly approved an amendment to

the Florida Conslitution to allow for the legal "Use of Marijuana for Debilitating Medical

IXS Florigrown was precluded from participating in that earlier legislatively created limited
program from thc outset due [0 several onerous application requirements, such a prerequisite that
the applicant have served as a Iicensed nurseryman for at least the last 30 years,
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Conditions" (the "Amendment") with 71.32% of voters voting In favor of the measure and

28.68% voting against it. J86

247. The margin of support that the Amendment received from Florida voters was the

highest evcr received for any marijuana-related ballot measure ever put before voters in the

United States. For example, medica! marijuana was legalized in Colorado (in 2(00) with

53.53% of volers voling in support and 46.47% vOling againsl. IS7 The adull use of marijuana

was subsequently legalized in Colorado in 2015 with 65.38% of voters voting in support and

44.68% voting against.I~8 Likewise, medical marijuana was legalized in Nevada (in 2000) with

65.38°1<, of volers vOling in support and 34.62% voling against.18~ In 2016, Nevada legalized

adulL lise of marijuana with 54.47% of voters voting in support and 45.53 voting againSl. l90

248. The Amendment was codified in Florida's Constitution as Artiele X, section 29,

entitled "Medical marijuana production, possession and usc."

249. The Amendment includes lhe following definitions of words and lerms:

186 6,518,9 J9 Floridians (71.32% of vOlers) voted in support of the Amendment while
2,621,845 (28.68% of voters) opposed the measure. See Itttps:·;'ballotp'cdia.org/Florida
Medical Marijuana Lcgalizatil)fl. mcndll1('lIt 1 (1016).

IH7 915,527 Coloradoans (53.53% or voters) voted to legalize medical use or marijuana in
their state while 786,983 (46.47% of voters) opposed the measure. See hllps::/ballolpcdia.org.
Colorado Medical Usc of Marijuana. Iniliative 20 (2000).

1,383,139 Coloradoans (55.32% of voLers) vOled La kgalizc adult US\; or marijuana in
their state while 1,116,894 (44.68% of voters) opposed the measure. See hllps:','ballotpcdia.org.'
Colorado Marijunna Legalization fnili:lli ,Amendment M (?OI2l.

189 381,947 Nevadans (65,38% of voters) voted lo legalize medical use of marijuana in their
state while 202,21 J (34.62% or voters) opposed the measure. See
hllps://ballotpcdia.orgiNcvada Medical Marijuana Act. Qncstioll 9 (1000).

191J 602,463 Nevadans (54.47% of voters) voted to legalize adult use or marijuana in their
slate while 503,644 (45.53% of voters) opposed the measure. See
11llps:i.ballotpcdia.org"Ncvada Marijuana Legalization, Ouest ion 2 (2016).
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• '" Department' means the Department of Health or its successor agency."
(ld. at (b)(2).)

• "'Medical Marijuana Treatment Center' (MMTC) means an entity that
acquires, cultivates) possesses, processes (including development of related
products such as food, tinctures, aerosols, oils, or ointments), transfers,
transports, sells, distributes, dispenses, or administers marijuana, products
containing marijuana, related supplies, or educational materials to qualifying
patients or their caregivers and IS registered by the Department. (ld. at (b)(5).)

• '" Physician' means a person who is licensed to practice medicine in Florida."
(ld. at (b)(8).)

250. The Amendment assigns certain critical duties to Department in order to execute

the will of the voters and implement the provisions or the Amendment. Spcci fically, the

Amendment provides, in pertinent part:

Duties of the Department. 191 The Department shall issue
reasonable regulations necessary for the implementation and
enforcement of this section. The purpose or the regulations is to
ensure the availability and sare use or medical marijuana by
qualifYing patients. It is the duty of the Department to promulgate
regulations in a timely fashion.

(I) Implementing Regulations. In order to allow the Department
sufficient time after passage of this section, the rollowing
regulations shall be promulgated no laler than six (6) months arter
the effective date of this section:

* * *

c. Procedures for the registration of MMTCs that include
procedures for the issuance, renewal, suspension and revocation of
registration, and standards to ensure proper security, record
keeping, testing, labeling, inspection, and safety.

* ;. *

(2) Identi fication cards and registrations. The Department shall
begin issuing qualifying patient and caregiver identification cards,

191 For purposes or the Amendment, '''Department' means the Department of Health or its
successor agency." Fla. Const. Art. X, § 29(b)(2).
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and registering MMTCs no later than nlnc (9) months after the
effective date of this section.

(3) Jr the Departmenl does not issue rcgulations, or if Lhe
Department does not bcgin issuing identification cards and
registering MMTCs within the time limits set in this section, any
Florida citizen shall have standing to ~cck judicial relief to compel
compliance with the Department's constitutional duties. 192

251. On January 3,2017, the Amendment took effect in the SLate of Florida. 193

V. FLORIGROWN'S ATTEMPT TO REGISTER AS AN MMTC.

252. Pursuant Lo the Amendment, on or about January 17,2017, Florigrown submitted

to Department its Registration as a Medical Marijuana Treatment Center (hereinafter

"Florigrown's Registration") 194

253. F1origrown's Registration included all information pertinent to registering

Florigrown as an MMTC, including but not limited to details regarding the following:

• Busincss/Ownership Structure: Florigrown's Regislration explained its
business and ownership structure and identified Florigrown' s four
owners/members responsible for its operations. Florigrown noted that its
principal Member had already been fingerprinted and had recently passed a
level-2 background screening. Florigrown also indicated that its other
Members and any employees or agents of Florigrown would do the same or
meet any other relevant background screeninglfingcrprinting requirements
that Department might rcquest.

• financial Solvency: Florigrown's Registration included a tinancial statement
from its majority member that reflected a net worth of over $49,500,000 and
over $46,300,000 in assets. Florigrown's Registration also offered to furnish
Department with further information from a certified public accountant
demonstrating Florigrown's solvency, upon request.

• Security, Inventory and ContrQI: Florigrown's Registration rellected that the
company would meet all requirements for security, inventory and control,

192

19J

194

Fla. Const., Art X ~ 29(d).

Pursuant to Fla. Const. Art. Xl, § 5, the Amendment went into effect on January 3, 2017.

A copy of Florigrown's Registration is attached hereto as Exhibit "D".
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including but not limited to video surveillance, alarms, and physical barriers
to control access;

• Record Keeping: Florigrown's Registration stated that the company would
comply with all record keeping requirements for inventory control, tracking
and chain of custody, and will implement auditable software for seed to sale
tracking as required;

• Product Tcstin1!: Florigrown's Registration stated that the company would
comply with all testing requirements, including bul nol limited to internal
testing and maintaining batch samples for auditing by independent third
parties;

• Product Labeling: Florigrown's Registration stated that the company would
maintain records necessary Lo meeL any labeling requirements such as a list of
ingredients, THe content, and any safety warnings requested;

• Inspections: Florigrown's Registration stated that the company would make
its facilities, processes, and records available for inspection at any and all
reasonable times;

• Good Manufaetllring Practices: Florigrown considers the safety of its
products a paramount concern. Consequently, Florigrown' s Registration
stated that the company would satisfy or exceed any safety requirement
including but not limited to: (a) requirements for cultivating cannabis
methodology; (b) requirements for dealing with medical marijuana as an
invasive plant in the State 0 rFlorida; (c) requirements for the best agricultural
and bandling practices; (d) requirements for professional personnel on staff
licensed by the State as necessary to ensure that Florigrown is operating in
accordance with the regulations of the Department;

• Medical Director: Florigrown's Registration stated that the company would
employ a licensed medical director to ensure the proper operation of its
facilities, ifrequired.

• Zoning: Florigrown's Registration indicated that the company Florigrown will
satisfy all zoning requirements of the jurisdiction in which its facilities operate

254. On or about January 17,2017, the Department published a Notice of

Development of Rulemak ing relating to the Amendment. The Notice included "preliminary text

of the proposed rule development" and reflected that "[tJhe purpose and effect of this rule is to

implement provisions of Article X, Section 29 of the Florida Constitution, to set out clear
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guidance on use of terms and implementation of the amendment which went into effect on

January 3, 2017."195 The Notice also indicated that Rule Development Workshops would be

held at five (5) locations throughout the State from FebruaI)' 6-9, 2017.

255. On or about January 20, 2017, Defendant Sax responded to Florigrown's

Registration stating in pertinent part that Florigrown's "request to register as a Medicial

Marijuana Treatment Center (MMTC) is denied" (hereinafter "Registration Denial").l%

Attached to the Registration Denial was a "Notice of Rights" that advised, inter alia, that

Florigrown could petition for an administrative hearing regarding the Registration Denial.

256. On or about February 8. 2017, Florigrown requested an administrative hearing on

the Registration Denial pursuant to the instructions in the Notice of Rights.

257. On February 22, 2017, the Department issued an Order Dismissing Petition

(hereinafter "Dismissal Order"), which was signed by Defendant Dr. Philip.197

258. Allhough the Notice of Rights advised Florigrown that it could pursue an

administrative petition regarding the Registration Denial, the Dismissal Order stated, in pertinent

part:

the Administrative Procedure Act does not apply to the
Department's actions conducted pursuant to the authority derived
from the Amendment. See § 120.52(1), Fla. Stat. Once the
Department has promulgated and implemented regulations
pursuant to Amendment 2, any relief which Florigrown or other

19~ See Dept. or Health [2017], Rule No. 64-4.012 Medical Marijuana for Dehililatill~

Medical Conditions, Notice of Development of Rulemaking (Published January 17, 2017).
Retrieved from: htlps:.'iwww.Ondc .org/gateway/ndcNQ.a p?id=64-4.0 12.

196

1'17

A copy of the Registration Denial is attached hereto as Exhibit "E",

A copy of the Dismissal Order is attached hereto as Exhibit "F".
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registrants may seck under that regulatory framework must be
brought in circuit court. J9H

259. The Dismissal Order further stated lhat "Once the Department has promulgated

and implemcntcd regulations pursuant to Amendment 2, any relief which Florigrown or other

registrants may seek under that regulatory framework must be brought in circuit court.,,199

Indeed, the Dismissal Order supported this statement by citing the following legal authority to

Florigrown: "See Couchman v. Univ. 0/ Central Fla., 84 So. 3d 445 (Fla, 5th DCA 2012)

(Administrative Procedure Act only applies when state university is acting pursuant to statutory

authority; when the university is acting pursuant to the State Constitution, the Administrative

Procedure Act does not apply).,,~on

VI. FLORIDA LEGISLATURE ENACTS ~EW LEGISLATIVE SCHEME DURING
SPECIAL LEGISLATIVE SESSION.

260. On or about May fI, 2017, Florida's 2017 Legislative Session ended without the

passage of any legislation relating to the implementation of the Amendment.

261. On June 2, 2017 Governor Scott called for a Special Session of the Legislature to

be convened [rom June 7, 2017 to June 9.2017, Although Governor Scott did not include

legislation relating to the Amendment in his initial Special Session plan, it was added later.

262. During thc Special Session, the Legislature enactcd Senate Bill No.8-A, entitled

an act relating to medical marijuana, which became t:ffective June 23,2017, as Chapter 2017-

232, Laws of Florida.

198

199

201l

Dismissal Order ~ 12.

Id.

Id.
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(a) Chapter 2017-232 purpvrts tv impose impermissible c:riteria, classifications and
requirements and restrictions upon registration ofMMTCs

263. Chapter 2017-232 directs the Department to license ten additional MMTCs by

October 3, 2017 in order to ensure sufficient supply to meet the needs of Florida patients.

264. Specificall y, Chapter 2017-232 amended Section 381. 986(8), Florida Statutes

(emphasis added), to state as follows:

(a) The department shall license medical marijuana treatment
centers to ensure reasonable statewide accessibility and availability
as necessary for qualified patients registered in the medical
marijuana use registry and who are issued a physician certification
under this section.

I. As soon as practicable, but no later than July 3, 2017, the
department shall license as a medical marijuana treatment
center any entity that holds an active, unrestricted license to
cultivate, process, transport, and dispense low-THe cannabis,
medical cannabis, and cannabis delivery devices, under former
s. 381.986, Florida Statutes 2016, before July 1,2017, and which
meets the requirements of this section. In addition to the authority
granted under this section, these entities are authorized to dispense
low-THe cannabis, medical cannabis, and cannabis delivery
devices ordered pursuant to fonner s. 381.986, Florida Statutes
2016, which were entered into the compassionate use registry
before July 1, 2017, and are authorized to begin dispensing
marijuana under this section on July 3, 2017. The department may
grant variances from the representations made in sueh an entity's
original application for approval under fomler s. 381.986, Florida
Statutes 2014, pursuant to paragraph (e).

2. The department shall license as medical marijuana
treatment centers 10 applicants that meet the requirements of
this section, under the following parameters:

a. As soon as practicable, but no later than August 1, 2017, the
department shall license any applicant whose application was
reviewed, evaluated, and scored by the department and which
was denied a dispensing organization license by the
department under former s. 381.986, Florida Statutes 2014;
which had one or more administrative or judicial challenges
pending as of January 1,2017, or had a final ranking within
one point of the highest final ranking in its region under
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former s. 381.986, Florida Statutes 2014; which meets the
requirements of this section; and which provides documentation to
the department that it has the existing infrastructure and technical
and technological ability to begin cultivating marijuana within 30
days after registration as a medical marijuana treatment center.

b, As soon as practicable, but no later than October 3, 2017, the
department shall license one applicant that is a recognized class
member of Pigfc)f'd v. Gliclonan, IR5 F.R.D. 82 (D.D.C. 1999), or
In Re Black Farmers Litig., 856 F. Supp, 2d 1 (D,D,C. 2011) and is
a member of' the Black Fam1ers and Agriculturalists Association
Florida Chapter. An applicant licensed under this sub
subparagraph is exempt from the requirements of subparagraphs
(b)l. and (b)2,

c, As soon as practicable, but no later than October 3, 2017, the
department shall license applicants that meet the requirements
of this section in sufficient numbers to result in 10 total licenses
issued under this subparagraph, while accounting for the
number of licenses issued under subsubparagraphs a. and h.

3, For up to two of the licenses issued under subparagraph 2., the
department shall give preference to applicants that demonstrate
in their applications that they own one or more facilities that are, or
were, used for the canning, concentrating, or otherwise processing
of citrus fruit or citrus molasses and will use or convert the facility
or tacilities for the processing of marijuana.

265. Thus, amended Section 381 ,986(R)(a) 1., Florida Statutes, creates a class of

applicants entitled to a special privilege for the purposes of obtaining a purported MMTC

"license," if such applicant holds an active, unrestricted license to cultivate, process, transport,

and dispense low-THC cannabis, medical cannabis, and cannabis delivery devices, under the

unrelated prior Icgislativc scheme found in formcr s. JR 1.986, Florida Statutes 2016, before July

1,2017.

266. Amended Section 381.986(8)(a)2., Florida Statutes, also creates multiple classes

of applicants entitled to special privileges for the purposes of obtaining one of the tcn purported
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MMTC "licenses," i[ such applicants can demonstrate that they meet all of the criteria under

either bullet below:

• (i) that the applicant applied years carlier to become a Low
THe "Dispensary Organization" pursuant to former s.
381.986, Florida Statutes (2014); (ii) the applicant's
application was reviewed, evaluated, and scored by the
Department and were denied a Dispensing Organization
license by the Department under fOlmer s. 381.986, Florida
Statutes 2014; and (iIi) the applicant had one or more
admlnistrative or judicial challenges pending as o[ January
1,2017.

• (i) that the applicant applied years carlier to become a Low
THC "Dispensary Organization" pursuant to fomler s.
381.986, Florida Statutes (2014); (ii) the applicant's
application was reviewed, evaluated, and scored by the
Department and were denied a Dispensing Organization
license by the Department under former s. 381.986, Florida
Statutes 2014; and (iii) the applicant had a tinal ranking
within one point of the highest final ranking in its region
under former s. 381.986, Florida Statutes 2014.

267. finally, amended Section 381.986(8)(a)3., Florida Statutes, also creates a class of

applicants entitled to a special privilege ("preference") for the purposes of obtaining one of the

ten (10) purported MMTC "licenses," if an applicant simply happens to own facilities that are, or

were, used for the canning, concentrating, or otherwise processing of citrus fruit or citrus

molasses.

268. These provisions found in amended Section 381.986(8), Florida Statutes violate

the prohibitions against special laws enshrined in the Florida Constitution.

269. Article JII, Section 10 of the Florida Constitution provides:

Special laws. -- No special law shall be passed unless notice of
intention to seek enactment thereof has been published in the
manner provided by general law. Such notice shall not be
necessary when the law, except the provision for referendum, is
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conditioned to become effective only upon approval by vote of the
electors of the area affected.

270. Article III, Section Il(a)(12) of the Florida Constitulion provides:

(a) There shall be no special law or general Jaw of local
application pertaining to:

.. .. ..

(J2) private incorporation or grant of privtlege to a private
corporation.

271. The above referenced provisions found in amended Section 381.986(8)(a), Florida

Statutes are special laws lhat impermissibly grant special advantages, benefits and privileges that

apply only to particular persons and/or private corporations and interests.

272. Pursuant to these special privileges, the Department has notified six (6) pnor

Low-THC D.O. applicants that they will receive an MMTC "license" by viltue of pending

litigation and/or as bcing within one point or the highest final ranking in their region.

273. Florigrown is not a person or entity that meets the criteria for these special

advantages, benefits and privileges. Thus, there is an actual present controversy between

Florigrown and the defendants as a result of the unconstitutional special advantage, benefit and

privilege conferred on private persons and/or corporations under Section 381.986(8)(a), Florida

Statutes, which adversely impacts Florigrown and places Florigrown at a disadvantage as it

relates to Florigrown's pursuant to obtain registration/licensure as an MMTC.

(b) The Department refuses to properly implement the Amendment and the new law
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274. Having allocated six (6) of the ten (10) MMTC "licenses" stipulated in Section

38I.n6(8)(a), Florida Statutes, the Department is obligated to issuc four (4) more MMTC

"licenses" by October 3,2017."01 The Department has not done so.

275. Jnstead, Bax, on behalf of the Department, recently told the Florida Senate Health

Committec on October 24, 2017 that the Department refuses to issue any additional "Iicen<;es" or

even any applications for "licensure" until certain other pending litigation is resolved .
•

276. The Department's General Counsel conlirmed to the Committee that the

Department has adopted this position.

277. In so doing, Bax and the Department's General Counsel were unable to articulate

a single legitimate reason for their outright refusal to comply with the Amendment and the

legislative mandate to issue ten (J 0) "licenses" by October 3,2017.

2n. The Department's intentional refusal to comply with the law pending a lawsuit,

constitutes an improper exercise of the inj unctive powers of the judicial branch of government by

an executive agency obligated to follow the laws of this State.

2111 As the law eunently stands, there is actually only one "license" available to an entity
sllch as Florigrown that did not apply to operate as a Low-THe D.O. under the CMCA. That's
because of the remaining four "licenses," Section 381.986(8)(a)2.b., Florida Statutes requires
that one be awarded to an "applicant that is a recognized class member of Pigford v. Glickman,
185 F.R.D. 82 (D.D.C. 1999), or In Re Black Farmers Litig., 856 F. Supp. 2d I (D.D.C. 201 I)
and is a member of the Black Fanners and Agriculturalists Association-Florida Chapter." Fla.
StaL ~ 38 J .986(8)(a)2.b. (the "Black Falmers Provision"). Additionally, for up to two of the
remaining "licenses," the statute improperly directs the Department Lo "give preference to
applicants that demonstrate in their applications that they own one or more facilities that are, or
were, used for the canning, concentrating, or otherwise processing or citrus rruit or citrus
molasses and will usc or convert the facility or facilities for the processing of marijuana." Fla.
Stat. § 381.986(8)(a)3. (the "Citrus Preference"). The impropriety of the Citrus Preference is
addressed in Counts 16-18 of this Complaint.
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279. The law is clear and not optional. Under the law, the Department was required to

"license" ten (10) MMTCs by October 3, 2017. The Department's disregard for this legislative

command violates Florida law.

VII. THE DEFENDANTS' IMPROPER ACTIO:'llS AND I:'IIACTIO:'ll HAVE HARMED
AND CONTI:'IIUE TO HARM FLORI GROWN A:'IID FLORIDA CITlZE~S

WHILE FRUSTRATING THE MANDATE OF OVER 71% OF VOTERS.

280. The Amendment was adopted Lo ensure Lhat qualifying paLients have safe and

consistent access to potentially lifesaving mcdication to patients suffering from debilitating

medical conditions.

281. The deadlines contained in the Amendment reflect a recognition that the

expedient registration of MMTCs was necessary to ensure a properly ftlnctioning marketplace.

282. Likewise, the Legislature inclusion of deadlines in amended Section

381.986(8)(a), Florida Statutes similarly rellects a recognition that having more MMTCs was

necessary to ensure a properly functioning marketplace, even if Section 381.986(8)(a), Florida

Statutes, includes an improper limit on the number of additional MMTCs to be permitted.

283. Notwithstanding, there is currently little more than halfofthe MMTC participants

that the Legislature required Lhe Department to register by this time.

284. The Defendants' failure to register MMTCs or even open the MMTC

registrationJ"application" process to any person or entity that did not previously apply to be a

Low-THe D.O. years ago violates the constitutional and statutory rights of Florida citizens and

businesses.

285. Furthermore, the Defendants' dereliction of' their constitutional duties directly

affects the ability of patients to treat their ai Iments.
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286. Upon information and belief, dozens (if not hundreds or more) of qualifying

patients have passed away between the time that they obtained a Physician Certification from

their doctor pursuant to the Amendment and the time that they were finally able to purchase

medical marijuana from an :vtMTC, including those persons discussed during the Florida Senate

Health Committee hearing on October 24, 2017

287. Moreover, research has shown that cannabis can have different health effects

depending on lineage, genetics, terpene protile, ralios 01' cannabinoids, and use 01' cutting agents.

Like other medicines, the variant of medicinal marijuana that works for one patient may not

work for another.

288. Because each M:vtTC carries different cannabis products containing varied

lineage, genetics, terpene profiles, ratios of cannabinoids, and use of cutting agents, more

MMTCs would facilitate making more cannabis varieties available to patients.

289. The Defendants' failure to comply with the requirements of the Amendment has

therefore limited the available products on the market, and diminished patients' ability to find

products that work for them.

290. The Defendants' failure to comply with their constitutional duties is also severely

hanning competition in the marketplace by delaying the entrance of new businesses, like

Florigrown, into the market and thereby strengthening the improper monopoly hold that the

current MMTCs have on the market.

291. In addition, the lack of competition in the marketplace is causing harm to patients

through increased and inflated costs. Because there are so few MMTCs, there is no incentive for

the current MMTCs to offer competitive pricing on their products since there are no alternative

sources for patients to purchase their medicine.
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292. These problems will only be exacerbated with the passage 01 time as the

Defendants continue to refuse to comply with thcir legal obligations.

293. There is no rational basis for restricting or otherwise limiting the registration of

MMTCs pursuant to the Amendment.

294. There is no rational basis for the imposition of the costly and onerous

requirements on registration improperly injected into the Final Regulations or amended Section

381.986, Florida Statutes.

295. There is no rational basis for denying access to medical marijuana for qualifying

patients.

296. Among other things, the lengthy history of marijuana use throughout the world

since the beginning of time dispels any notion of any rational basis for restricting or otherwise

limiting the registration of MMTCs, which are essential to meeting the needs of qualifying

patients.

CAUSES OF ACTION

Count I - Declaratory and lnjunctive Relief
(Improper Denial of Florigrown's MMTC Registration)

297. Paragraphs 1-296 of this Complaint are incorporated by reference as if

speci fically set forth herei n.

298. This is an action for declaratory and injunctive relief to enforce the Amendment.

299. The Amendment provides, in pertinent part: "Identification cards and

registrations. The Department shall begin issuing qualifying patient and caregiver identification
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cards, and rer:isferiJlg MMTCs no later than nine (9) months after the effective date of this

section. H20:>

300. Florigrown meets all requirements to qualify as an MMTC.

301. Florigrown is entitled to registration as an MMTC.

302. The Department wrongly refused to accept Florigrown's registration as an

MMTC.

303. The Department has never alleged that FJorigrown is unqualified lor registration.

304. Florigrown has extensive knowledge and specialized resources for providing safe,

high quality medical marijuana products to qualified patients in Florida.

305. Florigrown has extensive experience working in highly regulated industries in

Florida and maintains good working relationships with state regulatory agencies.

306. Since the effective date of the Amendment and continuing through the present,

the Department has improperly refused (and continues to refuse) to accept any MMTC

registrations despite the passage of more than nine (9) months after the efJective date of the

Amendment.

307. The Department also failed to issue the requisite "reasonable regulations" required

by the Amendment.

308. The Amendment provides, in pertinent part: "Duties of the Department. The

Department shall issue reasonable regulations necessary for the implementation and enforcemem

of this section. The purpose of the regulations ~ to ensure the availabilily and safe usc of medical

Fla. Const., Art X § 29(d)(2) (emphasis added).
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marijuana Q.y qualifying patients. It is the duty of the Depal1ment to promulgate regulations in a

timely fashion.,,20J

309. To date, the Department has failed to issue any such regulations necessary "to

ensure the availability and safe usc of medical marijuana by qualifying patients," as required by

the Amendment.

310. As a result, upon infonnation and belief, tens of thousands of Floridians have thus

far not been able to safely access and use medical marijuana because the Department has refused

to comply with its constitutional duties under the Amendment.

3I I. Instead of complying with its constitutional duty to issue the appropriate

regulations as required by the Amendment, the Department has taken numerous afllrn1ative steps

to limit the availability and safe use ofmedieal marijuana by qualifying patients.

312. For example, on or about September 20, 2017, the Department published a Notice

of Proposed Regulation on in the Florida Administrative Register and on its website at

Imp:, www.lloridahcalth.gov'programs-and-sc1"viccs rticc-o f-mcd ical-mari juana-usc ITImlc

applicants' dOCllmCl1b, not icc-of-proposcd-:-cguHion-l- J .02-and-2-! .0 I.Rd f.

313. The Notice of Proposed Regulation included the text of two proposed regulations

numbered 1-1.02 and 2- J .01, respectively (hereinafler the "Proposed Regulations").

314. At the time the Department published the Proposed Regulations on its website

(and continuing through the present), the Department advised on its website that: "Any person

203 Fla. Const., Art X § 29(d) (emphasis added).
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204

205

may submit written comments concerning a proposed regulation on the Office of Medical

Marijuana Use Public Comment Foml within 3 days after the date of the notice.,,204

315. Upon information and belief, written comments and questions concerning the

proposed regulation were timely submitted by hundreds, if not thousands, of parties, including

Flori grown.20';

3[6. The Department never responded to Florigrown's written comments and

questions.

317. Upon information and belief, the Department never responded to any of the

written comments and questions submitted by other parties through their website portal.

318. Notwithstanding, on or about November 3, 2017, the Department issued a Notice

or Adoption stating thaI Regulations I-1.02 and 2- 1.0 J have been flied for adoption and are

effective November I, 2017 (hereinafter the "Final Regulations").

319. The Notice of Adoption rellccts that the Department purported to adopt the Final

Regulations "pursuant to the Department's authority under Article X, Section 29, of the Florida

Constitution."

320. Review of the Final Regulations reveals that the Department adopted the

Proposed Regulations as the Final Regulations, with no changes to their text.

See MMTC Applicants, Florida Department or Health,
lillp::·www.l1oridah ·alth.gQv'prOgra'11S-cmd-scrvicc. ·oflicl':-of-mcclical-mJri iuan3-L1~e lllD1tc
.~J!plicanls index.hlm!.

On October 25, 2017 the undersigned submitlcd a public records request to the
Department requesting: "Copies of any publ ic comments submitted via:
hltp:/ .www.lloridahcaltll.gov.pro{!ram<;-and-scrvices·onicc-ol:.mcdical-mariiLlana-usc..coI1Hllcnl
IOl1windcx .hlml and any responses thereto from January I, 2017 to the present." Although the
Department acknowledged receiving this request (and assigned it reference number P039605
102517 for tracking purposes), to date the Department has failed to produce any of the requested
records.
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321. The Final Regulations impermissibly equate "registration," which is commonly

recognized to involve the filing of minimal information with a governmental agency to obtain

some kind of official recognition, such as a vehicle registration, with the entirely separate

concept of "licensing," which is commonly recognized as requiring a determination of

qualifications, such as a driver's license.

322. Contrary to the plain requirement that the Department "begin ... registering

MMTCs" before October 3, 2017, the final Regulations instead continn that the Department is

still not accepting any MMTC registrations as required by the Amendment.

323, The Final Regulations dictate that at some undetennined later date, Department

will publish the date that it will being accepting "applications" from potential MMTCs and that

"Licenses will be awarded, subject to availability, consistent with s, 381.986(8)(a)2., F,S" based

on the highest total score. ,,206

324. The provisions of the final Regulations and amended Section 381.986, Florida

Statutes that purport to impose "caps" or limitations on the number of "licenses" or registrations

is inconsistent with and in violation of the Amendment and therefore unconstltutional.

325, The provisions of the final Regulations and amended Section 381.986, Florida

Statutes that purport to require those interested in registering as an MMTC to compete for the

awarding of licenses is inconsistent with and in violation of the Amendment and therefore

unconsti tutional.

326. The Defendants' stated position that it will only grant limited "licenses" at somc

undetennined time instead of granting "registrations" to ensure the availability and safe use of

Final Regulation 2-1.01 (6).
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medical marijuana by qualifying patients is inconsistent with and in violation of the Amendment

and therefore unconstitutional.

327. The provisions of the Final Regulations and amended Section 381.986, Florida

Statutes that purport to require those interested in registering as an MMTC to pay a non

refundable fee $60,830 just to compete for the awarding of said licenses is inconsistent with and

in violation of the Amendment and therefore unconstitutional.

328. Amended Section 381.986, Florida Statutes and the Final Regulations

impermissibly purport to impose impermissible conditions upon applicants seeking MMTC

registration pursuant to the Amendment.

329. Because the Amendment authorizes the Legislature to only enact laws that are

consistent with the Amendment and amended Section 381.986, Florida Statutes Imposes

obligations and restrictions inconsistent with the Amendment it is unconstitutional.

330. Because the Amendment authorizes the Department to only promulgate

regulations to ensure the availability and safe use of medical marijuana by qualitying patients

and the Final Regulations do not ensure the availability and safe use of medical marijuana by

qualifying patients, the Final Regulations are unconstitutional.

331. Florigrown seeks a declaration that the Final Regulations and amended Section

381.986, Florida Statutes conflict with the plain language and intent of the Amendment, impose

impemlissible restrictions on the rights protected by the Amendment, and are in derogation of

the Department's and the State's Constitutional duties under the Amendment.

332. Florigrown seeks judgment that it was wrongly denied registration as an MMTC

pursuant to the Amendment and an order requiring the Department to immediately register

Florigrown as an MMTC.
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333. The Department's refusal to accept Florigrown's MMTC registration pursuant to

the Amendment has created a bona fide conflict giving rise to a present, practical need for a

declaration and in light of the Defendants' position that the complained-of conduct is proper,

there is a reasonably well-grounded probability that the unlawful acts will continue.

334. Florigrown has a power, privilege, or right that is derendent on the result of this

declaration, including the righL Lo be registered as an MMTC pursuanL to the Amendment.

335. The declaratory relief sought herein is not rropounded lor curiosity and is not

seeking mere legal advice from thc Courts, but is a declaration that establishes that the conduct

of the Defendants is unlawful and contrary to their constitutional duties.

336. All antagonistic and adverse interests are currently before this Court.

337. As a toml of supplemental relief authorized by Sections 26.012(3), 86.011(2) and

86.061, Florida Statutes, and Rule 1.610, Fla. R. Civ. P., Florigrown also seeks injunctive relief

enjoining the defendants from proceeding further in purporting to award MMTC "licenses"

pursuant to the unconstitutional "I ieensing" scheme coddied in Section 3 of Chapter 20 J 7-232,

Laws of Florida, andlor the Final Regulations, pending this Court's ruling on the merits.

338. The grounds for this request include, but are not limited to the following: (a) as

interpreted by the defendants, Florida law limits the number of registrations/licenses for the

cultivation, processing, transportation, and dispensing of medical marijuana that the Department

may issue; (b) the Final Regulations conflict with the plain language and intent of the

Amendment, impose impermissible restrictions on the rights protected by the Amendment; (c)

the Final Regulations arc in derogation of the Department's Constitutional duties under the

Amendment; and (d) Section 3 of Chapter 2017-232, Laws of Florida, is an impelmissible

special law which violates the Florida Constitution.
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339. Once the Department issues the \t1MTC registrations under the unconstitutional

Final Regulations and statute, the registrations/licenses vest and cannot be unissued.

340. Florigrown has no adequate remedy at law and will suffer harm if injunctive relief

is not immediately issued.

341. Florigrown will suffer irreparable harm because the law applies only to a specific

class or private corporations, and although Florigrown has extensive knowledge and specialized

resources for providing safe, high quality medical marijuana products to qualified patients in

Florida, Florigrown is ineligible to receive the special privileges conferred under the Final

Regulations and Section 381.986(8)(a), Florida Statutes.

342. Florigrown is likely to succeed on the merits of the underl)~ng casco Granting a

special advantage, benclit and privilege to private corporations, without any legitimate state

purpose, violates the Florida and rederal constitutions, and improperly delegates regulatory

authority to a private corporation.

343. The balance of hardships weighs decidedly in Florigrown's favor. There is

potentially significant, irreversible harm to Florigrown if the defendants are not enjoined from

issuing the MMTC registrations/licenses under the unconstitutional Final Regulations and

statute. Conversely, if this Court prevents the Department from unlawfully issuing the MMTC

registrations, it would merely maintain the status quo.

344. Finally, the public interest favors enjoining the defendants from unlawfully

issuing the MMTC registrations/licenses. 11 is in the public interest to not discriminate and not

grant unlawful special privileges in the issuance or MMTC registrations/licenses and to grant

MMTC registrations/licenses to the appropriate registrants. It is also in the public interest that
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constitutional amendments that are overwhelmingly adopted by the citizenry, such as the

Amendment, be enrorced as written and not disregarded or diluted by those in government.

WHEREFORE, Florigrown seeks a declaration that the Final Regulations and amended

Section 381.986, Florida Statutes conniet with the plain language and intent of the Amendment,

impose impermissible restrictions on the rights protected by the Amendment, and are in

derogation or tile derendants' constitutional duties under the AmendmenL, including entry of a

judgment against the derendants as follows:

(1) Declaring that Florigrown was wrongly denied registration as an MMTC;

(2) Declaring that Florigrown is entitled to immediate registration as an MMTC;

(3) Declaring that the provisions of the Final Regulations and amended Section

381.986, Florida Statutes that purport to impose "caps" or limitations on the number or

"licenses" or registrations is inconsistent with and in violation of the Amendment and therefore

unconstitutional.

(4) Declaring that the provISions of the Final Regulations and amended Section

381.986, Florida Statutes that purport to require those interested in registering as an MMTC to

compete for the awarding of "licenses" is inconsistent with and in violation of the Amendment

and therefore unconstitutional.

(5) Declaring that the Derendants' stated position that it will only grant "licenses" at

some undetermined time instead of granting "registrations" to ensure the availability and safe use

o[ medical marijuana by qualifying patients is inconsistent with and in violation o[ the

Amendment and therefore unconstirutional.

(6) Declaring that the provisions of the Final Regulations and amended Section

381.986, Florida Statutes that purport to require those interested in registering as an MMTC to
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pay a non-refundable fec $60,830 just to compete for the awarding of said licenses is inconsistent

with and in violation of the Amendment and therefore unconstitutional.

Florigrown further requests that this Court grant a temporary restraining order enjoining

the defendants from purporting to award MMTC "licenses" pursuant to the unconstitutional

"licensing" scheme codi fied in Section 3 of Chapter 2017-232, Laws of Florida, ancVor the Final

Regulations, and that it grant Florigrown hearings as soon as possible so that this Court may

grant a temporary injunction and permanent injunction preventing the defendants from granting

any such improper MMTC "licenses" under the Final Regulations and/or Section 381.986(8)(a),

Florida Statutes pending this Court's ruling on the merits, awarding Florigrown its attorneys'

fees and costs, and providing such other and further relief as this Court may deem just, proper,

and equitable.

Count 2 - Mandamus
(Am~ndm~nt2)

345. Paragraphs 1-296 of this Complaint are incorporated by reference as if

speci fically set forth herein.

34t1. The Amendment requires the Department to issue reasonable regulations

necessary for the impJementation and enforcement of its provisions?07

347. The Amendment specifies that: "ltJh~ purpos~ of the regulations is to ensure

the availability and safe use of medical marijuana by qualifying patients. IL is the duty of the

Department to promulgate regulations in a timely fashion.,,2oR

See Fla. Canst., Art X § 29(d).

208 Jd. (emphasis added).
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348. The Amendment reqUIres that the Department "shall begin , , . registering

MMTCs no later than nine (9) months after the effective date of this section,,,209

349, Thus, the Constitution requires that the Department timely register sufficient

MMTCs to meet the public neeo by October 3.2017.

350, The Department, at the direction of, under the supervision of, andlor with the

approval of Defendants Bax, Governor Scotl, and Dr. Philip has intentionally failed to comply

with its express constitutional obligations to the detriment or millions of Floridians that

overwhelmingly voted to enact the Amendment.

351, The Department has not registered any MMTCs that were not involved in the

application process to become a Low-THC D.O, (under a totally different statutory scheme) put

in place years before the Amendment was even voteo on,

352, The Department has improperly rerused to accept any applications for registration

or licensure as an MMTC under the Amendment and has refused to disclose when it will ever

open the registration process to those that were not involved process to become a Low-THe

D,O, (under a totally different statutory scheme) put in place years before the Amendment was

even voted on.

353. It is essential to ensuring the availability and safe use of medical marijuana that

additional MMTCs be registered immediately.

354. Florigrown is entitled to be immediately registered as an MMTC.

355, Florigrown has a clear, certain, and indisputable legal right to have the

Department perform its nondiscretionary constitutional duty to accept Florigrown's MMTC

registration,

209 Fla. Const., Art X § 29(d)(2) (emphasis added).
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356. The Department has failed to perform its nondiscretionary constitutional duties

within the time limits, and it has halted its efforts to comply with its compulsory duties.

357. Florigrown has reasonably and properly requested that the Department comply

with its constitutional mandate, but the Department has failed to and refused to comply with

Florigrown's request, at the direction of, with the approval of, and/or under the supervision of the

Ddcndants.

358. Florigrown has no other adequate remedy or legal method Cor obtaining relief.

WHEREFORE, pursuant to Fla. Const. Art. X, § 29 and Fla. R. Civ. Pro. 1.630(d)(2),

Florigrown requests this Court issue an alternative writ in mandamus directing the Department to

immediately register Florigrown as an MMTC together with an award to Florigrown of its

attorneys' fees and costs, and such other relief as this Court deems just, proper, and equitable.

Count 3 - Declaratorv and Jnjunctive Relief
(Jrnperrnissible Special Law: Previous "Dispensary Organization" Applicants

Licensed Linder 2014 Statute)

359. Paragraphs 1-296 of this Complaint are incorporated by reference as if

specifically set forth herein.

360. Florigrown seeks judgment that Section 3 of Chapter 2017-232, Laws of Florida,

creating Section 3R 1.986(8)(a) 1., Florida Statutes, is an impermissible special law and therefore

unconstitutional pursuant to Article III, Section I J(a)( 12) of the Florida Constitution.

361. Section 381.986(8)(a) I., Florida Statutes, as created by Section 3 of Chapter

2017-232, is a special law designed to operate on particular private corporations, more

specitically: entities "that holdfl an active, unrestricted license to cultivate, process, transport,

and dispense low-THe cannabis, medical cannabis, and cannabis delivery devices, under fomler

s. 381.986, Florida Statutes 2016, before July I, 2017."
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362. In order to "hold[] an active, unrestricted license to cultivate, process, transport,

and dispense low-THC cannabis, medical cannabis, and cannabis delivcry devices, under fomler

s. 381.986, Florida Statutes 2016, before July I, 2017", an entity would have had to have applied

to become "Dispensary Organizations" pursuant to former s. 381.986, Florida Statutes (2014),

which is a completely separate limited low-THC statutory scheme that was passed by the

Legislature years before the Amendment was enacted by the citizenry.

363. Section 381.986(8)(a)l., Florida Statutes, grants a privilege to private

corporations that applied to become "Dispensary Organizations" pursuant to former s. 381.986,

Florida Statutes (2014), years before the Amendment was enacted by the citizenry.

364. Because Section 381.986(8)(a) I., Florida Statutes, applics only to private

corporations that applied to become "Dispensary Organizations" pursuant to former s. 381.986,

Florida Statutes (2014), such section is an impermissible and unconstitutional special law.

365. There is a bona fide, actual, and present need for a declaration of whether Section

381.986(8)(a) I., Florida Statutes, as created by Section 3 of Chapter 2017-232, is an

impemlissible special law which violates Article Ill, Section I J (a)( 12) of thc Florida

Constitution.

366. As a form of supplemental relief authorized by Sections 26.0 J2(3), 86J, J 1(2) and

86.061, Florida Statutes, and Rule 1.610, Fla. R. Civ. P., Florigrown also seeks injunctive relief

enjoining the defendants from issuing MMTC registrations/licenses pursuant to Section 3 of

Chapter 2017-232. Laws of Florida, and/or the Final Regulations, pending this Court's ruling on

the merits.

367. The grounds for this request include, but are not limited to the following: (a) as

interpreted by the defendants, Florida law .Iimits the number of registrations/licenses for the
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cultivation, processing, transportation, and dispensing of medical marijuana that the Department

may issue; (b) the Final Regulations conflict with the plain language and intent of the

Amendment, impose impermissible restrictions on the rights protected by the Amendment; (c)

the Final Regulations are in derogation of the Department's Constitutional duties under the

Amendment; and (d) Section 3 of Chapter 2017-232, Laws of Florida, is an im[lermissible

special law which violates the Florida Constitution,

368. Onee the DepaJiment issues the MMTC registrations under the unconstitutional

Final Regulations and statute, the registrations/] icenses vest and cannot be unissued,

369. Florigrown has no adequate remedy at law and will suffer harm ifinjunctive relief

is not immediately issued,

370. Florigrown will suffer irreparable harm because the law applies only to a specific

class of private corporations, and although Florigrown has extensive knowledge and specialized

reSources for providing safe, high quality medical marijuana products to qualified patients in

Florida, Florigrown is ineligible to receive the special privileges conferred under the Final

Regulations and Section 381.986(8)(a), Florida Statutes.

371. Florigrown is likely to succeed on the merits or the underlying case. Granting a

special advantage, benefit and privilege to private corporations, without any legitimate state

purpose, violates the Florida and Federal constitutions, and improperly delegates regulatory

authori ty to a pri vale corporation.

372. The balance of hardships weighs decidedly in Florigrown's favor. There is

potentially significant, irreversible haml to Florigrown if the defendants are not enjoined from

issuing the MMTC registrations/licenses under the unconstitutional Final Regulations and
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statute. Conversely, if this Court prevents the Department from unlawfully issuing the MMTC

registrations, it would merely maintain the status quo.

373. Finally, the public interest favors enjoining the defendants from unlawfully

issuing the; MMTC registrations/licenses. It is in the public intc;rest to not discriminate ami not

grant unlawful special privileges in the issuance of MMTC registrations/licenses and to grant

MMTC registrations/licenses to the appropriate registrants. Jt is also in the public interest that

constitutional amendments that are ovcrwhelmingly adopted by the citizenry, such as the

i\mendment, be enforced as written and not disregarded or diluted by those in government.

WHEREFORE Florigrown demands judgment that Section 381.986(8)(a)I., Florida

Statutes, is an impennissible special law which violates Article III, Section 1I(a)(12) of the

Florida Constitution. Florigrown further requests that this COUlt grant a temporary restraining

order enjoining the defendants from issuing any MMTC registrations/licenses under the criteria

set forth in the Final Regulations and/or Section 381.986(8)(a), Florida Statutes, and that it grant

Florigrown hearings as soon as possible so that this Court may grant a temporary injunction and

pennanent injunction preventing the defendants from granting any MMTC registrations/licenses

under the Final Regulations and/or Section 381.986(8)(a), Florida Statutes, awarding Florigrown

its attorneys' fees and costs and providing such other and further relief as this Court may deem

just, proper, and equitable.

Count 4 - Declaratory and Injunctive Relief
(Impermissible Classification: Previous "Dispensary Organization" Applicants

Licensed Under 2014 Statute)

374. Paragraphs 1-296 of this Complaint arc incorporated by relerence as if

specifically set forth herein.
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375. Florigrown seeks judgment that Section 3 of Chapter 2017-232, Laws of Florida,

and specificall y Section J 8] .986(8 )(a) I., Florida Statutes, contains an impemlissibk

classi fication and is, therefore, unconstitutional pursuant to Article Ill, Section 11 (b) of the

Florida Constitution and under thc Equal Protcction and Due Proccss Clauses of the Fourteenth

Amendment to the United States Constitution and the "equal before thc law" and Due Process

provisions of Article I, Sections 2 and 9 of the Florida Constitution.

376. Section 381.986(8)(a)l., Florida Statutcs, as crcatcd by Section J of Chapter

2017-232, is a special law that contains an impemlissible classification designed to operate on

particular entities, more spccifically: entities "that hold(] an activc, unrestrictcd Iicense to

cultivatc, process, transport, and dispense low-THe cannabis, medical cannabis, and cannabis

delivery deviccs, undcr former s. 381.986, Florida Statutes 2016, before July 1,2017."

377. In order to "hold[] an active, unrcstrictcd license 10 cultivate, process, transport,

and dispense low-THC cannabis, medical cannabis, and cannabis delivery devices, under fomler

s. 381.9S6, Florida Statutes 2016, before July 1, 2017," an entily would ha ve had to have applied

to become a Low-THe "Dispensary Organizations" pursuant to former s. 381.986, Florida

Statutes (2014), which is a completely separate Ii mi ted statutory scheme that was passed by the

Legislature years before the Amendment was enacted by the citizenry.

378. On June 23, 2017, when Section 381.986(8)(a)1., Florida Statutes, became

effective, the classification of private corporations that "that hold[] an active, unrestricted license

to cultivate, process, transport, and dispense low-THe cannabis, medical cannabis, and cannabis

delivery devices, under former s. 381.986, Florida Statutes 20 I 6, before July I, 2017" was

effectively closed to include only a few private corporations that were eligible to receive the

special privilege confeITed by Section 381.986(8)(a)3., Florida Statutes.
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379. There is no valid or rational relationship between private corporations that applied

years ago to become limited Low-THC "Dispensary Organizations" pursuant to fonner s.

381.986, Florida Statutes (2014) and operating as an MMTC offering a full range of safe,

efficacious, and quality medical marijuana products, including high-THC products, to a greatly

expanded patient base qualified pursuant to the Amendment.

380. There is no legitimate state purpose for Section 381.986(8)(a)1., Florida Statutes,

to operate only to grant a special advantage, benefit and privilege which applies only to

particular private corporations rather than generally upon aU applicants seeking MMTC

registration.

381. The special privilege conferred by Section 381.986(8)(a)I" Florida Statutes, upon

private corporations that had applied years earlier to become Low-THC "Dispensary

Organizations" pursuant to former s. 381.986, Florida Statutes (2014), does not serve to benefit

the health, safety, morals or general we] Care of the citizens of Florida.

382. Further, there is no reasonable or rational basis for granting a special privilege to

private corporations that had applied years earlier to become Low-THC "Dispensary

Organizations" pursuant to fom1er s. 381.986, Florida Statutes (2014). The classification of

private corporations that are entitled to the special privilege conferred by Section

381.986(8)(a)1., Florida Statutes, is nebulous, wholly arbitrary and made without a rational basis

for upholding such classification as a valid exercise of the police power.

383. The classification of private MMTC applicants that are eligible for a special

privilege because they had applied years earlier to become Low-THC "Dispensary

Organizations" pursuant to a totally separate and distinct statutory scheme under former s.

381.986, Florida Statutes (2014), is arbitrary, unreasonable, unjustly discriminatory, and not
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reasonably related to the subject of Section 381.986(8)(a)1., Florida Statutes, or to implementing

Article X Section 29 of the Florida Constitution.

384. There is a bona fide, actual, and prescnt need for a declaration of whether Section

3 of Chapter 2017-232, Laws of Florida, and specifically Section 38 1.986(8)(a)1., Florida

Statutes, created therein, creates an impermissihle classification which violates Article III,

Section 11 (b) of the Florida ConsLitution, and the Equal Protection and Due Process Clauses of

the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution and the "equal before the law" and

Due Process provisions of Article 1, Sections 2 and 9 of the Florida Constitution.

385. As a fom1 of supplemental rei icf authorized by Sections 26.012(3), 86.01 J(2) and

86.061, Florida Statutcs, and Rule 1.610, Fla. R. Civ. P., Florigrown also seeks injunctive relief

enjoining the defendants from issuing MMTC registrations/licenses pursuant to Section 3 of

Chapter 2017-232, Laws of Florida, and/or the Final Regulations, pending Lhis Court's ruling on

the merits.

386. The grounds for this request include, but are not limited to the tollowing: (a) as

interpreted by the defendants. Florida law limits the number of registrations/licenses for the

cultivation, processing, transportation, and dispensing of medical marijuana that the Department

may issue; (b) the Final Regulations conflict with the plain language and intent of the

Amendment, impose impermissible restrictions on the rights protected by the Amendment; (c)

the Final Regulations are in derogation of the Department's Constitutional duties under the

Amendment; and (d) Section 3 of Chapter 2017-232, Laws of Florida, is an impermissible

special law which violates the Florida Constitution.

387. Once the Department issues the MMTC registrations under the unconstitutional

Final Regulations and statute, the registrations/licenses vest and cannot be unissued.
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388. Florigrown has no adequate remedy at law and will suffer harm if injunctive relief

is not immediately issued.

389. F1origrown will suffer irreparable ham1 because the law applies only to a specific

class of private corporatiuns, and although Florigrown has l:xtensive knowledge and specialized

resources for providing safe, high quality medical marijuana products to qualified patients in

florida, Flori grown is ineligible Lo receive the special pri vi leges con ferred under the Final

Regulations and Section 381.986(8)(a), Florida Statutes.

390. Florigrown is likely to succeed on the merits of the underlying case. Granting a

special advantage, benefit and privilege to private corporations, without any legitimate state

purpose, violates the Florida and Federal constitutions, and improperly delegates regulatory

authority to a private corporation.

391. The balance of hardships weighs decidedly in Florigrown's ('avor. There is

potentially significant. irreversible hann LO F1origrown if the defendants are not cnjuined [rom

issuing the MMTC registrations/licenses under the unconstitutional Final Regulations and

statute. Conversely, if this Court prevents the Department from unlawfully issuing the MMTC

registrations, it would merely maintain the status quo.

392. Finally, the public interest favors enjoining the defendants from unlawfully

issuing the MMTC registratiuns/licenses. It is in the public interest to not discriminate and not

grant unlawful special privileges in the issuance of MMTC registrations/licenses and to grant

MMTC registrations/licenses to the appropriate registrants. It is also in the public interest that

constitutional amendments that arc overwhelmingly adopted by the citizenry, such as the

Amendment, be enforced as written and not disregarded or di luted by those in government.
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WH EREFORE Florigrown demands judgment that Section 381.986(8)(a) I., Florida

Statutes, is an impermissible special law which violates Article HI, Section II(b) of the Florida

Constitution, and the Equal Protection and Due Process Clauses of the Fourteenth Amendment to

the United States Constitution and the "equal before the law" and Due Process provisions of

Article T, Sections 2 and 9 of the florida Constitution. Florigrown further requests that this

Court grant a temporary restraining order enjoining the defendants [rom issuing any MMTC

registrations/licenses under the criteria set forth in the Final Regulations and/or Section

381.986(8)(a), Florida Statutes, and that it grant Florigrown hearings as soon as possible so that

this Court may grant a temporary injunction and permanent injunction preventing the defendants

from granting any MMTC registrations/licenses under the Final Regulations and/or Section

381.986(8)(a), Florida Statutes, awarding Florigrown its attomeys' fecs and costs and providing

such other and furthcr reI ieC as this CourL may deem just, proper, and equitable.

Count 5 - D~c1aratory and Injunctive Relief
(Constitutional Challenge to Section 381.986(8)(a)1.: Previous "Dispensary Organization"

Applicants Licensed Under 2014 Statute)

393. Paragraphs 1-296 of this Complaint are incorporated by reference as if

specifically set forth herein.

394. Seclion 381.986(8)(a) 1., Florida Statutes, speci ftcally identilies particular private

corporations that are entitled to the special privilege given by Section 381.980(8)(a)l., Florida

Statutes, which is given only to private corporations "that hold[] an active, unrestricted license to

cultivate, process, transport, and dispense low-THC cannabis, medical cannabis, and cannabis

delivery devices, under former s. 381.986, Florida Statutes 2016, before July 1,2017," which

could only be obtained by applying years earlier to become Low-THC "Dispensary
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Organizations" pursuant to former s. 38].986. Florida Statutes (2014) before the Amendment

was even passed.

395. The specific identification of private corporations that "that 1101d[] an active,

unrestricted license to cultivate, process. transport. and dispense low-THC cannabis, medical

cannabis, and cannahis delivery devices, under former s. 381.986, Florida Statutes 20 I6, before

July 1, 2017" within the challenged law causes the challenged law to be classified as special law

within the context of Article lll, Section 10, Fla. Const.

396. Section 381.986(8)(a) l., Florida Statutes, is special in character because the

specific identification was enacted as a general law, and was not advertised as a speeiallaw as

required by law and docs not contain any provision [or the approval thereof by referendum.

397. There is a bona fide, actual, and prescnt need for a declaration of whether Section

381.986(8)(a) I., Florida Statutes, is an impermissible special law which violates Article 111,

Section 10 of the Florida Constitution.

398. As a lorm of supplemental relief authorized by Sections 26.012(3), 86.0 II (2) and

86.061, Florida Statutes, and Rule 1.610, Fla. R. Civ. P., florigrown also seeks injunctive relief

enjoining the defendants from issuing MMTC registrations/licenses pursuant to Section 3 of

Chapter 2017-232, Laws of florida, and/or the Final Regulations, pending this Court's ruling on

the merits.

399. The grounds for this request include, but are not limited to the following: (a) as

interpreted by the defendants, Florida law limits the number of registrations/licenses for the

cultivation, processing, transportation, and dispensing of medical marijuana that the Depaltment

may issue; (b) the Final Regulations conflict with the plain language and intent of the

Amendment, impose impermissible restrictions on the rights protected by the Amendment; (c)
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the Final Regulations are in derogation of the Department's Constitutional duties under the

Amendment; and (d) Section 3 of Chaptcr 2017-232, Laws of Florida, is an impermissible

special law which violates the Florida Constitution.

400. Once the Department issues the MMTC registrations under the unconstitutional

Final Regulations and statute, the registrations/licenses vest and cannot be unissued.

40l. Florigrown has no adequate remedy allaw and will suffer harm ifinjunctive relief

is not immediately issued.

402. Florigrown will suITer irreparable harm because the law applies only to a specific

class of private corporations, and although Florigrown has extensive knowledge and specialized

resources for providing safe, high quality medical marijuana products to qualilied patients in

Florida, Florigrown is ineligible to receive the special privileges conferred under the Final

Regulations and Section 3R 1.986(8)(a), Florida Statutes.

403. Florigrown is likely to succeed on the merits of the underJying case. Granting a

special advantage, bendit and privilege to private corporations, without any legitimate state

purpose, violates the Florida and Federal constitutions, and improperly delegates regulatory

authority to a private corporation.

404. The balance of hardships weighs decidedly in Florigrown's favor. There is

potentially significant, irreversible harm to Florigrown if the defendants are not enjoined from

issuing the MMTC registrations/licenses under the unconstitutional Final Regulations and

statute. Conversely, if this Court prevents the Department from unlawfully issuing the MMTC

registrations, it would merely maintain the status quo.

405. Finally, the publ ic interest favors enjoining the defendants from unlawfully

issuing the MMTC registrations/licenses. It is in the public interest to not discriminate and not
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grant unlawful special privileges in the issuance of MMTC registrations/licenses and to grant

MMTC registrations/licenses to the appropriate registrants. It is also in the public interest that

constitutional amendments that arc overwhelmingly adopted by the citizenry, such as the

Amendment, bc enforced as written and not disregarded or diluted by those in government.

WHEREFORE Florigrown demands judgment that Section 381.986(8)(a) I., Florida

Statutes, is an impermissible special law which violates Article [[I, Section 10 of the Florida

Constitution. Florigrown further requests that thi s Court grant a temporary restraining order

enjoining the defendants from issuing any MMTC registrations/licenses under the criteria set

forth in the Final Regulations and/or Section 3!5 I. 986(8)(a), Florida Statutes, and that it grant

Florigrown hearings as soon as possible so that this Court may grant a temporary injunction and

pennanent injunction preventing the defendants from granting any MMTC registrations/licenses

under the Final Regulations and/or Section 381.986(8)(a), Florida Statutes, awarding Florigrown

its attorneys' fees and costs and providing such olher and further relief as this Court may deem

just, proper, and equitable.

Count 6 - Declaratory and Injunctive Relief
(Challenge to Section 38 1.986(8)(a) I. as an Unlawful Exercise of the Police Power:

Previous "Dispensary Organization" Applicants Licensed Under 2014 Statute)

406. Paragraphs 1-296 of this Complaint are incorporated by reference as if

speciticall y set forth herein.

407. The State of Florida, through the exercise of' the police power, regulates the

registration, cultivation, processing, transportation, dispensing and sale of medical marijuana in

Florida. The State of Florida exercises the police power through constitutional and legislative

enactments. All of the provisions of Chapter 381 which regulate medical marijuana, including
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Section 381.986(8)(a) I., Florida Statutes, have been enacted by the Legislature through the

exercise of the police power.

408. The state's police powers, however, are not absolute and any legislation resting on

the police power, to be valid, must serve the public welfare as distinguished from the wei fare of

a particular group or class and the means utilized to exercise the police power must bear a

rationale or reasonable relationship to a legitimate state interest.

409. The delegation or the police power to private entities, by virtue or the enactment

of Section 38J .986(8), Florida Statutes, was accomplished without providing any standards or

safeguards or state supervision, whereby a private entity's registration as an MMTC may be

protected against arbitrary or self-motivated action on the part of a private entity.

4 JO. There is no valid or rational relationship between private corporations "that hold[]

an active, unrestricted license to cultivate, process, transport, and dispense low-THC cannabis,

medical cannabis, and cannabis delivery devices, under former s. 381.986, Florida Statutes 2016,

betore July I, 2017," (which could only be obtained by applying years earlier to become Low

THC "Dispensary Organ izations" pursuant to former s. 3R 1.986, Florida Statutes (20 J4) before

the Amendment was even passed) and actually operating as an MMTC offcring a full rangc of

safe, efficacious, and quality medical marijuana products, including high-THC products, to a

greatly expanded patient base qualified pursuant to the Amendment.

411. The special privilege conferred by Section 381.986(8)(a) I., Florida Statutes, upon

private corporations that applied years ago to become Low-THC "Dispensary Organizations"

pursuant to Coroler s. 381.986, Florida Statutes (2014) before the Amendment was even passed

does not serve to benefit the health, safety, morals or general wei fare of the citizens of Florida.
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412. There is no reasonable or rational basis for granting a special privilege to private

corporations that applied ycars ago to become Low-THe "Dispensary Organizations" pursuant

to former s. 381.986, Florida Statutes (2014) before the Amendment was even passed. This

granting of a special privilege to private corporations is nebulous, wholly arbitrary and made

without a rational basis for upholding such classification as a valid exercise orthe police power.

413. The enactment of Section 38 1.986(8)(a) 1., Florida Stalules, is an unlawful

exercise of the state's police power for the following reasons:

(a) Section 381.986(8)(a) 1., Florida Statutes, specifically delegates the

sovereign power of the State of Florida to private entities for primarily private

rather than public purposes. It is an unlawful exercise of the police power for the

Legislature to enact slatutes like Section 381.986(8)(a) 1., Florida Statutes, that

serve predominantly a private interest rather a public purpose.

(b) Section 381 .986(8)(a) 1., Florida Statutes, grants a specific privilege Lo

private parties that applied years ago to become Low-THe "Dispensary

Organizations" pursuant to fonner s. 381.986, Florida Statutes (2014) before the

Amendment was even passed. It is an unlawful exercise of the police power for

the Legislature to enact statutes like Section ~81.986(8)(a)1.,Florida Statutes, to

authorize one specific classification of private corporations to use the sovereign

power to gain an advantage, economic or otherwise, over another private party.

(c) Section 381.986(8)(a)1., Florida Statutes, is an unlawful exercise of the

police power as the means employed by the Legislature to exercise the police

power, namely the enactment of Section 381.986(8)(a) I., Florida Statutes, bears

no rational or reasonable relationship to any legitimate state interest.
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414. Florigrown is uncertain about its rights and privileges under the provisions of

Section 38J .986(8)(a)l., Florida Statutes. Accordingly, Florigrown is in need of a declaration of

the rights oflhe parties to this action with regard to Section 381.986(8)(a)I., Florida Statutes.

415. As a fonn of supplemental relief authorized by Sections 26.012(3), 86.011 (2) and

86.061, Florida Statutes, and Rule 1.610, Fla. R. Civ. P, Florigrown also seeks injunctive relief

enjoining the defendants [rom issuing MMTC registrations/licenses pursuant to Section 3 of

Chapter 2017-232, Laws of Florida, andlor the final Regulations, pending this Court's ruling on

the merits.

416. The grounds for this request include, but are not limited to the following: (a) as

interpreted by the defendants, Florida law limits the number of registrations/licenses for the

cultivation, processing, transportation, and dispensing of medical marijuana that the Department

may issue; (b) the Final Regulations conllict with the plain language and intent of the

Am~ndment, impose impermissible restrictions on the rights prutected by the Amendment; (c)

the final Regulations are in derogation of the Department's Constitutional duties under the

Amendment; and (d) Section 3 of Chapter 2017-232, Laws of Florida, is an impennissible

special law which violates the Florida Constitution.

417. Once the Department issues the MMTC registrations under the unconsti tutional

Final Regulations and statute, the registrations/licenses vest and cannot be unissued.

418. FJorigrown has no adequate remedy at law and wi II suffer harm if injunctive relief

is not inunediately issued.

419. Florigrown will sutler irreparable harm because the law applies only to a specific

class of private corporations, and although Florigrown has extensive knowledge and specialized

resources for providing safe, high quality medical marijuana products to qualified patients in
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Florida, Florigrown is ineligible to receIve the special privileges conferred under the Final

Regulations and Section 381.986(8)(a), Florida Statutes.

420. F1origrown is likely to succeed on the merits of the underlying case. Granting a

special advantage, benefit and privilege to private corporations, without any legitimate statt:

purpose, violates the rlorida and Federal constitutions, and improperly delegates regulatory

authority to a private corporation.

421. The balance of hardships weighs decidedly in Florigrown's favor. There is

potentially significant, irreversible harm to Florigrown if the defendants arc not enjoined from

issuing the MMTC registrations/licenses under the unconstitutional Final Regulations and

statute. Conversely, if this Court prevents the Department from unlawfully issuing the MMTC

registrations, it would merely maintain the status quo.

422. finally, the public interest favors enjoining the defendants from unlawfully

issuing the MMTC registrations/licenses. It is in the public interest to not discriminate and not

grant unlawful special privileges in the issuance of MMTC registrations/licenses and to grant

MMTC registrations/licenses to the appropriate registrants. It is also in the public interest that

constitutional amendments that are overwhelmingly adopted by the citizenry, such as the

Amendment, be enforced as written and not disregarded or diluted by those in government.

WHEREFORE Florigrown demands judgment that Section 381.986(8)(a)1., Florida

Statutes, is an unlawful delegation of police power under the Constitution. Florigrown further

requests that this Court grant a temporary restraining order enjoining the defendants from issuing

any MMTC registrations/licenses under the criteria set forth in the Final Regulations and/or

Section 381.986(8)(a), Florida Statutes, and that it grant Florigrown hearings as soon as possible

so that this Court may grant a temporary injunction and permanent injunction preventing the
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defendants from granting any MMTC registrations/licenses under the Final Regulations and/or

Section 3R 1.9R6(8)(a), Florida Statutes, awarding Florigrown its attorneys' fees and costs and

providing such other and further rei ieC as this Court may deem just, proper, and equitable.

Count 7 - Declaratory and Injunctive Relief
(Impermissible Special Law: Litigants Under 2014 Statute as of January 1,2017)

423. Paragraphs 1-296 of this Complaint are incorporated by reference as if

specifically set forth herein.

424. This is an action for declaratory relief pursuant to Chapter 86, Florida Statutes.

425. Florigrown seeks judgment that Section 3 of Chapter 2017-232, Laws of Florida,

creating Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a., Florida Statutes, is an impermissible special law and

therefore unconstitutional pursuant to Article 111, Section II (a)( 12) of the Florida Constitution.

426. Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a., Florida Statutes, as created by Section 3 of Chapter

2017-232, is a special law designed to operate on particular privatc corporations, more

specifically, entities: (a) that applied years earlier to become Low-THC "Dispensary

Organizations" pursuant to former s. 381.986, Florida Statutes (2014); (b) whose application was

reviewed, evaluated, and scored by the Department and were denied a Dispensing Organization

license by the Department under fonner s. 381.986, Florida Statutes 2014; and (c) which had one

or more administrative or judicial challenges pending as of January I, 2017.

427. Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a., Florida Statutes, grants a privilege to private

corporations: (a) that applied years earlier to become Low-THe "Dispensary Organizations"

pursuant to former s. 381.986, Florida Statutes (20 14); (b) whose application was reviewed,

evaluated, and scored by the Department and were denied a Dispensing Organization license by

the Department under former s. 381.986, Florida Statutes 2014; and (c) which had one or more

administrative or judicial challenges pending as of January 1,2017,
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428. Because Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a., Florida Statutes, applies only to private

corporations: (a) that applied years earlier to become Low-THC "Dispensary Organizations"

pursuant to former s. 381.986, Florida Statutes (20 14); (b) whose application was reviewed,

evaluated, and scored by the Department and were denied a Dispensing Organization license by

the Department under former s. 381.986, Florida Statutes 2014; and (c) which had one or more

administrative or judicial challenges pending as of January 1, 2017, such section is an

impennissible and unconstitutional special law.

429. There is a bona fide, actual, and present need for a declaration of whether Section

381.986(8)(a)2.a., Florida Statutes, as created by Section 3 of Chapter 2017-232, is an

impem1issible special law which violates Article III, Section 11 (a)( 12) of the Florida

Constitution.

430. As a fonn of supplemental rei ief authorized by Sections 26.0 J2(3), R6.0 II (2) and

86.061, Florida Statutes, and Rule 1.610, Fla. R. Civ. P., Florigrown also seeks injunctive relief

enjoining the defendants from issuing MMTC registrations/licenses pursuant to Section 3 of

Chapter 2017-232, Laws of Florida, and/or the Final Regulations, pending this Court's ruling on

the merits.

431. The grounds for this request include, but are not Iimited to the following: (a) as

interpreted by the defendants, Florida law limits the number of registrations/licenses for the

cultivation, processing, transportation, and dispensing of medical marijuana that the Department

may issue; (b) the Final Regulations connict with the plain language and intent of the

Amendment, impose impermissible restrictions on the rights protected by the Amendment; (c)

the Final Regulations are in derogation of the Department's Constitutional duties under the
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Amendment; and (d) Section 3 of Chapter 2017-232, Laws of Florida, IS an impermissible

special law which violates the Florida Constitution.

432. Once the Department issues the MMTC registrations under the unconstitutional

Final Regulations and statute, the registrations/licenses vest and cannot be unissued.

433. rIorigrown has no adequate remedy at law and will suffer harm if inJunctive relief

is nol immediately issued.

434. Florigrown will suffer irreparable harm because the law applies only to a specific

class of private corporations, and although Florigrown has extensive knowledge and special ized

resources for providing safe, high quality medical marijuana products to qualified patients in

Florida, Florigrown is ineligible to receive the special privileges conferred under the Final

Regulations and Section 381.986(8)(a), Florida Statutes.

435. Florigrown is likely to succeed on the merits of the underlying case. Granting a

special advantage, benefit and privilege to private corporations, without any legitimate Slate

purpose, violates the Florida and Federal constitutions, and improperly delegates regulatory

authority to a private corporation.

436. The balance of hardships weighs decidedly in Florigrown's favor. There is

potentially significant, irreversible hann to Florigrown if the defendants are not enjoined from

issuing the MMTC registrations/licenses under the unconstitutional Final Regulations and

statute. Conversely, if this Court prevents the Department from unlawfully issuing the MMTC

registrations, it would merely maintain the status quo.

437. Finally, the public interest favors enjoining the defendants trom unlawfully

issuing tbe MMTC registrations/licenses. It is in the public interest to not discriminate and not

grant unlawful special privileges in the issuance of MMTC registrations/licenses and to grant
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MMTC registrations!1 icenses to the appropriate registrants. It is also in the publ ic interest that

constitutional amendments that are overwhelmingly adopted by thc citizenry, such as the

Amendment, be enforced as \vrittcn and not disregarded or diluted by those in government.

WHEREFORE Florigrown demands judgment that Section 38J.986(8)(a)2.a., Florida

Statutes, is an impct11lissible special law which violates Article Ill, Section II(a)(12) or the

Florida Constitution. Florigrown rurther requests that this Court grant a temporary restraining

order enjoining the defendants from issuing any MMTC registrations/licenses under the criteria

set forth in the Final Regulations and/or Section 381.986(8)(a), Florida Statutes, and that it grant

Florigrown hearings as soon as possible so that this Court may grant a temporary injunction and

pennanent injunction preventing the defendants from granting any MMTC registrations/licenses

under the Final Regulations and/or Section 381.986(8)(a), Florida Statutes, awarding Florigrown

its atlorneys' fees and costs and providing such other and further relief as this Court may deem

just, proper, and equitable.

Count 8 - Declaratorv and Injunctive Relief
(Impermissible Classification: Litigants Under 2014 Statute as uf January 1,2017)

438. Paragraphs 1-296 of this Complaint are incorporated by reference as if

specifically set forth herein.

439. This is an action for declaratory relief pursuant to Chapter 86, Florida Statutes.

440. florigrown seeks judgment that Section 3 of Chapter 2017-232, Laws of Florida,

and specifically Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a., Florida Statutes, contains an impermissible

classi fication and is, there fore, unconstitutional pursuant to Article III, Section I 1(b) of the

Florida Constitution and under the Equal Protection and Due Process Clauses of the Fourteenth

Amendment to the United States Constitution and the "equal before the law" and Due Process

provisions of Article I, Sections 2 and 9 of the Florida Constitution.
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441. Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a., Florida Statutes, as created by Section 3 of Chapter

2017-232, is a special law that contains an impermissible classification designed to operate on

particular entities, more specifically entities: (a) that applied years earlier to become Low-THC

"Dispensary Organizations" pursuant to fonner s. 381.986, Florida Statutes (2014); (b) whose

application was reviewed, evaluated, and scored by the Department and were denied a

Dispensing Organization license by the Department under former s. 381.986, Florida Statutes

2014; and (c) which had one or more administrative or judicial challenges pending as of January

1,2017.

442. On June 23, 2017, when Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a., Florida Statutes, became

effective, the classification of private corporations: (a) that applied years earlier to become Low

THC "Dispensary Organizations" pursuant to former s. 381.986, Florida Statutes (2014); (b)

whose application was reviewed, evaluated, and scored by the Department and were denied a

Dispensing Organization license by the Department under former s. 381.986, Florida Statutes

2014; and (c) which had one or more administrative or judicial challenges pending as of January

1, 2017, was effectively closed to include only a few private corporations that were eligible to

receive the special privilege conferred by Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a., Florida Statutes.

443. There is no valid or rational relationship between private corporations: (a) that

applied years earlier to become Low-THC "Dispensary Organizations" pursuant to fomler s.

3R 1.9R6, Florida Statutes (2014); (b) whose application was reviewed, evaluated, and scored by

the Department and were denied a Dispensing Organization license by the Department under

fom1er s, 381.986, Florida Statutes 2014; and (c) which had one or more administrative or

judicial challenges pending as of January 1, 2017, and operating as an MMTC pursuant to the

Amendment.
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444. There is no legitimate state purpose for Section 38] .986(8)(a)2.a., Florida

Statutes, tb operate only to grant a special advantage, benefit and privilege which applies only to

pm1icuJar private corporations rather than generally upon all applicants seeking MMTC

registration.

445. The special privilege conferred by Section 381.986(8)(a)I., Florida Statutes, upon

private corporations: (a) that applied years earlier to become Low-THC "Dispensary

Organizations" pursuant to former s. 381.986, Florida Statutes (2014); (b) whose appl ication was

reviewed, evaluated, and scored by the Department and were denied a Dispensing Organization

license by the Department under former s. 38) .986, Florida Statutes 2014; and (c) which had one

or more administrative or judicial challenges pending as of January 1,2017, does not serve to

benefit the health, safety, morals or general welfare of the citizens of Florida.

446. Further, there is no reasonable or rational basis for granting a special privi lege to

private corporations: (a) that applied years earlier to become Low-THC "Dispensary

Organizations" pursuant to tormer s. 38 J. 986, Florida Statutes (2014); (b) whose application was

reviewed, evaluated, and scored by the Department and were denied a Dispensing Organization

license by the Department under fanner s. 381.986, Florida Statutes 2014; and (e) which had one

or more administrative or judicial challenges pending as of January I, 2017, and operating as an

MMTC pursuant to the Amendment. The classi Fication of private corporations that arc entitled

to the special privilege conferred by Section 3/\ 1.9/\6(8)(a)2.a., Florida Statutes, is nebulous,

wholly arbitrary and made without a rational basis [or upholding such classification as a valid

exercise of the police power.

447. The classification of private MMTC applicants that are eligible for a special

privilege because: (a) they applied years earlier to become Low-THC "Dispensary
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Organizations" pursuant to fonner s. 381.986, Florida Statutes (20] 4); (b) their application was

reviewed, evaluated, and scored by the Department and were denied a Dispensing Organization

license by the Department under former s, 381.986, Florida Statutes 2014; and (c) they had one

or more administrative or judicial challenges pending as of January I, 2017, is arbitrary,

unreasonable, unjustly discriminatory, and not reasonably related to the subject of Section

381.986(8)(a)2,a" Florida Statutes, or to implementing Article X Section 29 of the Florida

Constitution,

448. There is a bona fide, actual, and present need for a declaration of whether Section

3 of Chapter 2017-232, Laws of Florida, and specifically Section 381 ,986(8)(a)2,a" Florida

Statutes, created therein, creates an impem1issiblc classi fication which violates Article III,

Section 11 (b) of the Florida Constitution, and the Equal Protection and Due Process Clauses of

the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution and the "equal before the law" and

Due Process provisions of Article I, Sections 2 and 9 of the Florida Constitution.

449. As a form of supplemental relief authorized by Sections 26,012(3), ~6.011(2) and

86.061, Florida Statutes, and Rule 1.610, Fla. R, Civ. P., Florigrown also seeks injunctive relief

enjoining the defendants from issuing MMTC registrations/licenses pursuant to Section 3 of

Chapter 2017-232, Laws of Florida, and/or the Final Regulations, pending this Court's ruling on

the merits.

450. The grounds for this request include, but are not limited to the following: (a) as

interpreted by the defendants, Florida law limits the number of registrations/licenses for the

cultivation, processing, transportation, and dispensing of medical marijuana that the Department

may issue; (b) the Final Regulations conflict with the plain language and intent of the

Amendment, impose impermissible restrictions on the rights protected by the Amendment; (c)
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the Final Regulations are in derogation of the Department's Constitutional duties under the

Amendment; and (d) Section 3 of Chapter 2017-232, Laws of Florida, is an impermissible

special law which violates the Florida Constitution.

451. Once the Department issues the MMTC registrations under the unconstitutional

Final Regulations and statute, the registrations/licenses vest and cannot be unissued.

452. Flori grown has no adequate remedy at law and will suffer harm if injunctive relief

is not immediately issued.

453. Florigrown will suffer irreparable harm because the law applies only to a specific

class of private corporations, and although Florigrown has extensive knowledge and specialized

resources for providing safe, high quality medical marijuana products to qualified patients in

Florida, Florigrown is ineligible to receive the special privileges conferred under the Final

Regulations and Section 381.986(8)(a), Florida Statutes.

454. Florigrown is likely to succeed on the merits of the underlying case. Granting a

special advantage, beneLit and privilege to private corporations, without any legitimate state

purpose, violates the Florida and Federal constitutions, and improperly delegates regulatory

authority to a private corporation.

455. The balance of hardships weighs decidedly in Florigrown's favor. There is

potentially significant, irreversible harm to Florigrown if the defendants are not enjoined from

issuing the MMTC registrations/licenses under the unconstitutional Final Regulations and

statute. Conversely, if this Court prevents the Department [rom unlawfully issuing the MMTC

registrations, it would merely maintain the status quo.

456. Finally, the public interest favors enjoining the defendants from unlawfully

issuing the MMTC registrations/licenses. It is in the public interest to not discriminate and not
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grant unlawful special privileges in the issuance of MMTC registrationsllieenscs and to grant

MMTC registrations/licenses to the appropriate registrants. It is also in the public interest that

constitutional amendments that are overwhelmingly adopted by the citizenry, such as the

Amendment, be enforced as written and not disregarded or diluted by those in government.

WHEREFORE Florigrown demands judgment that Section 3R 1.986(8)(a)2.a., florida

Statutes, is an impermissible special law which violales Article Ill, Section J I(b) of the Florida

Constitution, and the Equal Protection and Due Process Clauses of the Fourteenth Amendment to

the United States Constitution and the "equal before the law" and Due Process provisions of

Article 1, Sections 2 and 9 of the Florida Constitution. Florigrown further requests that this

Court grant a temporary restraining order enjoining the defendants from issuing any MMTC

registrationsilicenses under the criteria set forth in the Final Regulations and/or Section

381.986(8)(a), Florida Statutes, and that it grant F1origrown hearings as soon as possible so that

this Court may grant a temporary injunction and permanent injunction preventing the defendants

from granting any MMTC registrations/licenses under the Final Regulations and/or Section

381.986(8)(a), Florida Statutes, awarding Florigrown its attorneys' fees and costs and providing

such other and further rei ief as this Court may deem just, proper, and equitable.

Count 9 - Declaratory and Jnjunctive Relief
(Constitutional Challenge to Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a.: Litigants

Under 2014 Statute as of January 1,2017)

457. Paragraphs 1-296 of this Complaint are incorporated by reference as if

specifically set forth herein.

458. Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a., Florida Statutes, specifically identifies particular

private corporations that are entitled to the special privilege given by Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a.,

Florida Statutes, which is given only to private corporations: (a) that applied years earlier to
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become Low-THC "Dispensary Organizations" pursuant to former s. 381.986, Florida Statutes

(2014); (b) whose application was rcvie\\:ed, evaluated, and scored by the Department and were

denied a Dispensing Organization license by the Department under former s. 381.986, Florida

Statutes 2014; and (c) which had one or more administrative or judicial challenges pending as of

January 1,2017.

459, The specific identi fication of private corporations: (a) that applied years carlier to

become Low-THC "Dispensary Organizations" pursuant to ['ormer s, 38 I.986, Florida Statutes

(2014); (b) whose application was reviewed, evaluated, and scored by the Department and were

denied a Dispensing Organization license by the Department under former s, 381.986, Florida

Statutes 20J4; and (c) which had one or more administrative or judicial challenges pending as of

January 1,2017 within the challenged law causes the chaJlenged law to be classified as special

law within the context of Article m, Section 10, Fla. Const.

460. Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a., Florida Statutes, is special in character because the

specific identification was enacted as a general law, and was not advertised as a special law as

required by law and does not contain any provision for the approval thereof by referendum

461. There is a bona fide, actual, and present need for a declaration of whether Section

381.986(8)(a)2.a., Florida Statutes, is an impermissible special law which violates Article JJ I,

Section 10 of the Florida Constitution.

462. As a form of supplemental relief authorized by Sections 26.012(3), 86.0 I I(2) and

86,061, Florida Statutes, and Rule 1.610, Fla, R, Civ. P., Florigrown also seeks injunctive relief

enjoining the defendants tram issuing MMTC registrations/licenses pursuant to Section 3 of

Chapter 2017-232, Laws of Florida, andior the Final Regulations, pending this COlllt'S ruling on

the merits,
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463. The grounds for this request include, but are not limited to the following: (a) as

interpreted by the defendants, Florida law limits the number of registrations/licenses for the

cultivation, processing, transportation, and dispensing of medical marijuana that the Departmcnt

may issuc; (b) the Final Regulations contlict with the plain language and intent of the

Amendment, impose impermissible restrictions on the rights protected by the Amcndment; (c)

the Final Regulations are in derogation of the Department's Constitutional duties under the

Amendment; and (d) Section 3 of Chapter 2017-232, Laws of rIorida, is an impermissible

special law which violates the Florida Constitution.

464. Once the Department issues the MMTC registrations under the unconstitutional

Final Regulations and statute, the registrations/licenses vest and cannot be unissued.

465. Florigrown has no adequate remedy at law and will suffer harm if injunctive relief

is not immediately issued.

466. Florigrown will suffer irreparable harm because the law applies only to a specific

class of private corporations, and although Florigrown has extensive knowledge and specialized

resources for providing safe, high quality medical marijuana products to qualified patients in

Florida, Florigrown is ineligible to receive the special privileges eonfeITed under the Final

Regulations and Section 381 .986(8)(a), Florida Statutes.

467. Florigrown is li.kely to succeed on the merits of the underlying case. Granting a

special advantage, benefit and privilege to private corporations, without any legitimate state

purpose, violates the Florida and Federal constitutions, and improperly delegates regulatory

authority to a private corporation.

468. The balance of hardships weighs decidedly in Florigrown's favor. There is

potentially significant, irreversible haml to Florigrown if the defendants arc not enjoined from
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Issuing the MMTC registrations/licenses under the unconstitutional Final Regulations and

statute. Conversely, if this Court prevents the Department from unlawfully issuing the MMTC

registrations, it would merely maintain the status quo.

469. Finally, thc public interest favors enjoining the defendants from unlawfully

issuing the MMTC registrations/licenses. It is in the public interest to not discriminate and not

grant unlawful special privileges in the issuance of MMTC registrations/licenses and to grant

MMTC registrations/licenses to the appropriate registrants. ]t is also in the public interest that

constitutional amendments that are overwhelmingly adopted by the citizenry, such as the

Amendment, be enforced as written and not disregarded or diluted by those in government.

WHEREFORE Florigrown demands judgment that Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a., Florida

Statutes, is an impermissible special law which violates Article 111, Section 10 of the Florida

Constitution and providing such other and further relief as this Court may deem just, proper, and

equitable. Florigrown further requests that this Court grant a temporary restraining order

enjoining the defendants from issuing any MMTC registrations/licenses under the criteria set

forth in the Final Regulations and/or Section 381.986(8)(a), Florida Statutes, and that it grant

Florigrown hearings as soon as possible so that this Court may grant a temporary injunction and

permanent injunction prcvcnting the defendants from granting any MMTC registrations/licenses

under the Final Regulations and/or Section 38l.986(8)(a), Florida Statutes, awarding Florigrown

its attorneys' fees and costs and providing such other and further relicf as this Court may deem

just, proper, and equitable.
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Count 10 - DecJaratorv and In junctive Relief
(Challenge to Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a. as an Unlawful Exercise of the Police Power:

Litigants Under 2014 Statute as of January 1,2017)

470. Paragraphs 1-296 of this Complaint are incorporated by reference as if

specifically set forth herein.

471. The State of Florida, through the exercIse of the police power, regulates the

registration, cultivation, processing, transportation, dispensing and sale of medical marijuana in

Florida. The State of florida exercises the police power through constitutional and legislative

enactments. All of the provisions of Chapter 381 which regulate medical marijuana, including

Section 3~ I .986(8)(a)2.a., Florida Statutes, have been enacted by the Legislature through the

exercise of the police power.

472. The state's police powers, however, arc not absolute and any legislation resting on

the police power, to be valid, must serve the public welfare as distinguished from the welfare of

a particular group or class and the means utilized to exercise the police power must bear a

rationale or reasonable relationship to a legitimate state interest.

473. The delegation of the police power to private entities, by virtue of the enactment

of Section 381.986(8)2.a., Florida Statutes, was accomplished without providing any standards

or safeguards or state supervision, whereby a private entity's registration as an MMTC may be

protected against arbitrary or self-motivated action on the part of a private entity.

474. There is no valid or rational relationship between private corporations: (a) that

applied years earlier to become Low-THC "Dispensary Organizations" pursuant to former s.

381.986, Florida Statutes (2014); (b) whose application was reviewed, evaluated, and seored by

the Department and were denied a Dispensing Organization license by the Department under

former s. 381.986, Florida Statutes 2014; and (c) which had one or more administrative or
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judicial challenges pending as of January 1, 2017 and actually operating as an MMTC offering a

full range of safe, efficacious, and quality medical marijuana products, including high-THC

products, to a greatly expanded paticnt base qual iflcd pursuant to the Amendmcnt.

475. The special privilcgc conferred by Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a., Florida Statutcs,

upon private corporations: (a) that applied years earlier to become Low-THC "Dispensary

Organjzations" pursuanL La former s. 381.986, Florida Statutes (2014); (b) whose application was

revicwed, evaluated, and scored by the Department and wcre denied a Dispensing Organization

license by the Department under former s. 381.986, florida SLatutes 2014; and (c) which had one

or morc administrative or judicial challenges pending as of January 1, 2017 does not serve to

benefit the health, safety, morals or general welfare of the citizens of Florida.

476. There is no reasonable or rational basis for granting a special privilege to private

corporations: (a) that applied years earlier to become Low-THe "Dispensary Organizations"

pursuant Lo former s. 381.986, Florida StaLutes (2014); (b) whose application was reviewed,

evaluated, and scored by the Department and were denied a Dispensing Organization license by

the Department under former s. 381.986, Florida Statutes 2014; and (c) which had one or more

administrative or judicial challenges pending as of January I, 2017. This granting of a special

privilege to private corporations is nebulous, wholly arbitrary and made without a rational basis

for upholding such classification as a valid exercise of the police power.

477. The enactment of Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a., Florida Statutes, is an unlawful

exercise of the state's police power for the following reasons:

(a) Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a., Florida Statutes, specifically delegates the

sovereign power of the State of Florida to private entities for primarily private

rather than public purposes. It is an unlawful exercise of the police power for the
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Legislature to enact statutes like Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a., Florida Statutes, that

serve predominantly a private interest rather a public purpose.

(b) Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a., Florida Statutes, grants a specific privilege to

privatc parties: (a) that applied years carlier to become Low-THe "Dispensary

Organizations" pursuant to former s. 381.986, Florida Statutes (20 14); (b) whose

application was reviewed, evaluated, and scored by the Department and were

denied a Dispensing Organization license by the Department under former s.

381.986, Florida Statutes 2014; and (c) which had one or more administrative or

judicial challenges pending as of January 1, 2017. It is an unlawful exercise of

the police power for the Legislature to enact statutes like Section

381.986(8)(a)2.a., Florida Statutes, to authorize one specific classification of

private corporations to use the sovereign power to gain an advantage, economic or

otherwise, over another private party.

(c) Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a., Florida Statutes, is an unlawful exercise of the

police power as the means employed by the Legislature to exercise the police

power, namely the enactment of Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a., Florida Statutes, bears

no rational or reasonable relationship to any legitimate state interest.

478. F1origrown is uncertain about its rights and privileges under the provisions of

Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a., Florida Statutes. Accordingly, Florigrown is in need of a declaration

of the rights of the parties to this action with regard to Section 381.986(R)(a)2.a., Florida

Statutes.

479. As a foml of supplemental relief authorized by Sections 26.012(3), 86.0 I I(2) and

86.061, Florida Statutes, and Rule 1.610, Fla. R. Civ. P., Florigrown also seeks injunctive relief
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enjOining the defendants from issuing MMTC registrations/licenses pursuant to Section 3 of

Chapter 2017-232, Laws of Florida, and/or the final Regulations, pending this Court's ruling on

the merits.

480. The grounds for this request include, but arc not limited to the following: (a) as

interpreted by the defendant,>, Florida law limits the number of registrations/licenses for the

cultivation, processing, transportation, and dispensing of medical marijuana that the Department

may issue; (b) the Final Regulations contlict with the plain language and intent of the

Amendment, impose impermissible restrictions on the rights protected by the Amendment; (c)

the final Regulations are in derogation of the Department's Constitutional duties under the

Amendment; and (d) Section 3 of Chapter 2017-232, Laws of Florida, is an impe1111issible

special law which violates the Florida Constitution.

481. Once the Department issues the MMTC registrations under the unconstitutional

Final Regulations and statute, the regisLrations/lieenses vest and cannot be unissued.

482. Florigrown has no adequate remedy at law and will suffer harm ifinjLlnetive relief

is not immediately issued.

483. Florigrown will suffer irreparable harm because the law applies only to a specific

class of private corporations, and although F1origrown has extensive knowledge and specialized

resources for providing safe, high quality medical marUuana products to qualified patients in

Florida, Florigrown is ineligible to receive the special privileges conferred under the Final

Regulations and Section 381.986(8)(a), Florida Statutes.

484. Florigrown is likely to succeed on the merits of the underlying case. Granting a

special advantage, benefit and privilege to private corporations, without any legitimate state
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purpose, violates the Florida and Federal constitutions, and improperly delegates regulatory

authority to a private corporation.

485. The balance of hardships weighs decidedly in Florigrown's favor. There is

potentially significant, irreversible harm to Florigrown if the defendants are not enjoined from

issuing the MMTC registrations/licenses under the unconstitutional Final Regulations and

statute. Conversely, if this Court prevents the Department from unlawfully issuing the MMTC

registrations, it would merely maintain the status quo.

486. Finally, the public interest favors enjoining the defendants from unlawfully

issuing the MMTC registrations/licenses, It is in the public interest to not discriminate and not

grant unlawful special privileges in the issuance of MMTC registrations/licenses and to grant

MMTC registrations/licenses to the appropriate registrants. It is also in the public interest that

constitutional amendments that are overwhelmingly adopted by the citizenry, such as the

Amendment, be enforced as written and not disregarded or diluted by those in government.

WHEREFORE Florigrown demands judgment that Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a., florida

Statutes, is an unlawful delegation of police power under the Constitution. Florigrown further

requests that this Court grant a temporary restraining order enjoining the defendants from issuing

any MMTC registrations/licenses under the criteria set forth in the Final Regulations and/or

Section 381.986(8)(a), Florida Statutes, and that it grant Florigrown hearings as soon as possible

so that this Court may grant a temporary injunction and permanent injunction preventing the

defendants from granting any MMTC registrations/licenses under the Final Regulations and/or

Section 381.986(8)(a), Florida Statutes, awarding Florigrown its attorneys' fees and eosts and

providing such other and further relief as this Coul1 may deem just, proper, and equitable.
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Count 11 - Declaratorv and Injunctive Relief
(Impermissible Special Law: Previous "Dispensary Organization" Applicants With "Final

Ranking Within One Point")

487. Paragraphs 1-296 of this Complaint are incorporated by reference as if

speci fical! y

set forth herein.

488. Florigrown seeks judgment that Section 3 of Chapter 2017-232, Laws of Florida,

creating Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a., Florida Statutes, is an impermissible special law and

therefore unconstitutional pursuant to Article III, Section II (a)( I2) of the Florida Constitution.

489. Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a., Florida Statutes, as created by Section 3 of Chapter

2017-232, is a special law designed to operate on particular private corporations, more

specifically, entities: (a) that applied years earlier to become Low-THC "Dispensary

Organizations" pursuant to fom1er s. 381.986, Florida Statutes (20 14); (b) whose appl ication was

reviewed, evaluated, and scored by the Department and were denied a Dispensing Organization

license by the Department under former s. 381.986, Florida Statutes 2014; and (c) which had a

final ranking within one point of the highest final ranking in its region under former s. 381.986,

Florida Statutes 2014.

490. Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a., Florida Statutes, grants a privilege to private

corporations: (a) that applied years earlier to become Low-THe "Dispensary Organizations"

pursuan1 to former s. 381.986, Florida Statutes (2014); (b) whose application was reviewed,

evaluated, and scored by the Department and were denied a Dispensing Organization license by

the Department under former s. 381.986, Florida Statutes 2014; and (c) which had a final ranking

within one point of the highest final ranking in its region under fom1er s. 381.986, Florida

Statutes 2014.
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491. Because Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a., Florida Statutes, applies only to private

corporations: (a) that applied years earlier to become Low-THC "Dispensary Organizations"

pursuant to former s. 381.986, Florida Statutes (2014); (b) whose application was reviewed,

evaluated, and scorcd by the Department and were denied a Dispensing Organization license by

the Department under former s. 381.986, Florida Statutes 2014; and (c) which had a final ranking

within one point of the highest final ranking in its region under fomlcr s. 381.986, Florida

Statutes 20 J 4, such section is an impermissible and unconstitutional special law.

492. There is a bona fide, actual, and present need for a declaration of whether Section

381.986(8)(a)2.a., Florida Statutes, as created by Section 3 of Chapter 2017-232, is an

impemlissible special law which violates Article III, Section II (a)(l2) of the Florida

Constitution.

493. As a fonn of supplemental relief authorized by Sections 26.012(3),86.011(2) and

86.061, Florida Statutes, and Rule 1.610, Fla. R. Civ. P., Florigrown also seeks injunctive relief

enjoining the defendants trom issuing MMTC registrations/licenses pursuant to Section 3 of

Chapter 2017-232, Laws of Florida, and/or the Final Regulations, pending this Court's ruling on

thc merits.

494. The grounds for this request include, but are not limited to the following: (a) as

interpreted by the defendants, Florida law limits the number of registrations/licenses [or the

cultivation, processing, transportation, and dispensing of medical marijuana that the Department

may issue; (b) the Final Regulations conflict with the plain language and intent of the

Amendment, impose impermissible restrictions on the rights protected by the Amendment; (c)

the Final Regulations are in derogation of the Department's Constitutional duties under the
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Amendment; and (d) Section 3 of Chapter 2017-232, Laws of Florida, JS an impermissible

special law which violates the Florida Constitution,

495. Once the Department issues the MMTC registrations under the unconstitutional

Final Regulations and statute, the registrations/licenses vest and cannot be unissued.

496. rtorigrown has no adequate remedy at law and will suffer harm ifinjunctive relief

is not immediately issued.

497. Florigrown will sufTer irreparable harm because the law applies only to a specific

class of private corporations, and although Florigrown has extensive knowledge and specialized

resources for providing safe, high quality medical marijuana products to qualified patients in

Florida, Florigrown is ineligible to receive the special privileges conferred under the Final

Regulations and Section 381.986(8)(a), Florida Statutes.

498. Florigrown is likely to succeed on the merits of the underlying case. Granting a

special advantage, benefit and privilege Lo private corporations, without any legiLimate state

purpose, violates the Florida and Federal constitutions, and improperly delegates regulatory

authority to a private corporation.

499. The balance of hardships weighs decidedly in Florigrown's favor. There is

potentially significant, irreversible ham1 to Florigrown if the defendants are not enjoined from

issuing the MMTC registrations/licenses under the unconstitutional Final Regulations and

statute. Conversely, if this Court prevents the Department from unlawfully issuing the MMTC

registrations, it would merely maintain the status quo.

500. Finally, the public interest favors enjoining the defendants from unlawfully

issuing the MMTC registrations/licenses. It is in the public interest to not discriminate and not

grant unlawful special privileges in the issuance of MMTC registrations/licenses and to grant
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MMTC registrations/licenses to the appropriate registrants. It is also in the public interest that

constitutional amendments that arc ovenvhelming/y adopted by the citizenry, such as the

Amendment, be enforced as wrillen and not disregarded or diluted by those in government.

WHEREFORE Florigrown demands judgment that Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a., Florida

Statutes, is an impermissible special law which violates Article TTl, Section II (a)( 12) of the

Florida Constitution. Florigrown further requests that this Court grant a lemporary restraining

order enjoining the defendants from issuing any MMTC registrations/licenses under the criteria

set forth in the Final Regulations and/or Section 381.986(8)(a), Florida Statutes, and that it grant

Florigrown hearings as soon as possible so that this Court may grant a temporary injunction and

pennanent injunction preventing the defendants from grantlng any MMTC rcgistrations!1 icenses

under the Final Regulations andlor Section 38/ .986(8)(a), Florida Statutes, awarding Florigrown

its attorneys' fees and costs and providing such other and further relief as this Court may deem

just, proper, and equitable.

Count 12 - Declaratorv and Injunctive Relief
(Impermissible Classification: Previous "Dispensary Organization" Applicants

With "Final Ranking Within One Point")

50 I, Paragraphs 1-296 of this Complaint arc incorporated by reference as if

specifically set forth herein.

502. Florigrown seeks Judgment that Section 3 of Chapter 2017-232, Laws of Florida,

and specifically Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a., Florida Statutes, contains an impermissible

classification and is, therefore, unconstitutional pursuant to Article III, Section 11(b) of the

Florida Constitution and under the Equal Protection and Due Process Clauses of the Fourteenth

Amendment to the United States Constitution and the "equal before the law" and Due Process

provisions of Article I, Sections 2 and 9 of the Florida Constitution.
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503. Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a. Florida Statutes, as creatcd by Section 3 of Chapter

2017-232, is a special law that contains an impermissible classification designed to operate on

pmticular entities, more specifically entities: (a) that applied years earlier to become Low-THC

"Dispensary Organizations" pursuant to formcr s. 381.986, Florida Statutes (20 J4); (b) whose

application was reviewed, evaluated, and scored by the Department and were denied a

Dispensing Organization Iieensc by the Department under former s. 381.986, Florida Statutes

2014; and (c) which had a tinal ranking within one point of the highest tinal ranking in its reglon

under former s. 381.986, Florida Statutes 2014.

504. On June 23, 20J 7, "vhen Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a., Florida Statutes, became

effective, the classification of private corporations (a) that applied years earlier to become Low

THe "Dispensary Organizations" pursuant to Cormer s. 381.986, Florida Statutes (2014); (b)

whose application was reviewed, evaluated. and scored by the Department and were denied a

Dispensing Organization license by the Department under former s. 381.986, Florida Statutes

2014; and (e) which had a tinal ranking within one point of the highest final ranking in its region

under foruler s. 381.986, Florida Statutes 2014, was effectively closed to include only a few

private corporations that were eligible to receive the special privilege conferred by Section

381.986(8)(a)2.3., Florida Statutes

505. There is no valid or rational relationship between private corporations: (a) that

applied years earlier to become Low-TIIC "Dispensary Organizations" pursuant to fonner s.

381.986, Florida Statutes (2014); (b) whose application was reviewed, evaluated. and scored by

the Department and were denied a Dispensing Organization license by the Department under

fonner s. 381.986, Florida Statutes 2014; and (c) which had a final ranking within one point of
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the highest ftnal ranking in its region under fonner s. 381.986, Florida Statutes 2014, and

operating as an MMTC pursuant to the Amendment.

506. There is no legitimate state purpose for Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a., Florida

Statutes, to operate only to grant a special advantage, benefit and privilege which applies only to

particular private corporations rather than generally upon all applicants secking MMTC

registration.

507. The special privilege conferred by Section 381.986(g)(a)2.a, Florida Statutes,

upon private corporations: (a) that applied years earlier 10 become Low-THC "DispenSal)1

Organizations" pursuant to former s. 381.986, Florida Statutes (2014); (b) whose application was

reviewed, evaluated, and scored by the Department and were denied a Dispensing Organization

license by the Deparlment under former s. 38 J. 986, Florida Statutes 2014; and (c) which had a

final ranking within one point of the highest final ranking in its region under former s. 38 J .986,

Florida Statutes 2014 does not serve to benefit the health, safety, morals or general welfare of the

citizens of Florida.

508. Further, there is no reasonable or rational basis for granting a special privilege to

private corporations: (a) that applied years earlier to become Low-THC "Dispensary

Organizations" pursuant to former s. 381.986, Florida Statutes (2014); (b) whose application was

reviewed, evaluated, and scored by the Department and were denied a Dispensing Organization

license by the Department under former s. 31' 1.986, Florida Statutes 2014; and (c) which had a

tinal ranking within one point of the highest final ranking in its region under former s. 381.986,

Florida Statutes 2014, and operating as an MMTC pursuant to the Amendment. The

classification o[ private corporations thai are entitled to the special privilege conferred by
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Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a., Florida Statutes, is nebulous, wholly arbitrary and made without a

rational basis 1'01' upholding such classification as a valid exercise of the police power.

509. The c1assi fication of private MMTC applicants that are eligible for a special

privilege because: (a) they applied years earlier to become Low-THC "Dispensary

Organizations" pursuant to former s. 3RI.9R6, Florida Statutes (2014); (b) their application was

reviewed, evaluated, and scored by the Departmenl and were denied a Dispensing Organization

license by the Department under former s. 3H 1.986, Florida Statutes 2014; and (c) they had a

linal ranking within one point of the highest final ranking in its region under (ormer s. 381.986,

Florida Statutes 2014, is arbitrary, unreasonable, unjustly discriminatory, and not reasonably

related to the subject of Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a., Florida Statutes, or to implementing Article X

Section 29 oCthe Florida Constitution.

SIO. There is a bona fide, actual, and present need for a declaration of whether Section

3 of Chapter 2017-232, Laws or Florida, and specifically Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a., Florida

Statutes, created therein, creates an impermissible classification which violates Article III,

Section II (b) of the Florida Constitution, and the Equal Protection and Due Process Clauses of

the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution and thc "cqual before thc law" and

Due Process provisions or Article 1, Sections 2 and 9 of the Florida Constitution.

5 I j. As a fonn of supplemental relief authorized by Sections 26.012(3), 86.0 II (2) and

86.061, Florida Statutes, and Rule 1.610, Fla. R. Civ. P., Florigrown also seeks injunctive relief

enjoining the defendants from issuing MMTC registrations/licenses pursuant to Section 3 of

Chapter 20 17-232. Laws of Florida, andlor the Final Regulations, pending this Court's ruling on

the merits.
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512. The grounds for this request include, but are not limited to the following: (a) as

interpreted by the defendants, Florida law Iimits the numbcr of registrations/licenses for the

cultivation, processing, transportation, and dispensing of medical marijuana that the Department

may issue; (b) the Final Regulations conflict with the plain language and intent of the

Amendment, impose impermissible rcstrictions on the rights protected by the Amendment; (c)

the Final Regulations are in derogalion of the Department's Constitulional duties under the

Amendment; and (d) Section 3 of Chapter 2017-232, Laws of FIOIida, is an impennissible

special law which violates the Florida Constitution.

513. Once the Department issues the MMTC registrations under the unconstitutional

Final Regulations and statute, the registrations/licenses vest and cannot be unissued.

514. Florigrown has no adequate remedy at law and will suffer harm ifinjunctive relief

is not immediately issued.

515. Florigrown will suffer irreparable harm because the law applies only to a specific

class of private corporations, and although Florigrown has extensive knowledge and specialized

resources for providing safe, high quality medical marijuana products to qualified patients in

Florida, Florigrown is ineligible to receive the special privileges conferred under the Final

Regulations and Sec lion 381.986(8)(a), Florida Statutes.

5 J6. florigrown is likely to succeed on the merits of the underlying case. Granting a

special advantage, benefit and privilege to private corporations, without any legitimate state

purpose, violates the Florida and federal constitutions, and improperly delegates regulatory

authority to a pri vate corporation,

517. The balance of hardships weighs decidedly in Florigrown's favor. There is

potentially signi ficant, irreversible hann to Florigrown if the defendants are not enjoined from
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issuing the MMTC registrations/licenses under the unconstitutional Final Regulations and

statute. Conversely, if this Court prevents the Department from unlawfully issuing the MMTC

registrations, it would merely maintain the status quo.

Sl8. Finally, the public interest favors enjoining thc defendants from unlawfully

issuing the MMTC registrations/licenses. It is in the public interest to not discriminate and not

grant unlawrul special privileges in the issuance or MMTC registrations/licenses and to grant

MMTC registrations/licenses to the appropriate registrants. It is also in the public interest that

constitutional amendments that are overwhelmingly adopted by the citizenry, such as the

Amendment, be enrorced as written and not disregarded or diluted by those in government.

WHEREFORE Florigrown demands judgment that Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a., Florida

Statutes, is an impennissible special law which violates Article Ill, Section I l(b) of the Florida

Constitution, and the Equal Protection and Due Process Clauses of the Fourteenth Amendment to

the United States Constitution and the "equal before the law" and Due Process provisions of

Article I, Sections 2 and 9 of the Florida Constitution. Florigrown further requests that this

Court grant a temporary restraining order enjoining the defendants from issuing any MMTC

registrations/licenses under the criteria set forth in the Final Regulations and/or Section

38] .986(8)(a), Florida Statutes, and that it grant Florigrown hearings as soon as possible so that

this Court may grant a temporary injunction and pennanent injunction preventing the defendants

from granting any MMTC registrations/licenses under the Final Regulations and/or Section

381.986(8)(a), Florida Statutes, awarding Florigrown its attorneys' fees and costs and providing

such other and further relief as this Court may deem just, proper, and equitable.
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Count 13 - Declarator'y and Injunctive Relief
(Constitutional Challenge to Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a.: Previous

"Dispensary Organization" Applicants With "Final Ranking Within One Point")

519. Paragraphs 1-296 of this Complaint are incorporated by reference as if

specifically set forth herein.

520. Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a., Florida Statutes, specifically identifies particular

private corporations that are entitled to the special privilege given by Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a.,

Florida Statutes, which is given only to private corporations: (a) that applied years earlier to

become Low-THC "Dispensary Organizations" pursuant to former s. 381.986, Florida Statutes

(2014); (b) whose application was reviewed, evaluated, and scored by the Department and were

denied a Dispensing Organization license by the Department under former s. 381.986, Florida

Statutes 2014; and (c) which had a final ranking within one point of the highest final ranking in

its region under former s. 381 .986, rt orida Statutes 2014.

521. The specific identification of private corporations: (a) that applied years earlier Lo

become Low-TI-{C "Dispensary Organizations" pursuant to former s. 381.986, Florida Statutes

(2014); (b) whose application was reviewed, evaluated, and scored by the Department and were

denied a Dispensing Organization license by the Depmtment under former s. 381.986, Florida

Statutes 2014; and (c) which had a tinal ranking within one point of the highest final ranking in

its region under ronner s. 381.986, Florida Statutes 2014 within the challenged law causes the

challenged law to be classified as special law within the context 01" Article Ill, Section 10, Fla.

Const.

522. Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a., Florida Statutes, is special in character because the

specific identification was enacted as a general law, and was not advertised as a special law as

required by law and docs not contain any provision for the approval thereof by rererendum.
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523. There is a bona ride, actual, and present need for a declaration of whether Section

381.986(8)(a)2.a., florida Statutes, is an impennissible special law which violates Article II I,

Section 10 of the Florida Constitution

524. As a form of supplemental relief authorized by Sections 26.012(3),86.011(2) and

86.061, Florida Statutes, and Rule I.n 10, ria. R. Civ. P., Florigrown also seeks injunctive relief

enjoining the defendants from issuing MMTC regislralions/licenses pursuant to Section 3 of

Chapter 2017-232, Laws of Florida, and/or the Final Regu!ations, pending this Court's ruling on

the merits.

525. The grounds for this request include, but are not limited to the following: (a) as

interpreted by the defendants, Florida law limits the number of registrations/licenses for the

cultivation, processing, transportation, and dispensing of medical marijuana that the Department

may issue; (b) the Final Regulations connict with the plain language and intent of the

Amendment, impose impermissible restrictions on the rights protected by the Amendment; (c)

the Final Regulations are in derogation of the Department's Constitutional duties under the

Amendment; and (d) Section 3 of Chapter 2017-232, Laws of Florida, is an impemlissible

special law whieh violates the Florida Constitution.

526. Once the Department issues the MMTC registrations under the unconstitutional

Final Regulations and statute, the registrations/licenses vest and cannot be unissued.

527. Florigrown has no adequate remedy at law and will suffer harm jf injunctive relief

is not immediately issued.

528. Florigrown will suffer irreparable harm because the law applies only to a specific

class of private corporations, and although Florigrown has extensive knowledge and specialized

resources for providing safe, high quality medical marijuana products to qualified patients in
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Florida, Florigrown is ineligible to receive the special privileges conferred under the Final

Regulations and Section 381.986(8)(a), Florida Statutes.

529. Florigrown is likely to succeed on the merits of the underlying case. Granting a

special advantage, benefit and privilege LO private corporations, without any Icgitimate state

purpose, violates the Florida and Federal constjtutions, and improperly delegates regulatory

authority to a private corporation,

530. The balance or hardships weighs decidedly in Florigrown's Cavor. There is

potentially significant, irreversible harm to Florigrown if the defendants are not enjoined from

issuing the MMTC registrations/licenses under the unconstitutional Final Regulations and

statute. Conversely, jf this Court prevents the Department from unlawfully issuing the :vtYlTC

registrations, it would merely maintain the status quo.

531. Finally, the public interest favors enjoining the defendants from unlawfully

issuing the MMTC registrations/licenses. Jl is in the public interest to not discriminatc and not

grant unlawful special privileges in the issuance of MMTC registrations/licenses and to grant

MMTC registrations/licenses to the appropriate registrants. It is also in the public interest that

constitutional amendments that are overwhelmingly adopted by the citizenry, such as the

Amendment, be enforced as written and not disregarded or diluted by those in government.

WHEREFORE Florigrown demands judgment against that Section 38 I.986(8)(a)2.a.,

Florida Statutes, is an impemlissible special law which violates Article Ill, Section 10 of the

Florida Constitution. Florigrown further requests that this Court grant a temporary restraining

order enjoining the defendants from issuing any MMTC registrations/licenses under the criteria

set forth in the Final Regulations and/or Section 381.986(8)(a), Florida Statutes, and that it grant

Florigrown hearings as soon as possible so that this Court may grant a temporary injunction and
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pennanent injunction preventing the defendants from granting any MMTC registrations/licenses

under the Final Regulations and/or Section 381.986(8)(a), Florida Statutes, awarding Florigrown

its attomeys' fees and costs and providing such other and fUlther relief as this Court may deem

just, proper, and equitable.

Count 14 - Declaratory and In junctive Relief
(Challenge to Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a. as an Unlawful Exercise of the Police Power:

Previous "Dispensary Organization" Applicants With "Final Ranking Within One Point")

532. Paragraphs 1-296 of this Complaint are incorporated by reference as if

specifically set forth herein.

533. The State of Florida, through the exercise of the police power, regulates the

registration, cultivation, processing, transportation, dispensing and sale of medical marijuana in

Florida. The Slate of Florida exercises the police power through constitutional and legislative

enactments, All of the provisions of Chapter 381 which regulate medical marijuana, including

Section 381,986(8)(a)2.a., Florida Statutes, have been enacted by the Legislature through the

exercise of the pol ice power.

534. The state's police powers, however, are not absolute and any legislation resting on

the police power, to be valid, must serve the public welfare as distinguished from the welfare of

a particular group or class and the means utilized to exercise the police power must bear a

rationale or reasonable relationship to a legitimate state interest.

535. The delegation of the police power to private entities, by virtue of the enactment

of Section 38J .986(8)2.a., Florida Statutes, was accomplished without providing any standards

or sareguards or state supervision, whereby a private entity's registration as an MMTC may be

protected against arbitrary or self-motivated action on the part of a private entity.
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536. There is no valid or rational relationship between private corporations: (a) that

applied years earlier to become Low-THC "Dispensary Organizations" pursuant to fonner s.

381.986, Florida Statutes (20 14); (b) whose application was reviewed, evaluated, and scored by

the Department and were denied a Dispensing Organization license by the Department under

former s. 381.986, Florida Statutes 2014; and (c) which had a final ranking within one point of

the highest final ranking in its region under fomH;;r s. 381.986, Florida Statutes 2014 and actually

operating as an MMTC offering a full range or safe, efficacious, and quality medical marijuana

products, including high-THe products, to a greatly expanded patient base qualified pursuant to

the Amendment.

537. The special privilege conferred by Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a., Florida Statutes,

upon private corporations: (a) that applied years earlier to become Low-THC "Dispensary

Organizations" pursuant to former s. 381.986, Florida Statutes (2014); (b) whose application was

reviewed, evaluated, and scored by the Department and were denied a Dispensing Organization

license by the Department under former s. 381.986, Florida Statutes 2014; and (c) which had a

final ranking within one point of the highest final ranking in its region under former s. 381.986,

Florida Statutes 2014 docs not serve to benefit the health, safety, morals or general welfare of the

citizens of Florida.

538. There is no reasonable or rational basis for granting a special privilege to private

corporations: (a) thal applied years earlier to become Low-THe "Dispensary Organizations"

pursuant to former s. 381.986, Florida Statutes (2014); (b) whose application was reviewed,

evaluated, and scored by the Department and were denied a Dispensing Organization license by

the Department under fomler s. 381.986, Florida Statutes 2014; and (c) which had a final ranking

within one poinl of the highest final ranking in its region under faroler s. 381.986, Florida
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Statutes 2014. This granting of a special pri vilege to private corporations is nebulous, wholly

arbitrary and made without a rational basis for upholding such classification as a valid exercise

of the police power.

539. Thc enactment of Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a., Florida Stalutes, is an unlawful

exercise of the slate's poliee power for the following reasons:

(a) Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a., Florida Stalules, specifically delegates the

sovereign power of the State of Florida to private entities for primarily private

rather than public purposes. It is an unlawful exercise of the police power for thc

Legislature to enact statutes like Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a., Florida Statutes, that

serve predominantly a private interest rather a public purpose.

(b) Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a., Florida Statutes, grants a specific privilege to

private patties: (a) that applied years earlier to become Low-THe "DispcnsaT)'

Organizations" pursuant to former s. 381.986, Florida Statutes (2014); (b) whose

application was reviewed, evaluated, and scored by the Department and were

denied a Dispensing Organization license by the Department under former s,

38 J.986, Florida Statutes 2014; and (e) whieh had a final ranking within one point

of the highest tinal ranking in its region under fomler s. 381.986, Florida Statutes

20 J 4. It is an unlawful exercise of the police power for the Legislature to enact

statutes like Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a" Florida Statutes, to authorize one specitic

classi fication of private corporations to use the sovereign power to gain an

advantage, economic or otherwise, over another private party.

(c) Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a., Florida Statutes, is an unlawful exercise of the

police power as the means employed by the Legislature to exercise the police
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power, namely the enactment of Section 38 J .986(8)(a)2.a., Florida Statutes, bears

no rational or reasonable relationship to any legitimate state interest.

540. Florigrown is uncet1ain about its rights and privileges under the provisions of

Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a., Florida Statutes. Accordingly, Florigrown is in need of a declaration

of the rights of the panies to this action with regard to Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a., Florida

Statutes.

541. As a fom1 or supplemental relic(" authorized by Sections 26.012(3), 86.011(2) and

86.061, Florida Statutes, and Rule J.610, Fla. R. Civ. P., Florigrown also seeks injunctive relief

enjoining the defendants from issuing MMTC registrations/licenses pursuant to Section 3 of

Chapter 2017-232, Laws of Florida, and/or the Final Regulations, pending this Court's ruling on

the merits.

542. The grounds for this request include, but are not limited to the following: (a) as

interpreted by the defendants, Florida law limits the number of registrations/licenses for the

cultivation, processing, transportation, and dispensing of medical marijuana that the Department

may issue; (b) the Final Regulations conOict with the plain language and intent of the

Amendment, impose impermissible restrictions on the rights protected by the Amendment; (c)

the Final Regulations are in derogation of the Department's Constitutional duties under the

Amendment; and (d) Section 3 of Chapter 2017-232, Laws of Florida, is an impermissible

special law which violates the Florida Constitution.

543. Once the Department issues the MMTC registrations under the unconstitutional

Final Regulations and statute, the registrations/licenses vest and cannot be unissued.

544. F1origrown has no adequate remedy at law and will suffer harm if injunctive relief

is nol immediately issued.
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545. Florlgrown will suffer irreparable harm because the law applies only to a spccific

class of private corporations, and although Florigrown has extensive knowledge and specialized

resources for providing safe, high quality medical marijuana products to qualified patients in

Florida, Florigrown is ineligible to receive the special privileges conferred under the Final

Regulations and Section 381.986(8)(a), Florida Statutes.

546. Florigrown is likely to succeed on the merits of the underlying case. Granting a

special advantage, benefit and privilege to private corporations, without any legitimate state

purpose, violates the Florida and Federal constitutions, and improperly delegates regulatory

authority to a private corporation.

547. The balance of hardships weighs decidedly in Florigrown's favor. There is

potentially significant, irreversible harm to Florigrown if the defendants are not enjoined from

issuing the MMTC registrations/licenses under the unconstitutional Final Regulations and

statute. Conversely, if this Court prevents the Department from unlawfully issuing the MMTC

registrations, it would merely maintain the status quo.

548. Finally, the public interest favors enjoining the defendants from unlawfully

issuing the MMTC registrations/licenses. It is in the public interest to not discriminate and not

grant unlawful special privileges in the issuance of MMTC registrations/licenses and to grant

MMTC registrations/licenses to the appropriate registrants. It is also in the public interest that

constitutional amendments that are overwhelmingly adopted by the citizenry, such as the

Amendment, be enforced as written and not disregarded or diluted by those in government.

WHEREFORE Florigrown demands judgment that Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a., Florida

Statutes, is an unlawful delegation of police power under the Constitution. Florigrown further

requests that this Court grant a temporary restraining order enjoining the defendants from issuing
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any MMTC registrations/licenses under the criteria set fOl1h in the Final Regulations and/or

Section 381 .986(8)(a), Florida Statutes, and that it grant Florigrown hearings as soon as possible

so that this Court may grant a temporary injunction and pel111anent injunction preventing the

defendants from granting any MMTC registrations/licenses under the Final Regulations and/or

Section 381 .986(8)(a), Florida Statutes, awarding I710rigrown its attorneys' fees and costs and

providing such other and further relief as this Court may deem just, proper, and equitable,

Count 15 - Declaratory and Injunctive ReHef
(Impermissible Special Law: Citrus Facilities)

549. Paragraphs 1-296 of this Complaint are incorporated by reference as ii'

specifically set forth herein.

550. Florigrown seeks judgment that Section 3 of Chapter 2017-232, Laws of Florida,

creating Section 381.986(8)(a) I., Florida Statutes, is an impermissible special law and therefore

unconstitutional pursuant to Article 1Il, Section II (a)( 12) of the Florida Constitution.

551. Section 381.986(8)(a)3., Florida Statutes, as created by Section 3 of Chapter

2017-232, is a special law designed to operate on particular persons, more specifically:

applicants that own facilities that are, or were, used for the canning, concentrating, or otherwise

processing of citrus fruit or citrus molasses.

552. Because Section 381.986(8)(a)3., Florida Statutes, applies only to private persons

and/or private corporations that own facilities that are, or were, llsed for the canning,

concentrating, or otherwise processing of citrus fruit or citrus molasses, such section is an

impel111issible and unconstitutional special law.

553. There is a bona fide, actual, and present need [or a declaration o[ whether Section

381.986(8)(a)l., Florida Statutes, as created by Section 3 of Chapter 2017-232, is an
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impermissible special law which violates Article 1Jl, Section II(a)(12) o[ the Florida

Constitution.

554. As a fonn of supplemental reliefauthOlized by Sections 26.012(3),86.011(2) and

86.061, Florida Statutes, and Rule 1.610, Fla. R. Civ. P., Florigrown also seeks injunctive relief

enjoining the defendants from issuing MMTC registralions/licenses pursuant to Section 3 of

Chapter 2017-232, Laws of Florida, and/or the Final Regulalions, pending this Courl's ruling on

the merits.

555. The grounds for this request include, but are not limited to the following: (a) as

interpreted by the defendants, Florida law limits the number of registrations/licenses for the

cultivation, processing, transportation, and dispensing of medical marijuana that the Department

may issue; (b) the Final Regulations conflict with the plain language and intent of the

Amendment, impose impermissible restrictions on the rights protected by the Amendment; (c)

the Final Regulalions are in derogation of the Department's Constitutional duties under the

Amendment; and (d) Section 3 of Chapter 2017-232, Laws of Florida, is an impem1issible

special law which violates the Florida Constitution.

556. Once the Department issues the ivlMTC registrations under the unconstitutional

Final Regulations and statute, the registrations/licenses vest and cannot be unissued,

557. Florigrown has no adequate remedy at law and will suffer harm if injunctive relief

is nol immediately issued.

558. FIorigrown will suffer irreparable harm because the law applies only to a specific

class of private corporations, and although Florigrown has extensive knowledge and specialized

resources for providing safe, high qualily medical marijuana products to qualified patients in
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Florida, FJorigrown is ineligible to receive the speciaJ privileges conferred under the Final

Regulations and Section 381.986(8)(a), Florida Statutes.

559. Florigrown is likely to succeed on the merits of the underlying case. Granting a

special advantage, benefit and privilege to private corporations, without any legitimate statc

purpose, violales lhe Florida and Federal constitutions, and improperly delegates regulatory

aUlhority to a private corporation.

560. The balance of hardships weighs decidedly in Florigrown's favor. There is

potentially significant, irreversible harm to florigrown if the defendants are not enjoined from

issuing the MMTC registralions/licenses under the unconstitutional Final Regulations and

statute. Conversely, if this Court prevents the Department from unlawfully issuing the MMTC

registrations, it would merely maintain the status quo.

561. Finally, the publ ic interest favors enjoining the defendants from unlawfully

issuing the MMTC registrations/licenses. lL is in the public interest to not discriminate and not

grant unlawful special privileges in the issuance of MMTC registrations/licenses and to grant

MMTC registrations/licenses to the appropriate registrants. It is also in the public interest that

constitutional amendments that arc ovcrwhclmingly adopted by the cilizenry, such as the

Amendment, be enforced as written and not disregarded or diluted by those in govemment.

WHEREFORE Florigrown demands judgment that Section 381.986(8)(a)l., Florida

Statutes, is an impermissible special law which violates Article III, Section II (a)( 12) of the

Florida Constitution. Florigrown further requests that this Coul1 grant a temporary restraining

order enjoining the defendants from issuing any MMTC registrations/licenses under the criteria

set forth in the Final Regulations and/or Section 381.986(8)(a), Florida Statutes, and that it grant

Florigrown hearings as soon as possible so that this Court may grant a temporary injunction and
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pemlancnt injunction preventing the defendants from granting any MMTC registrations/licenses

under the Final Regulations and/or Section 381.986(8)(a), Florida Stalutes, awarding Florigrown

its attorneys' fees and costs and providing sueh other and further relief as this Court may deem

just, proper, and equitable.

Count 16 - Declaratory and Injunctive Relief
(Impermissible Classification: Citrus Facilities)

562. Paragraphs 1-296 of this Complaint are incorporated by reference as if

speciJieally set forth herein.

563. Florigrown seeks Judgment that Section 3 of Chapter 2017-232, Laws of Florida,

and specifically Section 381.986(8)(a)3 .. , Florida Statutes, contains an impermissible

classification and is, therefore, unconstitutional pursuant to Article 111, Section ] 1(b) of the

Florida Constitution and under the Equal Protection and Due Process Clauses of the Fourteenth

Amendment to the United States Constitution and the "equal before the law" and Due Process

provisions or Article I, Sections 2 and 9 of the Florida Constitution.

564. Section 381.986(8)(a)3., Florida Statutes, as created by Section 3 of Chapter

2017-232, is a special law that contains an impemlissible classification designed to operate on

particular entities, more specifically: applicants that own facilities that are, or were, used for the

canning, concentrating, or otherwise processing of citrus fruit or eitrus molasses.

565. On June 23, 2017, when Section 381.986(8)(a)3., Florida Statutes, became

effective, the classification of private corporations that applicants that own facilities that are, or

were, used for the canning, concentrating, or otherwise processing of citrus fruit or citrus

molasses was effectively closed to include only a few private corporations thal were eligiblt: to

receive the special privilege conferred by Section 381.986( 8)(a)3., Florida Statutes.
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566. There is no valid or rational relationship between private corporations that applied

years ago to become limited Low-THC "Dispensary Organizations" pursuant to former s.

381.986, Florida Statutes (2014) and operating as an MMTC offering a full range of safe,

efficacious, and quality medical marijuana products, including high-THe products, to a greatly

expanded patient base quali tied pursuant to the Amendment.

5(-,7. There is no legitimate state purpose for Section 3R1.986(8)(a)3., Florida Statutes,

to operate only to grant a special advantage, benetit and privilege which applies only to

particular private corporations rather than generally upon all applicants seeking MMTC

registration.

568. The special privilege conferred by Section 381.986(8)(a)3., Florida Statutes, upon

private corporations that own facilities that are, or were, used for the canning, concentrating, or

othel\>,iise processing or eitrus fruit or citrus molasses does not serve to benefit the health, safety,

morals or general welfare of the citiLens of Florida.

569. Further, there is no reasonable or rational basis for granting a special privilege to

private corporations the own facllities that are, or were, used for the canning, concentrating, or

otherwise processing of citrus fruit or citrus molasses. The classification of private corporations

that are entitled to the special privilege con fer red by Section 381.986(8)(a)3., Florida Statutes, is

nebulous, wholly arbitrary and made without a rational basis for upholding such classification as

a valid exercise of the police power.

570. The classification of private MMTC applicants that are eligible for a special

privilege because they own facilities that are, or were, used for the canning, concentrating, or

otherwise processing of citrus fruit or citrus molasses, is arbitrary, unreasonable, unjuslly
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discriminatory, and not reasonably related to the subject of Section 381.986(8)(a) J., Florida

Statutes, or to implementing Article X Section 29 of the Florida Constitution.

571. There is a bona fide, actual, and present need for a declaration of whether Section

3 of Chapter 2017-232, Laws of Florida, and specifically Section 381.986(8)(a)1., Florida

Statutes, created therein, creates an impermissible classification whieh violates Article III,

Seclion I J (b) of the Florida Constitulion, and the Equal Proleclion and Due Process Clauses of

the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution and the "equal before the law" and

Due Process provisions of Article I, Sections 2 and 9 of the Florida Constitution.

572. As a form of supplemental relief authorized by Sections 26.0 l2(3), 86.0 II (2) and

86.061, Florida Statutes, and Rule 1.610, Fla. R. Civ. P., Florigrown also seeks injunctive relief

enjoining the defendants from issuing MMTC registrations/licenses pursuant to Section 3 of

Chapter 2017-232, Laws of Florida, andior the Final Regulations, pending this Court's ruling on

the merils.

573. The grounds for this request include, but are not limited to the following: (a) as

interpreted by the defendants, Florida law limits the number of registrations/licenses for the

cultivation, processing, transportation, and dispensing of medical marijuana that the Department

may issue; (b) the Final Regulations conflict with the plain language and intent of the

Amendment, impose impermissible restrictions on the rights protected by the Amendment; (c)

the Final Regulations are in derogation of the Department's Constitutional duties under the

Amendment; and (d) Section 3 of Chapter 2017-232, Laws of Florida, is an impermissible

special law which violates the Florida Constitution.

574. Once the Department issues the MMTC registrations under the unconstitutional

Final Regulations and statute, the registrations/licenses vest and cannot be unissued.
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575. Florigrown has no adequate remedy at law and will suffer harm ifinjunctive relief

is not immediately issued.

576, FJorigrown will suffer irreparable harm because the law applies only to a specific

class of private corporations, and although Florigrown has extensive knowledge and specialized

resources for providing sate, high quality medical marijuana products to qualified patients in

Florida, Florigrown is ineligible to receive the special privileges conferred under the Final

Regulations and Section 381.986(8)(a), Florida Statutes.

577. Florigrown is likely to succeed on the merits of the underlying case. Granting a

special advantage, benefit and privilege to private corporations, without any legitimate state

purpose, violates the Florida and Federal constitutions, and improperly delegates regulatory

authority 10 a private corporation.

578. The balance of hardships weighs decidedly in Florigrown's favor. There is

potentially significant, irreversible harm to Florigrown if the defendants are not enjoined from

issuing the MMTC registrations/licenses under the unconstitutional Final Regulations and

statute. Conversely, if this Court prevents the Department from unlawfully issuing the MMTC

registrations, it would merely maintain the status quo.

579. Finally, the public interest favors enjoining the defendants from unlawfully

issuing the MMTC registrations/licenses. It is in the public interest tu not discriminate and not

grant unlawful special privileges in the issuance or MMTC registrations/licenses and to grant

MMTC registrations/licenses to the appropriate registrants. It is also in the public interest that

constitutional amendments that are overwhelmingly adopted by the citizenry, such as the

Amendment, be enforced as written and not disregarded or diluted by those in government.
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WHEREFORE Florigrown demands judgment that Section 381.986(8)(a)3., Florida

Statutes, is an impermissible special law which violates Article Ill, Section J 1(b) of the Florida

Constitution, and the Equal Protection and Due Process Clauses of the Fourteenth Amendment to

the United States Constitution and the "equal before the law" and Due Process provisions of

Article 1, Sections 2 and 9 of the Florida. Florigrown further requests that this Court grant a

temporary restraining order enJOll1lug the defendants from ISSUll1g any MMTC

registrations/licenses under the criteria set forth in the Final Regulations and/or Section

381.986(8)(a), Florida Statutes, and that it grant Florigrown hearings as soon as possible so that

this Court may grant a temporary injunction and permanent injunction preventing the defendants

from granting any MMTC registrations/licenses under the Final Regulations and/or Section

381.986(8)(a), Florida Statutes, awarding Florigrown its attorneys' fees and costs and providing

such other and further rei ief as this Court may deem just, proper, and equitable.

Count 17 - Declarator\' lind Injunctive Relief
(Constitutional Challenge to Section 381.986(8)(a)3.: Citrus Facilities)

580. Paragraphs J-296 of this Complaint are incorporated by reference as if

specifically set forth herein.

581. Section 381. 986(8)(a)3., Florida Statutes, specifically identifies particular private

corporations that are entitled to the special privilege given by Section 38J .986(8)(a)3., Florida

Statutes, which is given only to private corporations applicants that own facilities that are, or

were, used for the canning, concentrating, or otherwise processing of citrus fruit or citrus

molasses.

582. The specific identification of private corporations that own facilities that are, or

were, used for the canning, concentrating, or otherwise processing of citrus fruit or citrus
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molasses causes the challenged law (0 be classified as special law within the context of Article

III, Section 10, Fla. Consl.

583. Section 381,986(8)(a)3., Florida Statutes, is special in character because the

specific identification was enacted as a general law, and was not advertised as a special law as

required by law and does not contain any provision for the approval thereofby referendum,

584. There is a bona fide, actual, and pr~s~nl need [or a declaration of whether Section

381.986(8)(a)3., Florida Statutes, is an impermissible special law which violates Article m,

Section 10 of the Florida Constitution,

585. As a fonn of supplemental relief authorized by Sections 26.012(3), 86.0 II (2) and

86.06\, Florida Statutes, and Rule \.610, Fla. R. Civ. P, Florigrown also seeks injunctive relief

enjoining the defendants from issuing MMTC registrations/licenses pursuant to Section 3 of

Chapter 2017-232, Laws of Florida, and/or the Final Regulations, pending this Court's ruling on

the merits.

586. The grounds lor this request include, but are not limited to the following: (a) as

interpreted by the defendants, Florida law limits the number of registrations/licenses for the

cultivation, processing, transportation, and dispensing of medical marijuana that the Department

may issue; (b) the Final Regulations conflict with the plain language and intent of the

Amendment, impose impermissible restrictions on the rights protecttld by the Amendment; (c)

the Final Regulations are in derogation of the Department's Constitutional duties under the

Amendment; and (d) Section 3 of Chapter 2017-232, Laws of Florida, is an impermissible

special law which violates the Florida Constitution.

587. Once the Department issues the MMTC registrations under the unconstitutional

Final Regulations and statute, the registrations/I icenses vest and cannot be unissued.
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588. Florigrown has no adequate remedy at law and will suffer harm if lnjunctivc relief

is not immediately issued.

589. FJorigrown will suffer irreparable harm because the law applies only to a specific

class of private corporations, and although Florigrown has extensive knowledge and specialized

resources for providing safe, high quality medical marijuana products to qualified patients in

Florida, Florigrown is ineligible to receive the special privileges conferred under the Final

Regulations and Section 381.986(8)(a), Florida Statutes.

590. Florigrown is likely to succeed on the merits of the underlying case. Granting a

special advantage, benefit and privilege to private corporations, without any legitimate state

purpose, violates the Florida and Federal constitutions, and improperly delegates regulatory

authority to a private corporation.

591. The balance or hardships weighs decidedly in Florigrown '5 favor. There is

potentially significant, irreversible hann to Florigrown if Lhe defendants are not enjoined from

issuing the MMTC registrations/licenses under thc unconstitutional Final Regulations and

statute. Conversely, if this Court prevents the Department from unlawfully issuing the MMTC

registrations, it would merely maintain the status quo.

592. Finally, the public interest favors enjoining the defendants from unlawfully

issuing the MMTC registrations/licenses. It is in the public interest to not discriminate and not

grant unlawful special privileges in the issuance of MMTC registrations/licenses and to grant

MMTC registrations/licenses to the appropriate registrants. It is also in the public interest that

constitutional amendments that are overwhelmingly adopted by the citizenry, such as the

Amendment, be enforced as written and not disregarded or diluted by those in government.
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WHEREFORE Florigrown demands judgment that Section 381.986(8)(a)3., Florida

Statutes, is an impermissible special law which violates Article lll, Section 10 of the Florida

Constitution. Florigrown further requests that this Court grant a temporary restraining order

enjoining the defendants from issuing any MMTC registrations/licenses under the criteria set

forth in the Final Regulations and/or Section 381 .986(8)(a), Florida Statutes, and that it grant

Florigrown hearings as soon as possible so that this Court may grant a temporary injunction and

pemlanent injunction preventing the defendants from granting any MMTC registrations/licenses

under the Final Regulations and/or Section 381 .986(8)(a), Florida Statutes, awarding Florigrown

its attorneys' fees and costs and providing such other and further relief as this Court may deem

just, proper, and equitable.

Count 18 - Declaratorv and Injunctive Relief
(Challenge to Section 381.986(8)(a)3. as an Unlawful Exercise

of the Police Power: Citrus Facilities)

593. Paragraphs 1-296 of this Complaint are incorporated by reference as if

specilically set forth herein.

594. The State of Florida, through the exercise of the police power, regulates the

registration, cultivation, processing, transportation, dispensing and sale of medical marijuana in

Florida. The Stale of Florida exercises the police power through constitutional and legislative

enactments. All or the provisions or Chapter 381 which regulate medical marijuana, including

Section 381.9R6(8)(a)3., Florida Statutes, have been enacted by the Legislature through the

exercise of the police power.

595. The state's police powers, however, are not absolute and any legislation resting on

the police power, to be valid. must serve the public welfare as distinguished from the welfare of
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a particular group or class and the means utilized to exercise the police power must bear a

rationale or reasonable relationship to a legitimate state interest.

596, The delegation of the police power to private entities, by virtue of the enactment

of Section 381.986(8), Florida Statutes, was accomplished without providing any standards or

safeguards or state supervision, whereby a private entity's registration as an MMTC may be

protected against arbitrary or self-motivated action on the parl of a private entity,

597, There is no valid or rational relationship between private corporations that own

facilities that are, or were, used for the canning, concentrating, or otherwise processing of citrus

fruit or citrus molasses and operating as an MMTC offering a full range of safe, efficacious, and

quality medical marUuana products.

598, The special privilege conferred by Section 381 ,986(8)(a)3" Florida Statutes, upon

private corporations that own facilities that arc, or were, used for the canning, concentrating, or

otherwise processing of citrus fruit or citrus molasses does not serve to benelitthe health, safety,

morals or general welfare of the citizens of Florida,

599, There is no reasonable or rational basis for granting a special privilege to private

corporations that own facilities that are, or were, used for the canning, concentrating, or

otherwise processing of citrus fruit or citrus molasses, This granting of a special privilege to

private corporations is nebulous, wholly arbitrary and made without a rational basis [or

upholding such classification as a valid exercise of the police power.

600, The enactment o[ Section 381.986(8)(a)3" Florida Statutes, IS an unlawful

exercise of the state's police power for the tollowing reasons:

(a) Section 381,986(8)(a)3" Florida Statutes, specifically delegates the

sovereign power o[ the State of Florida to private entities for primarily private
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rather than public purposes. It is an unlawful exercise of the police power for the

Legislature to enact statutes like Section 381.986(8)(a)3., Florida Statutes, that

serve predominantly a private interest rather a public purpose.

(b) Section 38 I .986(8)(a)3., Florida Statutes, grants a specific privilege to

private parties that own facilities that are, or were, used for the canning,

concentrating, or otherwise processing of citrus fruit or citrus molasses. It is an

unlawful exercise of the police power for the Legislature to enact statutes like

Section 38J.986(8)(a)3., Florida Statutes, to authorize one specific classification

of private corporations to use the sovereign power to gain an advantage, economic

or otherwise, over another private party.

(c) Section 381.986(8)(a)3., Florida Statutes, is an unlawful exercise of the

police power as the means employed by the Legislature to exercise the police

power, namely the enactment or Section 381.986(8)(a)3., Florida Statutes, bears

no rational or reasonable relationship to any legitimate state interest.

601. Florigrown is uncertain about its rights and privileges under the provisions of

Section 381 .986(8)(a)3., Florida Statutes. Accordingly, Florigrown is in need of a declaration of

the rights of the parties to this action with regard to Section 381.986(8)(a)3., Florida Statutes.

602. As a form of supplemental relief authorized by Sections 26.012(3), 86.0 II (2) and

86.061, Florida Statutes, and Rule 1.610, Fla. R. Civ. P., Florigrown also seeks injunctive relief

enjoining the defendants from issuing MMTC registrations/licenses pursuant 10 Section 3 of

Chapter 2017-232, Laws or Florida, and/or the Final Regulations, pending this Court's ruling on

the merits.
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603. The grounds for this request include, but are not limited to the following: (a) as

interpreted by the defendants, Florida law limits the number of registrations/licenses for the

cultivation, processing, transportation, and dispensing of medical marijuana that the Department

may issue; (b) the Final Regulations conOict with the plain language and intent of the

Amendment, impose impermissible restrictions on the rights protected by the Amendment; (c)

the Final Regulations are in derogation of the Dcpanmenl's Constitutional duties under the

Amendment; and (d) Section 3 of Chapter 20] 7-232, Laws of Florida, is an impermissible

special law which violates the Florida Constitution.

604. Once the Department issues the MMTC registrations under the unconstitutional

Final Regulations and statute, the registrations/licenses vest and cannot be unissued.

605. Florigrown has no adequate remedy at law and will suffer harm if injunctive relief

is not immediately issued.

606. Florigrown will suiTer irreparable harm because Lhe law applies only to a specific

class of private corporations, and although Florigrown has extensive knowledge and specialized

resources [or providing safe, high quality medical marijuana products Lo qualified patients in

Florida, Florigrown is ineligible to receive the special privileges conferred under the Final

Regulations and Section 38) .986(8)(a), florida Statutes.

607. Florigrown is likely to succeed on the merits of the underlying case. Granting a

special advantage, benefit and privilege to private corporations, without any legitimate state

purpose, violates the Florida and Federal constitutions, and improperly delegates regulatory

authority to a private corporation.

608. The balance of hardships weighs decidedly in Florigrown's favor. There is

potentially significant, irreversible harm to Florigrown if the defendants are not enjoined from
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Issumg the MMTC registrations/licenses under the unconstitutional Final Regulations and

statute. Conversely, if this Courl prevents the Department from unlawfully issuing the MMTC

registrations, it would merely maintain the status quo.

609. Finally, the public interest favors enjoining the defendants from unlawfully

issuing the MMTC registrations/licenses. lt is in the public interest to not discriminate and not

grant unlawful special privileges in the issuance of MMTC registrations/licenses and to grant

MMTC registrations/licenses to the appropriate registrants. It is also in the public interest that

constitutional amendments that are overwhelmingly adopted by the citizenry, such as the

Amendment, be enforced as written and not disregarded or diluted by those in government.

WHEREFORE Florigrown demands judgment that Section 381.986(8)(a)3., Florida

Statutes, is an unlawful delegation of police power under the Constitution. Florigrown further

requests that this Court grant a temporary restraining order enjoining the defendants f'rom issuing

any MMTC registrations/licenses under the criteria set forth in the Final Regulations and/or

Section 381.986(8)(a), Florida Statutes, and that it grant Florigrown hearings as soon as possible

so that this Court may grant a temporary injunction and pemlanent injunction preventing the

defendants from granting any MMTC registrations/licenses under the Final Regulations and/or

Section 381.986(8)(a), Florida Statutes, awarding Florigrown its attorneys' fees and costs and

providing such other and further relief as this Court may deem just, proper, and equitable.

PRAYER FOR RELIEF

WHEREFORE, Florigrown prays for the following judgments and relief:

(a) As to Count I, Florigrown prays for a declaration that the Final Regulations and

Section 381.986, Florida Statutes contlict with the plain language and intent of the

Amendment, impose impermissible restrictions on the rights protected by the
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Amendment, and arc in derogation of the defendants' constitutional duties under

the Amendment, including judgment against the defendants as follows:

(1) Declaring that Florigrown was wrongly denied registration as an MMTC;

(2) Declaring that Florigrown is entitled to immediate registration as an

MMTC;

(3) Declaring that the provisions of the Final Regulations and Section

381.986, Florida Statutes that purport to impose "caps" or limitations on

the number of "licenses" or registrations is inconsistent with and in

violation of the Amendment and therefore unconstitutional;

(4) Declaring that the provisions of the Final Regulations and Section

381.986, Florida Statutes that purport to require those interested in

registering as an MMTC to compete for the awarding of "licenses" is

inconsistent with and In violation or the Amendment and therefore

unconsti tutional;

(5) Declaring that the Defendants' stated position that it will only grant

"licenses" at some undetem1ined time instead of granting "registrations"

to ensure the availability and safe use of medical marijuana by qualifying

patients is inconsistent with and in violation of the Amendment and

therefore unconstitutional; and,

(6) Declaring that the provisions of the Final Regulations and Section

381.986, Florida Statutes that purport to require those interested In

registering as an MMTC to pay a non-refundable fee $60,830 just to
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compete [or the awarding of said licenses is inconsistent with and tn

violation of the Amendment and therefore unconstitutional.

(b) As to Count 2, Florigrown prays [or issuance of an alternative writ in mandamus

directing the Department to immediately register Florigrown as an MMTC;

(e) As to Count 3, Florigrown prays for judgment that Section 381 ,986(8)(a) 1"

Florida Statutes, is an impermissible special law which violates Article III,

Section 11(a)(12) of the Florida Constitution;

(d) As to Count 4, Florigrown prays [or judgment that Section 381.986(8)(a) 1.,

florida Statutes, is an impermissible special law which violates Article 111,

Section 11 (b) of the Florida Constitution, and the Equal Protection and Due

Process Clauses of the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution

and the "equal before the law" and Due Process provisions of Article I, Sections 2

and 9 o[ the Florida Constitution;

(e) As to Count 5, Florigrown prays for judgment that Section 381.986(8)(a)l.,

Florida Statutes, is an impermissible special law which violates Article III,

Section 10 of the Florida Constitution;

(f) As to Count 6, Florigrown prays [or judgment that Section 381.986(8)(a) I"

Florida Statutes, is an unlawful delegation of police power under the Constitution,

(g) As to Count 7, Florigrown prays for judgment that Section 381,986(8)(a)2.a"

Florida Statutes, is an impermissible special law which violates Article TTl,

Section 11 (a)(l2) of the Florida Constitution.

(h) As to Count 8, Florigrown prays for judgment that Section 381,986(8)(a)2,a"

Florida Statutes, is an impermissible special law which violates Article III,
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Section I ) (b) of the Florida Constitution, and the Equal Protection and Due

Process Clauses of the Fourteenth Amendment to lhe United States Constitution

and the "equal before the law" and Due Process provisions of Article 1, Sections 2

and 9 of the Florida Constitution;

(i) As to Count 9, Florigrown prays for judgment that Section 3R J .986(8)(a)2.a.,

Florida Statutes, is an impennissible special law which violates Article III,

Section 10 ofthe Florida Constitution;

(j) As to Count 10, Florigrown prays for judgment that Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a.,

Florida Statutes, is an unlawful delegation of police power under the Constitution;

(k) As to Count 11, Florigrown prays for judgment that Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a.,

Florida Statutes, is an impermissible special law whieh violates Article III,

Section 1I (a)( 12) 0 r the Florida Constitution;

(I) As to Count 12, Florigrown prays [or judgment that Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a.,

Florida Statutes, is an impermissible special law which violates Article Ill,

Section I I (b) of the Florida Constitution, and the Equal Protection and Due

Process Clauses of the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution

and the "equal before the law" and Due Process provisions of Article I, Sections 2

and 9 of the Florida Constitution;

(m) As to Count 13, r1origrown prays for judgment thaI Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a.,

Florida Statutes, is an impermissible special law which violates Article Ill,

Section 10 or the Florida Constitution;

(n) As to Counl J4, Flotigrown prays for judgment that Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a.,

Florida Statutes, is an unlawful delegation of police power under the Constitution;
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(0) As to Count 15, Florigrown prays for judgment that Section 381.986(8)(a) 1.,

Florida Statutes, is an impermissible special lav,: which violates Article JJI,

Section J I (a)( J2) 0 f the Florida Constitution;

(p) As to Count 16, Florigrown prays for judgment that Section 381.986(8)(a)3.,

Florida Statutes, is an impermissible special law which violates AI1icie 1Il,

Section I I (b) of the Florida Constitution, and the Equal Protection and Due

Process Clauses of the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution

and the "equal before the law" and Due Process provisions of Article I, Sections 2

and 9 of the Florida Constitution;

(q) As to Count 17, Florigrown prays for judgment that Section 381.986(8)(a)3.,

Florida Statutes, is an impermissible special law which violates Article 1II,

Section lOaf the Florida Constitution; and,

(r) As to Count 18, Florigrown demands judgment that Section 381.986(8)(a)3.,

Florida Statutes, is an unlawful delegation of police power under the Constitution.

As to all counts, F1origrown requests that this COUI1 grant a temporary restraining order

enjoining the defendants from proceeding further in purporting to issue improper MMTC

"licenses" pursuant to the unconstitutional scheme set forth in the Final Regulations and/or

Section 381 .986(8)(a), Florida Statutes, and that it grant Florigrown hearings as soon as possible

so that this Court may grant a temporary injunction and permanent injunction preventing the

defendants from purporting to grant any such improper "licenses" pending this Court's ruling on

the merits.
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Florigrown also requests an award of its attorneys' fees as well as its costs of bringing

this action, and an award or all such other and further relief as this COUl1 may deem just, proper,

and equitable under the circumstances.

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

Florigrown demands a trial by jury on all issues to triable.

Dated: December 13, 2017

lsi Ari H. Gerstin
Ari H. Gerstin, Esq.
Florida Dar Number: OR39671
al'i. gcrsLi n(it..;akcrman.com
mary Iin.herrera(ri::akcnnail. co III

AKERMA~LLP

Three Brickell City Centre
98 Southeast Seventh Street, Suite 1100
Miami,FL 33131
Phone: (305) 374-5600
Fax: (305) 374-5095

Respectfully submitted,

lsi Jonathan S. Robbins
Jonathan S. Robbins, Esq.
Florida Bar Numher: 989428
jonathan .robbin. (lu,akCn11an.col11
nancy.alessi@akcrman.com
AKERMAN LLP
Las Olas Centre n, Suite 1600
350 East Las Olas Boulevard
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301-2999
Phone: (954) 463-2700
Fax: (954) 463-2224

Is/1. Martin Haves
J. Martin Hayes, Esq.
Florida Bar Number: 971766
AKERMAN LLP
106 East College Avenue, 12th Floor
Tallahassee, FL 32301
Telephone: (850) 425-1647
Fax: (850) 325-2542
martin.hayes«i).akcnnan.com
pam.tlcru ylCm:l~a.kcnnan. com

Counsel j(ir Plaintiff Florigrowl1
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
IN AND FOR LEON COUNTY, FLORIDA

CASE NO.: 2017-CA-002549

FLORIGROWN, LLC, a Florida limited
liability company and VOICE OF FREEDOM,
INC. d/b/a Florigrown

Plainti ffs,

v.

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
OFFICE OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA USE,
CHRISTIAN SAX, in his official capacity as
Director of the Office of Medical Marijuana Use,
CELESTE PHILIP, M.D., M.P.H., in her official
capacity as State Surgeon General and Secretary of
the Florida Department of Health, and the STATE OF
FLORIDA,

Defendants.

FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT

Plaintiffs, FLORIGROWN, LLC, a Florida limited liability company and VOICE OF

FREEDOM, INC. d/b/a Florigrown, for their First Amended Complaint against Defendants, allege

as follows:

NATURE OF THIS ACTION

This is an action seeking a writ of mandamus pursuant to Fla. R. Civ. P. 1.630(d)(2) and

pursuant to Article X, Section 29 of the Florida Constitution ("the Amendment") compelling

Defendants to comply with their constitutional duties pursuant to Article X, Section 29, Florida

Constitution, and to immediately register Plaintiff as a Medical Marijuana Treatment Center
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("MMTC"). This is also an action seeking declaratory relief pursuant to Fla. Stat. Section

86.011 (1 )-(2) and Article X, Section 29 of Florida Constitution due to Defendants' unlawful

refusal and denial of Plaintiffs registration as a Medical Marijuana Treatment Cen ter ("MMTC")

pursuant to Article X, Section 29 of Florida Constitution. This action also seeks declaratory

judgement that Section 381.9g6, Florida Statutes constitutes an unlawful special law. Plaintiff

seeks a declaratory judgment that Plaintiff is entitled to immediate registration as an MMTC, that

Defendants have violated their duties pursuant to Article X, Section 29 of the Florida Constitution

and that those violations have resulted in a denial of Plaintiffs rights pursuant to Article X,

Section 29 of the Florida Constitution, due process and equal protection. Also, pursuant to Fla.

Stat. Sections 26.012 and 86.021, and Article X, Section 29, Florigrown seeks temporary and

permanent injunctive relief from the unconstitutional actions of the Defendants as described herein.

PARTIES

1. Plaintiff, Florigrown, LLC, is a Florida limited liability company with its principal

place of business located in Tampa, Florida. Plaintiff Voice of Freedom, Inc., ("V OF") is a Florida

corporation with its principal place of business located in Tampa, Florida. VOF registered, owns

and does business under the fictitious nanle "Florigrown" pursuant to Florida law. Plaintiffs are

referred to as "Florigrown" herein.

2. Defendant, Florida Department of Health (the "Department") is an executive branch

agency of the State of Florida created pursuant to Section 20.43, Florida Statutes. The Department

has a constitutional duty, pursuant to the Amendment, to promulgate regulations in a timely fashion

to ensure the availability and safe use of medical marijuana by qualifying patients and to register

Medical Marijuana Treatment Centers ("MMTCs"). The Department is also responsible for

2
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administering the provisions of Section 381.986, Florida Statutes, pursuant to Section 385.212,

Florida Statutes.

3. Defendant, Christian Bax ("Bax") IS the Director of the Department's Office of

Medical Marijuana Use.

4. Defendant, Celeste Philip, M.D. ("Dr. Philip") is the State Surgeon General and

Secretary of the Florida Department of Health.

5. Defendant, State of Florida (the "State"), through its Legislature and Governor,

adopted Senate Bill No.8-A, discussed herein, which became effective June 23, 2017, as Chapter

2017-232, Laws of Florida, and codified as section 381.986 Florida Statutes (2017).

JURISDICTION AND VENUE

6. Jurisdiction in this Court is proper under Article V, Section 5 and Article X, Section

29 of the Florida Constitution, Fla Stat. Section 86.0 II (I )-(2), and Rule 1.630 of the Florida Rules

of Civil Procedure, because this is an action for writ of mandamus and declaratory relief based on

Defendant Department of Health's violations of Florida Constitution Article 10 Section 29.

7. This Court also has jurisdiction pursuant to Article V Section 5(b) of the Florida

Constitution and Sections 26.012, 86.011, and 86.021, Florida Statutes, to grant the requested

declaratory and injunctive relief.

8. Further, jurisdiction is proper in this Court because any Florida citizen shall have

standing to seek judicial review to compel compliance with Defendants' Constitutional duties if

Defendant Department of Health has not commenced registration of MMTCs within the time set in

this section, Nine (9) months after the effective date of the Amendment. Fla. Const. Article X,

Section 29(d)(3).

9. Venue is proper in Leon County pursuant to Fla. Stat. Section 47.011 and because all

Defendants reside in this County.
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FACTUAL ALLEGAnONS COMMON TO ALL COUNTS

I. Compassionate Medical Cannabis Act of 2014

10. In 2014, the florida Legislature, through the Compassionate Medical Cannabis Act of

2014 (the "CMCA"), legalized the cultivation, processing, and dispensing of low-THC cannabis for

certain qualified patients. I The CMCA, which was codified as Section 381.986, Florida Statutes

(2014), directed the Department to license five "dispensing organizations," each in a different

geographic region, for the purposes of supplying "low-THe cannabis" to qualified patients in

Florida.

1 I . The Department was also directed to adopt rules necessary to implement the 2014

Act, which included rules for the initial application requirements for dispensing organizations, and to

develop and adopt an application for low-THC cannabis dispensing organization approval. 2 On or

about June 17,2015, pursuant to the Legislative directives under the 2014 Act, the Department

adopted Rule 64-4.002, F.A.C., entitled "Initial Application Requirements for Dispensing

Organizations." The Department also developed an "Application for Low-THC Cannabis Dispensing

Organization Approval" (hereinafter referred to as the "Low-THC Application Fonn"), which was

incorporated by reference in Rule 64~4.002, F.A.C.

12. Pursuant to Rule 64-4.002(5), F.A.C., entities desiring to become a licensed low-THC

dispensing organization (hereinafter "Low-THC D.O." or "Low-THC Dispensing Organization")

were required to submit applications, using the Low-THC Application Fonn, to the Department no

latcr than 5:00 P.M. on July 8, 2015, along with an initial application fee in the amount of

$60,063.00.

2

See Ch. 2014-157, Laws of Fla.

See Fla. Stat. § 381.986(5)(d) (2014).
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13. Florigrown did nol submit a Low-THC Application Fonn to obtain licensure as a

Low-THC D.O. Florigrown was precluded from participating in that earlier legislatively created

limited program from the outset due to several onerous and exclusionary application requirements,

such as a prerequisite that the applicant have operated as a licensed nursery for at least the last 30

consecutive years.

II. Right to Try Act of 2016

14. In March of 2016, the Florida legislature passed the Right to Try Act allowing

patients suffering from terminal illnesses access to medical marijuana containing full potency THC,

subject to a 90-day waiting period.

III. Constitutional Amendment Creates Right to Medical Marijuana

15. In Novcmber 2016, the Florida Medical Marijuana Legalization Initiative also known

as Constitutional Amendment 2 ("Amendment") was passed overwhelmingly by Florida voters. It

was later codified as Article X, Section 29 of the Florida Constitution.

16. The Amendment enshrines in the constitution the right of patients to the medical use

of marijuana for the treatment of debilitating conditions.

17. The Amendment enshrines in the constitution a new category of business entities to

engage in the lawful cultivation, production, and/or distribution of medical marijuana to qualifying

patients, known as Medical Marijuana Treatment Centers ("MMTCs").

18. The Amendment requires Defendant Department of Health to promulgate regulations

that provide for the Registration of MMTCs to secure "the availability and safe use of medical

marijuana by qualifying patients." Fla. Const. Article X, Section 29.
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19, These regulations include "[p]rocedures for the issuance, renewal, suspension and

revocation of registration, and standards to ensure proper security, record keeping, testing, labeling,

inspection, and safety," Fla. Const. Article X, Section 29(d)( 1)c.

20. It was the duty of Defendants to promulgate regulations in a timely fashion. Fla.

Const. Article X, Section 29(d)

21. Fla. Const. Article X, Section 29 stated in mandatory, unambiguous language

that, the Department shall begin registering MMTCs no later than nine (9) months after the

effective date of this section. Fla. Const. Article X, Section 29(d)(2).

22. The Amendment mandates that, by July 3, 2017, Defendant Department of Health

must promulgate regulations that provide for procedures for the registration of MMTCs that include

procedures for issuance of registration. Fla. Const. Article X, Section 29(d)( I).

23, The Amendment affirms that, if Defendant Department of Health does not issue

regulations or Defendant Department of Health does not commence registration of MMTCs

within the time set in this section, 9 months after the effective date of the Amendment, any

Florida citizen shall have standing to seek judicial review to compel compliance with Defendants'

Constitutional duties. Fla. Canst. Article X, Section 29(d)(3).

24. On January 3,2017, the Amendment took effect in the State of Floridas

IV. Florigrown Attempts to Register as an MMTC

25. Pursuant to the Amendment, on or about January 17, 2017, Florigrown submitted to

the Department its Registration as a Medical Marijuana Treatment Center (hereinafter "Florigrown's

Registration"). fi

Pursuant to Fla. Const. Article Xl, § 5, the Amendment went into effect on January 3,2017.

A copy of Florigrown's Registration is attached hereto as Exhibit "A".
6
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26. Florigrown's Registration included all infonnation pertinent to registcring Florigrown

as an MMTC, including but not limited to details regarding the following:

• Business/Ownership Stnlcturc: Florigrown's Registration explained its business
and ownership structure and identified Florigrown's four owners/members
responsible for its operations. Florigrown noted that its principal Mcmber had
already been fingerprinted and had recently passed a level-2 background
screening. Florigrown also indicated that its other Members and any employees
or agcnts of Florigrown would do the same or meet any other relevant background
screening/fingerprinting requirements that Department might ,request.

• Finallcial Solvency: Florigrown's Registration included a financial statement from
its majority mcmber that reflcctcd a net worth of over $49,500,000 and ovcr
$46,300,000 in assets. Florigrown's Registration also offered to furnish
Department with further infonnation from a certified public accountant
demonstrating Florigrown's solvency, upon request.

• Sccurity, Inventory and Control: Florigrown's Registration reflected that the
company would meet all requirements for security, inventory and control,
including but not limited to video surveillance, alarms, and physical barriers to
control access;

• Record Keeping: Florigrown's Registration stated that the company would
comply with all record keeping requirements for inventory control, tracking and
chain of custody, and will implement auditable software for seed to sale tracking
as required;

• Product Testing: Florigrown's Registration stated that the company would comply
with all testing requirements, including but not limited to internal testing and
maintaining batch samples for auditing by independent third parties;

• Product Labeling: Florigrown's Registration stated that the company would
maintain records necessary to meet any labeling requircments such as a list of
ingredients, THC content, and any safety warnings requested;

• Inspections: FJorigrown's Registration stated that the company would make its
facilities, processes, and records available for inspection at any and all reasonable
times;

• Good Manufacturing Practices: Florigrown considers the safety of its products a
paramount concern. Consequently, Florigrown' s Rcgistration stated that the
company would satisfy or exceed any safety requirement including but not limited
to: (a) requirements for cultivating cannabis methodology; (b) requirements for
dealing with medical marijuana as an invasive plant in the State of Florida; (c)
requirements for the best agricultural and handling practices; (d) requirements for
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professional personnel on staff licensed by the State as necessary to ensure that
Florigrown is operating in accordance with the regulations of the Department;

• Medical Director: Florigrown's Registration stated that the company would
employ a licensed medical director to ensure the proper operation of its facilities,
if required.

• Zoning: Florigrown's Registration indicated that the company Florigrown will
satisfY all zoning requirements of the jurisdiction in which its facilities operate

27. On or about January 17,2017, the Department published a Notice of Development of

Rulemaking relating to the Amendment. The Notice included "preliminary text of the proposed rule

development" and reflected that "[t]he purpose and effect of this rule is to implement provisions of

Article X, Section 29 of the Florida Constitution, to set out clear guidance on use of terms and

implementation of the amendment which went into effect on January 3, 2017.,,7 The Notice also

indicated that Rule Development Workshops would be held at five (5) locations throughout the State

from February 6-9,2017.

28. On or about January 20, 2017, Defendant Bax responded to Florigrown's Registration

stating in pertinent part that Florigrown's "request to register as a Medical Marijuana Treatment

Center (MMTC) is denied" (hereinafter "Registration Denial,,).8 Attached to the Registration Denial

was a "Notice of Rights" that advised, inter alia, that Florigrown could petition for an administrative

hearing regarding the Registration Denial.

29. On or about February 8, 2017, Florigrown requested an administrative hearing on the

Registration Denial pursuant to the instructions in the Notice of Rights.

See Dept. of Health [2017], Rule No. 64-4.012 Medical Marijuana for Debilitating Medical
Conditions; Notice of Development of Rulemaking (Published January 17, 2017). Retrieved from:
hItDS://www.llmles.org/gateway/ruleNo.asp?id==-64-4.012.

A copy of the Registration Denial is attached hereto as Exhibit "B".
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30. On February 22, 2017, the Department issued an Order Dismissing Petition

(hereinafter "Dismissal Order"), which was signed by Defendant Dr. PhiJip.9

31. Although the Notice of Rights advised Florigrown that it could pursue an

administrative petition regarding the Registration Denial, the Dismissal Order stated, in pertinent

part:

[T]he Administrative Procedure Act does not apply to the
Department's actions conducted pursuant to the authority derived from
the Amendment. See Section 120.52(1), Fla. Stat. Once the
Department has promulgated and implemented regulations pursuant to
Amendment 2, any relief which Florigrown or other registrants may
seek under that regulatory framework must be brought in circuit
court. 10

32. Indeed, the Dismissal Order supported this statement by citing the following legal

authority to Florigrown: "See Couchman v. Univ. of Central Fla., 84 So. 3d 445 (Fla. 5th DCA

2012) (Administrative Procedure Act only applies when state university is acting pursuant to

statutory authority; when the university IS acting pursuant to the State Constitution, the

Administrative Procedure Act does not apply)."!!

v. The Medical Use of Marijuana Act of 2017

33. During the Special Session convened from June 7, 2017 to June 9, 2017, the

Legislature enacted Senate Bill No.8-A, described as "an act relating to the medical use of

marijuana," which became effective June 23, 2017, as Chapter 2017-232, Laws of Florida, later

codified as Section 381.986, Florida Statutes (20 17) ("Implementing Statute").

34. The Implementing Statute was lengthy and detailed, providing extensive instruction

to the Department as to how to create and regulate the medical marijuana market in Florida.

9

10

II

A copy of the Dismissal Order is attached hereto as Exhibit "c."

Dismissal Order ~ 12.

Id.
9
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35. Many provisions in the Implementing Statute are blatantly unconstiUltional. The statute

contains provisions that infringe on every right and immunity granted in the Amendment, as well as the

fundamental rights to due process, property, and equal protection.

36. The allegations herein are limited to those portions of the law that deal with the registration

ofMMTCs.

37. The "MMTC" that is defined by the legislature in the Implementing Statute is not the

"MMTC" that is defined by the amendment. The Section 381.986 "MMTC" is almost identical to

the Dispensary Organization created in Compassionate Medical Cannabis Act of 20 14 and stands in

direct conflict with the amendment.

38. The Implementing Statute directs the Department to license ten additional MMTCs

by October 3, 2017 in order to ensure sufficient supply to meet the needs of Florida patients.

39. Specifically, the Implementing Statute amended Section 381.986(8), Florida Statutes

(emphasis added), to state as follows:

(a) The department shall license medical marijuana treatment centers to ensure
reasonable statewide accessibility and availability as necessary for qualified
patients registered in the medical marijuana use registry and who are issued a
physician certification under this section.

1. As soon as practicable, but no later than July 3,2017, the department shall
license as a medical marijuana treatment center any entity that holds an
active, unrestricted license to cultivate, process, transport, and dispense
low-THe cannabis, medical cannabis, and cannabis delivery devices,
under former s. 381.986, Florida Statutes 2016, before July 1, 2017, and
which meets the requirements of this section. In addition to the authority
granted under this section, these entities are authorized to dispense low-THC
cannabis, medical cannabis, and cannabis delivery devices ordered pursuant to
former s. 381.986, Florida Statutes 2016, whieh were entered into the
compassionate use registry before July I, 2017, and are authorized to begin
dispensing marUuana under this section on July 3,2017. The department may
grant variances from the representations made in sueh an entity's original
application for approval under former s. 381.986, Florida Statutes 2014,
pursuant to paragraph (c).

10
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2. The department shaJllicense as medical marijuana treatment centers
10 applicants that meet the requirements of this section, under the
following parameters:

a. As soon as practicable, but no later than August I, 2017, the department
shall license any applicant whose application was reviewed, evaluated,
and scored by the department and which was denied a dispensing
organization license by the department under former s. 381.986, Florida
Statutes 2014; which had one or more administrative or judicial
challenges pending as of January 1,2017, or had a final ranking within
one point of the highest final ranking in its region under former s.
381.986, Florida Statutes 2014; which meets the requirements of this section;
and which provides documentation to the department that it has the existing
infrastructure and technical and technological ability to begin cultivating
marijuana within 30 days after registration as a medical marijuana treatment
center.

b. As soon as practicable, but no later than October 3,2017, the depattment
shall license one applicant thatis a recognized class member of Pigford v.
Glickman, 185 F.R.D. 82 (D.D.C. 1999), or In Re Black Farmers Litig., 856 F.
Supp. 2d 1 (D.D.C. 2011) and is a member of the Black Farmers and
Agriculturalists Association-Florida Chapter. An applicant licensed under this
sub-subparagraph is exempt from the requirements of subparagraphs (b) 1. and
(b)2.

c. As soon as practicable, but no later than October 3, 2017, the department
shall license applicants that meet the requirements of this section in
sufficient numbers to result in 10 total licenses issued under this
subparagraph, while accounting for the number of licenses issued under
subsubparagraphs a. and b.

3. For up to two of the licenses issued under subparagraph 2., the
department shall give preference to applicants that demonstrate in their
applications that they own one or more facilities that are, or were, used for the
canning, concentrating, or otherwise processing of citrus fruit or citrus
molasses and will use or convert the facility or facilities for the processing of
manJuana.

40. Amended Section 381. 986(8)(a) grants "fiat licenses" exclusively to entities that

applied for licenses under the Compassionate Use Act of 2014, a completely different program

designed to serve a few thousand patients, which contained multiple onerous requirements that

precluded Florigrown and many other entities from applying.
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(a) Section 381.986 (2017) imposes impermissible criteria, classifications, requirement.."
and restrictions upon registration ofMMTCs

41. Amended Section 381.986(8)(a) I, Florida Statutes, creates a class of applicants

entitled to a special privilege for the purposes of obtaining an MMTC "license," if such applicant

holds an active, unrestricted license to cultivate, process, transport, and dispense low-THC cannabis,

medical cannabis, and cannabis delivery devices, under the unrelated prior legislative scheme found

in fonner s. 381.986, Florida Statutes (2016), obtained before July I, 2017.

42. Amended Section 381.986(8)(a)2, Florida Statutes, creates multiple classes of

applicants entitled to special privileges for the purposes of obtaining one of the tcn (10) purported

MMTC "licenses," if such applicants can demonstrate that they meet all of the criteria under either

provision below:

• (i) that the applicant applied years earlier to become a Low
THe "Dispensary Organization" pursuant to fonner s. 381.986,
Florida Statutes (2014); (ii) the applicant's application was
reviewed, evaluated, and scored by the Department and were
denied a Dispensing Organization license by the Department
under fanner s. 381.986, Florida Statutes 2014; and (iii) the
applicant had one or more administrative or judicial challenges
pending as of January 1, 20 17.

• (i) that the applicant applied years earlier to become a Low
THC "Dispensary Organization" pursuant to fonner s. 381.986,
Florida Statutes (2014); (ii) the applicant's application was
reviewed, evaluated, and scored by the Department and were
denied a Dispensing Organization license by the Department
under fanner s. 381.986, Florida Statutes 2014; and (iii) the
applicant had a final ranking within one point of the highest
final ranking in its region under fonner s. 381.986, Florida
Statutes 2014.

43. Amended Section 3R 1.986(8)(a)3, florida Statutes, creates a class of applicants

entitled to a special privilege ("preference") for the purposes of obtaining one of the ten (10)

purported MMTC "licenses," if an applicant simply happens to own "facilities that are, or were, used
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for the canning, concentrating, or otherwise processmg of citrus fruit or citrus molasses."

3RI.9R6(8)(a)3

44. These provisions found in amended Section 381.986(8), Florida Statutes violate the

prohibitions against special laws enshrined in the florida Constitution.

45. Article HI, Section 10 of the Florida Constitution provides:

Special laws. -- No special law shall be passed unless notice of intention to
seek enactment thereof has been published in thc manner provided by
general law. Such notice shall not be necessary when the law, except the
provision for referendum, is conditioned to become effective only upon
approval by vote of the electors of the area affected.

46. Article III, Section II (a)( 12) of the Florida Constitution provides:

(a) There shall be no special law or general law of local application
pertaining to:

* * *

(12) private incorporation or grant of privilege to a private
corporation.

47. The license provisions found in amended Section 381.986(8)(a), Florida Statutes are

special laws that impermissibly grant special advantages, benefits, and privileges that apply only to

particular persons and/or private corporations and interests.

48. Pursuant to these "fiat license" provisions, the Department notified six (6) prior Low-

THC D.O. applicants that they would receive an MMTC "license" by virtue of pending litigation

and/or as being within one point of the highest final ranking in their region.

49. Nearly one year later, only one of those six "fiat" licensees is purportedly serving

patients, albeit offering limited services.

50. Another of those six "fiat licenses" is in the process of being sold by the recipient to

Med Men, Inc. (for a reported $53 Million) before ever opening a single dispensary storefront or

serving a single patient.
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5 J. MedMen co-founder and CEO Adam Bielman was clear about why he wants to

invest in the Florida Medical Marijuana Market: "This acquisition is right in line with our strategy of

establishing a presence early on in high potential markets with limited licenses and large

populations. ,,15

52. Florigrown is not a person or entity that meets the criteria for these improper special

advantages, benefits and privileges, even though it properly requested registration and proffered that

it could meet all criteria laid out in the Amendment to become a MMTC.

53. Thcrc is an actual present controversy between Florigrown and the Defendants as a

result of the unconstitutional special advantage, benefit, and privilege conferred on private persons

and/or corporations under Section 381.986(8)(a), Florida Statutes, which adversely impacts

Florigrown and places Florigrown at a disadvantage as it relates to Florigrown's intent to be

registered as an MMTC.

54. Thc current $53 Million value of a licensc comcs as a dircct and proximate result of

the license caps the State placed on MMTC's in the implementing bill.

(b) Section 381.986 (2017) impo...e.~ impermi......ible and arbitrary "caps" upon the

registration ofMMTC's

55. Section 381.986 (2017) "caps" the number of licenses as follows:

a. the seven previous Low-THC DO entities,

b. Ten (10) additional licenses, only one of which is completely free of the taint of

unconstitutional special laws,

c. Four (4) additional licenses when the number of active qualifying patients reaches

100,000, 200,000, 300,000, 400,000, and 500,000.

15 Dara Kam, Florida medical marijuana operation sold/or $53 mil/ion. June 7 th
, 2018, Florida News Service
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56. While Section 381.986 "caps" the number of licenses, it places no limitation on the

scope and scale of the licenses. Licenses are not awarded for a specific location, but rather as a state

wide, virtually unlimited entitlement to operate. MMTC's are permitted to:

a. Grow an unlimited quantity of marijuana;

b. Produce an unlimited quantity of marijuana products;

c. Conduct transactions via delivery anywhere in the state, without regard to any

local restrictions;

d. Operate 25 dispensary storefronts; adding an additional five storefronts for every

MMTC each time new licenses are awarded.

57. All limits on the number of storefronts that MMTCs may operate sunset in 2020.

"Caps" on the number ofMMTCs do not.

58. The facts above make clear that the "caps" imposed by Section 381.986 (2107) do not

operate to limit the quantity of marijuana produced, or the quantity of marijuana storefronts in the

State, but rather serve to limit only who and how many entities are granted the privilege of growing,

processing, and selling medical marijuana.

59. The "caps" do nothing to further the safety, the security, availability, or quality of

medical marijuana, or any other presumable or reasonable governmental interest.

60. The "caps" were established with no basis in fact and no evidence as to the amount of

marijuana a license could be expected to produce or the number of patients it could be expected to

serve.

61. Lacking any rational relationship to a legitimate government interest, the "caps" are

arbitrary by definition.

62. After awarding 13 licenses by fiat, Section 381.986, Florida Statutes, authorizes the

Department to "pick and choose" amongst additional qualified registrants, Florigrown included, for
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no reason whatsoever. This gives Department the power to restrict competition between favored and

unfavored enterprises.

63. To impose artificial "caps" empowers the Department to exercise unlawful discretion

In awarding these unconstitutional licenses, and it is well settled that the capacity to exercise

unlawful discretion is a constitutional violation in and of itself.

(c) Section 381.986 require.~ all MMTC'~' to be vertically integrated entities, in

violation ofthe plain language ofthe Amendment.

64. The plain language of Article X, Section 29 (b)(5) defines an MMTC as an entity that

acquires, cultivates, possesses, processes (including development of related products such as food,

tinctures, aerosols, oils, or ointments), transfers, transports, sells, distributes, dispenses, OR

administers marijuana, products containing marijuana, related supplies, OR educational materials to

qualifying patients or their caregivers and is registered by the Department. AI1icJe X. Section

29(b)(5).

65. Section 381.986(8)(e) provides that "a medical marijuana treatment center shall

cultivate, process, transport, AND dispense marijuana for medical use."

66. The plain language of MMTC's in Article X, Section 29 (b)(S) clearly calls for

"horizontal" registration, where there are different types of MMTC registrations available for

different activities protected by the Amendment.

67. Section 381.986 establishes a scheme in direct contlict with this plain language by

requiring MMTCs to operate as vertical entities that must engage in all MMTC activities.

68. In plain language or at law, "or" docs not mean "and," and the scheme in Section

381.986 constitutes an absolute ban on an entity engaging in any protected MMTC activity without

engaging in all protected MMTC activities.
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69. The MMTC scheme permitted by the Amendment was further clarified by its framers

in an analysis they published and distributed prior to the vote on Amendment 2, "Amendment 2:

Analysis of Intent," attached to this First Amendcd Complaint as Exhibit "D":

"This Amendmcnt allows for MMTCs to register with the Department of Health
to engage in a variety of discrete activities, as outlined. MMTCs must be
registered to engage in any of the activities listed in the definition, but do not
have to engage in all of them. For example, a cultivator may be registered
separately from a dispensary. Some of the activities listed may overlap between
the various MMTCs (such as possessing medical marijuana). The Amendment
provides for multiple types of MMTCs, including, but not necessarily limited
to: cultivation; processing; distributing; dispensing; transportation; and
administration. This language allows cross ownership of MMTCs, but does not
require any cross owncrship of MMTCs. A requirement that a single MMTC
must perform all MMTC functions would be contrary to the language and
intent of this Amendment, which clearly calls for a variety of business
functions in the language."

70. The "capped" schcme established by the Implementing Statute constitutes an illegal

monopoly, where the number of competitors in the marketplace are unconstitutionally limited and

where all aspects of the supply chain are controlled by a limited number of entities.

(d) The Department hal;' made clear its intention to only implement Section 38/.986, and
not the Amendment going forward

71. Having allocated six (6) of the ten (10) MMTC "licenses" stipulated in Section

381.986(8)(a), Florida Statutes, the Department was obligated to issue four (4) more MMTC

"licenses" by October 3, 2017. The Department has not done so.

72. The Legislature's inclusion of deadlines in amended Section 381.986(8)(a), Florida

Statutes similarly reflects a recognition that having more MMTCs was necessary to ensure a

properly functioning marketplace and ensure that medical marijuana is made safe and available, even

if Section 381.986(8)(a), Florida Statutes, includes an improper limit on the number of additional

MMTCs to be permitted.
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73. Notwithstanding the woefully inadequate number of MMTC's that the Department

was charged with "licensing," and the improperly vertical, "all-inclusive" nature of those licenses,

there has not been a single license iss/led to a post-Amendment MMTC applicant, nor has any

process even been finalized, or even begun, to hand them out

74. Initially, Bax, on behalf of the Department, told the Florida Senate Health Committee

on October 24, 2017, that the Department refuses to issue any additional "I icenses" or even any

applications for "licensure" until certain other pending litigation is resolved. The Department's

General Counsel, Nicole Geary, confirmed to the Committee that the Depmtment had adopted this

position.

75. When the litigation referred to by Mr. Bax had been resolved, the Department, in a

letter sent by its General Counsel, Nichole Geary, to the Legislature's Joint Administrative

Procedures Committee, admitted that "Section 381.986, Florida Statutes (2017) expanded

Amendment 2 's directive to the Department to establish a comprehensive regulatory framework via

the promulgation of rules." This letter is attached as Exhibit "E."

76. Neither the Legislature nor the Department has any authority to "expand Amendment

2 's directive ... to establish a comprehensive regulatory framework."

77. The Amendment is clear: the Legislature may only enact laws that are "consistent"

with the Amendment; it lacks authority to implement its proposed unlawful plan of establishing a

comprehensive regulatory framework that limits and restricts the citizenry's access to medical

marijuana. See Fla. Const. Article X, Section 29(e). The Amendment must be enforced as written,

not as unlawfully restricted.

78. Defendant Bax has admitted to a Legislative committee and the above statements of

the Department of Health's General Counsel, Nichole Geary, show that the Department of Health

has decided to intentionally abandon the Constitutional Regulation process required to be followed
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under Amendment 2. This process would have allowed for public comment and input regarding

implementation of the right that 6.5 million people voted for, but, instead, the Defendants are

seeking to exclude public input by restricting Amendment 2 to the unlawful provisions found in

Section 381.986 (2017) via the administrative process established in Section 120, Florida Statutes.

79. As Department of Health General Counsel Geary explained:

"The Department's constitutional regulation promulgation process is more
streamlined, but is transpal"ent and provides opportunity for public input

"Recent actions by the legislature have made it clear that its preference is for the
Department to move forward under the authority granted in section 381.986 and
Chapter 120, Florida Statutes."

80. The Amendment was adopted to ensure that qualifying patients suffering from

debilitating conditions have safe and consistent access to potentially lifesaving medication.

81. The deadlines contained in the AmendmenL reflect a recognition that the expedient

registration of MMTCs was necessary to ensure a properly functioning marketplace and that the core

duty of the department, as articulated in the Amendment, is met: to ensure the safety and availability

of medical marijuana to qualified patients.

82. The plain language of the Amendment requires the department to register MMTCs,

not license them. The Amendment uses a form of the word "registration" seven (7) times. The

Amendment never refers to licensing an MMTC.

83. Registration is not the same as becoming licensed. The words are different and mean

different things. One registers to vote or registers to run in a marathon. No one gets a license to vote

or to run in a marathon. Although there may be specified requirements in order to obtain a

registration, such as providing proof of citizenship in order to register to vote, neither a test nor

scoring is required for a registration. The same is true for registration of a car versus applying for a

driver's license.
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84. Merely tasking the Department of Health with registering MMTCs does not allow

any of the Defendants to impose onerous licensing requirements. The applicable criteria for

registration are ministerial in nature.

85. The Amendment framers elaborated on this reading of the plain language of the

Amendment in their intent document, when analyzing subsection (d) DUTIES OF THE

DEPARTMENT:

The intent of this provision would prevent unnecessary and unreasonable burdens
on access to medical marijuana such as arbitrary or overly restrictive limits on
the number or size of MMTCs or an unreasonable delay in promulgating
regulations and registering MMTCs.

86. Yet, there is no registration process and the Department has not accepted one request

for registration, despite the mandatory nature of the Legislature's deadline of October 3, 2017, in

Section 381.986(17).

87. According to the Office of Medical Marijuana use website, eight entities currently

operate as MMTCs in Florida, serving medical marijuana to patients.

88. Despite the existence of these currently operating businesses, and the Department's

actions to regulate those businesses, the Department has failed to promulgate any objective criteria

for qualification of registrants.

89. It is well settled that an applicant must be in a position to determine the requirements

and must be afforded the opportunity to comply with them, and that any standards, criteria, or

requirements which are subject to unbridled discretion will not meet the test of constitutionality.

90. The Defendants' failure to register MMTCs, open the MMTC

registrationl"application" process to any person or entity that did not previously apply in 2015 to be

a Low-THC D.O. years ago, or establish any objective criteria, violates the constitutional and

statutory rights of Florida citizens and businesses.
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V. These unconstitutional actions have combined to create a dysfunctional oligopoly that does not
provide for safe and reliable access to medical marijuana.

91. The Defendants' derel iction of their constitutional duties directly affects the ability of

patients to treat their ailments.

92. Upon information and belief, patients who are constitutionally entitled to medical

marijuana are suffering not only from debilitating conditions, but from poor supply, high prices, and

limited choices.

93. The Defendants' failure to comply with the requirements of the Amendment has

therefore limited the available products on the market, and diminished patients' ability to find

products that work for them.

94. The Defendants' failure to comply with their constitutional duties is also severely

harming competition in the marketplace by delaying the entrance of new businesses, like

Florigrown, into the market and thereby strengthening the improper monopoly hold that the current

MMTCs have on the market.

95. In addition, the lack of competition in the marketplace is causing harm to patients

through increased and inflated costs. Because there are so few MMTCs, there is no incentive for the

current MMTCs to offer competitive pricing on their products since there are no alternative sources

for patients to purchase their medicine.

96. These problems will only be exacerbated with the passage of time as the Defendants

continue to refuse to comply with their legal obligations.

97. There is no rational basis for restricting or otherwise limiting the registration of

MMTCs pursuant to the Amendment.

98. There is no rational basis for denying access to medical marijuana for qualifying

patients.
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CAUSES OF ACTION

COUNT ONE
MANDAMUS

Fla. Const. Article X, Section 29
(DEFENDANTS DEPARTMENT, SAX, AND PHILIP)

99. florigrown realJeges and incorporates by reference paragraphs 1-98 as though fully

set forth herein.

100. Fla. Const. Article X, Section 29 states in mandatory, unambiguous language that,

within 9 months of the effective date of the Amendment, if Defendants do not commence

registrations of MMTCs any Florida citizen shall have standing to compel compliance with

Defendants' constitutional duties. Fla. Const. Article X, Section 29 (d)(3)

101. Thus, Florigrown has standing pursuant to Fla. Canst. Article X, Section 29 (d)(3).

102. Fla. Const. Article X, Section 29 statcs in mandatory, unambiguous

language that, The Department shall begin registering MMTCs no latcr than nine (9) months after

the effective date of this scction. Fla. Const. Article X, Section 29 (d)(2).

103. Thus, the Constitution requires that Defendants timely register MMTCs to satisfy the

public need in Florida for MMTCs.

104. It is the duty of Defendants to promulgate regulations in a timely fashion to assure

that qualifying patients may obtain safe medical marijuana. Fla. Const. Article X, Section 29.

105. Fla. Colist. Article X, Section 29 also requires Defendant Department of Health to

promulgate procedures for registration of MMTCs that include procedures for issuance, renewal,

suspension and revocation of registration, and standards to ensure security, rccord kceping, testing,

labeling, inspection, and safety by or before October 3, 2017. Defendants have violated their

constitutional duty pursuant to Fla. Const. Article X, Section 29 to ensure that the proper number of

MMTCs are available for qualifying patients in the Slate of Florida.
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)06. Defendants have refused to register any entity that did not apply for the previous

Low-THC D.O. program, and have refused to register any entity that was not awarded a "fiat"

license by the State, resulting in a dysfunctional scheme that fails to serve the needs of the citizens of

Florida and the requirements of the Florida Constitution.

107. Defendants' actions are preventing Florigrown from registering as an MMTC.

108. Florigrown is entitled to immediate registration as an MMTC.

109. Defendants have failed to perfonn their constitutional duties within the required time

limits, and continue to fail to pcrfonn those duties.

110. Florigrown has reasonably and properly requested that Defendants comply with its

constitutional mandate but Defendants have unlawfully refused to comply.

Ill. F1origrown has a clear and indisputable legal right pursuant to Fla. Const. Article X,

Section 29 to demand that Defendants comply with their constitutional duties.

112. Florigrown has no other adequate remedy for obtaining relief but to demand that

Defendants perfonn its constitutional duty to commence registration of MMTCs.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray that this Court issue an alternative writ of mandamus pursuant

to Fla. Civ. P. 1.360(d)(2) and Article X, Section 29 compelling Defendants to immediately register

Florigrown as an MMTC, along with any other relief that this Court deems proper.

COUNT TWO
DECLARATORY AND INJUNCTIVE RELIEF

Fla. Stat. Sections 26.012, 86.011, and 86.021, and Article X, Section 29
(ALL DEFENDANTS)

113. Florigrown real leges and incorporates by reference paragraphs 1-98 as though fully

set forth herein.
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114. This is an action for declaratory relief to enforce the Amendment and injunctive

relief to enjoin violations of the rights articulated in Article X, Section 29, along with violations

of Florigrown 's rights to due process, property, and equal protection,

115, The Amendment states unambiguously that "The Department shall begin registering

MMTCs no later than nine (9) months after the effective date of this section," making the deadline

October 3rd
, 2017. Fla. Const. Article X, Section 29 (d)(2).

116. F!origrown satisfies all the requirements to become an MMTC

117. Florigrown is entitled to registration as an MMTC.

118. Florigrown has a power and privilege that is conditioned upon the result of this

declaration, including the right to be registered as an MMTC.

119. Defendants wrongfully and unlawfully denied Florigrown's registration as an

MMTC.

120. Since the effective date of thc Amendment, Defendants have wrongfully and

unlawfully refused, denied and/or delayed acceptance of any MMTC registrations:

121. Defendants have also failed to issue the reasonable regulations necessary to ensure

the availability of safe medical marijuana to Florida's qualifying patients in violation of the

Amendment which unambiguously requires that Defendants promulgate regulations in a timely

fashion to assure that qualifying patients may obtain safe medical marijuana. Fla. Const. Article X,

Section 29.

122. Instead, Defendants have engaged in rule-making that is inconsistent with and 10

direct contravention of their constitutional duties to commence registration of MMTCs.

123. The Amendment only authorizes the legislature to enact laws that are consistent with

the Amendment, which are not contrary to the Amendment, and which do not impose impermissible

and/or unlawful restrictions on applicants seeking registration as MMTCs.
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124. The Amendment only authorizes the legislature to enact laws that are consistent

with primary purpose of the Amendment, which is to ensure the availability of safe and effective

medical marijuana to the qualified patient population in Florida.

125. Defendants have unlawfully and arbitrarily altered the plain meaning of the word

"registration" in direct contravention of Article X, Section 29.

126. Proposed Regulations from the Department assert that, at some unknown future

date, the Department will commence acceptance of "applications" from potential MMTCs and

define "registration" as "approval and licensure as a medical marijuana treatment center pursuant to

Section 381.986(8) F.S."

127. Provisions In Section 381.986, Florida Statutes that seek to implement supposed

"caps" or limitations on the number of "licenses" or registrations directly contradict and violate the

Amendment and are therefore unconstitutional.

128. The provisions of Section 381.986, Florida Statutes, that seek to require entities

registering as an MMTC to compete for the licenses despite the complete absence of that word

anywhere in the Amendment is inconsistent with and in violation of the Amendment and therefore

unconstitutional.

129. The prOVISIOns of Section 381.986, Florida Statutes, that require MMTC's to

operate as vertical entities is inconsistent with and in violation of the Amendment and therefore

unconstitutional.

130. Florigrown seeks a declaration that the Final Regulations and amended Section

381.986, Florida Statutes, conflict with the plain language and intent of the Amendment, impose

impermissible restrictions on the rights protected by the Amendment, and are in derogation of the

Department's and the State's Constitutional duties under the Amendment.
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131. The Department's refusal to accept Florigrown's MMTC registration, submitted

pursuant to the Amendment, has created a bona fide conflict giving rise to a present, practical need

for a declaration and, in light of the Defendants' position that the complained-of conduct is proper,

there is a reasonably well-grounded probability that the unlawful acts will continue.

132. Florigrown has a power, privilege, or right that is dependent on the result of this

declaration, including the right to be registered as an MMTC pursuant to the Amendment.

133. The declaratory relief sought herein is not propounded for curiosity and is not seeking

mere legal advice from the Courts, but rather is a declaration that establishes that the conduct of the

Defendants is unlawful and contrary to their constitutional duties.

134. 0-11 antagonistic and adverse interests are currently before this Court.

135. As a form of supplemental relief authorized by Sections 26.012(3), 86.011(2) and

86.061, Florida Statutes, and Rule 1.610, Fla. R. Civ. P., Florigrown also seeks injunctive relief

cnjoining the Defendants from proceeding further in purporting to award MMTC "licenses" pursuant

to the unconstitutional "licensing" scheme codified in Section 3 of Section 381.986, Florida Statutes

(2017), or pursuant to any unconstitutional regulation, pending this Court's ruling on the merits.

136. Thc grounds for this request include, but are not limited to, the following: (a) as

interpreted by the Defendants, Florida law limits the number of registrations/licenses for the

cultivation, processing, transportation, and dispensing of medical marijuana that the Department may

issue; (b) this interpretation stands in direct conflict with the plain language and intent of the

Amendment, imposes impermissible restrictions on the rights protected by the Amendment; (c) the

limits on the number of registrations/licenses is arbitrary and capricious; (d) the limits on the number

of registration/licenses imbues the Department with unbridled administrative discretion; (d)

Defendant's actions are the proximate cause of a violation of Florigrown's constitutional rights to

duc process and equal protection; (e) Section 3 of 381.986, Florida Statutes, is an impermissible
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special law which violates the Florida Constitution; (f) Section 3 of 3R 1.9Rfi Florida Statutes

establishes an illegal oligopoly chat results in the deprivation of Florigrown' s constitutional rights.

137. Once the Department issues the MMTC registrations under the unconstitutional

authority, the registrations/licenses vest and cannot be "unissued."

138. Florigrown has no adequate remedy at law and will suffer harm if injunctive relief is

not immediately issued.

139. Florigrown will suffer irreparable harm because the law applies only to a specific

class of private corporations, and although Florigrown has extensive knowledge and specialized

resources for providing safe, high quality medical marijuana products to qualified patients in Florida,

Florigrown is ineligible to receive the special privileges conferred under Section 381.986(8)(a),

Florida Statutes.

140. Florigrown is likely to succeed on the merits of the underlying case. Granting a

special advantage, benefit, and privilege to private corporations, without any legitimate state

purpose, violates the Florida and Federal constitutions, and improperly delegates regulatory

authority to a private corporation.

141. The balance of hardships weighs decidedly in Florigrown's favor. There is potentially

significant, irreversible harm to Florigrown if the Defendants are not enjoined from issuing the

MMTC registrations/licenses under the unconstitutional Final Regulations and statute. Conversely, if

this Court prevents the Department from unlawfully issuing the MMTC registrations, it would

merely maintain the status quo.

142. Finally, the public interest favors enjoining the Defendants from unlawfully issuing

the MMTC registrations/licenses. It is in the public interest to not discriminate and not grant

unlawful special privileges in the issuance of MMTC registrations/licenses and to grant MMTC

registrations/licenses to the appropriate registrants. It is also in the public interest that constitutional
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amendments that are overwhelmingly adopted by the citizenry, such as the Amendment, be enforced

as written and not disregarded or diluted by those in government. It is in the public interest to

prevent the government from establishing monopolies that benefit specific individuals and entities

while causing direct harm to patients, to the citizens of Florida, and to Florigrown.

WHEREFORE, Florigrown seeks a declaration that Section 381.986, Florida Statutes and

any rules adopted under its authority, conflict with the plain language and intent of the Amendment,

impose impermissible restrictions on the rights protected by the Amendment, and are in derogation

of the Defendants' constitutional duties under the Amendment, including entry of a judgment against

the Defendants as follows:

(I) Declaring that Florigrown was unlawfully denied registration as an MMTC;

(2) Declaring that Florigrown is entitled to immediate registration as an MMTC;

(3) Declaring that the provisions of amended Section 381.986, Florida Statutes that

purport to impose "caps" or limitations on the number of "licenses" or registrations is inconsistent

with and in violation of the Amendment and therefore unconstitutional.

(4) Declaring that the provisions of amended Section 381.986, Florida Statutes that

purport to require those interested in registeting as an MMTC to compete for the awarding of

"licenses" is inconsistent with and in violation of the Amendment and therefore unconstitutional.

(5) Declaring that the Defendants' stated position that it will only grant "licenses" at

some undetermined time instead of granting "registrations" to ensure the availability and safe use of

medical marijuana by qualifYing patients is inconsistent with and in violation of the Amendment and

therefore unconstitutional.

(6) Declaring that the provisions of amended Section 381.986, Florida Statutes that

require MMTCs to engage in all activities included in the Amendment's definition of MMTC, rather
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than registering entities for discrete and different activities, is inconsistent with and in violation of

the Amendment and is therefore unconstitutional.

(7) Declaring that amended Section 381.986, Florida Statutes, manifests an unlawful

"special law."

(8) Declaring that rules adopted by the Department under administrative authority to

implement 381.986 violate the Department's constitutional obligations pursuant to Article X,

Section 29.

(9) As a fonn of supplemental relief authorized by Sections 26.012(3), 86.011 (2) and

86.061, Florida Statutes, and Rule 1.610, Fla. R. Civ. P., Florigrown requests that this Court grant a

temporary and injunction enjoining the Defendants from granting MMTC "licenses" pursuant to the

unconstitutional "licensing" scheme codified in Section 3 of Chapter 2017-232, Laws of Florida,

and/or any final Regulations adopted pursuant to that law,

(10) Florigrown further requests that this Court grant a mandatory temporary and

permanent injunction requiring the Department to promulgate objective criteria for registration as an

MMTC in accordance with Article X, Section 29 (d)(1 )c.

(II) Florigrown requests that this Court conduct a hearing so that the Court may grant a

temporary and pennanent injunction preventing the defendants from engaging in any of the

unconstitutional acts specified above

(12) Florigrown also requests an award of its attorneys' fees and costs, and such other and

further relief as this Court may deem just, proper, and equitable.

DEMAND FOR A JURY TRIAL

Florigrown demands a trial byjurv on all issues so triable.

Dated: June 13. 2018 Respectfully submitted,
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Isl Ari H. Gerstin
Ari H. Gerstin, Esq.
Florida Bar Number: 0839671
ari.gcrstin@akcrman.com
marylill.hc1I<~.ra@akcrman.com

AKERMAN LLP
Three Brickell City Centre
98 Southeast Seventh Street, Suite 1100
Miami, FL 33131
Phone: (305) 374-5600
Fax: (305) 374-5095

lsi Luke Lirot Es .
Luke Liral, Esq.
Florida Bar No. 7141\36
Luke Lirot, P.A.
2240 Belleair Rd., Suite 190
Clearwater, FL 33764
(727) 536-2100 (Officc)
(727) 536-2110 (Facsimile)
E-mail: Lukc2mLirolLaw.com

jimmy@lirollaw.com
krista@!,lirotlaw.com

lsi Jonathan S. Robbins
Jonathan S. Robbins, Esq.
Florida Bar Number 989428
jonalhan.robbins(a2akcrman.com
mJllC .alcssi akerman.com
AKERMAN LLP
Las alas Centrc II, Suite 1fiOO
350 East Las alas Boulevard
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301-2999
Phone: (954) 463-2700
Fax: (954) 463-2224

lsi J. Martin .Hayes
J. Martin Hayes, Esq.
Florida Bar Number 971766
AKERMAN LLP
106 East CoJJege Avenue, 12th Floor
Tallahassee, FL 3230 I
Telephone: (850) 425-1647
Fax: (850) 325-2542
maI1in.hayes@akerman.com

pam.deruylcr@akerman.com

Co-Counselfor PlaintiffFlorigrown

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

-
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and Gorrecl copy of the foregoing was furnished via email

transmission pursuant to Rule 2.516 of the Florida Rules of Judicial Administration to Daniel E. Nordby

at danicl.nordby@cog.myflorida.com; to John MacIver at john.macivcr@cog.mynorida.com; to Jason

Gonzalez at iasongonzalc~.@1;hults.«Q1!!, to Amber Stoner at ambcrstoner(Q),shutls.com, and to Martha Poppell

at ~l1@~~hutls.com; on this 13 'h day of June, 20 IR.

Is/Luke Lirat
Luke Lirot, Esq.
Florida Bar Number 714836
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Mr. Christian Bax
Department of Health
2585 Merchants Row Boulevard
Tallahassee. Fl 32399

RE: Registration as 0 Medical Marijuana Treatment Center by Florlgrown, LLe

Dear Mr, Bax;

This letter Is to advise you that I represent Florigrown, lLC, a Florida limited liability
company (herein Florlgrown). This letter constitutes my client's registration to operate a
Medical Marijuana Treatment Center (herein MMTC). Pursuant to Article X Section 29
(b){S) representing the Amendment to the Constitution to the State of Florida ratified by
voters on November 7, 2016, as referred to as Amendment 2, herein(the Amendment).
Pursuant to the Amendment, thiS letter registers Florigrown to acquire, cultivate, possess,
process (Including development of related products such as food, tinctures, aresols, oils or
ointments), transfer, transport, sell, distribute, dispense, or administer marijuana, products
containing marijuana, related supplies, or educational materials to qualifying patients or
their caregivers.

Florigrown is a FlorIda limited liability company established fur the purpose of
operating a MMTC within the State of Florida to make available and accessible medical
marijuana for safe use by qualifying patients. The Members of Florigrown are Joseph
Redner (40%), Jeffrey Marks (20%), Adam Elend (20%) and Kyle Burns (20%).

The Members and any employees or agents of Florigrown will meet the
requirements mandated by the Department of Health (herein the Department) for level·2
backBround screening pursuant to Section 435.04 of the Florida Statutes or any other
background screening requirement at the office of FDLE or any other designated approved
vendor for fingerprinting. The principal Member, Joseph Redner, was fingerprinted and
passed a level-2 background screening in April, 2016 for a permit to manufacture malt
beverages.
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Department of Health
January 17, 2017
Page Two

In order to satisfy the requirements regarding financial solvel'lcy, my client will
provide any requested materials from a certified public accountant. My client will satisfy
any fee requirements for the registration and provide any required bond for thi!
registration. Enclosed are the financial statements for the majority member, Joseph
Redner.

lhe purpose of registration is to ensure the availability and slife use of medical
marijuana by qualifying patients. Under Section 29 (d)(l)(c) of the Amendment, it is the
duty of the Department to promulgate regulations to ensure proper security, record
keeping, testIng, labeling, inspection and safety. Florigrown shall meet these requirements
as follows:

1. Florigrown will meet all requirements for security, inventory and control
Including but not limited to video surveillance, alarms, and physical barriers to control
access.

2. Florigrown will meet all record keeping requirements for inventory control,
tracking and chain of custody, and will implement auditable software for seed to sale
tracking as required.

3. Florigrown will comply with testing requirements including but not limited
to internal testing and maintaining batch samples for auditing by Independent third
parties.

4. Florlgrown will maintain records necessary to meet any labeling
requirements such as a list of ingredients, THe content, and safety warnings.

5. Florlgrown wI/I make its facilities, processes, and records available for
inspection at any and all reasonable times.

6. Florigrown considers the safety of its products and "rocesses to be a
paramount concern. Consequently, Florigrown will satisfy or el<ceed any safety
requirement including but not limited to: a. requirements for cultivating cannabis
methodology; b. requirements for dealing with medical marijuana as an invasive plant in
the State of Florida; c. requirements for the best agricultural and handling practices; d.
requiremellts for professional personnel on staff licensed by the State as necessary to
ensure that Florigrown is operating in accordance with the regulations of the Department.
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Department of Health
January 17, 2017
Page Three

Florigrown will employ a licensed medical director to ensure the proper operation
of its facilities, If required.

Florlgrown will satisfy all zoning requirements of the jurisdictions in which its
facilities operate.

Thus, as previously stated, this letter constitutes our registration for the operation
of a MMTA and the acknowledgement and agreement by Florigrown to comply with the
Constitutional Amendment and any reasonable regulations, Florigrown anticipates the
receipt of your constitutionally permissible regulations within six months from January 3,
2017 and Florlgrown intends to comply with those regulations as they are put In place 50

that qualified patients have access and availability of safe marijuana and related products.
Finally, my client reserves its right to challenge any regulation that may conflict with the
provisions of the Amendment or are unreasonable.

Thank you for your consideration to this matter.

Very tr~ vours,
/ .'

;t&,.'Y{~/j (1
, Thomas C. Little

Attorney at Law

TCL:an
)(c: Florigrown, LlC
Enclosures
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REDACTED
Financial Statement
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1II1..1otl;
To prol8d, pID1I\OlD &Im\lIOYe tile IleIItII
ofallpeo\ll8 In FIar1ll8 Ulrcugh IntIJgIlI8d
1I1llIlI, CIllIllty &lXlmmunlly elIlQ.

Mr. Thomas C. little
2123 N.E. Coachman Road
Suite A
PO 80x5379
Clearwater, Fl 33766

Dear Thomas C. Little, P.A.,

~.-#~"'''''C,-~'

'''--' ~ !(' ..
hl: itt TrJ

V1lIIon: To be the Haaltllilit 8QllI1n 1118 NIIIlctI

January 20, 2017

C"ute Plllllp, MD, MPH
SUllleon GlWl8nIl8n~ Secnlllty

Your request to register as a Medical Marijuana Treatment Center (MMTC) Is denied.

Pursuant to section 381.986, Florida Statutes, there are seven licensed dispensing organizations in the
state of Flonds, which are the only businesses authorized to cultivate, process, and dispense medical
cannabis to qualifying patients. The~ i8 no proC8S11 set out under current law to register as a MM1'C
and no authority to accept new applications to become a dispensing organiUtlon. Until further action Is
taken by the Department or the Florida Legislature, the Department of Healttl (Department) is not
accepting new dispensing organization applications or requests to register as a MMTC.

While Amendment 2 became effective on January 3, 2017, Bection 381.986 Florida Statutes, remains In
effect, and the Department, physicians, dispensing organizations, and patients remain bound by
existing law and rule. Following Amendment 2'5 effective date. the Department is directed to
promulgate rules related to MMTCs within 6 months and to Implement those regulations within 9
months. Rulemaking updates will be posted on the Office of Compassionate Use's website, which can
be found at http://www.1\ondahealth.gov/ocu. You may also receive bl-weeldy updates via email to
follow further developments by amatOng CompassionateUsa@f!health.gov,

Sincerely, /,/"

( ~-- / -

ChristianBax, Director
Office of Compassionate Use

CB/cc

P1lWtc1a~t of HMIttt
om- of CCImpI••Iem-t. UN
40521l11kl CYPI1lllll WB'/. Sln.we •TIIlIaIla18eI. fL 3239Il
PHONE: 850-m-l857
PlGItdllH..rth.aOy
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Thomss C. Little, P.A.
Page Two
January 20, 2017

NonCE OF RIGHTS

This notice is agency acUon for purposes of section 120,569, Florida Statutes. A party wtlose
8ubstantiallnterest is affected by this action may petition for an administrative hearing pursuant to
sectiona 120.569 and 120.57, Florida Statutes. A petition must be filed In writing and must be received
by the Agency Clerk within twenty-one (21) days from receipt of this notice. The petition may be mailed
to the Agency CI,erk, Department of Health. 4052 Bald Cypress Way, BIN #A-02, Tallahassee, FL
32399-1703; hand delivered to the Agency Clerk, Department of Health, 2585 Merchants Row BlVd"
Prather Building, Suite 110, Tallahassee, FL; or sent by facsimile to (850) 413-8743. Such petition must
be flied In confonnancewith Florida Administrative Code Rules 28-106,201 {)r 28-106.301, as
applicable.

Mediation 19 not 9vallable.

Failure to file a petition within 21 days shall constitute a waiver of the right to a hearing on this agency
action.
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STATE OF FLORIDA
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH

FLORIGROWN, LLC, a Florida limited
liability company,

Petitioner,

,·,I,CC!V'::u
: ";",,,'/ h?}1 0," HEAl,:

17 FEB 23 Mi 10: 38

OFFICE OF 'file Cl~]:.:

vs.

DEPARTMENT OF REALTII, OFFlCE
OF COMPASSIONATE USE,

Respondent.
_______. 1

DOH Case No. 2017-0045

ORDER DISMISSING PETITION

TIns MATI'ER comes before the Department ofHealth ("Department") upon a

Petition for Evidentiary Hearing filed on February 9, 2017, by Florigrown, LLC, a Florida

limited liability company ("Florigrown" or "Petitioner"). After careful review, the

Department finds the following:

BACKGROUND

On November 8,2016, Florida voters approved Amendment 2 expanding the class of

qualified patients eligible to procure medical marijuana through Medical Marijuana

Treatment Centers ("MMTCs") and directing the Department to issue reasonable

regulations for the implementation and enforcement of Amendment 2, codified as Article X,

Section 29, oftbe Florida Constitution.

On January 17, 2017, the Department received a letter from Thomas C. Little,

attorney for Florigrowo, which purported to register Florigrown as an M:MTC. The letter is

attached as Attachment A.
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On January 20, 2017, the Department issued a letter denying Florigrown's request to

register as an MMTC, explaining there is no process under current law to register as an

MMTC. The denial letter is attached as Attachment B.

On February 9,2017, Florigrown filed a Petition for Evidentiary Hearing on the

denial of its purported registration. The Petition is attached as Attachment C.

FINDINGS OF F:A.,<;T

1. On November 8,2016, Florida voters approved Amendment 2,1 and it became

effective on January 3, 2017, as Article X, Section 29, Florida Constitution. Amendment 2

expanded the class ofpatients eligible to secure medical roarijuana2 under florida law

through MMTCs defined in the Amendment as:

[A]n entity that acquires, cultivates, possesses, processes (including
development ofrelated products such as food, tinctures, oils, or ointments),
transfers, transports, sells, distributes, dispenses, or administers marijuana,
products containing marijuana, related supplies, or educational materials to
qualifying patients or their caregivers and is registered by the Department.

2. Amendment 2 requires the Department to issue reasonable regulations necessary

for the implementation and enforcement ofAmendment 2, in order to ensure the

availability and safe use of medical marijuana by qualifying patients. The regulations must

include procedures for the issuance, renewal, suspension and revocation of registration of

MMTCs, and standards to ensure proper security, record keeping, testing, labeling,

inspection, and safety oflVIMTCs. The Department is required to promulgate the

regulations related to MMTCs within six (6) months and to implement them within nine (9)

months of the effective date. Art. X, s. 29 (d)(l) and (2).

I This Order will refer to the Amendmenr by its commonly known name: Amendmeot 2.
2 Medica.l marijuana remains illegal under federal law.

2
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3. The Department has not yet promulgated the required regulations, is in the

process of doing so, and the six month time frame for promulgating the necessary

regulations has not yet passed.

4. The January 17, 2017, letter from Thomas C. Little, the attorney for F1origrown,

states, "This Jetter constitutes my client's registration to operate as a (MMTC]." The letter

further asserts that Florigrown will meet the requirements of the Department's regulations,

referring to the regulations that have not yet been promulgated.

5. On January 20,2017, the Departrilent issued a letter denying Florigrown's request

to register as an :MM:TC, explaining that the Department has not yet adopted regulations for

the registration ofMMTCs. The denial letter further stated, U[T]he Department is directed

to promulgate rules related to MMTCs within 6 months and to implement those regulations

within 9 months. Rulemaking updates will be posted on the Office ofCompassionate Use's

Website, which can be found at http://www.floridahealth.gov/ocu. You may also receive

bi-weekly updates via email to follow further developments by emailing

CompassionateUse@flhealth.goy. "

6. On February 9, 2017, Florigrown filed a Petition for Evidentiary Hearing on the

denial.

7. The Petition is premised entirely on the Department's authority arising from

Amendment 2 and acknowledges that regulations for the registration ofMMTCs have not

yet been adopted.

8. There is cunently no process in place for the Department to register any entity as

an MMTC pursuant to Amendment 2 or to accept new applications for dispensing

organizations under section 381.986, Florida Statutes.

3
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CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

9. Pursuant to section 381.986, Florida Statutes, there are seven licensed dispensing

organizations :in the state of Florida, which are currently the only businesses authorized to

cultivate, process, and dispense medical cannabis to qualifying patients.

10. Until such time as the Department promulgates and implements regulations or

the Florida Legislature acts, section 381.986, Florida Statutes and Chapter 64-4, Florida

Administrative Code remain in effect and the Department, physicians, dispensing

organizations, and patients remain bound by existing law. Florigrown is not one of the

seven,licensed dispensing organizations, and Florigrown did not apply to be a dispensing

organization during the only application period in July 2015. Thus, Florigrown has no

cognizable rights under section 381.986, Florida Statutes, and Chapter 64-4, Florida

Administrative Cod~.

11. Amendment 2 requires the Department to, within 6 months, promulgate

regulations that include u(p]rocedures for the registration ofMMTCs that include

procedures for the issuance, renewal, suspension and revocation ofregistration, and the

standards to ensure proper security, record keeping, testing, labeling, inspection, and

safety." Art. X, s. 29 (d)(1)c. Without those procedures in place, there is no registration

process that can ensure the availability and safe use of medical marijuana as required by

Amendment 2.

12. Petitioner seeks an administrative hearing under sections 120.569 and 120.57,

Florida Statutes; however, the Administrative Procedure Act does not apply to the

Department's actions conducted pursuant to the authority derived from Amendment 2. See

§ 120.52(1), Fla. Stat. Once the Department has promulgated and implemented regulations

4
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pursuant to Amendment 2, any reliefwhich Florigrown or other registrants may seek under

that regulatory framework must be brought in circuit court. See Cout:hman v. Univ. ofCentra!

Fla., 84 So. 3d 445 (F1a. 5th DCA 2012)(Adminisb'ative Procedure Act only applies when

state university is acting pursuant to statutory authority; when the university is acting

pursuant to the State Constitution, the Administrative Procedure Act does not apply).

13. Assuming arguendo that Petitioner may seek relief through the APA,

Petitioner's request for registration and its request for an administrative hearing is

premature. At this point, registration is not available for any prospective MMTC and will

not be available until the required regulatory framework has been put in place. See, So. Fla.

Cargo CaniersAss'll., Inc. 1'. Bd. ofPirot Cammr's., 627 So. 2d 597 (F1a. 1st DCA 1993)(request

for fonnal administrative hearing was premature until the agency determines its intended

action); J.H Williams Oil Co., Inc. v. Dep'tofEnvtl. Prot., 707 So. 2d 904 (Fla. 2d DCA

1998)(request for administrative hearing was properly denied as not ripe for review where

agency was still investigating petitioner's claim).

14. In addition, Florigrown has failed to demonstrate that a later point ofentry into

agency proceedings, i.e., when regulations are duly promulgated and implemented, would

not provide it with a meaningful opportunity to be heard or that it would be prejudiced by

not having a point of entry before regulations are in place. See, Friends ofthe Everglades, Inc.

11. Dep't. ofCommunity Affairs, 495 So. 2d 1193 (Fla. 3d DCA 1986)(the polestar governing

the point of entry is whether the proceeding is meaningful; agency's denial of petition for

administrative hearing was affirmed where petitioner failed to show any prejudice by not

having a point ofentry prior to agency's adoption ofcomprehensive plan).

5
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ORDER

Based upon tbeforegoing Findings ofFact and Conclusions of Law, it is

ORDERED that Florigrown's Petition for Evidentiary Hearing is denied. The APA does

not apply to the Department's powers under Amendment 2, and Petitioner's Iequcst for

Celes'te-Yi1'lilip, M.D., M.P.H: ._- .. 
State Surgeon General and Secretary
Florida, Department ofHealth

hearing is premature.

DONE and ORDERED this Lday ofFebruat"Y, 2017.

Q-/ .' ,j/....

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HER:EBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy ofthe foregoing Order bas been

furnisbed to each ofthe following persons this~day ofFebruary, 2017.

.(~3.1'LtlCfh.~:L~!- j)_ . _
Agency Clerk
Florida. Department ofHealth
4025 Bald Cypress Way, Bin A·02
Tallahassee, Florida 32399·1703

Nichole Geary, Esq,
General COlmseI
Florida Department of Health
2585 Merchants Row Blvd.. Suite 110
Tallahassee, FL 32399

Thomas C. Little, Esq.
Thomas C. Little, P.A.
2123 N.E. Coachman Rd., Suite A
P.O. Bo.x5379
ClearWater, Florida 33765

6
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NOTICE OF RIGHT TO JUDICIAL REVIEW

A PARTY ADVERSELY AFFECTED BY TIllS ORDER IS ENTITLED TO
JUDICIAL REVIEW PURSUANT TO SECTION 120.68, FLORIDA STATUTES.
REVIEW PROCEEDINGS ARE GOVERNED BY THE FLORIDA RULES OF
APPELLATE PROCEDURE. A REVIEW PROCEEDING IS INITIATED BY
FILING A NOTICE OF APPEAL WITH THE CLERK OF THE DEPARTMENT
OF HEALTII AND A COPY ACCOMPANIED BYmE FILING FEE WITH THE
DISTRICT COURT OF APPEAL IN THE APPELLATE DISTRICT WHERE TIm
PARTY RESIDES OR IN THE FIRST DISTRICT COURT OF APPEAL THE
NOTICE OF APPEAL MUST BE FILED WITIIIN 30 DAYS OF THE FlUNG
DATE OF THIS ORDER.

7
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Thomss C. Wll1e

--- .._---\ -_. _..... 'I .--' - I -. '1

THOMAS C. LITTLE. P.A.
ATIOAI'JEYS AT LAW

2123 N,£. Coachlllllf\ Road
Sult8A

P.O.I3Ol15ST9
CleerwJ!lllr, Florida 33765

(7Zf) 443-5773
FAX: (7'27) 441..2394

SMall: toml1are tJllhomasbUlIIe.ClOO'O

January 11,2017

-- .- , '.

Mr: Chrlrtlan Sax
O/lJlattlnBnt 01 Health
258,5 Merchants Row Boultl1lllrd
l'allahassee, Fl 32399

RE: ReglstrotJQ(l DS II Medico! MarUuanu Treatment Center F!origrown, JJ.C

Dear Mr. Ba)(:

This letter IS to advise you that I represent Flor!B1'QWn, LlC,"s Flo da limited Ueblltty
company (herein Florigrclwn). This letter constitutes mv r;llel'lt'll reg!st tlon to operate a
MedIcal Marijuana Treat'n1ent Center (herein MNfTC). Pur.$U8nt to IGle XSection 29
(b)(5) representing the Amendment to the ConstitutIon to the State 0 I=lorida rZltlffed by
vaters on November 7, 2016, as referred to as Amendment 2, her~i e Ame~dmtlntl.

Pursuant to the Amendment" this letter reSIsters Florigrown to acquire cultivate, possess,
prot;fSS Ondudlns deveklpment'of related products such 85 food, tinct r(!$, aresols, oils or
Ointments), transf,tr, transport, sell, c1IMbutQl'dlSpens&, or admlnl5ter srljuanll, products
containIng mal1JuiBfll, related supplies, or educational materials to qu nfylne patients or.
th.lr cl!regiwrs.

FIorigrown is" iI Florida limited HabUity compeny ambUshed r the purpose o~

operstfn* II MMTC wrthln the State of Florida to malee evtlllable and aCCBJSlbl1 medlCClI
marijuana for Ate use by qualifying patlent1!. ~e Members of Flo srown are Joseph
R~dner (4C"), Jeffrev MClrkl (2,Q'}£), Adam Elend (20%) end Kyle Bums (2 %).

The Members snd any 'llmployees or agents of Florlgro n will ml!4rt the
requirements manCiated bV tha Department of Health (herein the Oep rtment) for level·2
badcground screenIng pursuant to S~lon 48S.04 of the Florida S us or any other
backaround screenIng 'l!~ulremBnt at the office of FDLE or Bny other d slgnated approved
vendor for flngerprlntlng. Thl! prinCipel Membfilr, , ""9 _
_ • _ ... _ for 8 permit to manufae:tur. mart
beverages.

Attachment A
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Department of Health

J.nu~ry17, 2017
Page Two

in order to satIsfy the requirements regardlns financial solve ~, my client will
provide any requested mattrlals ftom ; certified pu~lIc accountant. y client wlll SIltlsfy
any fee requirements for the registration and provide any requl ed ~ond for the
registration. Encl~d are the financial statements for the majorl member, Joseph
Redner.

The purpose of reg\str'atJon is to ensure the availability and 5 Ie use of mHlleal
rnar\JUaml by quallfyfng patll!flU, Under Section 29 (d)(l)lc) of th~ A endrnent; ft Is the'
duty of the Department to promulgate regulations to elIllurs prop r securItY, record
1(eeplns, tflSting, Ilbellns. Inspection and 9~tV. FlorlgroWl'l shaD meet ~ese requirements

lls",IIows: ~
1. Florilirown will meet all requIrements for seeUrlty. Inv ntory and control

It\cludl11l but not limited to vIdeo surveillance, lllllrms. end physlcsl lIrrt~rs to control
access.

2. Plorfgmwn will meet all record keep/ns requirements fo Inventory control,
meldns lind chl1ln of cultody, and Will Implemal'lt audltable softwar far seed to sale
tracklrtg es required.

3. Flor1arowt'l wlll comply with testing reqUlremMts Indud i but not lImltecl.
to Internel testfng 'nd lYIe!ntalnlng batch sample! for 8udltlng by l'ldependem third
partin

4. Florlerown will maintaIn records necessary to m EIt: any labellns
~Irements such II' ullst of lnar-dltlnt5, THe content, and safety warnl gs.

5. Flortsrown w1l1 make Its facilities, processes, and r

I~ectto., et IInv and ell rlll8$onebla tlmes.

6. Florlgrown considers the sBfetv of Ita products Ind
palilmount concern. ConsequAilntly, Florlgrown will satlsfv or teed any Sllfetv
reqtJlrement fndudlng but not limited to: a. requlreme"t-9 for c Itlv<lt1ng cannabIs
methoclologv; b. requirements for dealing wlth medical marijuana as n invasive prant In
the State of FlOrid,; c. requlr.ments for the best agricultural .00 h.~nngpractkes; d.
requirements for professional personnel on staff licensed by the sta e i:l£ necessalY to
ensure that Florilrown Is opercrtlng In accord_nee WIth th. rllgulatfons 0 the buparrn\ll!nt.
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Department ofIi••1th
Jllnuary 17, 2017
PASIlIT1lree

FtorlStovm wtn employ 8 IlcQl\Sed medical dlre<:tOr to .nsure~!1 p~oper operation
or Its fadllt1es, If required.

Rortgrown will ~mJsfy an zoning reql.llremClnts of the jurlsdl IOr1!l In wh.iclt Its
facilities operate.

Thu" ~ p",vlously stated, this latter constitUtts our resl&tt2t1o for the operation
of a MMTA and the acknowledgerrnmt and agreement by Florlgrowll comply With the
Const1t.utional Amendment end any reasonable regulations. Florfgm antidpate9 the
receipt of your can!tltutfomllv permlls1ble flliPJlatlons within ~l)l m<ln s from Jlnuary 3,
2017 !ll'ld F1or1grown Intends to etmlply with those regulations sa they re put In place $0

that quallfted patJlr'lt:S have eCees, ~nd 8\18 IIability of seft mllrljuena 80 r.lattd productl;.
Finally, my client ruervu Its rlB1't to challenae any reeul.tlon that mt 1;0nlllc:t with ttll!
provUlonJ ofthe Amendment' or 11M unrul!lcnable.

Thank you fot your conslclerJItlon to thl$' matter. '

:;;:;c~
Thomas C. Little
Attornev ft LIW

TtL:an
lSC:: F1ortgrown, LlC
Enclosures
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January 20, 2017

Mr. ThOrnu C. LltlIa
2123 N.I!!. Coach1nan'Road
Sutt.A
PO Box 6379
C1aa~, FL 337e!l

Dear Thomas C. Wttle. PA,

Yeur request to register S8 I!I MedlceJ Marljuenlil Tlllatment Center (MMiC) s denied,

Pursuant to S9atfon 381.986. F!Ortda stabJtes. ttlara are Beven licensed dfa
state of Flar1da, Which 9l1I the only bu8lnessQa &lthorized to ou!6vate,
cannabis to quallfyfng patrents. Ther8 Is no PJ'QCel3B set out UIlder current Ie
and no authotfty to accept new applications to become a Cll*penSlna Organ!
taken by the Depllrtmert1 or the Florida LBalsleture. the Deparlment of Hea
accepting new dispensIng organlmtlon applloo1lOM Dr requeete to register

ns/ng orglllllzatlons in the
s. and dl$penslt medical
to regt!lter .. II MMTC
Ion. UI'ltfI IUf,tber acIlon Ia
(Deparlltlent) Ia not
aMMTC.

WIllIe Amendment 2 became effective on JanuaJy 3,2017, section 361.986 Florida SteMas. remains In
~et.. and tha Department, physlclllM, d18penalng o~nlmti011a, and is remain ~UI'ld by
exlatIng raw end rula. Follawtng Amen<lment 2'8 ri'ectlve date. the oapartm I. dlractJed to
promulgate rules relale(f to MMTCs withIn 6 months and to [mplemenl lh regl.llations within' 9
m.anthL Rulemaklng upda~ will be pasted on thll Oftlce of Compsgelonat Uae'e webalte, WIl10h can
be founc! at hnp:ilywM,f1or!dSbeaJItl.gQ\ll!OtnYou may allSlO receIve bl..wee updale. viii email to
follow furttler developments by emaIllng casslonateU8e@Dhedlth,sov.

CBfcc

•
' ~~D~rtment
Pu\:Il 0 Heellh Aocretlltatfdn Board

Attachment B
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Tham.. c. UWe, PA
PIlGelWo
JanuefY 20, 2017

NOTICE Op BIGHTS

This nOtICe 18 agency actlon fer purposes of section 120.569, F/drida Stalut . A party whose
eubstantlellnter&Qt fa affeded t7J this sellon may poti'llon for an edntlnl heartng purauanHo
eedlons 120.589 rand 120.51. RQrkla StaMas. A PGtltlon must be filed In 'ng end m!J8t be reoefved
by the Agancy Clerk within twenty-one (21) days. from receipt of thIs notice. he peI:ItIon m(lY be maned
to the Agency Clerk, Dep9rb'nant of Health. 4M2 Bsld Cypress Way, BIN :-02. T8I1ahB5liee. FL
32399-1'703: hand delivered 1n the Agency Clerk, Cepartment of Health, 25 5 Merchanm Raw BlYd.,
Prather Bundfng, Sulle 110, Tallahassee, FL; 01' sent by facsImile to (SeD) 4 3-8743. SUch _en must
be filed In conformance willi FloTfda Admfnls1rativa Code Rules 28-106.201 r 28-1 oe.301, as
I!lpplJc8bJe,

MedIation Is not aVlilllablt.

FaIlure to file a p~ltton \\I1thln 21. days shall coMtltlJte e~lVer of thlil right a hearfng on thla lIgency

~- I
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ll10mae O. Uttle

THOMAS C. LITTLE, P.A.
I\TTORNEVS AT LAW

2123 N.E. Cosohman Road
eultaA '

P.O,eox~79

Clearwater, Florida sa766
(721) 44S-677S

FAX: (727) 441-2394
E-Me.lt lomlltlle@thomaaClltl1oJJom

February ~ 2017

17 FEB -9 AM 9l 2'3

Or-fICE OF THE Cl.Er."

Sent Via Fedml Oyernlght ExprBgs
and Via Fax 8SD-413-8743

AQenoy Clerk
Depar1ment of Health
4052 Bald Cypress Wrtt. BIN jfA.Q2
Tallshsssae, FL 3Z399-1703

RE; . FJ..ORIGROWN. un Petlth;m for EYfdentlary Heartng

Dear Ageooy C1er'k:

Fnclosed you will find ltIe Petition fOr Ev.ldentlary Hearing with Exhibit A.

If~ hsve any queatlonS or need further Infonnation, please contact me on rrrt
cell number below,

~r8, ~
;~C
Attomey lit law

Cell Num'ber 727-SS8-8621

Attachment C
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STATE OF FLORIDA
DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS

FLORIGROWN, LL~ a Aorlda
nmitad f1ahlllty company

i
Petitioner, .

fir.Ti:::;YLO
:>FIRlli·i':l1 r OF HE,~\LTi:

17 FEB -9 AM 9: 23

UF'FICE OF m'E CLff9~~

w.

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, OFFICE
OF COMPASSIONATE USE,

Respondent

Case No. _

PETITION FOR EVIDENTIARY HEARING

PeUtloner, FLORlGROWNj U.C, B Aortda limlled lIabOlty IXlmpsny, hereby Mes Its Petition

for evld6llflary Hearing and states as follows:

1. PetItloner Is Aortgrown, LLC clo Thomas C. Llttlej Esquire, 2123 N.E. Coachmen

Road, Sul19 A, C1earwBter, A. 33765 ofb number 727-443-5773 fax number 721--441·2394. emBlI

addmsa Ianet@tbomascUtfls.com.

2. Respondent Is Aot1da pepar1ment of Health OffIce of Compassionate Use, 4052

Bald Cypress Wtfj, Bin Ml6. Tallahassee, Fl 32399 Phone number 650-245-4851 website

FloridaHuIth.gov,

3. Petitioner receIved nollce Of the agency decisloo denying the request fOr

I8Olslratlon on January 20,2011. Acopy of the noUae 18 attached hereto aa 8chlbltA.

4. On January 3, 2011, COOstllullonal Amendment NO.2 became effective. The said

Amendment pmvfded "the Department of Health shaH register and regulate cenm that produce

and dlstrtbute rnsriJUSna for IT\8(floel purposes and shalf Issue ldentlfloaUon oarda to paUe,ns and
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carsglvers". Thus, the C()"sti luUonal Amendment provides for ImmedIate registrQlion for amedloal

marIJuana center

5. The Consfitutlonal Amendment would supercede lily staMe or regulallon.

Petilloner has aoonstltutlonal r1ght to the Immediate registration ali aMMTC.

6. Petitioner had Indloeted his Willingness to comply with any SUbsequent reasonable

regulatlans and therefore it should recaIvB registration as 8 MMTC at this time..

7. The Conslitutlonal Amendment does not Ilmlt the number of registra~Ons or the

locations of regls1ratton~ 1tlroughout tII9 Slate of Florida. Any attempt to Impose such I'8slrictJons

would VIo/ate the P8tltion&1'9 OClnatltlJlional right to reglstar as aMMfC.

8. The den1e1 of Pe1lllon&l's MMTC reglstraflon 8hould be reV8l'Bed and Petltloi'ler

shoUld be registered as aMMTC.

HO SC. U LE, ESQUIRE
2123 N.E. Coachman Road, SuIte A
Clearwater, FL 33765
(727) 443-5773
(727) 441-2394-
Flortda Bar Number 2313783
janet@!homaaoOUle,ool,ll .
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Mr. ThomM C; I.lttIe
21~3 N.e. Coachman'~d
SlJiteA
PO Elox6379
Clearwater, FL 33765

OeerThomasC. Little, ~A,

II
V~'TD1la1lle~ilt'fltIIllln~N~

January 20, 2017

Your request to register U I!I Medical Marljuana ire&tment~ (UMTC)

Pursuant to section 381.988, FJorIda staMas, thert3 arB lleven licensed dIS nsIng orgaCllzatlons In the
8tate of F1Ol1da, Which are tt1e only buelnesses fl1.Ithorize<l to <lUftNst(j, pro 8. and dlspenae mlldlcal
csnn&lbls to QUI!lllfylng pdents. 111era Is l10prccess set out urrder current J to regrater as a MMTC
at'ld no autholity to accept new applloBtlona to become a dlspenllll'll:l QII;J on. Ul'ltfl {u{ttler action fa
tAken by the Department or the Florida l.egletalura. the Department of Hea (oepartment) Ie ncrt
2IClCSptIng new dIspensing organization appl~ol\$ or requests to regl8tf)r~ B MMTC.

WhIle Amandmem2 became effect1ve on Janua~ 3,2017. beatfon 361.985 F10rldu StaMas. remains In
etreot. end the department, physlc:lantl, dIspensing O11iIantz:atfons, and patle te I'IJm8ln l)ol,md by
extstIntllaw~ I'IJle. FoU(jWjng Amendment 2'8 e1hdIve date, the Departm nt Is dlractec:l to
promulQ.te rules related to MMTCs withIn emonths and to Impl8ment th08 regulations wlthlrtg
m.onths. RuJemaklng updates Will be poeted on the Office of Compase]onat Use's website, WhiCh oan
be founcl at l!ttp;llwwMlJoddW:Ub.goyLgcu. You may also reoeive bi..wM updatM via fJmalJ to
follgw further de11eloprnents emaillng Comof!fisJol'1ateUdnhe8lltJ,gav.

CBJcc

PlGrtda c.,.tmllllt.,....Iib
et9Iaeot_~.u...
:.:::~.8hJM·"**-II'I._

fIotfdIIflealllloGlW •
'tHoatthDep8rtment• PiJ:)1 Heelth~ Boerd

\\ A" .
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Them- c. LIt119, PA
PagelWO
January 20, 2017

COACIitlAN TIiLE. INC PAGE 05/12

NOTICE OF RIGHTS
. .

ThIS nOtiae 18 llgenoy aQtlon for PUrpO!lM of section 12<l.569, FlorIda S~tatuA party whos.
subatantlallnterast Is2ffet'J1ec;l bj thIs action may petition for an aclmlnt& hearfng pureuent10
sections 120.569 and 120.57, I=/orlda statutes. A patltlon must be Wed In ting and rn\JtIt be received
by the Agency Clerk within twenty-one (21) dayafrom receipt (Sf this notice. II petltlon may he rnalled
to the AQency Clerk, Departmant of Health, 4"062 Bald CypI'8SS Way, BIN~..Q2. Tallahassee, Fl
32399-1703; hand c1eRvered to 11'8 Agency Clerl<, Department of Health, 25 Merd1ant8 Row Blvd.,
Prath8l' Building, Sutte 110, Tl!I!le.ha8S$'l, FL; or sent bY faCl8lmll1 to (850) 4 3-8743. Suth pemlon mU8t
be fllad In conformance with Florida AmI/nl!l1rallve Code Rules 28-108.201 r 28-108.901, as
applicable.

Medlatfon I. not QWllable.

Fallure to me a pe1lt1cn wjthln 21 dB)'1l Bhall constitute. wafv$!' of tne rfQht ~ heanng on thlB agency
action-
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Thomas C. Uttle

COA(}lMAN :rITLE, INC

THOMAS C. I-rrrLE. P.A.
ATIORNEVS AT LAW

2123 N'£. CosDhman Road
SuIte fI.

RO. BOll 5379
Cle<uwater, F10rlda 33765

(727) 446-5773
FAX: (127) 441-2394

&MaU: lomlfIlleethomBsbIIlIIa.cQm

January 17, 2017

PAGE 06/12-

Mr. ChristIan eax
DQpa~entofHeahh

:lSB:i Mel'Ch8lnts Row Boulevard
"""&lh""ee, FL 32399

RE: Reglstrcrtion tIs II Medlc:al MarUurmu Traatment Center Fi01lgrown, UC

Dear Mr. Bax:

This letter Is to advise you that I rep~ent Flotlgrcwn. lle, 8 Flo Ida limited lIablltty
company (hereIn Florfgrown). ThIs letter ~l)n!titul:es mv dlent'!l rsglst tlon to operate II

MedICi'll Marijuana Trl!8t\'l1l':lnt Center (herein M~C), Pursuant to de X Section 29
(b)(S) representlni"the Amendment to the ConstitutIon to the 5tatfl 0 Florld. ratlflad by
voters on November 7, ~0;161 as referred to as Amendment 2, he~r the Amendm~t}.

Pursuent to tha Amendment" this letter registers FJOrf&rown to Ilcqulre cultivate, possess.
pr()(jf5S pndudln8,develo~ment of related product!! such IS food, tin !i, aresofs, oils or
ointments). tranmr. transport, sell, drWlbute, dispense, or IIdmlnlster r .mjuene, produe:t5
contalnlns milrljuilIna, related supplies, or eduCfltlonal materials to qu Irtylng patltnt! or.
their cBrBglvers.

Rorlgrown 16 8 Florida limited IIBbllttv company establi.h,d r the purpose of
opersttn'8 MMTC Within the State of Florida to make eVelilbld and CC6SSlble medlc:ai
marIJuana for Ate use by qualifying patIents. The Members of Flo grown are- Joseph
R~dner (40l16), Jeffrey MBrk!l (~~l, Adam !lend 120~18nd Kyle Sum, (2 96).

The Members end ~ny 'Bmployaes or Ilganu of Florlsro n will m~ the
requirements mandated bV the Department of Health (herein the Oep rtment) for leI'I81·2
beekgTound screenIng pUrJlyant to Section 435.04 of 'tl14 Florid" 5t LI1:u or llny othar
background~nlng r-equlrement at the office of FDLE or any othsr d Ignated approved
vendor fut flt1asrprlntlng. Th~ prlnelpel Member, •
_ • _ • __ for 8 permit to manufacture malt
b!verages.
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Department ofHealth
JanUJllfY 17,2017
PapTINo

In order to :satisfy the requirements regardlna flnanc~' solv ev. my clll!nt wIll
provide any reque5ted materials from 1I ~rtlfted pu~lIc Ilccountant. Vclient wlllsll1lsfy
any fee requirements for the restrtratlon end provide any requl ed ~ontl far the
reaJstratton. Enclosed are the f1nandsl statements for the major! member, Joseph
RedMr.

The purpose of reg\$trllth:m Is to ensure tl'le availability and s fe use of medical
marUuana by qualifying pat1ents. Under SeCtIon 29 CdHIllc) of th~ AniendmMt,'1t Is the'
duty of the Department to promu1sste regulatJon, to enliure prop'r security, record
keepIng, testing, labeIJn8J Inspeel:lon Dnd 'llfety. Florlgrown sh;1I meat dtese requlrert14f1'lU

llsfollows: ~
1. Florl/ll'own wl\1 meet all requIrements for seCUl1ty, Inv ntory llnd control

including but not limIted to video surveillance, alarms, and physical i!1rri~rs to control
accau.

,
2. Florlsrown will, meet all record keepIng rsqurrementi 10 Inventory control,

t,..cklng and chaIn of cunody, lind Wiil Implement 3udltable softwar for seed to sale
tricking as requIred.

3. Florl8l'own will complV Wlth test'ng reqLtftements Indud g but not limited
to Interna' testlns and maIntaining batch samples fer auditing by l'ldepllndeJ"lf third
parties.

4. /olotlgl"OWl'l will maintain records necessary to m Qt any Isbellni
requirements such as a list.of lngrecllents, TtlC content, an<lllllfety warn as.

5. Flarlgrown \lllUI melee Its fsdlltle9, processes, lind re
Inspectio" at Inv and ellrtlasonable times.

6. Florlil'DWtl con'iders the safety of Its products and rocesses to be a
paramDunt I:oneem. . ConHquently, Florlsrown wilt .Iltl,fy or eett any safety
requITlImant 1nch1dlng but not limited to: e. Mqulrements for c ft{vatlng c:a.nnabls
methodology; b. requIrements for deallng with medlcsl marijuana as n Invasive plant In
the State of FIOrldo; Co requIrements for the best egrlcultura'i and h 8nB practical; d.
requirements 10r professional personnel on staff Rcensed by the e as neCl!S$ary to
ensure t"at F\orisrown Is operatIng In accordance wtth the rllltJlatlons 0 the beparfment.
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Departmen'C ofHealth
January 17, 2017

PaI8111ree

Floriarown will employ 1I licensed medical cllrector to ensure t:h p(Clper operation
of tts faellttles, tf required.

Florigrown wtll 5BtlsfY all zonIng rsqulremlintll of tha Jurlsdl loog In which Its
facllities operate.

Thus, as prevfotllly !t1tld, this letter constitutrlS our reglstratl0 for the operation
of 8 MMTA and the acknowledBement and Igreement bv Florlgrown comply Wftl'l the
CDnstitUtlonl' Amendment end Iny rellsonable rtgulRtions. Florlgr anticipates the
receIpt ot youI' co~onilly perm!BsI!)Je rellJllltlons withIn ;Ix mOil 5 from J.nuary 8,
2017 ."d FlorJsrcwn Intend. to comply with those regulation' lI'they TEl put In place $0

that qualified patients have .<:tes. Bnd 8vsllsbl1lty of safe marijuana anb related products.
Plnally, mv cllint re.erves Its r1gt1t to chillense Iny regvllltion that m conflIct with the
provisions ofthe Amendment or lIr" un...uonable.

Thank you for your conslder,8tlon to this matter.

:Z;cM
Thomes c. Little
Attomey at Utw

TtL:Bn
~ ACr1lrown, LtC
EncIoSlJr&S
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REDACTED
Financial Statement

Upon request this document will be furnished to the Court and the Defendants
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Amendment 2: Analysis of Intent

By John B. Morg"o, Esq., Hon. Jon L. Uib, E:sq., Tamar Todd, E$q" ",,<1 B1lnjamin PollOI"'"

\I\'llcn rnlerpreting~ law:;, oourls lrequeonlly refer lo the ,nt(:fl1 ollhe 'fr.:lme~· or Inlcnt of the
\egisla1urt!. Th~ conecol ~ to understand the Pu(P~(,~ oohi!ld the drafll09 or a :>tatu1c Of constitu1>Onai
prtl\li~ion. In !he ca:;c 01 iniliati\l~~ in Florido, it is ImpOrtant lor lfD(efS 10 tlc aware 01 inte-nt 3t1d tMt (l1lC¢

\IDlers approve an a~ndment, court~ know Ihal (he intarpretalions art:: ,n lad the intent of informed
"OIOfS as well. Votef'S should vOle lor iU1 amendment fully under:>landing the intent of !he drafters.
I:ostering 'tOter underSla.ndtf'!jIS the ~nlrnl purpo~ of (hIS memo, and we do !'>O by cxpro:;:;ing the intent
of th4< ino:1rlll(jwls wtlO drafle<l the lartgtr.:lgc tor Am~n(jffi(!nl 2

Inilalilo'C proposals must Pfe$Cn.t iJ unirlCd unO undersmndal>lc purpose 10 l"1/e0 b€ allQlw~d 00 Itte biJltol.
I\mllndrncms aJJowiog me usc 01 medical mBrijuaOil have 00:;:\(,'<1 thi' Florida Supreme CQurl':I tt:l&t lor
clarify ancl U(1iflcd purpose lWice··in 2Ci14 and 2016.

rhes Amendmen1. 'Use or M<nijuana fIN OebilitaJing ro4(:c!lcal C<mdilioos", was drnf1ec tly·JoI'l:I1 8 IItorgiln,
E!q.. Jon L Mills, Esq., Tilmar Todd, ESQ., an<1I3C!"J,lfTHn Pollara. They are lJle prama,)' autht,ll:i of the
AmcoO'menl's ~x1 (8f\d its preoel'oC85OC, the 2014 Amendment 2) The political cornmiltee "J'>C'. People
United for Medical Marltu<,na 'PUFMM", has Mr. Morgan ;:IS its Chainman. Mr. Pollan! 3S IIll Tre-ilSlIrsr
(Chairmatl and Trf!8SU/er OOirtg the only ~HO legal pOSlliool> Il'\ a Flond<) PC), and hilS net.1inc<l MI MIlls'
coun~1 since eatly 2013 ''''''Mn each iteration 0-1 ttll'; Amen(/JlIQnl \AlIne before ll1e Flond:! ~;\JJltllmc

Cilurt. PUf'MM W<lS tJw oolc pl'opone-nllo $ubrnill>ficfs and i)fguments Defore lf1.e C<llJ'll.

The un(fc:,standing and iIllent of me volers IS ccllllal to constitutiorl.ill inlerprCla.\roll by the oouns,
~I."JQlurc. and implementing agencJes. This doconlE'nI 10; intended to I)(Olllrlc background for voters an<!
oS meant to pl'O'llide Per!I()eClll/(l;lS (0 lhi! dtafler's intent. If A~ndmcn12 1:\ approved by lhe V01p.rS, thaI
affirmation C~" bo III(lWOO as agreeme-nt with the lT1tent of thIS amendment n~, cxpresse<!ln this memo
and in olher lo'Oter irtfOflTlalloo rnalcnal:\.

We hope ltti5 documefll W'Ill)e 01 a:ssi:.1.am:e 10 volers. VOlei' grwps, ano (he medii) in describing Ille
meaning aM PUTP05~of th~ aml~me-ntUltimiJloly, we al:8c oope lhallh-s ~5l10llT1dwill assist aM
oxpedi1e the future 'ifflr1( of the leIJl$Iaturn Ilnd Bgencies working 10 Implcmcml chis oonstituliooal prOVI:SIOO

-------_. -_... --- --.
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RACKGROtiN/): Citu.eJI inili:alcd alll~lIdmCDls10 fH Florida COllslilalilln must adbc:n: to
~'hat i~ known all lht· ~sind~ subjt-cl ruk'~ bt'f(,rc: the florida Supreme Court "'I'Jlntns
Ibti.. p~.!IeDtatioo 10 "ottr:\ GO lin cll."CtioD ballot. 10 practice, what Ihi.~ mean!' i~;tn

umcndmcnt must han a ""nil)' of purpuse~ (a single snbject). as well :IS hnc a
~sRbst.anlial iml)O!ct" tin nil more .hao une funl'tion M Slllle: gnvernmelll (Kllother demeot of
the: silJl:1c: lluhject ruk). The pnrrOS<' of this requirelltt'DI ill to as'oid ...onru~ill~ ,'oter:\ a~ lu
the t~ inteDI ()f a "r()~rl mc~~u~.

In addition. the court II1I1.'l.t dclermine I~f Ihe ballut title: and ~uOlmllry do not mi,dcad the
,uten and flirty inrurm Ih~m of the flrineiJUI P-I1I1M)"'C offhe Pl'Ol>OSlIl

Tlte Suprem~Courtuf Florida has uow twice ruled tbatlhc 20}.l and Ihl' 2016 amndmenl
plIued tilt' ""'s.irtgk: ~uhject~ tts. aDd pros'ided fair lJotk~ 10 Ihe s'olt-rs. The constitulionality
oftbe 2014 iter.ltion was affirmed in a 4-3 upinion hy the Cuprt; 2016's WliS 7-0.

The follo~ing section "Public rol~·~, items In)(I)-(3) inform lli~ m()S1 bll~ic funclWI1." of
Anu:ndmcnt l. and ~uid~ the purJlf1~of Ih~ rest ,.f tbe anll'odJDent's text. Thest' Ihr«
sumcclions arc Ihe "single subj«I" und princip:.d flYrpo5r of th~ Amendment.

(il) PlIBLlC POI.ICY

() The medical use ofmarijuMa by a qU:1lifyil1g. palient or can..t;.i"cr in cornpliam:e with this
section is not slIbjl.'CIIO cnmmlll or civil I~bilil)' or ~IlCliull~ under Florida IJI\\'

The pur(l<l5e oftbis s«lion i'" 10 prohibil tlit' :.aITesl, pt·o!l('('uliou. :.and e(ln"il:tiQn of
CluaIirYi,,~ paftenl~ and ~~i\'('nor other ren;alty or sandina hcin~ ks-'ied a~lIinsl

Qualifying p:atienn and cnn:gi\·cr.; for Ihe llIooirul usc of medical mllrijuana as
defined in lb~ umcndments or fur olher actions sucb as Iht" pllrchase. POSScs.~i{)D ur
transport of marijuana taken in compliilnrc ~'ith Ibis Amendnwonl. In ,u.llJilinn 10

tbe simple funclion vf makin~ legal fhal which is Dot legal in fhe ablJ(,b~'('of fhi-;
amell<Jmenl. (i.e. '''he medkaJ U:le of marijuana"), lbis sub~dional~ crclIll.':S an

imlMlrbDt, c1arifyin~.limiLalilln10 the Inw. The qualil)'i~daus-:. "ill comllli:lllce
,.'ilh Ihi~ s«liotl", informs Ib¢ reader tb;d ltle n:movl&l of ~criminlllur ch'U liability
or l>ancfioDs" 0111)0' applie1llo indh'idunls actin:: in eomplianc(' with not 11l1ll the text
nl the Amc.duulIl but ,.'itb (lll1l"r l~islalioD lind regull'lrions al.lopll.'tl :is sel forth in
aDd cou5isleDI lI-'ifh lite Aml"odllll"ul.
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(2):'\ physician shall l1ul Oc s.llbJ~""llH c.rirnin;1l or c,~illi;lhili('r' or s"llldinns Ilnder FItH"iJil luw
,uiely for issuing i1 rhysicjal1l:<:rlifi~Jlinn with rl:a~l1n3hl(' l'Jr~ In :J pcrs'111 JiJ)!I1l)s<''{] wilh a
dchiliLlling Illcdicalt:,nnJitinn il1 mrnpliancc wilh thi~ sc.:ctinn .

This suhsC'CHon prohibil.s tht arnSl, pros4:culion. and con\'iClioD of ph~·s.i{'i<lnsor
other flCnlllt)' or s~ln('tioll being It'\'iffi ae,ains-t physiciaus fur the :lct or writing a
-Physid:.tn <:l'rtificlllioD~(tfcfinl'd ill tbe slIh~qUtnl sectilln (b)). if tbe physici31l
does ~ in,. nJ:Cnat'r Ihnl is in c.'ompLil:ln<.'t: wilh the It'XI lIflhc hO!\'odmcDI :lnd with
:l rc:asonable standard nf Jlr(>f~WD:.l1carc,

(3) Adions snd cunducl h~ J Mcdic<lIl\-lilrijuanJ Trc;Jllll1:111 Ccnlcr n:rislcTcJ wilh lhe
f)cpanOlCfll, or irs "gents or crnrk':'C'<.'.I, and In cHmplwmcc \\'I\h this ~X:lion and [)cpJrlmcnt
rcguLatillnS, s.halllwl hI: suhjecl 10 crimil1<lJ or ci\'illiabitity (lr ~l1ctiolt'i und':l FlorioJ law

Finall)'. in onlrr for Irdlicnb and cart~jvcrs 10 h:t\,i' .""1'.... reuunahk :iCC~( to
ull:tJic::t1 m:ariju:toll uOller (his I::\w. aud fur physki:ans III be lIhle 10 ,·c;UlHlllhl.,·
rc.ctlrnmcnd m:irijuana In lhtir plIlicnts with tb". kl1owJctl~c they n ill Ix ahlc 10
pUfrhllSt· a rc.-gul:iI«1. t('-!if('d. and bhdt-d product. lbe c~tahli",hIlW/l1of "!\1c,'dknl
MarijuaDll T~tmelJtC~ut\'n;"lwMMTCs"1is nt'c:cs:\ltry, This slIbst-ction
pruhihil'i the- arresl. prn~ecution.conviction, uf OWll('rs, aecnls, :jIld CI1lI>lI)~·l"C.':i or
\tMTCs.. or ulher reo:lIt)' or ~1D.<,tiun hcing k\'ioo agH.insl llWIICl;I,. ;'l~ents:, :Jnd
empJo)'ccs of MMTCs., 8S lun~ :LS Ihr}' arc rc1,:isll:rcd with IIl~ ()eplirtmeni of Health
and are anlll:;; in complbnc:e with not onl,- the text of tbe amendment but witb olhu
IcgisblioD and regullllil)nS adopted as set furth in ~nd ronsiSlent with the
AmelldrneDI.

{h) DrFINI liONS. For rlJrP"SCS of Ihl' ~,<:riUll. [ht.' foll.1wlng \,(lrd~ :tnd ll:mlS sil.111 h:,v(' tilL'
folhw,ing rnc.1nings.

( II "()dll IIta! ill~ I\k'c!it:;11 CondlliOf1" I\IC<lns CJOCt:r, \:pill'p~>" gl"ucCl[Ju, pn'r1I"'~ statu" (or

hUl11lll1 immuf1l'llclil,;icm:y virus (HI V), atquil1..'J immune lkllCICIlCY ~:mdnHnc (.A JI)S I, POS1
traumatic slr\:ss disorder (PTSD). amyotrophic lateral sckmsis (AI.S), Cn)hn's disea.se,
Pari.:inSC1n's disease, multiple ,~lcr()SIS, or l.Uwr ddlililaling medical conditions of the ~"IIC kind
nr cl:t.';s:l~ or cumparahIe 10 Ihose enumerated, arHJ for which i.\ physician ht:lievcs lhm lh~

mcdiwl usc ofmllriju::ll1:l ,v()Uld lihcly <lUlwclgh tht JJ\)t':lllial rn:ahh ri,;,k~ fOI a pati.;nL

Qualiryint; l>Chilit31ing Medic..1Conditions in('htdcs the li~tc:d ~pt.-cific dl"bililaliJ1~

conditions, but also indulk" IIny cumparabl(' d~"ilitJllingconditions for which Ihr
physidao bclie~C$ the:: potenri.11llencfit ouhn:igh~ the know., risk. An iodividu,.,
plly:"icbn rnakeq me dctenuinaticm if a cooditioll LS com jlllr.lbk to rhost list«l in the
text of the llmendml':al. Indh'ido:lls without a tlchilit:lting ('ondition wlluLd nnl
C1lLlllify to rt'ceive medic~1 mlirijulIn:t onder tlli~ Aln~ndmt.'DI.

----------'- ._---,-
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(2l··(~·"anmcnr·' mc-aJl~ 11K: D~p:lnl11cllt ur 1kutch t)r I\S succcssor agency.

C~) "ldcJllili,;Jlion (:..1rd" JI1<:ans a l!lloClIlllCl11 i!>..slJd hy lhc f.xpo:utlllcni Imll idcn(Jtlt:s ~ qu:tlifying
fMlil:nt or II ~:arcgivcr.

(4) "Mari.ilJan~'·has the lrK'aninr. given l'~lfll1ahjs in Sccli,)n l!93.02(.1). Florid;\ Sl<tlull's (2014),
and. in lIddilinn. "'o\\,·'I"IIC c~ll1nahi~-;isddil\~'\.l in s.cclinn .18I,986f I )(n). Florida SlalUll's

(20 14), ~h... ll :.Lso be ioduded in thr Iliciining (1( the (eml "marijlliln:J.··

Tbe dcfinilioll uf Me:diC"..l1 MarijU:4Dlt iDclud<'-,~ alll'urn:nl sl:llutll~' dcfiniliuns of
c-anuabis (ur mcdkal wllrijullnll). The efftcluf (be: laoguil~c is lu lt~un: thr
tJefinition c:lonQt be chungl'd in ;l wa)' Ihal Iimil~ tbl' s('()rw of Ihe llpplk;1tioD of Ihi!>
pro~'ision. S«tion 893.02(3). 1'1:1. S....It. (2014), ddil'lc-~ "I:annllbts" ali -all parts of the
plant orthr l!~us Canllilhi.~,wheth('r growing or not; the ......"t.'t!s Iben.'of; the n'SiD
eXlrlil1l'd from :my pan of Ihe [>Jail I; and (,l'a)' I:ompouvd. llIanUfilClurc, ~alt,
tJeril·ali"l.'. mixlure, ur preparation of tire IHlICI or ils seeds or ~ill,~ Seetinn
JHI.9tj(,{ I){b). FI:.l. SIlIL, dl....'C·ribes -'Low·Tlfe C:JDDahh" a.s: lot "Iunl of tht' genu.\
C:aftOIl!}ts, til(.' dried 001l'C~of which wnt.in n.H fl£rrenl or 1l':\.S IIf

tetraJ,,.dnll:llnn:tbinol and mon' Ib::tn 10 PCrl"eDt oh~nnahidi(ll wei~ht fOf ~cighl:

the :oorl.'d..~ the",-or; ,be n:,sin Cltracted from asy put of such ph,nt; Of IIny compound.
manufadure. S<\1l, dtrivuti\'I.', mixture, or I'fepanlti"n ofsurh piaul ur il" seeds or
~in tbat i:-; dis[K'nsOO "ul)' (mOl II dl"rtDsin~ O~lIni/.JIliCln.

(5) "Medical Marijuana Irc:umcnl Cent('r" (MMTC) mC:lIls:\o ~~Iltily thai a~'-Iuire~, <:11111 ... ;-,1(',.

POs.o;cssc.s, prlX'CSSCS (in.;luJint: d<:'v~~lopl11cnl of n:lated products 'u.eh as rl>uJ. lin<:turc-s, acmso b .
•)ils·, or oinlrncob), If311Sfcrs, [Y(1n:>p0rts, sells. disHih-UIC5. dis.pcns<:s. or administers llhlCiju'lIl'-l.
pl'OdUl:ls ',,"laining m:lrijll:llla. n:lal~d suppli~, {)f educational materials lo q\J:llit~illg p3ticnls or
thl'ir (arc.:;.ivC'r~ an<J i~ rL'!;iSll:red hy the: 1)cp.1rtmt.:rll,

This Amendmenl allows for MMTCs to rtogi:-;tcr with tbe Departmenl of HeaJt1llu
engage in 1I v~riN)' or tli.o;crde activitifS. as oYllineii. MJ\-tTCs must ~ re<~islcred III
en~a~e in sn}' 1)( thc :lcli'l-'iti~ li~t~'l.l ill 1111: definition. but do JWI hue til cnga~e in aU
oflhem. Ilor uawpk. a culln'lItnr rna}' bt' ~i.sll:red scp:lralely from:ll diSIIC~I')"

Slime of 'he llcth'itil,'S Jisl«l may ()\'crlap btl'w~'eu the variollS MMTC!; (sucb liS

possessiD~medical marijU::lnll).. Tht" Amendment provide.~ for multiplf.' ~'rcs of
MMTCIl, indudilllo:. bul nflt nf.'ce~:lril)' li",iloo 10: colth'3tion: r)lv.K:~siD~;

distrihu'ing; dispensin/:; transportation; lind administr.ation. Tlli.... 11ingnllJ:c alkJws
cros.'lownership ofMMTC~ hut doe<o not require any UrnlS owncMhip or MMTCs.
1\ requiremcnllhal a sin~tf.' !\o1MTC mG."t pcrfurm all MI\tTC fUUClions "'fluId t:x-.
(on'nu)' to tbe Ian~ult~c llDd intedl of tbi~ AnlL'odment, which clean)' (';.'III!! for a
\~riety ofbusinl$s functinns in tlle langu~e. The: Amendment nlw llJlH"'~ Ihe
Il'fidlllllrc til ~rt rl':ironabl~ limits on llwDCnhip or multiple MMTCs hy ~DY

tlperatol'. This oWIJ~n;hipstnH~tll", i~ inl~DtJed to fu!\lcr and ~IIPflort 'be sufficicnl
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;naiblhilil)' of medidll m:.trijuana. n'a.wnabl(' '-001, and slife US(' for Ilualilil'(1
patients.

16) -~kdical u.~c" mcan.~ Ihe' acquisition. ['l\)~S(;SSI(>ll. usc, "('ii,'I.'!)'. (fan~tl:r, or :ldmlnt<,tratipil of

,In amounl of marijuan.a nOI lJl c()flf1ict with l)cparllllcnl ruk", or or rt:l<th:tl surplic~ by OJ

qu,alirymg /'l<1.1il.'n[ or caregIver for U~ hy Ihe c:J"c1!iH~r's dC"'ign.1h:d qualil~ing, r~licnl 1(,1' 1111.'
l"l.';t1l1ll:nl 0(:1 dcbilil<lling mcdic;)1 conditioll.

This definilioll intends 10 l':t!ClImpliSs all ,I('thit)' cll1;:lIj;I.,(J in by a qUlllilyin~ p:aliellt
and his ur her l':l~i\'crlI«es~al]' for tbl: trclttmenl of lbe qu~lifying pati('[ll'~

dchilil:ttilt~Dll-diclil cunditiull willi medical marijll;lull Ihat is cOIJ~istf'1l1 ,"ith the
text orlhc Amendment.

(7) 'l';lrcgi\Tr" mC:Jns :1 pcl'SC1n WIIO is at k';,,1 lwentY-1.)m: (21) year:;; ()Id "dt\l ha' agre:cd II)
:ls-si:;l wil11 a iju:llit~ing palil.'nl'~ rm:dic31 usc ofmarijU!Jn'1 :lI\d has qualifted for and o~)tain~u ,I
c-drq~i\'t:r idcnliflc:tli'.\ll card is..\uL:d ~y the [}Cp:lnllimL The I)C'1\~nrn<,nlllJay limillhc nlll1ll:~,:r ,II'
4uaJif)'int~ rali('lll~ II carq;ivL:r may :ls~i:;.[ al l)lK:' lillll.' :Jnd thl' Illllllhl.'r of larc"~i"cr~ lha\ a
4uCllifying ~licl1l may have al ()~ llOh', Can:givcrs <lf\: prllllltJil....d fwm ,onsllming m;lrijll<lJ1<l

oht;,inC"d 1{lr me:tJiuluSI.' hy [hI:: qlkJlir~'inl:'- ralil~nl

Tbis defillition allows ror the J)cpal1mCQI of Hl".llll1 (Il Jtlllce r'CltWRable limits un the
numbu of qualifying llatknls oor ca~in:rnu,' be allmnd to assist, and on 'he
lIumber of can-gh'en; thaI onC' q":IllifyiDg fY.. tie:nt m;ly be ulluwcd to ha\'t' "I lise snmf
limt-o Under the text of the /\JDl:ndmcnt. the l)el)llrtmcnt could not lIt't (,ilbcr
nUlDlJer III 7.em. but could ~t" II hi~hcr number for Ihe nllmher of qu;llifyill~ patieDI.'i
II carcr;:ivcr mil)' ~~isllllld Ihe nunther (}f c~In'~i\'C'n; :a qU:dir)'illg patieDI may he
allowed 10 hay\"~ Thill prm'b;inn also requino:> Ihal care~i\'~rs I>t lil klIst 2 J ~'l';trs Qld
lind IJlioltlbcy IIhl.:lin :In identification card.

('1) -I'hysiciilO ~i:rtjlil:dliHn"mc:lll5:1 wril1i:1l dOL'ul11l:nt signC'd I,:> a physil;ian. sl:lling that in tJII.'
pl1y~ici~Il's rn)lc:;.~i(lnal 0plnlllil. til<: pali"111 su(fer~ frOIll a dl:bilil;llin~', mctli-::I' c(lo<litioll Ihal
11K' m-.:<lical usc of IllMijuaJlJ ",ould likely olll""L'igh Ull' po[cnliJII hC:llln ri<.ks ti~r the flulicnr. and
for how lonr lJle physji;iaJl !\.X:JlInmcods 111.... medical U~ of m3rjjll:m~ fc.r '~'IL' puricnl. A
physician -:cnifk:II,on may only he provided after the phy~il:ian ha~, COOd\ICICd J rh~ ~i~al

I.'xaminaIion ;md :1 full :\SS~':>!oml::llt l)I" Ihl.' rrn:dical hislOr.l' 01" Ul\: put ienl, In l)l'dcr I'LlI' a F'h~':;i..:;an

L'.:rtilil:alion ,,, nc is''lIc~ ll' a millOI', a fl'lrenl .>r legal guilftlian "I' the mintlT mUSl Cl>f'SClll in
writing.

(Juder Ihis :amendment. lbiDUr..; ma~' not receive Medical MllrijU2U ~'itlt(HIt the
written rod~enl of thel ... pltn:'nl or legal ~uan.lilln. T"'u rr.trt~ of fhe Amendmenl
provide th~~ ~ftglJ:&rd: fint. ph~-sici:lllS may onl~' pro\'ide :! l."Crtification to a minor
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child when tbe parcnl or Itglll ~lUInJcln has conscolCf' in wrilin:::; :IDI! Solo'cond. the
Ucpal1mcnl nf Ur-altb :dbo must I"«'~in' written cOn:i.('nl fmm Ihf" (lilrtutllr Il-gal

~1I3nJiall hdil~ js~uilll? an i-t.\cniilk"'ioll clird 1o :l minur, in :lfidiliull to till'
I'hY!'iOician cel1ifibition.

f to) "()ualilying ["1I1<:nl"' Ilwan~ a perslln \\'ho has ht'cn diagnosed to h<l"C: <I dc:biI11aTill~ mcdi~;J1

wnJitinfl, who has <I physic.:illn c.:nili..:ati{.ln .toU a valid 4wliiying f1'!lI<:m id(:nli(j~ali()n c:mi. Ir
the Ikrar1JlH:nt JOt"!; not bq:in issuing IdClllili,<JI:on ~rds \lilhilillille (9) month, ;I lin !.he
c'll"'l:livc dale n(thb ~cdion. Ihen J valid physi(ian c.:cr\llilAltilHI ""ill serve as 3 paticrll
idcnlilic:Jlion GIJd ill onkr In :tll,)\I' OJ !'crsnn (i) hcCl)flll': a "qu:lli(ylllg paticnt" untillhe
Ikraruncnl ht:gins issuing idmtilicatinn card"

A qualir~'iag Ilztwnf is a I)(nun \<'ho~~n di ..go(l,';cd ·..Iith a dt'hilibtting m~il.-.I

condition. who hll~ jj pbyski:lD c(--r(iflC.. liQu. and a valid id(ntificatiop urd, IJnllN
thi" Arnendml:nl, if lilt 1)l'lllIrtml:ulllf H~ltb dd.y)'~ i.~:<uing idClltifiClltilln canis to
qllalifyinJ: patil'ut:<l and nrcgivcn or r-efll.:ll"S to du ~Il, 'he valid ph)'siei:tn
l-ertiliolfilln ~Slled 10 a paticnt will ~nc a.~ II patienl idcDliliClltilln card (or
purplkWS of :!cc-essing me<.\irnl marijuana lIDd pro\'idi~ ~al pn,lcclion 10 tbe
patienl uDtil ~uch :t timt as tbe Dcpllrtmcnl bas cumpllL-d "ilh i'~ oblielitillns III
is~1N: idellofi(";lti01l cllnh.

(c) LlMI rAllONS,

The gcncf".11 purpose of I his sedion i\l to make clear lhc limibtiolls of Ibis
amendment, This AIIII:mlml'At is intruded tu flldlitsll: Ihc propu ost" Ilr ml--di~1

mllriju:toa in Ibe manDcr provided b}' tile AmcnLlmcDt ~lI,d lOl>rl"'ide legal
pror«lton~ lind is not intnlded olhe",,~ 10 affect rrillliollllllw (includia~other
I)ruhihitinns OD marijuana UM:, (JlI!l.~K~ion. produclion fir sale), Q~litt'nC'C llt~·,

medial ethics or malpntdic(', or insuraacl: law.

(1) Nothing ill this ,,"'Clion :tll()W~ filr a "iol:!lion or ~ny law other th:lll fi:1r CN\du('\ in ,om[1lianL:l~

w ilh lhe [lf0visiol!;' of UI is ....-.:li(m.

(1) Nnlhins in thi~ Sl;diol! Sh~lll "lTed llr rCp'':;!1 la~~ n.:1"tinl~ In non-m~d~'al U~t:. r<l~'L",si<1n,

[1rnd uct lOll. ~Ir S<Jh: ofmMiju;In;l.

n) Nothinr, in thi;, :'<''Clion authorizes th ..' U~' or IIIcd ic.:.:.d m.ariJI1.1n~ by an) (IItL' IIlher Ih:1I1 :l

qualil~illg rut;c.:nl.

(~) Nothll1g. in !.his sL-.:lion stwll pcrmitlhc opetation of :lily vchick. aircrali, Ir.lin or h(\~t whik
und~ 111c innucnce 1)1' marijuana,

---.------------_ ..
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TlIis Amrnd~nldcK~ onl alTl'I.'llb<: ,urr~nl sfatufll~' pmhibiftou un the I)JXnlliun
ul" 1I \'chide. aircrart. tr.. in or bo:dl wbilr uuder Ihe intluence IIr marijuaua, The
IL~islatun'may 11ll.~S additionJ J:aws reg:lrdiu~ uf)t'r:t1in~ 010101" \'chides under the:
illfJuen,X' of MM.I.

r:') ~\)lhing illlhi~ scctinn ITqlrir~s tJl~ "i"I;lllOn nl'kcknl law M purp·<.>rb 10 ~i,'c 111\I1HlIlil)
undef fe-lcr.ll 1(11\'.

Thi" Ilmv~n is L'CluK:cJ in Ihe Uallot SUlOmary. and Wilkes dell I" 10 Florida y..lel's

th.:al tbis Amendment doc.; 001 cb:Angc Ftdcrall;lw. under whidl muijullnll is
currently prollibired, hUI whkh thr Justice JkpartmC,'nt hus stated if d04:',\ lIut inl,'nd
fo de"ote n:SlIurCL'S to pro.'It'Cutc marijuana usc cllmplyin~"ith "laIc mt'di\'al
marijullDa !lh.h.~ In mo~ "'$(';'I. A 200 I)(JJ mmw sbt,'S Ihat frtler.. ' cnrnrcl'menl
priori(k~ for marijuaaa will include rnse.s iU\'olving orgaoiY..ed crime :.tlld Ihl.'
Intrf'lck.i~ of otbcr illicit su bSbJlCes, di"c:rsion of th~ D1urijl13na io 0111"1" ~t"tei

"I'Ihl."n: iI i~ prohibilt'd. pn:H:nting th(! di..~lrihutioll ofm:trijuliDu (0 miRo", and

11n.....·utlng use of ur producoou of mliriju:I03 00 federaJ Iandl' or Ilrol~rl,·.

Additi(lIlall)'. the -Hl)hr3barhl'r-Flirr A01ClldlllCllt~enucted by COlll:n:s.\ :IS r~rt of
II relkraJ llpprop"iations hill prohibits tbe tJaited ~1<ttes Departmenl of Justice
("I>OJ") from upeDdin~ funds to ulldcrmi8t state laws .authorizin~ tbe U!I£ and
di!ltrihofjoo of mWiesl marijuana.

(0) Nf>lhlllg illlhis se>clion~hnll rcquin.: >lny lU:comm,x!ati<lll or aIlY lin-site m,'di':al u\c or
marijuana in any correctional inslilluion or dCl<:ntKlII facility or place of ~dll(.:ati()n or
employment. or "f srn(l"ill~ Tnl'tlic.aJ nlllri,ill:lI\;1 ill <lily plIhlic place

Tbi~ seC'tiOD. makes dear that th" i\ull"Ddmcnt d()('S not require Ihlll ibe s-moI01I: IIf
nlf'dkal nUlrijulInlt IK: aJlowcd iu public unli"l' ,be pmpcr usc ofmcdirallllurijuallll
i.u a Ilrivllt~ pla~ wbicb is nui iII~1l1. Tbis pnl\'isioD :also Rl.a.krs dellr thai ibt:
:amcndmcII( d04."lI nul chliDge current 11oI",~ rcllttiDg 10 the Ulll' or m:uijullna in
scbool... c/'rYt'ctlOft institu(iuDS. dctl'ntion raciliiks, lind places of employmcn1. While
lbe :amcndmmt unly 8d{!re!i~ ~~Ulokin~"~rxx:ific-a")'. (be legislature lind/or local
l!o\'crDml.'nIS 01;11)' "m~cl r~,~lrktiflns on olher forDis of L'OtlSnmprlon of rnarijulIn3 in
u public ('Illtcc.

(7) Nothing in this scuion shall reqllire allY h<:3llh insurance I'l'Ovickr Of any :;'I\\'cmmem :Ij;;cm'y

(1( aUlhmil)" 10 rcimhllrsc any 1:lI:~H1 ror e:-:pen<;,cs felated \() the medicillll~ of OlarijUitna.

Thill lIt'Clioa mukes clear tht DO iU~urdncc Ilro\'idcr or ~o\·t'rument lI~('n('y will hI'
n:quin:d 10 ~y for cll~n~ rcLatl't.l to the uS(: of mtt.liuJlnarijl12na,

----- .- .----
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(l~) NOlhmg in Ihis scclion~hall alli:d or repc;"!1 I:I\\'~ rdOlling 10 Ih:::gllg;::Il\A: "r I>ml"cssi,'nal
malpraC1i.::c \)n Ih{' part ora 4wliiril."(! paticllL \:.trl:~'.ivcr, physici'lIl. r...1[\.frC, I)r it, <l~t:nl~ or
l:mplll:'t:Cs.

Thi" sectill" is intended to mak~ dCllr tbal existil1l! laws relating to prnfl'Ssiuual
C'3re.,. !l('~li~rol.'C or malpr:u:tkt n-main in ('"eN. For \·xllmpk.:J doctM n'm;lill.s
PIII\'OlillIlJ liabk for n(h~r dhi('!; \'iolatioDS ur mlllpl':letke (ummiUcll ~'hile tre"Cin::
:t qualifying ,Iatient. :lnd :tlw rttrl;\ins rKlte:otiall:,' liabk jf the ph:,,-,;iei:Jn ccrtifi(-.. Iitln
i~ made ill a IIIllnllCr IhatllOt'S nol comply' wiib tbe rcquirclllfots of Ihis :tmrndI1Jl"nl.
Addilionall~',qualifyiag plllients remain liablc: for nC1!:ligcnt conducl :inti
proftssionaJ mlllprllClkt r~<lrdJ("S.sof Ihe !llhel' J)I'()Iel:liulIs ift Ihe: Amendmenl fur
Lhcir IDC'dk21 uS(' of marijuana.

(d) DUTIES 01' 1'111: I>I':/'}\ RTMENT. The I kp:mmcl11 :;lull ISsue rc:l.~onnhk rq:u!ali\ms
11~(;,~sar)' ]()r the imrlcmcnl:lti"ll <lnd <:11J"or,cment .·)rll1i.~ ".:~:lil'[1. The fWrpn~c "I' Ih~: rq.:.ulaliol1s
is 1\) ~'nstln: the avallabilily amJ Sarl' us.c ol'mcdi~,t1ll1ar!;UalliJ hy qllal 11\' jne. pillk11b. It i:; Ihe
dUI)' "r Ihe I)cfh1nlllclII III rrornul~~OIIC rc-r\lbliul1~ ill a lirn<:ly f:l.,hi'ln.

Tbis sertioft rC'(lulrt~ Iht l>t'partmcul (If 1I('",11U1 to adopt rea~nnllllJ.c regulalioll.\l tu
impkmcnt tbti AmeJldmrnlUnd 10 provtde for lhe 1I"IIi1llbility and safe uS(: or
nU'dical mllrij uanll. The inlenl of these re~ul:lliun)i is 10 r;Kilitat~ the Ilrnvi.,io-u of
mwinl marijuana to quaJjJ}ing I'atienl)i in a ~"rt' m.aUDer. The fnllllwinr::
sub..'!e("l'iOftS d~rilJC the dulks nf Ihe I.lepllrtmf."nl "·jlb regard In is.'min:: plIlienl and
rnn-eiver idcatifie:ttion cards. aDd r~i!stc:ring I\1MTC.~. Thl' inklll nf Ihis pro\'isiull
wOtlld prT\-c:nl unn('c:t~Y) ;u)(1 [Jo~)mnahle hllrdelts Oil an:f.·ss 10 Im..diral
m:lrijllDIIOI su("h 31' lIrhilr.lf)· or ,,,'('rly rt:stri<'lin' limits on I~ num bet" 01' sue or
MMT<.:s Of' liD unre.asunllbk delay in pro",u~aling n.-gul2tiorlS and rt~i1iCcrin~

MMTCs. The final !>ubsto<'liun alluws fur citilA'n t'Qron:eUlf.'DI in cUllrl if Ibe
Department does not i:s.~uC' rensouhlc lind nt'Ct':"'~ry r~ulalions in a timl.'1y malln('r.

(I) Irnp!Crlll:nlUI/i Rcgullllions. In Ndcr to allo\\ lhe ()l:jlart1TWfll ~Ilrlkicnt lime atler p'l\Sagc of
this scclilm, Ill\' following r<:1!ulalious sfulll or pmmul~all:J no lalcr than si:-; (ttl months alit..'T Ihe
cff.,:ot:l ive date {If Ihi~ sCl:tiuf1:

a. f'nx:cdur~:'. '(.If Ih<: iSSUaIKC <.Inti annll;]1 rcnl'\\'31 ,)1 qualifying patient idcnul'ic<ltioll _'anJs 1\'
p<:'oplc with Ilhysician CCr1ifi,,;llions ;md slandards I(lf rcnr" ,II of such idcnlifi cal inn card~.

Hclorc issuin:,~ an idcrtlif~':lIiol\ card 10 a mir\llr. tilt: lkr;lrtn'll:nl mUSI rt'cl'ivc written ,,\n~nl

from the miMr"s r~fCllI 01 kgal guardian, in adllili0n Inlh" physician (I;rtifiellion.

h. rro(cJufC'S cSLahlishing l/uali'kalions and s'Wrl<.!ards fnr C:Hcrin:rs. in<.:llldill¥ l'pnJlI<:lin,:
:3rrropr;:lIc b'l(I.~r"uru.l<:h<:d"s. ano prrxcdurcco; ti)r' Ill.: iS~lIall<:e ani.! iUlnual r<:ncw:l! "I' c:H'l:gi"",
ideol itic:lIl1)n cilnJs,

?

---------- .... --_..._-
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TlJe i!llcnt urthis sectiun is III en$urc tllallhe Depar1menl h:u adequate inrormatinn

lIbout all clirTgi\'cl'"S and tall enSlin' thaf c-an:giwrs are a<J('qualt:1~' rt~llonsible In

sU"\'C as can-givers for quaJirit-d Ilslients.

c ProcC(JUfc-,s !tlr the rcgistmllol1 Df ~'!1\,n l'~ lhalilldu.k: procedures 1(11 lhc i:.:iu<ll1cc, r~rte\I;iI

Sll'renSlm, (1I1J n:vu\:,lliDn PI' rq~istl'ati(l[l. :JnJ st3nltlrd~ 10 cns.urc rr0[l('r M.·\.·urit~,. record
I..eeping, IC::;lrol;;. lahelint'., in'pel·lif>ll.•.IIIU ,;Jed)

This SC'ction rt'f(lJir~s the Uepartmenl of H~llih III impw.c sf:mcJ:lII'd:<. for n:-gislcrio~

lind rcglllarin~MMTCs. The standard.s lUusl be rC:lsonahle and II t'c('sS31')' to ensure
fhe avnilahilif)' lind safe' use of mcdic::sl marijuallil h)' qWllifyin~ patieUIs. The
T>cllartment of llealth sb:t11 not rl."~istcr M!\olTr, until the MMTCS ;sre in
compliance with the <'Slllhlisht'd st:md:lrds. Thl.' Department sball t"Shlbllib
!I1nndards for profX'r secanty, rei:ord kecpinl;l:, lC"lling. l"bcliB~, ill~pc:{-tilln, lind
s:Jfet~'.

d, A n:gu!alion thai dcfll1e, the J.lTlounl o(m~riJlIaIlJ thal wu!d rCJl"(lrulhl~ tx pre"umCii ,,, he';ln
jHIC\jU:l11' supply (or qualiryinS prttil'l\b' IIK'diclil U!>c, h~S('d Oil 1111: r..:'.1 a\'ail:Jhk .'\'idl'lle..:. 'l1,i,

prcsLJJllplil>n a... In quantny rnay Ix: (I\,crcomc with '.',id':IlCt, 01 iJ rar1i":lIlur qualifying rali<'nl'~

:Jrrmpriatl' rn..:dicat ll-'C,

The intent of Ibis pnlViswn i~ to ~iH the ()cp»Hment of He.;lttb the: aUlbority 10 Ii mil
the amQunt of ml.'dit-:.I m':lI'1juana n qaaiifying pafu>nl ma~' pnn:h.llR :illll'l)' ~i\'en
lime_ In ollll:r sllllt~ wilb medi~1 mlirijuuDli progl':Jmsc, lin "'l1th:qullle SIlPpt~·" is a
t,'rm lhal il'i gcncrnll}' unden>luod til he 3 suppl~" r.lD~i~ frum JO-l}(1 d;lY~. Huw(."\'l:J".
thi.. provisioll ;llklws for qUlLliryin~ p~tients 10 increase thi:ir SlIppl)' Ik-)'und the limit

t"'ltablished 1>)' lhe: Oepartmenl if a ~re:ah:r amuuDt is llPllropriale fur 11 (Y..tHknlar
q ualif}'illg puf,icnt's medic-al use.

(2) IdcntiliC;'l{lon ..:anls :mJ rcgi~tmli(llls,lhcDepartmenl snJl1 h~gin i....~uin!!. yualilymg palil'llI
:mel carcgivl:r iJcnliric.alinn cards. and fI::gi:-.[erin~~ r-,'!\1TC's 110 bIer thall nine: (9) mr>nlhs aHer the

clT,dive date nfthb X~li'\11.

(3) If the 1>cp:IT1mcnl doc;, not is~ue r~~ul:Jtinn<;, or 11th<- Ikp.arlmcnt docs nol ~gin is<.uill)!
iuenlifit:,llion ortis am1 rt'gis(cring 1\.1MI ('s wlthll1 th, lime limits set in thi"sCCli')Il. ,111::- FlurioJ
citil'cn srutll h3 ... 1: ~1.allJing to '-Cck jlj{1 ;<:1['\1 relid'In compel c\lmrl iancc I\' ItJl the [kpurlllIcnl',

consliWliunat JUlies.

This IlnJvlsi.ID gi\'C!I an)' I'klrida citiz.en rt:.IDdin~ to seck judici>lJ relid 10 romfX'llh('
[)('(Jllrfmcnt into complian« "itb il.; daty, ~egulatiolls lhal would hllvc the cffc'('l of
preventing sUC«Sl>flll. timel»' implementation of tile pJ"U'~ram ("nsislenl 'I\'ilh ,It~

intcBb "nd purJl()S4.~of the Amendmenl would fail tl) slllisf}' Ihe reqlli ....ment for
rea.sonablc r(1,:ubJlion....
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(4) ('he OCpartmcnt sh~11 P{JJt~d lh,: <;onlidcmiality Dr ;111 Qualit~ill~ r;lIicnt~. All rcconh
iAlIlwining the ideiltit)' 01 qualifying f)'lIicnlS ,hall be c<'Jn1iJcntial an<! Kcpllrom publil'
disdDsurc other lhan lin vali<J mcdic<ll or l.aw .:nfOrt':CJnclll purpo$("s.

(c,l UJjISLATION. NOlhlllg illthi,~ section shall lirnitlh~' Icg.i.oilalurc from cnacting laws
,on.~islcnt with this :><:dion.

This Am('ndmeut du,-'S nut rl'fJuirt or Mctlllll)' Icgislati\'C implementation 10 lake
df-t'cl. U01H\'cr, the Ltogislalurc mllY pass laws titllr further tbc inteRtaRd pu~cs
of tbi\ amendment, llnd the (~Iaturcma~' fl'lI'~ !:\ws thill olhcnvise expand acCl'S~

to marijuana. lIow,·\·tr. tbe Lell.i..'ihllllrc may nol plIs-s l:lwS that would be mnl rary to
the IHlf'IJ'OSt Ill" nullify this Am«:lldmcnt.

Note Illsn rhal lbr c~istinJ: Ill .... allowing (or ~COml)<fs~ioDl1ll:U~ of low-Tile and
medical cllnnllhi~~ foulld in Soctioll 3S1.l)lk" ~lori<lll Statutes., liMe adopl''d in 2010l
and amcnded in 2016, is nOI impkmt'nlin~ l~islllliCln for thl!! AQ1endnlC:lll. Thi~
Amclulnu:nt delin,~ rnl-dklll mllriju:ID:l ditTercolly 1I11d the scolW IIJ:1d !\tand:u·tfs for
this amendmcnt JlrC intended to pro\'idc: hrO'.Id~r al:r~ III Inure IIU:lIit:~'ill~ palknts
than provided for in tbe i:,\isting stJlttlte:s.

(f) SEVERA I1IL1TY. The pruvisions or rhis ~cclioll ~ "ncf.thk and if all)' claw;~, sen It:ncr:.
fXlm~fJrh Dr sccli()n of lhis m<:ll.~urc, or:tn :lpplil'.;ltiun tncH:ot. is IIdj1lrtfWd invalid by 3 cour1 (If
cl)m~1cntjurisdicli(lnother proVi~I(\Il~ sh411 continue ((\ he ;n cfti:'l:llo til<: flJllcS1 c:-:lcnl
[":,s-siblc.

Short summsry of the Pl'O(ess b" \\'hieb snmWDe accesslos ml.-dk:J1 m2rijunna from an

MMTC under tbis AmeDdmHlt.

Ikfore :l pcrs.;n Ol:ly l,t>tain rncdic<ll marijllllll.,. til" liJ1lowing cHndilinns must i\l:CUr:

I Tlll:: palienl musl visit :l Iic(~llscd F1urid'l physician. WIl<:I'('lIp()rll~ rh)'siciall Sh;lll wnduci ;\11

":.'I.aminal!on and full aSSL"SiJlll:nt olthe palient's nwdical hi~lury In delcn11l1lC (hl.~ wh.:tht'f the
piJli('TlI ha~ a ddHlil:lring llluli;;aJ condition, :md "",heltler lh.t: usc of mcdi(.sl tnllrijuana snnuld he

considered.

2, r-h,~ flh:-~k,i"lllllllSl ~onclllJc lh:ll: (:,) in his Uf her professional <)pinil)ll. the patienl sutlers
Ii'om iJ detlililaling medic;'! I rondition: (0) lh<lllhc pOlcmi:d !x'nctib 01' using mllrijuana likely
ulIlwcigh any hC:lllh ri~k:': <llld (..:) the s'jX'Cilicd I1rne pc-r;<)d fur which the pn>-'siCian r,~Cl.'lrllf~:nJs

Ihe usc of medic:l1 nlarljl';ln:l,

----------_.._--- ._------------
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:i. The physicia.n rnusl ccrtiry the all<"'~' in <l signed. ",rillen slalL'1nt:nl.

4. L'sing lhe ph~sici:tn's ccniti.:atioll, the p:lln:nl lIlusllhcn oNain an id<:nlitic1liofl can! from the:
Flurida [)cr:,nmcnl of II.:alrh.

5 1\ C{ualif),jng p;lliclll is Incn permitted to:,:o tn an MMTC to ohtnin medical rnariju:ioa It) all
amount not in c:\c-c>.s of Inc 1111.)\\'<1hl.: limit as Jcfinccf by Ul<: Florid:! Ikp:u1.nlclI( of t k311h.
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Minion:
To prolBd, prIIIllllIB &II!IIlIlWC 11111 heeltll
dill peopIlIln flolIdllhlllllgh MlIUrallld
lIIIt&, cou~ &comllullly elforts.

Vlalon: To be 1IIe HealtlIhIII &tate In lIie NIItiln

February 2, 2018

Rick Scott
Govemor

C8Iede Philip, MD, MPH
SUllleoIl GeneIlll5ld Sea8tBry

Maijorie C. Holladay, ChIef Attorney
Joint Administrative Procedures Committee
Room 680, Pepper Building
111 W. Madison Street
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-1400
holl~day.mBrjorle@!eg.Btate,f1.uB

Via electronic transmissIon and U. S. mall

Re: DOH Emergency Rule 64ER17-2

Dear Ms. Holladay:

Thank you for your letter dated October 9,2017, regarding the above referenced rule which was filed
with the Department of State on September 19, 2017, and published in the September 21, 2017, Issue
of the Florfda Administrative Register. The Department acknowledges that the length of time it has
taken to respond is out of the ordinary and would like to take this opportunity to clarify.

The passage of Article X. Sedlon 29 of the Florida Constitution ("Amendment 2") has created an
unprecedented situation for the Department regardIng the procedural Implementation of the
con8tltutlonal amendment consistent with section 381.986, Rorlda Statutes (2017). The Department is
clearly mandated by Amendment 2 to Mpromulgate regulations" withIn six months of the effective date of
the amendment related to: (1) the issuance of patient Identification cards; (2) procedures fer the
registration of Medical Marijuana Treatment Centers (-MMTC); (3) standards for regulating the
MMTC's and (4) the amount of marijuana that is defined as an adequate supply for qualifying patients.
See Article X, Section 29 (d)(1) of the Florida Constitution (-the following regulations shell be
promulgated no later than, .. ,")(emphasla added). Moreover, Amendment 2 granted standing to all
Florida citIzens to seek judIcIal relief agaInst the Department in the event'the regulations were not
timely implemented. See Article X, SectIon 29 (d)(3).

Section 381.986, Florida Statutes (2017) expanded Amendment 2'8 directive to the Department to
88tabUsh a comprehensive regulatory framework via the promulgation of rules and granted limited
emergency rule power to expedite the process. See section 381.986 fn 2, Florida Statutes (2017),

Thus, the Department was charged with directives from both the voters In this state (Amendment 2) and
their eleded representatives (section 381.986). To satisfy the dictates of both the Florida ConstItution
and seetlen 361.986, Florida Statutes, and meet the tlmellnes Included therein, the Department has
promulgated emergency rules and constitutional regulations under both authorities.

Immediately following the Department's adoption of Emergency Rule 64ER17-2, and Regulation 2-1.01,
which set forttl the process for the acceptance of applications In accordance with seetlon
381.986(8)(a)2, Florida Statutes, a con8tltutlonsl challenge WBS filed alleging that the license reserved
for a membar of·the Florida Chapter of the Black Fanners and Agriculturalists Association ("BFAA") was
an unconstItutional special law providing a benefit to a closed cl888 of applicants. Relying on the

IIfDlfda o.p......nt of H_11It
0lIl_ ell the o-ral Caun..
4052 SOl~W.y, Bin MI2 •TaliIh-. Fl3239t-17tl1
PHONE; 85W245-4OOll •FAX: 88OI41U743
P1ortdaHealttl.g_

•
Accredited Health Department

• : Pl.Ibllc Health Accreditation Board
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testimony of a representative from the BFAA, which revealed that the BFAA closed the application
process to a single applicant - effectively eliminating the competitive process - on January 9, 2018,
the Circuit Court granted the Plaintfff's request for a temporary Injunction restraining the Department
from moving forward with the applicatJon process. In his order, the judge held the closed class which
guaranteed a license to an individual applicant was an Impennissible special law. Soe Order Granting
Injunctive Relief, Smith v. Department of Haalth, No.2017 CA 1972 (Fla.2d Clr. Ct. Jan. 9, 2018).
Currently, the Department Is complying with the Order, and awaits potentlallegislative change ~o bring
the statute Into compliance with the Florida ConstlMlon. Changes to correct the statute will require
further changes to the application rule.

As the limited emergency rulemaking authority provided In section 381.986, Florida Statutes, expired on
December 31, 2017, In order to expedite the Implementation of Amendment 2 and section 381.986,
Florida Statutes, the Department considered moving forward with regulation promulgation pursuant to
constitutional authority alone. The Department's constitutional regUlation promulgation process Is more
streamlined, but Is transparent and provides opportunity for public Input. See Office of Compassionate
Use, ArtIcle X, Section 29, of the Florida Constitution, Regulation Development Procedure available at:
https:/!I.wNJ.flrules.orgfGatewayMew notlce.a.sp?ld=190a6610. .

Recent actrons by the legislature have made It clear that Its preference Is for the Department to move
forward under the authority granted In section 381.986 and Chapter 120, Florida Statutes. To
accomplish this, the Department must sIgnificantly revise Its rules to address the issues raised in your
comments below, comments in other letters, and the objection reports received January 30, 2018. For
example, components of the application rule that have been praised by the public and stakeholders for
transparency, expedient processing, and falmess wlllllkely require further review, revisIon, and
possible removal. These components include review by external experts, blind grading, contIngent
licensees, and page limitatIons. Removing these elements and addressing the objections outlined by
your letters and objection reports will cause further delay otthe next application cycle. These revisions
will also delay development of the general patient safety regulatory scheme such 8S rules on edibles,
appropriate pesticides, flnes for malfeasance by MMTCs, and patIent access through the issuance of
registry cards.

The Department will work to resolve these Issues and reqUired changes 8S qUickly as possIble.

The Department has reviewed your comments and provides the following response:

84ER17-2: The title of the rule in the notice of the emergency rule is different from the title of
rule above the rule text. Please explain which title is correct.

Response: "Appllcatlon for Reghrtratlon of Medical MarlJuana Treatment Centers"
Is the correct title.

Please explain why the rule and materlallncorporated by reference in the rule
text refer to "registration" instead of "licensure" of medical marijuana treatment
cental'll. See § 381.986(8)(a), Fla. Stat. (stating specifically fhat medical
marijuana treatment centers shall be licensed by the department); S99 a/so §
120.52(10), Fla. Stat. (defining a license to Include 8 "registration").

Response: Article XI Section 29 of the Florida Constitution, establishes "medical
marijuana treatment centers" and further provides for the "registration" of those
centers by the Department under the provisions ofArticle X, Section 29(d)(1 )e.
As you correctly Identffy that the definition of "license" under section 120.52(10),
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Fla. Stat. Includes the tann "reglstratlon,ft the Department's use of the word
"registration" is not in conflict with section 120.52, Fla. Stat.

Please explain why the Introductory paragraph to this emergency rule refers to
"this regulation." It appS8r6 It should refer to "this rule" or to "this emergency
rule." .

Response: This should refer to "thIs role" and not "this regulation."

UER17-2(1 ): Thle rule subsection states that, "the application [to become a medical marijuana
treatment center], once submitted to the department, shall be consIdered "final"
and that the department wlll not accept any amendments or supplements to the
initial appllca1lon.

Please explain whlcn staMe exempts the department from corr/plying with the
requirements of section 120.60(1). '" Thus, It appears the department must
provide an opportunity to correct an error or omission or supply additional
information requested by the department.

Response: Thank you for your comment. The Department will take this under
advisement 8S It works to resolve all Issues raised In this letter.

This subsection Incorporates by reference Form DH B013·0MMU-08/2017, Application for Medical
Marijuana Treatment Center Registration.

DH8D13-CMMU-08I2D17:

The department is setting a page limitation for all but one section for the narrative
responses required by the applIcation. Additionally. page two of the application
instructions states that, ·Pages in excess ofthe page limit will be removed from
the application prior to evaluation." Please explain how the page ~mitatlon and
the removal of pages from the applIcation Is not arbitrary and capricious,
especially when neither the rule text nor the app6catlon advIses the applicant
how each Item listed in each section or the application will be weighted. 869
120.52(8)(e), Fla. Stat.

Response: Thank you for your comment The Department will take this under
advisement as It works to resolve alllssuBs raised In this letter.

Page 2, Section 1: This section states that, -with the exceptIon of Sections 11.
14 and 15, Part II of the application will be evaluated using a blind grading
method and must be de-Identified: Please explain why the headers on pages 14,
18, and 19 of Form DH8014-0MMU-0812017, which are the scorecards for
sections 11, 14, and 15, reflect that a "Blind Grading Number" will be assIgned to
those sections. It appears to this statement conflicts with those headers.

Response: As stated In the first paragraph of the "Blind Grading" section of the
application Instrudlons, all applicatIons will be assigned a random application
number. Each part of the application will be provided to evaluators electronically
Identified only by the random application number for review. While the
infonnation responsive to Sections 11, 14, and 15 do not require de-identification,
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these sections win still be tied to the "Blind Grading Number- assigned to the
applicatIon as a whole.

Page 3: The form states, "The application [to become a medical marijuana
treatment center], once submitted to the department, shall be considered flnal"
and that the department will not accept any amendments or supplements to the
initial application. Please explain which statute exempts the department from
complying with the requirements of seetlon 120.60(1). see comment to 64ER17
2(1) regarding applicability of section 120.60(1).

Response: Thank you for your comment. The Department will take this under
advisement as It works to resolve all Issues raised in this letter.

Page 5, A.: Please explain how documentation from the Florida Department of
Revenue demonstrates that the applicant has been registered to do business in
the state for the prevIous five consecutive years.

Response: If an applicant has a business presence In the state, they must
regIster with the state through the Florida Department of Revenue for tax
purposes. If the applicant Is not a business entity structure that Is required to
register with the Department of State, DIvision of Corporations, then the applicant
may satisfy the requirement If they can provide the required documentation from
the Department of Revenue.

Page 6, D., second paragraph and *NOTE: Please explain why the two
references to "Pigford Class Applicanf' do not also InclUde a reference to the
class members of In Rs Black Farmers Utig. See § 381.9B6(B)(a)2.b., Fla. Stat.

Response: The usa of the phrase "PIgford Class Applicanr as indicated in the
find paragraph of D., Is an abbreviated way of referencing those applicants that
wish to be considered under Section 381.986(8)(a)2.b., Florida Statut9$.

Page 6, Section 1: This section is worth a total of 50 points, and the applicant is
limited to a four page narrative to address ten Items. It appears the applicant
should be advised of the relatIve. weight, percentage, or specific number of pOints
that the subject matter expert(s) reviewing the application will award each
applicant for each speciftc item to be addressed. Also, please explaIn how each
application is evaluated and scored if there are no minimum thresholds or
standards required for demonstrating each item enumerated In this paragraph.
See § 120.52(8)(d), Fla. Stat. .

Response: The applications are comparatively reviewed and the Identified items
In each section are those that the Department believes will allow the Department
to tufty evaluate each applicant In order to fulfill Its mandate to choose the best
appUcant(s). The Identified Items are not IndiVidually weighted and an applicant
may address them as It best suits the applicant's structure and organization. The
responseS provided for each section are to be considered as a whole and
evaluation and scoring is described In DHB014-0MMU-OBI2017, "Evaluation
Rubric and Scorecard for Medical Marijuana Treatment Center Selection.·
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Page 6, Sectton 1. Number 2.: Please explain what the department means by
"regIonal cultivation" and to what region the department Is referring. See §
120.52(8){d), Fla. Stat.

Response: This requirement can be read in its plain and ordinary meaning within
the context of the subject area of thIs Section. This requirement Is not a deviation
from the prevIous rule and application.

Page 6, sectton 1. Number 3.8.: Please explain what the department means by
"goQd agricultural practices." See §§ 120.52(8)(d), .54(2)(b)2.\ Fla. Stat.

Response: The applications are comparatively reviewed and the identified items
In each section are those that the Department believes will allow the Department
to fully evaluate each applicant in order to fulfill Its mandate to choose the best
applicant(s). The Identffied items are not Individually weighted and an applicant
may address them as it best suits the applicant's structure and organizaUon. In
addition, this requirement Is not a deviation from the previous rule and
application.

Page 8. Section i. Number 3.f.: Please explain what the department means by
"good handling practices." See 120.62(8}(d), .54(2)(b)2.. Fla. Stat.

Response: See prior response to Page 6, Section 1, Number 3.e.

Page 6, Section 2: This section Is worth 50 poInts, and the applicant Is limited to
a seven page narrative to address eight Items. See comments regarding page 6,
section 1.

Response: See prior response to Page 6, Section 1.

Page 6, Section 2, Number 1.e.: This section asks the applicant to provide 8

cultivation plan that will ensure a consIstent supply of safe medical marijuana that
addresses, "Inspection processes for pesta that endanger or threaten the
horticulture or agriculture of the state in accordance with Chapter 581, Florida
statutes." It appears this question should specify which sections of chapter 581
the department wants addressed. See § 120.52(B}(d), Fla. Stat.

Response: This item appears to be outside of the authority of section 120.54(1),
Fla. Stat.

Page 6, SectIon 2, Number 1.8.: Please explain why this question does not ask
whether the applicant's cultivatIon plan addresses the Inspection processes for
pests that endanger or threaten the horticulture or agriculture of the state In
accordance with any rules adopted pursuant to chapter 581. See §
381.9B6(8)(e}6.c., Fla. Stat. Also, it appears such rules should be specifically
Identified. It appean; this question may enlarge, modify, or contravene section
381.988. See 120.52(8)(c), Fla. stat.

Response: this Item appears to be outside of the authority of section 120.54(1),
Fla. Stat.
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Page 8, Section 2, Number 1.f.: This question asks the applicant to address,
"Fumigation, treatment, and plant destruction plans for Infested or infected plants
in accordance with Chapter 581, Florida Statutes." It appears this question
should specify which sections of chapter 581 the department wants addressed.
566 120.52(8)(d), Fla. Stat.

Response: This Item appears to be outside of the authority of section 120.54(1),
Fla. Stat. Further, this requirement can be read In Its plain and ordinary meaning.

Page 6, Section 2, Number 1.f.: Please explain why this question does not ask
whether the applicant's cultivation plan addresses fumigation, treatment, and
plant destruction plans in accordance with any rules adopted pursuant to chapter
581. See § 381.9S(B)(e)6.d., Fla. Stat. It appears the Department of Agriculture
and Consumer Services has adopted rules pertaining to fumIgation. See. e.g.•
Fla. Admin. Code ch. 5E-2. Also, It appears such rules should be sp8clflcally
Identified. It appears this question may enlarge, modify, or contravene section
381.986. See § 120.52(8)(c), Fla. Stat.

Response: This item appears to be outsIde of the authority of section 120.54(1),
Fla. Stat.

Page 6, Section 2, Number 2.: Please explain why the department is asking for
a list of the pesticides the applicant will use for the cultivation of medical
marijuana. Section 381.986(8)(e}6.a. states that, when growing marijuana, a
medical marijuana treatment center; '"Imlay use pesticides determined by the
department, after consultation with the Department of Agrioulture and Consumer
Services, to be safely applied to plants Intended for human consumption, but
may not use pestIcides designated as restricted-use pesticides pUr8uantto s.
487.042." It does not appear that the department has proposed a rule stating
which pesticides may be used as required by this statute. Please explain whelher
the applications will be graded on cri1er)a that the department has not yet
established by rule. 566 § 120.52(B)(d), Fla. stat.

Response: See prior response to Page B. Section 1, Number 3.e.
FUrther, It should be noted that the Department has published a Notice of
Proposed Rule for pestlcldes, published In the Florida AdmInistrative Register on
November 22.2017. A successful applicant, to retain licensure, must remain In
compliance with any and all industry regulations whether established by rule,
constitutional regulation, or Imposed by statute.

Page 8, Sectlon 3.: This seetlon Is worth 50 points, and the applIcant is limlled to
a tour page narrative to address ten items. See oomments regarding page e,
section 1.

Response: See prior response to Page 6, Section 1.

Page 7, Section 3, Number 4.: This section asks the applicant to address Its
plan to ensure compliance with federal, state, and local regulations regarding
sanitation and waste dlsposal:[sic] It appesr8 that this section should identify the
specific federal and state regulations that should be complied with regardIng solid
and liquid waste disposal. Also, please explain the department's statutory
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authority to require compliance with local regulations. It appears that seetlon
381.986(8)(e)1 D.c. only requires a medical marijuana treatment center to comply
with such federal and state laws and regulations relating to waste disposal. It
does not appear that section 381.986(11) provIdes an exemption to preemption
to the state regarding the disposal of solid and liquid wastes. See § 120.52(8)(c),
Fla. Stat.

Response: This requirement can be read in its plain and ordinary meaning and is
not a deviation from the prevIous rule and application.

Page 7, Section 3, Number 4.: Please explain why this question does not
address compliance with department rules for dIsposal of solid and liquid wastes
as required by section 3B1.986(B)(e)10.c. See 120.52(8)(c), Fla. Stat.

Response: This item appears to be outside of the authority of section 120.54(1),
Fla. Stat. Further, the requirement for Compliance with laws relating to waste
disposal can be read In its plain and ordinary meaning and is not a deviation from
the previous rule and application.

Page 7, Sectl.on 3, Number 4.: Please explain why the application does not ask
the applicant to address the "storage, handling, transportation, and management
of solid and nquid waste generated during marljuana production and processing."
Sea § 381.986(8)(e)10.c., Fla. Stat.

Response: This Item Is addressed In Section 5. Number 3. of the application.

Page 7, Section 3, Number 4.: Section 381.986(8)(e)10.0. requIres the
department to ·determlne by rule procedures for the storage, handling.
transportation, management, and disposal of solid and liquid waste generated
dUring marijuana production and processin!t with the assistance of the
Department of Environmental Protection. It does not appear that a rule has been
proposed yet.

Response: A rule has not been proposed. However. as to future rules
promulgated by the Department. a successful applicant, to retain licensure, must
remain in compliance with any and all Industry regulations whether established
by rule. constitutional regulation, or imposed by statute.

Page 7, Section 4.: This section is worth 100 points, and the applicant Is limited
to a seven page narrative to address 13 items. See comments regarding page eo
section 1.

Response: See prior response to Page 6, Section 1.

Page 7, Section 4, Number4.a.: This section requests applicants to provlde a
list of proposed product offerings, and if edibles are Included, requests applicants
to addres8 the appllcanfs ability or plan to obtain a permit to operate as a food
establishmen1 in accordance with Chapter 600, Florida statutes. It appears that
applicant oshould also be required to show compliance with rules adopted
pursuant to chapter 500 pursuant to section 381.9B6(8)(e)8. See 120.52(8)(c),
Fla. stat. Also. It appears such rules should be specIfically Identified.
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Response: This Item appears to be outside of the 8uthortty of section 120.S4(1},
Fla. stat. Further, the requIrement for compliance with laws relating to pennlts tor
food establishments under Chapter 500, Fla. Stat., can be read In Its plain and
ordinary meanIng and Is not a deviation from the previous rule and application.

Page 7, Section 4., Number 6.: Please explain why this question asks the
applicant to sUbmit, "A plan for utilizing extraction processes that ensure a safe
wol1< envlronment (e.g., methods of extractlon, use of proper ventilation,
implementation of a closed-loop system, and Implementation of Occupational
Safety and Health Administration standards): Section 381.986(8)(e}1 D.b.
requires the department to, "determine by rule the requirements for medical
marijuana treatment centers to use [hydrocarbon solvents or other] solvents or
gases exhibiting potential toxicity to humans.· Please explain whether the
applications will be graded on crlter1a that the department has not yet established
by rule. See §120.52(8)(d), Fla. Stat.

Response: The applicatIons are comparatively reviewed and the identified items
in each section are those that the Department believes will allow the Department
to fully evaluate each appUcant In order to fulfill Its mandate to choose the best
appllcant{s). In addition, this requirement is not a deviatIon from the previous rule
and application.

A rule has not been proposed. However, as to future rules promUlgated by the
Department, a successful applicant, to retaIn licensure, must remain In
compllance with any and all industry regulations whether established by rule,
constitutional regulation, or imposed by statute.

Page 7, Section 4. Number 7.b.: Please explain why thIs question requests the
applicant to submit a plan for testing medical man]uana, InclUding, "A list of
contaminants, If any, for which the applicant will reqUire testIng.· SectIon
381.986(8}(e}1 D.d. requires the department to, "determine by rule which
contaminants must be tested for and the maXimum levels of each contaminant
which are safe for human consumption." That statute also requires the
department, with the assistance of the Department of Agriculture 8I1d Consumer
Services, to develop, "the testing reqUirements for contaminants that are unsafe
for humsn consumption In edibles." Please explaIn whether the appUcatfons will
be graded on crtter1a that the department has not yet established by rule. See
§120.52(8)(d), Fla. stat.

Response: The applications are comparatively reviewed and the identified Items
in each section are those that the Department believes will allow the Department
to fully evaluate each applicant In order to fulfill Its mandate to choose the best
applicant(s}. In addition, this requirement is not a devIation from the previous rUle
and application.

A rule has not been propo.sed. However, as to future rules promulgated by the
Department, a sucmssful applicant, to retain licensure, must remain In
compliance with any and all Industry regUlations whether established by rule,
constitutIonal regulation, or Imposed by statute.
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Page 7, Section 4, Number 7.b.: Please explain why this section does not ask
the applicant to address, "the treatment of marijuana that fails to meet the testing
requirements of this section [381.986], s. 381.988, or department rule,' which is a
requirement of section 381.986(8)(e)1 D.d. Furthermore, it appears that the
department has not yet proposed the rule to Implement this provision 8S
mandated by this statute.

Response: This item Ie addressed In Section 10, Number 4. of the application.

Pages 7 and 8, Section 6: This section Is worth 50 points, and the applicant Is
limited to a four page narrative to address 12 Items. See comments regarding
page 6, sedlon 1.

Response: See prior response to Page 6, Section 1.

Page 8, Section 5, Number 3.: Please explain why this questron does not
address compllancewlth department rules for disposal of solid and liquid wastes
as required by section 381.986(8)(e)1D.c. See § 120.52(8)(c), Fla. Stat.

Response: The requirement can be read in its plain and ordinary meaning. In
addition, this requirement is not a deviation from the previous rule and
application. .

Page 8, Section 6. Number 3.: Please explain why the application dOBS not ask
the applicant to address, "the storage, handling, transportatJon, and management
of solid and liquId waste generated during marijuana production and processing."
See § 381.986(8)(e)10.c, Fla. stat.

Response: The requirement can be read In its plain and ordinary meaning. In
addition, this requirement is not a deviation from the previous rule and
application.

Page 8, Section 5, Number 3.: Additionally, section 381.986(e)10.c. requires the
department to, "determIne by rule procedures for storage, handling,
transportatIon, management, and disposal of solid and liquid waste generated
during marijuana production and processing" with the assIstance of the
Department of Envlronmental Protection. 11 does not appear that a rule has been
proposed yet as mandated by thl13 st.a1ute.

Response: A rule has not been proposed. However. as to future rules
promUlgated by the Department, a successful applicant, to retain licensure, must
remain In compUance with any and all industry regulations whether established
by rule, coll8tJtutlonal regulation, or imposed by statute.

Page 8, SectIon 6.: This section is worth 50 points, and the applicant is limited to
a fIVe page narrative to address seven Items. See comments regarding page 6,
section 1.

Response: See prior response to Page 6, Section 1.
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Pags 8, Section 8, Numbsr 2.: This question requires the applicant to submit
proposed branding, signage, and advertising documentation that shows
compliance with section 381.986(8)(h). Section 381.986(8)(h) requires the
department to approve any trade name, logo, and advertising. Please explain
whether the department will be approving any branding, 91gnage, and advertising
using this application. Also, It appears that rules should be adopted governing
such advertIsing. Pleass explain whether the applications will be graded on
criteria that the department has not yet established by rule. Sse §120.52(8)(d),
Fla. Stat.

Response: See prior response to Page 7, SectIon 4, Number 7.b.

Page 8, Section 7: This' section is worth 50 points, and the applicant Is limited to
a seven page narrative to address 17 items. See comments regarding page 6,
section 1.

Response: See prior response to Page 6, Section 1.

Pages 8 and 9, Section 8: This seetlon Is worth 100 points, and the applicant Is
limited to an eight page nlllrrative to address eight Items. See comments
regarding page 6, section 1.

Response: See prior response to Page 6, Section 1.

Pages 8 and 9, Section 8: Please explain why the map requested in number
1.a. and the floor plan requested In number 1.b. will be counted against the eight
page limitation for this seetlon, It does not appear that the floor plans submitted
pursuant '0 section 9 apply to the four page limitation set for that section.

Response: This item appears to be outside of the authority of section 120.54(1),
Fla. Stat.

Page 9, Section 9: This sedlon is worth 100 points, and the applicant is limited
to a four page narrative, plus a four page addendum, to address 15 Items. See
comments regarding page 5, section 1.

Response: See prior response to Page 6, Section 1.

Page 9, Section 9, Number 1.b.: Please explain whether more than one alarm
system will be required. The scorecard refers to "alann systems:10r Section 9.
while this sect/on in Form DH8013-CMMU·08l2017 refers to "alarm system." It
appears that the requirement should be identical In both documents.

Response: The requirement In both documents should be Identical.

Page 9, Section 9, Number 1.c.v.: Section 381.9B6(8)(f)1.b.(IV} requires
medical marijuana treatment centers to retain video surveillance recordings for at
'east 45 days or longer upon the request of a law enforcement agency. Please
explain why this section only requires demonstration of a plan for retention of
such recordings for at least 45 days without mention of retaining the recordings
longer pursuant to this staMory requirement. See § 120.52(8)(c), Fla. stat.
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Response: This requirement is for applicant to demonstrate that they can meet
the minimum of 45 days as stated In statute and does not relieve the applicant of
any statutory duty to comply a request of law enforcement to retain video
surveillance recordings.

Page 9, Section 9, Number 1.d.: Section 381.988(8)(f)2. requires a medical
marijuana treatment center to ensure that Its outdoor premises .have sufficient
lighting from dusk until dawn. Please explain why this section only requires the
applicant's floor plan to demonstrate that it has outdoor lighting. Sse §
120.52(8)(c), Fla. Stal

Response: The applications are comparatively revlewed and the identified items
in each sectIon are those that the Department believes will allow the Department
to fully evaluate each applicant in order to fulfill its mandate to choose the best
applicant(s). The requirement can be read in Its plain and ordinary meaning. In
addition, this requirement is not a deviation from the previous rule and
application.

Page 10, Section 10: This section is worth 100 points, and the applicant Is
limited to a seven page narrative to address 19 items. See comments regarding
page 6, section 1.

Response: See prior response to Page 6, Section 1.

Page1D, Section 10: Also, section 381.986(8)(g)6. requires medical marijuana
treatment centers to provide specific safety and security training to employees
transporting or delivering marijuana and marijuana delivery devices. Please
explain why this section daBS not require applicants to demonstrate compliance
with this statutory requirement. SS9 § 120.52(8)(c), Fla. stat.

Response: This item Is addressed In Section 7, Number 3.e. of the application.

Page 10, Section 10, Number 4.: This sectIon differs from the language in the
scorecard for this section In DH8014-OMMU..Q812017, in omitting the ·or"
preceding ·other reasons.· It appears the language should be Identical.

Response: The language should be identical.

PagesiD and 11, Section 11: This section is worth 50 points, and the applicant
Is limited to a six page narrative to address 21 Items. See comments regarding
page 8, sect/on 1.

Response: See prior response to Page 6, Section 1.

Page 11, Section ii, Number 5.: Please explain what the department means by
"has a medical director at all times." It appears this could mean, for example,
having a medical director employed, on the premIses. or Bvailabl9 during
operating hours. See § 120.52(S)(d), Fla. Stat.
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Response: The requirement can be read in its plain and ordinary meanIng. In
addition, this requirement is not a deviation from the previous rule and
application.

Page ii, Section 12: This section Is worth 50 points, and the applicant is limited
to a four page narrative to address six Items. See comments regarding page 6,
section 1.

Response: See prior response to Page 6, Section 1.

Page 11, Section 12, Number 1.: Please explain why the second sentence of
this item Is Included in the application but omitted from the scorecard In Form
DH8014-0MMU-oB12017, page 16, for this section. Jt appears the language
should be Identical.

Response: Section 12 Is required to be de-Identified and the evaluators will not
be In posse5810n of the Information requested In Part I, C. on page 5 of the
application. That Information will be held by the OffIce of Medical Marijuana Use
and therefore, the second sentence should not be Included for consideration by
the evaluator.

Page ii, Section 12, Number 3.: It appears that "key personnel" should be
defined. Sse § 120.52(8)(d), Fla. Stat.

Response: The term "key personnel' may be defined by the applicant 88 It
applies to Its organizational structure and business operations.

Page 12, Section 13: This section is worth 100 points, and the applicant Is
limited to a four page narrative to address three items. See comments regarding
page 6, section 1.

Response: See prior response to Page 6, Section 1.

Page 12, Section 14: Please explain why this section refers to 'audited" certified
financials. It does not appear that the scorecard In Form DH8014-0MMU
0812017, page 16, for this section refers to "audited" certified financials. It
appears the language should be Identical.

Response: The definition of "certified financials' requires them to "have been
audited...• and 80 no confusion should be present as to the requirement that they
be audited. However, the language should be identical.

Pages 12 and 13, Section 15: This section Is worth 100 points, and the
applicant Is limited to an eight page narrative, plus a foul' page addendum, to
address 1B items. See comments regardIng page 6, section 1.

Response: See prior response to Page 6, Section 1.

Page 12, Section 15: Please explain why the language in bolded type Is
Included in the application but omitted from the scorecard for this seetlon In Form
DH8014-0MMU-0812017 on page 19.
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Response: The direction regarding the submission of addendums in the
application Is directed to the applicant specifically and is of no use to the
evaluators evaluating the information provided for their review and would not be
necessary on the scorecard.

Page 12. Section 15, Number 8: It appears "hold direct or indirect ownership or
control" should be Gholds direct or indirect ownership or control."

Response: The statement should be "holds direct or Indirect ownership or
control,"

Page 13. Section 16: ThIs section is worth 50 points, and the applicant is limited
to an eight page narrative. plus a six page addendum, to address five Items. See
comments regarding page 6, section 1,

Response: See prior response to Page 6, Section 1.

Page 13, Section 16: Please explain why the "NOTE" and bolded language in
this section is not included on the scorecard for this section in Form DH8014
OMMU-08I2017 on page 20.

Response: This "NOTE" requires successful applicants to provide documentatlon
that they have moved forward with securing the properties identified In their
application. This only applies to successful applicants and will not be reviewed by
the evaluators. Therefore, this direction Is not needed on the scorecard.

Page 14. Part III: Please explain whether the department will accept applications
hand--dellvered by the United states Postal Service or other delivery services,
and whether "hand delivery" Is used to distinguish from "electronic delivery. D See
120.52(8)(d), Fla. Stat.

Response: The requirement can be read in Its plain and ordinary meaning.
Electronic delivery of these applications is not permitted. In addition, this
reqUirement is not a deviation from the preVious rule and application.

Page 14, Part III: See comment to 64ER17-2(1)(s) regarding the non-refundable
appllcation fee.

Response: The designation of the fee as non-refundable is not a devlaUon or
revisions from the previous rule.

64ER17-(2)(1 )(a): Please explain why this rule pamgraph states that the application fee is
non-refundable. Absent statutory authority to the contrary, It appears that If an
Individual requests a refund of this fee prior to any action being taken concerning
the applicant's qualification, the fee should be refundable. See Op. Atfy Gen.
Fla. 75-293 (1975).

Response: The designation of the fee as non-refundable is not a deviation or
revisIons from the previous rule. However, If the applicant withdraws their
application prior to review and the processing of their fee or is d~emed untimely
in sUbmls81on, the Department will retum the fee to them.
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64ER17-2(11(b):

64ER17-2(1 )(d):

Please explain how documentation from the Florida Department of
Revenue demonstrates that the applicant has been registered to do business in
the state for the previous five consecutive years.

Response: see response to DH8013·0MMU-OBI2017, Page 5. A.

Please explain the departmenfs statutory authority to require an applicant to be
"majority-owned by (an) African-AmerIcan farmer(s)" who would otherwise meet
the QUElUflcat!ons set forth In rule subparagraphs (1 )(d)1. through 4. Section
381.9S6(8)(a)2.b. requires the actual "applicant" for such a license to be a
recognized class member of Pigfon:J v. Glickman, 856 F. Supp. 2d (D.D.C. 1999)
or In Re Black Farmers Lit/g., 856 F. Supp. 2d 1 (D. D.C. 2011). If the applicant is
only "maJority-owned" (ss that term Is defined in 64ER17-1 (14) by a recognized
class member, it appears this may be enlarging, modifying, or contravening
sectIon 381.986(8)(a)2.b. See § 120.52(8)(c), Fla. stat.

Response: Thank you for your comment The Department will take this under
advisement as It wor1<s to resolve all Issues raised In this letter.

84ER17-2(1)(d)3.: Please explain why the department will accept a leUerfrom the Black
Farmers and Agriculturalists Association - Florida Chapter as evidence to
demonstrate that the applicant qualifies for registration pursuant to section
381.986(8)(a)2.b. Specifically, please explain how the Black Farmers and
Agriculturalists Association - Florida Chapter can document that an applicant
was a recognized clasB member of Pigford v. Glickman, 856 F. Supp. 2d (D. D.C.
1999) or In Re Black Farmers Lit/g., 856 F. Supp. 2d 1 (D.D.C. 2011).

Response: Thank you for your comment. The Department will take this under
advisement 8S it worKs to resolve all Issues raised in this letter.

84ER17-2(1)(e)1.: ThIs subparagraph describes what an applicant applying pursuant to
Section 381.986(8)(8)3. must submit. One of the options that the applicant may
provide is, "documentation that the applicant currently holds or has held a
registration certificate or a citrus rrtJlt dealer license pursuant to sections 601.40
and 601.55. F.S., mspectively." (Emphasis added.) It does not appear that a
license held pursuant to section 601.55 Is sufficient; It appears that the applicant
must also hold a registration pursU!'lnt to section 601.40.

Response: Thank you for your comment. The Department will take ~h18 under'
advisement a6 II works to resolve alllsBues raised In this letter.

Furthermore, It does not necessarily appear that holding registrations pUnsUBnt to
section 601.40 and seetlon 601.55 Is sufficient. It appears In order to qualify for
licensure preference pursuant to section 381.986(8)(a)3. that the applicant must
be registered as a citrus processing plant pursuant to section 601.40. see §
601.03(32), Fla. Stal. (defining ·processor" as "any person engaged in this stste
In the business of canning, concentrating, or otherwise processing citrus fruit for
mar1<et other than fer shipment in fresh fruit form."). It does not appear that a
citrus packfnghouse licensed pursuant to sectlon 601.40 Is eligible to receive a
licensure preference pursuant to section 381.986(8)(a)3. because a
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packinghouse is a place "where citrus fruit Is packed or otherwise prepared for
marf<;et or shipment in fresh form.· Sse § 601.03(29), Fla. Stat. Please explain
how the department will know If the applicant Is registered as a packfnghouse or
a processor pursuantlo seetlon 601.40. See § 120.52(8)(c), Fla. stat.

Response: Thank you for your comment. The Department will take this under
advisement as It works to resolve all issues raised In this letter.

64ER17-2(3):

64ER17.2(4):

64ER17-2(6):

Please explain which statute exempts the department from complying with the
requirements of sBction 120.60(1). See comment to 64ER17-2(1) regarding
applicability of section 120.60(1).

Response: Thank yoo for your comment. The Department will take this under
advisement as It works to resolve all issues raised In this letter.

Please explain why this subsection refers to "this regulation." It appears It should
refer to "this rule" or "thIs emergency rule"

Response: This should refer to "thIs rule" and not "this regulat/on."

Unless the department publishes another emergency rule setting forth these
dates, please explain why publishing the dates upon which the department wlll
begin accepting applications and the deadline to receive the applications in the
Florida AdmInistrative Register and on the department's website is not an
unadapted rule. See § 120.52(20), Fla. Stat.

Response: Thank you for your comment. The Department will take this under
advisement 8S it wor1<s to resolve all issues.raised in thIs letter.

Section 381.986(8)(8) requires the department to license medioal marijuana
treatment centell5. Likewise, rule subsection (6) states that licenses will be
awarded, subject to avalJabllfty, based on the highest total score. The award of
the licenses appears to be based on the scores assigned by the SUbject malter
experts referenced in this SUbsection. Please advise if the subject matter experts
are department personnel. If they are not agency personnel, please explain how
this rule is not an unauthorized delegation of the award of licenses by the
department to third partie8 that score various sections of the applications. Cf.
BoakerCreakPres9N., Inc. v. Sw. Fla. WaterMgmt. Dist. 534 So. 2d 419,424
(Fla. 5th DCA 1968)("[An agency] ... cannot delegate Its statutory duty to other
state agencies.")_

Response: Thank you for your comment. The Department will take this under
advisement as It works to resolve all issues raised In this letter.

This SUbsection Incorporates by reference Form DH8014..QMMU..()812017.
Scorecard for Medical Marijuana Treatment Center Selection.· The title of the
fonn provided for review Is "Evaluation Rubric and Scorecard for Medical
Marijuana Treatment Center Selection.· The rule text does not refer to the
"Evaluation Rubric" in the title of the form. The titles ofthe form should be
consistent.
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Response: The titles of the form should be consistent.

Fa"" DH8014-OMMU-GBJ2017
Page 3, Section 1 through Page 10, Section 8: See comments regarding
respective Sections of Form DH8013-0MMU-0812017.

Response: See responses provided to theBe comments.

Page 10, Section 8, Number 1.c.: It appears that "dispense to patlenr should
be "dispense to patients:

Response: This should be "dispense to patients,"

Page 11. Section 9: See comments regarding Section 9 of Form DH8013
OMMU-0812017.

Response: See responses to these comments.

Page 11. Section 9, Number 1.: It appears that "proposed floor plan" should be
·proposed floor plans."

Response: This should be ·proposed floor plans.'

Page 11. Section 9, Number 1.b.: Please explain whether more than one alarm
system will be required. The scorecard uses "Alarm systems,· for SectIon 9,
while this section In DHB013-0MMU-0812017 uses ·Alarm System." It appears
the requirement should be identical in both documents.

Response: See response to comment on application.

Pages 12.13, Section 10: See comments regarding Section 10 of Form
DH8013-0MMU-0812017.

Response: See responses to these comments.

Page 14. Section 11: See comment regarding Page 2, Section 1 of Form
DHB013-CMMU[slc], regarding the "Blind Gmdlng Number" header on this
section of the score card. It appears the language In the application and the
scorecard should be iden1lcaJ.

Response: See response to comment on applicatIon.

Pages 14-15, Section 11 through Page 20, Section 16: See comments
regarding respective Sections of Form DH8013-0MMU-08l2017.

Response: See responses provided to these comments.

Page 2D, Section 16, Number 4.: There is a typographical elTor In this question.
·[A]ppllcantshss" should be uappllcant has."

Response: This Is a typographical error and should be "applicant has,·
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64ER17~2(5)(.)1 ••
2., 3., and 4.:

Please explain what the department means by "advanced degree.' [t is
unclear whether this means a post-graduate degree or whether a bachelor's
degree will satisfy ttlls requirement. See § 120.52{B){d), Fla. Stat.

Response: This Item appears to be outside of the authority of section 120.54(1),
Ra. stat. In addition, this requirement can be read in its plain and ordinary
meaning.

84ER17-2(5)(a)1.: Please explain how many subject matter experts will substantively and
comparatively review, evaluate, and score section 1, section 2, and section 3 of
the application. respectIvely, or altematlvely whether only one SUbject matter
expert that meets the qualifications set forth in thIs subparagraph will review each
of these sections of the application. Also, please advise whether the same
subject matter expert(s) will score each of these sections of each application. If
more than one subject matter expert is used to score the applicants, please
explain how the final score is assigned for each of these sections of the
application; It appears if multiple SUbject matter experts review various sections
of the application, there will be multiple scores assigned to each section. See §§
120.52(8)(d), .545(1)(1), Fla. Stat.

Response; This item appears to be olrtside of the authority of section 120.54(1),
Fla. Stat.

Please advise whether the subject matter experts receive any training or
gUidelines as to how to SUbstantively and comparatively review, evaluate, and
score any or all sections of the application.

Response: This item appears to be outside of the authority of section 120.54(1),
Fla. Stat.

64ER17-2(5)(a)2.: Please oxplain how many subject matter experts will substantively and
comparatively review, evaluate, and score sectIon 4 and section 5 of the
application, respectively, or alternatively whether only one subject matter expert
that meets the qualificatJons set forth In this subparagraph will review each of
these sections of the application. See comments above regarding Bubparagraph
(5)(a)1.

Response: This Item appears to be outside of the authority of section 120.54(1),
Fla. Stat.

e4ER17-2(5}(a)3.: PleaH explaIn how many subject matter experts will substantively and
comparatively review, evaluate, and score section 6. section 7, and section 8 of
the application, respectively, or alternatively whether only one subject matter
expert that meets the qualifications set forth in this subparagraph will review each
of these section! of the application. See comments above regardIng
subparagraph (5)(a)1.

Response: This Item appears to be outside of the authority of section 120.54(1),
Fla. Stat.
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64ER17-2(5)(8)4.: Please explain how many subject matter experts will sUbsta·ntlvely and
comparatively review, evaluate, and score section 9, sect/on 10, section 12, and
Beetlon 16 of the application, respectively, or alternatively whether only one
subject matter expert that meets the qualifications set forth In thIs subparagraph
will review each of these sections of the application. See comments above
regarding subparagraph (5)(a)1.

Response: This item appears to be outside of the authority of section 120.54(1),
Fla. Stat

64ER17-2(fi)(a)5.: Please explaIn how many subject matter experts will 6ubstantivery and
comparatively review, evaluate, and score section 13 of the appllcatlon ,or
alternatively whether only one subject matter expert that meets the qualifications
set forth In this subparagraph will revIew each of these sections of the
application. See comments above regarding subparagraph (6)(a)1-

Response: This item appears to be outside ofthe authority ofsectlon 120.54(1),
Fla. Stat.

Please explain what kind of "experience working In human resources- is a
prerequisite to be a subject matter expert pursuant to this rule subparagraph.
Sse § 120.52(8)(d), Fla, Stat.

Response: This Item appears to be outside of the authority of sectIon 120.54(1),
Fla. Stat.

64ER17-2(5)(a)7.: Please explain how many SUbject matter experts wilisubstantlvely and
comparatively review, evaluate, and score section 11 of the application, or
alternatively whether only one subject matter expert that meets the qualifications
set forth In this subparagraph will review each of these sectIons of the
application. See comments above regarding subparagraph (5)(a)1.

ReSpOnse: This item appears to be outside of the authority of section 120.54(1),
Fla. Stat.

Please explain whether the criteria to be a subject matter expert set forth in this
subparagraph as a medical doctor or as a doctor of osteopathic medlclne
requires an active, unrestricted license pursuant to chapter 458 or chapter 459.

Response: This Item appears to be outside of the authority of section 120.54(1),
Fla. Stat.

64ER17-2(5)(a)7.: Please explain how many subject matter experts will substantively and
comparatIvely review, evaluate, and score section 14 and section 15 ofthe
application, respectively, or alternatively whether only one subject matter expert
that meets the qualifications set forth In this subparagraph will review each of
these sections of the application. See comments above regardIng subparagraph
(6)(a)1.

RespOnse: This item appears to be outside of the authority of section 120.54(1),
Fla. Stat.
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Please explain whether the criteria to be a subject matter expert set forth in this
subparagraph as a CPA requIres an active license pursuant to chapter 473. Also
please explain whether a person qualified to be a subject matter expert pursuant
to this subparagraph must have an active license to practice law In Florida.

Response: This item appears to be outside of the authority of section 120.54(1),
Fla. Stat.

64ER17-2(5)(b): This rule paragraph states that: "Scores for each Section of the application
will be combined to create an applicant's total score. The department shall
generate a final ranking of the applicants in order of highest to lowest scores." If
more than one subject matter expert evaluates and scores a section of each
applications [slcl, please explain how the applications are ranked and how the
ultimate scores assigned to each section will be determined, i.e., whether the
scores assigned by each subject matter expert for each sectIon wlll be averaged.

Response: This item appears to be outside of the authority of sectIon 120.54(1),
Fla. Stat.

ThIs rule paragraph states that any applicatIon that demonstrates a failure to
comply with the minimum statutory requirements for cultIvation, processing,
dispensing, security, or general operations shall be denied and will not be
considered In the final ranking of applicants. If this is due to an error or omission
In the application, please explain why the applicant will not be provided an
opportunity to correct the error or omission or to provide such additional
Information pursuant to section 120.60(1). See cornmentto 64ER17~2(1)

regarding the applicability of section 120.60(1).

Response: Thank you for your comment. The Department will take this under
advisement as it works to resolve all issues raised in thIs letter.

Please explain what the department means by "minimum statutory requirements
for cultivation, processing, dispensing, security, or general operations." It appears
that 381.98S{B) sets forth the minImum statutory requirements for medical
marijuana treatment centers. See, e.g., §§ 381.988{B){b)1.-7., Fla. Stat. ("An
applicant for licensure as a medlcsl marijuana treatment center must
demonstrate: ....") While tne statutory requirements are set forth in section
381.986(8), the applicatIon referenced In this rule paragraph inclUdes Items that
are not established In the statute. It is unclear What the department /s requiring
an applicant to demonstrate to avoid having an appllcatfon denied and not
considered In the final ranking of applicants. See § 120.52(8){d), Fla. Stat.

Response: The statute provides for the minimum criteria to be demonstrated and
evaluated by the Department. The applications are comparatively reviewed and
the Identified items In each section are those that the Department believes wlll
allow the Department to fully evaluate each applicant In order to fulfill its mandate
to choose the beirt applicant(s).

Please how [sic] this rule paragraph complies with the reqUirements of section
120.60(1). See comment to 64ER17-2(1) regarding the applicability of section
120.60(1).
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Response: Thank you for your comment. The Department will take thIs under
advisement as it works to resolve aU Issues raised in this letter.

64ER17.2(6)(a):

64ER17.2(6)(b):

64ER17·2(6)(c):

A panod should be Inserted at the end of this rule paragraph.

Response: Agreed.

It appears that Instead of refening to "applicants that own citrus and
molasses facilities,· perhaps it would be clearer to refer to rule paragraph (5)(c)
or section 381.986(8)(a)3. Instead. See § 120.545(1)(i), Fla. Stat.

Response: The Department does not believe that any confusion exlsts. but can
make the suggested change.

This rule paragraph refers to the awarding of contingent licensees and
contfngent licenses. Please explain the department's statutory authority to award
licenses conllngent upon meeting the 100,000 active patient threshold set forth in
seetlon 381.986(8)(a)4. at some unknown date In the future. It appears that
awarding such contingent licenses now could foreclose application by certain
applicants who will meet the requirements of section 3B1.9aS(B)(b) at the time
that threshold Is mel It appears that such licenses, contingent or otherwise,
should not be awarded until after the 100,000 active patient threshold Is reached.
See § 120.52(8)(c), Fla. Stat.

Response: Thank you for your comment. The Department will take this under
advisement as it works to resolve all Issues raised in this letter.

Please explain how the department ensures that any owners, officers, board
members, and managers of an applicant that Is awarded a contingent license wlll
have continued to pass the background screening reqUired by section
381.986(9).

Response: Applicants who are approved ere required to maintain compliance
with the statutory criteria of seetlon 381,988, including the passing of a
background screening. Further subsection (9) requires that an individual's
fingerprints submitted for this purpose are retained by the Florida Department of
Law Enforcement (FDL.E) as provided in section 943.05(2)(g) and (h). FOLE Is
enrolled in the Federal Bureau of Investlgatlon's national retained print arrest
notification program and any arrest record Identified shall be reported to the
Department.

Please explain whether the provisions of sectIon 120.60(3) apply to the award of
these contingenilicenses.

Response: Thank you for your comment. The Department will take this under
advisement as it works to resolve all issue·s raised In this letter.

64ER17-2(7)(a)4.: This rule subparagraph· addresses the requisite $5 million performance
bond and states that, "The surety company can use any form It prefers for1he
performance bond as long as it compiles with this regulation.· It appears this
should refer to "this rule" or 'his emergency rule.·
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Response: This should refer to ·thls rule" and not "this regulation."

The rule text incorporates by reference Form DH8015-0MMU-OB/2017, Florida
Medical Marijuana Performance Bond: which the surety can use for
convenience. As the conditions of the bond appear to be Included within Form
DHB015-0MMU-0812017 and not In the rule text, please advise whether the
same conditions are required If the surety company uses a different form of the
bond. S88 § 120.52(8}(d), Fla. Stat.

Response: The requirements of a bond are outlined In Rule 64ER17-2(7)(a)1. -3.
The fonn DH8015-OMMU-08/2017 Is only provided as an example and for ease
of use.

Fonn DH801S-CMMU-G8I2017
Second unnumbered page; Item. b. and c.: Please explain the department's
statutory authority to recover costs on behalf of anyone other than the
department, and how the department will advise patients and other medical
marijuana treatment centers that have costs attributable to the revocation of the
principal's license that they may assign those costs and expenses to the
department. See § 120.52{B)(b), and (d), Fla. Stat.

Response: Thank you for your comment. The Department will take this under
advisement 8S it works to resolve all issues raised In this letter.

Second unnumbered page, Item c.: It appears that ·MEDICAL MARIJUANA
TREATMENT CENTER" should be "MEDICAL MARIJUANA TREATMENT
CENTERS,"

Response: This should be "MEDICAL MARIJUANA TREATMENT CENTERS."

Second unnumbered page, Number 2.: It appears "nor DEPARTMENT" should
be "or DEPARTMENi:

Response: this should be ·or DEPARTMENT.'

Second unnumbered page, Number 5.: Please explain the department's
statutory authority to obtaIn an assignment of claims.

Response: Thank you for your comment. The Department will take this under
advisement as it works to resolve all issues raised in this letter.

Thank you again for your review of this rule, Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any
further questions or concerns.
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Filing # 71432173 E-Fi1ed 04/30/2018 03:44:35 PM

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
IN AND FOR LEON COUNTY, FLORJDA

CASE NO.: 2017 CA 002549

FLORIGROWN, LLC, a Florida limited
liability company and VOrCE OF FREEDOM,
INC. d/b/a Florigrown

Plaintiffs,

v.

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
OFFICE OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA USE,
CHRISTIAN BAX, in his official capacity as
Director of the Office of Medical Marijuana Usc,
CELESTE PHILIP, MD., M.P.H., in her official
capacity as State Surgeon General and Secretary of
the Florida Department of Health, RICK SCOTT,
in his official capacity as Governor of the State of
Florida, and THE STATE OF FLORIDA,

Defendants.
I__________________,1

PLAINTIFFS' MOTIO~FOR TEMPORARY INJUNCTION
AND SUPPORTING MEMORANDUM OF LAW

Plaintiffs, FLORIGROWN, LLC, and vorCE OF FREEDOM, INC. d/b/a

FLORIGROWN ("Florigrown"), by and through its undersigned attorneys and pursuant to

Florida Rule of Civil Procedure 1.610 and Article V, Section 20(c)(3) of the Florida

Constitution, hereby move this Court for the imposition of a temporary injunction against

Defendants, Florida Department of Health, Office of Medical Marijuana Use (the "Departmcnt"

or "DOH"), Christian Bax ("Bax"), Celeste Philip, M.D., M.P.H. ("Philip"), Rick ScotL ("Scott")

and the State of Florida (the "State")) (collcctively, the "Defendants"):

A clerk's default was entered against the State of Florida on January 26,2018 for failure
to timely respond to Florigrown's complaint. Subsequently, counsel for DOH, Bax, and Philip

44949789;8
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(1) immediately enjoining the Defendants from registering (or "licensing")

any Medical Marijuana Treatment Centers ("MMTCs") pursuant to the

blatantly unconstitutional legislative scheme set forth in section 381.986,

Florida Statutes; and

(2) requiring the Department to immediately register MMTCs in accordance

with the plain language of Amendment 2, which was approved by the

votes of 6,518,919 Florida citizens.

The grounds for this request are set forth below.

I. FACTUAL BACKGROUND

A. Amendment 2

On November 8, 20 J6, Florida voters overwhelmingly approved an amendment to the

Florida Constitution to allow for the legal "Use of Marijuana for Debilitating Medical

Conditions" (the "Amendment" or "Amendment 2") with 71.32% of voters voting in favor of the

measure. 2 The Amendment was codified in Flurida's Constitution as Article X, section 29,

entitled "Medical marijuana production, possession and use," and includes the following

definitions of words and tcnns:

entered an appearance on behalf of the State and filed a "Motion to Vacate and Motion to
Dismiss." A cursory review of that motion reveals that it fails to address~ recognized legal
basis for vacation of a default.

The number of votes received in support of the Amendment totaled 6,518,919. See
Election Results, Florida Medical Marijuana Legalization, Amendment 2 (2016), available at
https:/lballotpedia.orglFlorida Medical Mari juana Legalization, Amendment 2 (2016) (last
visited Apr. 27, 2018). The margin of support that the Amendment received from Florida voters
was the highest ever received for any marijuana-related ballot measure ever put before voters in
the United States.

By comparison, the total number of votes cast in the race for governor in 2014 was only
5,951,561. Thus, over 500,000 Floridians went to the polls to support Amendment 2 yet chose
not to cast any vote in the race for governor. Of the 5,951,561 votes cast in the governor's race,
Defendant Scott received 2,865,343.

2
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• "'Department' means the Department of Health or its successor agency."
Fla. Const. Art. X, ~ 29(b)(2).

• '''Medical Mal"ijuana Treatment Center' (MMTC) means an entity that
acquires, cultivates, possesses, processes (including development of related
products such as food, tinctures, aerosols, oils, or ointments), transfers,
transports, sells, distributes, dispenses, or administers marijuana, products
containing marijuana, related supplies, or educational materials to qualifying
patients or their caregivers and is registered by the Department." Fla. Const.
Art. X, ~ 29(b)(S).

• '''Physician' means a person who is licensed to practice medicine in Florida."
Fla. Const. Art. X, § 29(b)(8).

The Amendment assigns certain critical duties to the Department3 in order to execute the

will of the voters and implement the provisions of the Amendment. Specifically, the

Amendment provides, in pertinent part:

Duties of the Department.4 The Department shall issue
reasonable regulations necessary for the implementation and
enforcement of this section. The pumose of the regulations ~ to
ensure the availability and safe use of medica! marijuana Qy
qualifying patients. It is the duty of the Department to promulgate
regulations in a timely fashion.

(1) Implementing Regulations. In order to allow the Department
sufficient time after passage of this section, the following
regulations shall be promulgated no later than six (6) months after
the effective date of this section:

The Department of Health's official Organizational Chart makes clear that Defendant
Scott is ultimately responsible for the policies of this executive agency. See About Us,
Organizational Chart, About the Department of Health, available at
http://www.floridahcalth.gov/about-thc-departmcnt-of-health/ documentsJorgchart.pdf (last
visited Apr. 27, 2018). "The Department is an executive branch agency, established in section
20.43, F.S. The Department is led by a State Surgeon General [Defendant Philip], who serves as
the State Health Officer and is directly appointed by Florida's Governor [Defendant Scott]." See
About Us, About the Department of Health, available at http://www.floridahealth.gov/about-the
dcpartmcnt-of-healthlabout-us/index.html (last visited Apr. 27, 20IR). Defendant Philip serves
at the pleasure of Defendant Scott.

For purposes of the Amendment, "'Department' means the Department of Health or its
successor agency." Fla. Const. Art. X, § 29(b)(2).

3
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* * *

c. Procedures for the registration of MMTCs that include
procedures for the issuance, renewal, suspension and revocation of
registration, and standards to ensure proper security, record
keeping, testing, labeling, inspection, and safety.

* * *

(2) Identification cards and registrations. The Department shall
begin issuing qualifying patient and caregiver identification cards,
and registering MMTCs no later than nine (9) months after the
effective date of this section.

(3) If the Department does not issue regulations, or if thc
Department does not begin issuing identification cards and
regi~ering MMTCs within the time limits set in this section, any
Florida citizen shall have standing to seek judicial relief to compel
compliance with the Department's constitutional duties.

Fla. Const. Art X § 29(d) (emphasis added). On January 3,2017, the Amendment took effect in

the State of Florida.

B. Florigrown Seeks to Register as a Medical Marijuana Treatment Center

Pursuant to the Amendment, on or about January 17, 2017, Florigrown submitted to the

Department its Registration as a Medical Marijuana Treatment Center (hereinafter "FJorigrown's

Registration").5 Florigrown's Registration included all information pertinent to registering

Florigrown as an MMTC, including but not limited to details regarding the following:

• Business/Ownership Stmcture: Florigrown's Registration explained its
business and ownership structure and identified Florigrown's four
owners/members responsible for its operations. Florigrown noted that its
principal Member had already been fingerprinted and had recently passed a
Ievel-2 background screening. Florigrown also indicated that its other
Members and any employees or agents of Florigrown would do the same or
meet any other relevant background screeninglfingerprinting requirements
that the Department might request.

A copy of F1origrown's Registration is attached hereto as Exhibit "A."

4
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• Financial Solvency: Florigrown's Registration included a financial statement
from its majority member that reflected a net worth of over $49,500,000 and
over $46,300,000 in assets. Florigrown' s Registration also offered to furnish
the Department with further information from a certified public accountant
demonstrating Florigrown's solvency, upon request.

• Security, lnvcntory and Control: Florigrown's Registration reflected that the
company would meet all requirements for security, inventory and control,
including but not limited to video surveillance, alarms, and physical barriers
to control access;

• Record Keeping: Florigrown' s Registration stated that the company would
comply with all record keeping requirements for inventory control, tracking
and chain of custody, and will implement auditable software for seed to sale
tracking as required;

• Product Tcsting: Florigrown's Registration stated that the company would
comply with all testing requirements, including but not limited to internal
testing and maintaining batch samples for auditing by independent third
parties;

• Product Labeling: Florigrown's Registration stated that the company would
maintain records necessary to meet any labeling requirements such as a list of
ingredients, THC content, and any safety warnings requested;

• Inspections: Florigrown's Registration stated that the company would make
its facilities, processes, and records available for inspection at any and all
reasonable times;

• Good Manufacturing Practices: Florigrown considers the safety of its products
a paramount concern. Consequently, Florigrown's Registration stated that the
company would satisfy or exceed any safety requirement including but not
limited to: (a) requirements for cultivating cannabis methodology; (b)
requirements for dealing with medical marijuana as an invasive plant in the
State of Florida; (c) requirements for the best agricultural and handling
practices; (d) requirements for professional personnel on staff licensed by the
State as necessary to ensure that Florigrown is operating in accordance with
the regulations of the Department;

• Medical Director: Florigrown's Registration stated that the company would
employ a licensed medical director to ensure the proper operation of its
facilities, if required; and,

• Zoning: Florigrown's Registration indicated that it will satisfy all zonmg
requirements of the jurisdiction in which its facilities operate.

5
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These representations reflect that Florigrown meets or exceeds all rules and requirements

promulgated by the Department for those who applied to be Dispensary Organizations under the

earlier limited low-THC medical marijuana program that was enacted by the Legislature in 2014.

The mles and requirements promulgated for that program are what the Department is currently

using to regulate the handful of lucky former low-THC Dispensary Organizations, which have

now been renamed MMTCs and are currently dispensing medical marijual1a. The Department

clearly has standards for MMTCs to adhere to - non-discriminatory standards that any Florida

entity could attain. Florigrown easily meets these standards. Indeed, Florigrown has retained the

same operational consultants utilized by one of these fonner Dispensary Organizations to ensure

that Florigrown continues to meet or exceed any and all requirements to operate as an MMTC.

C. The Department Improperly Denies Florigrown's Regi.'1tration

On or about January 20, 2017, Defendant Bax responded to Florigrown's Registration,

stating, in pertinent part, that Florigrown's "request to register as a Medical Marijuana Treatment

Center (MMTC) is denied" (the "Registration Denial")." Attached to the Registration Denial

was a "Notice of Rights" that advised, inter alia, that Florigrown could petition for an

administrative hearing regarding the Registration Denial. On or about February 8, 2017,

Florigrown requested an administrative hearing on the Registration Denial pursuant to the

instructions set forth in the Notice of Rights. On February 22, 2017, the Department issued an

Order Dismissing Petition (the "Dismissal Order"), which was signed by Defendant Dr. Philip7

Although the Notice of Rights advised Florigrown that it could pursue an administrative

petition regarding the Registration Denial, the Dismissal Order stated, in pertinent part:

A copy of the Registration Denial is attached hereto as Exhibit "B."

A copy of the Dismissal Order is attached hereto as Exhibit "C."

6
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the Administrative Procedure Act does not apply to the Department's
actions conducted pursuant to the authority derived from the
Amendment. See § 120.52(1), Fla. Stat. 8

The Dismissal Order further stated that "[0]nce the Department has promulgated and

implemented regulations pursuant to Amendment 2, any relief which Florigrown or other

registrants may seek under that regulatory framework must be brought in circuit court.,,9

Indeed, the Dismissal Order supported this statement by citing the following legal authority to

Florigrown: "See Couchman v. Univ. of Central Fla., 84 So. 3d 445 (Fla. 5th DCA 2012)

(Administrative Procedure Act only applies when state university is acting pursuant to statutory

authority; when the university is acting pursuant to the State Constitution, the Administrative

Procedure Act does not apply)."IO

D. New Unconstitutional Legislative Scheme Adopted Under The Pretext Of
"Implementing" Amendment 2

During a Special Session called in June 2017, the Legislature enacted Senate Bill No. 8-

A, entitled "an act relating to medical marijuana," which became effective June 23, 2017, as

Chapter 2017-232, Laws of Florida ("Senate Bill 8-A"). The measure was adopted under the

guise of implementing Amendment 2, however it is obvious that its intent and purpose was to

unlawfully restrict the precise rights and privileges that the Amendment was adopted to protect.

1. Senate Bill S-A imposes ilTIQ~mlissible criteria. requirements. and
restrictions on MMTC applicants and unlawfully creates special classes of
applicants entitled to special privileges

Senate Bill 8-A directed the Department to initially "license" only ten (10) MMTCs to

serve the entire population of this vast state. ill essence, what the Legislature did was attempt to

Exhibit C ~112 (emphasis added).

9

10

ld. (emphasis added).

ld.

7
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curtail the impact of Amendment 2 by superimposing its provIsIOns along the lines of the

extremely limited existing low-THC medical marijuana program adopted by the Legislature in

2014. To that end, the Senate Bill 8-A includes unlawful caps on the number of MMTC

"licenses" allowed, onerous and competitive application requirements for these limited

"licenses" to operate as an MMTC, and unlawful restrictions on the routes of administration

allowed for medical marijuana. It is plain that the provisions of Senate Bill 8-A are in direct

conflict with and violate the rights guaranteed by Amendment 2.

Specifically, Senate Bill 8-A amended Section 381.986(8), Florida Statutes (which

previously housed the provisions relating to the discarded low-THC program) as follows

(emphasis added):

(a) The department shall license medical marijuana treatment
centers to ensure reasonable statewide accessibility and availability
as necessary for qualified patients registered in the medical
marijuana use registry and who are issued a physician certification
under this section.

1. As soon as practicable, but no later than July 3, 2017, the
department shall license as a medical marij uana treatment
center any entity that holds an active, unrestricted license to
CUltivate, process, transport, and dispense low-THe cannabis,
medical cannabis, and cannabis delivery devices, under former
s. 381.986, Florida Statutes 2016, before July 1,2017, and which
meets the requirements of this section. In addition to the authority
granted under this section, these entities are authorized to dispense
low-THC cannabis, medical cannabis, and cannabis delivery
devices ordered pursuant to former s. 381.986, Florida Statutes
2016, which were entered into the compassionate use registry
before July J, 2017, and are authorized to begin dispensing
marijuana under this section on July 3, 2017. The department may
grant variances from the representations made in such an entity's
original application for approval under fonner s. 381.986, Florida
Statutes 2014, pursuant to paragraph (e).

2. The department shall license as medical marijuana
treatment centers 10 applicants that meet the requirements of
this section, under the following parameters:

8
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a. As soon as practicable, but no later than August 1, 20 I7, the
department shall license any applicant whose application was
reviewed, evaluated, and scored by the department and which
was denied a dispensing organization license by the
department under former s. 381.986, Florida Statutes 2014;
which had one or more administrative or judicial challenges
pending as of January 1,2017, or had a final ranking within
one point of the highest final ranking in its region under
former s. 381.986, Florida Statutes 2014; which meets the
requirements of this section; and which provides documentation to
the department that it has the existing infrastructure and technical
and technological ability to begin cultivating marijuana within 30
days after registration as a medical marijuana treatment center.

b. As soon as practicable, but no later than October 3, 2017, the
department shall license one applicant that is a recognized class
member of Pigford v. Glickman, 185 F.R.D. 82 (D.D.C. 1999), or
In Re Black Farmers Lilig., 856 F. Supp. 2d I (D.D.C. 2011) and is
a member of the Black Farmers and Agriculturalists Association
Florida Chapter. An applicant licensed under this sub
subparagraph is exempt from the requirements of subparagraphs
(b)l. and (b)2.

c. As soon as practicable, but no later than October 3, 2017, the
department shall license applicants that meet the requirements
of this section in sufficient numbers to result in ]0 total licenses
issued under this subparagraph, while accounting for the
number of licenses issued under subsubparagraphs a. and b.

3. For up to two of the licenses issued under subparagraph 2., the
department shall give preference to applicants that demonstrate
in their applications that they own one or more facilities that are, or
were, used for the canning, concentrating, or otherwise processing
of citrus fruit or citrus molasses and will use or convert the facility
or facilities for the processing of marijuana.

In so doing, Senate Bill 8-A also created various new classes of entities entitled to special

privileges in the selection process to become one of these entities.

One of the unlawful special classes is limited to those which, as of July 1, 2017, already

"hold[J an active, unrestricted license to cultivate, process, transport, and dispense low-THe

9
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cannabis, medical cannabis, and cannabis delivery devices," under the earlier failed low-THC

program. Fla. Stat. ~ 381.986(8)(a) J.

Another unlawful special class was established for those that meet the following criteria:

(i) the applicant applied to become a "dispensary organization" in 2015 under the failed low-

THC program; (ii) the applicant's application was reviewed, evaluated, and scored by the

Department and the applicant was denied a dispensing organization license; and (iii) the

applicant had one or more administrative or judicial challenges (i.e. lawsuits) merely pending

against the Department as of January I, 2017, regardless of the merits of the applicant's actual

illmlicalion or their lawsuit. See Fla. Stat. § 381.986(8)(a)2.a.

Another unlawful special class was established for those that meet the following criteria:

(i) the applicant applied to become a dispensary organization in 2015 under the failed low-THC

program; (ii) the applicant's application was reviewed, evaluated, and scored by the Department

and the applicant was denied a dispensing organization license; and (iii) the applicant's 2015

dispensary organization application had a final ranking within one point of the highest final

ranking in its region, regardless of the merits or the application. See Fla. Stat. § 381. 986(8)(a)2.a.

The Legislature created this improper special class, for which membership hinged on the

Department's prior ranking of an applicant's low-THC dispensary organization application in

2015, despite the fact that the Department's scoring/ranking process had already been found to

be "irrational" and to:

imposer] predetermined, artificial degrees of qualitative separation
between the applicants, creating deceptive numerical margins having no
rational relationship to actual qualitative .woximities, which latter were not
determined by, and thus were unknown to, the evaluators.

10
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Plants of Ruskin, Inc. v. Dep't of Health, No. 17-0116, at 18 and n.l0 (Fla. DOAH May 23,

2017), available at hups://wwwdoah.slale.n.us/ROSI2017/17000116.pdf (last visited Apr. 27,

2018).11

2. Senate Bill 80 A also creates an unlawful preference for applicants that
relates to the citrus indus1[y

Finally, Senate Bill 8-A also created a class of entities entitled to a vague special

"preference" in obtaining one of the new MMTC "licenses" to be issued to an entity that did nol

previously apply to be a dispensary organization under the limited low-THe program. That

undefined "preference" is afforded to any applicant which happens to own facilities that are, or

were, used for the canning, concentrating, or otherwise processing of citrus fruit or citrus

molasses. See Fla. Stat. § 381.986(8)(a)3.

When fully realized, the State's vertical licensing scheme in Senate Bill 8-A allows for

more than 1,800 dispensary store-fronts across Florida, in the hands of a select group of just 37

licensees. Each of these licensees are permitted to cultivate and process an unlimited amount of

marijuana, and all caps on dispensaries sunset by 2020. Unlimited cultivation, unlimited

production, and unlimited dispensaries in the hands of 37 license holders. 13 of those precious

licenses have already been given away to entities hand-selected by the legislature. As the State

clearly demonstrates in Senate Bill 8-A, they have no concern with how much marijuana is

produced or how many store-fronts sell it, as long as it all remains in the hands of this small

group of licensees.

The aforementioned provisions of Senate Bill B-A (now found in Section 381.986(8),

Florida Statutes) clearly violate Amendment 2, as well as the guarantees of due process and

II The basis for this conclusion is explained in detail by Judge Van Laningham in a well-
reasoned 108-page order.

11
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equal protection under the law. Quite simply the Legislature has no authority to limit the number

of MMTCs that can register under Amendment 2 or require MMTC applicants to undergo an

invasive and expensive licensing process. Nor does it have any power to grant special privileges

to certain entities in applying to be an MMTC that have no rational relationship to ensuring the

availability of medical marijuana. That violates the prohibitions against special laws found in

the Florida Constitution. Article III, Section 10 of the Florida Constitution provides:

Special laws. -- No special law shall be passed unless notice of
intention to seek enactment thereof has been published in the
manner provided by general law. Such notice shall not be
necessary when the law, except the provision for referendum, is
conditioned to become effective only upon approval by vote of the
electors of the area affected.

Article nI, Section II (a)(12) of the Florida Constitution provides:

(a) There shall be no special law or general law of local
application pertaining to:

... ... *

(12) private incorporation or grant of privilege to a private
corporation.

It cannot be credibly argued that the above referenced provisions of Senate Bill 8-A do

not qualify as "special laws." These are blatant unlawful grants of special advantages, benefits,

and privileges to particular persons and/or private corporations and interests, to the extreme

detriment of Florigrown.

Florigrown is not a person or entity that meets any of the criteria for these special

advantages, benefits, and privileges. These unlawful grants of special advantages, benefits and

privileges are causing significant irreparable harm to Florigrown for which it has no adequate

remedy at law. As a result, Florigrown is entitled to an injunction precluding the Defendants

from moving forward with and implementing this unlawful plan.

12
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E. The Department Refuses to Properly Implement the Amendment

In the wake of the Legislature's adoption of these unlawful restrictions on medical

marijuana, the Department has refused to adhere to its Constitutional duties under the

Amendment. It has ignored its Constitutional duty to commence registering MMTCs before

October 3, 2017,12 and it recently relayed that it never intends to register MMTCs pursuant to

Amendment 2. 13

Instead, the Department and the other Defendants have signaled their intention to

continue to improperly frustrate, delay and eviscerate the protections guaranteed by Amendment

2. As a frustrated Senator Rader recently noted during a meeting of the Joint Administrative

Procedures Committee:

At some point I would hope that the department would stop
looking for a scapegoat and just do its job. And lastly, this is about
our constituents. This is about fellow Floridians who passed a
constitutional amendment with over 70 percent of the vote. People
around the state of Florida - patients - people with pain - need our
help. They expect us to work this out and not some bureaucratic
doublespeak. Lack of movement going forward - it's being
stymied by what's going on up here.

(Meeting of Joint Administrative Procedures Committee on February 5, 2018, commencing at

6:22, available at https://thctloridachannel.orglvidcos/2-5-18-joint-adminislralive-proccdurcs-

committee!') (last visited Apr. 27,2018).

Absent entry of the requested injunction, the Defendants intend to soon commence an

unlawful MMTC "licensing" process pursuant to section 381.986, Florida Statutes, under the

Fla. Const. Art. X, § 29(d)(2) ("The Department shall begin ... registering MMTCs no
later than nine (9) months after the effective date of this section. ").

13 See Letter from Nichole Geary, General Counsel, DOH to Marjorie C. Holladay, Chief
Attorney, Joint Administrative Procedures Committee, at 2 (Feb. 2, 2018) (hereinafter "Geary
Letter") (attached hereto as "Exhibit D").
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l
guise of implementing Amendment 2. This course of conduct is plainly unconstitutional and

improper. It would allow Defendants to continue to ignore, shirk and subvert their Constitutional

duties to register MMTCs and this Court's immediate intervention is necessary.

F. The Department Will Soon Start Implementing The Unconstitutional
Provisions OfSenate Bill a-A Instead OfRespecting The Amendment

Tn a March 0, 2018 letter to Kenneth 1. Plante, Coordinator of the Joint Administrative

Procedures Committee ("Plante Letter"), General Counsel for the Department, Nichole Geary,

stated that the Department "plans to accept applications for new Medical Marijuana Treatment

Centers this spring." [Plante Letter p. 3.]14 As of April 18, 20IR, however, the Department

continues to state on its website-in response to "Frequently Asked Questions"-that it "is not

accepting applications for MMTCs at this time."15

G. The Department's Implementation Of Amendment 2 Vis-A- Vis SB 8-A Has
Already Been Rejected And Found Unconstitutional

Florida courts have begun to weigh in on the Department's refusal to abide by its

Constitutional duties and its inexcusable delay in implementing the Amendment's clear and

unambiguous directives-and they are showing the Department no sympathy. In a Final

Judgment entered on April 11, 2018 in Redner v. Department ojHealth, Case Number. 2017 CA

2403 ("Final Judgment"), 16 Judge Karen Gievers found that the Department of Health "has been,

and continues to be, non-compliant" with its duties under the Amendment, which include

"registration of medical marijuana treatment centers." [Final Judgment pp. 3, 12.] The Final

Judgment includes an entire section titled "DOH Violations of the Law," wherein Judge Gievers

14

15

F."

16

A copy of the March 6, 2018 Plante Letter is attached hereto as "Exhibit E."

A copy of the Department's "Frequently Asked Questions" is attached hereto as "Exhibit

A copy of the April 11, 2018 Final Judgment is attached hereto as "Exhibit G."
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stated that "[t]he actions of the Department of Health since Floridians' adoption of the Medical

Marijuana Amendment in November 2016 are not close to full compliance with the Department's

duties, and that the Department has "without the authority to do so, attempted to limit access

of qualifying patients to various methods of administration by not approving MMTCs'

registration requests." [Final Judgment pp. 14-15 (emphasis added).]

In a subsequent order entered on April J7, 2018 ("Stay Order"),17 Judge Gievers stated

that medical marijuana treatment is constitutionally-protected, and denying the Plaintiff access to

same would cause "further potentially irreparable haon." [Stay Order p. 2.]

II. MEMORANDUM OF LAW

A. This Court Has Subject Matter Jurisdiction to Award Florigrown Injunctive
Relief

"The jurisdiction of circuit courts to issue injunctive relief is granted by the Constitution

of Florida by Article Y, Section 20(c)(3)." Dep't olBus. Regulation, Div. ofAlcoholic Beverages

& Tobacco v. Provende, Inc., 399 So. 2d 1038, 1040 (Fla. 3d DCA 1981).

Under section 120.52( I), Florida Statutes, the Department is considered an "agency" and,

therefore, falls within the purview of the Administrative Procedure Act only if "acting pursuant

to powers other than those derived from the constitution." Fla. Stat. § 120.52(1). Therefore, the

Administrative Procedure Act does not apply to the Department when acting pursuant to

authority derived from the Amendment. See Couchman v. Univ. of Central Fla., 84 So. 3d 445,

447 (Fla. 5th DCA 2012) (explaining that the Administrative Procedure Act "applies only to

those administrative bodies that come within the Act's definition of an 'agency,'" and pursuant to

its express teons, the Act does not apply when an administrative body "is acting pursuant to

authority derived from Florida's Constitution.").

l7 A copy of the April 17,2018 Stay Order is attached hereto as "Exhibit R."
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Furthennore, in its February 22, 2017 Order dismissing Florigrown's Petition for

Evidentiary Hearing, the Department expressly stated that "the Administrative Procedure Act

does not apply to the Department's actions conducted pursuant to the authority derived from

Amcndment 2. See § 120.52( 1), Fla. Stat. Once the Department has promulgated and

implemented regulations pursuant to Amendment 2, any relief which Florigrown or other

registrants may seck under that regulatory framework must be brought in circuit court."

Here, under section 120.52, Couchman, and the Department's own February 22, 2017

Order, it is clear that this Court has subject matter jurisdiction to review the propriety of the

denial of Florigrown's MMTC registration. Because the Department's authority over MMTCs is

derived solely from the Florida Constitution, actions taken with respect to MMTCs fall outside

the scope of the Administrative Procedure Act, and Florigrown has properly sought relief in this

Court.

B. Legal Standard

"[T]he purpose of a temporary injunction is to preserve the status quo while final

injunctive relief is sought." Planned Parenthood afGreater Orlando, Inc. v. MMB Prop.,., 211

So. 3d 918, 924 (Fla. 2017); Michele Pommier Models, Inc. v. Diel, 886 So. 2d 993, 995-96 (Fla.

3d DCA 2004) ("The purpose of a temporary or preliminary injunction is not to resolve disputes,

but rather to prevent irreparable hann by maintaining status quo until a final hearing can occur

when full relief may be given. ").

To obtain a temporary injunction, the petitioner must establish the following elements:

(1) a substantial likelihood of success on the merits; (2) a lack of an adequate remedy at law; (3)

irreparable hann absent the issuance of an injunction; and (4) injunctive relief will serve the

public interest. Gainesville Woman Care, LLC v. State, 210 So. 3d 1243, 1258 (Fla. 2017).
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'" An injury is irreparable where the damage is estimable only by conjecture, and not by any

accurate standard.'" JonJuan Salon, lnc. v. Acosta, 922 So. 2d 1081, IOR4 (Fla. 4th DCA 2006)

(quoting Sun Elastic Corp. v. o.B. lndus., 603 So. 2d 516,517 n.3 (Fla. 3d DCA 1992)). A "trial

court's ruling on a motion for temporary injunction is presumed to be correct and will not be

overturned absent a clear abuse of discretion." Id. (quoting 3299 N. Fed lIighway, Inc. v. Bd. of

County Com'rs ofBroward Co., 646 SO.2d 215, 220 (Fla. 4th DCA 1994)).

I. F1origrown Has a Substantial Likelihood of Success on the Merits

Florigrown is clearly likely to succeed on the merits on its claims against the Defendants.

A provision of the Amendment specifically provides for the issuance of an injunction "to compel

compliance with the Department's constitutional duties." Fla. Const. Art. X, § 29(d)(3). Such

Constitutional duties include beginning to "register[] MMTCs no later than nine (9) months after

[its] effective date." Fla. Const. Art. X, § 29(d)(2). That deadline has long passed, yet the DOH

has not accepted any new MMTC registrations.

There is no valid excuse for the DOH's inaction and malfeasance. DOH's conduct flies

In the face of its express duties under the Amendment. As a result, there is a significant

likelihood that Florigrown will succeed on the merits of compelling the DOH to comply with its

Constitutional duties and commence registering MMTCs immediately.

Florigrown is also likely to succeed on the merits of its constitutional claims concerning

the unlawfully discriminatory provisions of SB 8-A, which are now found in section 381.986,

Florida Statutes. It is plain the SB 8-A is an unlawful special law that grants special privileges

based on clitcria that, on its face, obviously bears no rational rclationship to ensuring the supply

of safe medical marijuana for qualifying patients, such as an applicant owning a facility that is or

was used for the canning, concentrating, or otherwise processing of citrus fruit or citrus
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molasses. Nor is there any rational relationship to granting MMTC licenses to entities that

happen to be in litigation with the DOH, regardless of the merits of that litigation and

notwithstanding the Department's prior determination that the applicant should not receive a

license. See Fla. Stat. §381.986(8)(a)2.a (stating in pertinent part, "the department shall license

any applicant ... which had one or more administrative or judicial challenges pending as of

January I, 2017"). Making matters worse, the issuance of improper licenses pursuant to these

unlawful provisions will further reduce the limited number of licenses available to others, like

Florigrown, that are not involved in the citrus industry or did not apply for a license two years

ago under the prior failed low-THe program. It is obvious that none of these provisions pass

muster and Florigrown is likely to succeed on the merits. It is simply not the Department's place

to "play favorites."

Fundamentally, nothing in the Amendment authorizes the Defendants to promulgate laws

and rules that impose an artificial cap on the number of MMTCs that may operate in the state.

"When the minimum qualifications of [multiple] applicants have been established, the public

interest will be protected no matter which applicant is chosen." .!ohnston Broad. Co. v. Fed.

Commc'ns Comm'n, 175 F.2d 351,357 (D.C. Cir. 1949). The improper laws and rules do not

further the public interest - they fly in the face of, and blatantly violate, the plain terms of a

Constitutional amendment that was overwhelming adopted by the citizenry. Nor do they further

the interest of increasing availability and safe use of medical marijuana. Yet, that is exactly what

has happened here.

In fact, the Department, in a letter recently sent by its General Counsel Nichole Geary to

the Legislature's Joint Administrative Procedures Committee, admitted that "Section 3S1.986,

Florida Statutes (2017) expanded Amendment 2's directive to the Department to establish a
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comprehensive regulatory framework via the promulgation of rules.,,18 But, neither the

Legislature nor the Department has any authority to "expand Amendment 2's directive ... to

establish a comprehensive regulatory framework." The Amendment is clear - the Legislature

may only enact laws that are "consistent" with the Amendment - it lacks authority to implement

its proposed unlawful plan of establishing a comprehensive regulatory framework that limits and

restricts the citizenry's access to medical marijuana. See Fla. Const. Art. X, § 29(e). The

Amendment must be enforced as written, not as unlawfully restricted.

Moreover, Florigrown is also likely to succeed on the merits because the Defendants havc

now admitted, through the testimony of Defendant Bax to a Legislative committee and

statements of the DOH's General Counsel Nichole Geary, that the DOH is now going to

intentionally abandon the Constitutional Regulation process required to be followed under

Amendment 2. This process would have allowed for public comment and input regarding

implementation of the right that 6.5 million people voted for, but instead the Defendants are

seeking to exclude public input by restricting Amendment 2 to the unlawful provisions found in

SB 8-A.

As DOH General Counsel Geary explained, "The Department's constitutional regulation

promulgation process is more streamlined, but is transparent and provides opportunity for

public input." Geary Letter at 2. Yet, "Recent actions by the legislature have made it clear that

its preference is for the Department to move forward under the authority granted in section

381.986 and Chapter 120, Florida Statutes." Thus, the DOH, purportedly at the behest of the

Legislature, admitted that it is shirking and abandoning its Constitutional duties under an

Amendment approved by 6.5 million Floridians in order to follow an unlawful detour put in

18 Geary Letter at I ("Exhibit D").
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place by the Legislature. And, the DOH is doing so even though the DOH itself believes that the

proper route is "more streamlined," "transparent" and "provides opportunity for public input."

This is truly horrendous, not to mention a very dangerous and slippery slope. To the extent that

the Defendants desired to impose a restrictive regime on Florida, it should have been vetted

though the Constitutional Regulation process, with public input and transnarency. Millions of

Floridians did not vote for this Amendment so that the Legislature could simply render it

meaningless.

Regardless, Bax recently testified that the DOH is now going to first start the lengthy

process of promulgating administrative Rules (pursuant to Chapter 120, Florida Statutes) to

implement the provisions of section 381.986, which as detailed herein, directly violates the right

to registration of an MMTC granted by Amendmcnt 2. Although there is theoretically an

opportunity for public input in Chapter J20, any such input is limited to the restrictive provisions

imposed by Senate Bill 8-A. In essence, the Defendants' unlawful course of conduct has

squelched any discussion about implementing the measure that the citizenry adopted.

To date, there has been no Regulation adopted by the DOH that provides for the

registration of a new MMTC in accordance with Amendment 2. In fact, Defendant DOH-along

with Defendants Bax, Philip, and ultimately Scott-have unlawfully decided amongst

themselves that the DOH will never issue the requisite constitutional Regulations that are

required to register MMTCs and fully implement Amendment 2, in direct derogation of their

Constitutional duties. Making matters worse, the Defendants are working hand-in-hand with

Defendant State to maintain and enforce these unconstitutional provisions with threats of arrest

and criminal prosecution for violation of the w1constitutional laws.
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DOH General Counsel Geary explained that addressing the issues raised by the

Legislature "will cause further delay of the next application cycle." Further, Geary noted that

changes demanded by the Legislature to comport with SB 8-A "will also delay development of

the general patient safety regulatory scheme such as rules on edibles, appropriate pesticides,

fines for malfeasance by MMTCs, and patient access through the issuance of registry cards."

2. Florigrown Lacks an Adequate Remedy as Law

Florigrown has no adequate remedy at law. Pursuant to the Amendment, florigrown has

a constitutional right to be registered as an MMTC-a right it has been denied since October 3,

2017, due to the Department's pattern of inaction and delay, and the State's decision to enact laws

which place more restrictions on MMTC registration than what the Amendment itself provides.

There is no adequate remedy at law for the harm that Florigrown will suffer jf it continues to be

denied the opportunity to obtain MMTC registration, and consequently the ability to provide

patient care to countless Florida citizens in need of medical marijuana treatment. Furthermore,

there is no adequate remedy at law which could even come close to redressing the injury caused

by the Defendants, who have blatantly shirked their duties under the Amendment, thereby

ignoring the resounding voice of over 71 % of Florida voters who wished to bring medical

marijuana to this State. Simply stated, absent the imposition of a temporary injunction by this

Court, Florigrown-along with other similar entities-will be unable to exercise its

constitutional right to operate as an MMTC and provide necessary treatment and patient care to

qualifying Floridians.

There is so simply no way to quantify the harm Florigrown has suffered by being denied

its Constitutional right of registration. Even if Florigrown could ascertain its damages and

wished to seek monetary relief, because all of the Defendants are either state governmental
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entities or state governmental actors, absent a waiver of sovereign immunity in the Amendment,

Florigrown could not recover monetary damages for Defendants' refusal to carry out their duties

under the Amendment. See e.g., Tucker v. Resha, 634 So. 2d 756, 759 (Fla. Ist DCA 1994).

Contrary to what the Department may argue, waiting patiently until the Department

decides to begin accepting MMTC registrations does not constitute an adequate remedy. As set

forth in dctail above, all the Department has done since the Amendment went into effect is delay

its implementation. Without judicial intervention compelling the Department to begin registering

MMTCs-as the Amendment clearly requires-there is simply no telling how long Florigrown

will have to wait to enjoy its constitutional right of registration. The Amendment clearly and

unambiguously set forth a deadline of October 3, 2017 for the Department to begin registering

MMTCs-that deadline has long lapsed and judicial action is necessary in order to protect

Florigrown's rights under the Amendment.

3. Florigrown Will Suffer Irreparable Harm Absent the Issuance of a
Temporary In junction

As stated above, in this case, all of the Defendants are all either state governmental

entities or state governmental actors. As such, absent a waiver of sovereign immunity, the

Defendants would be immune from the recovery of damages even when Florigrown prevails in

this litigation. See, e.g., Tucker, 634 So. 2d at 759; Fla. Stat. § 768.28.

Where, like here, there is no damages remedy available 10 litigation against a

governmental entity, courts have found that this circumstance may in and of itself may rise to the

level of irreparable injury. See D.A.B.E., Inc. v. Toledo-Lucas Cnty Bd. ofHealth, No. 3:01 CV

7334, 2001 WL 1916730, *4 (N.D. Ohio July 6, 2001) (finding that governmental agencies'

immunity from a damages remedy rose to the level of irreparable injury to owners/operators of
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establishments that would suffer financial damage as a result of enforcement of regulation

banning indoor smoking). Such are the circumstances here.

Absent this Court's immediate action, the Defendants will proceed with accepting

applications for a limited number of improper MMTC "licenses." For the privilege of being able

to submit an application just to be considered to receive one of these "licenses," there will be an

extensive application process and a requirement that the applicant submit an over $60,000 non

refundable fee. None of this is permitted under the Amendment.

Instead, the Amendment requires the DOH to register MMTCs. It does not allow for the

capped licensing process that the Defendants seek to impose. The Amendment expressly

provides that the DOH's role is to establish and enforce vigorous "standards to ensure proper

security, record-keeping, testing, labeling, inspection, and safety" and establish and enforce

"procedures for the issuance, renewal, suspension and revocation of registration" of MMTCs that

can meet those standards Fla. Const. Art. X, § 29(d)(l )c. It also says that "it is the duty of the

Department to promulgate regulations in a timely fashion." /d. Nowhere does the Amendment

authorize the DOH to conduct an MMTC licensing competition where qualified entities could be

denied simply because of arbitrary caps placed on registrations by the State and the Department

of Health. And it is clear that the Amendment makes a distinction between "registration" and

becoming "licensed." Allowing the Defendants to continue on their unlawful course to "license"

MMTCs will result in irreparable harm to Florigrown. Cf Qantum Commc 'ns Corp. v. Star

Broad., Inc., 382 F.Supp.2d 1362 (S.D. Fla. 2005) (finding that where a market is "highly

regulated, limited, and competitive," irreparable harm will flow from the improper conveyance

of unique assets, such as an FCC broadcasting license).
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The Amendment defines "Physician" as "a person who is licensed to practice medicine in

Florida." Fla. Const. Art. X, § 29(b)(R) (emphasis added). That is the only instance in which a

form of the word license is used in the Amendment. Licenses to practice medicine, like driver's

licenses, entail an application process with a qualitative analysis or scoring. A "Registration" is

clearly not the same. The text of the Amendment makes this clear.

The Amendment uses a fonn of the word "registration" seven (7) times. The

Amendment never refers to licensing an MMTC-that concept is neither contemplated nor

authorized. Instead, the Amendment requires that the DOH register MMTCs.

Registration is not the same as becoming licensed. The words are different and mean

different things. One registers to vote or registers to run in a marathon. No one gets a license to

vote or to run in a marathon. Although there may be specified requirements in order to obtain a

registration, such as providing proof of citizenship in order to register to vote, neither a test nor

scoring is required for a registration. The same is true for registration of a car verses applying

for a driver's license. Merely tasking the DOH with registering MMTCs does not allow any of

the Defendants to impose onerous licensing requirements.

This Court's immediate intervention is necessary to prevent the unlawful deprivation of

Florigrown and the Florida citizenry of their right to the medical marijuana program that over

6,500,000 million Floridians voted for. The completely different medical marijuana program

that the Defendants are colluding to unlawfully impose on Florida's citizens has never been

subject to the scrutiny that ended with Amendment 2 passing by a landslide. The Defendants'

program was never approved by the voters and this Court must protect the citizens from this

clear example of unlawful government overreach and voter disenfranchisement.
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To be sure, the Amendment does not allow for the Defendants to impose the oppressive

and prohibitively expensive licensing process that they have sought. Nor does the Amendment

allow the Defendants to impose, by unconstitutional law, a "comprehensive regulatory scheme"

that would obviously have the effect of restricting the availability and safe use of medical

marijuana by qualifying patients. This effect is visible right this moment-not a single

registration has been completed since the passage of Amendment 2. Moreover, the DOH has not

even licensed any entity to serve as an MMTC that did not apply to be a low-THC Dispensary

Organization under the limited failed low-THC medical marijuana program established by the

Legislature in 2014. That was four years ago-and two years before the Amendment was even

adopted!

Remarkably, the DOH expects MMTC applicants to pay over $60,000 just to participate

in this improper process even though only a small fraction of applicants will be lucky enough to

receive a license. This Court's immediate intervention is needed to compel the DOH to comply

with its Constitutional duties. Short of that, the DOH will either do nothing or eventually

embark on this improper and illegal process of soliciting lengthy applications to fill an artificially

and illegally limited number slots for MMTC licenses. Both circumstances result in irreparable

harm that cannot be remedied later or via an award of damages, which the Defendants are not

liable to pay.

The DOH's obvious constitutional violations are cause enough for the issuance of an

immediate injunction, but in addition, an injunction is also necessary now because the DOH is

apparently poised to finally release its new unlawful application. This will require Florigrown to

quickly decide between having to invest significant time and money into participating in a

process that is on its face unconstitutional and improper, or risk perhaps not having the
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opportunity to become an MMTC ever. And, if it turns out that Florigrown is not selected to

receive one of the coveled "licenses" via the unconstitutional process, then it would be at a

significant disadvantage to those that do receive a license and are able to operate in the state-

created marijuana monopoly until this case reaches final judgment. [f Florigrown attempted to

operate as an MMTC without DOH licensure, then it would face significant criminal exposure.

And, even when this case rcaches final judgment, Florigrown would be unable to recover

damages from the Defendants because they are governmental actors. Under such circumstances,

the element of irreparable harm has clearly been established here.

(a) The citizenry of Florida will suITer irreparable harm in lhe absen~,<

or an injunclion

This case is not just about Florigrown. The relief sought herein is essential to protecting

the constitutional rights of the more than 6.5 million Floridians who voted in favor of the

Amendment. No one has voted to support the Defendants' unconstitutional course of conduct.

And the voices of those people who felt so strongly about this issue that they voted to

permanently enshrine the very provisions that are the subject of this suit in the Florida

Constitution cannot simply be ignored. But, unless this Court takes action now, those citizens

will be deprived of this Constitutional right that they worked so hard to obtain. The Defendants

were only granted the limited right to promulgate regulations to ensure safe access to medical

marijuana and to pass laws consistent with the Amendment. See Fla. Const. Art. X, § 29(e).

Regardless, at every possiblc instance, the Defendants have sought to (and succeeded in)

erecting barriers and obstacles for patients to obtain this medicine. As the Amendment was

specifically targeted to provide relief to those suffering from terminal and debilitating conditions,

many of these patients are deathly ill. Yet, the Defendants have colluded and continue to collude

to promulgate laws and propose rules that have the intent and effect of restricting the number of
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MMTCs and denying access. These actions are causing irreparable harm to the most ailing and

desperate in our State and disenfranchising the legion of voters that supported Amendment 2 as

plainly written, not as improperly curtailed by Defendants.

As a direct result of the Defendants' refusal to properly implement Amendment 2, the

promise of new breakthrough treatment options for cancer, epilepsy and pain, among other

dreaded diseases, is being subverted and frustrated right before our eyes. So is the potential to

naturally reduce the State's dependence on prescription opioids, a deadly dose of which can be

obtained almost effortlessly from the drive-thru windows of the mega national chain pharmacies

that are located on every major comer in Florida.

Because of Defendant's unlawful actions, there are simply not enough MMTCs necessary

to serve the population. The only MMTCs currently authorized are entities that submitted

applications to become Dispensary Organizations under the State's failed Jow-THC program that

sought applications for one month in the summer of 20 15. No entities that did not seek licensure

under that failed program, which was years before the passage of the Amendment, have even

been allowed to apply for registration or licensure as an MMTC under Amendment 2. Instead,

the Defendants have improperly granted these entities a state-sanctioned monopoly on all

medical marijuana activities in the State, from cultivation though dispensing. This not only

limits the availability of the medicine overall and increases its cost exponentially, but it also

limits the types and forms of the medicine that are available.

Florida patients lack any real choice in purchasing their medicine. Far from there being a

variety of product offerings in the current MMTCs, the issue now is far more fundamental-
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whether the few MMTCs have any medicine available for purchase. See Composite Exhibit 1. 19

That is obviously not how it is supposed to be. Ailing cancer patients and those with other

debilitating conditions should not be forced to go without the medicine recommended by their

doctors because demand is so high that it cannot be kept in stock by the few MMTCs that the

Defendants have given a monopoly. That is truly absurd. It is especially absurd since this

medicine is naturally derived from a plant that can easily be grown by others, if the Defendants

would just register more MMTCs as Amendment 2 requires.

The unfortunate reality of the situation is that the Department's continued refusal to abide

by its duties coupled with the Department's persistent and inexcusable delays in implementing

anything having to do with medical marijuana is causing untold harm to innocent Floridians.

But, this harm can be addressed through issuance of an injunction by this Court.

4. The ]ssuance ora Temporary fnjullclion Will Serve the Public ]nleresl

The issuance of a temporary injunction in this case will serve the public interest because

it will: (I) compel Defendants' compliance with the Amendment; (2) enable Florigrown to enjoy

its Constitutional right to register as an MMTC; and (3) comport with the will of Florida voters

to have access to medical marijuana treatment. And, as stated above, "[w]hen the minimum

qualifications of [multiple] applicants have been established, the public interest will be protected

no matter whieh applicant is chosen." Johnston Broad. Co., 175 F.2d at 357.

Neither the Department, nor any of the other Defendants, have any right to seek to thwart

the rights guaranteed by Amendment 2. The right to medical marijuana, as expressed in the text

of Amendment 2, is now the law of this State. Amendment 2 now pemlanently appears

19 Attached as Composite Exhibit f are Declarations provided by Qualifying Patients.
Although these patients had full knowledge that their Declarations would be made public, in an
abundance of caution, identifying information has been redacted from the public filing. An
unredacted version of the Declarations will be furnished to the Court and counsel.
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alongside of, and must be accorded at least the attention and respect of, other important

Constitutional amendments, such as the establishment of the Homestead exemption (Fla. Const.

Art. 10, § 4) and the right to compensation for eminent domain (Fla. Const. Art 10, § 6).

Yet, Defendants continue to fall woefully short in carrying out their Constitutional duties

under the Amendment, to the detriment of not only Florigrown, but other similar entities who

wish to obtain MMTC registration as well as countless patients who need medical marijuana as

part of their prescribed treatment regimen. A temporary injunction will serve the public interest

because it will accomplish what the Defendants have not --registration of MMTCs throughout

the State of Florida in a manner consistent with the plain and unambiguous language of the

Amendment.

Regardless of the prerogative on medical marijuana of the current officials serving in the

Florida Legislature and Executive branch, the people of Florida have spoken loud and clear by

adopting Amendment 2 by a landslide. Clearly it is not simply by happenstance that an

expensive citizen-initiated constitutional amendment was necessary to protect Floridians' right to

access medical marijuana. But, the purpose of government is to serve those that are governed,

not to impose the will of those in office.

Until those who unlawfully seek to frustrate and eviscerate the rights that the citizenry

overwhelmingly granted to itself by adopting the Amendment are removed from office, this

Court has a critical role within our third branch government to ensure that the will of the

citizenry embodied in Amendment 2 is not frustrated and ignored. Unfortunately, Floridians are

unnecessarily suffering in the interim.

Under such circumstances detailed above, it would clearly serve the public interest for

this Court to enter an order enjoining the Defendants' unlawful conduct and requiring
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Defendants , to immediately comply with their Constitutional duties under Amendment 2 as

adopted by 6,518,919 fellow Floridians.

WHEREFORE, for the reasons stated above, Florigrown requests that this Court award

injunctive relief in its favor and against Defendants, consisting of a temporary injunction: (1)

immediately enjoining the Defendants from registering (or "licensing") any MMTCs pursuant to

the blatantly unconstitutional legislative scheme set forth in section 381.986, Florida Statutes; (2)

requiring the Department to immediately commence registering MMTCs in accordance with the

plain language of the Amendment; and (3) requiring the Department to immediately register

FJorigrown as an MMTC.

Dated: April 30, 2018

lsi Ari H. Gerstin
Ari H. Gerstin, Esq. (Fla. Bar #0839671 )
ari.gerslin(@,akcrman.com
marvlin.herrera(dlakerman.com
AKERMANLLP
Three Brickell City Centre
98 Southeast Seventh Street, Suite 1100
Miami, FL 33131
Phone: (305) 374-5600
Fax: (305) 374-5095

Respectfully submitted,

lsi Jonathan S. Robbins
Jonathan S. Robbins, Esq. (Fla. Bar #989428)
jonathan.robbins@akerman.com
nancy.alessi@akennaJl.com
AKERMANLLP
Las Olas Centre II, Suite 1600
350 East Las Olas Boulevard
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301-2999
Phone: (954) 463-2700
Fax: (954) 463-2224

lsi 1. Martin Hayes
1. Martin Hayes, Esq. (Fla. Bar #971766)
AKERMANLLP
106 East College Avenue, 12th Floor
Tallahassee, FL 32301
Phone: (850)425-1647
Fax: (R50) 325-2542
martin.hayes@akennan.com
pam.dcruytcr@akeIl11an.com
London L. Ott, Esq. (Fla. Bar #95058)
london.ott@akennan.com
kari. al hasnawi@akcnnan.com

Counsel for Plaintiffs
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on April 30, 2017 a true and correct copy of the foregoing

was e-filed with the Clerk of Court and served on all counsel of record listed below.

Daniel E. Nordby
John MacIver
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR
400 South Monroe Street, Suite 209
Tallahassee, Florida 32399
daniel. nordby@eog.myflorida.colll
john.maciver@cog.mynorida.com

Jason Gonzalez
Amber Stoner
SHUTTS & BOWEN LLP
215 South Monroe Street, Suite 804
Tallahassee, Florida 3230 I
jasongonzalez(w,shulls.com
~mbcrstoner@shlltts.com

mpoppell(a)shulls.com

/s/ Ari H. Gerstin

3 I
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Exhibit A
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Thomas C Utlle

THOMAS C. LITTLE, P.A.
ATIORNEYS AT LAW

2123 N. E Coachll1an Road
SUite A

PO Box 5379
Clearwater, Florida 33765

(727) 443·5773
FAX (727) 441-2394

E· Melli toml,ltle IG' thomascliltlecom

January 17,2017

f3ANKnUPfCY
nc.4L E"ST~~r .... !\'.'"
C()RP0F\ft: I: ~ B:.....:~I'IL ~~~ Jo,\,'J

t~AIMIN/\l L/~''''V

,:nN~")TITH TIrINAL LAW

MARITAl A. FA'u1IL'( LA\V
pl::riS(INAt IN,JUnv.'' WfV INGr IJl 1)( ,HI I
'N.l ... S PHUf)JlTt. '\ e.1A! l:: I-'l fl,~j~,lN ,

Mr. Christian Bax
Department of Health

2585 Merchants Row Boulevard

Tallahassee, FL 32399

RE: Registration as a Medical Marijuana Treatment Center Florigrown, LLC

Dear Mr, Bax:

This letter is to advise you that I represent Florigrown, LLC, a Flo ida limited liability

company (herein Florigrown). This letter constitutes my client's regist ation to operate a

Medical Marijuana Treatment Center (herein MMTC). Pursuant to A icle X Section 29

(b)(5) representing the Amendment to the Constitution to the State 0 Florida ratified by
voters on November 7, 2016, as referred to as Amendment 2, herei (the Amendment).
Pursuant to the Amendment, this letter registers Florigrown to acquire cultivate, possess,

process (including development of related products such as food, tinct res, aresols, oils or

ointments), transfer, transport, sell, distribute, dispense, or administer I arijuana, products

containing marijuana, related supplies, or educational materials to qu lifying patients or

their caregivers.

Florigrown is a Florida limited liability company established r the purpose of

operating a MMTC within the State of Florida to make available and accessible medical
marijuana for safe use by qualifying patients. The Members of Flo grown are Joseph
Redner (40%), Jeffrey Marks (20%), Adam Elend (20%) and Kyle Burns (2 %).

The Members and any employees or agents of Florigro n will meet the
requirements mandated by the Department of Health (herein the Dep rtment) for level-2
background screening pursuant to Section 435,04 of the Florida Sta utes or any other

background screening requirement at the office of FDLE or any other d signated approved

vendor for fingerprinting. The principal Member, Joseph Redner, wa fingerprinted and

passed a level-2 background screening in April, 2016 for a permit to manufacture malt

beverages.
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Department of Health

January 17, 2017

Page Two

In order to satisfy the requirements regarding financial solvency, my client will

provide any requested materials from a certified public accountant. My client will satisfy

any fee requirements for the registration and provide any requi ed bond for the

registration, Enclosed are the financial statements for the majorit member, Joseph
Redner,

The purpose of registration is to ensure the availability and s fe use of medical

marijuana by qualifying patients, Under Section 29 (d)(l)(c) of the A endment, it is the
duty of the Department to promulgate regulations to ensure prop r security, record

keeping, testing, labeling, inspection and safety. Florigrown shall meet ese requirements
as follows:

1.
including but

access.

Florigrown will meet all requirements for security, inv ntory and control

not limited to video surveillance, alarms, and physical arriers to control

2, Florigrown will meet all record keeping requirements fa inventory control,

tracking and chain of custody, and will implement auditable softwar for seed to sale
tracking as required.

3, Florigrown will comply with testing requirements includ ng but not limited

to internal testing and maintaining batch samples for auditing by ndependent third
parties.

4. Florigrown will maintain records necessary to m et any labeling

requirements such as a list of ingredients, THe content, and safety warni gs.

5. Florigrown will make its facilities, processes, and reI' rds available for
inspection at any and all reasonable times.

6. Florigrown considers the safety of its products and rocesses to be a
paramount concern. Consequently, Florigrown will satisfy or e ceed any safety
requirement including but not limited to: a. requirements for c Itivating cannabis

methodology; b. requirements for dealing with medical marijuana as n invasive plant in

the State of Florida; c. requirements for the best agricultural and ha dling practices; d.

requirements for professional personnel on staff licensed by the Sta e as necessary to

enSure that Florigrown is operating in accordance with the regulations a the Department.
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Department of Health
January 17,2017
Page Three

Florigrown will employ a licensed medical director to ensure th proper operation

of its facilities, if required.

Florigrown will satisfy all zoning requirements of the jurisdi
facilities operate.

Thus, as previously stated, this letter constitutes our registratio
of a MMTA and the acknowledgement and agreement by Florigrown
Constitutional Amendment and any reasonable regulations. Florigro
receipt of your constitutionally permissible regulations within six mont
2017 and Florigrown intends to comply with those regulations as they

that qualified patients have access and availability of safe marijuana an
Finally, my client reserves its right to challenge any regulation that m
provisions of the Amendment or are unreasonable.

Thank you for your consideration to this matter,

ours,

. (J
~1,1.£rr7474/('

Thomas C. Little
Attorney at law

TCL:an
xc: Florigrown, LLC
Enclosures
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Part I· Assets

8<lnk Accounts Amount

TO Bank 1 9,368

US Ameribank 42,363

S 51,731

VehicleS Value

2012 Mercedes Cl55 - AMG $ 53,500

2010 Chevy Silverado 16,300

Jet Skis (2) 30,000

$ 99,800

Real Estate V~lue

1310 Alicia Avenue, Tampa $ 424,662

3906 W Pine Street, Tampa 124,134

2005 N Harold Ave, Tampa 74,003

2007 N Harold Ave, Tampa 68,465

2101 N Harold Ave, Tampa 71,048

2105 N Harold Ave, Tampa 63,203

2205 N Harold Ave, Tampa 36,176

2209 N Harold Ave, Tampa 72,038
2301 N Harold Ave, Tampa 82,826

2308 N Harold Ave, Tampa 64,942

2605 W Kennedy BlVd, Tampa 962,298

2040 N Dale Mabry Hwy, Tampa 496,140

3613 Walnut St, Tampa 77,478

3902 Walnut St, Tampa 73,418

2101 W Main 5t, Tampa 112,748

201 W Laurel 5t #506, Tampa 91,425

3906 Cherry St, Tampa 85,556

$ 2,980,560

Closely Held Companies

Specialty Malls of Tampa, Inc $ 3,631,686

Cigar City Brewing 40,000,000
Free Course, Inc: 2,690,218

$ 46,321,904
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Part D-Inconae

Name of Source

W-2 - Joe Redner Enterprises
Real Estate rentals

Mons Venus
Cigar City Brewing

Specialty Malls

Addrl!$S of Source
3924 W Spruce St, Tampa
VarIous
2040 N Dale Mabry HWV, Tampa
3924 W Spruce St, Tampa
3924 WSpruce St, Tampa
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364,000

151,600
407,900

306,000

226,073
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Minion:
To proted, promole &impfOYll the health
of all people In FioridelIlrough Integrated
state, oounty &oommunlty ellol15

Mr. Thomas C. little
2123 N.E. Coachman Road
Suite A
PO Box 5379
Clearwater, FL 33765

Dear Thomas C Little, PA,

Vision: To be !tie Healtt1lnt StIt1t in the Netion

January 20, 2017

Rick Seo"
Governor

Cel.ste Philip, MD, MPH
SUtg8Ol1 Gen8lll1 and Secretary

Your request to register as a Medical Marijuana Treatment Center (MMTC) s denied.

Pursuant to section 381.986, Florida Statutes, there are seven licensed dis ensing organizations in the
state of Florida, which are the only businesses authorized to cultivate, proc S5, and dispense medical
cannabis to qualifying patients There is no process set out under current la to register as a MMTC
and no authority to accept new applications to become a dispensing organi ation. Until further action is
taken by the Department or the Florida Legislature, the Department of Heal (Department) is not
accepting new dispensing organization applications or requests to register s a MMTC.

While Amendment 2 became effective on January 3, 2017, section 381.986 Florida Statutes, remains in
effect, and the Department, physicians, dispensing organizations, and patie ts remain bound by
existing law and rule. Following Amendment 2's effective date, the Departm nt is directed to
promulgate rules related to MMTCs within 6 months and to implement thos regulations within 9
months. Rulemaking updates will be posted on the Office of Compassionat Use's website, which can
be found at http.llwww.f1oridahealthgov/ocu. You may also receive bi-week y updates via email to
follow further developments by emailing CompasslonateUse@flheallh.gov.

Sincer:ly, /"

c· V-
ChristiaryBax, Director
Office of Compassionat Use

CB/cc

Florid. D.p8rtment of H_lth
OffIce of Comp-..slon••e U_
4052 Bald Cypress Way. Bin A.{)6 • Tallahassee, FL 32399
PHONE: 850·245-4657

Fiorld.H..lttI.1lI0Y
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Thomas C. Little, PA
Page Two
January 20, 2017

NOTICE OF RIGHTS

This notice is agency action for purposes of section 120.569, Florida Statut s. A party whose
substantial interest is affected by this action may petition for an administrati e hearing pursuant to
sections 120.569 and 120.57, Florida Statutes. A petition must be filed in ting and must be received
by the Agency Clerk within twenty-one (21) days from receipt of this notice. he petition may be mailed
to the Agency Clerk, Department of Health, 4052 Bald Cypress Way, BIN # i -02, Tallahassee, FL
32399-1703; hand delivered to the Agency Clerk, Department of Health, 25$5 Merchants Row Blvd.,
Prather Building, Suite 110, Tallahassee, FL; or sent by facsimile to (850) 413-8743. Such petition must
be filed in conformance with Florida Administrative Code Rules 28-106201 r 28-106.301, as
applicable

Mediation is not available.

Failure to file a petition within 21 days shall constitute a waiver of the right t a hearing on this agency
action.
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STATE OF FLORIDA
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH

FLORIGROWN, LLC, a Florida limited
liability company,

Petitioner,

1, -f FEr:1,-, .-,~ 3- ',/ .... ,,-.
:-,J. ;J,I I I..}' ~l.j

vs.

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, OFFICE
OF COMPASSIONATE USE,

Respondent.
____________1

DOH Case No. 2017-0045

ORDER DISMISSING PETITION

THIS MATTER comes before the Department of Health ("Department") upon a

Petition for Evidentiary Hearing filed on February 9,2017, by Florigrown, LLC, a Florida

limited liability company ("Florigrown" or "Petitioner"). After careful review, the

Department finds the following:

~ACKGROUND

On November 8,2016, Florida voters approved Amendment 2 expanding the class of

qualified patients eligible to procure medical marijuana through Medical Marijuana

Treatment Centers ("MMTCs") and directing the Department to issue reasonable

regulations for the implementation and enforcement ofAmendment 2, codified as Article X,

Section 29, of the Florida Constitution.

On January 17, 2017, the Department received a letter from Thomas C. Little,

attorney for Florigrown, which purported to register Florigrown as an MMTC. The letter is

attached as Attachment A.
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On January 20,2017, the Department issued a letter denying Florigrown's request to

register as an MMTC, explaining there is no process under current law to register as an

MMTC. The denial letter is attached as Attachment B.

On February 9,2017, Florigrown filed a Petition for Evidentiary Hearing on the

denial of its purported registration. The Petition is attached as Attachment C.

FINDINGS OF FACT

1. On November 8,2016, Florida voters approved Amendment 2,1 and it became

effective on January 3,2017, as Article X, Section 29, Florida Constitution. Amendment 2

expanded the class of patients eligible to secure medical marijuana2 under Florida law

through MMTCs defined in the Amendment as:

[A]n entity that acquires, cultivates, possesses, processes (including
development of related products such as food, tinctures, oils, or ointments),
transfers, transports, sells, distributes, dispenses, or administers marijuana,
products containing marijuana, related supplies, or educational materials to
qualifying patients or their caregivers and is registered by the Department.

2. Amendment 2 requires the Department to issue reasonable regulations necessary

for the implementation and enforcement of Amendment 2, in order to ensure the

availability and safe use of medical marijuana by qualifying patients. The regulations must

include procedures for the issuance, renewal, suspension and revocation of registration of

MMTCs, and standards to ensure proper security, record keeping, testing, labeling,

inspection, and safety ofMMTCs. The Department is required to promulgate the

regulations related to MMTCs within six (6) months and to implement them within nine (9)

months of the effective date. Art. X, s. 29 (d)(1) and (2).

I This Order will refer to the Amendment by its commonly known name: Amendment 2.
2 Medical marijuana remains illegal under federal law.

2
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3. The Department has not yet promulgated the required regulations, is in the

process of doing so, and the six month time frame for promulgating the necessary

regulations has not yet passed.

4. The January 17,2017, letter from Thomas C. Little, the attorney for Florigrown,

states, "This letter constitutes my client's registration to operate as a [MMTC]." The letter

further asserts that Florigrown will meet the requirements of the Department's regulations,

referring to the regulations that have not yet been promulgated.

5. On January 20,2017, the Department issued a letter denying Florigrown's request

to register as an MMTC, explaining that the Department has not yet adopted regulations for

the registration ofMMTCs. The denial letter further stated, "[T]he Department is directed

to promulgate rules related to MJ\1TCs within 6 months and to implement those regulations

within 9 months. Rulemaking updates will be posted on the Office of Compassionate Use's

Website, which can be found at http://www.floridahealth.gov/ocu. You may also receive

bi-weekly updates via email to follow further developments by emailing

CompassionateUse@flhealtb.gQY."

6. On February 9,2017, Florigrown filed a Petition for Evidentiary Hearing on the

denial.

7. The PetitiQn is premised entirely on the Department's authority arising from

Amendment 2 and acknowledges that regulations for the registration ofMJ\1TCs have not

yet been adopted.

8. There is currently no process in place fQr the Department to register any entity as

an MMTC pursuant to Amendment 2 or to accept new applications for dispensing

organizations under section 381.986, Florida Statutes.

3
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CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

9. Pursuant to section 381.986, Florida Statutes, there are seven licensed dispensing

organizations in the state of Florida, which are currently the only businesses authorized to

cultivate, process, and dispense medical cannabis to qualifying patients.

10. Until such time as the Department promulgates and implements regulations or

the Florida Legislature acts, section 381.986, Florida Statutes and Chapter 64-4, Florida

Administrative Code remain in effect and the Department, physicians, dispensing

organizations, and patients remain bound by existing law. F1origrown is not one of the

seven, licensed dispensing organizations, and F1origrown did not apply to be a dispensing

organization during the only application period in July 2015. Thus, F1origrown has no

cognizable rights under section 381.986, Florida Statutes, and Chapter 64-4, Florida

Administrative Code.

11. Amendment 2 requires the Department to, within 6 months, promulgate

regulations that include "[p]rocedures for the registration ofMMTCs that include

procedures for the issuance, renewal, suspension and revocation of registration, and the

standards to ensure proper security, record keeping, testing, labeling, inspection, and

safety." Art. X, s. 29 (d)(l)c. Without those procedures in place, there is no registration

process that can ensure the availability and safe use of medical marijuana as required by

Amendment 2.

12. Petitioner seeks an administrative hearing under sections 120.569 and 120.57,

Florida Statutes; however, the Administrative Procedure Act does not apply to the

Department's actions conducted pursuant to the authority derived from Amendment 2. See

§ 120.52(1), Fla. Stat. Once the Department has promulgated and implemented regulations

4
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pursuant to Amendment 2, any relief which Florigrown or other registrants may seek under

that regulatory framework must be brought in circuit court. See Couchman v. Univ. ofCentral

Fla., 84 So. 3d 445 (Fla. 5th DCA 20 12)(Administrative Procedure Act only applies when

state university is acting pursuant to statutory authority; when the university is acting

pursuant to the State Constitution, the Administrative Procedure Act does not apply).

13. Assuming arguendo that Petitioner may seek relief through the APA,

Petitioner's request for registration and its request for an administrative hearing is

premature. At this point, registration is not available for any prospective MMTC and will

not be available until the required regulatory framework has been put in place. See, So. Fla.

Cargo Carriers Ass'n., Inc. v. Bd. ofPilot Commr's., 627 So. 2d 597 (Fla. 1st DCA 1993)(request

for formal administrative hearing was premature until the agency determines its intended

action); J.H Williams Oil Co., Inc. v. Dep't ofEnvtl. Prot., 707 So. 2d 904 (Fla. 2d DCA

1998)(request for administrative hearing was properly denied as not ripe for review where

agency was still investigating petitioner's claim).

14. In addition, F10rigrown has failed to demonstrate that a later point of entry into

agency proceedings, i.e., when regulations are duly promulgated and implemented, would

not provide it with a meaningful opportunity to be heard or that it would be prejudiced by

not having a point of entry before regulations are in place. See, Friends ofthe Everglades, Inc.

v. Dep't. ofCommunity Affairs, 495 So. 2d 1193 (Fla. 3d DCA 1986)(the polestar governing

the point of entry is whether the proceeding is meaningful; agency's denial of petition for

administrative hearing was affirmed where petitioner failed to show any prejudice by not

having a point of entry prior to agency's adoption of comprehensive plan).

5
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ORDER

Based upon the foregoing Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, it is

ORDERED that Florigrown's Petition for Evidentiary Hearing is denied. The APA does

not apply to the Department's powers under Amendment 2, and Petitioner's request for

hearing is premature.

DONE and ORDERED this~ day of February, 2017.

cele~D.' M.P.H.
State Surgeon General and Secretary
Florida Department of Health

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing Order has been

'1.':;II--tJ4'
furnished to each of the following persons this.cL..L... day of February, 2017.

gency Clerk
Florida Department of Health
4025 Bald Cypress Way, Bin A-02
Tallahassee, Florida 32399·1703

Nichole Geary, Esq.
General Counsel
Florida Department of Health
2585 Merchants Row Blvd., Suite 110
Tallahassee, FL 32399

Thomas C. Little, Esq.
Thomas C. Little, P.A.
2123 N.E. Coachman Rd., Suite A
P.O. Box 5379
Clearwater, Florida 33765

6
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NOTICE 0]' RIGHT TO JUDICIAL REVIEW

A PARTY ADVERSELY AFFECTED BY THIS ORDER IS ENTITLED TO
JUDICIAL REVIEW PURSUANT TO SECTION 120.68, FLORIDA STATUTES.
REVIEW PROCEEDINGS ARE GOVERNED BY THE FLORIDA RULES OF
APPELLATE PROCEDURE. A REVIEW PROCEEDING IS INITIATED BY
FILING A NOTICE OF APPEAL WITH THE CLERK OF THE DEPARTMENT
OF HEALTH AND A COpy ACCOMPANIED BY THE FILING FEE WITH THE
DISTRICT COURT OF APPEAL IN THE APPELLATE DISTRICT WHERE THE
PARTY RESIDES OR IN THE FIRST DISTRICT COURT OF APPEAL. THE
NOTICE OF APPEAL MUST BE FILED WITHIN 30 DAYS OF THE FILING
DATE OF THIS ORDER.

7
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Themas C. LJttJe

THOMAS C. LITTLE, P.A.
ATIORNEYS AT LAW

2123 N,E. Coachman Road
SuileA

P.O. Box 5379
Clearwater, Florlda 33765

(727) 44S·5773
FAX; (7'27) 441-2394

E~Mall: 10mllllle~thomasolittle.c6rn

January 17, 2017

Mr. Christian Bax
Department of Health
2S~ Merchants Row Boulevard
Tallahassee} FL 32399 f

RE: Regi5trf)ti~n os a Medical Marljuanu rr8Dtment Center"" Florlgrown, J.J.C

D.ar Mr. Sax: I
This letter is to advise you that I represent Florigrown, LlCJ a Florida limited liability

company (herein Florlgrown). This letter constitutes my cllent'l: reglstlCltion to operate a
MedIcal Marijuana Tre8t'n1ent Cent~r (herein MMTC). Pursuant to A Ide X Section 29
(b)(S) representing·the Amendrt'lent to the Constltutfon to the State Florida ratified by
voters on November 7, 2016, as referred to as Amendment 2, herei (the Amel'ldrn~nt).

Pursuant to the AmendmentJ this lettEr registers Flortgrown t<:l acquire (;ultivate} possess,

process (including development'of related products such as food, tinct res, al"esols, oils or
ointments). transf~r. transt:lort, sell, distribute, disp~nse, or administer arijuana, products
containing marljuan!l, related supplies, or educational materials to qu lifylng patIents or.
their caregivers.

Florigrown is a Florida limited liability company established r the purpose ~
operating a MMTC wrthin the State of Florida to make available and accessIble medIcal
marijuana for safe use by qualtfying patients. The Members of Flo grown are Joseph
R~dner (400.-6), Jeffrey Marks (20%l, Adam Elend (20%) and Kyle Burns (2 %).

The Members and C'lny 'employees or agents of Florlgro n wifl meet the
requirements mandated bV thQ Department of He21lth (herein the Oep rtment) for level·2
backgrolll'ld screening pursuant to Section 435.04 of the Florida Sta utes or any other
background screening r-~ql.Jlrement at the office of FDLE or any other d slgnated approved
vendor fol" flngerprirttlng. The principal Member, } lf1a •
_ • _ ••, _ for a pr!rmlt to manufacture malt
beverages.

Attachment A
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Department of Health
Janu~ry 17) 20:17
PageTlNo

In order to satisfy the requirements regarding financial solve cy, my client wIll
provide any requested materials from a certified public accountant. y client will satisfy
any fee requirements for the registration and provide any req ui ed ~ond for the
registration. Enclosed are the financial statements for the majorit member) JosefJh
Redner.

The purpose of regIstration is to ensure the availability and s fe I,Jse of medical
marijuana by qualifying patients. Under Section 29 (d)(l}(c) of th~ ArJendrnent; it Is the'
duty of the Department to promulgate regulations to ensure prop~r security, record
keeping, testing, labelins. Inspection and safety. Florlgrown shall meet these requirements

as follows: ~

1. Florl~rown will meet all requirements for security, Inv ntory and control
Including but not limited to video surveillance, alarms, and physical arriers to control
access.

2. Florlgrown will meet all record keeping requirements fa inventory control,
tr~c:klng and chain of custody, and Will Implement audltable softwar for seed to sale
trucking as required.

3. FJorl8l'own will comply wIth testing requ-rrements inclUding but not limited
to internal testing and maintaining batch samples for audIting by ndependent thl!"d

parties. l
4. Florigrown will maintain records necessary to m at any labeling

requirements such as a list of ingredients, THe content, and safety warn!gs.

S. Florlgrown wl/l make its facIlities, processes, and re rds avalrable for
inspeetlol'l ~t any ",nd all reasol'1able tJmes. J

6. Florigrown considers the safety of Its products and . rocesses to be a
paramount concern. Consequently, Florlgrown will satisfy or ~ceed any safety
requirement including but Mt limited to: a. requirements for c ttlvatll'1g cannabis
methodology; b. requIrements for dealing With medical marijuana as n invasive plaTlt in
the State of Florida; c. reqUirements for the best agricultural and ha nng practlc:esj d.
requirements for profe:ssional personnel on staff licensed by the Sta e as necessary to
ensure that Florigrown is operating in accordance with thQ regulations o' the bepartmrmt
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Florigrol1ofn will employ a licensed medical director to ensure th p~oper operation
of Its facilities, If reQ ulred.

Department of Health

~~~~ jPage Three

Rorigrown will satIsfy all zoning requlrElm~nts of the JuriSdiJ10rlS 1n which its
facilities operate.

Thus, as previously stated, this letter constitutes our reglstratio for the operatIon
of a MMTA and the acknowledgement and agreement by Florlgrown tb comply with tne
Constitutional Amendment and any reasonable regulations. FIOrigrot" anticipates thl:!
receipt of your constitutionally permissible regulations Within six mont s from January 3,
2017 end r:lorlgrown Intends to comply with those regulations all th~y ra put In place $0
that qualified patients havt access and availability cf safe marijuana anS related products.
Finally, my diem reserves Its right to chi!lIenge any regulation that mt conflict with the
provisions ofthe Amendment 01' are unrusonable.

1

Thank you for your conslder:atlon to this matter. ~

IV9/;7urs, : £} 4
~CJ:~

Thomas C. Little
Attorney at Law

TCL:an
~c: Florlgrown, llG
Enclosures

I
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BankAceounts
TO a.ank
us Amer)o<Jnk

VehteJ~S

~012 Mereedes C1.55 • AMG
~010 ~VVSilverado

Jet SkIs (2)

1310 Alida Avenue, Tampa
GGC6 W PIne Street, Tampa
2005 NHarold Ave, Tilmpa
2007 N HaroldA~, Tampa
210:1. N Harord Ave, Tampa
110S N Harold AV8, Tampa

2205 N Harold Ave, Tampa
U09 NHarald Ave, Tampa
2301 N Harord Ave, Tampa
2308 N Rarold Ave, Tampa
2EiOS W Kennedv Blvd, Tampa
2040 N Dale M"bry H\\Iy, Tampa
3613 Walnut St, Tampa
3902 Walnut St, Tampa
2101 W MClin St, Tampli
201 W laurel St 11506, Tampa
a906 Ch~rry St, Tampa

Cldsely Hold CompanIes
Specialty Malls ofTampa, Inc:
CIgar City Brewing
Ff1Ie Course, Inc
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valu~

53,500
1.6,.600
30,000

99,800

Value
4~4,662

124,134

74,003
68,465
n,04S
63,203
36,176
12,OilS

$2,826

64,942
962,298
496,140

n,47B
73A18

112,748
91,,425
85,556

3,S1.686
40,000,000
2,6$021.S

4s.,3n,904



Name of Source
W-2 -JOf!Redner El1tel'l)l1ses
Real Estate rentals
MoM Venus
Cigar City Brewing
Specialty Malls

Address ofSource
3924 W Spruce St, T.llm/)8
VarlQUS
2040 NDale M~brv Hwy, Tampa
3924 WSpn,lce St, Tampa
3924 W Spl"Uce St, Tampa
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l'IfIulan;
To prOtee\, pranahl &Impme ,,~hll8lUl

of Vi peoplllin F!ar1Cl8l!lrOughtn~
alate, aMlly 0\ wml1IlIoflY ol!lJrl!.

Mr. Thom~ C. Little
2123 N.E. Coachman'Road
Suite A
PO Box 5379
Clearwater, FL 33765

Dear Thomas C. Little, P,A.,

January 20, ~017

lUck sc;ott
Gavl!ll\or

C8lsate Phnr" MD, MPH
S11llloon General andS~

Your request to register as a Medical Marijuana Treatment Center (MMTC)

Pursuant to section 381.986, FlOrida statutes. there are seven llcensed di5 ensing organizations In the
state of Florida, WhiCh are the only buslness&& ,authorized to oult'lVate, ~ SSt and dispense medical
cannabis to QIJ~lIfylng patients. There Is no process set out under currem la to registl!!r as a MMTC
and no authoHty to accept new applioations to become a dispensing organ! ion. Ul'ltil fu~ber action Is
taken by the Department or the Florida legIslature, the Department of Heal" (De)'Jartment) is not
accepting new dispensing organization appfloations or requests to register ¥a MMTC.

While Amendment 2 became effective on January 3, 2017, Section 381.986 Florida statutes, remains in
effect. and the O:epartment, physicians, dispensing organl.zl:1l:ions, and patie remain t)ol,lnd by
existing raw and rule. Folldwlng Amendment 2'6 effective date. the Dapartm nt Is directed to
promulgate rules related to MMTCs within 6 months and to implement th regulations within· 9
m,onths. Rulemaking uPdate's Will be posted on the Office of Comp~sslonat Use's website, Wt}ich can
be found at http://wwwJIQridahealth.go\T!ocu. You may also receive bl--week y updates vIa email to
follOW further developments by emalling CompgsslonateUse@flhealth.gqv.

CB/ee

Florida o.partm.nt."HAith
am- (If CowtPB'~t.-,lM
~2 ellldCy~ Way, Sin MJS o1tll!lltlEl1lsee, PL~9
PHONE: SS0024S"IW

, FlorldaHealth.gew
•

'A edited l4ealth D~artment
: Publ cHealth Accretfitatton Board

Attachment B
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Thomas C. little, PA
PagaTwo
January 20,2017

NOTIC!; OF RIGHTS

ThiS nOtice is agency action for purposes of section 120.569, Florida Statut s. A party whose
substantial interest Is affected by this action may petition for en administrati e hearing pursuantlo
$ectlons 120,569 and 120.57, FIQrlda Statutes. A petitIon must be filed In ting and m~t be received
by the Agency Clerk within twenty-one (21) days from recalp1 of this notice.ll e petitlon may be mailed
to the Agency Clerk, Department of Health, 4052 Bald Cypress Way, BIN #A4 02. Tallahassee, FL
32399-1703: hand delivered to the Agency Clerk, Department of Health, 25 Merchants Row Blvd.,
Prather Building, Suite 110, Tallahassee. FL; or sent by facsimile to (850) 4 3-8743. Suclt petition must
be filed In conformance with Florida Administrative Code Rules 28-106.201 r 28-106.301, as
applicable.

MedIation is not avatJable.

Failure to file a petition ~thin 21 days shall constitute awaiver of the right a hearing on this agency
action.
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Thomas C. Little

THOMAS C. LITTLE, P.A.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW

2123 N,E. Coachman Road
SUllaA .

P.O, BOJ< 5379
crearwater, Florida 33765

(727) ~-5773
FAX: (721) 441-2394

&Mall: tomlltt1e@thOmasclittle.eom

February 8,2017

17 FEB - 9 AM 9: 23

O;T1CE OF THE Cl.rr,

IWI~UPTCY
ReAl.liS1'm lAW
CORPORATE &B~NES9 LAW
CRIMINAl. LAW
COr-mTTl1T10NAlI.AW
MAIlrrAI.' PAMII.Y LAW
PEJ'ISONAL INJU FlY &WRONGFUlllE!A1li
WILla PROfil/>T! S. EBTArS Pl.ANNIIIIQ

SentVia Federal Overnight express
and Via Fax 85(}'413-8743

Agenoy Clerk
Department ofHealth
4052 Bald Cypress Way, BIN #A-02
Tallahassee, FL 32399-1703

RE: . Fl..ORIGROWN, LLC Petition for Evidentiary Hearing

Dear Agency Cieri<:

Enclosed you will find the Petition for Evidentiary Hearing with Exhibit A

If you have any questions or need further Information, please contact me on my
cell number below.

Cell Number 727-858~a621

Attachment C
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STATE OF FLORIDA
DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS

I
FLORIGROWN, LLO, a Florida
limited liablllty oompeny

I
Petitioner,

VB.

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, OFFICE
OF COMPASSIONATE USE,

Respondent.

Case No. _

PETITION FOR EVIDENTIARY HEARING

PetitIoner, FLORIGROWN, LLC, a Florida Iimlted liability company, hereby files its Petlnon

for Evidentiary Hearing and states as follows:

1. Petitioner Is Flongrown, LLC c/o Thomas C. Little, Esquire, 2123 N.E. Coachman

Road, Suite A, ClealVJater, Fl33765 office number 727-443-6773 fax number 727-441-2394 email

address janet@.thomasclittie.com.

2. Respondent Is Florida Department of Health Office of Compassionate Use, 4052

Bald Cypress Way. Bin A-OB, Tallahassee, FL 32399 Phone number 850-245-4657 website

FloridaHeaIth.gov.

3. Petitioner received nolice of the agency decision denying the request for

registration on January 20,2017. Acopy of the notice is attached hereto as Exhibit A.

4. On January 3,2017, Constitutional Amendment NO.2 became effective. The said

Amendment provide<l"the Department of Health shall register and regulate centers that produce

and d'lStribute marijuana for medical purposes and shaH issue identification cards to paUsfits and
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caregivers". Thus, the Constilutional Amendment provides for immediate regIstration for a medical

marIjuana center

5. The Constitutional Amendment would supercede any slaMe or regulation.

Petitioner has aconstitutional right to the immediate registration as aMMTC.

6. Petitioner had indicated his willingness 10 comply with any sUbsequent reasonable

regulations and therefore it should receive regIstration as aMMTC at this time..

7. The Constitutional Amendment does not limit the number of registrations or the

locations of r~lstration~ throughout the State of Florida. Any atlempt to Impose such restrictions

would violate the Petitioners constitutional right to register as aMMTC.

8. The denial of PetItioner's MMTC registration should be reversed and Petitioner

should be registered as aMMTC.

THO SC. LITTLE, ESQUIRE
2123 N.E. Coachman Road, Suite A
Clearwater, FL 33765
(727) 443-5773
(727) 441-2394
Florida Bar Number 238783
janet@thomascllttle.com
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Mission:
TIl plCleC!.llianCle &IllIJI"l'(e lIIe hQllllh
ofai people In Fkn1I1811Il\l~h lnbigl3llld
8llIIlI, ClllIIlly &00fTlI00~~ ellllrls.

Mr. Thomas C. Little
2123 N.E. Coachman 'Road
Suite A
PO 8ox6379
Clearwater. FL 33765

Dear Thomas C. Little. P.A.,

HEALTH

January 20,2017

IlIck lcatt
Govemor

Celeat. Phlll~ MD, MPH
SUIVom Genetill iIJld S!GnIlllry

Your request to register as a Medical Marijuana Treatment Center (MMTC) denied.

Pursuant to section 381.986, Florida statutes, there are seven licensed dlS~nSing orQa[liz~tions in the
state of Florida, which are the only businesses authorized to oultlvate, pro s., and dispense medIcal
cannabis to qualifying patients. There Is no process set out under current fa 'I to register as a MMTC
and no authotity to accept new applloatlon$ to become a dispensing organiiation. Utltil fU/:tbl!!!f action is
taken by the Department or the Florida Legislature, the Department of Healfl (Department) is not
accepting new dispensing organization applications or requests to regfster~ a MMTC. .

While Am~ndme;nt 2 became effective on January 3,2017, section 381.g~6 Florida Statutes, remains In
effect. and the Department, physicians. dispensing organIzations, and patie ts remaIn tlol,ll1d by
existing law arid I'lIle. Folldwing Amendment 2'& effective date. the Oepartm nt Is directed to
promulgate rules related to MMTCs within 6 months and to implement thos regUlations within,g
m,onths. Rtllemakfng uPdates will be posted on the Office of Compasslonat Use's webSite, Which can
be found at hnp:I!Www.f1orldilhealth.govJocy. You may also receive bi..week y updates vra email to
follow further developments by emailing CQrngasslgnateUse@Vhealth.!1Jov.

CBJcc

FlorIda Department~HAith
~ 01 Cctt.....lo'...~. U..
~2Bald CYjllUSS Wsy, !In MIS •'T'lIlohlmee. I'L32$.99
PHONE: e»24S0465t .
.PIOifdalf••lth.gov f

•
·A ~ 1-l9atthDepartment
Publ c Health AccreifrtatlOn Boald
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Thomas C. Little, PA
Page Two
January 20,2017

NOTICE OF RIGHTS

This nOtioe Is agency actlon for purposes of section 120.569, Florida Statut . A party whose
$ubstantlal Interest Is affected by this action may petition for an administrati e hearing pursuant·to
sections 120.569 and 120.57, Florida Statutes. A petition must be flIed In ting and m,.,st be received
by the Agency Clerk withIn twenty-one (21) days from receipt of this not.ice~. he petition may be mailed
to the Agency Clerk, Department of Health, 4052 Bald Cypress Way, BIN !'O2. Tallahassee, FL
32399--1703; hand delivered to the Agency Clerk, Department of Health, 25 5 M~rehants Row Blvd.,
Prather Building, Suite 110, Tallahassee, FL; or sent by facsImile to (650) 4· 3-8743. Such petition must
be filed in conformance with Florida Administrative Code Rules 2B-106.201 r 28-108.901, 86
applloable.

MedIation Is not available.

Failure to file a peti~on Vl'ithin 21 days shall constitute EI waiver of the right a hearing on this agency
action.
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Thomas C. Little

THOMAS C. LITTLE, P.A.
ATIORNEYS AT LAW

2.123 N,E. Coaohman Road
Suite A

P.O. Box 5379
Clearwater. florIda 33765

(727) 443·5773
FAX; (n7) 441-2394

E~Mall: lbm1ilth~l!Jlthomastlltlla.com

January 17, 2017

1Wl1lRUI'Tl;Y
RSAl. 5S'TATl! Vow
CORPOAA'rI1-&~Ellt utW
CRlM)N~llJJN
C'6i'l$TTT11T10NIIlLAW
/lAIHrA~' F1IMllY!:A1II
I'lffiSON"iU.I.tJJUfIY J W!lONGl'UL DeATH
W1US pnO!lATE ~=ePt»INIIiG

Mr. Christian Bax
Department of Health
2SS,5 Merchants Row Boulevard
Tallahassee, Fl 32399

RE: Registration as a Medical Maryuanu Treatment center F!orlgrown, LLC

Daar Mr. Bax:

ThiS letter is to advise you that I represent Florigrown, LLc, e Flo ida limited Iiubility
cornpar.y (herein Florigrown). This l~tter cons.titutes my cllMt'!; regist Ion to operate i!J

Medical Marjjuanill Treatment Center (herein M~TC). Pursuant to A Icle X Section 29
(b)(S) representing the Amendment to the Constitution to the State 0 Florida ratified by
voters on November 7, 20;1.6, as referred to <IS Amendment 2, here' (the Amendm~nt).

Pursuant to the Amendment, this lettet registe~s Flongrown ttl ilcquire cultivate, possess,
procliss (including.developmentof related products such as food, tinct res, arasolS', oils or
ointments), transfer, transport, sell, distribute, dispense, or administer arijuana, products
containing marijuana, related supplies, or educational materials to qu Iifying patients Or

th~lr caregivers. ~

Florigrown is a Florida limited Iiabillty company est~blisher;l r the purpose of
operating a MMTC wIthin the State of Florida to make avallable and accessible medical
marIJuana for safe use by qualifying patients. The Members of Flo rown are Joseph
R!,!dner (40%), Jeffrey ~arkS (20%), Adam Efl:!rtd (20%) and Kyle Burns iZr%).

The Members and any 'employees or agents of F10rlgroJn will meet the
requirements mandated by the Department of Health (herein the oepjrtmentJ for level-2
bac:kgroul'lcl screening pl.ll1ll.lant to Section 435.04 of the Florida Sta utes or any other
background screening requirement at the office of FDLE or any other d signated approved
vendor for fingerprinting. The prinCipal Member, ra •
_ • _ • __ for a permit to manufacture malt
b~verages.
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Department of Health
Janu~ry17,2017

Page Two

In order to satisfy the requIrements regarding financial solve cy, my client will
provide any requested materials from a certified PUlllic accountant..~y client will satisfy
any fee requirements for the registratIon and provide any requl ed Ilond for the
registratlon. Enclosed are the fln'ancial statements for the majori member, Joseph

Redner. 1
The purpose of regIstration is to ensure the availabIlity and s, fe use of medical

marijuana by qualifying patients. Under Section 29 (d)(l}(c) of th~ Amendrt'\ent, It Is the
duty of the Department to promulgate regulations to ensure propJr security, record
keeping, tasting, labeling, inspection and safety. Florigrown shall melt ~ese requirements
as follows:

1. FlorigrowrT will meet all requirements for security, inv mory and control
including but not ilmited to video surveillance, alarms, aT1d physical arrf~rs to control
access.

2. Florigrown will meet all record keeping requirements fo inventory control,
tr~cklng and chain of custody, and will implement auditable softwa for seed to sale
trackIng as required.

3. Florigrown will comply with testing reqlflrements Includ~g but not limited
to internal testing and maIntaining batch samples for audIting by ll:'ldepende'1~ third

~u l
4. Florigrown will maintain records necessary to m et any labeling

requirements such as a lfst of ingredients, THe content, and safety warn, gs.

5. Florlgrown will ma~e its facilities, processes, and re rds ilvairable for
inspection at any and all reasonable times.

6. Florigrown considers the safety of Its products and rocesses to be a
paramount concern. . Consequently. Florigrown will :l8tisfy Qr e ceed any safety
requirement 'incltlding but not lImited to: a. requirements for c Itivatlng cannabis
methodology; b. requrrements for dealing With medical marijuana as n invasive plznt in
the State of Florida; c. requirements for the best ;;Igrlcultural and ha ling practices; d.
requirements for professional personnel on staff IJc~nsed by the Sta e as nl:!tessary to
en~ure that Flor;grown is operating In accordance with the regulations 0 the Department.
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Department of Health
January 17, 2017
Page Three

Flortgrown will employ a licensed medical dlre<:tor to ensure th p~op&r operatlo."
of its facilities, If required.

for the operation

coml:jly With the
n anticipates the
s from January 3,
re put In plac~ so
related products.
conflict with the

Florigrown will Si'rtISfy all zoning requirements of the jurlsdl 100s in which Its
facilities operate.

Thus, as previously stated, this letter constitutes our reglstratio
of a MMTA and the acknowledgement and agreement by Florlgrowl'l
Constitutional Amendment and any reasonable regulations. Florigr'
receipt of your constitutionally permissible re~latlons within 51)( mon
2017 and Florlgrown intends to cbmply with those regulations as th~y

that qualified patients have Iccess and availability of safe marijuana an
Finally, my client reserves Its right to challenge Clny regulation tl111t m
provisions ofthe Amendment or are unreasonable.

Thank you for your consideration to this matter.

;R::;ci?4
Thomas C. Little
Attorney at law

TCL:an
~c: Acrlgrown, LlG
Enclosures
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Bank Aeaounts Amount

TO Bal'lk .J 9~68

US Amerlb,mk 42~63

j 51,731

VehicleS Valu~

2012 Mercedes ass -AMG
SI

S3.s00
~010Che\'Y Silverado 16,300
Ji!t Skis {2} , 90,000,

~I
i9.S00

Rea/Estate Value
1310 AJfda Avenue, Tampa $1 4Z4,662
3906 WPIne Street, Tam"a 124,134
2005 N Harord Ave, Tampa 74,003
2007 N Harold Avt. Tampa 68,465
2101 N Harofd Ave, Tampa 71.048-
Z10S N fi01rolcf Ave, Tampa 53,203
:a20S N Harold Ave. Tampa 36,176
2209 N Harold Ave. Tampa 1l.038
2301 N HIU'OId Ave, Tampa ~2,826
;2308 N Harold Ave, Tampa 64,942
,2605 W l(enllGdV Blvd, Tampa 952,298
2040 N !>ale M'lbry HWV, Tampa 496,140
361.:1 WalnLitst, Tampa n,47B
3902 walnut St, Tampa 7E1,418
2101 W MaIn St, Tamp"! 112,748
201 W Laurel St #506, Tampa

-l
~lfi25

3906 C/wry St, Tampa .85,556

S I

2.9aO;5GO

CJasely HeJd CQmw'es
Specialty Mans ofTampa, Inc $ 3,6at,686
Cfgar city SnaWing 40,000,000
Free Course. Tnc 2,SfJO,218

$ I 46,9:l1,904
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Name of Sour~
W-2 -.Joe Redner Enterprises
Real £st8te rentals
MoM Venus
Cigar City Brewing
Specialty MEllls

Addrl!SJl of Sourcl!
m4 WSpruce St, T~mj)a
various
2040 NDale Mabry Ifwy, Tamps
3924 WSpl'uce St, Tampa
3924 WSpruCll St, Tampa

Appendix 0318
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364,000

1
151,600
407,900

J' 306,000
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MI••lon:
To protect, promote &Improve lI1e health
of all people In Rorida through Integrated
slata, county &community efforts. rnmaa

HEALTH
VI.lon; To be Ilia Haanhiesl Slate In the Nation

February 2, 2018

Rick Scott
Governor

Csl_te Philip, MD, MPH
Surgeon General and Secrelllry

Marjorie C. Holladay, Chief Attorney
Joint Administrative Procedures Committee
Room 680, Pepper Building
111 W. Madison Street
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-1400
holladay.mariorie@leg.state.11.us

Re: DOH Emergency Rule 64ER17-2

Dear Ms. Holladay:

Via electronic transmission and U. S. mail

Thank you for your letter dated October 9, 2017, regarding the above referenced rule which was filed
with the Department of State on September 19, 2017, and published in the September 21,2017, issue
of the Florida Administrative Register. The Department acknowledges that the length of time it has
taken to respond is out of the ordinary and would like to take this opportunity to clarify.

The passage of Article X, Section 29 of the Florida Constitution ("Amendment 2") has created an
unprecedented situation for the Department regarding the procedural implementation of the
constitutional amendment consistent with section 381.986, Florida Statutes (2017). The Department is
clearly mandated by Amendment 2 to "promulgate regulations" within six months of the effective date of
the amendment related to: (1) the issuance of patient identification cards; (2) procedures for the
registration of Medical Marijuana Treatment Centers ("MMTC"); (3) standards for regulating the
MMTC's and (4) the amount of marijuana that is defined as an adequate supply for qualifying patients.
See Article X, Section 29 (d)(1) of the Florida Constitution ("the following regulations shall be
promulgated no later than ....")(emphasis added). Moreover, Amendment 2 granted standing to all
Florida citizens to seek judicial relief against the Department in the event the regulations were not
timely implemented. See Article X, Section 29 (d)(3).

Section 381.986, Florida Statutes (2017) expanded Amendment 2's directive to the Department to
establish a comprehensive regulatory framework via the promulgation of rules and granted limited
emergency rule power to expedite the process. See section 381.986 fn 2, Florida Statutes (2017).

Thus, the Department was charged with directives from both the voters in this state (Amendment 2) and
their elected representatives (section 381.986). To satisfy the dictates of both the Florida Constitution
and section 381.986, Florida Statutes, and meet the tlmelines included therein, the Department has
promulgated emergency rules and constitutional regulations under both authorities.

Immediately following the Department's adoption of Emergency Rule 64ER17-2, and Regulation 2-1.01,
which set forth the process for the acceptance of applications in accordance with section
381.986(8)(a)2, Florida Statutes, a constitutional challenge was filed alleging that the license reserved
for a member of the Florida Chapter of the Black Farmers and Agriculturalists Association ("BFAA") was
an unconstitutional special law providing a benefit to a closed class of applicants. Relying on the

Florlds D8pllrtment of H_lIh
OffIce of the General Coun_1
4052 Bald Cypress Way, Bin A-{12' Tallahassee. FL 32399-1701
PHONE: 8501245--4005' FAX: 850/41H743
FlorldIlH_lth·Bov
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Ms. Marjorie C. Holladay
February 2, 2018
Page 2

testimony of a representative from the BFAA, which revealed that the BFAA closed the application
process to a single applicant - effectively eliminating the competitive process - on January 9, 2018,
the Circuit Court granted the Plaintiff's request for a temporary lnjunction restraining the Department
from moving forward with the application process. In his order, the judge held the closed class which
guaranteed a license to an individual applicant was an impermissible special law. See Order Granting
Injunctive Relief, Smith v. Department of Health, NO.2017 CA 1972 (Fla.2d Cir. Ct. Jan. 9, 2018).
Currently, the Department is complying with the Order, and awaits potential legislative change to bring
the statute into compliance with the Florida Constitution. Changes to correct the statute will require
further changes to the application rule.

As the limited emergency rulemaking authority provided in section 381.986, Florida Statutes, expired on
December 31, 2017, in order to expedite the implementation of Amendment 2 and section 381.986,
Florida Statutes, the Department considered moving forward with regulation promulgation pursuant to
constitutional authority alone. The Department's constitutional regulation promulgation process is more
streamlined, but is transparent and provides opportunity for public input. See Office of Compassionate
Use, Article X, Section 29, of the Florida Constitution, RegUlation Development Procedure available at:
https:llwww.ftrules.orq/GatewayNiew notice.asp?id=19086610.

Recent actions by the legislature have made it clear that its preference is for the Department to move
forward under the authority granted in section 381986 and Chapter 120, Florida Statutes. To
accomplish this, the Department must significantly revise Its rules to address the issues raised in your
comments below, comments in other letters, and the objection reports received January 30, 2018. For
example, components of the application rule that have been praised by the public and stakeholders for
transparency, expedient processing, and fairness will likely require further review, revision, and
possible removal. These components include review by external experts, blind grading, contingent
licensees, and page limitations. Removing these elements and addressing the objections outlined by
your letters and objection reports will cause further delay of the next application cycle. These revisions
will also delay development of the general patient safety regulatory scheme such as rules on edibles,
appropriate pesticides, fines for malfeasance by MMTCs, and patient access through the issuance of
registry cards.

The Department will work to resolve these issues and required changes as qUickly as possible.

The Department has reviewed your comments and provides the following response:

64ER17-2: The title of the rule in the notice of the emergency rule is different from the title of
rule above the rule text. Please explain which title is correct.

Response: "Application for Registration of Medical Marijuana Treatment Centers"
is the correct title.

Please explain why the rule and material incorporated by reference in the rule
text refer to "registration" instead of "licensure" of medical marijuana treatment
centers. See § 381.986(8)(a), Fla. Stat. (stating specifically that medical
marijuana treatment centers shall be licensed by the department); see also §
120.52(10), Fla. Stat. (defining a license to include a "registration").

Response: Article X, Section 29 of the Florida Constitution, establishes "medical
marijuana treatment centers" and further provides for the "registration" of those
centers by the Department under the provisions of Article X, Section 29(d)(1 )c.
As you correctly identify that the definition of "license" under section 120.52(10),
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Ms. Marjorie C. Holladay
February 2,2018
Page 3

Fla. Stat. includes the term "registration," the Department's use of the word
"registration" is not in conflict with section 120.52, Fla. Stat.

Please explain why the introductory paragraph to this emergency rule refers to
"this regulation." It appears it should refer to "this rule" or to "this emergency
rule."

Response: This should refer to "this rule" and not "this regulation."

64ER17-2(1): This rule subsection states that, "the application [to become a medical marijuana
treatment center]. once submitted to the department, shall be considered ''final"
and that the department will not accept any amendments or supplements to the
initial application.

Please explain which statute exempts the department from complying with the
requirements of section 12060(1)... Thus, it appears the department must
provide an opportunity to correct an error or omission or supply additional
information requested by the department.

Response: Thank you for your comment. The Department will take this under
advisement as it works to resolve all issues raised in this letter.

This subsection incorporates by reference Form DH 8013-0MMU-08/2017, Application for Medical
Marijuana Treatment Center Registration.

DHB013-0MMU-OB/2017:

The department is setting a page limitation for all but one section for the narrative
responses required by the application. Additionally, page two of the application
instructions states that, "Pages in excess of the page limit will be removed from
the application prior to evaluation." Please explain how the page limitation and
the removal of pages from the application is not arbitrary and capricious,
especially when neither the rule text nor the application advises the applicant
how each item listed in each section of the application will be weighted. See
120.52(8)(e), Fla. Stat.

Response: Thank you for your comment. The Department will take this under
advisement as it works to resolve all issues raised in this letter.

Page 2, Section 1: This section states that, "With the exception of Sections 11,
14 and 15, Part" of the application will be evaluated using a blind grading
method and must be de-identified." Please explain why the headers on pages 14,
18, and 19 of Form DH8014-0MMU-08/2017, which are the scorecards for
sections 11, 14, and 15, reflect that a "Blind Grading Number" will be assigned to
those sections. It appears to this statement conflicts with those headers.

Response: As stated in the first paragraph of the "Blind Grading" section of the
application instructions, all applications will be assigned a random application
number. Each part of the application will be provided to evaluators electronically
identified only by the random application number for review. While the
information responsive to Sections 11, 14, and 15 do not require de-identification,
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these sections will still be tied to the "Blind Grading Number" assigned to the
application as a whole.

Page 3: The form states, "The application [to become a medical marijuana
treatment center], once submitted to the department, shall be considered final"
and that the department will not accept any amendments or supplements to the
initial application. Please explain which statute exempts the department from
complying with the requirements of section 120,60(1). See comment to 64ER17
2(1) regarding applicability of section 120.60(1).

Response: Thank you for your comment. The Department will take this under
advisement as it works to resolve all issues raised in this letter.

Page 5, A.: Please explain how documentation from the Florida Department of
Revenue demonstrates that the applicant has been registered to do business in
the state for the previous five consecutive years.

Response: If an applicant has a business presence in the state, they must
register with the state through the Florida Department of Revenue for tax
purposes. If the applicant is not a business entity structure that is required to
register with the Department of State, Division of Corporations, then the applicant
may satisfy the requirement jf they can provide the required documentation from
the Department of Revenue.

Page 5, D., second paragraph and *NOTE: Please explain why the two
references to "Pigford Class Applicant" do not also include a reference to the
class members of in Re Black Farmers Litig. See § 381.986(8)(a)2.b., Fla. Stat.

Response: The use of the phrase "Pigford Class Applicant" as indicated in the
first paragraph of D., is an abbreviated way of referencing those applicants that
wish to be considered under Section 381.986(8)(a)2.b., Florida Statutes.

Page 6, Section 1: This section is worth a total of 50 points, and the applicant is
limited to a four page narrative to address ten items. It appears the applicant
should be advised of the relative weight, percentage, or specific number of points
that the subject matter expert(s) reviewing the application will award each
applicant for each specific item to be addressed. Also, please explain how each
application is evaluated and scored if there are no minimum thresholds or
standards required for demonstrating each item enumerated in this paragraph.
See § 120.52(8)(d), Fla. Stat.

Response: The applications are comparatively reviewed and the identified items
in each section are those that the Department believes will allow the Department
to fully evaluate each applicant in order to fulfill its mandate to choose the best
applicant(s). The identified items are not individually weighted and an applicant
may address them as it best suits the applicant's structure and organization. The
responses provided for each section are to be considered as a whole and
evaluation and scoring is described in DH8014-0MMU-OB/2017, "Evaluation
Rubric and Scorecard for Medical Marijuana Treatment Center Selection."
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Page 6, Section 1, Number 2.: Please explain what the department means by
"regional cultivation" and to what region the department is referring. See §
120.52(8)(d), Fla. Stat.

Response: This requirement can be read in its plain and ordinary meaning within
the context of the subject area of this Section. This requirement is not a deviation
from the previous rule and application.

Page 6, Section 1, Number 3.e.: Please explain what the department means by
"good agricultural practices." See §§ 120.52(8)(d), .54(2)(b)2., Fla. Stat.

Response: The applications are comparatively reviewed and the identified items
in each section are those that the Department believes will allow the Department
to fully evaluate each applicant in order to fulfill its mandate to choose the best
applicant(s). The identified items are not individually weighted and an applicant
may address them as it best suits the applicant's structure and organization. In
addition, this requirement is not a deviation from the previous rule and
application.

Page 6, Section 1, Number 3.t.: Please explain what the department means by
"good handling practices." See 120.52(8)(d), .54(2)(b)2., Fla. Stat.

Response: See prior response to Page 6, Section 1, Number 3.e.

Page 6, Section 2: This section is worth 50 points, and the applicant is limited to
a seven page narrative to address eight items. See comments regarding page 6,
section 1.

Response: See prior response to Page 6, Section 1.

Page 6, Section 2, Number 1.e.: This section asks the applicant to provide a
cultivation plan that will ensure a consistent supply of safe medical marijuana that
addresses, "Inspection processes for pests that endanger or threaten the
horticulture or agriculture of the state in accordance with Chapter 581, Florida
Statutes." It appears this question should specify which sections of chapter 581
the department wants addressed. See § 120.52(8)(d), Fla. Stat.

Response: This item appears to be outside of the authority of section 120.54(1),
Fla. Stat.

Page 6, Section 2, Number 1.e.: Please explain why this question does not ask
whether the applicant's cultivation plan addresses the inspection processes for
pests that endanger or threaten the horticulture or agriculture of the state in
accordance with any rules adopted pursuant to chapter 581. See §
381.986(8)(e)6.c., Fla. Stat. Also, it appears such rules should be specifically
identified. It appears this question may enlarge, modify, or contravene section
381.986. See 120.52(B)(c), Fla. Stat.

Response: This item appears to be outside of the authority of section 120.54(1),
Fla. Stat.
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Page 6, Section 2, Number 1.1.: This question asks the applicant to address,
"Fumigation, treatment, and plant destruction plans for infested or infected plants
in accordance with Chapter 581, Florida Statutes." It appears this question
should specify which sections of chapter 581 the department wants addressed.
See 120.52(B)(d), Fla. Stat.

Response: This item appears to be outside of the authority of section 120.54(1),
Fla. Stat. Further, this requirement can be read in its plain and ordinary meaning.

Page 6, Section 2, Number 1.1.: Please explain why this question does not ask
whether the applicant's cultivation plan addresses fumigation, treatment, and
plant destruction plans in accordance with any rules adopted pursuant to chapter
581. See § 381.96(8)(e)6.d., Fla. Stat. It appears the Department of Agriculture
and Consumer Services has adopted rules pertaining to fumigation. See, e.g.,
Fla. Admin. Code ch, 5E-2. Also, it appears such rules should be specifically
identified. It appears this question may enlarge, modify, or contravene section
381.986. See § 120.52(8)(c), Fla. Stat.

Response: This item appears to be outside of the authority of section 120.54(1),
Fla. Stat.

Page 6, Section 2, Number 2.: Please explain why the department is asking for
a list of the pesticides the applicant will use for the cultivation of medical
marijuana Section 381.986(8)(e)6.a. states that, when growing marijuana, a
medical marijuana treatment center, "[m]ay use pesticides determined by the
department, after consultation with the Department of Agriculture and Consumer
Services, to be safely applied to plants intended for human consumption, but
may not use pesticides designated as restricted-use pesticides pursuant to s.
487.042." It does not appear that the department has proposed a rule stating
which pesticides may be used as required by this statute. Please explain whether
the applications will be graded on criteria that the department has not yet
established by rule. See § 120.52(8)(d), Fla. Stat.

Response: See prior response to Page 6, Section 1, Number 3.e.
Further, it should be noted that the Department has published a Notice of
Proposed Rule for pesticides, published in the Florida Administrative Register on
November 22, 2017. A successful applicant, to retain licensure, must remain in
compliance with any and all industry regulations whether established by rule,
constitutional regulation, or imposed by statute.

Page 6, Section 3.: This section is worth 50 points, and the applicant is limited to
a four page narrative to address ten items. See comments regarding page 6,
section 1.

Response: See prior response to Page 6, Section 1.

Page 7, Section 3, Number 4.: This section asks the applicant to address its
plan to ensure compliance with federal, state, and local regulations regarding
sanitation and waste disposal. "[sic] It appears that this section should identify the
specific federal and state regulations that should be complied with regarding solid
and liquid waste disposal. Also, please explain the department's statutory
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authority to require compliance with local regulations. It appears that section
381.986(8)(e)10.c. only requires a medical marijuana treatment center to comply
with such federal and state laws and regulations relating to waste disposal. It
does not appear that section 381.986(11) provides an exemption to preemption
to the state regarding the disposal of solid and liquid wastes. See § 120.52(8)(c),
Fla. Stat.

Response: This requirement can be read in its plain and ordinary meaning and is
not a deviation from the previous rule and application.

Page 7, Section 3, Number 4.: Please explain why this question does not
address compliance with department rules for disposal of solid and liquid wastes
as required by section 381.986(8)(e)1 D.c. See 120.52(8)(c), Fla. Stat.

Response: This item appears to be outside of the authority of section 120.54(1),
Fla. Stat. Further, the requirement for compliance with laws relating to waste
disposal can be read in its plain and ordinary meaning and is not a deviation from
the previous rule and application.

Page 7, Section 3, Number 4.: Please explain why the application does not ask
the applicant to address the "storage, handling, transportation, and management
of solid and liquid waste generated during marijuana production and processing."
See § 381.986(8)(e)10.c., Fla. Stat.

Response: This item is addressed in Section 5, Number 3. of the application.

Page 7, Section 3, Number 4.: Section 381.986(8)(e)1 D.c. requires the
department to "determine by rule procedures for the storage, handling,
transportation, management, and disposal of solid and liquid waste generated
during marijuana production and processing" with the assistance of the
Department of Environmental Protection. It does not appear that a rule has been
proposed yet.

Response: A rule has not been proposed. However, as to future rules
promulgated by the Department, a successful applicant, to retain licensure, must
remain in compliance with any and all industry regulations whether established
by rule, constitutional regulation, or imposed by statute.

Page 7, Section 4.: This section is worth 100 points, and the applicant is limited
to a seven page narrative to address 13 items. See comments regarding page 6,
section 1.

Response: See prior response to Page 6, Section 1.

Page 7, Section 4, Number 4.a.: This section requests applicants to provide a
list of proposed product offerings, and if edibles are included, requests applicants
to address the applicant's ability or plan to obtain a permit to operate as a food
establishment in accordance with Chapter 500, Florida Statutes. It appears that
applicant should also be required to show compliance with rules adopted
pursuant to chapter 500 pursuant to section 381.986(8)(e)8. See 120.52(8)(c),
Fla. Stat. Also, it appears such rules should be specifically identified.
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Response: This item appears to be outside of the authority of section 120.54(1),
Fla. Stat. Further, the requirement for compliance with laws relating to permits for
food establishments under Chapter 500, Fla. Stat., can be read in its plain and
ordinary meaning and is not a deviation from the previous rule and application.

Page 7, Section 4., Number 6.: Please explain why this question asks the
applicant to submit, "A plan for utilizing extraction processes that ensure a safe
work environment (e.g., methods of extraction, use of proper ventilation,
implementation of a closed-loop system, and implementation of Occupational
Safety and Health Administration standards)." Section 381.986(8)(e)1 O.b.
requires the department to, "determine by rule the requirements for medical
marijuana treatment centers to use [hydrocarbon solvents or other] solvents or
gases exhibiting potential toxicity to humans." Please explain whether the
applications will be graded on criteria that the department has not yet established
by rule. See §120.52(8)(d), Fla. Stat.

Response: The applications are comparatively reviewed and the identified items
in each section are those that the Department believes will allow the Department
to fully evaluate each applicant in order to fulfill its mandate to choose the best
applicant(s). In addition, this requirement is not a deviation from the previous rule
and application.

A rule has not been proposed. However, as to future rules promulgated by the
Department, a successful applicant, to retain licensure, must remain in
compliance with any and all industry regulations whether established by rule,
constitutional regulation, or imposed by statute.

Page 7, Section 4, Number 7.b.: Please explain why this question requests the
applicant to submit a plan for testing medical marijuana, including, "A list of
contaminants, if any, for which the applicant will require testing." Section
381.986(8)(e)1 D.d. requires the department to, "determine by rule which
contaminants must be tested for and the maximum levels of each contaminant
which are safe for human consumption." That statute also requires the
department, with the assistance of the Department of Agriculture and Consumer
Services, to develop, "the testing requirements for contaminants that are unsafe
for human consumption in edibles." Please explain whether the applications will
be graded on criteria that the department has not yet established by rule. See
§12052(8)(d), Fla. Stat.

Response: The applications are comparatively reviewed and the identified items
in each section are those that the Department believes will allow the Department
to fully evaluate each applicant in order to fulfill its mandate to choose the best
applicant(s). In addition, this requirement is not a deviation from the previous rule
and application.

A rule has not been proposed. However, as to future rules promulgated by the
Department, a successful applicant, to retain licensure, must remain in
compliance with any and all industry regUlations whether established by rule,
constitutional regulation, or imposed by statute.
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Page 7, Section 4, Number 7.b.: Please explain why this section does not ask
the applicant to address, "the treatment of marijuana that fails to meet the testing
requirements of this section [381.986], s. 381.988, or department rule," which is a
requirement of section 381.986(8)(e)10.d. Furthermore, it appears that the
department has not yet proposed the rule to implement this provision as
mandated by this statute.

Response: This item is addressed in Section 10, Number 4. of the application.

Pages 7 and 8, Section 5: This section is worth 50 points, and the applicant is
limited to a four page narrative to address 12 items. See comments regarding
page 6, section 1.

Response: See prior response to Page 6, Section 1.

Page 8, Section 5, Number 3.: Please explain why this question does not
address compliance with department rules for disposal of solid and liquid wastes
as required by section 381.986(8)(e)1 O.c. See § 120.52(8)(c), Fla. Stat.

Response: The requirement can be read in its plain and ordinary meaning. In
addition, this requirement is not a deviation from the previous rule and
application.

Page 8, Section 5, Number 3.: Please explain why the application does not ask
the applicant to address, "the storage, handling, transportation, and management
of solid and liquid waste generated during marijuana production and processing."
See § 381.986(8)(e)1 O.c, Fla. Stat.

Response: The requirement can be read in its plain and ordinary meaning. In
addition, this requirement is not a deviation from the previous rule and
application.

Page 8, Section 5, Number 3.: Additionally, section 381.986(e)10.c. requires the
department to, "determine by rule procedures for storage, handling,
transportation, management, and disposal of solid and liqUid waste generated
during marijuana production and processing" with the assistance of the
Department of Environmental Protection. It does not appear that a rule has been
proposed yet as mandated by this statute.

Response: A rule has not been proposed. However, as to future rules
promulgated by the Department, a successful applicant, to retain licensure, must
remain in compliance with any and all industry regulations whether established
by rule, constitutional regulation, or imposed by statute.

Page 8, Section 6.: This section is worth 50 points, and the applicant is limited to
a five page narrative to address seven items. See comments regarding page 6,
section 1.

Response: See prior response to Page 6, Section 1.
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Page 8, Section 6, Number 2.: This question requires the applicant to submit
proposed branding, signage, and advertising documentation that shows
compliance with section 381.986(8)(h). Section 381.986(8)(h) requires the
department to approve any trade name, logo, and advertising. Please explain
whether the department will be approving any branding, signage, and advertising
using this application. Also, it appears that rules should be adopted governing
such advertising. Please explain whether the applications will be graded on
criteria that the department has not yet established by rule. See §120.52(8)(d),
Fla. Stat.

Response: See prior response to Page 7, Section 4, Number 7.b.

Page 8, Section 7: This section is worth 50 points, and the applicant is limited to
a seven page narrative to address 17 items. See comments regarding page 6,
section 1.

Response: See prior response to Page 6, Section 1.

Pages 8 and 9, Section 8: This section is worth 100 points, and the applicant is
limited to an eight page narrative to address eight items. See comments
regarding page 6, section 1.

Response: See prior response to Page 6, Section 1.

Pages 8 and 9, Section 8: Please explain why the map requested in number
1.a. and the floor plan requested in number 1.b. will be counted against the eight
page limitation for this section. It does not appear that the floor plans submitted
pursuant to section 9 apply to the four page limitation set for that section.

Response: This item appears to be outside of the authority of section 120.54(1),
Fla. Stat.

Page 9, Section 9: This section is worth 100 points, and the applicant is limited
to a four page narrative, plus a four page addendum, to address 16 items. See
comments regarding page 6, section 1.

Response: See prior response to Page 6, Section 1.

Page 9, Section 9, Number 1.b.: Please explain whether more than one alarm
system will be required. The scorecard refers to "alarm systems," for Section 9,
while this section in Form DH8013-0MMU-08/2017 refers to "alarm system." It
appears that the requirement should be identical in both documents.

Response: The requirement in both documents should be identical.

Page 9, Section 9, Number 1.c.v.: Section 381.986(8)(f)1.b.(IV) requires
medical marijuana treatment centers to retain video surveillance recordings for at
least 45 days or longer upon the request of a law enforcement agency. Please
explain why this section only requires demonstration of a plan for retention of
such recordings for at least 45 days without mention of retaining the recordings
longer pursuant to this statutory requirement. See § 120.52(8)(c), Fla. Stat.
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Response: This requirement is for applicant to demonstrate that they can meet
the minimum of 45 days as stated in statute and does not relieve the applicant of
any statutory duty to comply a request of law enforcement to retain video
surveillance recordings.

Page 9, Section 9, Number 1.d.: Section 381.986(8)(f)2. requires a medical
marijuana treatment center to ensure that its outdoor premises have sufficient
lighting from dusk until dawn. Please explain why this section only requires the
applicant's floor plan to demonstrate that it has outdoor lighting. See §
120.52(8)(c), Fla. Stat.

Response: The applications are comparatively reviewed and the identified items
in each section are those that the Department believes will allow the Department
to fully evaluate each applicant in order to fulfill its mandate to choose the best
applicant(s). The requirement can be read in its plain and ordinary meaning. In
addition, this requirement is not a deviation from the previous rule and
application.

Page 10, Section 10: This section is worth 100 points, and the applicant is
limited to a seven page narrative to address 19 items. See comments regarding
page 6, section 1.

Response: See prior response to Page 6, Section 1.

Page 10, Section 10: Also, section 381.986(8)(g)6. requires medical marijuana
treatment centers to provide specific safety and security training to employees
transporting or delivering marijuana and marijuana delivery devices. Please
explain why this section does not require applicants to demonstrate compliance
with this statutory requirement See § 120.52(8)(c), Fla. Stat.

Response: This item is addressed in Section 7, Number 3.e. of the application.

Page 10, Section 10, Number 4.: This section differs from the language in the
scorecard for this section in DH8014-0MMU-OB/2017, in omitting the "or"
preceding ·other reasons." It appears the language should be identical.

Response: The language should be identical.

Pages 10 and ii, Section 11: This section is worth 50 points, and the applicant
is limited to a six page narrative to address 21 items. See comments regarding
page 6, section 1.

Response: See prior response to Page 6, Section 1.

Page 11, Section ii, Number 5.: Please explain what the department means by
"has a medical director at all times." It appears this could mean, for example,
having a medical director employed, on the premises, or available during
operating hours. See § 120.52(B)(d), Fla. Stat.
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Response: The requirement can be read in its plain and ordinary meaning. In
addition, this requirement is not a deviation from the previous rule and
application.

Page 11, Section 12: This section is worth 50 points, and the applicant is limited
to a four page narrative to address six items. See comments regarding page 6,
section 1.

Response: See prior response to Page 6, Section 1.

Page 11, Section 12, Number 1.: Please explain why the second sentence of
this item is included in the application but omitted from the scorecard in Form
DH8014-0MMU-08/2017, page 16, for this section. It appears the language
should be identical.

Response: Section 12 is required to be de-identified and the evaluators will not
be in possession of the information requested in Part I, C. on page 5 of the
application. That information will be held by the Office of Medical Marijuana Use
and therefore, the second sentence should not be included for consideration by
the evaluator.

Page 11, Section 12, Number 3.: It appears that "key personnel" should be
defined. See § 120.52(8)(d), Fla Stat.

Response: The term "key personnel" may be defined by the applicant as it
applies to its organizational structure and business operations.

Page 12, Section 13: This section is worth 100 points, and the applicant is
limited to a four page narrative to address three items. See comments regarding
page 6, section 1.

Response: See prior response to Page 6, Section 1.

Page 12, Section 14: Please explain why this section refers to "audited" certified
financials. It does not appear that the scorecard in Form DH8014-0MMU
08/2017. page 16, for this section refers to "audited" certified financials. It
appears the language should be identical.

Response: The definition of "certified financials" requires them to "have been
audited... " and so no confusion should be present as to the requirement that they
be audited. However, the language should be identical.

Pages 12 and 13, Section 15: This section is worth 100 points, and the
applicant is limited to an eight page narrative, plus a four page addendum, to
address 16 items. See comments regarding page 6, section 1.

Response: See prior response to Page 6, Section 1.

Page 12, Section 15: Please explain why the language in balded type is
included in the application but omitted from the scorecard for this section in Form
DH8014-0MMU-08/2017 on page 19.
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Response: The direction regarding the submission of addendums in the
application is directed to the applicant specifically and is of no use to the
evaluators evaluating the information provided for their review and would not be
necessary on the scorecard.

Page 12, Section 15, Number 8: It appears "hold direct or indirect ownership or
control" should be "holds direct or indirect ownership or control."

Response: The statement should be "holds direct or indirect ownership or
control."

Page 13, Section 16: This section is worth 50 points, and the applicant is limited
to an eight page narrative, plus a six page addendum, to address five items. See
comments regarding page 6, section 1.

Response: See prior response to Page 6, Section 1.

Page 13, Section 16: Please explain why the "NOTE" and bolded language in
this section is not included on the scorecard for this section in Form DH8014
OMMU-08/2017 on page 20.

Response: This "NOTE" requires successful applicants to provide documentation
that they have moved forward with securing the properties identified In their
application. This only applies to successful applicants and will not be reviewed by
the evaluators. Therefore, this direction is not needed on the scorecard.

Page 14, Part III: Please explain whether the department will accept applications
hand-delivered by the United States Postal Service or other delivery services,
and whether "hand delivery" is used to distinguish from "electronic delivery." See
120.52(8)(d), Fla. Stat.

Response: The requirement can be read in its plain and ordinary meaning.
Electronic delivery of these applications is not permitted. In addition, this
requirement is not a deviation from the previous rule and application.

Page 14, Part III: See comment to 64ER17-2(1)(a) regarding the non-refundable
application fee.

Response: The designation of the fee as non-refundable is not a deviation or
revisions from the previous rule.

64ER17-(2)(1 )(a): Please explain why this rule paragraph states that the application fee is
non-refundable. Absent statutory authority to the contrary, it appears that if an
individual requests a refund of this fee prior to any action being taken concerning
the applicant's qualification, the fee should be refundable. See Op. Att'y Gen.
Fla. 75-293 (1975).

Response: The designation of the fee as non-refundable is not a deviation or
revisions from the previous rule. However, if the applicant withdraws their
application prior to review and the processing of their fee or is deemed untimely
in submission, the Department will return the fee to them.
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64ER17-2(1)(b):

64ER17-2(1 )(d):

Please explain how documentation from the Florida Department of
Revenue demonstrates that the applicant has been registered to do business in
the state for the previous five consecutive years.

Response: see response to DH8013-0MMU-08/2017, Page 5. A.

Please explain the department's statutory authority to require an applicant to be
"majority-owned by (an) African-American farmer(s)" who would otherwise meet
the qualifications set forth in rule subparagraphs (1 )(d)1. through 4. Section
381.986(8)(a)2.b. requires the actual "applicant" for such a license to be a
recognized class member of Pigford v. Glickman, 856 F. Supp. 2d (D. D.C. 1999)
or In Re Black Farmers Lifig., 856 F. Supp. 2d 1 (D.D.C. 2011). If the applicant is
only "majority-owned" (as that term is defined in 64ER17-1 (14) by a recognized
class member, it appears this may be enlarging, modifying, or contravening
section 381.986(8)(a)2.b. See § 120.52(8)(c), Fla. Stat.

Response: Thank you for your comment. The Department will take this under
advisement as it works to resolve all issues raised in this letter.

64ER17-2(1)(d)3.: Please explain why the department will accept a letter from the Black
Farmers and Agriculturalists Association - Florida Chapter as evidence to
demonstrate that the applicant qualifies for registration pursuant to section
381.986(8)(a)2.b. Specifically, please explain how the Black Farmers and
Agriculturalists Association - Florida Chapter can document that an applicant
was a recognized class member of Pigford v. Glickman, 856 F. Supp. 2d (D. D.C.
1999) or In Re Black Farmers Ufig., 856 F. Supp. 2d 1 (D. D.C. 2011).

Response: Thank you for your comment. The Department will take this under
advisement as it works to resolve all issues raised in this letter.

64ER17-2(1)(e)1.: This SUbparagraph describes what an applicant applying pursuant to
Section 381.986(8)(a)3. must submit. One of the options that the applicant may
provide is, "documentation that the applicant currently holds or has held a
registration certificate or a citrus fruit dealer license pursuant to sections 601.40
and 601.55, F.S., respectively." (Emphasis added.) It does not appear that a
license held pursuant to section 601.55 is sufficient; it appears that the applicant
must also hold a registration pursuant to section 601.40.

Response: Thank you for your comment. The Department will take this under
advisement as it works to resolve all issues raised in this letter.

Furthermore, it does not necessarily appear that holding registrations pursuant to
section 601.40 and section 601.55 is sufficient. It appears in order to qualify for
licensure preference pursuant to section 381.986(8)(a)3. that the applicant must
be registered as a citrus processing plant pursuant to section 601.40. See §
601.03(32), Fla. Stat. (defining "processor" as "any person engaged in this state
in the business of canning, concentrating, or otherwise processing citrus fruit for
market other than for shipment in fresh fruit form."). It does not appear that a
citrus packinghouse licensed pursuant to section 601.40 is eligible to receive a
licensure preference pursuant to section 381.986(8)(a)3. because a
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packinghouse is a place "where citrus fruit is packed or otherwise prepared for
market or shipment in fresh form." See § 601.03(29), Fla. stat. Please explain
how the department will know if the applicant is registered as a packinghouse or
a processor pursuant to section 601.40. See § 120.52(B)(c), Fla. Stat.

Response: Thank you for your comment. The Department will take this under
advisement as it works to resolve all issues raised in this letter.

64ER17-2(3):

64ER17-2(4):

64ER17-2(5):

Please explain which statute exempts the department from complying with the
requirements of section 120.60(1). See comment to 64ER17-2(1) regarding
applicability of section 120.60(1).

Response: Thank you for your comment. The Department will take this under
advisement as it works to resolve all issues raised in this letter.

Please explain why this subsection refers to "this regulation." It appears it should
refer to "this rule" or "this emergency rule."

Response: This should refer to "this rule" and not "this regUlation."

Unless the department publishes another emergency rule setting forth these
dates, please explain why publishing the dates upon which the department will
begin accepting applications and the deadline to receive the applications in the
Florida Administrative Register and on the department's website is not an
unadopted rule. See § 120.52(20), Fla. Stat.

Response: Thank you for your comment. The Department will take this under
advisement as it works to resolve all issues raised in this letter.

Section 381.986(8)(a) requires the department to license medical marijuana
treatment centers. Likewise, rule subsection (6) states that licenses will be
awarded, SUbject to availability, based on the highest total score. The award of
the licenses appears to be based on the scores assigned by the subject matter
experts referenced in this subsection. Please advise if the subject matter experts
are department personnel. If they are not agency personnel, please explain how
this rule is not an unauthorized delegation of the award of licenses by the
department to third parties that score various sections of the applications. Cf
Booker Creek Preserv., Inc. v. Sw. Fla. Water Mgmt. Disl., 534 So. 2d 419, 424
(Fla. Sill DCA 1988)("[An agency] ... cannot delegate its statutory duty to other
state agencies.").

Response: Thank you for your comment. The Department will take this under
advisement as it works to resolve all issues raised in this letter.

This subsection incorporates by reference Form DH8014-0MMU-08/2017,
Scorecard for Medical Marijuana Treatment Center Selection." The title of the
form provided for review is "Evaluation Rubric and Scorecard for Medical
Marijuana Treatment Center Selection." The rule text does not refer to the
"Evaluation Rubric" in the title of the form. The titles of the form should be
consistent.
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Response: The titles of the form should be consistent.

Form DHB014-0MMU-OB/2017
Page 3, Section 1 through Page 10, Section 8: See comments regarding
respective Sections of Form DH8013-0MMU-08/2017.

Response: See responses provided to these comments.

Page 10, Section 8, Number 1.c.: It appears that "dispense to patient" should
be "dispense to patients."

Response: This should be "dispense to patients."

Page 11, Section 9: See comments regarding Section 9 of Form DH8013
OMMU-08/2017.

Response: See responses to these comments.

Page 11, Section 9, Number 1.: It appears that "proposed floor plan" should be
"proposed floor plans."

Response: This should be "proposed floor plans."

Page 11, Section 9, Number 1.b.: Please explain whether more than one alarm
system will be required. The scorecard uses "Alarm systems," for Section 9,
while this section in DH8013-0MMU-08/2017 uses "Alarm System." It appears
the requirement should be identical in both documents.

Response: See response to comment on application.

Pages 12-13, Section 10: See comments regarding Section 10 of Form
DH8013-0MMU-08/2017.

Response: See responses to these comments.

Page 14, Section 11: See comment regarding Page 2, Section 1 of Form
DH8013-0MMU[sic], regarding the "Blind Grading Number" header on this
section of the score card. It appears the language in the application and the
scorecard should be identical.

Response: See response to comment on application.

Pages 14-15, Section 11 through Page 20, Section 16: See comments
regarding respective Sections of Form DH8013-0MMU-OB/2017.

Response: See responses provided to these comments.

Page 20, Section 16, Number 4.: There is a typographical error in this question.
"[A]pplicantshas" should be "applicant has."

Response: This is a typographical error and should be "applicant has."
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64ER17-2(5)(a)1.,
2.,3., and 4.:

Please explain what the department means by "advanced degree." It is
unclear whether this means a post-graduate degree or whether a bachelor's
degree will satisfy this reqUirement. See § 120.52(8)(d), Fla. Stat.

Response: This item appears to be outside of the authority of section 120.54(1),
Fla. Stat. In addition, this requirement can be read in its plain and ordinary
meaning.

64ER17-2(5)(a)1.: Please explain how many subject matter experts will substantively and
comparatively review, evaluate, and score section 1, section 2, and section 3 of
the application, respectively, or alternatively whether only one subject matter
expert that meets the qualifications set forth in this subparagraph will review each
of these sections of the application. Also, please advise whether the same
subject matter expert(s) will score each of these sections of each application. If
more than one subject matter expert is used to score the applicants, please
explain how the final score is assigned for each of these sections of the
application; it appears if multiple subject matter experts review various sections
of the application, there will be multiple scores assigned to each section. See §§
120.52(8)(d}, .545(1)(i}, Fla. Stat.

Response: This item appears to be outside of the authority of section 120.54(1),
Fla. Stat.

Please advise whether the subject matter experts receive any training or
guidelines as to how to substantively and comparatively review, evaluate, and
score any or all sections of the application.

Response: This item appears to be outside of the authority of section 120.54(1),
Fla. Stat.

64ER17-2(5)(a)2.: Please explain how many subject matter experts will substantively and
comparatively review, evaluate, and score section 4 and section 5 of the
application, respectively, or alternatively whether only one subject matter expert
that meets the qualifications set forth in this subparagraph will review each of
these sections of the application. See comments above regarding subparagraph
(5)(a)1.

Response: This item appears to be outside of the authority of section 120.54(1),
Fla. Stat.

64ER17-2(5)(a)3.: Please explain how many subject matter experts will substantively and
comparatively review, evaluate, and score section 6, section 7, and section 8 of
the application, respectively, or alternatively whether only one subject matter
expert that meets the qualifications set forth in this subparagraph will review each
of these sections of the application. See comments above regarding
subparagraph (5)(a)1.

Response: This item appears to be outside of the authority of section 120.54(1),
Fla. Stat.
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64ER17-2(5)(a)4.: Please explain how many subject matter experts will substantively and
comparatively review, evaluate, and score section 9, section 10, section 12, and
section 16 of the application, respectively, or alternatively whether only one
subject matter expert that meets the qualifications set forth in this subparagraph
will review each of these sections of the application. See comments above
regarding subparagraph (5)(a)1.

Response: This item appears to be outside of the authority of section 120.54(1),
Fla. Stat.

64ER17-2(5)(a)5.: Please explain how many sUbject matter experts will substantively and
comparatively review, evaluate, and score section 13 of the application ,or
alternatively whether only one subject matter expert that meets the qualifications
set forth in this subparagraph will review each of these sections of the
application. See comments above regarding SUbparagraph (5)(a)1.

Response: This item appears to be outside of the authority of section 120.54(1),
Fla. Stat.

Please explain what kind of "experience working in human resources" is a
prerequisite to be a subject matter expert pursuant to this rule subparagraph.
See § 120.52(8)(d), Fla. Stat.

Response: This item appears to be outside of the authority of section 120.54(1),
Fla. Stat.

64ER17-2(5)(a)7.: Please explain how many subject matter experts will substantively and
comparatively review, evaluate, and score section 11 of the application, or
alternatively whether only one subject matter expert that meets the qualifications
set forth in this subparagraph will review each of these sections of the
application. See comments above regarding subparagraph (5)(a)1.

Response: This item appears to be outside of the authority of section 120.54(1),
Fla. Stat.

Please explain whether the criteria to be a subject matter expert set forth in this
subparagraph as a medical doctor or as a doctor of osteopathic medicine
requires an active, unrestricted license pursuant to chapter 458 or chapter 459.

Response: This item appears to be outside of the authority of section 120.54(1),
Fla. Stat.

64ER17-2(5)(a)7.: Please explain how many subject matter experts will substantively and
comparatively review, evaluate, and score section 14 and section 15 of the
application, respectively, or alternatively whether only one subject matter expert
that meets the qualifications set forth in this subparagraph will review each of
these sections of the application. See comments above regarding SUbparagraph
(5)(a)1.

Response: This item appears to be outside of the authority of section 120.54(1),
Fla. Stat.
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Please explain whether the criteria to be a sUbject matter expert set forth in this
subparagraph as a CPA requires an active license pursuant to chapter 473. Also
please explain whether a person qualified to be a sUbject matter expert pursuant
to this subparagraph must have an active license to practice law in Florida.

Response: This item appears to be outside of the authority of section 120.54(1),
Fla. Stat.

64ER17-2(5)(b): This rule paragraph states that: "Scores for each Section of the application
will be combined to create an applicant's total score. The department shall
generate a final ranking of the applicants in order of highest to lowest scores." If
more than one subject matter expert evaluates and scores a section of each
applications [sic], please explain how the applications are ranked and how the
ultimate scores assigned to each section will be determined, i.e., whether the
scores assigned by each subject matter expert for each section will be averaged.

Response: This item appears to be outside of the authority of section 120.54(1),
Fla. Stat.

This rule paragraph states that any application that demonstrates a failure to
comply with the minimum statutory requirements for cultivation, processing,
dispensing, security, or general operations shall be denied and will not be
considered in the final ranking of applicants. If this is due to an error or omission
in the application, please explain why the applicant will not be provided an
opportunity to correct the error or omission or to provide such additional
information pursuant to section 120.60(1). See comment to 64ER17-2(1)
regarding the applicability of section 120.60(1).

Response: Thank you for your comment. The Department will take this under
advisement as it works to resolve all issues raised in this letter.

Please explain what the department means by "minimum statutory requirements
for cultivation, processing, dispensing, security, or general operations." It appears
that 381.986(8) sets forth the minimum statutory requirements for medical
marijuana treatment centers. See, e.g., §§ 381.986(8)(b)1.-7., Fla. Stat. ("An
applicant for licensure as a medical marijuana treatment center must
demonstrate: ....") While the statutory requirements are set forth in section
381.9B6(8), the application referenced in this rule paragraph includes items that
are not established in the statute. It is unclear what the department is requiring
an applicant to demonstrate to avoid having an application denied and not
considered in the final ranking of applicants. See § 120.52(8)(d), Fla. Stat.

Response: The statute provides for the minimum criteria to be demonstrated and
evaluated by the Department. The applications are comparatively reviewed and
the identified items in each section are those that the Department believes will
allow the Department to fully evaluate each applicant in order to fulfill its mandate
to choose the best applicant(s).

Please how [sic] this rule paragraph complies with the requirements of section
120.60(1). See comment to 64ER17-2(1) regarding the applicability of section
120.60(1).
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Response: Thank you for your comment. The Department will take this under
advisement as it works to resolve all issues raised in this letter.

64ER17-2(6)(a):

64ER17-2(6)(b):

64ER17-2(6)(c):

A period should be inserted at the end of this rule paragraph.

Response: Agreed.

It appears that instead of referring to "applicants that own citrus and
molasses facilities," perhaps it would be clearer to refer to rule paragraph (5)(c)
or section 381. 986(8)(a)3. instead. See § 120.545(1 )(i), Fla. Stat.

Response: The Department does not believe that any confusion exists, but can
make the suggested change.

This rule paragraph refers to the awarding of contingent licensees and
contingent licenses. Please explain the department's statutory authority to award
licenses contingent upon meeting the 100,000 active patient threshold set forth in
section 381.986(8)(a)4. at some unknown date in the future. It appears that
awarding such contingent licenses now could foreclose application by certain
applicants who will meet the requirements of section 381.986(8)(b) at the time
that threshold is met. It appears that such licenses, contingent or otherwise,
should not be awarded until after the 100,000 active patient threshold is reached.
See § 120.52(8)(c), Fla. Stat.

Response: Thank you for your comment. The Department will take this under
advisement as it works to resolve all issues raised in this letter.

Please explain how the department ensures that any owners, officers, board
members, and managers of an applicant that is awarded a contingent license will
have continued to pass the background screening required by section
381.986(9).

Response: Applicants who are approved are required to maintain compliance
with the statutory criteria of section 381.986, including the passing of a
background screening. Further subsection (9) requires that an individual's
fingerprints submitted for this purpose are retained by the Florida Department of
Law Enforcement (FDLE) as provided in section 943.05(2)(g) and (h). FDLE is
enrolled in the Federal Bureau of Investigation's national retained print arrest
notification program and any arrest record identified shall be reported to the
Department.

Please explain whether the provisions of section 120.60(3) apply to the award of
these contingent licenses.

Response: Thank you for your comment. The Department will take this under
advisement as it works to resolve all issues raised in this letter.

64ER17-2(7)(a)4.: This rule subparagraph addresses the requisite $5 million performance
bond and states that, "The surety company can use any fonn it prefers for the
performance bond as long as it complies with this regulation." It appears this
should refer to "this rule" or "this emergency rule."
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Response: This should refer to "this rule~ and not "this regulation."

The rule text incorporates by reference Form DH8015-0MMU-08/2017, Florida
Medical Marijuana Performance Bond," which the surety can use for
convenience. As the conditions of the bond appear to be included within Form
DH8015-0MMU-08/2017 and not in the rule text, please advise whether the
same conditions are required if the surety company uses a different form of the
bond. See § 120.52(8)(d), Fla. Stat.

Response: The requirements of a bond are outlined in Rule 64ER17-2(7)(a) 1. -3.
The form DH8015-0MMU-08/2017 is only provided as an example and for ease
of use.

Form DH8015-0MMU-08/2017
Second unnumbered page, Items b. and c.: Please explain the department's
statutory authority to recover costs on behalf of anyone other than the
department, and how the department will advise patients and other medical
marijuana treatment centers that have costs attributable to the revocation of the
principal's license that they may assign those costs and expenses to the
department. See § 120.52(8)(b), and (d), Fla. Stat.

Response: Thank you for your comment. The Department will take this under
advisement as it works to resolve all issues raised in this letter.

Second unnumbered page, Item c.: It appears that "MEDICAL MARIJUANA
TREATMENT CENTER" should be "MEDICAL MARIJUANA TREATMENT
CENTERS."

Response: This should be "MEDICAL MARIJUANA TREATMENT CENTERS."

Second unnumbered page, Number 2.: It appears "nor DEPARTMENT" should
be "or DEPARTMENT."

Response: This should be "or DEPARTMENT:

Second unnumbered page, Number 5.: Please explain the department's
statutory authority to obtain an assignment of claims.

Response: Thank you for your comment. The Department will take this under
advisement as it works to resolve all issues raised in this letter.

Thank you again for your review of this rule. Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any
further questions or concerns.
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Kenneth J. Plante, Coordinator
Joint Administrative Procedures Committee
Room 680, Pepper Building
111 W Madison Street
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-1400

Re: Response to November 20,2017, December 18,2017 and February 6,2018 Letters
Regarding the Office of Medical Marijuana- Use

Dear Mr, Plante:

Patient Access to Medical Marijuana

The Department of Health (Department) continues to prioritize access for patients to medical marijuana,
as directed by Florida voters and outlined by the Florida Legislature. To date, more than 83,000 Florida
patients have access to medical marijuana from 29 dispensing locations including statewide delivery.
More than 1,000 physicians are qualified to order medical marijuana. To reduce patient identification
card processing times, the Department selected a partner through a competitive procurement which
has, so far, resulted in nearly a 50 percent reduction In processing time. They are on track to process
applications in less than seven days by the end of the month.

Unfortunately, the Department has faced numerous legal challenges and unforeseen setbacks
throughout this process that have delayed full implementation of section 381.986, Florida Statutes
(2017). However as outlined below, the Department has made significant progress despite the special
interests involved in this new industry and remains committed to ensuring that all Floridians will
continue to have access to a wide range of medical marijuana products. In the eight months since
passage of section 381.986, Florida Statutes (2017), the Department has met biweekly with legislative
staff to update on implementation progress and has completed the following:

Progress in Implementing section 381.986, Florida Statutes (2017)

1. Approved 56,970 applications for Office of Medical Marijuana Use ("OMMU") patient and
caregiver identification cards, received 151,725 physician orders providing for 299,495,734
milligrams of medical marijuana and 30,337,928 milligrams of Low-THe cannabis to be
dispensed.

2. Licensed 6 new Medical Marijuana Treatment Centers ("MMTC") for a total of 13 licensed
MMTCs with 29 dispensing locations statewide.

3. Conducted 53 MMTC facility inspections since July 2017 and 136 MTC inspections in totaL
4. Increased the OMMU from three employees to more than 27 employees to increase efficiency

to assist patients and physicians
5. Competitively procured a service to reduce patient and caregiver identification card processing

and call center wait times.

6, Selected a firm to coordinate outside experts for the evaluation of MMTC applications to ensure
the appropriate expertise and expedite the licensure process.

Florida Department of Health
OHlco of the General Counsel
4052 Bald Cypress Wey, 81n A.{)2 •Tanahassea, FL 32399·1701
PHONE: 85012454005· FAX: 8501413.Jl743
FlorldaHealth.gov
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7. Developed, in coordination with the Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services, a
process for the approval of pesticides.

8. Implemented all required changes to the OMMU registry, more than 20 technical updates.
9 Entered into an Interagency Agreement with Florida Agriculture and Mechanical University to

educate minorities about marijuana for medical use and the impact of the unlawful use on
minority communities as required by section 381.986, Florida Statutes (2017).

10. Entered into a Memorandum of Understanding with the Coalition for Medical Marijuana
Research and Education within the H. Lee Moffitt Cancer Center and Research Institute, Inc. as
required by section 381.986. Florida Statutes (2017).

11. Entered into an Interagency Agreement with the Department of Highway Safety and Motor
Vehicles for the use of driver's license photos on OMMU patient and caregiver 10 cards as
required by section 381.986, Florida Statutes (2017).

12. Initiated a baseline study of Floridian's knowledge of medical marijuana prior to the rollout of a
statewide education campaign as required by section 381.986, Florida Statutes (2017)

13. Scheduled five workshops to receive public input on the development of regulations regarding
dosing, edibles, and marijuana testing lab certification and standards, packaging, labeling,
solvent based extraction, advertising, signage, waste management, MMTC disciplinary
guidelines, dispensing facility allocation, MMTC change of ownership applications. background
screenings, and the MMTC application variance procedure.

14. Defended several legal challenges:
15.

a People United for Medical Marijuana v. DOH Case No. 2017-CA-1394;
a Redner v. DOH Case No. 17-CA-5677;
a Smith v. DOH Case No. 2017-CA-1972;
a Tropiflora (I) v. DOH Case No. 2016-CA-1330;
o Tropiflora (II) v. DOH Case No. 2017-CA-2411;
a Florigrown Lv. DOH Case No. 2017-CA-2549;
o Bill's Nursery, Inc. v. DOH Case No. 2017-CA-2411;
o Nature's Way v. DOH Case No. 17-5801;
o Patients and Producers Alliance v. DOH Case No. 2018-CA-0336;
a Ed Miller &So.n v. DOH Case No. 2016-CA-0700; and
o EI Conuco Nursery v. DOH Case No. 2018-CA-0275.

These accomplishments make clear the Department's commitment to Florida patients in the face of
frequent litigation and competing special interests that have needlessly delayed our expected progress
in Implementing section 381.986, Florida Statutes (2017).

Delay in New Licenses due to Challenges to Black Farmers and Agriculturalists Association License

On September 19, 2017, the Department promulgated the process for the acceptance of applications in
accordance with 381. 986, Florida Statutes (2017). To ensure a competitive process for all applicants,
in accordance with legislative testimony in committees, a single application process was instituted to
award the general licenses and the license to a qualifying member of the Florida Chapter of the Black
Farmers and Agriculturalists Association ("BFAA"). Immediately thereafter, a constitutional challenge
was filed alleging that the license reserved for a member of the 8FAA was an unconstitutional special
law providing a benefit to a closed class of applicants. Relying on the testimony of a representative
from the BFAA which revealed that the BFAA closed the application process to a single applicant
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removing the competitive process entirely, on January 9, 2018, the Circuit Court granted the Plaintiff's
request for a temporary injunction restraining the Department from moving forward with the application
process.

In his order, the judge held the closed class which effectively guaranteed a license to an individual
applicant was an impermissible special law. See Order Granting Injunctive Relief, Smith v. Department
of Health, NO.2017 CA 1972 (Fla.2d Cir. Ct. Jan. 9, 2018). Currently, the Department Is complying with
the Order, and awaits potential legislative change to bring the statute into compliance with the Florida
Constitution. In light of the Committee's objection and in anticipation of the passage of Senate Bill 1134
(2018) the Department is repealing the application rule and will quickly promulgate a new rule to
address this issue and others raised by the Committee.

Rule Ratification Concern

The Department will take the most expedient path forward and plans to begin the process for accepting
applications for new Medical Marijuana Treatment Centers this spring. Included in this letter is a
timeline outlining the Department's plan of action and challenges that could cause delay. The delay
caused by Smith v. DOH, has resulted in expiration of the Department's emergency rule making
authority. The Department recommends that the Legislature considers exempting the application rule
from ratification or allowing the rule to go into effect prior to ratification to ensure the Department can
move forward with accepting applications prior to the 2019 legislative session.

Article X, Section 29 of the Florida Constitution and Section 381986, Florida Statutes (2017)

The passage of Article X, Section 29 of the Florida Constitution ("Amendment 2") created an
unprecedented situation regarding the procedural implementation of the constitutional amendment
consistent with section 381.986, Florida Statutes (2017). The Department is clearly mandated by
Amendment 2 to "promulgate regulations" within six months of the effective date of the amendment
related to: (1) the issuance of patient identification cards; (2) procedures for the registration of Medical
Marijuana Treatment Centers ("MMTC"); (3) standards for regulating the MMTC's and (4) the amount of
marijuana that is defined as an adequate supply for qualifying patients. See Article X, Section 29 (d)(1)
of the Florida Constitution ("the following regulations shall be promulgated no later than, .. ")(emphasis
added). Moreover, Amendment 2 granted standing to all Florida citizens to seek judicial relief against
the Department in the event the regulations were not timely implemented. See Article X, Section 29
(d)(3). The Department is currently defending a challenge on this issue. See Bill's Nursery v. DOH
2017-CA-2411.

Section 381.986, Florida Statutes (2017) expanded Amendment 2's directive to the Department to
establish a comprehensive regulatory framework via the promulgation of rules and granted limited
emergency rule power to expedite the process See section 381.986 fn 2, Florida Statutes (2017).

Thus, the Department was charged with directives from both the voters in this state (Amendment 2) and
their elected representatives (section 381.986). To satisfy the dictates of both the Florida Constitution
and section 381.986, Florida Statutes, and meet the timelines included therein, the Department has
promulgated emergency rules and constitutional regulations under both authorities.

Recent actions by the legislature have made it clear that its preference is for the Department to move
forward under the authority granted in section 381.986 and chapter 120, Florida Statutes. The
Department will move forward with the most expedient path forward and plans to accept applications for
new Medical Marijuana Treatment Centers this spring.
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Objections Raised by the Legislature

The Committee's objections leave the Department with three options according to section 120.545, F.S.
• File a notice to amend the rule adopting the changes suggested by the Committee.
• File a notice to repeal the rule.
• Notify the Committee in writing that DOH refuses to change or repeal the rule.

In response, the Department has accepted the Committee's changes to the identification card rule and
has repealed and will quickly promulgate new rules related to accepting new MMTC applications,
definitions and MMTC fines and fees. The Department respectfully provides the following responses.
Unless otherwise noted, the provisions have one stated objection. If more than one objection to a
provision exists, it is numbered in accordance with the italicized headings listed under "Specific
Objections" in the objection reports.

Existing Rule 64-4.011 - Compassionate Use Registry Identification Cards

Provision 64-4.011 - use of the terms "compassionate use registry" and "legal representative":

The Department has filed a notice of proposed rule amending the provisions noted above.

Provision 64-4.011 (2){a) - criteria for establishing residency In Florida for qualified patients and
caregivers:

The Department has filed a notice of proposed rule amending the provisions noted above

Emergency Rule 64ER17-1 (64-4.001) - Definitions

The Department has filed a notice of proposed rule repealing rule 64ER17-1 in its entirety.

Emergency Rule 64ER17-2 (64-4.002) - Application Requirements for Medical Marijuana
Treatment Centers

The Department has filed a notice of proposed rule repealing rule 64ER17-2 in its entirety.

Emergency Rule 64ER17-6 - Disciplinary Guidelines and Fees

The Department has filed a notice of proposed rule repealing rule 64ER17-2 in its entirety.

As to your letters dated November 20,2017 and December 18, 2017, requesting additional information
regarding MMTCs and rulemaking, much of the information your letter requests is directly addressed in
the current MMTCs' applications. Each redacted MMTC application is available on the Department's
website found here: http://www.floridahealth.gov/programs-and-services/office-of-medical-marijuana
use/medical-marijuana-treatment-centers/dispensing-application-process/index.html.

In addition, the Department has been engaged in biweekly meetings with legislative staff from the
substantive policy committees regarding the implementation of section 381.986, Florida Statutes (2017)
as well as regulation and patient safety issues such as those addressed in your letter. Department staff
has also given several implementation update presentations leading up to the 2018 legislative session
where some of these questions were addressed in detail.
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On February 1, 2018, the Department published notification for a rule hearing on rule 64-4,013,
regarding pesticide use, which was held in Tallahassee on February 23,2018. Notably, on March 2,
2018, the Department filed an additional notice of rule hearing for this proposed rule, and an additional
hearing is to occur on March 23,2018, in Tallahassee. On February 2, 2018, the Department noticed
rule workshops for proposed rules 64-4.014,4.015, and 4.016. Workshops for proposed rules 64-4.014
and 4.015, regarding dosing and edibles, are scheduled for March 12 and 13, 2018

On February 2, 2018, the Department published ten notices of rule development. These rules included:

64-4.015: Dosing for Low-THC Cannabis and Medical Marijuana
64-4.016: Testing Lab Certification and Testing Standards
64-4.017: Medical Marijuana Treatment Center Dispensing Facility Allocation
64-4.018: Medical Marijuana Treatment Center Change of Ownership Applications
64-4019: Medical Marijuana Treatment Center Personnel and Caregiver Background
Screenings
64-4.020: Low-THC and Medical Marijuana Packaging and Labeling
64-4.021: Low-THC and Medical Marijuana Packaging Solvent Based Extraction and Related
Products
64-4.022: Medical Marijuana Treatment Center Advertising and Signage
64-4.023: Medical Marijuana Treatment Center Variance Procedure
64-4.024: Medical Marijuana Treatment Center Waste Management

These notices of rule development demonstrate the Department's commitment to creating a thorough
regulatory framework to implement section 381.986, Florida Statutes. Proposed rules 64-4.015, 4.016,
4.020, and 4.021 will protect the wellbeing of Florida's medical marijuana patients and will establish
industry best practices. Rules 64-4.017, 4.018, 4.022, 4.023, and 4,024 will set forth business practice
guidelines for MMTCs to ensure operations are conducted in accordance with their approved
applications and pursuant to section 381.986, Florida Statutes. These proposed rules are intended to
regulate critical Infrastructure under OMMU's purview, and are designed to ensure compliance with the
law and to protect Florida's medical marijuana patients.

On March 5, 2018, the Department published two Notices of MeetinglWorkshop Hearings. The first
notice is related to proposed rules 64-4.003, 4.008,4.017,4.018,4,019, and 4.023. As noted above,
these proposed rules relate to renewing applications for MMTCs, disciplinary guidelines and fines,
MMTC dispensing facility allocation, ownership changes of MMTCs, background screenings for
caregivers and MMTC personnel, and MMTC variance procedure. This workshop Is to be held on April
6,2018, in Tallahassee. The second notice is related to proposed rules 64-4.020, 4.021, 4.022, and
4.024. Also noted above, these proposed rules relate to packaging and labeling, solvent based
extraction and related products, MMTC advertising and signage, and MMTC waste management. This
workshop Is to be held on April 13, 2018, in Tallahassee. The purpose of these workshops is to
facilitate rule development of several related rules with all interested parties and stakeholders. With
these notices and multi-rule workshops, the Department intends to efficiently promulgate rules that are
vital to the shaping, and success, of Florida's emerging medical marijuana program.
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Mr. Kenneth Plante
March 6,2018
Page 6

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any further questions or concerns.

Sincerely,

Nichole Geary
General Counsel

Enclosure
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It's a New Day in Public Health.
The Florida Department of Health works to protect, promote & improve the

health of all people in Florida through Integrated state, county. & communi~j

efforts.
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(../index.html) »Frequently Asked Questions

Frequently Asked Questions

1. QUESTION: What is the status of my Compassionate Use
Registry Card Application?

ANSWER: The current processing time for Compassionate Use
Registry Identification Cards is 30 days from the time the
Department receives your application. If you are submitting
an application by mail, please allow an additional 3-S days for
delivery of your application. Submitting an incomplete
application will increase the amount of time reqUired to
process your account.

2. QUESTION: Where can I get medical marijuana 7

Answer: A patient must first seek treatment from a qualified
physician. Once the ordering physician inputs the patient's
information and the order information into the Medical
Marijuana Use Registry. the patient or the patient's legal
representative need to apply for a Compassionate Use
Registry Identification Card. Once approved, a patient or legal
representative will then be able to contact one of the licensed
medical marijuana treatment centers (../medlcal-marljuana
treatment-centers/lndex.html) and fill the order.

3. QUESTION: Can I grow my own marijuana?

ANSWER: No. Florida law
(http://www.leg.state.f1.us/Statutes/index.cfm?
App_mode=Display_Statute&Search_String=&URL=0300
0399/0381/Sections/0381.986.html) only allows the licensed
dispensing organizations to grow, process and dispense
marijuana. The department will refer any business or
individual suspected of violating state law to local law
enforcement for investigation, It is important to remember
marijuana is illegal under federal law.

http://www.floridahealth.gov/programs-and-services/office-of-medical-marijuana-use/frequently-asked-questions/index.htmI
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marlJU8na-use/ommua

updato./lndex.hlml)
4. QUESTION: How do I apply to open a Medical Marijuana

Treatment Center?

Rules and Regulations v

(/programa-..anda

servlcesJofflce.-of-mldical·

marijuana.uselrules-and.

regulationsJlndex.htmJ)

~lllnl!Y.Askod Quu!lons

(illLll9rnJM:!1M:

servlces/offlce-of-medlcal

mMlJulnl·u..lfrlgl!llllly;
i.i.IIl.l81ulI!lonsflndn hIm!)

OMMU Publie Comment Fonn
(lprogrlms-Ind·
servlcesJofflce-of-medica'

marIJuana-use/comment

fonnnndlx,hlml)

MMTC Applleant. (Iprograms
and-servlc8s/offlce-of-medical

marfJuana-u••/mmtc

applieantslind,x,html)

ANSWER: The Department is currently in the process of
rulemaking and is not accepting applications for MMTCs at
this time. To learn more about rulemaking for Amendment 2.
please click here (../rules-and-regulations/index.html). The
department will refer any business or individual suspected of
violating state law to local law enforcement for investigation.
It is important to remember marijuana is illegal under federal
law.

5. QUESTION: Can larder medical marijuana for my patients?

ANSWER: In order to qualify to order medical marijuana for
patients, a physician must have an active, unrestricted license
as a physician under Chapter 458, F.S., or osteopathic
physician under Chapter 459, F.S. Physicians who meet the
above requirements may gain access to the Medical
Marijuana Use Registry after' completing the required course
and examination provided by the Florida Medical Association
and the Florida Osteopathic Medical Association. Successful
completion of the course is required each time a physician
renews his or her license.

"Marijuana" means all parts of any plant of the genus
Cannabis, whether growing or not; the seeds thereof; the
resin extracted from any part of the plant; and every
compound, manufacture, salt, derivative, mixture, or
preparation of the plant or Its seeds or resin. including low
THC cannabis, which are dispensed from a medical marijuana
treatment center for medical use by a qualified patient.

7. QUESTION: What is a marijuana delivery device?

ANSWER: An object used. intended for use, or designed for
use in preparing, storing, ingesting, inhaling, or otherwise
introducing marijuana into the human body, and which is
dispensed from a medical marijuana treatment center for
medical use by a qualified patient.

8. QUESTION: How do patients find qualified physicians who can
order low-THe cannabis, medical marijuana or marijuana
delivery devices?

ANSWER: A list of physicians authorized to order low-THC
cannabis, medical marijuana or cannabis delivery devices is
available here: http://www.floridahealth.gov/programs-and
services/office-of·medical-marijuana-
use/_documents/completed-cme. pdf
(..I_documents/completed-cme.pdf).

Open
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Open
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'" Toll
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~S80

Office
of
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Use

Know Tho Faels For Pallonts 6. QUESTION: What is the difference between low-THC cannabis
(hllPS:llfioridahealthstory.orglsIOrl.s/ommu.and medical marijuana?
pallent.nndex.htmlj

ANSWER: "Low-THC cannabis" means a plant of the genus
Know The Facts For Cannabis, the dried flowers of which contain 0.8 percent or
Physicians less of tetrahydrocannabinol and more than 10 percent of
(hllps:lIllorldahoallhstory.org/storles/ommu-cannabidiol weight for weight; the seeds thereof; the resin
phyelelan.llndox.html) extracted from any part of such plant; or any compound,

manufacture. salt. derivative, mixture. or preparation of such
plant or its seeds or resin that is dispensed from a medical
marijuana treatment center.

htlp:/Iwww.Roridaheallh.goli/programs-and-servlces/office-of-medical-marljuana-uselfrequently-asked·qu&Slionsllndex.hlml 2/5
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9. QUESTION: What are the requirements for a Medical Director
of a medical marijuana treatment centers?

ANSWER: A medical director must hold an active, unrestricted
license as a physician under Chapter 458, Florida Statutes or
as an osteopathic physician under Chapter 459, Florida
Statutes. They must also complete a continuing education
course and examination.

10. QUESTION: Who can sell medical marijuana?

ANSWER: A licensed dispensing organization. (Link to
http://www.f1oridahealth.gov/programs-and-services/office-of
medical-marijuana-use/dispensing-organizations/index.html
(../medical-marijuana-treatment-centers/index.html)).

11. QUESTION: How can a patient purchase medical marijuana?

ANSWER: A patient must first seek treatment from a qualified
physician. Once the ordering physician inputs the patient's
information and the order information into the Medical
Marijuana Use Registry, the patient or the patient's legal
representative need to apply for a Compassionate Use
Registry Identification Card. Once approved, a patient or legal
representative will then be able to contact one of the licensed
medical marijuana treatment centers (.. /medical-marijuana
treatment-centers/index.html) and fill the order.

12. QUESTION: Who can purchase marijuana from a medical
marijuana treatment centers?

ANSWER: Medical marijuana treatment centers may only
provide medical marijuana or a marijuana delivery device to a
qualified patient or a qualified patient's legal representative.

•
al
t
h
g
o
v)

-f Mailing
Address
Patient
and
CaregIver

grd 13. QUESTION: Who needs to have a Medical Marijuana Use
ApplICations Registry identification card?

ANSWER: Florida rule 54-4.011, F.A.C. requires all patients and
legal representatives to have a Medical Marijuana Use
Registry identification card to obtain medical marijuana, or a
marijuana delivery device from a licensed dispensing
organization.

14. QUESTION: How do I use Medical Marijuana Use Registry
identification card?

ANSWER: Patients and legal representatives must provide
their Medical Marijuana Use Registry identification card to
medical marijuana treatment centers in order to obtain
medical marijuana, or a marijuana delivery device. Medical
Marijuana Use Registry identification cards may also be used
to assist in verifying that a patient or legal representative are
in the Department of Health's Medical Marijuana Use Registry.

15. QUESTION: How do I apply for a card?
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Fl
33631·
3313

OMMU
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(for
non
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~b~~calionsl
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Bin
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32399

ANSWER: The Department accepts applications from patients
and legal representatives. Patients must be entered into the
Medical Marijuana Use Registry by a qualified physician to
receive a card. Applications may be submitted online through
the Medical Marijuana Use Registry, or mailed to the Office of
Medical Marijuana Use. All applications must include a
registration fee of $75.

http://www.Ooridaheallh.gov/programs-and-services/oflice-of-medical-marljuana-uselfrequently-asked-questionslindex.hlml 3/5
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16. QUESTION: If I am a patient. may I also serve as a legal
representative for someone else'

ANSWER: Yes. However, a patient wishing to serve as a legal
representative for someone else must apply separately for a
legal representative card and a patient card.

17. QUESTION: How do I renew my card?

ANSWER: To maintain an active Medical Marijuana Use
Registry identification card, a patient and/or legal
representative must annually submit a renewal application.
along with the application fee and any required accompanying
documents to the department forty-five (45) days prior to the
card expiration date.

18. QUESTION: What happens if I need to change the information
on my card?

ANSWER: Requests to replace a lost or stolen card will require
the cardholder to submit a Change. Replacement or
Surrender Request Form, along with a copy of his or her
Florida driver's license or identification card and a $15
replacement fee.

Medical marijuana is available in Florida, however,
remains illegal under federal law.

#HealthiestWeightFL

1 out of 3 kids are now considered overweight or obese.

Connect with DOH

(hltps(li~"$~~
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Divorce Certificates
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Filing # 70546980 E-Filed 0411112018 II :23:22 AM

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL CIRCUIT,
IN AND FOR LEON COUNTY, FLORIDA

JOSEPH REDNER,

Plaintiff,

v.

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,

Defendant.
I----------------

Case No. 2017 CA 2403

ORDER ON NON-JURY TRIAL
AND FINAL JUDGEMENT

THIS CAUSE came before the Court on March 21, 2018

for a non-jury trial as to the effect of Florida's

Medical Marijuana Amendment [adopted in 2016 and placed

in Article X, Section 29 of the Florida Constitution]

on Plaintiff's documented need for use of medical

marijuana.!

Plaintiff Redner contends that Article X, Section

29 [the Amendment] gives him the right to use medical

marijuana to prevent relapse of his stage-4 lung

cancer, and contends that the Amendment unambiguously

l.rhe Florida Medical tJ:!arijuana Amendment does net challga the fa:::t that
marijU4na remain5 ~nlawful tc possess or u~e ·~der federal law, and nothing
in ~hi5 order should b~ iaterpreted as changing or reflecting f~d~ral law.

Page 1 ofZZ
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allows him to follow his physlcian's prescribed method

of taking the medical marijuana, emulsifying

'''juicing'') the medical marijuana biomass of the plant,

determined to be the most effective way tor this 77

year old vegan to get the benefit of medical marijuana.

Plaintiff Redner a)50 contends that he is entitled

to possess, grow and use his own medical marijuana

plant for emulsificat~on, as the raw plant needed for

emulsification is not avallable from the "Medical

Marijuana Treatment Centers" [MMTCs) the Department of

Health has approved for distribution of medical

marijuana. The Department of Health denies that even

the individual qualifying patients [such as Plaintiff

Redner] to whom the Amendment applies have the right to

possess or use the raw, growing plant, although the

Amendment, with its incorporated definition from

Section 893.02(3), Florida Statutes (2014), provides

otherwise.

Based upon the clear language of the funendment, and

the lack of any credible evidence as to why the

Pase Z of 22
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Amendment should not be given that effect, the Court

finds for the reasons set forth below, under Florida

law, Plaintiff Redner is entitled to possess, grow and

use marijuana for juicing, solely for the purpose of

his emulsifying the biomass he needs for the j~icing

protocol recommended by his physician. The Court also

finds, for the reasons set forth below, that the

Florida Department of Health has been, and continues to

be, non-complia.nt with the Flor-ida Constitutional

requirements.

Summary of the Case

1. Plaintiff seeks declaratory and injunctive

relief relating to Florida's Medical Marijuana

Amendment, adopted as part of Florida's Constitution in

November 2016 and now found In Article X, Section 29 of

the Florida Constitution.

2. Plaintiff describes himself as a 77-year old

vegan in remission from stage-4 lung cancer. There is

no dispute that Plaintiff Redner is eligible for

PaRe 1 of 22
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medical marijuana; the Defendant Department has given

him a card certifying his eligibility.

3. Mr. Redner sees a marijuana doctor [Dr. Barry

Gordon] the Department has recognized and certified as

a prescribing medical marijuana doctor pursuant to the

registration and certification provisions of Article X,

Section 29, Florida constitution.

:Issue Presented

4. The general underlying issue presented is

whether the Amendment allows Plaintiff to have and use

his own growing marijuana plants without being sUbject

to civil or criminal liability under Florida law. 2

The March 21, 2018 Non-Ju;y Trial

5. At the March 21, 2018, hearing, attorney Luke

Lirot appeared with Plaintiff Joseph Redner; attorneys

2There is no que~tion Plaintiff ~emain8 subject to f8deral pros8~u~ion if he
posse~ses a controlled substance such as marijuana; this ease involves
declaralory relief as to the meaninq and effect on ~laintiff ot the 2016
voter adopted constitutional 8l'1\end:nent lsgalizinl} medical marijuana use and
possession under Florida law.

Page 4 of 22
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Jason Gonzalez and Amber Stoner appeared for the

Defendant Department. A court reporter was present.

6. At the outset of the trial, the parties waived

opening stacements and announced their agreement that

the trial evidence would consist of the live testimony

of witnesses [Alexander Sandorf, Dr. Dustin Sulak, Dr.

Barry Gordon and Joseph Redner] given at the December

2017 evidentiary hearing relating to the injunction and

three depositions taken on March 8, 201B to preserve

tr~al testimony [Dr. Barry Gordon, Joseph Redner and

Department designated representative Courtney Coppola] .

The parties agreed to the Court taking judicial notice

of the court file ar.d its contents, including discovery

exchanged during the litigation and the hearing

transcript from the December 20, 2017, hearing; counsel

then delivered their closing arguments.

7. As set forth in more detail herein, the Court

finds that Florida I t; Constitution provides Mr. Redner's

right to grow his own medical marijuana so he can

follow his physician's recommendation for self-

Page 5 of 22
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administering his medico l marijuana through the juicing

resulting from emulsification of the medical marijuana

biomass, in the quantity Dr. Gordon recommende~ eight

ounces of liquid per day.

8. Further, while section (d) (1) td) of the

Constitutional An\endment requires the Department to

define "the amount of marijuana that could reasonably

be presumed to be an adequate supply for qualifying

patients' medica 1 use, II the Department has still not

complied wi th the Canst i tuticn _ 'l'he presumpt ion as to

quantity may be "overcome with evidence of a particular

qualifying patient's appropriate medical use." Article

X, Section 29(d) (1) (d).

9. Until and unless the Department stops violating

its Constitutional duty und adopts the mandated

presumptive regulation, the evidence clearly

demonstrates that Mr. Redner is entitled to follow the

recommendations of his Certified Physician under

Florida law, and to possess, grow, and use his own

medical marijuana plants in a secure manner so he will

Page 6 of 22
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have access to the medical marijuana to which he is

entitled under the Amendment.

10. At the March 21, 201B, non-jury trial/summary

judgment hearing, Plaintiff, without objection, moved

into evidence March 8, 2018, depositions of Plaintiff,

the Department representative, and Dr. Gordon, asked

the Court to take judicial notice of the testimony from

the December 20, 2017, hearing, the exhibits submitted

at that hearing, and the rest of the court file.

11. In their March 20, 2018, joint pre-trial

sLatement [D.E. 96], the parties stipulated [or

intended to stipulate] to five issues of fact and law:

a. The text of Article X, section 29 (the Medical
Marijuana Amendment known as "Amendment 2" adopted
by Florida Voters in 2016J:

b. The text Section 893.02(31, Florida Statutes
(2014) definition of "cannabis" incorporated into

Amendment 2;3

!In the parties I stipulated :ltat.e.:nent of section 893. Ol (3: I the paLties did
not cite to ~he 2014 version of the statute incorporal~d into ~endment 2,
but rather to the amended definition of "cannabis" adopted in 2017, a
definition nOi: relovant ir.. this case. The court takes juuicial notice that
the correct definition of cannabis that controls the issues here is the 2014
definition incorpora~ed into and adopted with AmAndMent 2 in 2016.

Page 7of22
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c. Plaintiff is a "qualifying patient" as defined
in Article X, Section 29(b) (10) of the Florida
Constitution. He has been diagnosed with cancer,
which qualifies as a "debilitating medical
condition" as defined in Article X, Section
29(b) (I), Florida Constitution.

d. Plaintiff possesses a valid qualifying patient
"Identification Card" as provided in Article X,
Section 29(b), Florida Constitution.

e. Plaintiff's physician would recommend that
Plaintiff grow and IIjuice" his own marijuana and
consume a quantity of the juice daily as part of
his treatment if Florida law permits Plaintiff to
grow and juice his own marijuana.

12. The parties then set forth their list cf 11

disputed issues of fact and law:

a. Whether a "qualifying patient" has a
constitutional right to possess growing mar~Juana

plants and administer them to him or herself,
subject to reasonable regulations by the Department
of Health as to the amount.

b. Whether Article X, Section 29, permits a
"qualifying patient" to possess growing marijuana
plants to cultivate and process such plants for the
purpose of administering medical marijuana to him
or herself.

c. Whether Plaintiff has a substantial likelihood
of success on the merits of his claims in this
case.

d. Whether Plaintiff has an adequate remedy d~ law
other than equitable injunctive relief.

Page 8 of 22
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e. Whether Plaintiff will suffer irreparable injury
in the absence of a permanent injunction.

f. Whether issuance of the requested injunction is
in the public interest.

g. Whether prior to filing this lawsuit Plaintiff
exhausted administrative remedies available to him.

h. Whether Article X, Section 29(d), "Duties of the
Department" establishes any authority by which the
DOH may limit a qualifying patient's access to
different types of medical marijuana listed in
section 893.02(3), Florida Statutes (2014).

i. Whether Article X, Section 29(d), "Duties of
the Department," establishes any authority by which
the DOH may limit different "routes of
administration" for a qualifying patient to
administer types of medical marijuana listed in
Section 893.02(3), Florida Statutes (2014).

j. Whether the Department has, at this point in
time, created, promulgated, or adopted implementinq
regulations consistent with Article X, Section
29(d) (l)d, any regulation that "defines the amount
of marijuana that could reasonably be presumed to
be an adequate supply for qualifying patients'
medical use, based on the best available evidence."

k. Whether Plaintiff's physician submitted a
physician's certification to the Department in
accordance with Article X, Section 29(b) {9} .

13. The testimony pertinent to determination of the

remaining issues is contained in the December 2017 pre-

hearing depositions of witnesses marijuana consultant

Page 9 of 22
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Mr. Sandorf, osteopath Dr. Sulak, Florida certified

ma~ijuana Doctor Gordon, M.D., and Mr. Redner, the

"live" in-person December 2017 testimony of witnesses

Mr. Sandorf, Dr. Sulak, Or. Gordon, and Redner, and the

supplemenlal preserved trial testimony in March 2018 of

witnesses Dr. Gordon, DOH ReDresentative Coppola

[Deputy Director of the Office of Medical Marijuana

Use], and Mr. Redner.

14. The deposition testimony prior to the December

20:7 hearing and the March 8, 2018, preserved trial

testimony are as available to any reviewer as to the

trial court, while the in-court testimony in December

2017 gave the Court the opportunity to hear, and

determine the demeanor and credibility of the

witnesses, which is not an opportunity otherwise

available to any reviewer.

The Amendment

15. Florida's t1edical Marijuana Amendment reflects

Floridians' decision to place in the Florida
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Constitution a provision adopting as Florida's public

policy n[t]he medical use of marijuana by a qualifying

patient or caregiver in compliance with [the Amendment]

is not sUbject to criminal or civil liability or

sanctions under Florida law." Article X, Section

29{a) (1). (Marijuana for medical or other purposes is

legal in states including Maine, Colorado and

California] .

16. Florida's 2016 Constitutional Amendment spells

out the rights of those Floridians sUffering from

specified debilitating conditions to use marijuana for

medical treatment as long as the qualifying patients

comply with the Amendment.

17. The Amendment addresses the right.s of

Floridians in the public policy, definitions, and

limitations subsections. Article X, Subsections 29(a);

(b); and ( c) •

18. The Amendment addresses the duties of Florida's

executive branch, specifying the required issuance of
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"reasonable regulations necessary" for the

implementation and en£orce~ent of this section, to

"ensure the availability and safe use of medical

marijuana by qualifying patients." Article X,

Subsection 29(d). The Department's specified role is

limited to helping effectuate qualifying patients'

access to medical marijuana through adoption of a

process for "issua~ce and renewal of qualifying patient

identification cards," procedures relating t.o

caregivers, registration of medical marijuana treatment

centers and adoption of a regulation defining "the

amount of marijuana pr.esumed to be an adequate supply."

Article X, Section 29(d) (1).';

19. In their Amendment, Floridians address and

limit the role of the Legislature to adopting laws

consistent with Section 29.

20. As to the judicial branch, 2loridians

recognized and provided constitutional standing to any

Florida citizen to seek judicial relief to compel [the

4 The Amendment does not give the Department authority to limit the rights of Florida's Qualifying p.atients, or to
,YC;lst t~rm~ dcnncd in the Amendment.
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Department's] compliance with its Constitutional

duties. Article X, Subsection 29 <d] (3) .

21. Nothing in the Amendment authorizes the

Department of Health [or any other part of Florida's

government] to ignore the rights of qualifying patients

to access the medical marijuana treatment to which they

are entitled under the Florida Constitution, or to

exclude any method by which qualifying patients may

take their medicine_

Qualifying Patients T Rights

22. Qualifying patients have the right to medical

use of mal:ijuana. "Medical use ll is defined, in

pertinent part:

the acquisition, possession, use, delivery,
transfer, or administration of an amount of
marijuana not in conflict with Department
rules, or of related supplies by a qualifying
patient . . . for the treatment of a
debilitating medical condition.

Article X, Subsection 29(b) (6).

23. To avoid issues as to what is meant by

marijuana, Floridians d'9fined that:
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(4) "Marijuana" has the meaning given
cannabis in Section 893.02(3}, Florida Statutes
(2014), and, in addition, "Low-THe cannabis as
defined in Section 381.986(1} (b), Florida
Statutes (2014), shall also be included in the
meaning of the term "marijuana."

Ar~icle X, Subsection 29(b) (4).5

24. The operative definition of "marijuana"

pertinent here, from the referenced statutory

subsection 893.02(3), Florida Statutes (2014), states

in the pertinent part that "marijuana":

all parts of any plant of the genus Cannabis,
whether growing or not; the seeds thereof; the
resin extracted from any part of the plant; and
every compound, manufacture, salt, derivative,
mixture, or preparation of the plant or its
seeds or resin.

DOH Violations of the Law

25. The actions of the Department of Health since

Floridians' adoption of the Medical Marijuana Amendment

in N8vember 2016 are not close to full compliance with

the Department's duties.

5Although the Leqislature au~nded the definltian of ~aTijuana in 2017, that
amended dl!!fini.tton i5 not pectinent: to the i~9\leS here, given noridians'
clear incorporation by reference of t~e 2014 5tat~tory definitions meant for
Aw.endnent purposp-s.
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26. Contrary to the Constitutional language the

Department has not defined the amount of marijuana

reasonably presumed to be an adequate supply, despite

the mandatory nature of its constitutional duty to do

so pursuant to Section 29 (d) (l) (d). It has without the

authority to do so, attempted to limit access of

qualifying patients to various methods of

administration by not approving MMTCs' registration

requests. Its pronouncement~ include restrictions

inconsistent with the Constitution as to qualifying

patients possession of growing plants and its web site

has a frequently asked question in which it contends 

without constitutional basis - qualifying patients

cannot possess or use growing plants, even thouqh the

plain Constitutional language of the Amendment is to

the contrary.

27. The unrefuted March 8, 2018, trial testimony of

Dr. Gordon illustrates a number of the ways the

Department's violations are impeding the intended
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Constitutional access for qualifying patients to the

medical marijuana treatment to which they are entitled.

28. Office of Medical Marijuana Use [OMMU] Deputy

Director Coppola gave no explanation for the

Departmentls non-compliance with its Constitutional

duties, nor did the Department adduce any evidence as

to why it had chosen to ignore its Constitutional

duties to define the presumptive adequate supply, why

it seemed to be acting inconsistently with the

Constitution, and why it had not acted with the

expected alacrity to "ensure the availability and safe

use of medical marijuana."

Findings and Conclusions

The Court having carefully considered the demeanor

and credibility of the witnesses, the preserved trial

testimony of Deputy Director Coppola, the exhibits

submitted by the parties, the contents of the court

file, and being otherwise fully advised in the
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premises, makes the following findings of fact and

conclusions of law as to the pending issues:

1. Plaintiff Redner has a constitutional right to

possess growing marijuana plants for the purpose of

using them as medical treatment for his qualifying

debilitating condition, consistent with Dr. Gordon's

recommendations as to emulsifying [juicing] the biomass

of the marijuana plants to obtain the recommended eight

ounces per day. The Court interprets the Department's

failure to comply with the Constitutionally required

defini tion as equating to an amount of "zero", which

presumption the Court finds has been overcome by the

unrefuted evidence establishing Plaintiff Redner's

appropriate medical use at eight ounces per day.

2. Because Article X, Section 29 as adopted by

Florida's voters is clear and unambiguous, and because

it is not the role of the Court to rewrite the

Constitution, the Court must find that Florida's

Medical Marijuana Amendment permits Plaintiff Redner to

possess growing marijuana plants in order to cultivate
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and process such plants for the sole purpose of

administering the emulsified medical marijuana biomass

to himself for the medical treatment to which he is

entitled, and which Dr. Gordon has appropriately

recommended.

3. Although the Department initially contended

Plaintiff failed to exhaust administrative remedies

before initiating this action, the Department did not

identify any administrative remedy available to

Plaintiff. Further, to the extent the Department

implicitly suggests facial unconstitutionality of the

Amendment, the Department must be aware that

administrative proceedings cannot address such

constitutional questions, and that agencies lack

jurisdiction to determine issues regarding protection

of parties' constitutional rights. See, e.g. Key Haven

Associated Enterprises, Inc. v. Board of Trustees of

Internal Improvement Trust Fund, 427 So.2d 153 (Fla.

1983); Odham v. Foremost Dairies, Inc., 128 So.2d 586

(Fla. 1961) and Chrysler Corp. v. Florida Department of
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Highway Safety & Motor Vehicles, 720 So. 2d 563 (Fla. 1 :It.

DCA 1998) •

4. In addition to the authorities listed in the

prior paragraph, the Constitution itself vests

Plaintiff Redner with standing to seek judicial relief

here. See Article X, Section 29(d) (3).

5. Article X, Section 29(d) provides the Dep~rtment

with no authority by which it may limit routes of

administration for a qualifying patient to administer

medical marijuana, and the Department has no authority

to modify the rights of qualifying patients that

Floridians have chosen to place in the Florida

Constitution.

6. As indicated above, there is no evidence the

Department has complied with [!lor tried to comply with]

.lts obligation ':.0 define "the amOU:1t of marijuana that

could reasonably be presumed to be an adequate supply

for qualifying patients' medical US~, based on the best

available evidepce." Thus, pursuant to Article X,
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Section 29(d) (l)d, the evidence Plaintiff adduced as to

Dr. Gordon's recommendation overrules any presumption

there may otherwise have been and establishes the

appropriate medical use amount for Plaintiff Redner.

7. The uncontroverted evidence establishes that

Plaintiff's physician Dr. Gordon submitted an

appropriate physician's certification to the Department

in accordance with Article X, Section 29(b) (9), with

the result that Plaintiff Redner and his physician have

met the Constitutional conditions.

FINAL JUDGEMENT

WHEREFORE IT IS

ORDERED AND ADJUDGED that Plaintiff Joseph Redner

is a qualifying patient with a debilitatinq condition

who is entitled under Florida law to possess and use

growing marijuana plants for medical treatme~t by

emulsification [juicing] and consumption of up to eight

ounces per day of emulsified biomass derived from

growing marijuana plants. Plaintiff Redner may not
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share the plants, any portion of them, or any juice

therefrom with any other person, and he may only

pOSSESS, grow and use the plants while he is involved

in administering the medical treatment to himself in

accordance with the recommendations of his physician,

with no civil or criminal liability under Florida law.

It is fUL'ther

ORDERED AND ADJUDGED that the Department of Health

l5 in violation of its Constitutional duties, without

valid excuse or reason. It is further

ORDERED AND ADJUDGED that Plaintiff as the

prevailing party is entitled to have his costs taxed

against the Department if he timely submits his motion.

ORDERED this \ \~ay of April, 2018 in

Tallahassee, Leon County, Florida.

~
KAREN GIEVERS
Circuit Judge

Copies furnished to:

Amanda L. Derby, Esq.
Amanda.l.derby@gmail.com

)i>ll cA J. ~ t>3
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Luke C. Lirot, Esq.
Luke2@lirotlaw.com

Jason Gonzalez, Esq.
jasongonzalez@~hutts.com

Amber Stoner, Esq.
amberstoner@shutts.com

Jennifer L. Sommerville, Esq.
jlp@shutts.com

Michael J. Williams, Esq.
Michael.Williams2@tlhealth.gov
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Exhibit H

Order Vacating Automatic Stay entered in
Redner v. Department ofHealth (April!7, 2018)
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Filing # 70814065 E-Filed 04117/2018 11:51:08 AM

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL CIRCUIT,
IN AND FOR LEON COUNTY, FLORIDA

JOSEPH REDNER,

Plaintiff,

v.

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,

Defendant.
I

Case No. 2017 CA 2403

ORDER VACATING AUTOMATIC STAY

THIS CAUSE came before the Court on April 17, 2018

for a case management hearing on the plaintiff's motion

to vacate the Rule 9.310(b) (2) automatic stay of the

final judgement resulting from the Department's filing

its notice of appeal. Attorney Lirot appeared in person

at the hearing, with plaintiff Redner present from

Tampa telephonically. Attorneys Gonzalez and Stoner

were present for the defense. A court reporter was

present as well.

The evidence previously adduced during the December

2017 evidentiary hearing on the plaintiff's injunction

request and during the March 21, 2018 non-jury trial
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demonstrates that the plaintiff has been denied access

to medical treatment Lo which he has been entitled

since Floridians adopted the Medical Marijuana

Amendment in November 2016. [The Amendment is plac~d in

Article X, Section 29 of the Florida Constitution] .

Denying the motion to vacate the stay would result

in further preclusion of, and interference with,

plaintiff Redner's constitutionally protected access to

medical marijuana treatment, causing further

potentially i4reparable harm if the medical treatment

recommended as optimum for him to keep his lung cancer

from recurring. The unambiguous language of the

Amendment indicating the plaintiff's rights as a

qualifying patient to possession and use of marijuana

in various forms, including the growing plant form

referenced in the statutory definition incorporated in

the Amendment from Section 893.02(3)r 2014 Florida

Statutes evinces a strong likelihood of the plaintiff's

success on the merits.
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There lS no evidence,: the lJepartment will suffer any

harm from the vacating cf the automatic stay of the

judgement at issue here. The only "harm" the Department

will suffer is that it will not get to keep blocking

the plaintiff's access to medical treatment deemed by

the plaintiff's physician Dr. Gordon and expert Dr.

Sulak as being the optimum method for Mr. Redner to

keep his former stage 4 lung cancer in remission.

The district court, in Tampa Sports Authority v.

Johnson, 914 So.2d 1076 (Fla. 2~d DCA 2005), thoroughly

identified and addressed the weighing of various

pertinent factors to be considered in deciding whether

an automatic stay should be vacated, whether applying

the Mitchell v. State, 911 So.2d 1211 (Fl. 2005)

approach or the compelling interest test in St. Lucie

County v. North Palm Development Corporation, 444 So.2d

1133 (rIa. 4,,11 DCA 19B4). The Tampa Sports Authority

court found that under either the Mitchell approach

[irreparable harm and likelihood of success on the

merits or the North Palm Development Corporation
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[compelling interest] approach, the automatic stay had

to be vacated to provide the appropriate protection for

the plaintiff's constitutionally protected right to be

free from recently implemented suspicionless "pat down"

searches to attend Tampa Bay Buccaneers games at

Raymond James Stadium.

Similarly here, as with Mr. Johnson in the

Buccaneers case, it is solely Mr. Redner who will be

harmed if the stay is not promptly vacated, each day he

is kept from accessing the recommended marijuana juice

increases the risk of irreparable harm to him. The

Department has suffered no ham in blocking Mr.

Redner's access to recommended medical marijuana thus

far, and has provided no evidence of any harm it will

suffer from the vacating of the stay and Mr. Redner

having access to the recommended medical treatment.

Further, the Department has not complied with its

constitutional duties as to determining dosage, and has

not demonstrated any likelihood of success on the

merits where there is no evidence to support its
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implicit position that zero amount of the

juiced/emulsified biomass is a better treatment for Mr.

Redner than the 8 ounces per day his physician

recommends. Finally, the clear language in the

Amendment does not support the Department's contention

it is likely to succeed on the merits.

Based on the foregoing, and for the re2sons state

on the record, and the Court being otherwise fully

advised in the premises, it is hereby

ORDERED that the plaintiff's motion to vacate the

automatic stay is granted, the stay is lifted, and the

final jUdgement is now effective. It is further

ORDERED that the defendant's ore tenus motion for a

delayed effective date the order vacating the stay is

denied.

ORDERED this Wday of April, 2018 in

Tallahassee, Leon County, Florida.

~
KAREN GIEVERS
Circuit Judge

)0(1 ~~\.{Q3
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Copies furnished to:

Amanda L. Derby, Esq.
Amanda.l.derby@gmail.com

Luke C. Lirot, Esq.
Luke2@lirctlaw.com

Jason Gonzalez, Esq.
jasongonzalez@shutts.com

Amber Stoner, Esq.
amberstoner@shutts.com

Jennifer L. Sommerville, Esq.
jJp@shutts.com

Michael J. Williams, Esq.
M~chap.1.Williams2@flhealth.gov
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Declarations of "Qualifying Patients"
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
IN AND FOR LEON COUNTY, FLORIDA

CASE 0.: 2017 CA 002549

FLORIGROWN. LLC, a Florida limited
liability company and VOICE OF FREE
INC. d/b/a Florigrown

Plaintiffs,

v.

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
OFFICE OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA USE,
CHRlSTIAN BAX, in his official capacity as
Director of the Office ofMedical Marijuana Use,
CELESTE PHILIP. M.D., M.P.H., in her official
capacity as State Surgeon General and Secretary of
the Florida Department of Health, RICK SCOTT,
in his official capacity as Governor of the State of
Florida, and THE STATE OF FLORIDA,

Defendants.

DECLARATION OF Ju=8.......nBIH _

I, Juan !I!!RJ , do hereby declare and say as follows:

I. I am over twenty-one years ofage and make this Declaration based on my personal

knowledge and experiences.

2. I am a "qualifying patient" under Florida Constitution Article 10 §29 (alk/a

"Amendment 2"). This status entitles me to legally purchase medical marijuana products from

Medical Marijuana Treatment Centers ("MMTCs") that are registered under Amendment 2

pursuant to my doctor's recommendation.

45006944;1
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3. Medical Marijuana in Florida has been given third class status to the pharmaceutical

industry by preventing a free market with far too few players. To illustrate this, just look at the

distance I have to travel from the metropolitan area I live, Orlando, to get to a medical marijuana

dispensary. It takes between 26 to 45 minutes to get to one of the four in my area. In comparison,

I can get to a CVS, Walgreen or Walmart in 7 to 8 minutes.

4. I try not to use delivery services. My first foray into delivery was greeted with a

$50 delivery fee. No specific drop off time, no in stock product of CBD and no estimation was

given when they would have the product in stock. Delivery was to be several days out. My

experience is that delivery options are so limited that you can't even get your medicine the same

day.

5. I have had issues ofproduct being out ofstock. I was unable to get this product for

a few months from mm@" When I finally did try a similar product from a different company

~, the product was far inferior, tasted like crap and was a crude version (via their processing

technique) ofwhat the medicine is supposed to be. Unfortunately, I have been forced into buying

more product from=-. And I am now sure across the board that I want no more of that product,

as it is not up to the proper standard of what is possible for quality medicine

6. When IlMmat!filfinally did refonnulate their CBD product and get it to the shelves,

it was changed from their initial fonnula and as ofnow, I want nothing more to do with that because

it irritates my throat.

7. Another issue that I have are cartridges that fail. Why have expensive medicine in

cheap delivery vehicles?

45006944;1 - 2-
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8. The current prices are way too expensive. Double what it should be. This is adding

insult to injury when you have to have pennission to have a prescription that costs me $575.00/

yr. The cost of these products is a premium, and there is no competition for me to choose from.

9. Another concern I have comes from the corporate structure that comes from the

vertical integration of this "golden ticket holders" I have no idea who my farmers are. Medication

and self-health is a very personal issue, the State of Florida has put me in a position that I have to

trust people who I have never met to grow a medication I am putting into my body. I do not know

their process, their nutrients, or their pest and pathogen management protocol. My Cannabis

should be a collaboration with my farmer to breed strains helpful to me. I do not know their

process, I don't know what their understanding of the plant is and worst ofall, I don't know them.

10. I have a combination of mental and physical issues. These dispensaries have very

little selection, laughably so. For me to build a personal care regimen, I need access to a wide

variety of cultivars to manage my symptoms in a way that allows me to function in my life. I need

access to more dispensaries and CLOSER to my home. I shouldn't have to drive a half hour in

traffic to obtain my medicine.

11. The wait times are ridiculous. As well as the tracking paperwork the dispensaries

must fill out What for? This is a plant that can't harm anyone but is regulated nearly as tightly as

nuclear material. Most 15-year-old kids can obtain Carmabis the same day, yet a patient with MS

has to wait "a few months"

12. I have yet to meet any staff personnel that know what the proper definition of the

Entourage effect. Which tells me that proper training still does not exist to the extent it should.

13. We need more licenses issued, and more competition, cheaper prices, less and

doctor. visits for chronic patients whose needs aren't going to change. Perhaps we should seek free

4S006944;1 - 3 -
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delivery or delivery paid for by the Department of Health as penance for not thinking any of this

through.

14. We need a horizontal market and more small businesses. The current dispensaries

do not have the selection. They do not have the infrastructure, training or priority set to provide

my medication. I worry that I am not getting the quality that I need as medicine because the current

government under Governor Scott, the Department of Health, the Office of Medical Marijuana

Use and Mr. Bax doesn't seem to care about creating a program that has the patients in mind, and

offers nothing more than a lackadaisical attitude towards those who wish to seek health and a

greater quality of life through this medicine that has been here far longer than they have.

FURTHER DECLARANT SAYETH NAUGHT.

Pursuant to Section 92.525, Florida Statutes, under penalties of peIjury, I declare that I

have read the foregoing Declaration and that the facts stated in it are true.

Signed:

45006944;1

Date:
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
IN AND FOR LEON COUNTY, FLORIDA

CASE NO.: 2017 CA 002549

FLORIGROWN, LLC, a Florida limited
liability company and VOICE OF FREEDOM,
INC. d/b/a Florigrown

Plaintiffs,

v.

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
OFFICE OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA USE,
CHRlSTIAN BAX, in his official capacity as
Director of the Office of Medical Marijuana Use,
CELESTE PHILIP, M.D., M.P.H., in her official
capacity as State Surgeon General and Secretary of
the Florida Department of Heahh, RICK SCOTT,
in his official capacity as Governor of the State of
Florida, and THE STATE OF FLORIDA,

Defendants.
/

DECLARATION OF William~ _

I, ._William~._,do hereby declare and say as follows:

1. I am over twenty-one years of age and make this Declaration based on my

personal knowledge and experiences.

2. I am a "qualifying patient" under Florida Constitution Article 10 §29 (alk/a

"Amendment 2"). This status entitles me to legally purchase medical marijuana products from

Medical Marijuana Treatment Centers ("MMTCs") that are registered under Amendment 2

pursuant to my doctor's recommendation..

45006944;1
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3. When the Amendment was passed, I never imagined that Florida would set it up

so that there would be only a few MMTC's so that the market would be a closed one, but it

happened, and it has impacted me and disappointed me.

4. As a disabled veteran, I find the prices far to expensive. With my VA pension and

ssm, I only live on $llOO/mo., so I have to ration my medicine or ration my food or other

necessities to get the medicine that I need.

5. Another problem that occurs when there are too few companies making the

products is that the dispensaries are few and far between. As a resident of Daytona Beach, I have

to travel all the way out to Edgewater, a 90·minute round trip, just to get the medicine I need,

and [end up in increased pain due to the travel.

6. All the other MMTC's are too far.

7. Sometimes, after I fmalLy get there, they are out of stock of the product that I

need, and they try to offer me product that I know does not WOTk, so J have to get back in my

truck ago back home in pain, as well.

8. I found that depending on the date, on the 1st-5th of the month, wait times could

be as long as an hour. The redacted is small. The average time was 30mins.

9. Depending on who was working. I've had to wait while they would allow a

customer who couldn't make up their mind on medicine. They have a consultation room and it is

only used as waiting area. They shouldn't have let the customer take up sales person time and

cause longer waits. That comes with customer service training, and I am not sure they arc

teaching il
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10. They aren't considering that some folks like myself can't tolerate the cutting

agents they use in their vaping pens. The MTC, Medium Cbain Triglyceride, Coconut "cut" oil

gives me severe leg cramps and that is a known issue with many and I don't think they even care.

11. What I need is real full plant extract, commonly known as FECO, Full Extract

Cannabis Oil, but none of the MMTC's seem to be working to put that product out. There are

products that resemble FECO. however none of it is even close to the real thing.

FURTHER DECLARANT SAYETII NAUGHT.

Pursuant to Section 92.525, Florida Statutes, WIder penalties of perjury, I declare that I

have read the foregoing Declarat' n and that the facts stated in it are true.

Signed:

Print Full Name: _William..

45006944; I -3-
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3. Distance is a concern for me when I need medical cannabis. The closest dispensary

redacted

redactedto me is Because of my PTSD, I cannot drive myself long distances or in

busy areas (which is where they are located) so I require transportation to all the locations.

4 I have often had problems with the products I desperately need being out of stock.

I used to have this problem when trying to purchase which is why I haven't

used _products in months.

5. The strains that I use usually aren't the newest strains, but they still are scarce and

hard to get a hold of which can be very frustrating. At the beginning I was encouraged to buy

different products that I did not need or wasn't looking for and most of the time that did not end

positively.

6. I have so many products partially used because I did not like them or had negative

side effects from them. I have made a second trip before to get a product. Now, I just buy from

another MMTC when one does not have what I need instead of having to drive back.

7. For example, there have been multiple occasions when I have attempted to purchase

medical marijuana from an MMTC, but the MMTC was completely sold out of the product that J

needed and the staff of the l\1MTC was unable to provide any estimate when the product might be

back in stock. One of the MMTCs in which I encountered this issue only receives new shipments

once a week. This has resulted in substantial hardship to me.

g I have had problems with the product failure to work in effectiveness for my

condition: I have had products that really aggravated my symptoms. I wish smaller product sizes

(testers of sorts) were available to determine if a product would work before having to make the

full financial commitment and then losing hundreds of dollars on products that can't be used.

45006944:1 - 2-
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Signed:

Print Full Name: --L...J...LJ'--'--=:..::...l.lo.4-'--=-

45006944;J - 4 -

Date.~_
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IN THE ClJ.(ClIlT COURT OJ' THE SECOND .JlJOICIAI. CIRClJIT
IN AND FOR l.EON COUNTY, FLORIOA

CASE NO.: Wl7 Co4002549

FLORfGROWN, If C,;'l florid:."! limited
I.abllity company and VOICf: OJ- FRt-:HX-J.'v\.
I~C ,j:bld F1"rt~r(1''''n

PhH nl1ff" ,

FLORIDA Df-.PART.l,.1Et\1 OF ~JE:\nH.

on fCE OF MEDICAL MARlJUAI\.'\ I.Sr:,

UiRIST!A~BAX. In hi., titiu,d Gi[MCiry ;l~

l:>lrnlcM" of [he:' orl1...·!." uf Mc....lic<ll \br;jIJ;~1l;1 l v:
CFLESTE PHI UP, M D, M f>.H .. In ~tCr ,AIKI3l

capacil) ;\1: State ~lIrg~(1n Geot'l"i)l ilnd St-\.~t,lr'l I
tht F1onJ.a Del)<lnmenl nf HraH~I, RICK SeOIT.
111 hIS o(hi:I.,i (;;ill:lc.il)' <l!; c,ow;rnc.lT pf the "t,911: \Jf

FII.1rida, an.d THE ST,·\I f O~ FLn~IDA,

r>efenJall [:-,

OU'LARATI0N OF --!!IJ1lI1li

I. _.. __.!,Iv hS:"xb" dl¢!an: ..oJ ~I)' a~ iollpwsj

• I ;l rtf (l'.'cr (wcnr) -(IT'\(" yca~ ,If' l~(, and maJ:c thl s Ocdaration based Oil rn:r fkrM)oal
io..JlGwledg~ and ex.pt'l'iel1cl'~

• f :UTI i1 "ql1alify(ng pari<."nt" un<.k'r Flonda Constitution Antell' 10 ~2'l (<1.,')(,'(\ "Am",ndmelH
2""), ThiS slatlls ~ntltks me to legally puccha:,.e medICal maniuana IX\l(]lKb tmm Mt:Jiull
~ anjuana Tre~Hnent Ce:'nter'i .'M\1TC""1 mat are n:t:i~ttred l~r\lkr AmcrH.lmr;f1t 2
PUr'iU:iII[ 10 my d('l'Iur'" re... orrllll<:,:lubtHI{I.

• I have .11 Wit}S felt [hat there fUl~ ~ef1 ~I lack. of l..·hoi~, & th~ nigh pnces l.tuc rio) a marlo.cd
Iad; (.'1' C'~'lrnpetllkJil :\1 lh~' FJ,.nd.J mcJjl..:dJ mariJUdna MMTC: pf'\)~rnm .

•' For many moolhs llhoughl GrJndaddy Purple was J myth because neither dispens.'lf)

{ramsE or_) eyer had any ttl( monlt\s. Since 1shop primarily wilhDmtlll cart
say It's beeIJ very fru~tratlng ~lt !Im~s
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•

~elthe'r {h~~ n(trlll CSn ~e~rll tu keep II1JIC.{ ,>tr1lirl:i In ~tod; &. 11\ {Ifll:" f'llrm .,t
1;.'HlIlabt~ 1 need liJ ~Iccp \~ l'rn Jtl:',1 nne': of ttHl'l~al1d,< ""'hl) use il fm ,hat purpose,

· -m·tm!m- ~{ore in J.ld',ml"lilt' Il,~"'" ~ I'i ddl.~rie:-. 2 da)'''';l wcod. h1Jl if )'PII an-n', IhC'fe'

\(ltm aftcor the dchH:nc ... <\fl.. m;"k. Vll1l ;trrn'l ~l1ing to ~('t the mccllc1fl(' )'01.1 "'ant be(<lIlSl'

they Will nm out I (;;In 'iC'(' n rK1im (h~' cmpk'~('('~ \0 havt' to tdilis palll'nI\ when they

3f(' '.ml \)r the- nlc:d. (' Inf "' e fired

" Tht." .-J\'l:Tdge W<llt (jq)t'l1d~ 'lfllhr IHTll" ",f 1':'1 When the 'ita '\ (.lpcr. there' l<, u~uJ.ll) :! !Ine

l,l!jl;'I\Wr'ob .... d1tif)~ 1(' !.l(I III i fl,H(" "':;HIC'd an ll('ur brfOI't' g~ttJr)g called to (hc- b.1d. 1·:1
pur(h.1~ my ll\("(h~lnc. I \-e- 511l':C I~Ml1cd th3t btl' :lftemoon I'; I~ ~~r time Il' )!\t h"

j)'t)ld 1\)I1~ ... ait (Irll("\ JflJ s(' I h.;J"l' to' pial! .~L\·'Jn.l:n~h

In In)' llptl1l~ln, the". UITCn[ mcdl<;aJ manJUo.111a III HI,lnJa. wnh (hi:> \o1MTC )\)'l>t~m. I" rlP[

"l'f)' aft rda I' at all I hop at _ ~~ausc thty have the ~~t prouuc[ /( r [\1('

r1Il~!lt'y tl\a[ .....ork~ fm me. Ilf' .... e'·t:r tht"rt: .-l.rt= ,)1!lCr pnl(lllI.'t., I ~ll')W l"tlnlain ~(11l1~~ vcry
~(1I1(1ITK~di;;ir1(' l~l ~ III wor~ v('T) well t(,r Ole but I ('an'! ...tf<mj (l~ bu)' tr.em bur Olter 111

a !,!re3t ...... hi k:. \Aie: 5-pclld on ;jVcraF!c ,l'o"\~r S5S0.00 J month orr m)' meJiu rte. Sl.lHtTI1l1(,,~

I hav~ had to Ilf\ ..... jtlk'ut t1~1 t"ere ""as SfolJ left utkr bill PU~lJl~ 1i' ) 'lome m~Jii:;rlC I
;,k,n'( bdlc\'t' Indy poor ~>t:,..pk l-dll I~,,>.\ihl) .• '-forl! II

Thi5 ,y~ll.:m r cds t\.l dwngc R1l?ht no"", we d.re ('\ltlstantl.'t' deJlln~ ...·Hll th>!: 11r.al>dil~ fOI

tht' [W(I ~f\)fe~ we h~l\le In J.iJd..~ull\--dl~ II: •. t'cp ~)r< t.lIl:\ on [heir ,hd,,'t'~.

In m)' Op111H 1rl, we: need 'lH1T'C IicC'n'\t"'~. r:ll'H,,(" gm.....cr\. and mnn: Pf'('<i,,~:t:. Let Ihe

~rnwcl".' ~rl)"" ..... h~t [h<'y nc(:d k' gr,-."'" K' PROPERLY supply t~ dl,pell~ncs \I> Itl'1

11H.'11kirtt J.nd alk,-.,.... disperl<';:l~ <.:,"!Hp:1JlI~'i !:', .;('1: ~eJo.; & c\mlC'i ah)O~ )\Ith '>llNllilfm:

Mll.... er

FlJRlln~RBECL4.R.4.NT SAYKfH No\LC alT.
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE SECOND JliDiClAL CIRClllT
I~ ANI> FOR LEON COUNTY, FLORIDA

CASE NO.: 2017 CA 002549

fLORIGROWN. LLC. a Florida limited
liability company and VOICE OF FREEDOM.
1~C. d/b/a Florlf:,'Town

Plaintiffs.

Y.

FLORIDA DEPART\1ENT or HEALTH.
OFFICii OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA USL
CT-TRlSTJAN BAX. in his offIcial capacity as
Director of the Office of Medical Milri.iuana Use.
Ct-::Lf-:STE PHILIP. M.D .. M.PH. in her onida!
capacity as State Surgeon General and Secretary of
the I· lorida Department of Ikalth. RICK SCOTT.
in his onicial capacity as Govemor ofth~ Slate of
Florida. and THE STATE Of FLORID1\.

Defendants.

DECLARA1'1ON OF _-""Ja"""v....IIPlMJ\'!mlli<l:.'oIo:Ii'::11:':1:1.' _

1. Jav_ . do herehy declare and say as 1allows:------

1. 1 am over twenty-one years of age and make tbis Declaration based 011 my

personal knowledge ano cX:Jcricnccs.

I am a certified caregiver and my wif(' is a -q uaii1ying patient" nnder Florida

Constitution Article I0 ~29 (a/k/Ll "Amendment 2"). This status vnlitles me to kgally purcha,;c

medical marijuana prouucts from Medical Mnrijuana Treatment Centers CMMTCs") that are

regist~rcd lmdcr Amendment:2 pursuant to bel' doctor's recommendation.

redacted
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J. As [l car~giver. pluThasing my wife's mediculm31'ijuana from these MMTC:s has

been very difficult for me because Ihere are so few MMTCs rcgiskred in Florida.

4. We have had to pay $25 per delivery from Itm@l@'to get suitahle mcds ~Ol' my

wife because the closest MMTC to Palm City was s~vcral hours away. Rec(:ntly !ltt!Frnlm" opened

in Lake Wonh. but my wife can"t tolerate' their formulations and il is still a 90·minutc round trip.

mtimJ@1 just opened in Vcro Beach. but once again. it is at least" 90-minute round trip. This is

time] am forced to spend away fmln my disahled wife.

5. AsiJe from the expense. timely availability and ddivery are hit or miss.

6 Products are Irequenlly OllL of slock. both newly introduced and items that bave

been <.JTOund from the beginning.

7. There have been times the MMTCs recommend ui1<;lIilahlc substitutions lor llllt of

stock items. [ tried substitutions once, but ncv~r "gain.

8. UnfOltunately. I've been forced to make multiple trips to gd an Olll of stock item.

9. I've had one dct~ctivc \'(:lpC car1ridgc from mmrml It doesn't p(ly (0 m:Jkc the

trip for an exchange (assuming tlley would even be ,,,illing).

1U. I've bought multiple products that were ineffective tt)l" my wife's conditions.

I I. During sales the wnit is interminable· at !cast sev<.'ral hours. Otherwise. there is

always a substantial delay while the MMTC checks. double checks and triple checks that I am

eligible and that the products arc covered by my doctor's Rx (\\,hich is absurdly limited to 2

roules). ['ve ncvc:r been in and Olll in kss than 45 minutl:s.

]2. Th~ help at both M!ftilMiI tll1d 1Mtjlil@' are all court,;ous and try to be of help. but

they lack sufficient training. Sometimes I tecl r know far mOTC than they do.

redacted
·2-
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13. The rriccs arc absurdly high as compared 10 plicing in kss restrictive and better

man:Jged MM.I Slates. \1y \-vife and I arc on a fixed income amI dre forced to do wililOut other

lIe(;c~sitics.

14. The current system has left us with constant shortuges. poor selection, vcry high

prices. no whole Hower. [ wonder why other states have it so much bener.

15. 1 realize that this lawsuit is about the lack ofMMTC"s. but 1 feel thai I ITILISI mak.e

one last con,n1ent allo11t florida's Medical Cannabis system. in the hope that the state is

listening, It is outrageous and unconscionabk that] am forced II) pay $75 l'wry year for the

"pri\'ikg~" of caring {or my wile. This isn't.illst stupid of lhl: DOH. It is cruel - and I SUSP~Cl it is

purposely so - anything 10 slow the approval of MMJ in florida It is equally outrageous and

UllCOllscionablt: Ihat my wife must visit our physician every 7 mOllihs at a minimum cost of $150

\vbcn I alr~aJy ha\'~ rm:dil:C!l expenses of m~ll1Y thousands 01" do1l3is every year. Again, I bdieve

that this and all the roadblocks ari: intentional and in bJd faith. Fin;llly. ] should acid that because

of the gross incompetence and/or intentional hampering of the DOl-I. the actual eosts are higher

becaus~ the DOll is so slow in processing applical ions and issuing !In\ eanh.

FLRTHER DEC}ARANT SAYETH !'JAUGHT.

[)urSU:lIlt tl) Section 92.525. Florida Statutes. under penaJlI'~s of perjury. I declare that [

have read the fOre >oing Declaration and that the facts Slated in il ar(' uue.

I

'-.. '-j-~

Print Full Name: ,)aU

Signed: redacted,,--
redacted

.~- .) -

I

Dale: kpr-I.' 27, 291p
I

•
••• ••

;m!iJllkr<
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
IN AND FOR LEON COUNTY, FLORJDA

CASE NO.: 2017 CA 002549

FLORIGROWN, LLC, a Florida limited
liability company and VorCE OF FREEDOM,
fNC. dlbla Florigrown

Plaintiffs,

v,

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
OFFICE OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA USE,

CHRISTIAN BAX, in his official capacity as
Director of the Office of Medical Marijuana Use,

CELESTE PHILIP, M,D" MPH., in her official
capacity as State Surgeon General and Secretary of
the Florida DepaJtment of Health, RICK SCOTT,
in his official capacity as Governor of the State of
Flurida, and THE STATE OF FLORIDA,

Defendants.
_________________.1

DECLARATION OF Kristina IiIIL _

I, Kristina _'-- , do hereby declare and say as follows:

I. I am over twenty-one years of age and make this Declaration based on my

personal knowledge and experiences.

2. I am a "qualifying patient" under Flurida Constitution Article 10 §29 (a/k/a

"Amendment 2"), This status entitles me to legally purchase medical marijuana products

45006944; I
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from Medical Marijuana Treatment Centers ("MMTCs") that are registered under

Amendment 2 pursuant to my doctor's recommendation,

3, The cUlTent system of MMTC's in Florida, with its lack of a frec and open market

and far too few dispensaries due to far too few licenses, has created problems for me and

most of the patients in Florida.

4, I'm not always able to drive because of my health, All locations are at least one

hour away. The only time J can have someone drive me is on the weekend, which usually

means limited stock,

5. This forces me to use their delivery services from the companies that don't charge

or are only $10, Can't afford anything more than that. Unfortunately, one time my

scheduled delivery never made it onto~ delivery car. There were some mix ups

with the order/replacements for detective products and it took a few tries to get the

delivery right, but eventually, it was addressed, and they did not charge me for the

deliveries. But you so greatly rely on your medicine, a slip up like this can mean days of

agony.

6. With my condition, it is not easy for me to make multiple visits to MMTCs, but

I've often had to make several trips my normal items. Now that there are a few more

MMTCs with decent prices J rarely ever shop at _ anymore because of the stock,

order issues, and other concems, r used to place my order online before making the trip

45006944;1 2
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down there, but that stopped working as they don't cOl1ununicate on the orders anymore.

It's a little better, but there is so much more room for improvement.

7. Thcy have tricd to flip mc into other noncomparable products without evcn asking

my needs, but I'm educated enough about cannabis to 110t buy. Unfortunately, we've had

quite a few patients from our clinic who went in to buy CBO (had CBO & 1: 1 stressed in

their order notes due to patient condition and experience as well) and were flipped into

buying IZ!El concentrate. It didn't go well for those patients as you can imagine

8. In addition, I've also had issue with ttmEGnMI and IIilI being out of the stuff 1

wanted to buy (usually CBO based), but I was able to make appropriate swaps or buy

elsewhere. It just pains me that I had to go to the inconvenience when it was unnecessary

to do so.

9. I have had many issues with product quality that had to be addressed. There were

multiple leaking or clogged cartridges from 1Z!El, defective batteries on disposable

pens from~, and pens that won't pull from lim. All were taken care of/replaced

- usually it took some nudging. _ used to do a percentage off your next purchased

based on how much medicine was left in the defective pen. It shorted patients and drove

people crazy.

10. I work in a medical cannabis clinic, so I already know more than the average stafr

member, but I always look for knowledgeable and profcssional staff. With 1Z!El, it

depends on the staff member, some are great, others marginal. The front desk security

45006944; I 3
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guy never bothers to look up or address me ever, god forbid, I do something like ask him

a question, I'm lucky if he will point or nod, He should NOT be in a customer service

job, Tending staff are mixed, some are super courteous and nice but usually completely

lacking knowledgc, Their staff have given me misinformation on ingredients (there is

huge allergy concern for me) rather than aski ng someone higher up and doing the

research to find out the actual answer, I LOVE that they hire patients, but it often feels

very recreational inside, especially when J see the staff hitting vape pens,

11. As a patient I'd like to see fuJI plant medicine, better availability of products, and

more store locations in areas outside of just thc metro areas,

12, I'd love for MMTC's to be able to communicate stock issues and have

consistency between call centers and physical locations, but this system just isn't doing

that or dOl::sn't seem to care about those things.

]3, As someone who works in a medical cannabis clinic, I personally don't nccd the

guidance in purchasing, but I'd like to see tending staff actually have some medical

knowledge and understanding, follow order notes (or at least read them) and take

medical conditions & cannabis experience into consideration. If I see another patient

inappropriately dispensed a concentrate I might just lose my mind. While cannabis is

safe, it doesn't mean it comes without risk. Concentrates can potentially cause harm,

especially to elderly with underlying conditions, faJi risks, etc. But without competition,

there doesn't seem to bc any incentive to improve.

45006944:.1 4
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FURTHER DECLARANT SAYETH NAUGHT.

Pursuant to Section 92.525, Florida Statutes, under penalties of perjury, I declare that I

have read the foregoing Declaration and that the facts stated in it are true.

04/27/18Date: _--=--L:'---'-.ce....::- _
redacted

Signed: _

Print Full Name: 111'--- _

45006944, I 5 Initial Here: _I
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IN THE CIRCll1T COURT OF THE SECONO JlJOlCIAL CIRCUIT
IN AND FOR LEON COUNTY, FLORIDA

CASE NO.: 2017 CA 002549

FLORlGROWN, LLC a Florida limited
liability company and VOICE OF FREEDOM,
mc. d/b/a Florigrowll

Plaintiffs.

\ .

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH.
OFFICE or MEDICAL MARJ.JUANA USE.
CHRISTIAN BAX. in his otliciaJ capacity as
Director or the Office of Medical Marijuana Use.
CELESTE PHILIP. M.D.. M.P.H.. in her official
capacity as State Surgeon General and Secretary of
the Florida Department of Health. RICK SCOTT.
in his official capacity as Governor of the Stare of
Florida. and THE STATE OF FLORIDA.

Defendants.

DECLARATI ON OF' _----:.M.:..:..:..:il~es::...@iIl:·a::;iMill:.l.:lol$I:;IO· '::.L.1 _

I. Miles rtmFMltMl . do hereby declare and say as follows:

I. I am over twenty-one years of age and make this Declaration based on my personal

knowledge and experiences.

2. I am a "qualifying patient" under Florida Constitution Article 10 §29 (alkJa

"Amendment T). This status t:ntitJes me to legally purchase medical marUuana products from

Medical Marijuana Treatment Centers ("MMTCs") that are registered under Amendment :2

pursuant to my doctor's recommendation.

450116Q44.1
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3. Purchasing products from the limited number ofMMTCs registered in Florida feels

like prices are still has",d 011 a prohibition mentality, which upsets me greatly.

4. The treatment tor my illness initially started withom cannabis and the financial

troubles that were endured were soul-breaking. Wht:thcr it was traveling to specialists or the

Mayo(Clinic), gening scans and panels done, physical therapy, massage, I was hoping for a

cheaper and more sustainable way to treal myself. I looked into cannabis and started treating with

cannabis. initially from the black market. but that was similarly unsustainahle, inconsistent and

possibly hannful.

5. Once I tillally became a qualitied and certified patient, picking lip products from

the Treatment Centers (MMTCs) cost anywhere between $}OO and S500 a trip, wherein the

products last abollt two weeks for me and aren't very effective. Nerve pains come back after at the

most Q half hour, or issues persist. Illy stiffness and muscle spasms that I need to go away need

CONSTANT dosing, which most of the time doesn't let me live my life, as I have to go back and

forth. I need [0 be able to dose and go about my physical activity, however I've been finding myself

stranded and needing to recoup myself lor long periods before heing ante to continue.

6. The relief I get, not just at the time of dosing, depending on the melhod, but also

the change in my quality of life over days and weeks, changes dramal.ically when 1 use full

spcctmm resin. I would love to access to infused foods, salves, us well as hashish for breakLhrough

occasions, but distillates are $50-80 depending on the provider which for me has been the easiest

way to infuse. salves call't be in my recommendation because I only have two available routes of

treatment (but also tend to be expensivd. and finally hashish iSH'1 available for reasons J don't

understand - it is only a mass of therapeutically dense resin, microencapsulated in a wax

45006944:1 ·2 .
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membrane. The prices are too high and rhe variety of products too low for me to live with a better

qual ity of live I know that I can achieve from my research of products in other slates.

7. I would like to see tesl results more readily available and in the case of meroM.'
more organized - it can take time to find a product. and sometimes it seems I can't.

8. Another issue is that I've experienced product snortages ill my local tn:almenl

center in Edgewater, along with atrocious wait times. It's hard to make orders beforehand when

their stock is low. so I try to see what I can get while ('m there but many ofille times I'm in the

lobby for at least an hour. which many times will put my muscles into spasms and make my bexiy

stitt: so rhave to dance around a bi l.

9. My recommendation comes nowhere close to meeting my needs. l'lut even if it was

increased, rm not in a position financially 10 afford it and what is available in the current MMTC's

cannot treat my body effectively. so unfortunately this system has failed me.

F'lIRTHER DECLARANT SAYETH NAlIGHT.

Pursuant to Section 92.525. Florida Statutes. under penalties of pe~iury. r declare thut J

have read the foregoing. Declaration and that the facts stated in it are trUt~.

Signed: redacted "/-7 4 ,.) \j?'Date: ;t. 'F I. { VIC: f,L

Print Full Name:~ It:...

45IXJ"94~: 1
,..' - l11i1ial Her,.•
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
IN AND FOR LEON COUNTY, FLORIDA

CASE NO.: 2017 CA 002549

FLORIGROWN, LLC, a Florida limited
liability company and VOICE OF FREEDOM,
TNC. d/b/a Florigrown

Plaintiffs,

v.

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
OFFICE OF MEDICAL MARlJUANA USE,
CHRISTIAN BAX, in his official capacity as
Director of the Office of Medical Marijuana Use,
CELESTE PHILIP, M.D., M.P.H., in her official
capacity as State Surgeon General and Secretary of
the Florida Department of Health, RlCK SCOTT,
in his official capacity as Governor of the State of
Florida, and THE STATE OF FLORJDA,

Defendants.
_________________J

DECLARATION OF NathanIrmm]-------

I, Nathanllm--------, do hereby declare and say as follows:

1. I am over twenty-one years ofage and make this Declaration based on my personal

knowledge and experiences.

2. I am a "qualifying patient" under Florida Constitution Article 10 §29 (alk/a

"Amendment 2"). This status entitles me to legally purchase medical marijuana products from

Medical Marijuana Treatment Centers ("MMTCs") that are registered under Amendment 2

pursuant to my doctor's recommendation.

45006944;1
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3. I am a difficult case to treat and standard medications do little to help. That is why

I have had to turn to medical cannabis for relief. My official diagnosis from the Mayo Clinic is

Occipital Neuralgia, Cluster Migraines, Trigemenal NeuragJia, Degenerative Disc disease,

epilepsy, essential tremor, and POD-NOS (high functioning autism). I am often in extreme pain

and sensory overload. I had hoped that Florida's Medical Cannabis system would help me. I was

wrong.

4. Dr • and Dr~with..have me at 200mglday oral and inhaled

and oral. Which is what I hit on a bad week. On average, I get regular access to CBD, which is

about 100mg a day of CBD and 50 of THC, mostly through edibles. If I miss a day of CBD I get

a week ofheadaches. Not just, "oh my head hUl1s" ... It's excruciating, life-altering pain. I haven't

had a seizure since ('ve been sticking to strains with over 1% CBD, my tremors almost went away

after I started using the I: I tinctures. So far, the only thing able to stop a headache is to high dose

on inhaled CBD and THe. Which no one provides as a product, I've had to mix my own extracts

to make it happen. I realize I may be a specialized case, but a closed market considers cases like

me an orphan case, and not worth taking the time to create products to sooth my pain.

5. Instead, I had had to deal with a plethora of bad products, long distances between

dispensaries poorly trained counter staffs, and I must carefully time my visits, so I don't have to

deal with long waits.

6. When choices are few, you get what you get.III is overpriced, and will not even

consider a flower product,_seems to be always out of stock, sometimes for months (so

why are they adding stores if they can't handle the ones they have?), and _has inferior

tincture and unclear labelling. It feels so unfair to the patients.

45006944;1 - 2 -
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I~ fHE (JRCllT ("0\ RT UF TIU: SF£OND Jl1D1('1AI. ('IRCt 'IT
l'i AND .'OR I_.:O~ {'Ol INTY, FI,ORIUA

CASE NO.: 2017 C,\ 002~9

F1 ORIGROW'l U C a '-lorida Iimit(d
ltablhl.. ~"OOlp3n~ .md VOl<.'l 01 'Rt+DO\t
I\:C dl'a '3 Fk'n~r,,"'wn

Pbtnllll....

..

fl..ORIOA J)I-PARl MFN' 0" mAil U
OFfiCI: OJ. MEDICAl MARIJUANA USI .
CIIRIs-nAN BAX lit hiS ollklal capocllv as
Om:ctor of the OffiC'C of McdlCOJI MUHJu;sna Usc
CELF.srr PI III IP \-1 0 M r II In her ollicial
capllClty as SLa~ SUf~'()n ("-....1;(11 and ~r~rary of
1M F10nda lXpartmcnl ~.,rtl"";Ihh RICK sea n
In Ius om~1.31 cap3CII~ 3S (i\l,cmor 01 th~ ')~tc or
Flonda iUId THt: 5TAn (IF nORlI1A.

Defendanls.

D~,(,l A~ \ IIO~ OF~

--~

2 I am l\ "quahtym[: pJ1t~n(' under Iionda ('(\l\~UllilIUI1 ArIIl.k I0 ~?') ( "k, ,

\m<:nd~nl 2". Inl" ~Ia(u~ cnh{lc~ me 10 \cgallv pUIc:ha~c rncdKal marijuana produ,-=~ from

pursuant to m~- doctor's rocom~nd.&llun

redacted
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:l We tlCOO m()r~ dI5~n~ne.s (MMl Cs) It has~ "ex} dtfftrolt (0( tIK to ~e:t the

m.cdlcal cannabts «hat I n~'d b«au~ there :m S('I feu' MMfCs regtster~mflorida

4 My doc[or IS ttl town. cnh, 2(l n\lnules 3Wl) 'Bm th~ c~ d~' ts 35-50

1I1lnules awa)' d<:~l\dmg on lr:.Jffic. Il's In the J1(,"xl county II's a~dri,~ - Fll9 IS

Lkadly

5 Delivery is llot all option. Atier I pay the lu~b pnce- Qf;bc products.. ddivef)'

st:rvict is 525 -- I ca.n'l aITord it

6 lkc-ausc I can't afford delivery. there is a problem ()f ~~ibtti~.~ 001 10

gt.'1 my mods whl."n l'm not r«hng wcll- rdon't h8V~ an) one to take me. so I'm 00 my O'QoTl

7 Since II IS a Ions <\nvc. I U)" to limil my tnps r() once 3 month. bu1 I w(Jay aboot

havmg to cany thai mu~h mone~ uound in my purse lit on.: tnne IS 100+)

8 I've had a couple incidents "'here lhey were out Ofwball v.-antcd Botb ti~~·

were produc:ts 1~ regularly. POpUIM with man) other patic.."\lS as "':ell 100::11 aJkr~' my~lf t(1

be 11Ilkcd Inro Ihmgs I don't Vtanl. allOOu!U1 they ha\'c tnC'd I have bad t(\ go back to g~ -"-hal 1

needed It... bl\d when you ha,~ a problem \\ Ith limited or noo-existmt stod..

9 t ml,l$[ ~ proactive to make ecr1alO I gel u hat I need.- ~(\W. I o«ier onli~ &.~

ahead 10 mlJke ~rc v.hal I o(dcred IS aVailable. I also U)' to :st3~ iI l\it abtOO ~' not wamog UIIiU

I'm down 10 3-4 doses before re-ordcnng. That 'tAoay. if il tales 8 fe~" da)"'S.. rm DQI panic::bng.. II's

a shame tI~1 I mUSl talc those ~tra few steps, but than what L00.~ t~ oolme,

generally wnll less tban 20 minu(('S. but that IS bcatuse. 1 II)- to time m~' ptdrups. .1unns.

weekdays so 00( as nlaIty people arc there. I'm sure II 1$ \\'Ol"SI." fQ:'~k \\'bo v.wk dunn8 the:

day.

2
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10. IkclllIK rhc:1e is no compdnlOn. !he prlCCS arc 100 high J'm 00 ~lity I

"Ilf)J)pcd my "'wnl~1 'i':Tvi<:<: (ha'lC dead ~a.\~ i1nd rnYhlt~ of am,> lJ) pr<7'''e fT' J, !>Jus I~~

~~lJjlC servIce dJ.'iWf)nccted so I un buy my meds Bet..~ doctor's '.~~. the card. and the

mcch.. ;t eCl u mr" my budg,et J ha vCIl'l been able lQ do repaJll on rn;y' 4lJ-)o"ear-01d mobILe:~

(alrno!l wc..-nl through a 'W)fl 5901 In the nrJQC" Iasc monlh) bcaulC I musa chov\.c bctv.ccn pa~"U1Z

wmoonc 10 do handyman j9bs CU\d gctltn~ my med~

, I We need more dispc:t)safM:s Those of us Qn limIted ino:M:nn wuJd really ~rd

from a (ree and open mark~ as opposed ;0 haymg to pay for product that is pnced ba5cd (JI1 me

massive OOSU pctpcrualod by the cunl:nl vCfti.ca.l licenslDl requirements. It IS also mfioildy

frustrating that I tQuld work up to 3 jQbs and raise lhr« ~hildtmon my O\Jo'n for IS yeats. I~

be responsIble for 1tH: hcahh of up to 12 p1S[lents at os time .....orking nigbl shift as an R.~. 8Dd I

could lake arc of my dying bU.5band ~ home. bul I can't be trusted to gov-' cannabis in my (p,Jo"l\

home f« my OWl) personal use. I fecI like the Florida MMJ S)'stem is designed 10 make it as

difficult as p4)sslble on the paliCflI to set what mey need. It is also seriously skewed in fa,,"Of of

people with money. J personally know several people who have bad to go withou1 their

medicalion ber:1~ they can'l afford t~ lu<hcrously high prices In the dlspens.ann

FURTflJo:R OI:CLARANT SAYJ-:TH NAUGHT.

Pursuant 10 Section 92.s2,~. I-lorlQa SUWtes. W1<kr penalties of perjury. I dc:clace dial 1

D'I.q,dt-~

3
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
IN AND FOR LEON COUNTY, FLORIDA

CASE NO.: 2017 CA 002549

FLORIGROWN, LLC, a Florida limited
liability company and VOICE OF FREEDOM,
INC. d/b/a Florigrown

Plaintiffs.

v.

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
OFFICE OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA USE,
CHRISTIAN BAX, in his official capacity as
Director of the Office of Medical Marijuana Use,
CELESTE PHILIP, M.D., M.P.H., in her official
capacity as Stale Surgeon General and Secretary of
the Florida Department of Health, RICK SCOTT,
in his official capacity as Governor of the State of
Florida, and THE STATE OF FLORIDA,

Defendants.

----------------_/

DECLARATION OF Ronald _'---------

T, Ronald_---------, do hereby declare and say as follows:

1, I am over twenty-one years of age and make this Declaration based on my personal

knowledge and experiences.

2. I am a "qualifying patient" under Florida Constitution Article 10 §29 Calk/a

"Amendment 2"). This status entitles me to legally purchase medical marijuana products from

Medical Marijuana Treatment Centers ("MMTCs") that are registered under Amendment 2

pursuant to my doctor's recommendation.

45006944;1
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3. Florida's medical cannabis system, with its minimal amount of MMTC licenses

issued, seems to cause more problems than it solves, since patients are their customers, and we are

in many ways at risk..

4. For example, r must drive a long distance just to get to a dispensary. Due to my

type of illness and other medical ailments, there are times when I'm about to drive (when I'm able

to trave!), that battling through traffic on highways and local roads is too stressful and in return

causes additional discomfort and pain.

5. Delivery is not a good option. My disability reduces by ability to pay for the

medicine, let alone add in the cost of delivery.

6. There have been multiple times when products I've needed haven't been available.

This takes place at time when there is a lack of communication and r am left high and dry. I've

recently had made a trip to one dispensary only to be left with empty handed. It had taken a total

two weeks to fill my order. That makes no sense when you are talking about medicine. If this was

a drug store, customers would be completely up in arms about it, especially if they were disabled

and fully relied on their medicine. But I think that this system wasn't designed around the patient

or even the belief that it is distributing important medicine.

7. One time when a certain medicine wasn't available and one of their employees who

was assisting me would provide a recommendation that they had received from other patients that

seemed to do the same or even better. That may be great, and I would be happy for them, but as

many know, each strain may affect one person one way and may not carry the same effects for

another. It's a bad idea for staff to recommend a medicine based on another customer, when you

don't know their condition.

45006944; I - 2-
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8. Another issue that I have encountered is that there is very little variety of medical

marijuana products available overall from the CUlTent MMTCs in Florida. with respect to the

strength and types of products available.

9. I have experienced a few products that stopped working within a few days to a

week. Thankfully the one dispensary I had purchased my medicine at that time stands behind their

product and seems to genuinely care about their patients and offers to swap out their product.

Unfortunately, there are other dispensaries who does not offer a swap and only offers a certain

percentage on their next purchase (i.e. 40% off next purchase). When there is no competition, they

don't feel they have to match what other are doing, even if it is the right thing to do.

10. There have been many occasions where the average wait time will be anywhere

between 30-45 minutes. Other times, I've waited over an hour. That's an eternity when you are

having an anxiety attack, which is what the medicine is for.

11. Thus far I personally have experienced very professional and supportive service

from staff members in a couple dispensaries. Unfortunately. I also experienced at one dispensary

very "robotic" service. Coming from a background of 20+ years in Customer Service and Coaching

in a professional office I'm able to recognize genuine service. I felt as if I wasn't looked upon as

a patient in need of help but more like a dollar sign. Competition and training changes that.

12. Although the cost on products vary, some may seem to be a respectful cost, but

overalI. they are extreme. I suffer through such an intense pain along with extreme behavior health

concerns. I'm in constant need of affordable medicine that allows me to feel and enjoy life itself

and be with my family and friends. When funds are low it makes it extremely hard to purchase

medicine that I have found that beneficial for my needs and the quality of my life wains. When I

finally have the funds and find out it's out of stock, I truly suffer.

45006944;1 - 3 -
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13. I feel that the decision to have such a limitation on dispensaries and products

appears as if the people yearning for a positive experience with medical cannabis are looked upon

as a number or dollar sign by the MMTCs and the state government. The concept of helping

patients with their medical needs and educating them on a healthier choice of life is unfortunately

not respected and lost

FURTHER DECLARANT SAYETH NAUGHT.

Pursuant to Section 92.525, Florida Statutes, under penalties of perjury, I declare that I

have read the foregoing Declaration and that the facts stated in it are true.

redactedSigned:

Print Full Name: ~LLJ.~'--l",S---->'

45006944:1 - 4-

Date: Li;n;/Afd0d
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IN TIlE CIRCUIT COURT OF mE SECOND JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
IN AN]) FOR LEON COUNTY, FLORIDA

CASE NO.: 201' CA 0025C9

FLORlGROVl'N, LLC, 6 Aoridftlimitcd
liabilitytom~y and VOlCE OF FREEDOM,
INC. dlbJa floogrown

Plaintiffs.,

v

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF HEALm.
OFFICE Of MEDICAL MARIJUANA USE.
CHRISTIAN B.AX. in his official capacity as
Director of the Office ofMedical Marijuana U~.

CBLESTB PHlLlP, M,D., M.P.H., 10 her official
~tY as State Surgeon General aDd Secrewy of
the Florida Dep:artmcnt of Health,. RICK SCOTT.
in his official capacity as Governor Qf\he S~te of
Florida. and TIlE STATE OF FLORIDA,

_______________.1

DECLARATION OF JOSEFH~

L. JOSi>(~H _ do hereby declare and say as tollows:

1- ] am over twenty-«lC years 01" ag~ and make lhls Declaration based on my

2. [ am a "qualifying patienl" und~r Florida Con..<ttitulion Article 10 §29 (alkla

"'Amendment 2'). This slatus entitles me to legally purchase medical marijuana prOOUClS from

M«lic:aJ Marijuana. Treatment Centers C"MMTCsj that ue regislercd under Amendment 2

pursuant to my doctor's recommendation.

"~.1
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] There are !'O few Medical Marij1W13 Treatment wte~ (MMTC) in Florida thal

anytime I try to purchase my medicall marijuana Jroutinely face PR)b!CIllll and delays.

4 On multiple OCI:a.sion.... when! have al1e:mptal Co ~twe medical marijwma from

an MMTC. the MMTC~ completely sold out or the ~uct thai [ net:cb1. Often times w
staff CSI caJlIlO( even tell me wbl:a the product will be back in 510ck and they informacion thc)-

ha\'e given me is tha1 new shipmcnu~ be sporadic and unpredictable. This bas muhtd in

l\ard$hip to me being able to jC't the medicine I need, when I need it.

S· J have aJso experienced reguJar delays when I lry to get my medical mariju."U'I.'l

delivered by the MMTCs. II can take I day LO gee a caU *k to connrm my order after I place it.

and lbt11 a day (sir d)()fe bef~ a delivery date is scbedWed by Ihe MMTC. This is deiay crcaIcs

6 1bc: other i&<iUC I have rOuJinc:ly C1lC01D1fcn::d is thal1bert j~ very liale variety 0(

modicol marijuana prodoct.l\ avwlahle: ovcrnll from lhc cum:fll MMTCli in Florida. with rt:SpC'Ct to

the stn:nglh and types of prodUCI~nvailable.

7· When m MMTC rclc:3.'iCS II new trQdue:t it is common for lhaa oc:w product to

oompJetdy sell out that same ~)' or within a few days and the is not available for a week 0(

8· Since tbuc: i", &lI few MMTCII aud so few IKW prodllCts. I must OOns\lnlly troKk

n..:w r~le~ via social media and word of roouth, ~ J can make sure I C3n g.et ahoJd of my

medicine during these: limited wi ndows ofavailabi[jly.

9. On m"ltiple «*o~ I have purcbased products from an MMTC thai ba\"t

attempted 10 use them. But due 11.1 the: limi~ art1UUIlt or MMTC, 1 have no choke but I()
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been sub-par.

10. As someone who has laken a public~ Oil this issue, I reocivc numeroWi

suffcri"8 from the high~ BDd limited availabllity and Florida's CWTC11t crop ofMMl'OI.

FURTHER. DECLAR.ANT SAYETH NAVGIIT.

Pursuant to &.~iQn 92.525, Floridll Statutes. ulkkr penalties or pcrjUIY, I d~18re lhat J

have Iad the forqoing Dcclaralion n lI14llbe facts stulC'd in it are IJUC.

SignOO: 23-- mEl ~ rfr.~AP/
Print Full Name: - • - - • ----

•

•• a •
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IN TilE CIRCUIT COtJRT OF TH": Sf.COND JIJI>lCIAL CIRCUIT
IN AND "'OR LEON COUNTY, FLORIIJA

CASE NO.: 2017 CA 002549

FLORIGROWN. LLC, a Florida limited
liability company and VOICE OF FREEDOM,
INC. d/b/a Florigrown

Plainti ITs,

v.

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
OFFICE OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA USE,
CHRISTIAN BAX. in his oHicial capacity as
Director of the Oftice of Medical Marijuana l Jse,
CELESTE PHILIP, M.D.. M.P.H.. in her ofticial
capacity as State Surgeon General and Secretary of
the Florida Department of Health, RICK scon,
in his ofticiaJ capacity as Governor of the State of
Florida, and THE STATE OF FLORIDA,

Defendants.
/

I
I
~
I

•

OEeLARATION OF
Karen _f--------

I, Karen~I--------_,do hereby declare and say as follows:

1. I am over twenty-one years of age and make this Declaration based on my personal

knowledge and experiences.

2. I am a "qualifying patient" under Florida Constitution Article 10 §29 (alk/a

"Amendment 2"). This status entitles me to legally purchase medical marijuana products from

Medical Marijuana Treatment Centers ("MMTCs") that are registered under Amendment 2

pursuant to my doctor's recommendation.

45006944;1
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3. My husband and I were medical refugees from Valdosta, Ga. We were huge

advocates for Amendment 2. We watched it almost win in 2014 and know it would pass in 2016,

so we moved to Florida in Aug 20J6, three months before amendment 2 finally passe<J by 7J % of

the vote, so that I could take advantage of your medical cannabis program. Little did f realize that

the poor implementation of the amendment would produce only a small number of MMTC's and

would cause SUl:h problems.

4. In Georgia, we had the choice of smuggling product from the west coast or use the

black market which existo; in southern Georgia. But my husband and I are law abiding citizeDs,

and we wanted to give me the chance to be treated legally, so we moved to Madison county, near

the Big Bend area. but it felt like, we were oul of the frying pan and into a swamp.

5. We were not thrilled with the one hour drive it took to get to ODe for the two closest

dispensaries in Tallahassee or JacksoDville. I don't like to drive long di~1aDces, so I avoid the

highway, making the trip even longer then most people, or else depend on a driver that is willing

to make the two hours round trip.

6. The first time I did the long trip I got there and the items I ordered wasn't even

there. I learned the hard way I must double check each and every time. It doesn't seem to make

sense that the patient has to do the legwork to make certain ilS not a wasted trip.

7. The delivery system is a scheduling train wreck, wi~deliveringevery two

weeks, II1II is every Monday, AEAMi' is hit or miss, and mM' is never next day service,

regardless of your needs and I feel I'm paying for poor service.

8. The produ(;ts that I know I really need, from the research that 1did when 1still lived

in Georgia and looked forward to moving here, just aren't coming out the few M..\1TC's that are

Ij(;ensed. I know I need fuJI plant extract or whole plant Rick Simpson Oil, but the products they

45I)1JlW44; r - 2 -
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have aren"t even close. The product'> only partially help my symptoms, but the pain and !.he \ertigo

don't completely go away ..

9, Ln additiun., from my research., I know that I am paying at lea.... double of what they

payout west for the same type of product.

10, I say to myself all the time that I could come in off the street and work in one of

these dispensaries, Ifs become kind of lL'iClcss to ask any questions of the folks behind the

counters, because everything that they are spewing lets me know that I know more than they do.

11. J know that there are other products that I would like to try. bu1 I can "I... because of

the amount of money that J already spent doesn't allow me to.do that So. J have a bunch of

expensive product that only half-wok. They might work for some folks. but not me,

12. [t is a shame that my husband, a veteran who also has debilitating conditions. has

had to take a back seat and suffer, because, between the cost of the doctor visits. the card and the

enormous cos! of the products, we can't afford for us both to be patients as a one-income family.

Someone should be at least helping veterans in this situation.

13. And that is what we moved to Florida tor?

FURTHER DECLARANT SAYETH NAUGHT.

Pursuant to Section 92.525, Florida Statutes, under penaltit:s of peJjury, I dec lare that 1

have read the foregoing Declaration and that the facts stated in it are true,

Date: _7-::?/- /.7Signed:

45006944:1

redacted
~. redacted
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL. CIRCUIT
IN AND FOR LEON COUNTY, FLORIDA

CASE NO.: 2017 CA 002549

FLORlGROWN. LLC. a Florida limited
liability company and VOICE OF FREEDOM,
INC. d/b/a Florigrown

Plaintiffs.

v.

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
OFFICE OF MEDICAL MARJJUANA USE,
CHRISTIAN BAX, in his official capacity as
Director of the Officc of Medical Marijuana Use,
CELESTE PHILIP, M.D., M.P.H.• in her official
capacity as State Surgeon General and Secretary of
the Florida Department of Health, RJCK SCOTT.
in his official capacity as Governor of the State of
Florida, and THE STATE OF FLORIDA,

Defendants.

DECLARATION OF _Jason _,---------

~==~--~.-"do hereby declare and say as fonows:

1. I am over twenty-one years of age and make this Declaration based on my

personal knowledge and experiences.

2. I am a "qualifying patient" under Florida Constinltion Article 10 §29 (a/k/a

"Amendment 2"). This status entitles me to legally purchase medical marijuana products from

Medica) Marijuana Treatment Centers ("MMTCs") that are registered under Amendment 2

pursuant to my doctor"s recommendation.

4500l>\14-/; I
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3. As a businessman and entrepreneur, I know what works in the marketplace and

what does not. What I see in the Florida Medical Cannabis industry are practices that usually

only exist when there are monopolies or severely closed markets, and that is not good for the

consumer.

4. [ have also noted that the current license holders call110t keep up with the demand.

Tbe number of people in the registry continues to climb and the number of licenses does not. I

have gone several weeks without getting whClt I wanted from the <.lbspensary. They are constantly

out of stock and it is very difficult to get what you are looking for I cannot count how many

times that I have gone to the dispensaty just to leave frustrated.

5. The quality of the product has suffered as well. The lack of competition has made

them lazy. They know they have 1I very eager consumer base. and they are taking advantage of

us. I used~ once and their products were horrible. The cartridges leaked and did

not perform well.

6. They are not treating the customer with respect. The way they label their products

makes it difficult to tell what type of stntinlcultivar you are gening. They make names Lip

themselves and requires the patient to do unnecessary research to know what they are getting. Do

you see that in any otber professional retail business? Especially ones that involves health?

7. The staff behind the countter is usually friendly but I usuaJly know more about

their products than they do. It's obviolls they are not well educated on the products they are

dispensing.

8. Finally, as a busy professional, concemed with my health, I find that the current

system, with its huge distances between dispensaries, can have a negative impact. It takes hours

2
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redacted

out of my day to drive to get medicines. It takes a lot of thought and planning to get this into my

already busy schedule. is the closet as of now which is about 35 minutes,

or over an hour round trip. I placed an online order recently to save time and still had to wait.

The policy with online orders at_is when you go there you get bumped to the front of the

line. The problem with this scenario is, the other people that have been already waiting for 40

minutes, some of which are nervous or in pain, are not aware that you place your online order,

which causes a very uncomfortable situation for myself and the _staff.

9. We need more licenses and an open market, and we need it now, for the patients

like myself, of all walks of life.

10. I'd like to see us open the market, so we can start to see higher quality and

quantity, and a greater variety of products. Hopefully, one day here in Florida, we can let the

small business people in and see what great products will come of it.

FVRTHERDECLARANTSAYETHNAUGH~

Pursuant to Section 92.525, Florida Statutes, under penalties of perjury, I declare that 1

have read the foregoing Declaration and that the facts stated in it are true.

Signed Dale: --'------

Print Full Name:
~~aa:.

45()()(,'H4;1 3 •... -.
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
IN AND FOR LEON COUNTY, FLORIDA

CASE NO.: 2017 CA 002549

PLORIGROWN, LLC, a Florida limited
liability company and VOICE OF FREEDOM,
INC. d/b/a Florigrown

Pla.iuLiffs,

v.

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT 01' HEALTH,
OFFICE OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA USE,
CHRISTIAN RAX, in his official capacity as
Director of the Office of Medical Marijuana Use.
CELESTE PITILIP, M.D., M.P.H., in her official
capacity as State Surgeon General and Secretary of
the Florida Department of Health, RICK SCOTT,
in his official capacity as Governor of the State of
Horida, and THE STATE OF FLORID1\.

Defendants.

DECLARATION OF _John rm:BI

1. __--'J"',o""h""'l1 a • • a • . du hereby declare and say as follows:

I. I am over twenty-one years of age and make this Declaration based on my

persona] knowledge and experiences.

2. I am a "quabfying patient" under FIOJida Constitution Article 10 ~2c) (alIJa

"Amendment 2"). Thi~ status entitles me to legally purchase medical marijuana products from

Medical Marijuana Treatment Ceuters ("MMTCs") that are registered under Amendment 2

pursuant to my doctor's recommendation.

4500G944;l
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3. Trying to get my mtl1ical cillmabis in Florida has been a very trying situation. [t

<

['eally shouldn't be that hard, but there are so few MMTC companies operating that it is far more

difficult than it shouJrl he, and I don't believe that we ate getting the best prices or the best

product. Siocc Amendment 2 was about getting medicine in the hands of patients, this is

medicine aod 1 am a US Army veteran and a patient, I don't think they are implementing

AmenJrnent 2 with me in mind

4. For example, I have great difficnlty getting to the rvrMTC since I live in

Crawfordville, Fl and TalJahassee is abont 30 miles away, I have to coordinate transportation

with family since Wakulla County TranspOltation refuses to allow to me to carry my medicine

OIl board.

5. r have used delivery service twice, but it is expensive and doesn't always work

out. Once I used_, but it cost 535,00 Fee and they still expected a tip. The other time was

with redacted for a $10.00 fee. But product was wrong, and I was forced to settle for

something Tdid not want.

6. MMTC's running out of stock has been a constant problem for me. I tried _

_ for my PTSD and Insomnia, ami it worked great. But then they were out for over 3

months. ( (Tied other strains, unfortunately they were of no help. I was told by their unfriendly

staff, "There are plenty of other places to go." Tills set my PTSD off, but eventually I regained

my train of thought, turned around and have not returned.III had a strain called "Sour

Diesel" which worked great for my depression and I was thrilJed when I used this to actually get

off Anti-Depressants. Now this strain is no longer available, and they try to convince me that the

new "Super Sour Diesel" was just as good if nol better, but I was not pleased. Marching strains

redacted
4501)694~: i - 2-
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and dosing is a very inclividuCll thing. and when you mess with either after you find what works,

the results arc usually b<ld.

7 Sometimes Tgot expensive products that just didn't work. The _products

when r first tried thelll taken orally. gave lilt: 0 effects. Also, I have noticed that when va ping r

don't feel the same effect as with the whole flower products like the pods. I could spend around

$250 and have mcds for a month or spend nearly il gumd at these MMTC'S. the cost of

experimenting to find the right thing is very expensive. When 1 get a product [11M doesn'\ work, I

have to spend more to find the right one, which is very hard to do when your finances ure

limited.

8. Now I am off most of my mec!'s from VA lhat I got using VA benefits, and I havc

to go 'out 0[' pocket" for my meclical marijuana. I am living on Medical Retirement from the US.

Army, barely making it and always going without mcds.

9. It is my bope that the system will straighten itself out. I could nol rely on the VA

to treat my PTSD properly, so I took the leap of faith to treat with medical malij:una, and the

state. lhat cOIltrols this program is my parachute and is supposed to help me to land on my feet.

Right now, the way things are, it's not happening.

FURTIffiR DECLARANT SA YETH NAUGHT.

Pursuant to Sec\ion 92.525. Florida Statutes, under penalties of perjury, 1 dedare that I

have read the foreu-oing Declaratlon and that lh facts stated in it arc true.

U,/30J201 ~
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
IN AND FOR LEON COUNlY, FLORIDA

CASE NO.: 2017 CA 002549

FLORlGROWN, LLC, a Florida limited
liability company and VOICE OF FREEDOM,
INC. d/b/a Florigrown

Plaintiffs,

v.

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF HEALm,
OFFICE OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA USE,
CHRISTIAN BAX, in his official capacity as
Director of the Office of Medical Marijuana Use,
CELESTE PHILIP, M.D., M.P.H., in her official
capacity as State Surgeon General and Secretary of
the Florida Department of Health, RICK SCOIT,
in his official capacity as Governor of the State of
Florida, and THE STATE OF FLORIDA,

Defendants.

DECLARATION OF Monigue~I-- _

I,~. __. . do hereby declare and say as
follows:

1. I am over twenty-one years ofage and make this Declaration based on my personal

knowledge and experiences.

2. I am a "qualifying patient" under Florida Constitution Article 10 §29 Calk/a

"Amendment 2"). This status entitles me to legally purchase medical marijuana products from

Medical Marijuana Treatment Centers ("MMTCs") that are registered under Amendment 2

pursuant to my doctor's recommendation.

45006944;1
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3. One of the things that happens when there is a broad market with many players is

that you find the pla.yers become more conswner focused, and they focus on all the conswner

segments, not just on the ones that will make them the most money. This is not what is happening

in Florida.

4. For example, I am blind. I wasn't always blind. I became blind during the time

when my doctors refused to even let me try cannabis to lower my eye pressure, while they drowned

my eye with phannaceutical chemicals, sliced it up with a myriad of surgeries and mechanically

altered it with plastic implants that did nothing to stop me from going completely blind. You see,

I have a rare syndrome, and not one that anyone is putting money into curing or treating, so its

called on orphan condition.

5. Anyone with glaucoma, one of the qualifying conditions, could fall into the same

trap, because ophthalmologists in the US do not recognize cannabis as a treatment for glaucoma,

even though it has been studied heavily since the 1970's. But once we are blind, we are part ofthe

less that 1% ofthe US population ofthe US that is severely visually impaired or blind. That is why

so few, if any, mainstream products are made for the blind. There are not enough customers.

6. But, within the group ofpeople who are qualified patients, we make up a far greater

percentage. That means we should be having far more clout in the development ofproducts in the

marketplace. But not in Florida. Not with this group. With a possibility ofat least 10-15% of the

customer base with glaucoma and many of them highly visually impaired, not a single braille

marked product has been created, and vape pens have been produced with buttons flush with the

pen surface, where you have to look for the flashing light. A vibrating button would help, if they

thought about it. Not blind compliant. They sell syringes that are impossible to dose, with no

substitute for the visually impaired.

45006944;1 - 2 -
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7. We can't tell if cartridges leak, or when _ pens start to flash before the oil

is depleted, or when any pen doesn't light up at all.

8. None of the web sites are ADA compliant, so its hard to order online without help.

9. Since we are Transportation Disadvantaged (TO), driving long distances is always

a challenge. Ride programs through insurance or county TD programs don't take you to

dispensaries, and uber and taxis are too expensive. The area where I live has no bus service and I

can't always get a ride from family. So, it is extremely unfortunate for me to get there, by whatever

means, and find that the product I came for is not there. And that has happened multiple times. It

was even asked once, to travel to another store, which was another 20 miles away, for the product

that was pre-ordered for me. If! hadn't had a ride that day, it would have been disastrous, because

I would not have had enough. funds for the product AND the additional travel. As it happened,

there wasn't enough time for me to get to get to the second location, and it required a whole second

trip.

10. I also noticed that some sales people have been taught to build the sale. In talking

to other patients while I was waiting, so many ofus are ill for a whole host ofreasons, on disability

or SSDI and are sacrificing a large percentage of our incomes for this medicine because we know

it will be integral to a greater quality of life and to ease our daily pain, from whatever source it

emanates. Yet, I see sales folks pushing higher-end products and suggesting "'go-along" products,

akin to the old McDonalds "do you want fries with that" or "can I up-size that for you" approach

to build a larger sale, often with sales incentives, such as discounts for larger totals. I was

recommended a sublingual spray that was $150 that I had difficulty aiming and didn't work as

well for me as other products. I felt duped and my budget felt stressed. I can imagine how others
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may feel. But this happens when you are in a willing and often desperate market with few choices

and little competition to levitate to after a bad experience.

11. Florida has got to get its act together to create a medical cannabis program that is

patient and not profit-centered, and I truly believe that it will never happen until we have a free

'and open market, with far more M1vITC's then we have now. This slate's failure to open the

application process has had a ripple effect that has had the intended or Wlintended consequences

of allowing bad actors, uncaring marketing, lack of quality and quantity in the marketplace and a

lack of concern of what this whole thing was all about - qualified patients - all suffering in their

own way and seeking the relief that he is messing with.

FURTHER DECLARANT SAYETH NAUGHT.

Pursuant to Section 92.525, Florida Statutes, under penalties of peIjury. I declare that I

redacted
have read the foregoing Declaration and that the facts stated in it are true.

/ /
Signed: Date: ~f- 'I /~/I"

. .,/

Print Full Name:
-~L..:..t.J<.L.J'+"'""----1
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
IN AND FOR LEON COUNTY, FLORIDA

CASE NO.: 2017 CA 002549

FLORlGROWN, LLC, a Florida limited
liability company and VOICE OF FREEDOM,
£NC. d/b/a Florigrown

Plaintiffs,

v,

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
OFFICE OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA USE,
CHRISTIAN BAX, in his official capacity as
Director of the Office of Medical Marijuana Use,
CELESTE PHll..IP, M.D., M.P.H., in her official
capacity as State Surgeon General and Secretary of
the Florida Department ofHealth, RICK SCOIT,
in his official capacity as Governor of the State of
Florida, and THE STATE OF FLORIDA.

Defendants.
/

DECLARATION OF LatoyaIlia

I, Latoya_do hereby declare and say as follows:

I am over twenty-one years of age and make this Declaration based on my personal

knowledge and experiences.

I am a "qualifying caregiver" under Florida Constitution Article 10 §29 (alk/a

"Amendment 2''). This status entitles me to legally purchase medical marijuana products

from Medical Marijuana Treatment Centers ("MMTCs") that are registered under

Amendment 2 pursuant to the patient's doctor's recommendation.

Latoya. is the mother and caregiver of the patient Uriah _ .• . .•

""'''';1 "''"' ....1
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Purcbasing my medical marijuana from MMTCs has been very difficult for me and my

family beCause there are so few MMTCs registered in Florida

UriahmtU'Mtml is prescribed CBnrrn:C oils to control his seizures.

The process of acquiring a State MMJ ID card was a prolonged 6-8 month process. The

local dispensary regularly rons out of his medication for significant periods of time.

During that time Uriah had multiple grnnd mal seizures in addition to the other ailments

he deals with related to his condition. We have been put on a waiting list several times

now. On more than I occasion the dispensary would call us once they had the medicine

to pick up, however, if you do not pick up your medicine within a 3 bour time frame, it

would be given to another patient. It is also frustrating to go to the dispensary and for

there to be at least 15-20 other patients waiting for their medications as well causing

waits that exceed 1.5 hours.

While the benefits of access to MMJ have been hugely beneficial to Uriah's health and

well being, the regular intenuptions of his supply and the limited patient choices be has

makes caring for his condition extremely challenging

FURTHER DECLARANT SAVETH NAUGHT.

Pursuant to Section 92.525, Florida Statutes, under penalties of perjury, I declare that J

have read the foregoing DecJanltion and that the facts stated in it are true

45006944;1 2
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Signed- redacted
Date:

I.•

Print Full Name: _.:~~
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Filing # 72626156 E-Filed 05124/2018 01 :26:02 PM

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
IN AND FOR LEON COUNTY, FLORIDA

FLORlGROWN, LLC, a Florida Limited
liability company and VOICE OF FREEDOM.
INC., d/b/a Florigrown,

Plainti ffs.

vs.

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH.
et ai,

Defendants.

CASE NO: 2017 CA 2549

ORDER GRANTING RICK SCOTT, GOVERNOR OF THE STATE OF FLORIDA'S,
MOTION TO DlSM ISS

THIS CASE is before me on Defendant Scott's Motion to Dismiss. I have considered the

motion and the response thereto. The only allegation in the Complaint that suggests some direct

connection between the Governor and the complained of actions is in Paragraph 350, which

alleges "The Department, at the direction of, under the supervision at: and/or with the approval

of Defendants Bax. Governor Scott and Dr. Philips. has intentional failed to comply with its

express constitutional obligations to the detriment of million of Floridians that overwhelmingly

voted to enact the Amendment." This is much too general and ambiguous to justify naming the

Governor as a party in this law suit.

Accordingly, it is ORDERED AND ADJUDGED that the Motion is Granted. Plaintiff

shall have twenty (20) days to file an amended complaint, if it desires, as to this Defendant. And,

if it does, I note that the Complaint is not a short and plain statement of the ultimate facts which
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would entitle the Plaintiff to the relief requested. in violation of the mandate of Rule 1.110,

Florida Rules ofCivil Procedure. Plaintiff is ordered to comply with this mandate if an amended

complaint is filed.

DONE AND ORDERED in Chambers at Tallahassee, Leon County, Florida, this aL.f~
day of May, 2018.

TERRY P. [,EWIS, eireL!t Judge,
Copies to:

All Interested Parties
Listed in the E-Portal

2
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Filing # 74101869 E-Filed 06126/2018 11 :44:45 AM

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
IN AND FOR LEON COUNTY, FLORIDA

FLORIGROWN, LLC, a Florida limited
liability company and VOICE OF FREEDOM,
INC,. d/b/a Florigrown,

Plaintiffs,

v.

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
OFFICE OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA USE,
CHRISTIAN BAX, in his official capacity as
Director of the Office of Medical Marijuana
Use, CELESTE PHILIP, M.D., M.P.H., in her
Official Capacity as State Surgeon General
and Secretary of the Florida Department of Health,
and THE STATE OF FLORIDA,

Defendants.

Case No: 2017-CA-2549

MOTION TO DISMISS FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT

In accordance with Florida Rule of Civil Procedure 1. J40, Defendants FLORIDA

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, OFFICE OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA USE, CHRISTIAN

BAX, in his official capacity as Director of the Office of Medical Marijuana Use, and CELESTE

PHILIP, M.D., M.P.H., in her official Capacity as State Surgeon General and Secretary of the

Florida Department of Health (collectively the "Department"), hereby move to dismiss Plaintiffs'

First Amended Complaint, and in support state the following:

INTRODUCTION

On December 13,2017, Plaintiffs tiled an 18-count Complaint consisting of 148 pages

containing 609 separate paragraphs of aJlegations and an additional 134 pages of exhibits. In an

order granting Governor Rick Scott's motion to dismiss, this Court determined that the

Complaint was "not a short and plain statement of the ultimate facts which would entitle the
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Plaintiff LO the relief requested, in violation of the mandate of Rule 1.110, Florida Rules of Civil

Procedure." As a result of thi.s order, Plaintiffs filed a two-count Amended Complaint consisting

of 30 pages and 142 paragraphs of allegations. In the Amended Complaint, Plaintiffs seek

declaratory, injunctive, and mandamus relief compelling the Department to comply with the

medical marijuana amendment in aniclc X, section 29 of the Florida Constieution (the

"Amendment"). They also .seek a detennination as to the constitutionality of the statute and

regulations adopted to implement the Amendment.

The Amended Complaint should be dismissed because each of the claims for declaratory

and injunctive relief is legally insufficient, and because a writ of mandamus is not appropriate to

direct an agency to take an action that is not ministerial.

BACKGROUND

On November 8, 2016, Florida voter.s approved the Amendment, which expands the class

of qualified patients eligible to procure medical marijuana through Medical Marijuana Treaunent

Centers CMMTCs") and directs the Department to issue reasonable regulations for the

implementation and enforcement of the Amendment. The Amendment, codified in article X,

section 29 of the Florida Constitution, became effective on January 3, 2017. 1

Section 29(d)(2) of the Amendment states that the Department "shall begin ...

registering MMTCs no later than nine (9) months after the effective date of [the Amendment]."

Section 29(d)(3) further provides that if the Department does not begin registering MMTCs

within the timeframe outlined in the Amendment (nine months from January 3, 2017), "any

Florida citizen shall have standing to seek judicial relief to compel compliance with the

I See an. XI, § See), Fla. Const. (providing that certain approved amendments are effective "the
first Tuesday after the first Monday in January following the election").

-2-
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Department's constitutional duties," The "judicial relief' provided for in the Amendment IS

limited to causes of action for a declaratory judgment. § 381.9H6(8) n.2, Fla. Stat. (2017).

On January 17,2017, the Department received a letter from Thomas C. Little, counsel for

Florigrown, LLC, which purported to register Florigrown as an MMTC. Am. Camp!. Ex. A. The

letter stated: "This constitutes my client's registration to operate as a [MMTC]." [d. The letter

further stated that Florigrown would meet the requirements of the Department's MMTC

regulations, referring to regulations that had not yet been promulgated. [d.

On January 20, 2017, the Department issued a letter to Mr. Little denying Florigrown's

request to register as an MMTC. Am. Camp!, Ex. B. The Department explained that at that time

there was no process in place to register as an MMTC and that it had not yet adopted regulations

regarding MMTCs, [d.

On February 9, 20 J7, Florigrown filed with the Department a Petition for Evidentiary

Hearing, challenging the denial of its request to register as an MMTC. Am. Camp!. Ex. C.

On February 23, 2017, the Department issued an order dismissing Florigrown's Petition

for Evidentiary Hearing on the grounds that the Administrative Procedures Act ("APA") does

not apply to the Department's duties to register MMTCs under the Amendment and that even if

the APA did apply, Florigrown's request for a hearing was premature because there was no

regulatory framework in place at that time. Am. Camp!, Ex. C. The dismissal order advised

FJorigrown of its right to seek judicial review at the District Court of Appeal within 30 days of

the filing date of the order. [d.

In a special session in June 2017, the Legislature enacted chapter 2017-232, Laws of

Florida, which amended section 381.986, Florida Statutes, in order to implement the

Amendment. Pursuant to the amended statute, the Department must issue ten MMTC licenses to

-3-
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certain applicants who meet the required statutory criteria.

On November 3, 2017, the Department issued a Notice of Adoption for Regulations 1-

1.02 and 2-1.01 (the "Regulations"), effective November 1, 2017, which it adopted pursuant to

its authority under the Amendmenl. 2 The Regulations contain definitions of key words used in

the Department's regulations for medical marijuana and outline the registration process for

becoming an MMTC.

On December 13, 2017, Plaintiffs filed an initial 18-count complaint against the

Department, Governor Rick Scott, and the State of Florida. Following the Court's dismissal of

Governor Scott as a party to this case, Plaintiffs filed the First Amended Complaint on June 13,

2018.

ARGUMENT

I. COUNT 1 MUST BE DISMISSED BECAUSE MANDAMUS RELIEF IS NOT
AVAILABLE.

In Count I, Plaintiffs seek a writ of mandamus ordering the Department to immediately

issue an MMTC license to Florigrown. The law regarding mandamus relief is well-settled:

In order to be entitled to a writ of mandamus, the petitioner must have a clear
legal right to the requested relief, the respondent must have an indisputable legal
duty to perform the requested action, and the petitioner must have no other
adequate remedy available. The duty of the respondent in a mandamus action
must be ministerial in nature, and not discretionary. A duty is ministerial when
there is no room for the exercise of discretion, and the performance being required
is directed by law. Mandamus is available only to enforce an established legal
right, not to establish that right.

Fla. Ag. for Health Care Admin. v. Zuckennan Spaeder, LLP, 221 So. 3d 1260, 1263 (Fla. 1st

DCA 2017) (quotation marks and citations omitted).

First, a petition for a writ of mandamus is not available under the cause of action

2 hn )s://www.flmles.oro/Gatewa/Viewnotice.as '?id= 19675982 (last visited June 25,2018).
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provided for in section 29(d)(3) of the Amendment. Section 381.986 specifically limits causes of

action filed under the Amendment to those seeking declaratory relief. § 381.986(8) n.2, Fla. Stat.

("As used in s. 29(d)(3), Article X of the State Constitution, the tenn ... 'Judicial relief means

an action for declaratory judgment pursuant to chapter 86, Florida Statutes. ").

Further, mandamus relief is not available to enforce an agency's discretionary duties.

Despite Plaintiffs' attempt to cast the Department's licensing duties as purely ministerial,

Plaintiffs' other allegations acknowledge the discretionary nature of the Department's role in

licensing MMTCs. For example, Plaintiffs recite the provision of the Amendment directing the

Department to promulgate "procedures for [1 registration of MMTCs that include procedures for

the issuance, renewal, suspension and revocation of registration, and standards to ensure []

security, record keeping, testing, labeling, inspection, and safety." Am. Compl, 9r 105 (quoting

art. X, ~ 29(d)(1 )c., Fla. Const.). Nothing in the Amendment requires the Department to register

every entity that seeks to become an MMTC. Instead, the Department must adopt standards and

procedures for MMTC registration and then apply those standards and procedures to the

applications it receives. This is the very definition of a discretionary function. As such,

mandamus relief is not appropriate.

Accordingly, Count I must be dismissed with prejudice.

II. COUNT 2 MUST BE DISMISSED BECAUSE PLAINTIFFS' CLAIMS FOR
DECLARATORY AND INJUNCTIVE RELIEF ARE LEGALLY INSUFFICIENT.

A. Plaintiffs failed to allege an "immediate, substantial and actual justiciable
controversy."

Plaintiffs' claims for a declaratory judgment in Count 2 must be dismissed for failure to

state a cause of action.

The test for the sufficiency of a complaint for declaratory judgment is not whether
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the plaintiff will succeed in obtaining the decree he seeks favoring his position,
but whether he is entitled to a declaration of rights at all. Thus, to activate
jurisdiction the party seeking a declaration must show that he is in doubt as to the
existence or nonexistence of some right, status, immunity, power, or privilege and
that he is entitled to have such doubt removed. In this regard, the plaintiff must
show a bona fide, actual, present, and practical need for the declaration.

Wilson v. Cty. ofOran/{e, 881 So. 2d 625,631 (Fla. 5th DCA 2004) (citations omitted).

Here, Plaintiffs have failed to allege an "immediate, substantial and actual justiciable

controversy" between them and the Department regarding the statutes and regulations for

registration as an MMTC. Id. Florigrown submitted a letter to the Department in January 2017

seeking to be registered as an MMTC, but the current statutory and regulatory scheme for

registration was not in place at that time. Plaintiffs have not alleged that they have submitted any

additional applications for registration since then. Until such time as Plaintiffs submit an MMTC

registration request under the existing statutory and regulatory scheme and the Department takes

some action regarding that request, there is no present controversy, which is required to obtain

declaratory re1 ief.

Accordingly, Plaintiffs' claims for declaratory relief regarding the constitutionality of

section 381.986 and the Department's medical marijuana regulations, as they relate to

Florigrown's desire to be registered as an MMTC, are not ripe for review and must be dismissed.

Because Plaintiffs' cause of action for a declaratory judgment fails, so too must their claims for

injunctive re1 ief.

B. This Court does not have subject matter jurisdiction to determine whether
Plaintiffs were wrongly denied registration as an MMTC in January 2017.

Plaintiffs seek a declaration that Florigrown was unlawfully denied registration as an

MMTC and must immediately be registered as an MMTC. This claim must be dismissed with

prejudice because this Court does not have subject matter jurisdiction to determine whether the
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Department wrongly denied Florigrown's January 2017 letter seeking to register as an MMTC

when it dismissed Florigrown's Petition for an Evidentiary Hearing. Pursuant to the APA, such

review of agency action must be had at the First District Court of Appeal or the district court

where the petitioner resides. § 120.68(2)(a), Fla. Stat. Florigrown was notified of its right to

appeal the Department's order dismissing its Petition for an Evidentiary Hearing, but Florigrown

did not avail itself of this right.

C. Plaintiffs failed to state a cause of action under article III, section II(a)(12) of
the Florida Constitution.

Plaintiffs allege the categorization of MMTC licenses in section 381.986(8)(a), Florida

Statures (2017), amounts to an impermissible special law under article III, section 11 (a)(l2) of

the Florida Constitution, which prohibits special laws pertaining to "private incorporation or [a]

grant of privilege to a private corporation." To establish that a statute violates this constitutional

provision, a plaintiff must demonstrate that the statute provides a benefit to a private corporation

that others do not or cannot receive. Venice HMA, LLC v. Sarasota Cry., 228 So. 3d 76, 82 (Fla.

2017).

The challenged provisions of section 381.986(8)(a) provide in pertinent part:

I. As soon as practicable, but not later than July 3, 2017, the department
shall license as a medical marijuana treatment center any entity that holds an
active, unrestricted license to cultivate, process, transport, and dispense low-THC
cannabis, medical cannabis, and cannabis delivery devices, under former s.
381.986, Florida Statutes 2016, before July I, 2017, and which meets the
requirements of this section....

2. The department shall license as medical marijuana treatment centers 10
applicants that meet the requirements of this section, under the following
parameters:

a. As soon as practicable, but no later than August 1, 2017, the
department shall license any applicant whose application was reviewed,
evaluated, and scored by the department and which was denied a dispensing
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organization license by the department under former s. 381.986, Florida Statutes
2014; which had one or more administrative or judicial challenges pending as of
January 1, 2017, or had a final ranking within one point of the highest final
ranking in its region under former s. 381.986, Florida Statutes 2014; which meets
the requirements of this section; and which provides documentation to the
department that it has the existing infrastructure and technical and technological
ability to begin cultivating marijuana within 30 days after registration as a
medical marijuana treatment center.

3. For up to two of the licenses issued under subparagraph 2., the department
shall give preference to applicants that demonstrate in their applications that they
own one or more facilities that are, or were, used for the canning, concentrating,
or otherwise processing of citrus fruit or citrus molasses and will use or convert
the facility or facilities for the processing of marijuana.

Plaintiffs have failed to state a cause of action because Plaintiffs have not provided

sufficient allegations to demonstrate that any of the provisions outlined above are a prohibited

special law. Specifically, Plaintiffs have failed to include any allegations in the Amended

Complaint that explain how the statute provides a benefit to a private corporation that another

person or entity could not also receive. The conclusory allegations in paragraphs 47 and 139 that

the statute grants a privilege to private corporations are legally insufficient to state a claim under

article III, section 11 (a)(12). See generally Turnherry Village N. Tower Condo. Ass 'n, Inc. v.

Turnberry Village S. Tower Condo Ass 'no Inc., 224 So. 3d 266, 267 (Fla. 3d DCA 2017)

(explaining that conclusory allegations are "insufficient to withstand a motion to dismiss ").

Accordingly, this particular claim for declaratory and injunctive relief must be dismissed.

D. Plaintiffs failed to state a cause of action under article III, section 10 of the
Florida Constitution.

Plaintiffs allege the categorization of MMTC licenses in the same provisions of section

381.986(8)(a) cited above amounts to an impermissible special law under article lIT, section 10

of the Florida Constitution, which generally prohibits special laws without proper notice.
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"Whether a law is special or general depends in part on whether the class it creates is open. If it

is possible in the future for others to meet the criteria set forth in the statute, then it is a general

law and not a special law." Ocala Breeders' Sales Co., Inc. v. Fla. Gaming Centers, Inc., 731 So.

2d 21,25 (Fla. 1sl DCA 1999).

Plaintiffs have failed to state a cause of action because Plaintiffs have not provided

sufficient allegations to demonstrate that the provisions in section 381.986(8)(a) create a closed

class and that it would not be possible for other entities to meet the statute's criteria in the future.

Accordingly, this particular claim for declaratory and injunctive relief must be dismissed.

E. Section 381.986, Florida Statutes (2017), is not inconsistent with the plain
language of the Amendment.

Plainti ffs allege that the MMTC licensing scheme in section 381.986, Florida Statutes

(2017), is unconstitutional under the Amendment because it "caps" the number MMTC licenses

the Department may issue and it requires applicants to "compete" for these licenses. The

Amendment grants the legislature broad authority to enact legislation consistent with its purpose.

See art. X, § 29(e), Fla. Const. ("Nothing in this section shall limit the legislature from enacting

laws consistent with this section."). Plaintiffs have failed to point to any provision of section

381.986 that is inconsistent with the Amendment. Nothing in the plain language of the

Amendment states that there shall be an unlimited number of MMTC licenses nor does it provide

that every applicant must be registered as an MMTC without regard to qualifications or standards

for operation. Accordingly, this particular claim for declaratory and injunctive relief must be

dismissed.

Plaintiffs also seek a declaration that "lllles adopted by the Department under

administrative authority to implement 381.986 violate the Department's constitutional
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obligations.. under the Amendment. Am. Campi. at 29. However, Plaintiffs have failed to identify

any specific regulation they believe is unconstitutional. Therefore, this claim must also be

dismissed.

CONCLUSION

Plaintiffs' claim for mandamus relief in Count I must be dismissed because the

Department's duties related to the registration ofMMTCs are discretionary. Plaintiffs' claims for

declaratory and injunctive relief in Count 2 must be dismissed as legally insufficient because

Plaintiffs have failed to allege an "immediate, substantial and actual justiciable controversy"

between them and the Department regarding the statutes and regulations for registration as an

MMTC. Plaintiffs' claims are also subject to dismissal for the additional reasons cited herein.

WHEREFORE, the Department respectfully requests that Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint

be dismissed.

Respectfully submitted,

/~LjgJ.Q--'LGon~qlez, .
JASON GONZALEZ
Florida Bar No: 146854
AMBER STONER
Florida Bar No: 109281
SHUTTS & BOWEN LLP
215 South Monroe Street, Suite 804
Tallahassee, Florida 32301
Phone: (850) 241-1717
Facsimile: (850) 241- 1716
Primary E-mail:
JasonGonzalcz shutts.com
alTlberslOner shults.com
Secondary E-Mail:
!I!QQ!?pell@shutls.com
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing has been

electronically filed and served this 26th day of June, 2018, using the Florida Court E-Portal

system to the following:

Jonathan S. Robbins
J. Martin Hayes
Ari Gerstin
AKERMANLLP
jonathan.robbins@akerman.com
nancy.alessi@akerman.com
martin.hayes@aktennan.col1l
pam.deruyter@akerman.c0111
ari.gerslin@akerman.com
marvlin.herrera@akerman.com

Luke Lirot
LUKE CHARLES LIROT, P.A.
luke2@lirotlaw.com
jimmy@lirotlaw.com
justin@lirotlaw.com

lsi Jason Gonzalez
Attorney
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Filing # 74909250 E-Filed 07/13/2018 01:40:34 PM

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
IN AND FOR LEON COUNTY, FLORIDA

FLORIGROWN, LLC, a Florida limited
liability company and VOICE OF FREEDOM,
INC,. d/h/a Rorigrown,

Plaintiffs,
v.

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
OFFICE OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA USE,
CHRISTIAN BAX, in his official capacity as
Director of the Office of Medical Marijuana
Use, CELESTE PHILIP, M.D., M.P.H., in her
official capacity as State Surgeon General
and Secretary of the Florida Department of Health,
and THE STATE OF FLORIDA,

Defendants.
I

Case No: 2017-CA-2549

RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR TEMPORARY INJUNCTION

Defendants FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, OFFICE OF MEDICAL

MARIJUANA USE, CHRISTIAN BAX, in official capacity as Director of the Office of Medical

Marijuana Use, and CELESTE PHILIP, M.D., M.P.H., in her official capacity as State Surgeon

General and Secretary of the Florida Department of Health (collectively the "Department"), file this

response in opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion for Temporary Injunction ("Motion") and as grounds

state the following:

BACKGROUND

The relevant underlying events are as follows:

I. On November 8, 2016, Florida voters approved Amendment 2 (the "Amendment")
regarding the medical use of marijuana and the operation of medical marijuana treatment
centers (MMTCs). The Amendment is codified in article X, section 29 of the Florida
Constitution;

2. The Amendment, which became effective on January 3, 2017, states in pertinent part
that the Department shall:
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promulgate procedures for the regislIation of MMTCs that includes
procedures for the issuance, renewal, suspension and revocation of
registration, and the standards to ensure proper security. record
keeping, testing, labeling, inspection and safety.

Art. X, § 29(d)( I )c., Fla. Canst. Thc Amendment also provides the Department shall
promulgate such procedures within six months of the effective date of the Amendment
i.e., by July 3, 2017, and begin registration of MMTCs within nine months-i.e., by
October 3,2017. Art. X, § 29(d)( I)-(2), Fla. Canst.;

3. On January 17,2017, just two weeks after the Amendment became effective, Plaintiff
FLORIGROWN, LLC, ("rlorigrown") sent a letter to the Department purporting to
"register" as an MMTC:

4. On January 20,2017, the Department denied Florigrown's request because a process to
register as an MMTC was not yet in place. The Department advised Plaintiffs of their
right to challenge the denial pursuant to section 120.68, Florida Statutes;

5. On February 9, 2017, Florigrown filed with the Department a petition for an
administrative hearing to challenge the denial of its request to register as an MMTC. In
the petition, Florigrown asserted the Amendment provides for immediate registration of
MMTCs;

6. On February 23, 2017, the Department dismissed the petitIon, explaining it was
premature because the Department had not yet promulgated the MMTC regulations
required by the Amendment. The notice of rights accompanying the dismissal advised
Florigrown it could seek judicial review of the Department's decision with the
appropriate district court of appeal within 30 days of the order. Florigrown abandoned
any challenge to the propriety of the Department's action when it elected not to appeal
the dismissal;

7. In June 2017, the legislature amended section 381.986, Florida Statutes, to require the
Department to issue a designated number of MMTC licenses to entities that meet certain
qualifying criteria;

8. Between July and September 2017, The Department processed 12 MMTC registrations
in advance of the October 3,2017, deadline in the Amendment.

9. In November 2017, the Department issued a notice regarding the adoption of
constitutional Regulations 1-1.02 and 2-1.01 defining key tenns and outlining the
registration process for becoming an MMTC;

10. On December 13,2017, Plaintiffs filed their initial complaint in this case;

11. During the 2018 legislative session, the legislature made additional amendments to
section 381.986 regarding the criteria to operate as an MMTC, which Governor Rick

2
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Scott signed into law on March 30, 2018.

12. On April 30, 2018, Plaintiffs filed the instant motion for a temporary injunction;

13. On May 1, 2018, the Department filed a Notice of Proposed Rule relating to the MMTC
registration process, and as of the date of this response, ruJemaking is not yet complete;

14. On June 13, 2018, Plaintiffs filed their First Amended Complaint following the dismissal
of Governor Scott as a party to this case;

15. On June 25, 2018, the Department filed a motion to dismiss the Amended Complaint,
which remains pending in this Court.

ARGUMENT

Plaintiffs seek a temporary injunction "(1) immediately enjoining the Defendants from

registering (or "licensing") any MMTCs pursuant to the blatantly unconstitutional legislative

scheme set forth in section 381.986, Florida Statutes; (2) requiring the Department to

immediately commence registering MMTCs in accordance with the plain language of the

Amendment; and (3) requiring the Department to immediately register Florigrown as an

MMTC."I Motion at 30. Because Plaintiffs have failed to establish the elements necessary for

temporary injunctive relief, this Motion must be denied.

I. LEGAL STANDARD FOR A TEMPORARY INJUNCTION

"Injunctions are classified as prohibitory or mandatory in their effect and as temporary or

permanent in their duration." Grant v. GHGOJ4, LLC, 65 So. 3d 1066, 1067 (Fla. 4th DCA

2010) (quoting Henry P. Trawick, Jr., Trawick's Florida Practice & Procedure § 28.1 (2010

cd.)). "Mandatory injunctions, which compel an affinnativc action by the party enjoined, are

looked upon with disfavor, and the courts are even more reluctant to issue them than prohibitory

I Plaintiffs' Motion recycles portions of their underlying amended complaint for which the
Department's motion to dismiss remains pending. To the extent Plaintiffs' Motion and amended
complaint overlap and seek the same relief, the corresponding arguments set forth in the
Department's motion to dismiss are incorporated herein by reference.

3
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ones." Id. (citing Johnson v. Killian, 27 So. 2d 345, 346 (Fla. 1946)). "Issuance of mandatory

injunctions before final hearing is disfavored and should be granted only in rare cases where the

right is clear and free from rcasonable doubt." Spradley v. Old Hannony Baplisl Church, 721 So.

2d 735, 737 (Fla. 1st DCA 1998) (citation omitted).

The purpose of a temporary injunction is to preserve the status quo while permanent

injunctive relief is sought. Planned Paren/hood of Cremer Orlando, Inc. v. MMB Props, 211 So.

3d 918, 924 (Fla. 2017). To warrant such relief, the moving party must establish (I) a substantial

likelihood of success on the merits; (2) a lack of an adequate remeuy at law; (3) irreparable harm

absent an injunction; and (4) that injunctive relief will serve the public interest. Gainesville

Woman Care, LLC v. Slale, 210 So. 3d 1243, 125R (Fla. 2017). "Clear, definite, and

unequivocally sufficient factual findings must support each of the four conclusions necessary La

justify entry of a preliminary injunction." City of Jacksonville v. Naef!.le Outdoor Advert. Co.,

634 So. 2d 750, 754 (Fla. 1st DCA 1994).

II. PLAINTIFFS HAVE FAILED TO ESTABLISH THE ELEMENTS
NECESSARY FOR A TEMPORARY INJUNCTION

A. Plaintiffs do not have a substantial likelihood of success on the merits.

"A substantial likelihood of success on the merits is shown if good reasons for

anticipating that result are demonstrated." Naegle, 634 So. 2d at 753. "It is not enough that a

merely colorable claim is advanced." Id. Rather, "a trial court must be certain that the petition or

other pleadings demonstrate a prima facie, clear legal right to the relief requested." Silver Rose

Enfm 'f, Inc. v. Clay Cry, 646 So. 2d 246,248 (Fla. 1st DCA 1994).

As a threshold matter, this Court does not have jurisdiction to grant the injunctive relief

Plaintiffs seek. The Amendment provides that "[i]f the Department does not issue regulations, or

if the Department does not begin issuing identification cards and registering MMTCs within the

4
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time limits set in this section, any Florida citizen shall have standing to seek judicial relief to

compel compliance with the Department's constitutional duties." Art. X, § 29(d)(3), Fla. Const.

However, the implementing statute for the Amendment specifically limits causes of action filed

under this provision to those seeking declaratory relief. § 381.986(8) n.2., Fla. Stat. ("As used in

s. 29(d)(3), Article X of the State Constitution, the term ... 'Judicial relief means an action for

declaratory judgment pursuant to chapter 86, Florida Statutes.").

Furthermore, Plaintiffs request for an injunction ordering the Department to immediately

register Florigrown as an MMTC is really just a veiled attempt to seek mandamus relief, which is

not appropriate in this casco It is well-settled that mandamus relief is available only to enforce an

agency's ministerial duties, not discretionary its functions. See, e.~., Fla. AX. for Health Care

Admin. V. Zuckerman Spaeder, LLP, 221 So. 3d 1260, 1263 (Fla. 1st DCA 2017) ("The duty of

the respondent in a mandamus action must be ministerial in nature, and not discretionary."). The

Amendment requires the Department to adopt standards and procedures for MMTC registration

and then apply those standards and procedures to the applications it receives. That is the very

definition of a discretionary function. Cf id. (explaining that a duty is ministerial when "there is

no room for the exercise of discretion, and the performance being required is directed by law").

Because the Plaintiffs do not have a clear legal right to the relief they seek, they have failed to

satisfy the high bar set for them in seeking a temporary mandatory injunction. See Grant, 65 So.

3d at 1067.

On the merits, Plaintiffs' claims hinge on their assertion that the Amendment confers a

constitutional right to regis.tration as an MMTC and mandates blind registration upon request and

in advance of the Department vetting an entity's qualifications. Those assertions ignore both

common sense and express constitutional directives. The Amendment's plain language directs

5
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the Department to implement rules establishing standards "for issuance, renewal, suspension and

revocation of registration, and the standards to ensure proper security, record keeping, testing,

labeling, inspection and safety." Art. X, § 29(d)(l)c., Fla. Const. Nothing in the Amendment

requires the Department to register every entity thal seeks to become an MMTC. Plaintiffs have

not, and cannot, establish that they have a clear legal right to be registered as an MMTC prior to

a determination that they meet the existing standards for MMTC licensure.

Plaintiffs are also unlikely to succeed on their claims that the licensing scheme in section

381.986 is unconstitutional. Nothing in the statute provides a benefit to a private corporation that

another person or entity could not also receive. Nor does it create a closed class of potential

MMTC applicants. And, most importantly, nothing in the plain language of the Amendment

prohibits a competitive licensure process or a cap on the number of MMTC licenses that can be

issued. Thus, Plaintiffs have failed to establish a prima facie case for their constitutional claims. 2

With regard to the current status quo, the Department suspended MMTC registration after

multiple lawsuits were filed attacking the constitutionality of the MMTC licensure process

outlined in statute and rule. Due to legislative changes to section 381.986, the Department has re-

2 In another case challenging the constitutionality of a statute recently enacted to implement the
Amendment, the First District Court of Appeal rejected the argument that the legislature acted
outside the bounds of the plain language of the Amendment. See Fla. Dep't ofHealth v. People
United for Med. Marijuana. Case No. I D 18-2206, 2018 WL 3233 113, at *2 (Fla. I st DCA July
3,2018) (ruling that plaintiffs did not have a substantial likelihood of success on the merits of
claim that statute prohibiting use of smokable medical marijuana was unconstitutional under the
Amendment). This ruling reaffirms the longstanding principle that "statutes are presumed
constitmional, and the challenging party has the burden to establish the statute's invalidity
beyond a reasonable doubt." Jackson v. State, 191 So. 3d 423, 426 (Fla. 2016). It also
exemplifies the plenary authority of the legislature to act unless expressly prohibited by the plain
language of the state constitution. See Crist v. Fla. Ass 'n ofCriminal De! Lawyers, Inc., 978 So.
2d 134, 141 (Fla. 2008) ("[U]nless legislation be clearly contrary to some express or necessarily
implied prohibition found in the [Florida) Constitution, (he courts are without authority to
declare legislative Acts invalid. The Legislature may exercise any lawmaking power that is not
forbidden by organic law." (citation omitted)).

6
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initiated the rulemaking process, which has already resulted in the promulgation of new rules.

Upon implementation of those rules, the Department will bc able to resume the MMTC

registration process. All of this is reflected in Plaintiffs' supporting documentation. Therefore,

Plaintiffs' suggestion that the Department is simply sitting idle is contradicted by Plaintiffs' own

Motion.

B. Plaintiffs have an adequate remedy at law.

Plaintiffs seck a mandatory injunction ordering the Department to immediately register

them as an MMTC. This request for injunctive relief is nothing more than an improper attempt to

seek review of the Department's denial of Florigrown's January 2017 effort purporting to

"register" as an MMTC by submitting a letter to the Department prior to the issuance of any

regulations regarding the licensure of MMTCs. Pursuant to the APA, review of such agency

action must be had at the First District Court of Appeal or the district court where the petitioner

resides. § 120.68(2)(a), Fla. Stat. Florigrown was notified of the rigbt to appeal the Department's

order dismissing its petition for an evidentiary hearing, but Florigrown did not avail itself of that

right. Thus, Florigrown has abandoned all claims related to the denial of its January 2017

"registration" letter.

Additionally, it IS undisputed the Department has already promulgated new rules

regarding the licensing of MMTCs. Upon implementation, affected parties may seek relief in

circuit court from the rules promulgated pursuant to the Department's constitutional authority

and in the administrative arena from the rules implemented pursuant to its statutory authority.

Plaintiffs only attempt to "register" as an MMTC was in the letter they sent to the Department in

January 2017, nearly six months prior to the deadline for the Department to promulgate

procedures for MMTC registration. If Plaintiffs attempt to register as an MMTC under any

7
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existing or future process and they receive an adverse result, an adequate remedy at law exists

for review of that result. Until such time, Plaintiffs claims are premature. See generally Gulf

Pines Mem 'l Park, Inc. v. Oaklawn Mem 'l Park, Inc., 361 So. 2d 695, 699 (Fla. 1978) ("[T]he

mcre assertion of constitutional questions should not automatically entitle a party to bypass

administrative channels.").

C. Plaintiffs have failed to articulate an irreparable harm.

Plaintiffs have failed to identify any way in which they would be irreparably harmed in

the absence of an injunction ordering them to be immediately registered as an MMTC or

ordering the Department to stop complying with the legislatively mandated licensing process in

section 381.986. Instead, Plaintiffs simply rehash their arguments on the merits of their claims

that the MMTC licensing process outlined in section 381.986 is prohibited under the Amendment

and present them under the point heading for irreparable harm.

The closest Plaintiffs come to defining an injury is the following: "[I] f it turns out that

Florigrown is not selected to receive one of the coveted 'licenses' via the unconstitutional

process, then it would be at a significant disadvantage to those that do receive a license and are

able to operate in the state-created marijuana monopoly until this case reaches final judgment."

Motion at 26. But even Plaintiffs' own assertions recognize the speculative nature of their

argument regarding irreparable harm. On pagcs 25 through 26 of the Motion, Plaintiffs

acknowledge that new regulations regarding the registration of MMTCs are forthcoming and that

once those regulations are adopted Plaintiffs will then have the opportunity to apply to become

an MMTC. Neither Plaintiffs, nor the Department, nor this Court know now what the outcome of

that future application cycle will be. Plaintiffs may be awarded an MMTC license if they meet

the qualifying criteria, but they may also be denied. Fatal to Plaintiffs claim for injunctive relief,

8
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however, is that to establish irreparable harm, there must be a "reasonable probability, not a bare

possibility, that a real injury will occur." Miller v. MacGill, 297 So. 2d 573, 575 (Fla. I st DCA

1974). In short, Plaintiffs cannot satisfy the third required element for injunctive relief based on

pure speculation.

D. A temporary injunction will not serve the public interest.

Plaintiffs allege an injunction will serve the public interest by compelling the

Department's compliance with the Amendment, allowing Florigrown to enjoy its constitutional

right to register as an MMTC, and comporting with the will of Florida voters to have access to

medical marijuana treatment. Motion at 28. Putting aside that no "constitutional right to register

as an MMTC" exists in the Amendment, or anywhere else in the Florida Constitution, Plaintiffs

have failed to establish how immediately granting Florigrown a license to operate as an MMTC

would provide a benefit to the public that does not already exist. At this time, there are 13

entities licensed to operate MMTCs in Florida with numerous facilities throughout the state that

are currently serving qualifying patients. Thus, Plaintiffs' assertions that the Department is

thwarting the will of the people to have access to medical marijuana by following the legislative

mandate to vet qualifications before al10wing parties to operate an MMTC is patently false.

Instead, failing to vet an entity's qualifications in advance of allowing them to proceed with

MMTC operations would expose Florida citizens to unqualified parties growing, processing, and

dispensing medical marijuana frec of any regulatory scrutiny or oversight. At the risk of stating

the obvious, that would not serve the public interest.

WHEREFORE, the Department respectfully requests this Court enter an order denying

Plaintiffs' Motion for Temporary Injilllction, and for such other relief as this Court deems just

and proper.

9
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Respectfully submitted,

/s/ Jason Gonzalez
JASON GONZALEZ
Florida Bar No: 146854
AMBER STONER
Florida Bar No: 109281
SHUTTS & BOWEN LLP
215 South Monroe Street, Suite 804
Tallahassee, Florida 32301
Phone: (850) 521-0600
Facsimile: (850) 521-0604
Primary E-mail:
jasongonzalez@shuns.com
amberstoner@shutts.com
Secondary E-Mail:
ml2QPpell@shuns.com
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing has been

electronically filed and served this 13th day of July, 2018, using the Florida Court E-Portal

system to the following:

Jonathan S. Robbins
J. Martin Hayes
Ari Gerstin
AKERMANLLP
jonathan.robbins@akerman.com
martin.hayes@akerman.com
ari.gerslin@akerman.com

Luke Lirot
LAW OFFICES OF LUKE LIROT, P.A.
Iuke2@lirotlaw.com

/s/ Jason Gonzalez
Attorney
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Filing # 76065130 E-Filed 08/0712018 10: 17:07 AM

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
IN AND FOR LEON COUNTY, FLORIDA

FLORIGROWN, LLC, a Florida limited
liability company and VOICE OF FREEDOM,
INC. d/b/a Florigrown,

Plaintiffs,
v.

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
OFFICE OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA USE,
et aI.,

Defendants.
/------------------

CASE NO.: 2017 CA 002549

AMENDED ORDER DENYING MOTION FOR TEMPORARY INJUNCTION
WITHOUT PREJUDICE; SCHEDULING CASE MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE

An evidentiary hearing was held on July 16 and 19, 2018 on the motion for temporary

injunction of Plaintiffs, Florigrown, LLC, and Voice of Freedom, Inc., d/b/a Florigrown (jointly,

"Florigrown"). The court has considered the testimony, the matters of record, the memoranda of

the parties, and the law. Based upon thosc considerations, the motion for tcmporary injunction is

denied, without prejudice, with a case management conference scheduled for October 3.2018. at

2:00 p.m, [or one !lour.

To obtain a temporary injunction the moving party must establish (l) a substantial

likelihood of success on the merits, (2) lack of an adequate remedy at law, (3) irreparable harm

absent the issuance of an injunction, and (4) injunctive relief will serve the public interest.

Gainesville Woman Care, LLC v. State, 210 So.3d 1243 (Fla. 2017). The court finds Florigrown

has a substantial likelihood of success on the merits and lack of an adequate remedy at law.

However, at this time the court does not find irreparable harm absent the issuance of an

injunction nor that injunctive relief for Florigrown will serve the public interest.
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In its motion Florigrown requests the court to (1) compel the Florida Department of

Health's compliance with its duties enumerated in Article X, Section 29 of the Florida

Constitution (the Medical Marijuana Amendment); (2) declare that Section 381.986(8), Florida

Statutes (2017)-a5 well as the rules promulgated thereunder-are unconstitutional; (3) enjoin

the Department from impemlissibly restricting the Medical Marijuana Amendment; and (4)

mandate that the Department register Florigrown in accordance with the Amendment, such that it

can begin the process to obtain licensure as a Medical Marijuana Treatment Center (MMTe).

The Medical Marijuana Amendment was approved November 8, 2016, by Florida voters,

with 71.32% voting in favor of it. Thus, the right to medical marijuana, as stated in the

Amendment, is the law of our State. The Amendment is unusual for a Constitutional provision

because it places duties on the Department of Health, not the Legislature, to ensure the

availability and safe use of medical marijuana by qualifying patients. It places time limits on

those duties of the Department, obviously with the intent of expediting the availability and safe

use of medical marijuana.

The Amendment defines a MMTC as follows:

"Medical Marijuana Treatment Center" (MMTC) means an entity that acquires,
cultivates, possesses, processes (including development of related products such
as food, tinctures, aerosols, oils, or ointments), transfers, transports, sells,
distributes, dispenses, or administers marijuana, products containing marijuana,
related supplies, or educational materials to qualifying patients or their caregivers
and is registered by the Department.

The critical duties assigned to the Department, in pertinent part, are as follows:

DUTIES OF THE DEPARTMENT. The Department shall issue reasonable
regulations necessary for the implementation and enforcement of this section. The
purpose of the regulations is to ensure the availability and safe use of medical
marijuana by qualifying patients. It is the duty of the Department to promulgate
regulations in a timely fashion.

2
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(l) Implementing Regulations. [n order to allow the Department sufficient time
after passage of this section, the following regulations shall be promulgated no
later than six (6) months after the effective date of this section:

* * *
c. Procedures fur the registration of MMTCs that include procedures for the
issuance, renewal, suspension and revocation of registration, and standards to
ensure proper security, record keeping, testing, labeling, inspection, and safety.

* **
(2) Identification cards and registrations. The Department shall begin issuing
qualifying patient and caregiver identification cards, and registering MMTCs no
later than nine (9) months after the effective date of this section.

(3) If the Department does not issue regulations, or if the Department does not
begin issuing identification cards and registering MMTCs within the time limits
set in this section, any Florida citizen shall have standing to seek judicial relief to
compel compliance with the Department's constitutional duties.

The Amendment became effective January 3, 2017. The Department had the duty to

promulgate implementing n:b'Ulations by July 3, 2017 (six months after the Amendment's

January 3, 2017 eftective date) and to begin registering MMTCs by October 3, 2017 (nine

months after the Amendment's January 3, 2017 effective date).

On January 17, 2017, Florigrown submitted to the Department its attempted registration

as an MMTC. On January 20, 2017, the Department denied Florigrown's attempted registration.

On or about February 8,2017, Florigrown requested an administrative hearing on the registration

denial. On February 22, 2017, the Department dismissed Florigrown's petition.

In June 2017, the Florida Legislature enacted Senate Bill 8-A, entitled "an act relating to

medical marijuana," which became effective June 23, 2017. The bill was the Legislature·s

attempt to provide guidance to the Department with regard to the Department's duties under the

Amendment. The legislative guidance, though, was in several ways inconsistent with the

Amendment. Specifically, 58 8-A amended Section 381.986(8), Florida Statutes. This provision

of sa 8-A: (a) modified the definition of MMTC from the plain text of the Amendment, (b)

3
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limited the numher of licenses available by placing caps on the number of MMTCs to he

ultimately licensed, and (c) required the mandatory issuance of "licenses" to a closed class of

private entities that were unsuccessful applicants for a "Dispensing Organization" license.

With regard to the improper modification of the definition of a MMTC, the Amendment

at Section 29(b)(5) defines "Medical Marijuana Treatment Center" as "an cntity that acquires,

cultivates, possesses, processes . . . transters, transports, sells, distributes, dispenses, !!!:

administers marijuana, products containing marijuana, related supplies, or educational materials

to qualifying patients or their caregivers and is registered by the Department. In contrast,

Section 381.986(8)(e) provides "[a] licensed medical marijuana treatment center shall cultivate,

process, transport, and dispense marijuana for medical use." Through its use of "and" rather than

"or," Section 391.986 materially alters, restricts, and contradicts the definition ofa MMTC in the

Amendment.

As the Department explained during the July 16 hearing, Section 381.986 requires full

vertical--or "stackcd"-intcgration, which requires every MMTC in Florida to handle all aspects

of the medical marijuana supply chain, from cultivation through manufacturing and delivery.

Under "horizontal" or "un-stacked" integration, all of the various entities comprising the

marijuana supply chain are licensed separately.

With regard to the statutory caps on the number of MMTCs, the Amendment places no

limits or caps on the numher of MMTCs in Florida. Section 381.986(8) does place limits on the

number of MMTCs permitted in the State. In the July 16 hearing, the Department acknowledged

this distinction and stated that the only source for the limitation on the number of MMTCs is the

language of Section 381.986(8). That directly contradicts the Amendment. Such limits directly

undermin~ the dear intent of the Amendment, whieh by its language seeks to prevent arbitrary

4
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restrictions on the number of MMTCs authorized to conduct business in the State. The

Amendment mandates the availability and safe use ofmedical marijuana by qualifying patients.

The Constitution is a limitation on the power of the Legislature. Consequently, a statute

enacted by the Legislature may not restrict a right granted under the Constitution. To the extent a

statute conflicts with express or clearly implied mandates of the Constitution, the statute must

fall. Notami Hospital of Florida v. Bowen, 927 So.2d 139 (Fla. 1sl DCA 2006). The court finds

Florigrown has a substantial likelihood of success in its claim that Section 381.986 arbitrarily

caps the number of MMTC's, in conflict with the Amendment.

Subsequent to the adoption of SB 8-A, 14 entities have been registered by the

Department as MMTCs. Seven of those were existing "Dispensing Organizations" under the

medical marijuana program established by the Legislature in 20 I4 to provide "low THC

marijuana," to a very limited number of patients. They were registered pursuant to

381.986(8)(a) l.

The remaining seven were registered pursuant to 381.986(8)(a)2.a. These entities had in

common that they (a) had been registered as nurseries in the State of Florida for at least 30

consecutive years in 20 15, (b) participated in the 2015 application process for Low-THC

dispensing organizations, and (c) were not selected to participate in that program, and had never

cultivated, processed, or dispensed medical marijuana in Florida. Section 381.986(8), Florida

Statutes restricts the number of registrations the Department may issue.

The court finds the provisions set forth in Sections 381.986(8)(a) 1., 381.986(8)(a)2a., and

381.986(8)(a)3 grant special rights, benefits, and advantages to certain private entities, and there

has been no testimony or other evidence to suggest these provisions bear a rational relationship

to ensuring the supply of safe medical marijuana to qualifying patients. Senate Bill 8-A was
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passed as a general law, thus the provisions providing "licenses" to the select few described

herein above constitute impennissible special laws which violate Article III, Section II (a)(12) of

the Florida Constitution.

The Department testified that it registered and licensed no MMTCs that are not among

the special classes established in Senate Bill 8-A.The Department (through Director Christian

Bax and Deputy Director Courtney Coppola) testified that it was not provided any authority to

evaluate the qualifications or attestations regarding the infrastructure or technical abilities of

those entities registered pursuant to 381.986(8)(a)2.a., nor did they take any such action prior to

registration of these entities.

The power of the Legislature is limited by the Florida Constitution, which prohibits the

Legislature from passing certain special laws. Specifically, Article III, Section 11 (a)(12) states

"'there shall be no spel:ial law or general law of local application pertaining to ... private

incorporation or grant of privilege to a private corporation." In Lawnwood Medical Center v.

Seeger, 990 So.2d 503 (Fla. 2008), our Supreme Court examined the word "privilege" and held

that the term "encompasses more than a financial benefit and includes a 'right,' 'benefit,' or

'advantage' granted to a private corporation. This court finds Florigrown has a substantial

likelihood of success in its claim that Section 381.986(8)(a)2.a. comprises an invalid special law.

This court understands the importance of both the Legislature and the Department in

developing a thorough, effective, and efficil:nt framework within which to regulate medical

marijuana, as directed by the Amendment. Florigrown has established that the Legislature and

the Department have such a framework and are implementing it, cUITently, with other registrants.

They have simply chosen to restrict access to this framework in a manner that violates the

Amendment.

6
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For the reasons stated in this order, the court finds Florigrown has a substantial likelihood

of success on the merits. The court further finds thcre is no adequate remedy at law for the hann

Florigrown will suffer if it continues to be denied the opportunity to obtain MMTC registration,

and consequently the ability to provide patient care to Florida citizens in need of medical

marijuana treatment. There is no way to quantify the harm Florigrown will suffer by being

denied its registration.

But Florigrown will not suffer irreparable harm absent the entry of a temporary

injunction. It will have the ability to apply and compete for one of the remaining available

MMTC licenses, and thus still has the opportunity to obtain licensure. Additionally, a temporary

injunction in this case at this time is not in the public interest. An injunction should preserve the

status quo during the pendency of the case. The requested injunction at this time would

substantially alter the status quo by halting the Dcpartment's existing process and procedures for

the issuance of MMTC licenses as well as the rulemaking currently underway to initiate the

application process.

In light of the foregoing Plaintiff Florigrown's motion for temporary injunction is denied,

without prejudice.

The reason the temporary injunction is denied without prejudice is the court is concerned

about these findings of no irreparable harm and that granting a temporary injunction at this time

is not in the public interest. The passing of more time may alter those findings. Accordingly, a

case management conference is scheduled in this case for October 3,2018, at 2:00 p.m., for one

hour.

7
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Case No. 2017 CA 2549

~
DONE AND ORDERED in Chambers, Tallahassee, Leon County, Florida, this~

daYOf~¥"-- .2018.

" --
.,..:'" '-'" ,/... .-: :{(

·:"~r;kt...."I\oP.·r )lk-a(;t~;~~\"

Judm: Charles W. Dodson
Circllit Court Judge

Copies furnished to:
All counsel of record via E-Portal
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Filing # 78419932 E-Fi1ed 09125/2018 06:19:56 PM

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
IN AND FOR LEON COUNTY, FLORIDA

CASE NO.: 2017 CA 002549

FLORIGROWN, LLC, a Florida limited
Liability Company and VOICE OF FREEDOM,
INC. d/b/a Flor grown

Plaintiffs,

v.

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
OFFICE OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA USE,
COURTNEY COPPOLA, in her official capacity as
Director of the Office of Medical Marijuana Use,
CELESTE PHILIP, M.D., M.P.H., in her official
capacity as State Surgeon General and Secretary of
the Florida Department of Health, and THE STATE
OF FLORIDA,

Defendants.

----------------_./

NOTICE OF RENEWAL OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR
TEMPORARY INJUNCTION

Plaintiffs, FLORIGROWN, LLC, and VOICE OF FREEDOM, INC. d/b/a

FLORIGROWN ("Florigrown"), by and through its undersigned attorneys and pursuant to Florida

Rule of Civil Procedure 1.610 and Article V, Section 20(c)(3) of the Florida Constitution, hereby

give notice of the renewal of the previous Motion for Temporary Injunction against Defendants,

Florida Department of Health, Office of Medical Marijuana Use (the "Department" or "DOH"),

Courtney Coppola (acting Director of the Office of Medical Marijuana Use, replacing Christian

Bax, who has resigned), Celeste Philip, M.D., M.P.H. ("Philip"), and the State of Florida (the

"State") (collectively, the "Defendants"), and would state as follows:

1. On April 30, 2018, the Plaintiffs filed the original Motion for Temporary Injunction,
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seeking this Court to issue an Order:

(1) immediately enjoining the Defendants from registering (or "licensing") any

Medical Marijuana Treatment Ccnters ("MMTCs") pursuant to the blatantly

unconstitutional legislative scheme set forth in section 381.986, Florida

Statutes; and

(2) requiring the Department to immediately register MMTCs in accordance

with the plain language of Amendment 2, which was approved by the votcs

of 6,518,919 Florida citizens.

2. The grounds for this request are incorporated by reference from thc original Motion

for Temporary Injunction filed April 30, 2018, and further supported by the evidentiary hearings

held before this Court on July 16th and 19th, 2018, and all evidence admitted into the record in

support thereof.

3. This Court denied the Motion for Temporary Injunction without Prejudice, on

August 7, 2018, providing the Department until October 3, 2018, to update the Court with any

efforts to comply with its constitutional duties for adopting the required procedures for the

registration of Medical Marijuana Treatment Centers in accordance with Amendment 2.

4. Tn an effort to describe those efforts (or lack thereof), Plaintiffs provide to this Court

the documents identified in the contemporaneous Notice of Filing and Request for Judicial Notice,

which include the following:

A. Proposed Rule 64-4.026.

B. Application Form for Rule 64-4.026.

C. Weekly Updates 7/19-10/3.

D. Aardvark rule challenge.

2
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E. Letter sent to Citrus companies.

F. Florigrown 7/20 registration.

G. Misc. Ch. 64 Notice on challenges/citrus (FAR).

5. Respectfully, Plaintiffs would assert that the Department has continued to neglect

and ignore the constitutional duties imposed on it by Amendment 2 and would further assert that

this lack of taking any meaningful action in recognition of this Court's August 7,2018, Order now

justifies the issuance of an Order granting the Motion for Temporary Injunction renewed herein.

WHEREFORE, for the reasons stated above, Florigrown hereby renews its requests that

this Court award injunctive relief in its favor and against Defendants, consisting of a temporary

injunction: (I) immediately enjoining the Defendants from registering (or "licensing") any

MMTCs pursuant to the blatantly unconstitutional legislative scheme set forth in section 381.986,

Florida Statutes; (2) requiring the Department to immediately commence registering MMTCs in

accordance with the plain language of the Amendment; and (3) requiring the Department to

immediately register Florigrown as an MMTC.

Respectfully Submitted,

/s/ Luke Lirot
Luke Lirot, Esquire
Bar NO.7 J4836
2240 Belleair Road # 190
Clearwater, Florida 33764
Telephone: (727) 536-2140
Facsimile: (727) 536-21 10
Email: luke2@lirotlaw.com (primary e-mail)

jimmy@lirotlaw.com (secondary e-mail)
krista@lirotlaw.com (secondary e-mail)

Co-Counsel for Plaintiffs

and

/s/ An H. Gerstin
Ari H. Gerstin, Esq. (Fla. Bar #0839671)

3
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ari.gcrstin@akcI111an.com
rnaryl in.herrera(Q),akelman.com
AKERMANLLP
Three Brickell City Centre
98 Southeast Seventh Street, Suite 1100
Miami, FL 33131
Phone: (305) 374-5600
Fax: (305) 374-5095
Co-Counsel for

and
lsi Jonathan S. Robbins

Jonathan S. Robbins, Esq. (Fla. Bar #989428)
jonalhan.robbins@akennan.com
nancY.alessi@akerman.com
AKERMANLLP
Three Brickell City Centre
98 Southeast Seventh Street, Suite 1100
Miami, FL 33131
Phone: (305) 374-5600
Fax: (305) 374-5095
Co-Counselfor Plaintiffs

CERTlFICATE OF SERVICE

PlaintifJ~

J HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was furnished via email

transmission pursuant to Rule 2.516 of the Florida Rules of Judicial Administration to Daniel E.

Nordby at danicl.nordb @cog.n})'..,D.9LLd.a.com; to John MacJver at john.macivcr@eog.rnyOorida.com; to

Jason Gonzalez at Jason Gonzalez and Amber Stoner at jasongotlzalez(2l),shUtls.com,

amben:tom:r@shults.com, and mpoppcll@shults.com; to Ari H. Gerstin at ari.gcrstin@akcrman.coIT1 and

marilyn.hcITcra@akcrman.com; to Jonathan S. Robbins at jonathan.robbins@akcnnan.com and

nancy.alcssiia'lakcrman.com; to J. Martin Hayes at rnartin.hayes(alakerman.com and

pam.deruyter@akennan.com; and to London L. Ott at London.otl@akerman.com and

kari.alhasnawi(Q{akemam.com; on this 25 th day of September, 2018.

IslLuke Lirot

Luke Lirat, Esq.
Florida Bar Number 714836
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Filing # 78519630 E-Filed 09127/2018 12:04:35 PM

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
IN AND FOR LEON COUNTY, FLORrDA

FLORIGROWN, LLC, a Florida limited
liability company and VOICE OF FREEDOM,
INC,. d/b/a Florigrown,

Plaintiffs,
v.

rLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
OrFICE OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA USE,
COURTNEY COPPOLA, in her official capacity as
Director of the Office of Medical Marijuana
Use, CELESTE PHILIP, MD., M.P.H., in her
official capacity as State Surgeon General
and Secretary of the Florida Department of Health,
and THE STATE OF FLORIDA,

Defendants.

Case No: 20 17-CA-2549

RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFFS' NOTICE OF RENEWAL OF PLAINTIFFS'
MOTION FOR TEMPORARY INJUNCTION

Defendants FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, OFFICE OF MEDrCAL

MARIJUANA USE, COURTNEY COPPOLA, in her official capacity as Director of the Office of

Medical Marijuana Use, and CELESTE PHILIP, M.D., M.P.H., in her official capacity as State

Surgeon General and Secretary of the Florida Department of Health (collectively the "Department"),

file this response in opposition to Plaintiffs' Notice of Renewal of Plaintiffs' Motion for Temporary

Injunction and as grounds state the following:

I. On August 7, 20 18, this Court entered an order denying Plaintiffs' Motion for

Temporary Injunction ("Motion"), finding that "Florigrown will not suffer irreparable harm absent

the entry of a temporary injunction" and "a temporary injunction in this case at this time is not in the

public interest." Order at 7. The Court determined that the "passing of time may alter those findings"

therefore it denied the Motion without prejudice and scheduled a case management conference for
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October 3, 2018.' Id.

2. Contrary to Plaintiffs' assertion in its Notice of Renewal, nothing in the Court's order

denying its request for an injunction indicates the Court scheduled a case management conference for

the Department "to update the Court with any efforts to comply with its constitutional duties for

adopting the required procedures for the registration of Medical Marijuana Treatment Centers in

accordance with Amendment 2." Notice at 2. The burden still remains on Plaintiffs to establish all the

necessary clements required for the issuance of a temporary injunction, including whether they will

suffer irreparable harm absent an injunction and whether injunctive relief will serve the public

interest. See SunTrust Banks, Inc. v. Cauthon & McGuigan, PIC, 78 So, 3d 709, 711 (Fla. 1st DCA

20 I2) (outlining elements required to obtain a temporary injunction and explaining that "petitioner

has the burden of providing competent, substantial evidence satisfying each of these elements").

3. Just as at the time of the evidentiary hearing on the Motion, Plaintiffs have not

provided competent, substantial evidence to overturn the COUlt's initial findings regarding

irreparable harm or the public interest.2 Therefore, the Motion must once again be denied.

4. As this Court recognized, Florigrown "will have the ability to apply and compete for

one of lh~ remaining available MMTC licenses, and thus still has the opportunity to obtain

licensure." Order at 7. At the evidentiary hearing held on the Motion and in the request for judicia!

notice filed on September 25, 2018, Plaintiffs acknowledge the Department is currently engaged in

rulemaking regarding the registration of MMTCs, and that onee those rules are adopted Plaintiffs

will have the opportunity to apply to become an MMTC. At this time, neither Plaintiffs, nor the

The Department's motion to continue the case management conference remains pending
before this Court,

Recognizing this Court has made findings to the contrary, the Department maintains and
fully incorporates herein its position in past filings and in argument before the Court that
Plaintiffs have also failed to establish a substantial likelihood of success on the merits and the
lack of an adequate remedy at law, See SunTrust Banks, Inc., 78 So. 3d at 711.

2
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Department, nor this Court know what the outcome of any future application cycle will be. Thus,

Plaintiffs' renewed claim of irreparable hann remains purely speculative, which is not sufficient

to satisfy that required element for injunctive relief. See Miller v. MacGill, 297 So. 2d 573, 575

(Fla. 1st DCA 1974) (explaining that to establish irreparable harm, there must be a "reasonable

probability, not a bare possibility, that a real injury will occur").

5. As to the public interest element, this Court found that granting Plaintiffs' request

for an injunction would "substantially alter the status quo by halting the Department's existing

process and procedures for the issue of MMTC licenses as well as the rulemaking currently

underway to initiate the application process." Order at 7. Plaintiffs have not, and cannot, present

competent, substantial evidence to overcome the Court's initial finding.

6. The Department has recently issued two proposed rules regarding the registration

of new MMTCs-Proposed Rules 64-4.026 and 64-4.027] The validity of Proposed RuJe 64-

4.026 is currently being challenged and a hearing on the matter will be held at the Division of

Administrative Hearings on October 3, 2018.4 A public workshop on Proposed Rule 64-4.027 is

currently scheduled to take place on October 5, 2018. 5

7. Just as this Court previously determined, issuing a temporary injunction at this

time would upset the existing status quo as it relates to the Department's rulemaking, rather than

preserve it. Accordingly, Plaintiffs are still not entitled to injunctive relief. See Planned

Parenthood of Greater Orlando. Inc. v. MMB Props., 211 So. 3d 918, 924 (Fla. 2017) ("[T]he

purpose of a temporary injunction is to preserve the status quo while permanent injunctive relief

Proposed Rule 64-4.026 is included as Exhibit B to Plaintiffs' Amended Notice of Filing
and Request for Judicial Notice filed on September 26, 2018. Proposed Rule 64-4.027 is attached
hereto as Exhibit A.
4 The Notice of Hearing in this rule challenge is included as Exhibit G to
Amended Notice of Filing and Request for Judicial Notice.

The Notice of the public workshop is attached hereto as Exhibit B.

3
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is sought. ").

8. Because Plaintiffs have failed to meet the burden to establish all four elements

required for the issuance of a temporary injunction, this Court must deny their renewed Motion.

WHEREFORE, the Department respectfully requests this Court enter an order denying

Plaintiffs' Motion for Temporary Injunction with prejudice.

Respectfully submitted,

/s/ Amber Sloner
JASON GONZALEZ
Florida Bar No: 146854
AMBER STONER
Florida Bar No: 109281
SHUTTS & BOWEN LLP
215 South Monroe Street, Suite 804
Tallahassee, Florida 32301
Phone: (850) 521-0600
Facsimile: (850) 521-0604
Primary E-mail:
iasolJgoJlzalcz~ ',shUI IS.(;Oll1

am bt~rSloncr(@,shulls.(;()1ll

Secondary E-Mail:
!!!poppcll (iD,sh liltS. COIII
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing has been

electronically filed and served this 27th day of September 2018, using the Florida Court E-Portal

system to the following:

Jonathan S, Robbins
J. Martin Hayes
Ari Gerstin
AKERMANLLP
ioll:lIh<ln. robbi ns(ii@kennan,com
martin.havcsVl1akl:l'man.com
Lll'i .gcl'sli n((v,n kcrman.wln

Luke Lirot
LAW OFFICES OF LUKE LIROT, P.A.
luke2@lirollaw.l:olTI

lsi Amher Stoner
Attorney

5
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Notice of Proposed Rulc

DEPARTMENT OF' HEALTH
RULE NO.: RULE TITLE:
64-4.027 Pigford Class Application for Registration of Medical Marijuana Treatmcnt Center
PURPOSi:: AND EFfECT: This Tulemaking provides a process and application for those qualified individuals or
cntities under section 381.986(8)(a)2 b., florida Statutes to apply for registration as a medical marijuana treatment
center.
SUMMARY: Rule 64-4.027, F.A.C., provides the application requirements, forms, and process necessary to apply
for registration as a medical marijuana treatment center under section 381 .986(a)2.b., Florida Statutes.
SUMMARY OF STATEMENT OF ESTIMATED REGULATORY COSTS AND LEGISLATlVE
RATIFICATION: The Agency has determined that this will have an adverse impact on small business or likely
increase directly or indirectly regulatory costs in excess of $200,000 in the aggregate within onc year after the
implementation of the rule. A SERC has heen prepared by the Agency.
The Agency has delennined that the proposed rule is not expected to require legislativc ratification based on the
statement of estimated regulatory costs or if no SERC is required, the information expressly relied upon and
described herein: Pursuant to section 38 I.986( 17), Florida Statutes, rules adopted before July I, 2019 are nol subject
to section 120.541(3), Florida Statutes.
Any person who wishes to provide information regarding a statement of estimated regulatory costs, or provide a
proposal for a lower cost regulatory alternative must do so in writing within 21 days of this notice.
RULEMAKING AUTIIORITY: 381.986(8)(b) fS.
L.AW IMPLEMENTED: 381 .986(8)(a)2.b., 381.986(8)(b) FS.
IF REQUESTED WITHIN ~J DAYS OF THE DATE OF THIS NOTICE, A HEARING WIl.L BE SCHEDlH.ED
AND ANNOUNCED IN THE FAR:
THE PERSON TO I3E CONTACTED REGARDING THE PROPOSED RULE IS Courtney Coppola at
Courtncy.Coppola@FLHealth.gov.

THE fULL TEXT OF THE PROPOSED RULE IS:

EXHIBIT

IA
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NAME OF PERSON ORIGINATING PROPOSED RULE: Courtney Coppola
NAME OF AGENCY HEAD WHO APPROVED THE PROPOSED RULE: Celeste Philip, MD, MPH, Surgeon
General and Secretary
DATE PROPOSED RULE APPROVED BY AGENCY HEAD: September 18,2018
DATE NOTICE OF PROPOSED RULE DEVELOPMENT PUBLISHED IN FAR: September 17,2018

4
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Notice of Meeting/Workshop Hearing

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
RULE NO.: RULE TITLE:
~t:H.027 Pigford Class Application for Registration of Medical Marijuana Treatment Center
The Department of Health, Office of Medical Marijuana Use announces a hearing to which all persons are invited.
DATE AND TIME: Octoher 5,2018,9:00 a.m. - 11 :00 a.m., or until the conclusion of the hearing, whichever
occurs first
PLACE: The Department of Health, 4042 Bald Cypress Way, Room 301, Tallahassee, FL 32399
GENERAL SUBJECT MATTER TO BE CONSIDERED: This public hearing will address the Department of
Health, Office of Medical Marijuana Use's Proposed Rule 64-4027 Pigford Class Application for Registration of
Medical Marijuana Treatment Center as noticed in the September 19, 2018, Volume 44, Number 1113 edition of the
Florida Administrative Register.
A copy of the agenda may be obtained by contacting: Courtney Coppola at Courtney.Coppola@tlhealth.gov. A copy
of the agenda will be available no later than one week prior to the hearing.
Pursuant to the provisions of the Americans with Disabilities Act, any person requiring special accommodations to
participate in this workshop/meeting is asked to advise the agency at least 7 days before the workshop/meeting by
contacting: Courtney Coppola al Courtney.Coppola@tlhealth.gov. If you are hearing or speech impaired, please
contact the agency using the Florida Relay Service, 1(800)955-8771 (TDD) or 1(800)955-8770 (Voice).
For more information, you may contact: Courtney Coppola at Courtney.Coppola@tlhealth.gov.

EXHIBIT

18
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Filing # 78928793 E-Filed 10105/2018 I ] :30:51 AM

TN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE
SECOND JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, IN
AND FOR LEON COUNTY,
FLORIDA.

FLORIGROWN, LLC, a Florida,
liability company and VOICE
of FREEDOM, INC., d/b/a
Florigrown,

Plaintiffs,

VS.

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH, OFFICE OF MEDICAL
MARIJUNA USE, et aI.,

Defendants.

CASE NO. 20] 7 CA 2549
CIVIL DIVISION

-------------_--:/

ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR TEMPORARY INJUNCTION

A hearing was held in this case on October 3, 2018. All parties were

represented by counsel at the hearing. Plaintiffs are Florigrown, LLC, and Voice of

Freedom, Inc., doing business as Florigrown, and will be referred to in this order as

"Florigrown." Defendants are Florida Department of Health, Office of Medical

Marijuana Use, Courtney Coppola (Director of the Office), Celeste Philip, M.D.

(State Surgeon General and Secretary of the Department of Health), and The State

of Florida.
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The October 3 hearing was a case management conference scheduled by

order of August 2, 2018. That August 2 order arose out of an evidentiary hearing

July 16 and 19, 2018 on Florigrown's motion for temporary injunction. The

August 2 order found Florigrown established a substantial likelihood of success on

the merits and lack of an adequate remedy at law. However, at that time the court

did not find irreparable harm absent the issuance of an injunction, nor that a

temporary injunction at that time was in the public interest. Thus, at that time the

motion for temporary injunction was denied, without prejudice.

The motion for temporary injunction was denied without prejudice because

the court was concerned about the findings at that time of no irreparable harm and

that granting a temporary injunction was not in the public interest. The August 2

order stated the passing of more time may alter those findings. It has.

At the time of the August 2 order, the court was hopeful the Department of

Health would take action to cure the serious Constitutional problems specified in

the order. However, counsel for the Department of Health essentially conceded in

the October 3, 2018 hearing that for the purpose of this case there have been no

significant changes in the Department's regulations or their action on the

application of Florigrown. In other words, the court order was ignored by

Defendants.

2
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The Depaltment is in an unfamiliar situation. The Medical Marijuana

Amendment is unusual for a Constitutional provision because it places very

specific duties on a State agency, the Department of Health (not the Legislature), to

ensure the availability and safe use of medical marijuana by qualifying patients.

The Amendment was passed in November 2016.

In June 2017 the Florida Legislature revised Section 381.986, Florida

Statutes, in an attempt to provide guidance to the Department with regard to the

Department's duties under the Amendment. That legislative guidance, though was

in several ways significantly inconsistent with the Constitution, as pointed out in

the August 2 order. Thus, we have the Department with specific duties placed on it

by the Constitution, and the Legislature telling them incorrectly what to do, by

statute. Nevertheless, the Constitution has very specific details in it. And the

Constitution is the law of the land. The Constitution prevails over the statute.

As stated in the hearing 0fOctober 3,2018, the court now finds irreparable

harm ifthis temporary injunction is not issued, and that issuing the injunction will

serve the public interest- The public interest was clearly stated with the passage of

the Constitution's Medical MariJuana Amendment by over 70% of Florida voters.

The Amendment makes it clear the Department of Health must do the matters

3
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required in it to ensure the availability and safe use of medical marijuana by

qualifYing patients. The Depar:ment has failed to do so.

Section 381.986 is an unconstitutional attempt to implement the Medical

Marijuana Amendment, as stated in the order of August 2. That order was ignored.

The court is concerned the Constitution is being treated as just a recommendation.

It cannot be. The Constitution is the law of the land - the supreme law of our

government, which we must all live by. The Medical Marijuana Amendment of the

Constitution is specific. Much of that specificity is being ignored.

The Preamble to the Constitution of the State of Florida states as follows:

We, the people of the State of Florida, being gratt:[ul to Almighty God for
our constitutional liberty, in order to secure its benefits, perfect our
government, insure domestic tranquility, maintain public order, and
guarantee equal civil and political rights to all, do ordain and establish this
constitution.

Article 1 Section I of our Constitution states "all political power is inherent

in the people." By vote of the people, the Medical Marijuana Amendment is in our

Constitution. It is the law of our State. That is what the people voted for. It must be

followed.

The Department of Health is part of the Executive branch of our

government. Chapter 20, Florida Statutes, establishes the organizational structure

of our State. Section 20.02 (1), Florida Statutes, states as follows:

4
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The State Constitution contemplates the separation of powers within
state government among the legislative, executive, and judicial
branches of government. The legislative branch has the broad purpose
of determining policies and programs and reviewing program
performance. The executive branch has the purpose of executing the
programs and policies adopted by the Legislature and of making
policy recommendations to the Legislature. The judicial branch has
the pll'l"pose of determining the constitutional propriety of the policies
and programs and of adjudicating any conflicts arising from the
interpretation or application of the laws.

In this case the Executive branch, through the Department of Health, and the

Legislative branch, through passage of the unconstitutional portion of Section

381.986, Florida Statutes, are violating the Constitution of the State of Florida.

Accordingly, a temporary injunction is entered (1) immediately enjoining

the Department of Health from registering or licensing any MMTCs pursuant to

the unconstitutional legislative scheme set forth in Section 381.986, Florida

Statutes, (2) requiring the Department bv 5:00 PM Fridav, October 19, 2018 to

commence registering MMTCs in accordance with the plain language of the

Medical Marijuana Amendment, and (3) requiring the Department to register

F1origrown as an MMTC by 5:00 PM Fridav. October 19.2018, unless the

Department can clearly demonstrate to this court that such registration

would result in unsafe use of medical marijuana by qualifying patients.

5
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Case No. 2017 CA 2549

It is emphasized to the Department and all Defendants that this is a court

order. Willful violation of the court order may result in sanctions, which could

include a finding of contempt of court.

DONE AND ORDERED in Chambers, Tallahassee, Leon County, Florida,

f1"'"
this day of ~~ ,2018.

Copies furnished to all counsel via E-Portal:

6
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Filing # 79601570 E-Filed 10119/20]802:35:39 PM

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
IN AND FOR LEON COliNTY, FLORIDA

FLORJGROWN, LLC, a Florida limited
liability company and VOICE OF FREEDOM,
INC,. d/b/a Florigrown,

Plainti ffs,

v.

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
OFFICE OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA USE,
COURTNEY COPPOLA, in her official capacity as
Director of the Office of Medical Marijuana
Use, CELESTE PHILIP, M.D., M.P.H., in her
official capacity as State Surgeon General
and Secretary of the Florida Department of Health,
and THE STATE OF FLORIDA,

Defendants.
/

Case No: 2017-CA-2549

DEFENDANTS' NOTICE OF APPEAL

NOTICE IS GIVEN that Defendants FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, OFFICE

OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA USE, COURTNEY COPPOLA, in her official capacity as

Oirector of the Office of Medical Marijuana Use, CELESTE PHILIP, M.D., M.P.H., in hcr

official capacity as State Surgeon General and Secretary of the Florida Department of Health,

and THE STATE OF FLORIDA, appeal to the First District Court of Appeal the order granting

Plaintiffs' Motion for Temporary Injunction rendered on October 5, 2018. The nature of the

order is an appealable non-final order granting temporary injunctive relief. See Fla. R. App. P.

9.130(a)(3)(B). A conformed copy of the order is attached hereto.

The timely filing of this Notice of Appeal automatically operates as a stay of the final

judgment pending appellate review. Fla. R. App. P. 9.31 0(b)(2).
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CASE NO. 2017-CA-2549

lsi Amber Stoner
JASON GONZALEZ
Florida Bar No: 146854
AMBER STONER
Florida Bar No: 109281
SHUTTS & BOWEN LLP
215 South Monroe Street, Suite 804
Tallahassee, Florida 32301
Phone: (850) 241-1717
Primary E-mails:
JasonGonzalcZ@shlllls.com
AmberStoner(a.s!lulls.com
Secondary E-Mail:
mpoppell@shutts.com

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

r HEREBY CERTIFY that a copy of this document was served via the E-Filing Portal

this 19th day of October 2018, to the following:

Jonathan S. Robbins
J. Martin Hayes
Ari Gerstin
AKERMANLLP
jonathan.robbins@aken1l811.com
marlin.haycs@akerman.com
ari.gcl'slin@akcl'lllan.com

Luke Lirot
LAW OFFICES OF LUKE LIROT, P.A.
luke2@lirotlaw.com

lsi Amber Stoner
Attorney
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Filing # 78928793 E-Filed 10/05/2018 11:30:51 AM

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE
SECOND JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, IN
AND FOR LEON COUNTY,
FLORIDA.

FLORIGROWN, LLC, a Florida,
liability company and VOICE
of FREEDOM, INC., d/bla
Florigrown,

Plaintiffs,

Ys.

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH, OFFICE OF MEDICAL
MARlJUNA USE, et aI.,

Defendants.

CASE NO. 2017 CA 2549
CIVIL DIVISION

_______________ 1

OI~OF,R Gr~ANTING MOTION FOR TEMPORAI{Y INJUNCTION

A hearing was held in this case on October 3, 2018. All parties were

represented by counsel at the hearing. Plaintiffs are Florigrown, LLC, and Voice of

Freedom, Inc., doing business as Florigrown, and will be referred to in this order as

"Florigrown." Defendants are Florida Department of Health, Office of Medical

Marijuana Use, Courtney Coppola (Director of the Office), Celeste Philip, M.D.

(State Surgeon General and Secretary of the Department of Health), and The State

of Florida.
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The October 3 hearing was a case management conference scheduled by

order of August 2, 2018. That August 2 order arose out of an evidentiary hearing

July 16 and 19, 2018 on Florigrown's motion for temporary injunction. The

August 2 order found Florigrown established a substantial likelihood of success on

the merits and lack of an adequate remedy at law. However, at that time the court

did not find irreparable harm absent the issuance of an injunction, nor that a

temporary injunction at that time was in the public interest. Thus, at that time the

motion for temporary injunction was denied, without prejudice.

The motion for temporary injunction was denied without prejudice because

the court was concerned about the findings at that time of no irreparable harm and

that granting a temporary injunction was not in the public interest. The August 2

order stated the passing of more time may alter those findings. It has.

At the time of the August 2 order, the court was hopeful the Department of

Health would take action to cure the serious Constitutional problems specified in

the order. However, counsel for the Department of Health essentially conceded in

the October 3, 2018 hearing that for the purpose of this case there have been no

significant changes in the Department's regulations or their action on the

appl ication of Florigrown. In other words, the court order was ignored by

Defendants.

2
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The Department is in an unfamiliar situation. The Medical Marijuana

Amendment is unusual for a Constitutional provision because it places very

specific duties on a State agency. the Department of Ilealth (not the Legislature), to

ensure the availability and safe use of medical marijuana by qualifying patients.

The Amendment was passed in November 2016.

In June 2017 the Florida Legislature revised Section 381.986, Florida

Statutes, in an attempt to provide guidance to the Department with regard to the

Department's duties under the Amendment. That legislative guidance, though was

in several ways significantly inconsistent with the Constitution, as pointed out in

the August 2 order. Thus, we have the Department with specific duties placed on it

by the Constitution, and the Legislature telling them incorrectly what to do, by

statute. Nevertheless, the Constitution has very specific details in it. And the

Constitution is the law of the land. The Constitution prevails over tbe statute.

As stated in the hearing ()f October 3, 2018, the court now finds irreparable

harm ifthis temporary injunction is not issued, and that issuing the injunction will

serve the public interest. The public interest was clearly stated with the passage of

the Constitution's Medical Marijuana Amendment by over 70% of Florida voters.

The Amendment makes it clear the Department ofHealth must do the matters

3
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required in it to ensure the availability and safe use of medical marijuana by

qualirying patients. The Depar.ment has failed to do so.

Section 381.986 is an unconstitutional attempt to implement the Medical

Marijuana Amendment, as stated in the order of August 2. That order was ignored.

The court is concerned the Constitution is being treated as just a recommendation.

It cannot be. The Constitution is the law of the land - the supreme law of our

government, which we must all live by. The Medical Marijuana Amendment of the

Constitution is specific. Much of that specificity is being ignored.

The Preamble to the Constitution of the State of Florida states as follows:

We, the people of the State of Florida, being grateful to Almighty God for
our constitutional liberty, in order to secure its benefits, perfect our
government, insure domestic tranquility, maintain public order, and
guarantee equal civil and political rights to all, do ordain and establish this
constitulion.

Article I Section I of our Constitution states "all political power is inherent

in the people." By vote of the people, the Medical Marijuana Amendment is in our

Constitution. It is the law of our State. That is what the people voted for. It must be

followed.

The Department of Health is part of the Executive branch of our

government. Chapter 20, Florida Statutes, establishes the organizational structure

of our State. Section 20.02 (1), Florida Statutes, states as follows:

4
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The State Constitution contemplates the separation of powers within
state government among the legislative, executive, and judicial
branches of government. The legislative branch has the broad purpose
of determining policies and programs and reviewing program
performance. The executive branch has the purpose of executing the
programs and policies adopted by the Legislature and of making
policy recommendations to the Legislature. The judicial branch has
the purpose of determining the constitutional propriety of the policies
and programs and of adjudicating any conflicts arising from the
interpretation or application of the laws.

In this case the Executive branch, through the Department of Health, and the

Legislative branch, through passage of the unconstitutional portion of Section

381.986, Florida Statutes, are violating the Constitution of the State of Florida.

Accordingly, a temporary injunction is entered (1) immediately enjoining

the Department of Health from registering or licensing any MMTCs pursuant to

the unconstitutional legislative scheme set forth in Section 381.986, Florida

Statutes, (2) requiring the Department by 5:00 PM Fridat'. October /9. 2018 to

commence registering MMTCs in accordance with the plain language of the

Medical Marijuana Amendment, and (3) requiring the Department to register

Florigrown as an MMTC by 5:00 PM Frii/ay. October L9, 2018, unless the

Department can clearly demonstrate to this court that such registration

would result in unsafe use of medical marijuana by qualifying patients.

5
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Case No. 2017 CA 2549

It is emphasized to the Department and all Defendants that this is a court

order. Willful violation of the court order may result in sanctions, which could

include a finding of contempt ofcourt.

DONE AND ORDERED in Chambers, Tallahassee, Leon County, Florida,

r
this r- day of ~~ ,2018.

CH RLES DODSON
elR UIT JUDGE

Copies furnished to all counsel via E-Portal:

6
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Filing # 81376286 E-Filed 11/29/2018 10:52:47 AM

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
IN AND FOR LEON COUNTY, FLORIDA

FLORIGROWN, LLC, a Florida limited
liability company, and VOICE OF FREEDOM,
INC., d/h/a Florigrown,

Plaintiffs,

vs.

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
OFFICE OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA USE,
COURTNEY COPPOLA, in her official capacity as
Director of the Office of Medical Marijuana
Use, and CELESTE PHILIP, M.D., M.P.H., in her
official capacity as State Surgeon General and
Secretary of the Florida Department of Health,

Defendants.

--------------_/

Case No. 2017-CA-2549

ORDER GRANTING IN PART AND DENYING IN PART DEFENDANTS'
MOTION TO DISMISS FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT

A hearing was held in this case on November 19,2018. One of the matters presented at

the hearing was Defendants' Motion to Dismiss First Amended Complaint. All parties were

represented by counsel at the hearing.

The court having considered the Motion, the Plaintiffs' response, argument of counsel, all

mattcrs of record, and the law, GRANTS the Motion as to Count One, and Count One is

DISMISSED WITH PREJUDICE. Mandamus is not an appropriate remedy in this case because

Plaintiffs have not established a clear legal right to the relief they seek and they have other

adequate remedies available. See Fla. Ag. for Health Care Admin. v. Zuckerman Spaeder, LLP,

221 So. 3d J260, 1263 (Fla. Ist DCA 2017).

The Motion is DENIED as to Count Two.

1
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Defendants shall have 20 days from the date of this Order in which to file an Answer to

the First Amended Complaint.

DONE AND ORDERED in Chambers, Tallahassee, Leon County, Florida, on this

r
~_dayof aJO~ ,2018.

CI JAR ,ES DODSON
CIRCL IT COURT JUDGE

Copies furnished to all counsel via the E-Portal:

Ari H. Gerstin, Esquire (ari.gcrstin@akernlar,l.col11)
Jonathan S. Robbins, Esquire Cjonathan.robbinsCi4akerman.cnm)
J. Martin Hayes, Esquirc (marti!1.haves@akennan.com)
Luke Lirot, Esquire (luke2@lirollaw.com)
Amber Stoner, Esquire (amberSloncr@shutts.com)
Jason Gonzalez, Esquire Wongonzalez@shutts.com)

2
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Filing # 81584707 E-Filed 12/04/2018 11:19:05 AM

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL CIRCUIT,
IN AND FOR LEON COUNTY, FLORIDA

FLORlGROWN, LLC a Florida limited
liability company and VOICE OF FREEDOM,
INC. d/b/a FJorigrown,

CASE NO.: 2017 CA 002549
Plaintiffs,

v.

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
OFFICE OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA USE,
et al.,

Defendants.

---------------_./

ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFFS'
MOTION TO VACATE AUTOMATIC STAY

A hearing was held on November 19,2018 on Plaintiffs' motion to vacate the

automatic stay resulting from the Florida Department of Health filing a notice of

appeal on October 19, 2018. The notice of appeal concerned this court's order of

October 5, 2018. Other motions were heard on November 19 and have been dealt with

by separate orders.

At the hearing, the court granted Plaintiffs' motion to vacate the automatic stay.

This written order memorializes that verbal ruling. The reasons for the court's ruling

vacating the automatic stay were stated on the record in the November 19 hearing.

Those reasons are incorporated by reference in this written order.
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Accordingly, Plaintiffs' motion to vacate the automatic stay is granted. This

court's order ofOctoher 5, 2018 is reinstated (1) enjoining the Department ofHealth

from registering or licensing any MMTCs pursuant to the unconstitutional legislative

scheme set forth in Section 381.96, Florida Statutes, (2) requiring the Depaltment to

commence registration of MMTCs in accordance with the plain language of the

Medical Marijuana Amendment, and (3) requiring the Depaltment to register

Florigrown as an MMTC on or before December 14,2018 unless the Department can

clearly demonstrate to this Court that such registration would result in unsafe use of

medical marijuana by qualifying patients.

DONE and ORDERED in Chambers, Tallahassee, Leon County, Florida, this

r1 day of December, 2018.

CHALES DODSON
eIRC IT JUDGE

Copies furnished to all counsel via E-Portal

-2-
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DISTRICT COURT OF APPEAL, FIRST DISTRICT
2000 Drayton Drive

Tallahassee, Florida 32399-0950
Telephone No. (850)488-6151

December 18, 2018

CASE NO.: 1018-4471
L.T. No.: 2017-CA-2549

Florida Department of Health, Office v.
of Medical Marijuana Use, Courtney
Coppola, in her official capacity as
Director of the Office of Medical
Marijuana Use, et al.

Appellant / Petitioner(s),

BY ORDER OF THE COURT:

Florigrown, LLC, a Florida limited
liability company and Voice of
Freedom, Inc., d/b/a Florigrown

Appellee / Respondent(s)

Upon consideration of Appellants' motion for review filed on December 5, 2018, and Appellees'
response thereto, the circuit court's December 4, 2018, order vacating automatic stay is
quashed. The stay provided for by Florida Rule of Appellate Procedure 9.31 O(b)(2) shall
remain in effect pending final disposition of the merits of this appeal.

On the Court's own motion, this appeal is hereby expedited. No requests for extensions of
time will be granted to any party absent a showing of emergency circumstances.

I HEREBY CERTIFY that the foregoing is (a true copy of) the original court order.

Served:

J. Martin Hayes
Luke Lirot
Ari H. Gerstin
Jonathan S. Robbins
Hon. Gwen Marshall, Clerk

co

Katherine E. Giddings
Jason B. Gonzalez
Amber Stoner
Hon. Charles W. Dodson,
Judge
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL CIRCUIT,

IN AND FOR LEON COUNTY, FLORIDA

FLORIGROWN, LLC, a Florida
limited liability company and
VOICE OF FREEDOM, INC.,
d/b/a Florigrown,

CASE NO: 2017-CA-2549
Plaintiff,

v.

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
OFFICE OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA
USE, CHRISTIAN BAX, in his
official capacity as Director
of the Office of Medical
Marijuana Use, CELESTE PHILIP,
M. D., M. P . H., in her Official
Capacity as State Surgeon
General and Secretary of the
Florida Department of Health,
RICK SCOTT, in his official
capacity as Governor of the
State of Florida, and THE STATE
OF FLORIDA,

Defendants.
______________/ VOLUME I (Pages 1-146)

HEARING BEFORE: HONORABLE CHARLES W. DODSON

TAKEN AT THE INSTANCE OF: THE DEFENDANTS

DATE: July 16, 2018

TIME: Commenced at 1:30 p.m.
Concluded at 4:56 p.m.

LOCATION: Leon County Courthouse
301 South Monroe Street
Courtroom 2-F
Tallahassee, FL 32301

REPORTED BY: STEPHANIE JORDAN NARGIZ
stephjordan@comcast.net
Certified Court Reporter, FPR
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.- - ------ 

!

APPEARANCES:

-0- - __ _ _

2

REPRESENTING PLAINTIFF:

LUKE LIROT, ESQUIRE
luke2@lirotlaw.com

LUKE CHARLES LIROT, P.A.
2240 Belleair Rd., Ste. 190
Clearwater, FL 33764
727.536.2110

AND

JONATHAN S. ROBBINS, ESQUIRE
jonathan.robbins@akerman.com
AKERMAN LLP
350 E Las Olas Blvd Ste 1600
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301-4247
954.463.2700

AND
ARI GERSTIN, ESQUIRE
ari.gerstin@akerman.com
AKERMAN LLP
98 SE 7th St., Ste. 1100
Miami, FL 33131-3525
305.374.5600

REPRESENTING DEFENDANT:

JASON GONZALEZ, ESQUIRE
jasongonzalez@shutts.com
SHUTTS & BOWEN LLP
215 South Monroe Street, Ste. 804
Tallahassee, FL 32301
850.241.1717

ALSO PRESENT:

JOE REDNER

KYLE BURNS

JEFF MARKS

COURTNEY COPPOLA

ADAM ELEND
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1

21
1

3

* * *
PROCEEDINGS

THE COURT: Good afternoon. This is on the

4

4 Plaintiffs' motion for temporary injunction. Does

5 either side wish to make an opening statement?

6 MR. ROBBINS: Yes, your Honor. Jonathan Robbins

7 for the Plaintiffs. We are going to make a brief

8 opening statement.

9

10

THE COURT: You may proceed, yes, sir.

MR. ROBBINS: Thank you, your Honor. Thank you,

11 your Honor. Good afternoon. My name is Jonathan

12 Robbins, and I represent the Plaintiffs Florigrown,

13 LLC and Voice of Freedom d/b/a Florigrown in this

14 action and in connection with the motion for

15

16

17

18

19

20

injunctive relief. A little bit of background might

be a good place to start. Back in November of 2016 --

THE COURT: And I have read your motion, so you

don't need to go back through all of that history.

MR. ROBBINS: Thank you, your Honor. Okay. Then

we will do that. As we have set forth in the

21

22

motion

issues

I'm going to skip some of the beginning

but Amendment 2 upon passage obviously

23

24

25

created the right of patients to medical marijuana for

certain enumerated medical conditions. The amendment

also created a new category of businesses to engage in
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1

2

3

4

5

the lawful cultivation, production and/or distribution

of medical marijuana to qualified patients. Those

entities would be known, and are known, as medical

marijuana treatment centers, or sometimes we call them

MMTCs. The amendment specifically required the DOH,

5

6i the Department of Health, to promulgate regulations or

71 rules, regulations I should say, to ensure the

81 availability and safe use of medical marijuana for

91 qualifying patients.

101 To be clear, nothing in the constitutional

111 amendment refers to caps or limits on the number of

121 MMTCs, nothing in the constitution amendment provides

131 any authority to the legislature to change any of the

14 I definitions or the passages contained therein.

151 There's nothing about giving licenses to only certain

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

limited members. There's nothing about creating a

cartel, so to speak, of multi-million dollar lottery

ticket winners.

The Plaintiffs submit the Defendants have failed

to fulfill those constitutional duties. As the Court

is likely aware, a constitutional amendment should be

interpreted according to the plain language of the

amendment controls. The law is also clear that state

constitutions or limitations upon the power of the

state legislature, thus a statute enacted by the
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1 legislature may not restrict or contradict a right

2 granted under the constitution. The law is also clear

3 that the fundamental object in construing a

4 constitutional provision is to ascertain and give

5 effect to the intention of the framers and the

6 adopters of that constitutional provision.

7 The evidence that we are going to present today

8 will make clear that State of Florida did the exact

9 opposite, and the Department of Health. The evidence

10 will demonstrate that the state completely disregarded

11 the written intention of the framers, that was

12 memorialized in a document and distributed publicly

13 prior to the passage of the constitutional amendment.

14 To add insult to injury, the evidence to be presented

15 today will include the testimony, the videotaped

16 deposition testimony of the Director of the Office of

17 Medical Marijuana Use Christian Bax. You're going to

18 hear Mr. Bax talk about the fact that the division,

19 his office of the Department of Health, is charged

20 with the responsibility to implement Amendment 2, and

21 you're going to come away from Mr. Bax's testimony

22 with the distinct impression and understanding that

23 the state exercised undue influence over the Office of

24 Medical Marijuana Use and pressure, including

25 pecuniary pressure, to ignore the will of the citizens
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7

1 of the state of Florida, and follow Statute 381.986,

2 which was the legislative statute passed by the

3 legislature in order, in the legislature's opinion, to

4 properly implement Amendment 2 under the constitution.

5 And I'm aware of the fact that the Court has

6 dealt with this issue before, and I believe the Court

7 is going to again find that language in 381.986 simply

8 does not comport with the constitutional amendment.

9 In crafting 381.986, the Legislature created various

10 new classes of entities entitled to special privileges

11 in connection with the process and procedure to become

12 registered as an MMTC.

13 An Impermissible special law which violates

14 Articles II and Article III of the Florida

15 Constitution, which prohibit and render unlawful such

16 blatant unlawful grounds of special advantages,

17 benefits and privileges to particular persons and/or

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

2S

private corporations. Notwithstanding, the evidence

will demonstrate the State threatened, demanded, and

coerced the DOH to completely abandon its

constitutional rule-making authority and proceed under

the less transparent, legislatively delegated

rule-making authority set forth in Chapter 120,

Florida Statutes. And you're going to hear that

that's exactly what the DOH did. You're going to hear__J
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3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

that the DOH is effectively, we are going to follow

the statute, and we are going to blindly do so.

Just a few quick examples of the unlawful conduct

on the part of the defendants, and that's set forth in

our brief, so I won't spend too much time. But

specifically and affirmatively changing the definition

of the MMTC, in implementing the legislation literally

changing an "or" to an "and." The effect of that

completely changes the nature, and character and

categories of the types of registrations available to

8

11 medical marijuana treatment centers. The statute also

12 imposes arbitrary and unlawful caps on the number of

13 MMTCs, a restriction not contemplated by the

14 constitutional amendment.

15 The statute also arbitrarily mandates that most

16 of these highly coveted licenses be awarded to

17 applicants and losing applicants under prior law.

18 This is a specific direction to the DOH that it issue

19

20

21

22

23

24

fiat licenses to a closed group of entities. To date,

not a single license has ever been formally issued or

applied for under the new law, under the MMTC statutes

or under the constitutional amendment but rather, as I

said, the golden ticket winners get paid by a virtue

of an illegal, non-constitutional implementation

25 process. In the course of implementing the scheme,
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I
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

81

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

---------- -- -----------

the DOH improperly denied the plaintiffs registration

as an MMTC, and did so at the direction of the

legislature to register other entities in favor of

other entities that had demonstrated no better

availability to ensure the availability and safe use

of medical marijuana by qualifying patients.

These other entities provided merely their

attestations as to their abilities, nothing more

elaborate, nothing more to demonstrate they're any

more qualified than the plaintiffs therein. But those

entities were registered, Florigrown was not. These

entities requested registration after my client, their

fitness to operate again received no more scrutiny

than my client's application did, yet they were

registered simply by virtue of being part of this

closed class that the legislature created. And

they're now operating in the marketplace. This

represents an ongoing deprivation of my client's

fundamental right to legal protection under the law, a

harm that is de facto irreparable.

Perhaps most critically the DOH, as recently as

Friday, announced that it plans to proceed with the

directive from the legislature to invoke the

requirements of the constitution -- I'm sorry, to

ignore the requirements of the constitution and
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

---- --- ---- -- --- -
10

proceed to register the MMTs under the

unconstitutional statute. This amendment passed by

the voters of Florida was with a 71 percent majority.

It expressly charges the department with ensuring the

availability and safe use of medical marijuana by

qualifying patients. The constitution mandates that

the department promulgate standards for security,

recordkeeping, labeling, inspection and safety. These

standards are expressly provided for in the

constitutional amendment to ensure availability and

11 safe use. It's very clear that the directive in the

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

constitutional amendment to the Department of Health

and the Office of Medical Marijuana Use is to in fact

do so, to ensure safe and available use.

We know that there are standards, that they

exist, because businesses are already operating. To

mandate as the legislature has done, have the

department pick and choose between qualified

applicants requires the department to exercise totally

arbitrary discretion. It's well settled that once the

minimum qualifications of the applicants have been

met, the public interest has been served. And it is

explicit in the constitution that once the standards

of security, recordkeeping, safety has been satisfied,

the availability and safe use of marijuana will be
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

-lll
ensured. The department has a constitutional duty to

follow the amendment, and by ignoring the conflicts

between the law and the amendment and the restrictions

on the amendment provided for in the law and being

forced to implement this unconstitutional law, the

department is causing irreparable harm by denying

patients the availability of medical marijuana and

denying all Floridians a safe medical marijuana

market.

To be clear, your Honor, we sympathize with the

rock in a hard place that the Department of Hea~th is

currently caught between, but at the end of the day

the entity that is responsible to implement the

amendment is the DOH. The constitution exp~icitly

assigns a duty to them, and rather than acknowledging

a clear conflict or clear restrictions, the department

has sort of adopted a company line, we're going to

follow the statute whatever that statute says. In the

face of least harm to my clients, the patients of

F~orida and the citizens of Florida, we are asking the

Court to declare that Section 381.986 Florida Statutes

and the rules promulgated thereunder conflict with and

unconstitutionally restrict the right to guarantee by

Amendment 2. We're asking the Court to enjoin the

imp~ementation of the current unconstitutio~al system~
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12

1 and we are asking the Court to issue a mandatory

2 injunction that the Court begin implementing the

3 registration process as outlined in the amendments to

4 preserve this critical status quo where the

5 constitution is the law of the land and the laws that

6 conflict with it are not to be enforced.

7 Lastly, your Honor, we are asking the Court to

8 mandate that the Department of Health accept

9 Florigrown's registration so that they can begin the

10 process of demonstrating their qualifications to the

11 department so that they may be able to ultimately

12 become licensed and operate as a medical marijuana

13 treatment center. Thank you very much, your Honor.

14 THE COURT: Does the defense wish to make an

15 opening statement at this time?

16 MR. GONZALEZ: Your Honor, I think I'll save my

17 argument for the end, unless you prefer.

18 THE COURT: Sounds good to me.

19 MR. GONZALEZ: There's one thing I would like to

20 just raise in the beginning, because this is the first

21 time I've heard an equal protection claim raised.

22 They just said violated the fundamental right to equal

23 protection, and I just looked again at Counts One and

24 Two of their complaint, and they don't raise an equal

25 protection claim. So I'm going to focus on the four
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13

1 elements for an injunction. Equal protection, I'm not

2 going to make arguments based on the standards there.

3 They mention the words equal protection, I think, in

4 the intro paragraph, I don't even think it's one of

S the numbered paragraphs incorporated in their

6 petition. They don't bring up any of it in either

7 Count One or Two in the petition or in the motion. So

8 I just want to say that at theroutset. You're not

9 going to hear equal protection defense today from us,

10 but I'll focus in my closing argument on whether or

11 not they've met the standard four requirements of

12 injunction.

13 THE COURT: What, other than the deposition of

14 Mr. Bax, Mr. Robbins, what other testimony do you

15 intend to present?

16 MR. ROBBINS: Sure. This is what we plan to do

17 with the Court's permission. First, I was going to

18 call Mr .. Adam Elend as a live witness. Mr. Elend is

19 the corporate representative of Florigrown. I know

20 we're under fairly considerable time constraints, so I

21 think it will be fairly quick.

22 And then my hope is to just play, and I've

23 discussed this with Mr. Gonzalez, rather than calling

24 Mr. Bax live, we are going to just play portions of

2S his video deposition transcript.
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1 Following that, we're going to play portions of a

2 witness who lives in the state of Colorado, Kayvan

3 Khalatbari -- how do you pronounce it -- Khalatbari,

4 which again will be fairly brief.

5 And one other issue, my understanding in speaking

6 with Mr. Gonzalez is that the department plans to-call

7 Courtney Coppola as a corporate representative, and in

8 the interest of judicial time what we thought we would

9 do, and Mr. Gonzalez has said this is okay with him,

10 is w~ will not call Ms. Coppola as a witness but

11 rather we'll reserve our opportunity to question her

12 in connection with cross-examination. But the reason

13 I want to bring that to your attention is because the

14 scope of the cross-examination might be a bit beyond

15 the direct examination. So with the Court's approval,

16 I think it will probably save us a little time.

17 THE COURT: All right. Call your first witness.

18 MR. ROBBINS: Thank you, your Honor. We'll call

19 Adam Elend.

20 THE COURT: If you'll come up here, please.

21 MR. GONZALEZ: And your Honor, we've stipulated

22 to introducing Mr. Elend's entire deposition

23 transcript, that's going to allow me to not have to do

24 much cross-examination at all.

25 THE COURT: Has it been filed with the Court?
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MR. GONZALEZ: It actua11y has not. We just

agreed that. It's in the p1aintiff's evidence

exhibits. The entire transcript, I be1ieve, is in

here. So if we cou1d maybe just pu11 it out of here

and have it introduced.

MR. ROBBINS: Just, to be c1ear, your Honor, yes.

I don't know that that deposition, the others have

been filed, I'm not sure Mr. Elend's has. We have no

objection to them re1ying upon it'. We can supp1ement

the Court record if need be. So that's perfectly fine

with us, if it's okay with the Court.

THE COURT: A11 right.

(Witness takes the stand.)

THE WITNESS: I do.

Thereupon,

ADAM ELEND

the witness herein, having been first du1y sworn by the

Court, was examined and testified as follows:

THE COURT: Be seated, please.

THE COURT: Thank you, your Honor.

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. ROBBINS:

Q. Good afternoon.

A. Good afternoon.'

Q. Would you p1ease state your name for the record?
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A. My name is Adam Elend, E-l-e-n-d.

Q. Tell me a little bit about yourself, Mr. Elend.

A. I grew up in Clearwater, Florida, went to Florida

State here in Tallahassee, at the Florida State Film

School. I'm a serial entrepreneur, some people call it.

I have had about five different companies in the media and

marketing space, primarily. Sold my first company at 29

to CBS, spent two years working at CBS. And began

building a team to enter the medical marijuana space in

about 2013, and have been pursuing that, along with other,

as I mentioned, media and marketing since then.

Q. And you hold the position with Voice of Freedom

d/b/a Florigrown, do you not?

A. Yes, I'm the president of that organization.

Q. Throughout the course of these proceedings and

your examination here, I'm going to generally use te~

Florigrown to refer to the plaintiffs; is that okay with

you?

A. Yes, it is.

Q. All right. Tell us about the business of

Florigrown.

A. Florigrown is an organization created to provide

medical marijuana to patients in Florida, hence the name

Florigrown. The company really came out of a partnership

that's 17-years-old between myself and my partners, Jeff
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1 Marks, Joe Redner and Kyle Burns. My partner Joe in 2011

2 was diagnosed with Stage 4 lung cancer and given a 4

3 percent chance of living five years. He was the first

4 investor in my first company, he was very close to myself

5 and my partners, and it hit us really hard. We saw how

6 much he suffered through aggressive chemo and through

7 radiation, and we saw what medical marijuana did for h~

8 as a treatment to alleviate some of the suffering to allow

9 him to function on a daily basis. And Joe's health here

10 seven years later, he is among the 4 percent I'm very

11 happy to report. He was aggressive in his treatment, and

12 that was repaid with with, I'm sorry, I'm forgetting

13 term for when cancer is

14 Q. Remission?

15 A. Thank you. With remission. And at the same time

16 my other partner Jeff, who I've been partners with since I

17 was ,at film school here at Florida State, he was a

18 paratrooper in the 82 Airborne. He had a lot of friends

19 that went through, at that time I think it was called Iraq

20, War Syndrome, around the first Gulf War or Gulf War

21 syndrome, and he saw how medical cannabis was helping

22 them. So we looked at what was happening with our partner

23 Joe, and looked at what the potential was to help patients

24 with PTSD, which is really a core mission of what we did,

25 and we decided to start the company.
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1 Q. Is that what inspired Floriqrown to qet into the

2 legal, state legal medical marijuana business?

3 A. That and recognition that this is a real

4 opportunity to innovate in a space that has been

5 essentially barred for 80 years. Imagine if Coca-Cola was

6 never able to do market research and understand what, in

1 this case patients, in that case customers need the best

8 way for them to receive their treatment. ~l of the

9 different things that we take for granted, about every

10 other product in the world, here we have a product that we

11 have 5 years not 80 years of research on. So the

12 opportunity to really innovate and make a difference in

13 the same time was the kind of opportunity you can't pass

14 up.

15 Q. You talked about innovation, would you consider

16 that among Florigrown's greatest strengths as it relates

17 to the CUltivation processing for dispensing of medical

18 marijuana in Florida?

19 A. Sure. I would put that in the, on the list, but

20 I would say first and foremost we are religiously local.

21 Our company is local to Florida, and we think it is

22 critical to be local to Florida. We believe that local

23 ownership leads to local accountability, and that's why

24 all of our ownership is local to Florida, grew up in

25' Flor1da, lives in Florida. OUr team all has Florida ties,
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1 experts all with Florida ties who a lot of whom are really

2 excited to come back home after being in other states to

3 work in this industry.

4 And then we've built a world class team of consultants

5 around them to advise them to provide SOPs to ensure that

6 we can guarantee the safety, and the affordability, and

7 the harmony of this medicine with our community. I think

8 that our relationship with our community is the thing I'm

9 most proud of about Florigrown. We are in, our facility

10 is located in an area of our hometown Tampa that is

11 under-served, and the opportunity to bring jobs, bring

12 community development and bring medicine to that community

13 is, I've bee~ looking for an opportunity like that since I

14 was growing up in the area.

15 Q. Thank you.
I

What steps, if any, has Florigrown

16 undertaken to potentially become registered as an MMTC?

17 A. Well, January 3rd, 2017, Amendment 2 went into

18 effect. We worked on, we promoted Amendment 2 here in

19 Florida. We advocated for it, and then when it passed

20 with 71 percent of the vote and was implemented, we were

21 extremely excited to register to become an MMTC. So much

22 so we did so a week after it was promulgated -- or, lIm

23 sorry, became effective on, I think, well, a couple of

24 weeks after, maybe January 17, January 10, somewhere

25 around there. In that letter, however, we made clear that
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we understood that the department has six months to write

rules, and we actually asked to be noticed of those rules

as they were changing so that we may confo~ any

procedures ~r applications to those rules.

Q. Great. You mentioned a letter dated January 10,

did you not?

A. January 10, January 17, something like that, I'm

not sure of the exact day.

Q. Do you have copy of an exhibit book in front of

you?

A. I don't. Should I have one?

Q. If I may.

MR. LIROT: Judge, may I present one to the bench

as well?

Sure.

We have already provided one to

opposing counsel.

MR. LIROT: If I may. Thank you, Judge.

BY MR. ROBBINS:

Q. Mr. Elend, can you turn to tab G in the back I

have in front of you?

A. Certainly. I'm there.

Q. Tell me if you recognize the document.

A. I do recognize this document. It is a letter

from an attorney retained by us at Florigrown to
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1 Mr. Christian Bax, who at that time was the Director of

2 the Office of Compassionate Use, which regulated medical.

3 marijuana in the Department of Heal.th.

4 Q. Could you briefl.y describe to the Court what you

5 did, what you attested to in the l.etter?

6 A. Certainl.y. I wil.l. say that I -- it was January

7 17, 2017, l.ooking at the document here, to refresh my

8 recol.l.ection .

9 Q. Thank you for correcting.

10 A. Yeah. So we attested to six different things.

11 We attested that Fl.origrown wil.l. meet al.l. requirements for

12 security inventory and control., incl.uding but not l.imited

13 to video surveill.ance, alarms and physical. barriers to

14 control. access. We attested that we woul.d meet al.l.

15 record-keeping requirements for inventory, control.,

16 tracking and chain of custody. And wil.l. impl.ement audibl.e

17 software for seed to sal.e tracking. We attested that we

18 wil.l. compl.y with testing requirements, incl.uding but not

19 l.imited to internal. testing and maintaining batch sampl.es

20 for auditing by independent third parties. We attested

21 that we wil.l. maintain records necessary to meet any

22 l.abel.ing requirements, such as a l.ist of ingredients, THC

23 content, which is the active ingredient, one of the active

24 ingredients in medical. cannabis, and safety warnings. We

25 attested that we wil.l. make our facil.ities, processes and
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1 records available for inspection at any and all reasonable

2 times, and we attested that we consider the safety of our

3 products and process to be of paramount concern, and

4 attested that we would satisfy Florida seed safety

5 requirements, included but not limited to requirements for

6 cultivation -- excuse me, requirements for cultivating

7 cannabis methodology, dealing with medical marijuana as an

8 invasive plant in the state of Florida, requirements for

9 best agricultural and handling practices, requirements for

10 professional personnel on staff licensed by the state as

11 necessary to ensure that Florigrown is operating in

12 accordance with the regulations of the department.

13 Q. Thank you.

14 MR. ROBBINS: At this time, your Honor, we would

15 like to move the January 17, 2017 letter into

16 evidence. And perhaps we could discuss a matter of

17 housekeeping, if this is the appropriate time.

18 We're hoping, Jason, to move all of these

19 exhibits into evidence. I don't know what your

20 position is to either stipulating or objecting.

21 B~cause if you're okay with that, maybe we can keep

22 the order the same. This was G in the book.

23 MR. GONZALEZ: I'm just looking through the list.

24 No, your Honor, we donlt have any objection to these

25 in here.
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1 MR. ROBBINS: Thank you. So, your Honor, w1th

2 the Court's permission, and based upon the defendants'

3 non-objection, what we wou1d 1ike to do is we have an

4 exhibit book with exhibits marked from A through X.

5 So that's, how many, that's 24, 24 exhibits.

6 MR. LIROT: Y.

7 MR. ROBBINS: I'm sorry, Y. A through Y. I

8 don't know what the Court wants us to do in te~s of

9 marking it. We can dea1 with it after the hearing,

10 whatever the Court directs us to do or not to do.

11 THE COURT: It 100ks 1ike, based upon you a11's

12 agreement, you've got the p1aintiffs' exhibit book,

13 p1aintiffs' evidence exhibits a11 2S of those have now

14 been admitted into evidence. And for ease of

15 reference for me and for appe11ate court, shou1d this

16 be reviewed, you a11 just refer to them by the 1etter

17 there, the tab A wi11 be Exhibit A, tab B wi11 be

18 Exhibit B, and so on.

19 MR. ROBBINS: Perfect. Thank you, your Honor.

20 (P1aintiffs' Exhibit Nos. A - Y were marked for

21 identification and, admitted into evidence,_)

22 Q. Okay. Mr. E1end, in your 1etter .you ta1k about

23 a11 of the specific criteria you intended to meet that you

24 just described, but you a1so mentioned that DOH had not

25 yet promu1gated ru1es for requ1ations at that point. My
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1 question is, how do you know what to put in the letter and

2 how were you so confident? Let me break it up into two

3 questions. How did you know what to put in the letter?

4 A. I would say that knowing what to put in the

5 letter came from three distinct sources. The primary

6 source was the amendment itself, which lays out the

7 particulars of exactly what the Department of Health would

8 be regulating for the neWly-formed MMTC. So I just read

9 the amendment, that was the first thing I did. But you'll

10 notice that we state what is in the amendment, we attest

11 that we will follow what's in the amendment, and then we,

12 in each of these cases follow it up with specific details

13 about some things that we intend to do relative to those.

14 And so the question would be, where did those come from?

15 And that would be the other two sources.

16 The secondary source was there were already seven

17 businesses operating at that time. There were seven what

18 they called at that time dispensing organizations. They

19 were vertically integrated facilities serving medical

20 marijuana to patients. They had been licensed by the

21 Department of Health, they were operating in compliance

22 with the Department of Health, and we could just drive.to

23 Quincy and look at them, frankly. Trulieve at that time

24 the largest. I'm not sure if they are now, was right up

25' the street. We had been working since I lived in Colorado
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1 with an operational consultant who named Denver Relief

2 Consulting who had consulted on the application and the

3 launch of one of those dispensing organizations Trulieve.

4 And we were applying their SOPs, just as Trulieve was

5 applying their SOPs when they established their

6 dispensing organization two years previously.

7 The reason we were able to be so specific is because

8 we were working with the team that had set up a compliant

9 dispensing organization right here in the state. But we

10 had the benefit of two more years, we're working with the

·11 same consultants when the market has changed radically

12 over the last two years, as it had the two years prior to

13 that. As I said, we're moving at a rapid pace, and what

14 was standard practice two or three years ago just isn't

15 standard practice anymore. Great example of that being

16 that the industry had no uniform standards at that time:

17 Now we do. We have the National Cannabis Business

18 Association, we have the Resource Innovation Council. We

19 have different organizations that are supplying standards

20 for us to meet food safety that are measurable. And I

21 think that's a real benefit to the industry, and we're

22 certainly taking advantage of that, that's reflected here.

23 Q. If registration were granted by the Department of

24 Health in response to the January 17th letter, is it your

25 understanding that Florigrown would have been immediately
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1 a~~owed to begin operating an MMTC?

2 A. Certain~y not.

3 Q. Why not?

4 A. Because it says register right there in the

S amendment. You know, you register to vote, it's -- you

6 register for a nursery, for examp~e, one of the

7 requirements of the ~aw here in F~orida. So I certain~y

8 didn't think that we wou~d go sign up and then start

9 growing what previous~y had been an i~~ega~ substance in

10 the state. And in fact the intention of the registration

11 and ref~ected in this registration was write us down, get

12 us started, take my $60,000, ~et me get a S mi~~ion do~~ar

13 bond as you require, verify I'm a five-year F~orida

14 corporation, which I am, verify I have a nursery ~icense,

15 which I do, that I meet the criteria to be an MMTC here,

16 and then ~et me begin the process of bui~ding out a p~an

17 so I can show the Department of Hea~th that I can operate

18 safe~y and I can be authorized to cu~tivate.

19 In this state I wou~dn't use the word authorize to

20 cu~tivate at that time, because as the department to~d us,

21 there wasn't a process in p~ace yet, but there is now.

22 And that's what I envisioned, it's the same way every

23 other business works, it's the same way that the brewery

24 business, the brewery manufacturing business that my

2S partner is in. I do consu~ting work for high~y regu~ated
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1 businesses, particularly the financial industry, the legal

2 industry. Particularly, financial, an incredible level of

3 regulation around SEC and EU regulations with my client

4 specifically. Everything works that way, so I wouldn't

5 expect this to be any different, and I didn't when I sent

6 the letter.

7 Q. SO what happened, did Florigrown obtain

8 registration from the Department of Health?

9 A. Our letter was rejected I'm sorry, our

10 registration was rejected by the department.

11 Q. And if you take a look at Exhibit H in your

12 exhibit book, could you take a look and identify for the

13 purposes of the record whether that, in fact, represents

14 the registration denial?

15 A. It does. I said rejected, and the term in the

16 document is denied. It was denied.

17 Q. Understood. Does the term denial of registration

18 appear anywhere in the constitutional amendment of the

19 rights granted to the department or duties, I should say

20 granted to the Department of Health?

21 A. Is there a copy of the amendment in here?

22 Q. There is, but that's okay. We'll deal with that

23 with another witness. Thank you.

24 A. Sure. Well, if I could have an opportunity to

25 answer the question.
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Q. Sure. If you can answer.

A. I don't remember the word deny. I remember they

can issue -- excuse me, they can issue registrations, they

can revoke them, they can suspend them, they can -- I

don't recall the word deny. But I mean, besides, besides

this amendment, I just never heard of a registration being

denied if you meet the requirements. As I said, it's not

really a registration to do anything, I need to receive

cultivation authorization before I can do anything that I

wouldn't be able to do anyway.

Q. Right. There would still be an inspection

process?

A. Sure. I could go build out a building right now

if I want, but I'm not -- and I am building out a building

right now, but it's not in conjunction with the process to

become authorized to do what I'm here to do. I moved my

entire family from New York to Colorado to here to do.

Q. Did it strike you as unusual that the Department

of Health denied the registration?

A. Yes.

Q. Why?

A. Because, as I said, I didn't realize the

registrations were there to be denied. I wasn't expecting

to be CUltivating the next day, so I was surprised.

Q. Fair enough. So what did Florigrown do next?
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A. We requested a hearing so I could say pretty much

the same thing I said to you.

Q. Is the petition for hearing the document that's

identified as Exhibit Number I -- I'm sorry, letter I in

the exhibit book?

A. It is.

Q. What was the result of the request for hearing?

A. The petition was dismissed by the Surgeon

Gener~l.

Q. Do you recall upon what basis?

A. Yes. I do. To my recollection the petition was

dismissed because the department has six months from the

effective date of the amendment to promulgate regulations

and nine months from the effective date to begin

registering MMTCs. At the time that my registration was

received and denied, those things were not in place yet.

Something I acknowledged in my original letter of

registration. The dismissal told us that once the

department had promulgated regulations to ~plement

Amendment 2, then the proper venue was not an

administrative hearing, as I had petitioned for, but

instead through the circuit court where we are right now.

Q. Understood. Based upon your experience in

Colorado, in Florida do you have any thoughts on whether

the system as it presently exists is working?
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A. Yes, I do have some thoughts. Based upon my -

Q. Please share.

A. Based on my experience, I speak to patients every

day. And part of the reason for that is I'm heavily

involved in the community of people advocating for those

patients, and I am trying to build relationships with the

community of people that we hope to serve as quickly as we

can. So I'm talking to people every day. And I've spoken

to many people who struggle, primarily with access to

their medicine. And what I mean by access is more

complicated than just can I go to the store, can I go to

the pharmacy to buy it. This is a very unique medicine,

because it hasn't been through -- it's not a

pharmaceutical, it's a natural medicine, it hasn't been

through the FDA trials that a pharmaceutical ~ight. It's

a totally different substance, and it's used for a totally

different thing. So when you say access, it means more

than just can I go and buy.

And by the way, I have spoken to many people that have

problems just simply with that. One, a good friend of

mine who struggled with that, with her child, who was

getting lo~ THe cannabis for seizures, and went to the

dispensary on Friday, and they said we're out, you've got

to wait until Monday, and their child had a grand mal

seizure over the weekend. He's fine, he's got his
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1 medicine now. I'm not okay with that, that doesn't seem

2 right to me.

3 At the same time, I think there are medical marijuana

4 treatment centers in this state who are really trying to

5 provide great access for patients. I don't think that

6 that doesn't exist, I just think the system doesn't keep

7 up with the people who are in it. And it's the patients

8 that suffer because of it. I'd like to see'that changed

9 whether or not we are ever registered by the Department of

10 Health and we ever have an opportunity to participate in

11 this market.

12 Q. Do you believe that Florigrown is capable of

13 potentially helping to bring about that change? Do you

14 believe that Florigrown is qualified effectively to run an

15 MMTC in the state of Florida?

16 A. I'd like to answer that question -- I'd love to

17 answer that question, I should say. Yes, I think that

18 Florigrown is eminently qualified to serve patients in

19 Florida as an MMTC based on the regulations in the

20 amendment and the standard customs and practices of the

21 MMTCs currently operating at that time DOs.

22 But more than that, the department announced that,

23, speaking to the legislature, they issued an estimate of

24 how many applications might be forthcoming. There's going

25 to be an application process for four new licenses,
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assuming the ru1e that was issued 1ast week becomes a ru1e

as opposed to just a proposed ru1e. The department

estimates 400, at 1east according to what I read,

estimated 400, up to 400 app1icants for those four

1icenses. That's one percent. And I, without question,

know that my team that I have bui1t is within the one top

1 percent of app1icants, even if there are 400.

-I think, as I said before, with the 1oca1 ownership a

team that inc1udes a Ph.D, in-house testing experts, one

of the top 30 high pressure 1iquid chromatography

operators in the wor1d, from USF, just got their

preeminent status coming in to run my in-house 1ab. The

ca1iber of the consu1tants I have, one of which we'11 hear

from 1ater, as I said, Denver Re1ief Consu1ting who's -- I

asked the other day between them and our mo1ecu1ar

bio1ogist, who is our cu1tivator, 24 fu11-sca1e operations

around this country are operating under their SOP's right

now, my team's SOPs right now. And I'm just rea11y

excited to bring that to F1orida.

Q. I'm not going to ask what 1iquid chromatography

is.

A. I wou1dn't know how to do it.

Q. Have you had an opportunity to read the

constitutlona1 amendment, which I wi11 represent to you is

marked as exhibit -- Exhibit A?
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1 A. That's easy enough.

2 Q. Have you reviewed it?

3 A. I have, many times.

4 Q. Have you reviewed chapter or sections 381.986

5 F10rida Statute's most recent version of that, which is

6 Exhibit E in other binder?

7 A. I have.

8 Q. Can you point, based upon your p1ain reading of

9 the both the statute and the amendment, can you point to

10 any instances in which the statute either contradicts or

11 1imits the rights ,provided for in the amendment?

12 A. I'm not a 1awyer, lim going to 1et you guys give

13 the 1ega1 things. A11 I can te11 you is what I see as a

14 business person.

15 Q. That's a11 I'm asking.

16 A. But they changed the definition of MMTC. I mean,

17 right up front they changed the definition of MMTC. In

18 the amendment it says you can do this, this, or this, and

19 in the 1aw it says you can do this, this and this.

20 There's difference between "and" and "or, n and it is

21 critica1 in our business. Because what they're ta1king

22 about is the difference between a horizonta1 and a

23 vertica1 structure. A horizontal structure or, as

24 Director Bax refers to it, an un-stacked system is where

25 each step in the supp1y chain for medica1 marijuana is
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1 separated out into a different licensure. People can own

2 multiple licenses, and there's all sorts of different

3 setups. There's all sorts of different amalgamations

4 between that or concept, and another core concept which is

5 called vertical integration, which means all elements of

6 the supply chain operate under the same roof. There may

7 be multiple license, there may be just one, but it's all

8 the same entity, you're required to do all three things.

9 Like I said, those are the two standard posts.

10 Then you see a lot of variance among the different

11 states how they implement those two things. What we've

12 seen in our industry, as I said, it's critical to theirs

13 in the last four years, is a march towards allowing

14 horizontal integration, because it increases safety. When

15 you have all operations in the hands of one group, it can

16 lead to problems like they had in New York and Minnesota a

17 couple of years back. And I only know this from reading

18 it in the newspaper, but I read quite a bit about it in

19 the newspaper, presumably a company that operated a

20 vertical business in both Minnesota and New York

21 transported illegally their product from one to the other.

22 It was big news. That can't happen. And that happens

23 because you create these large entities who are beholden

24 to their size. I think we call it too big to fail in a

25 lot of other industries.
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Q. Sure.

A. But I think that the core issue is not with a

company operating that way but forcing vertical

integration. And I wou~d go a step further here in

Florida with forcing silo'ed vertical integration. And by

that I mean you can't wholesale product from one MMTC to

another absent a complete crop failure. You can't

contract with a producer, a manufacturer, another

manufacturer. It's silo'ed. The product is silo'ed from

beginning to end. And you asked me what's different about

the amendment and the law, and that difference between

MMTC in one and the MMTC in the other is the difference

between two entirely different markets.

Q. Sure. You mentioned this concept of silo,

meaning that wholesale, there's no wholesaling between

MMTCs except under limited circumstances. Is that

language in the amendment or the statute?

A. In the statute.

Q. Is it in the amendment?

A. It is not.

Q. What about the concept you mentioned about the

inability to contract with third parties for certain

services?

A. It's in the statute, it's not in the amendment.

Q. Can you think of any other instance in which the
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1 statute either limits or contradicts the amendment? We

2 talked about the definition of an MMTC.

3 A. Yeah, the other thing I would point to is that

4 they created these caps -- so they did two different

5 things; they created caps on the number of MMTC

6 registrations, in the law they call them licenses. They

7 don't talk about registrations. But they created caps.

8 Right now there are 13 operating MMTCs all with

9 cultivation authorization, I think, in this the state. I

10 think there's about to be another one, I think the

11 Department of Health just announced the 14th. All of

12 those are previous dispensing organizations. The market

13 has not been opened up to anyone who is not a 30-year

14 nursery who complied with rules for the dispensing

15 organization application process in 2014 that are

16 completely different than the current set of

17 circumstances, but more than that, bear no relationship to

18 what they're actually doing.

19 So I sort of amalgamed the two things I was talking

20 about together. Let me just separate them back out. So

21 they put those caps on, and I can't figure out a single

22 reason why those caps would be there. These aren't caps

23 on the amount of cannabis that can be cultivated, they're

24 not caps on the amount of dispensaries you can have,

25 they're not caps on the amount of processing facilities.
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1 There's.nothing assigned to a specific location. All they

2 are, are limits 'on who can do it and how many people can

3 do it, not on what can be done, how much can be produced,

4 processed or sold. Or, and I think this is critical, how

5 little can be produced, processed or sold. How are you

6 going to figure out how many of these licenses are enough

7 to ensure availability if you're the department when they

8 have no relationship to how much marijuana is in the

9 market? You can have a thousand of these MMTCs all

10 operating completely compliantly growing one plant each.

11 Of course, that's a hypothetical that's never going to

12 happen, but the control isn't there, and I think, more

13 importantly, the control, the ability to predict isn't
,

14 there. So I just can't understand why they would do it

15 except to limit who can do it and how many of those who

16 can do it.

17 Q. Based upon what you've seen or read, would you

18 agree with me that these limits have made these licenses

19 highly valuable and coveted?

20

21

A.

Q.

Yes, I would.

Have any of these licenses been sold to your

22, knowledge?

23 A. Several, to my knowledge, to my anecdotal

24 knowledge.

25 Q. What type of money are we talking about?
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1 A. The last report I saw was a license issued by

2 legislative fiat that sold for 53 million dollars from

3 Treadwell. And as I said, it was reported, I don't know

4 that for a fact.

5 Q. Was Treadwell up and operating, do you know, at

6 that time?

7 A. I know that they had cultivation authorization,

8 because I am on the department -- the Of~ice of Medical

9 Marijuana's Use's mailing list, and I get their weekly

10 reports. So I know they had cultivation operation and no

11 other authorizations.

12 Q. Meaning, that they didn't sell a single product

13 to a single patient?

14 A. That's correct.

15 Q. SO what is Florigrown looking for today? What

16 type of relief are we asking the Court for, in your

17 opinion?

18 A. I want the department to accept my registration.

19 I want them to take my $60,000. I want them to let me get

20 a 5 million dollar bond and build out that facility on

21 Adamo Drive, a 40,000 square foot facility, so it can

22 look, the absolute topnotch, can be the cleanest, safest

23 medical marijuana center in this entire state, and then I

24 want them to come in, inspect me, hold me accountable to

25 their standards, and when I meet them and only when I meet
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1 them, authorize me to cultivate medical marijuana.

2 Q. That's not all that Florigrown is looking for,

3 its own registration though?

4 A. Sure. That's what's most important to me as I

5 sit here right now, because I'm ready to start serving the

6 patients of Florida. But we're also asking for what's in

7 the amendment. We're asking for the Court to compel the

8 department to follow the amendment.

9 Q. Thank you, Mr. Elend. I have no further

10 questions for you.

11 THE COURT: Cross?

12 CROSS EXAMINATION

13 BY MR. GONZALEZ:

14 Q. And I'm going to rely on a lot of the questions

15 that I asked in the deposition transcript that's been

16 introduced, so I only have a few questions right now.

17 Mr. Elend, in your deposition you test~fied that

18 Florigrown is not currently operational, you testified to

19 that today

20

21

A.

Q.

That is correct.

-- as well. But you've done a lot of things to

22, prepare to be an MMTC; is that correct?

23

24

A.
"j
Q.

Yes.

And as you testified today, and in your

25 deposition, isn't it correct Florigrown has many
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1 consu1tants with expertise re1evant to the operations of

2 an MMTC, correct?

3 A. Yes, that's correct.

4 Q. Am I correct to assume that F10rigrown and other

5 MMTC 1icense app1icants assemb1e a11 of those teams, the

6 team 1ike you ta1ked about, with this necessary know1edge

7 and experience ~n order to he1p create an impressive,

8 comp1ete app1ication or registration document 1ike the one

9 F10rigrown presented?

10 A. I'm g1ad you asked me that question. I think

11 that's a pretty standard practice in these 1imited 1icense

12 states where you have merit-based app1ications.

13 Essentia11y ,peop1e attest to anything and get peop1e to

14 write rea11y great stuff, and that's how they hope they'11

15 get their registration. The consu1tants that I ta1ked to

16 you about today are not writing the app1ication for

17 F10rigrown, and I ~hink that's a rea11y important

18 distinction. Particu1arly, Denver Re1ief, which I pointed

19 to severa1 times, is our operationa1 consu1tant. Whi1e

20 they've he1ped us with preparing for the app1ication, they

21 are not responsib1e for our app1ication, or bui1ding our

22 team. Instead, we are re1ying on their va1ue to he1p us

23, meet peop1e 1ike our cu1tivator who was introduced through

24 them, and to he1p us particu1ar1y with the community

25 deve10ping side of what we're doing, diversity and ensure
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1 best practices as far as sustainability.

2 We have another consultant who is writing our

3 application, and that is all they're doing, and they

4 worked on another Florida application back in 2015.

5 However, the arrangement that we have, because I have a

6 problem with what the practice that you said is common in

7 the industry, our -- we are relying on our own SOPs and

8 asking the application consultant to simply conform them

9 into an application. We just have a different strategy.

10 Q. I wasn't even talking about

11 A. I'm sorry.

12 Q. -- consultants actually preparing the

13 application.

14 A. Right.

15 Q. I just meant when you're trying to get a good

16 application put together --

17 A. Yeah.

18 Q. -- or the registration document --

19 A. Yes.

20 Q. -- Florigrown submitted over a year and a half

21 ago, you put that team together so that when you prepare

22 your application the MMTC applicant can say, we have all

23 of these capabilities and experience, etc., isn't that a

24 reason for assembling that experienced team that you just

25 described?
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2 really good ship. I mean, the standards and procedures,

3 the SOPs that the department requires, we have a lot of

4 things that are not required by the department that are

5 part of our SOPs. And building that team to have an

6 in-house lab like our brewery companies did, because it

7 worked better, we served people better, it's not a

8 requirement the kind of lab we have, but we built that in

9 to our team. So I think that that's not the full picture,

10 , but it's part of it.

11 Q. And when you've done all of that, that kind of

12 background work, advanced work, gotten all of that

13 expertise together in your team, if you are to be 'granted

14 an MMT license, the applicant would then be better

15 equipped to get up and running quickly, wouldn't that be

16 correct?

17 A. I would say -- I'm sorry, I'm a little confused

18 by your question.

all of this expertise and qualifications, wouldn't the MMT

"licensed applicant then be better equipped to be up and

19

20

21

Q. If you get all of the team members assembled with

22

i
23'

running quickly if you get an MMT license from the state?

A. Yes.

24 Q. Going back to your Exhibit 0, turn to Exhibit 0,

2S if you have it, turn to Exhibit 0 that you just testified
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about. I understand your testimony to be a few minutes

ago that the voters were presented with one definition of

MMTCs, but the legislature changed that definition of

MMTCs or changed part of the definition?

A. I think that's a fair statement, yeah.

Q. And, specifically, are you saying the voters were

presented with the word nor" in that definition, but the

legislature changed it to the word "and"'?

A. When you say the voters were presented, what do

you mean exactly'?

Q. Well, when Amendment 2 was adopted

A. Yes.

Q. -- November 8th of 2016 -

A. Right.

Q. -- are you saying that the voters were presented

with one definition but then the legislature came back and

changed that word from "or" to "and," that's what I was

thinking you were saying?

A. No. What I said is the amendment said one thing

and the law said another, not that the voters were

presented with. I don't believe the voters were presented

with the amendment they voted on. I'm not sure how it

works, I can't recall, but that's my understanding.

Q. If you'll turn to page 6 of Exhibit D.

A. Sure.
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1 Q. Do you understand that the voters when they go

2 into the booth to vote for Amendment 2, they're presented

3 with a ballot summary?

4 A. Yeah, that's where I was getting at.

5 Q. And if you would go to the middle of the

6 right-hand column there on page 6 of the document that

7 your attorneys have introduced, could you read that ballot

8 title, the ballot summary in that paragraph?

9 A. Shall I just read the relevant part?

10 Q. Sure. I think you must know where I'm going?

11 A. Of course. The Department of Health shall

12 register, regulate -- register and regulate centers that

13 produce and distribute medical marijuana for medical

14 purposes.

15 Q. SO they used in the ballot summary presented to

16 the voters, they used the word "and" when they said

17 produce and distribute, correct?

18 A. Well, I think there's a key distinction, just

19 reading this, and I haven't read this summary since I

20 voted on it, but just a key distinction is they're

21 referring to all of the MMTCs that -- I don't read this

22 the same way I read the amendment, and I'll tell you why.

23 If I tell you I shall register people that -- I'm sorry,

24 centers that sell pharmaceuticals, make pharmaceuticals

25 and process pharmaceuticals, I would not think that then I
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would license a center that necessarily produces and

distributes. Do you understand my meaning?

Q. I don't know if I understand your meaning.

A. Fair enough.

Q. But let me ask you it this way. The framers,

drafters of Amendment 2 that drafted this, the ballot

summary that was presented to The Supreme Court for

approval, they used interchangeably produce and distribute

marijuana, and then in the text the word "or" was used.

So they used "and" and "or" interchangeably when they were

drafting a provision of our organic constitutional law,

correct?

A. I woul.d stipulate that the word "and" and "or" is

used in the amendment. I would stipulate that the word

"and" is used here, but I would object to your

characterization of interchangeable. And I believe I've

just described why, but'I'm happy to clarify if I wasn't

particularly cl.ear.

Q. Okay. I have no further questions. Thank you.

THE COURT: Any redirect?

MR~ ROBBINS: Just a couple of redirect

questions, if that's okay.

REDIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. ROBBINS:

Q. Mr. Elend, did you have an opportunity to review
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the 1anguage of Artic1e X, Section 29 Amendment 2, not the

intent document but the actua1 constitutiona1 amendment

1anguage? Did you review that before you voted for it?

A. Yes. live never voted on a constitutiona1

amendment that I didn't read.

Q. Was that avai1ab1e to the pub1ic?

A. It certain1y was.

Q. Can you take a quick turn to Exhibit C in the

binder and te11 me if you recognize this document?

A. I do.

Q. Cou1d you tell me what that document is?

A. It's an analysis of the intent of the framers of

Amendment 2, John Morgan, Jon Mills, Tamar Todd and

Benjamin Pollara. It's a document that they released to

elucidate exactly what they meant by what was in the

amendment, although I think the amendment was pretty clear

itself.

Q. Could you turn to page 4 of that document. On

page 4 there's in brackets number 5 a definition of the

te~ medical marijuana treatment center. Could you take a

look-at that and tell me if that definition is the same

definition that is in the constitutional amendment?

A. In the sub parens five, is that correct?

Q. Yes.

A. Yes, it is.
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And that says "or" not "and", right?

It does.

Cou1d you do me a favor and read the section, the

4 b01d section, which I'11 represent to you is the framer's

5 dec1aration of what they intended by that definition?

6

7

A.

Q.

Yes.

So your understanding is this wou1d be the

8 intention of the framers in terms of what is meant by the

9 definition of MMTC?

10 A. That was my impression when I read it in October

11 before I voted in November, yeah.

12 Q. And you read this document before you voted as

13 we11?

14

15

16

A.

Q.

A.

I did indeed, yeah.

Cou1d you read that section.

"This Amendment a110ws for MMTCs to register with

17 the Department of Hea1th to engage in a variety of

18 discrete activities, as out1ined. MMTCs must be

19 registered to engage in any of the activities 1isted in

20 the definition, but do not have to engage in a11 of them.

21 For examp1e, a cu1tivator may be registered separate1y

22 from a dispensary. Some of the activities 1isted may

23 over1ap between the various MMTCs (such as possessing

24 medica1 marijuana). The Amendment provides for mu1tip1e

25 types of MMTCs, inc1uding, but not necessari1y 1imited to:
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1 cultivation; processing; distributing; dispensing;

2 transportation; and administration. This language allows

3 cross ownership of MMTCs, but does not require any cross

4 ownership of MMTCs."

5 Q. You can end.

6 MR. GONZALEZ: Your Honor, I would like to

7 register an objection just for the record. Of course,

8 we've stipulated to this being included, but I just

9 want to put in a record objection that the intention

10 of these individuals is a legal matter, it does not

11 alter the text of the constitution or is not proper to

12 for consideration as to the meaning of the text.

13 Thank you.

14 THE COURT: Yes, sir.

15 Q. (By Mr. Robbins) Okay. So this talks about

16 discreet activities that the MMTC can be registered to

17 engage in any of the activities, but do not have to engage

18 in all of them. Is this language or the spirit of this

19 language, I should say, consistent with the Statute

20 381.986? In other words, does 381.986 provide that MMTCs

21 might be registered to engage in any of the activities but

22 do not have to engage in all of them? For example, a

23 cultivator may be registered separately from a dispensary?

24 A. This encapsulates my impression of Amendment 2

2~ prior to the voting on it, and is in no way related to
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what is in 381.986, the law that was passed in 2017

that yes, I'm sorry in 2017, to implement the

amendment.

Q . Thank you.

A. Uh--

Q. Sorry, I didn't mean to cut you off.

A. No, No. Sorry, I could go on forever.

Q. Thank you. Nothing further.

THE COURT: You may return to your seat. Call

your next witness.

THE WITNESS: Thank you, your Honor.

(Witness steps down.)

MR. ROBBINS: Thank you, your Honor. At this

time we would like to play provisions or portions of

the video deposition of Christian Bax. I'll represent

to the Court it's going to be about an hour, so.

MR. GONZALEZ: And your Honor, we would not

object to you just taking a copy of it and watching it

whenever you would like to, if you're not going to

rule from the bench today.

THE COURT: And I'm not.

MR. GONZALEZ: It's entirely ...

MR. ROBBINS: It's certainly our preference that

everybody in the courtroom be allowed to view, to view

the video, but again, this is up to your discretion,
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your Honor. So whatever you think is more

appropriate, we'll be happy to do. But I would urge

the Court to please review it anyway.

THE COURT: Let's go ahead and p1ay the video.

MR. ROBBINS: Thank you.

(Ju1y 10, 2018 Videotaped Deposition excerpts of

Christian Bax was p1ayed a10ud as f01lows.)

* * *

CHRISTIAN BAX

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. ROBBINS:

Q. Any other degrees or professiona1 certifications

other than what we've talked about already?

A. I'm a1so a member of the Massachusetts Bar and

The Florida Bar.

(Reporter clarification.)

A. The Massachusetts Bar and The Florida Bar.

THE COURT REPORTER: Thank you.

A. You're we1come.

Q. Have you ever practiced law?

A. I have, yes.

Q. Can you tell me where and when?

A. I' practiced as an associate -- well, I guess of

counse1 for a firm in Providence, Rhode Island over the

summer of 2014, while I was an MBA. Also, after I
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1 received my -- once I was barred in Massachusetts prior to

2 my MBA I also assisted some clients in the city of Boston

3 while I was getting an MBA.

4 * * *
5 BY MR. ROBBINS:

6 Q. Okay. You have had the opportunity to, at least

7 as a consultant, to assist in the preparation of or

8 application for licenses in a market that did not require

9 a full vertical integration. You understand what I mean

10 by full vertical integration, correct?

11 A. Yes.

12 Q. As opposed to Florida, either under the 2014 law

13 or under 'Amendment 2, as least it's the position of the

14 OMMU that full vertical integration is required under

15 Florida law, right?

16 A. Correct.

17 Q. Could you describe for us the distinction between

18 vertical and horizontal integration?

19 A. Yes. Vertical integration is the, in whole,

20 encapsulation of the entire supply chain of the marijuana

21 business. So from cultivation through processing or

22 manUfacturing, depending on the product, through

23 dispensing to the patient. In Florida that also

24 encompasses delivery, which is a factor that's not always

25 included in a vertical model.
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I usually use -- there's so many different words for

vertical and for you said is not vertical. So I usually

say un-stacked and un-stacked model is where pieces or all

of the pieces of the supply chain for marijuana are

licensed separately. Frequently many states combine the

two and have high risk of allowing vertical integration

but not requiring it.

Q. Given the fact that you at least have some

experience both with respect to, as you called it, an

un-stacked system and with full vertical integration, do

you have a personal opinion as to which is the better

model? I know better is somewhat of an amorphous term,

but the preferred model to you in your capacity as the

Director of the OMMO; if you understand the question?

MR. GONZALEZ: Object to form.

A. I understand the question. My answer is no.

Q. Meaning you personally take no position one way

or the other?

A. That's correct.

Q. And obviously -- and so you don't have any belief

that one system is either more efficient or more effective

than the other?

A. Correct.

Q. And you'll agree with me that the OMMO in Florida

is traveling under the presumption- that full vertical
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1 integration is required, correct?

2

3 Q.

MR. GONZALEZ: Object to form.

(By Mr. Robbins) Are you traveling is it fair
(

4 to assume that the ONNU's position is that Florida law

5 requires vertical integration?

6

7

8

9

Q.

A.

Q.

MR. GONZALEZ: Object to form.

(By Mr. Robbins) You can answer the question.

Yes.

And where is it that you derive that belief from

10 or that understanding?

11 A. It's expressly required by 381.986 86 Florida

12 Statutes.

13 Q. Would you agree with me that it is not expressly

14 required by Amendment 21

15 MR. GONZALEZ: Object to the form. Calls for a

16 legal conclusion.

17 A. I don't necessarily see a conflict between the

18 verbiage of the constitution and the language of 381.986.

19 ***
20 BY MR. ROBBINS:

21 Q. And, at that time, what was the state of the law

22 in Florida with respect to cannabis?

23 A. At that time the 381.986 allowed for the

24 cultivation, processing and dispensing of low-THC cannabis

25 to a limited range of conditions.
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1 Q. What was the name of that act?

2 A. Compassionate Use Act.

3 Q. And that's the act that you'll hear people

4 commonly refer to in Florida as the Charlotte's Web Law?

5 A. Correct.

6 Q. During wasn't it the Compassionate Medical

7 Cannabis Act in 2014, was that the original name?

8 A. Yes. Thank you.

9 Q . No worries. When you were hired -- and your

10 initial position was as director of the Office of

11 Compassionate Use at that time?

12 A. Yes.

13 Q. -- had the application process for dispensing

14 organization already begun at that point?

15 A. Yes.

16 Q. Had the application process already been

17 completed at that point?

18 A. No.

19 Q. SO what was -- what were your initial duties and

20 responsibilities as director for OCU when you were hired

21 in 2015?

22 A. Can you repeat the question?

23 Q. Sure. When you were hired as director of the OCU

24 at the time in 2015, what were your duties and

25 responsibilities at that time?
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A. So it was to oversee the office, to imp1ement

381.986 and to carry out the app1ication process.

Q. Okay. How many emp10yees were there at the

office at that time?

A. One.

Q. You?

A. We11 , I was an employee and then I had an

employee as we11.

* * *
BY MR. ROBBINS:

'Q. At that time 381.986 mandated that five

individua1s or entities would be registered as dispensing

organizations?

A. Yes.

Q. How many applications were submitted?

A. 28.

* * *

BY MR. ROBBINS:

Q. How many MMTCs are current1y registered in the

state of F1orida?

A. 13.

Q. And you said your staff is roughly double that

number?

A. It's in the high 20s 10w 30s.

Q. By the way, do you have any experience or
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background in providing legislative analysis?

A. I provided legislative analysis during my time

with I believe each of the law firms I've worked with

I've done legislative analysis.

Q. When you say "legislative analysis," what exactly

are you talking about?

A. Any statute summarizing and providing that

summary to decision makers.

Q. Do you have any experience in drafting

legislation?

A. No.

Q. Have you participated in any way, shape or for.m

in drafting 381.986 in Florida, either as it exists today

or the prior version prior to Amendment 2?

A. The department has had meetings with staff before

both the Senate and the House throughout this process. I

have had many discussions with staff. I have had some

members -- conversations with members, but we've never

written statute, no.

Q. Have you provided input to these legislatures?

A. Yeah.

Q. Can you recall any specific input that you have

provided that made its way into the final law?

A. No. I can't remember anything specific.

Q. Of the 13 MMTCs that are registered today, how
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many of those were include in that 28, that list of 28 -

well, not that list -- but were amonq those 28 applicants,

the oriqinal DO applicants?

A. All of them.

* * *
BY MR. ROBBINS:

Q. Ultimately in November of 2016, Amendment 2, an

amendment to the Florida Constitution passed, correct?

A. Yes.

Q. And that passed by a 71 percent majority of the

voters in the State of Florida?

A. I think that's accurate.

Q. How does -- well, let me back up. Would it be

fair to say that Amendment 2 is dramatically different

from the, I'll say, Compassionate Use Act of 2014 law? Is

Amendment 2 and the 2014 law, are they very different from

one another?

MR. GONZALEZ: Object to form.

A. Yes.

* * *
BY MR. ROBBINS:

Q. In 2016 in the State of Florida prior to the

passaqe of Amendment 2, am I correct in that a patient

could only leqally take medical marijuana as opposed to.

low-THC cannabis or -- if two doctors opined that that
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patient had 1ess than a year to 1ive? 

A. Yes, that's true. 

Q. Okay. But under Amendment 2, that is not a 

prerequisite to take medical cannabis as opposed to 

low-THC cannabis? 

A. That's correct. 

* * * 
BY MR.. ROBBINS: 

Q. Does the department either use the term 

"registered" or "licensed" to describe an approved -- I 

I'll throw another word in there -- there are 13 MMTCs in 

the state of F10rida, correct? 

A. Correct. 

Q. Does the department use the term "registered 

MMTCs" to describe those entities? 

A. We use the term "licensed" and "registered" both 

to describe the MMTCs. 

Q. Do you use those terms interchangeably? 

A. So we refer to a registered MMTC in the same 

sense that the statute does, and then each of those 

registered MMTCs has a license. And so to hold a license 

we wou1d refer to them as a 1icensed MMTC. 

Q. Okay. Is it your position that the statute uses 

the	 term "registered"? 

MR. GONZALEZ: Object to form. Ca11s for lega1 
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conc~usion. 

BY MR. ROBBINS: 

Q. Well, you just testified that we use the term 

"registered" as described in the statutes, did you not? 

A. Well, registered is also in the constitution as 

we~l. I mean, and so -- which we certainly respect and we 

use the term "registered" in the sense that an entity 

which is registered with the department, each of those 13 

is registered with the department. 

They a~so, as being registered with the department, 

we've given them a license. And so we -- we will commonly 

refer to them add a licensed MMTC, because they hold a 

license from the department. 

Q. Okay, So then there are no criteria necessary 

for registration that are not necessary for licensure and 

vice versa, if you understand what I'm saying? 

MR. GONZALEZ: Object to form. 

Q. (By Mr. Robbins) Is there something that you need 

to do different to become registered verses become 

licensed? 

A. I don't know. I can't say with any distinction. 

* * * 
BY MR. ROBBINS: 

Q. Tell me a little bit about your interactions with 

Governor Scott once you accepted your position as the 
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Director of the Office of Compassionate Use. Did you 

did you have any conversations direct1y with Governor 

Scott with respect to the affairs of the Office of 

Compassionate Use? 

MR. GONZALEZ: Object to the form. Over1y broad. 

A. No. 

Q. Have you ever spoken with Governor Scott? 

A. I have met Governor Scott. 

Q. How many times? 

A. I be1ieve twice. 

Q. Was it prior to your accepting your position as 

the Director of the OMMO or OCU? 

A. I met him once and say I shook hands with him at 

an event prior to my taking a position with Governor 

Scott, and then I a1so attended a gubernatoria1 fe110w's 

event that he was at and a1so shook his hand. But beyond 

that we sat down and had an extensive conversation about 

anything. 

Q. SO you've never discussed Amendment 2 with 

Governor Scott; is that a fair statement? 

MR. GONZALEZ: Asked and answered. Object to 

form. 

A. Yes. 

Q. Okay. And you've never discussed the 

Compassionate Medica1 Use Act with Governor Scott as we11? 
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1 A. That's correct.
 

2
 Q. Do you know if Governor Scott had any input
 

3
 whatsoever in the implementation of the Charlotte's Web 

4 Law? 

A. I mean, he signed it.
 

6
 Q. Other than signing it? 

"1 A. I don't know.
 

8
 Q. Do you know if Governor Scott had any input at
 

9
 all in the implementation of Amendment 2? 

MR. GONZALEZ: Object to form. 

11 A. No. 

12 Q. You have no knowledge one way or the other? 

13 A. Correct. 

14 Q. Okay. What about Celeste Philip? What 

involvement, if any, did Dr. Philip have in the 

16 implementation of Amendment 2? 

1"1 A. She's the Surgeon General. She's the agency 

18 head, and she's my boss. So, I mean, I serve at her 

19 pleasure. Anything I do, ultimately she's she has the 

right to override or correct or tell me to do something 

21 differently. 

22 Q. Has she ever overridden anything you've done? 

23 MR. GONZALEZ: Object to form.· 

24 A. I can't think of anything. 

Q. How often do you speak to Dr. Philip? 
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A. Maybe once per month or once per two months. 

* * * 
BY MR. ROBBINS: 

Q. Now, you have testified in the past that in 

addition to overseeing the implementation and construction 

of the Compassionate Use registry and overseeing 

communications with law enforcement, physicians and 

constituents, you assist in legislative analysis in 

generally oversee regulatory matters of medical cannabis 

for the State of Florida. Does that refresh your 

recollection that that's the position or your testimony 

that you've given in the past? 

A. Yes. 
, 

MR. GONZALEZ: Object to form. 

Q. (By Mr. Robbins) I'm sorry? 

A. Yes. 

Q. And so you would agree with me that, in fact, you 

do assist in ~egislative analysis and generally oversee 

regulatory matters of medical cannabis for the State of 

Florida? 

A. Yes. 

* * * 
BY MR. ROBBINS: 

Q. And what type of inspections were they? 

A. The department authorizes MMTCs to cu~tivate, 
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dispense or process at their facilities prior to them 

moving forward. So what we'll do is we'll do an 

authorization inspection prior to allowing them to move 

forward, which ensures that the entity has met what they 

said they were going to do in their application. 

* * * 

BY MR. ROBBINS: 

Q. Is it the department's position -- I'm sorry, the 

office's position that MMTCs may not sell smokeable 

flower? 

MR. GONZALEZ: Object to the form. 

A. Yes. 

Q. And is it the office's position that MMTCs may 

not smell -- sell smokeable flower because of a 

prohibition in 381.986 or is it because of something else? 

THE COURT: Object to form. 

A. It is because of the prohibition statute. 

Q. And not because of a prohibition in Amendment 2 

itself? \ 

MR. GONZALEZ: Object to the form. Calls for a 

legal conclusion and assumes inconsistencies. 

A. The department's position is that the 

constitutional amendment and the law are not in conflict. 

Beyond that, I am an attorney, but I am not an attorney 

for the department, and so I can't give a legal conclusion 
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about that beyond what I just said. 

Q. Is it the department's position that -Amendment 2 

and 381.986 are not in conflict in any respect or just in 

respect to smokeable flower? 

THE COURT: Object to the form. Same objection. 

Calls for a legal conclusion. 

Q. (By Mr. Robbins) Well, what's the department's 

position? 

A. I'm not prepared to outline any conflicts. As 

far as I know, I have no idea if the attorneys in our 

department believe there's conflict between the amendment 

and the law. 

Q.	 You've read Amendment 2? 

A.	 Correct. 

Q. Have you read the intent document that was 

prepared by the drafters of Amendment 2? 

A.	 Yes. 

Q. Okay. And you're smiling a little bit. I'm 

curious as to why are you smiling. 

A. I mean, I read that document for the first t~e 

about six months after the amendment passed. 

Q.	 Why didn't you read it before then? 

A.	 I wasn't aware of it. 

Q.	 You didn't know it existed?
 

MR. GONZALEZ: Object to form.
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A. I don't know when that document was written, and 

I don't know when that document was published. 

Q. But to best of your recollection, you've never 

reviewed that document until after Amendment 2 was passed? 

A. Correct. 

Q. You	 have read it since? 

A. I have. 

Q. Is there anything in that document that the 

department	 takes issue with? 

MR. GONZALEZ: Objection. 

A. I don't recall the contents of that, of that 

~c~nt·WOUld you agree with me that there is presently a 

cap on the number of registered or licenses that Florida 

~y issue to MMTCs? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Do you know where that concept of capping the 

nUmber of lines came from? 

A. Beyond the plain language of 381.986. 

Q. Anything beyond the plain language of 381.986? 

A. It's within the language of 381.986. I was 

crrious the way you phrased the question, it seemed to 

imply that there was some other source for that language. 

Q. Right. I'm not trying to trick you. That's my 

qpestion, I guess. Is there another source of the cap 
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other than 381.986, to your knowledge? 

A. No. 

Q. Okay. You would agree with me that Amendment 2 

does not specifically refer to caps or a limitation on the 

Jumber MMTCs per.mitted in the State of Florida? 

A. Yes. 

* * * 

BY MR. ROBBINS: 

Q. So what did you conclude in terms of your 

expectation in terms of the number of patients Florida 

Ji9ht see with a mature market? 

A. Somewhere between 300- and 550,000 patients. 

Q. Did you do any analysis as to the number of 

medical marijuana treatment centers and I could use the 

Jerm MMTC now, because that language is in the amendment, 

1~ght? D~d you do an analys~s as to how many l~censed or 

,egistered MMTCs would be required to serve a market of 

~hat size? 

A. No. 

Q. Did anybody else at the office? 

A. I don't know. I don't believe so. 

* * * 

BY MR. ROBBINS: 

Q. I'm showing you a document that has been marked 

as Exhibit Number 2 for the purposes of this deposition. 
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The title on the top is Florida Department of Health, Use1
 

of Marijuana for Debilitating Medical Conditions2
 

Constitutional Amendment Analysis.3
 

First let me ask you if you've seen this document4
 

5
 before. 

A. I don't know.6
 

7
 Q. You don't remember one way or the other? 

8
 A. No. 

Q. If I were to tell you that this is a document9
 

10
 that was created and drafted by Courtney Coppola, would 

you have any reason to either agree or disagree?11
 

12
 A. No. 

13
 * * * 
14
 BY MR. ROBBINS: 

15
 Q. Okay. Going down two columns, though, there is a 

16
 column that says Estimated Number of Medical Marijuana 

17
 Treatment Centers to be Registered. And the number is 

1,993. Obviously that's what it says.18
 

19
 My question to you is whether that is a number that 

20
 you have ever heard before in terms of what your office 

21
 anticipated with the passage of Amendment 2 would be 

22
 required or would be the requisite number in a mature 

23
 medical marijuana state? 

24
 MR. GONZALEZ: Object to form. 

A. I've seen that number, and my understanding what2S 
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that number is, is taking the amount of licenses that were 

available in Colorado at the time and multiplying it by 

the difference in population between Florida and Colorado. 

So, for example, the Florida model obviously has a 

different structure than Colorado. So if you had 515 

dispensaries in Colorado, it's still possible to have that 

same number of scale-ability. It would just it be 

owned by the 13 or 20 or 28 MMTCs, depending on the 

population of the state. 

Q. Well, this doesn't say dispensaries, this says 

medical	 marijuana treatment centers, correct? 

MR. GONZALEZ: Object to form. Argumentative. 

Q. (By Mr. Robbins) I'm just asking you what the 

document says. 

A. I don't know why that box says -- refers to 

medical marijuana treatment centers and not facilities. 

* * * 
BY MR. ROBBINS: 

Q • Al.l right. Mr. Bax, I'm showing you a document 

which has been marked as Exhibit 3, Plaintiff's Exhibit 3 

for the purposes of this deposition. 

Can you tell me whether you've seen this document 

before? 

A. I have. 

Q. Can	 you tell me what that document is? 
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A. This is a copy of a language of Article X Section1 

2 29, Florida Constitution. 

3 * * * 
BY MR. ROBBINS:4 

Q. You'll see under section S the definition of5 

6 medical marijuana treatment center? 

7 A. Correct. 

8 Q. Could you read that one section into the record, 

9 please? 

10 A. "Medical marijuana treatment center (MMTC) parts 

11 means an entity that acquires, cultivates, possesses, 

12 processes (included development of related products such 

13 as food, tinctures, aerosols, oil or ointments), 

14 transfers, transports, sells, distributes, dispenses or 

lS administers marijuana p~oducts containing 

16 marijuana-related supplies or educational materials to 

17 qualifying patients or their caregivers and is registered 

18 by the department." 

19 Q. Okay. And I notice that in that definition it 

20 says sells, transports, distributes, dispenses or 

21 administers marijuana rather than "and." 

22 Do you see that? 

23 A. That's what the words say, yes. 

24 Q. In your mind, based upon your plain reading of 

25 that constitutional amendment, the use of the word "or" 
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rather than "and," would you agree with me that that 

contemplates .un-stacked -- an un-stacked system as opposed 

to vertical integration? 

MR. GONZALEZ: Object to the form. It calls for 

legal conclusions. 

Q. (By Mr. Robbins) Based upon your experience as a 

lawyer, as the director of the medical marijuana use 

somebody who does legislative analysis, I just want to get 

your take on the use of the word "or" versus the word 

" and"? 

MR. GONZALEZ: Same objections. 

A. I don't have a take on that. 

Q. Y9u don It? 

A. No. 

Q. Do you know if the department has an initial take 

on that? 

A. The department has -- the department's position 

is that the statute as changed by 381.986 is not 

necessarily in conflict with the medical marijuana 

treatment center definition in the amendment. And beyond 

that, it's a legal conclusion that I'm not prepared to 

make today. 

Q. When you say "not necessarily in conflict," can 

ask what do you mean by necessarily? 

A. Necessarily was an unnecessary word. You can 
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just consider that I answered that question without saying 

necessarily. 

Q. You would certainly agree with me, though, that 

nowhere in that section 5 does it define a medical 

marijuana treatment center to include a dispensing 

organization, correct? 

A. I'm sorry. Can you repeat that question? 

Q. The words DO or dispensing organization are not 

contained within the constitutional amendment definition 

of a medical marijuana treatment center, correct? 

A. That's correct. 

* * * 
BY MR. ROBBINS: 

Q. Does the department have a position one way or 

the other as to if there were a conflict between Amendment 

2 and 381.986 which would trump? 

MR. GONZALEZ: Object to the form and calls for 

legal conclusions and opinions. 

A. I mean, following the law of the constitution 

would trump statute if there's a direct conflict, but the 

department doesn't necessarily I keep saying necessary 

-- the department doesn't believe there's a conflict 

between the constitution or the statute. 

* * * 

BY MR. ROBBINS: 
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Q. So we were taking a look at Exhibit 3, the 

constitutional amendments, specifically section (d) on 

page 2, the Duties of the Department. 

A. Uh-huh. 

Q. And you'll agree with me -

A. xt says what it says. 

Q. that it's the duty of the department to issue 

reasonable regulations necessary for the implementation 

and enforcement of this section, meaning the amendment, 

correct? 

A. Correct. 

Q. And that the purpose of those regulations is to 

ensure the availability and safe use of medical marijuana 

by qualifying patients. You'll agree with me that the 

language, first of all, is in the amendment, correct? 

A. Yes. 

Q. And will you agree with me that the primary 

duty -- and X'm going to say the office, because X think 

they're referring to the Department of Health, but X want 

to focus it on cannabis -- would you agree with me that 

the primary duty of your office and your primary duty as 

the director of that office is, in fact, to ensure the 

availabi~ity and safe use of medical marijuana by 

qua~ifying patients? 

A. xt is certainly a core duty. X don't know if I 
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regulating the entities and ensuring that they're 

following the laws is also a very important and what I 

would say core function of the OMMO as well. 

* * * 
BY MR. ROBBINS: 

Q. You said Florida's chosen to limit the number of 

MMTCs-

A. Yes. 

Q. -- was that the language you just used? 

And when you say Florida, do you mean the voters of 

Florida? Or am I wrong that you said that? 

A. I mean, specifically, 381.986 limits the number 

of license entities. 

Q. You would agree with me that Amendment 2 does not 

limit the number of medical marijuana treatment centers, 

correct? 

MR. GONZALEZ: Object to form. Calls for legal 

conclusions. 

Q. (By Mr. Robbins) Can you point me to any 

language in Amendment 2, Exhibit 3 in front of you, where 

there are limits placed on the number of MMTCs allowed in 
\ 

the state of Florida? 

A. No. 

Q. So then would you agree with me Amendment 2 does 
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1 not limit the number of MMTCs, but rather 381.986 does? 

2 MR. GONZALEZ: Object to form. Calls for a legal 

3 conclusion. 

4 A. The department doesn't view that there's 

S necessarily - strike. The department does not view that 

6 there is a conflict between the law and the constitutional 

7 amendment. I will go back to my previous answer which is 

8 I agreed with you there's no explicit limit set forth in 

9 the constitution. 

10 * * * 

11 BY MR. ROBBINS: 

12 Q. Okay. What has Celeste Philip done to implement 

13 Amendment 2? 

14 A. She oversees the entire department. I serve at 

lS her pleasure and, I mean, she can and does review any 

16 element that she sees fit. But I mean, I don't schedule 

17 her t~e. I don't track her time. So I don't know what, 

18 if any, parts she's considered or reviewed or ruled on. 

19 Q. Can you think of a single instance in which a 

20 decision you have made or any direction you have given in 

21 your capacity as director has been overridden by 

22 Dr. Philip? 

23 A. No. 

24 Q. You're the guy who is ultimately responsible for 

2S implementing Amendment 2. 
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MR. GONZALEZ: Object to the form. 

Q.	 (By Mr. Robbins) Correct?
 

MR. GONZALEZ: And calls for conclusion.
 

Q. (By Mr. Robbins) You're the Director of the 

Office of Medical Marijuana Use, correct? 

A.	 I am, yes. 

Q. And so would you say that you are the individual 

at the OMMO who is charged with the duty and 

responsibility to implement Amendment 2? Obviously you 

have people working under you, but you're the final word? 

A.	 At the OMMO, yes. 

* * * 
BY MR. ROBBINS: 

Q. You'll agree with me that it was the duty of the 

department to promulgate implementing regulations no later 

than six months after the effective date of Amendment 2? 

A.	 That's correct. 

Q. And the effective date of Amendment 2 was January 

3, " 2017? 

A.	 Yes. 

* * * 
BY MR. ROBBINS: 

Q. And then again, subsection (c) says that the 

department is charged with responsibility to implement 

procedures for the registration of MMTCs that include 
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procedures for the issuance, renewal, suspension and 

revocation of registration and standards to ensure proper 

security, recordkeeping, testing, labeling, inspection and 

safety. Correct? 

A. Correct. 

Q. You'll agree with me the word "license" is not 

used in that section or anywhere in Amendment 2? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Can you point to me, in this Amendment 2, 

anywhere where it talks about preferences being given to 

applicants who have -- who own one or more facilities that 

were used for processing of citrus? 

A. No. 

Q. No, because you can't find it or, no, because the 

l~nguage is not there? 

A. Both. 

Q. But there is language in the Statute 381.986 that 

does provide a preference to citrus processors, right? 

A. Yes. 

* * * 
BY MR. ROBBINS: 

Q. You were talking earlier about Florida system. 

Does Florida, either the constitution or 381.986, limit 

the number of plants, for example, that can be cultivated 

by a registered or licensed MMTC? 
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A. No. 

Q. SO, theoretically, assuming it was part of the 

application, the application was approved, there could be 

5,000 square feet, it could be 500,000 square feet of grow 

space? 

A. That's correct. 

Q. And based on your experience and the inspections, 

is there any wide range of the square footage -- under 

cultivation from MMTC to MMTC? 

A. Yes.. 

Q. Well, actually plenty of them are zero right now, 

right? 

A. No. They are -- I believe every MMTC has been 

given cultivation authorization with the exception of 

maybe one. 

Q. And even -- which one? 

A. I'm not sure. I believe they have given 

cultivation authorization, but I reserve the right to be 

corrected on 3 Boys, but I think every else is, at the 

very least, cultivating. 

Q. Why is it that the department has not chosen to 

limit -- to place any limits on the number of plants, for 

example, that an MMTC can cultivate? 

·A. We're not permitted to -- we don't have the 

authority to do that under the statute. 
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* * * 

BY MR. ROB~INS: 

Q. 
\ 

Let me go back to the amendment for a second and 

back to the section where we were ta1king about the 

section 2. It says, "The department sha11 begin issuing 

qua1ifying patient and caregiver identification cards and 

registering MMTCs no 1ater than nine months after the 

effective date of that section," meaning nine months 

after -- after January 3rd, 2017, right? 

A. Correct. 

Q. Has	 the has a sing1e individua1 or entity 

app1ied	 to be an MMTC ever in F10rida? 

MR. GONZALEZ: Object to the form. 

A. Yes. 

Q. Who? 

A. Each of the 13 MMTCs. 

Q. Didn't they apply to be DOs? 

A. I want to understand your question. Is your 

question, did they submit an app1ication as part of a 

competitive app1ication process? 

Q. Did they submit an app1ication as part of a 

competitive app1ication process for the registrat~on of 

MMTCs as distinguished from dispensing organizations? 

A. There has been -- there has been no s~i1ar 

process to what happened in 2015 for MMTCs current1y, 
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1 other than our proposed rule. 

2 Q. Right. So the only licensed MMTCs as we sit here 

3 today are DO applicants, correct? 

4 A. They were DO applicants, yes. 

Q. And there's been no further application process,
 

6
 there has been no MMTC application process at all, 

"1 correct? 

B MR. GONZALEZ: Objection. Asked and answered.
 

9
 A. There has not been additional MMTC applications 

and applicants in addition to the 13 that we have now. 

11 * * * 
12 BY MR. ROBBINS: 

13 Q. Was there a process whereby the DOs had to 

14 specifically ask the office to be converted from a DO to 

an MMTC? 

16 A. I believe they did request that, yes. 

1"1 Q. And, in fact, everyone of the DOs was converted 

18 from a DO to an MMTC? 

19 MR ..GONZALEZ: Object to the form. 

A. Yes. 

21 Q. Can you point me to any provision in that 

22 amendment where it limits the number of dispensaries that 

23 an MMTC can open? 

24 A. No. 

Q. That language, in other words, language that 
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limits the number of dispensaries that an MMTC can operate 

is in the statute, not the constitution, correct? 

A. That language is in the statute and not in the 

constitution, yes. 

Q. Okay. And, again, would you agree with me that 

the statute places limitations -- I'm not asking you 

whether it conflicts. I'm asking you whether the statute 

places limitations on Amendment 2. 

A. I don't concede that. I 'don't -- the 

department's position is that they don't conflict; that 

381 -- Well, S.B.8-A implemented the Amendment 2, but 

whether or not you characterize that as a limitation or a 

restriction or contravention, I don't know. That would 

be, I think, a legal question. 

Q. Right. And I'm not asking you if it conflicts. 

I get that. But there's a difference between restriction 

and something conflicting, right? 

A. I would concede that that language is not in the 

constitutional amendment that you referred to; 

specifically, that the number of MMTC dispensaries, that 

limit is not in the constitution. 

* * * 
BY MR. ROBBINS: 

Q. SO getting back to this issue of caps, because I 

don't want to beat this into the ground, I'm trying to 
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understand what other businesses operate 1ike that. Cou1d 

you give me any examp1e of any other regu1ated business 

where caps are placed on the number of 1icenses that are 

issued? 

MR.	 GONZALEZ: Objection to the form. Overbroad. 

A. Yeah. I mean, there are other medica1 mariju~na 

markets that do the exact, same thing. 

Q.	 In F10rida? Any other types of businesses? 

MR. GONZALEZ: Same objection. 

Q. (By Mr. Robbins) Is there a 1imit on the number 

of 1awyers that can be 1icensed to practice 1aw in the 

state of F10rida? 

MR. GONZALEZ: Same objections. 

A.	 I don't be1ieve so. 

Q.	 Is there a 1imit on the number of financia1 

advisors	 who cou1d be 1icensed in the state of F10rida? 

MR. GONZALEZ: Same objections. 

A.	 I don't be1ieve so. 

Q. What about the number of retai1 pharmacies, 

Walgreen's, that can be estab1ished or set up in the state 

of F10rida? 

MR. GONZALEZ: Objection. Beyond the scope of 

the areas that were identified for this deposition of 

the witness. 

Q.	 (By Mr. Robbins) So why the caps here? 
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MR. GONZALEZ: Object to the form. Calls for 

legal conclusions. 

Q. (By Mr. Robbins) What is your understanding of 

why the caps here? 

A. I would defer to the Florida legislature on that. 

I can't speak to their rationale for instituting the caps 

on licensure. 

Q. Do you, in your capacity as the Director of the 

Office of Medical Marijuana Use, believe that there is a 

legitimate purpose to the caps? 

MR. GONZALEZ: Object to form; and it's asked and 

answered. He's already said he's deferring to the 

legislature and the office is following the law the 

legislature established. The legal issue is for you 

to argue to the judge. 

~ . (By Mr. Robbins) So the department does not have 

a position one way or the other on -- on, let's say, the 

number of caps? Did the department, did the Office of 

Medical Marijuana Use have any input with the legislature 

into the number of MMTCs that would be allowed? 

A.	 No.
 

MR. GONZALEZ: Object to forrn. Overbroad.
 

Q. (By Mr. Robbins) Do you know -- do you have any 

knowledge as to how that number came about? 

A.	 No. 
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Q. Do you have any know~edge as to how the number of 

dispensaries that can be opened by an MMTC came about? 

A. other than the reporting I read about 

negotiations with the House and Senate, but I have no 

firsthand information as to what u~timate~y came down 

there. 

Q. But your office had no input into that? 

A. Correct. 

Q. Did the legislature reach out to you at any point 

prior to the passage of S.B.8-A and say, look, we're 

trying to pass some ~egislation to implement this stuff, 

you're the head of the office in Florida, what do you 

think, what should we do about caps? Was there any 

conversation between you and anybody in the Florida House 

or Senate about the issue of caps prior to S.B.8-A? 

MR. GONZALEZ: Object to the form. 

A. I mean, I certainly discussed -- I mean, I've 

discussed this issue with legislative staff throughout my 

tenure with the OMMO. No one from the legislature has 

ever asked me in my professional capacity, what do you 

think the limit should be, should we increase or decrease 

the limits? 

Q. Did anybody in your office, to your knowledge, 

ever make any recommendations, regardless of whether you 

were asked or not? 
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A. No. 

Q. And even though it's the department and the 

Office of Medica1 Marijuana Use's ob1igation to ensure the 

avai1abi1ity and safety of medicine for the patients, 

medica1 marijuana patients in the state of F1orida, the 

department has no position whatsoever on what's 

appropriate in terms of how many MMTCs shou1d be? 

MR. GONZALEZ: Objection. Asked and answered. 

A. I think we abso1ute1y have a position. 

Q. But your position is whatever the 1egis1ature 

te11s us to do, that's what we're going to do? 

A. Our position is that we wi11 faithfu11y imp1ement 

the 1aw of F1orida, yes. 

* * * 
BY MR. ROBBINS: 

Q. But you haven't even you haven't even taken a 

position one way or the other to agree or disagree with 

the 1egis1ature on the number of caps? 

MR. GONZALEZ: Objection. Argumentative. Asked 

and answered. 

A. We be1ieve -- I mean, the department wi11 

faithfu11y imp1ement what the 1aw is an enacted by du1y 

representatives of the peop1e of F1orida. 

* * * 
BY MR. ROBBINS: 
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Q. Well, no here's the real question: How does the 

citrus preference protect the patients in the state of 

Florida? 

A. That is the provision of law that I did not 

craft, that the legislature crafted. So it's 

justification for how it provides for medical marijuana 

patients. I can't answer that. 

* * * 

BY MR. ROBBINS: 

Q. Can you think of any good reason for the caps 

other than the fact that the legislature told you these 

are going to be the caps? 

MR. GONZALEZ: Object to the fOJ:m. 

A. Again, I would defer to the legislature for the 

justification as to why it thinks it's appropriate to put 

capes on the marketplace. 

Q. Can you think of any reason or justification for 

the caps? 

A. I don't want to speculate. 

Q. I'm not asking you to speculate, and I'm not 

trying to give you_a hard time. My question is, can you 

think of any reason why the caps are justified? 

MR. GONZALEZ: Object to the form. Asked and 

answered. 

A. The caps are justified in the department's 
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implementation of the law and implement the amendment 

because it's the law of Florida. That's the justification 

I need, because it I s the law. 

Q. Anything else you can think of? 

A. I that's all I need. 

Q. Is there anything else you can think of besides 

that? 

MR. GONZALEZ: Asked and answered. 

MR. ROBBINS: That was not answered. 

MR. GONZALEZ: Asked and answered. 

A. No, I can't think of anything. 

Q. Okay. Thanks. 

* * * 
BY MR. ROBBINS: 

Q. I'm showing you a document which has been marked 

as Exhibit Number 4 for the purposes of this deposition. 

It's titled Amendment 2: Analysis of Intent by John 

Morgan, Esquire; Honorable Jon L. Mills, Esquire; Tamar 

Todd, Esquire; and Benjamin Pollara. 

We were talking about this document before. Is this 

the document you believe that I was referring to when I 

talked about the intent document or the analysis of 

intent? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Okay. This is something that you never reviewed 
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1 prior to the passage of Amendment 2? 

2 A. Correct. 

3 Q. Have you met Mr. 

4 A. No. 

5 Q. Have you met Mr. 

6 A. No. 

Morgan? 

Mills? 

7 Q. Have you met Tamar Todd?
 

8
 A. No. 

Q. How about Mr. Pollara? 

10 

9 

A. Yes. 

11 Q. Have you ever discussed this document with 

12 Mr. Pollara? 

13 A. Mr. Pollara brought this document to my first 

14 meeting with him, which was the first t~e I had seen this 

15 document. 

16 Q. And when was that? 

17 A. I don't recall. It was subsequent to Amendment 2 

18 passing. 

19 Q. You never met Ben Pollara prior to Amendment 2 

20' passing? 

21 A. Correct. 

22 Q. One second. 

23 * * * 
24 BY MR. ROBBINS:
 

25 Q. Mr. Bax, could you tell me whether the OMMO
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1
 derives any authority outside of 381.986? In other words, 

2
 is there any authority conferred upon the office above and 

beyond that provided for in the statute?3
 

4
 A. I don't believe so. 

1r 1r 1r5
 

6
 BY MR. ROBBINS: 

7
 Q. Do you still have the constitutional amendment in 

8
 front of you? 

A. Yes.9
 

Q. Okay. I want to compare, if you would, the10
 

11
 definition of medical marijuana treatment center under 

12
 subsection 5 in the definitions under the amendments with 

13
 the language in 381.986, and I will direct you to section 

14
 8, is the section that talks about medical marijuana 

15
 treatment centers. 

16
 You haven't committed this to memory yet? 

17
 A. Is that a question? 

18
 Q. Okay. And what I'd like for you to do, if you 

don't mind, is to go to section 8(e) which is going to be19
 

four pages bac~ from that MMTC section. It would be20' 

21
 easier if these pages were numbered. Got it? 

22
 A. Uh-huh. 

23
 Q. Could you read the first sentence of subsection 

24
 (e) ? 

25
 A. "Licensed medical marijuana treatment center 
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shall cultivate, process, transport and dispense marijuana 

for medical use." 

Q. Okay. Now I would like, if you don't mind, if 

you go back to the amendment and read the definition of 

amendment. 

A. Medical mari juana treatment center means an 

entity that acquires, cultivates, possesses, process 

including development of related product such as food, 

tinctures, aerosols, oils or ointments, transfers, 

transports, sells, distributes, dispenses or administers 

medical marijuana -- I'm sorry, just marijuana products 

containing marijuana, related supplies or educational 

materials to qualifying patients or their caregivers and 

is registered by the department. 

Q. Okay. So obviously the glaring difference that I 

want to point your attention to between those two sections 

is that the constitutional amendment has the word "or," 

and the statute has the word "and." 

I know that we have already talked about the fact that 

you don't believe that 381.986 is directly in. conflict 

with Amendment 2. And so my question to you is how do you 

justify that position when you have one constitutional 

amendment that uses the word "or" and then you have the 

statute that uses the word "and"? 

MR. GONZALEZ: Object to the for.m. Calls for a 
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1ega1 conc1usion, and it's been asked and answered. 

A. I justify that by saying that the duty of the 

Office of Medica1 Marijuana Use is to imp1ement the 1aw as 

it's written. And I have been -- I am directed by the 

department to implement the law. 

Q. Aren't you a1so directed by the department to 

imp1ement the law in accordance with the constitution? 

A. Yes. 

Q. But it seems, based upon the testimony that 

you've been giving all day, is that you are guiding what 

the office does. You're using the statute for direction 

and not the constitution, because these are two different 

things and you're going by the statute. 

A. Your question assumes that there's a conflict, 

and the department's position is that it does not see a 

conf1ict. And so rather than conf1ict, we see the 1aw as 

implementing the constitutiona1 amendment. So by 

imp1ementing the statute, we are al.so instituting the 

constitution. 

Q. What is your basis for saying that they do not 

conf1ict given that as one has the word "and" and one has 

the word II or II ? 

A. It's the department -- it's the department's 

determination. 

* * * 
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BY MR. ROBBINS: 

Q. Well, have you heard complaints about people not 

being	 able to get their medicine? 

MR. GONZALEZ: Object to form. 

A. I mean, people -- yeah, people have complained 

about, but I mean, we are an administrative agency. We 

receive a lot of complaints. I think it would be 

erroneous to say we never received a complaint that 

someone wasn't able to get the medicine that they wanted. 

Q. Okay. Did you mentioned earlier today that 

you reviewed the plaintiff's motion for injunctive relief, 

right? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Did you have an opportunity review the 

declarations of medical marijuana patients that were 

attached as exhibits to that motion? 

A. Yes. But I don't recall them. I mean, I'm happy 

to review them to refresh my recollection, but I don't 

have recollection of them. 

Q. That's okay. You donlt have a recollection. 

Well, do you have a recollection of taking issue with any 

of the statements contained in any of those declarations? 

MR. GONZALEZ: Objection to the form. 

A. I'd like to review any of those things and 

refresh my recollection rather than saying - 
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1 Q. Okay. We'll do that, but I want to finish with 

2 the statute. So take me through the process of 

3 registering post amendment to MMTCs. What steps initially 

4 did the Office of Medical Marijuana Use undertake to 

register MMTCs post Amendment 2? 

6 A. We a~~owed for the existing dispensing 

7 organization to submit in writing an attestation that they 

8 met the ~ega~ requirements to become a medica~ marijuana 

9 treatment center and determine that they were medical 

marijuana treatment centers. And then we moved forward 

11 with granting medical marijuana treatment center 

12 registration to the additiona~ app~icants who had not yet 

13 received registration by the department. 

14 Q. Did they have to reapply? 

A. Assuming in that you meant did they have to 

16 submit an app~ication? 

17 Q. Yes. 

18 A. No. 

19 Q. SO they attested -- and how did they attest? In 

what manner did they attest that they cou~d operate as an 

21 MMTC as opposed to a DO? 

22 A. It depended on the -- I believe it depended on 

23:	 the app~icant in that some of those were subject to -- I'm 

24'	 forgetting the termino~ogy, I'm sorry, but the ones that 

-- the app~icants that we were in ~itigation with, we came 
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to a final resolution with those and then issued the MMTC 

registration codes. I believe there was only one that we 

weren't in litigation with, and it was a similar case 

where they could -- that they were in compliance with the 

statute. And then additionally there's an additional 

requirement that they had the ability to begin CUltivation 

within 30 days. 

Q. Did all of the 13 -- well, initially it was 7, 

right, that were DOs? They all represented that they had 

the ability to begin CUltivating within 30 days? 

A. That wasn't a requirement of the original 7. 

Q. No, but it was a requirement for the MMTCs, 

right? 

A. No, not the MMTCs 

Q. Oh, okay. 

A. -- that were dispensing organization. 

• • * 

BY MR. ROBBINS: 

Q. Okay. Loops' Nursery and Greenhouse, Inc. 

applied to be a DO, correct? 

A. Yes. 

Q. And they were denied registration? 

A. Correct. 

Q. But yet they ult~ately received a license to 

operate an MMTC? 
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A. They did.
 

2
 

1 

Q. And they never submitted a new application?
 

3
 A. Correct. 

4 Q. They never demonstrated to the department that 

they were qualified to run an MMTC other than this
 

6
 representation that it could be cultivating within 30
 

7
 days?
 

8
 A. I don't think that's a fair characterization. 

Q. What would be a fair characterization?9 

A. The applications were extremely long and 

11 cumulative. I don't think that it's fair to say that just 

12 because the applicant was not the highest ranking 

13 applicant in the region that they were unqualified to 

14 operate. But that was never the department's mandate. 

The department's mandate was to pick the best in each 

16 region. 

17 Q. I see. So can you walk me through the process 

18 that the department undertook to re-evaluate the people 

19 that had not been awarded DO licenses but ultimately were 

awarded MMTCs? What steps did you undertake to go back 

through the application to make sure that they, in fact, 

22 

21i 

were more qualified? 

23 A. We followed what the statute required, which is 

24 the statute required that any DO applicant that had 

litigation with the department and met the provisions of 
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1
 the statute were to be given a license. And so we, as 

long as they met the requirements of the statute, they2
 

3
 were given a license. 

4
 Q.' Okay. Did you do anything else besides follow 

5
 the statute? 

A. No.6
 

Q. SO there was no independent determination made by7
 

8
 either the department or the OMMO that these applicants 

9
 would provide both for the availability and safety of the 

10
 administration of medical marijuana for patients? 

11
 MR. GONZALEZ: Object to the form. 

12
 A. I don't understand the question. 

Q. I guess my question is you basically did it13
 

14
 because the legislature told you to do it and for no other 

15,
 reason, right? 

16
 A. The department followed what the letter of the 

17
 law was, which was passed by the legislature, signed by 

18
 the governor, binding on the department and we followed 

19
 the instructions of 381.986(8). 

20
 Q. Okay. How did you determine that the people 

21
 that -- the entities that were ultimately registered under 

22
 381.986(a)2.a, how did you Ultimately determine that they 

23
 met the criteria set forth in the statute? 

24
 MR. GONZALEZ: Object to the form. 

25
 A. We verified that they were an existing Florida 
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business, that they had a certificate of registration from 

the Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services and 

there was obviously a bond requirement. 

And then we also conduct a cultivation processing and 

dispensing authorization inspections for each facility and 

their supply chain as they have requested and the 

facilities have come online. 

Q. What documentation did these applicants provide 

to the department that it had the existing infrastructure 

and technical, and technological ability to begin 

cultivating marijuana within 30 days after registration as 

an MMTC? 

A. I don't remember the documentation they submitted 

to the department to prove that. 

Q. Was it extensive? Do you recall if it was a big, 

extensive documentation or was it just a letter saying we 

could do it? 

A. I don't believe it was extensive. 

Q. Okay. And, by the way, the applicants that were 

ultimately registered under section (a)2 did not begin 

cultivating marijuana within 30 days after registration, 

did they? 

A. That's correct. 

Q. In fact, none of them did? 

A. That's correct. 
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Q. What, if any, disciplinary action did the 

department take against those MMTCs that failed to meet 

the 30-day requirement? 

A. None. 

* * * 
BY MR. ROBBINS: 

Q. Obviously, the department did have discretion, 

though, to evaluate the documentation that they provided 

with respect to their technical ability, correct? 

A. I don't know if I agree with that 

characterization. 

Q. SO it had no discretion. 

Somebody has to make a determination as to whether or 

not -- right? You're saying we have the technical 

ability, this is the information that backs it up --' 

Somebody at the department has to make a determination as 

to whether we agree or disagree with that, the 

representation or position of the applicants, yes? 

A. That's -- I mean, that's not -- I can see your 

point, but that's not what the statute says. The statute 

says that they have to provide documentation to the 

department that its existing infrastructure and technical 

ability -- technological ability to begin cultivating 

mari juana within 30 days. 

There is -- it's clear direction from the statute 
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there that they -- the department is to license the MMTCs 

that provide documentation that they are prepared to move 

forward and cultivating within 30 days. 

* * * 
BY MR. ROBBINS: 

Q. Would you agree with me it was simply a 

ministerial function of registering these folks consistent 

with the statute? 

MR. GONZALEZ: Asked and answered. 

A. Our position was that in order to register them 

they had to meet the statutory requirement, so there was a 

verification that they submit documentation to be able to 

produce marijuana within 30 days. 

Q. Right. 

A. Beyond that, I mean, it's a very clear direction 

from the law to the department to license those entities. 

* * * 
BY MR. ROBBINS: 

Q. I am handing you a document that we've marked for 

identification purposes as Exhibit Number 6. Do you 

recognize this document? 

A. Yes. 

Q. What is this document? 

A. I believe this is a biweekly update that we 

issued, the department issued pack in August 23rd, 2017. 
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1 Q. Could you tell me what -- well, strike that.
 

2
 There are one, two, three, four, five MMTCs listed on
 

3
 there that says -- starting with 3 Boys, Loop's, Plants of 

4 Ruskin, Sunbulb, and Treadwell. Were those five entities
 

registered under the (a)2 section?
 

6
 A. Yes.
 

7
 Q. What does it mean where it says N/A under
 

8
 authorization stage?
 

9
 A. They have not received cultivation dispensing or 

processing authorization. 

11 Q. What does it mean when it says N/A under 

12 locations? 

13 A. They don't have any dispensing locations, and 

14 they have not been cleared to deliver. 

Q. Do you know how long it took to give cultivation 

16 authorization to these five entities? 

17 A. No, I don't recall. 

18 Q. If I were to tell you it was five months, would 

19 you have any re~son to disagree with that? 

A. No. 

21 Q. What does cultivation authorization mean? 

22· * * * 
23 BY MR. ROBBINS: 

24 Q. Well, tell me what cultivation authorization 

means? 
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1 A. I'means that the applicant has met the specific
 

2
 representations of their application and are in compliance 

3 with the statute and may move forward with cultivatinq
 

4
 low-THC medical marijuana at that facility. 

* * * 
BY MR. ROBBINS:
 

7
 

6 

Q. Are these the criteria you said that are set
 

8
 forth in the statute that an applicant has to meet to
 

9
 become registered as an MMTC? 

A. Yes. 

11 Q. SO, for example, for five consecutive years 

12 before submitting an application the applicants have been 

13 registered to do business in the state? 

14 A. Yes. 

Q. Is that language contained in the amendment? 

16 A. No. 

17 Q. Would you agree with me that that language 

18 restricts or narrows the. pool of applicants that could 

19 potentially become MMTCs? 

A. It's possible, yeah. 

21 * * * 
22 BY MR. ROBBINS: 

23 Q. All right. Mr. Bax, you have in front of you an 

24, exhibit that has been marked as Plaintiffs' Exhibit 7 for 

the purposes of this deposition. And it appears to be a 
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letter, dated February 2, 2018, from Department of Health 

and specifically Nichole Geary to Marjorie Holladay, Chief 

Attorne~ for the JAPC. 

Can you take a look at that and let me know if you 

have seen this letter before? 

A: I have, yes. 

Q. Did you review this letter before it was sent out 

and finalized? 

A. No. 

Q. Did you participate in drafting this letter? 

A. No, I don't believe I did. 

Q. And I know it's been a little while, but you said 

you have reviewed the letter before. Do you recall 

specifically taking any issue with the letter or anything 

contained in the letter? 

A. No. 

Q. Okay. On page 1 of the letter in the second 

paragraph, it talks about the passage of Article X, 

Section 29 of the Florida Constitution which we've been 

calling Amendment 2 throughout the day. And Ms. Geary 

says it has created an unprecedented situation for the 

department regarding the procedural implementation of the 

amendment consistent with Section 381.986. 

Do you know what Ms. Geary is referring to when she 

says it has created an unprecedented situation? 
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A. It wou~d be the F~orida Department of Hea~th 

being given direction from a constitutiona~ amendment to 

promu~gate requ~ations, so the interp~ay between the 
! 

department being given constitutiona~ authority and a~so 

having statutory requirements enacted by the ~egis~ature. 

It's just not something that happens frequent~y in 

F~orida. 

* * * 
BY MR. ROBBINS: 

Q. In your ~etter Ms. Geary says that Section 

381.968, the 2017 version, expanded Amendment 2's 

directives to the department to estab~ish a comprehensive 

regu~atory framework via the promu~gation of ru~es and 

granted ~~ited emergency rule power to expedite the 

process. 

What about 381.986 expanded Amendment 2's directive? 

A. Can you reference where you're reading from? 

Q. I'm sorry, I shou~d have do~e that to begin with, 

it's the first sentence of the third paragraph. 

A. What's the question? 

Q. It says here that the statute expanded Amendment 

2's directive and I wanted to know how it expanded 

Amendment 2' s directive. 

A. I don't know exact~y what she means by that. 

Q. Okay. On page 2 of the case in the first 
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1 paragraph at the top, Ms. Geary references an order
 

2 whereby the circuit court, a judge held that the closed
 

3 class which guaranteed the license to the individual
 

4 applicant was an impermissible special law. Do you know
 

what Ms. Geary is referring to? 

6 A. Where are you reading again? 

7 Q. This is the first paragraph, page 2. 

8 A. I believe she's referencing the provision S.B.8-A 

9 which has since been changed. It's actually 2018 that 

required the department to issue a license to a member of 

11 the Black Farmers Agricultural Association. 

12 Q. And we were talking about Judge VanLandingham 

13 before and how he made recommendations, but as 

14 distinguished from that conversation, this is one in which 

Judge Dodson, in fact, the judge in this case, 

16 specifically found that 381.986, or at that least that 

17 provision of it, was unconstitutional in that it created 

18 an impermissible special law, correct? 

19' A. So without having the order in front of me, it 

being a year, I'm aware that he took issue with that in 

21 granting the injunction. I'm not sure what the final 

22 resolution that he actually held that to be 

23 unconstitutional in an actual holding that wasn't 

24 outside of the injunction -- injunctive relief. 

Q. You had no reason to disagree with anything that 
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1 Ms. Geary says in her letter, right? 

2 A. I wasn't disagreeing. I was disagreeing with 

3 your characterization of, because I will concede that that 

4 is what she said as far as granting injunctive relief. 

S But I'm not -- I don't believe that that was -- I don't 

know that that's what he held in an actual final order.6 

7 Q. Do you know that Judge Dodson, though, did 

8 specifically hold that the provisions of 381.986 dealing 

with the Black Farmers created an impermissible special9 

10 law? 

11' A. I mean, I certainly would agree with what 

12 Ms. Geary says, which is the judge held the closed class 

13 which guaranteed a license to an individual applicant was 

14 an impermissible special law, so I would certainly concede 

what she said.lS 

16 Q. Okay. The next paragraph, second paragraph of 

17 page 2, it says that "In order to expedite the 

18 implementation of Amendment 2 and Section 381.986 Florida 

Statutes, the department considered moving forward with19 

20 regulation promulgation pursuant to constitutional 

21 authority alone." 

22 Were you involved in that consideration about whether 

23 moving forward with constitutional authority alone? 

24 A. Yes. 

2S Q. SO what were the pros and cons so-to-speak about 
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moving forward with constitutional authority alone? 

A. Constitution requires that the department issue 

regulations, and there is a mandate for affirmative action 

by the department in the constitution. The other side of 

that is that the legislature made it very clear to the 

department that it intended the department to follow the 

120 process and to promulgate rules in line with the 120 

process in effectuating 381.986, specifically S.B.8-A. 

And then there was also, during that session there was 

some movement in the restriction of funds through the 

department for not moving forward with the 120 process, 

with rule making under the 120 process. 

JAPC also expressly raised reservations to the 

department moving forward exclusively with its regulatory 

authority. And so all of those factors were considered 

and department determined how it would effectuate 381.986 

in the constitutional amendment. 

Q. SO to be clear, JAPC, J-A-P-C, Joint 

Administrative Procedures Committee, effectively told the 

office that if you guys don't move forward under 120, 

we're going to start freezing salaries? 

MR. GONZALEZ: Objection. 

A. No. So JAPC is a joint committee within the 

legislature. JAPC doesn't have the power to freeze funds. 

So it was -- there were multiple vectors of information 
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coming throughout the session, from members, from staff. 

JAPC is a committee. I mean,I also testified in front of 

multiple committees in front of the legislature. JAPC is 

certainly not the only committee we heard from. 

Q. You mentioned, though, and I forget your exact 

word, but you did say something about there was either a 

tacit threat or something like that to take some sort of 

action against the office. I said salary, freezing 

salaries. 

But tell me what you were talking about specifically. 

Especially correct me if I'm wrong. 

A. Yes. There was -- I mean, there was movement in 

restricting money to the department if the department 

didn't move -- didn't effectuate the rules required by 

381.986 which were intended, according to the legislature, 

to implement Amendment 2. 

* * * 

BY MR. ROBBINS: 

Q. But you will certainly agree with Ms. Geary that 

recent actions by the legislature have made it clear that 

its preference is for the department to move forward under 

the authority granted in Section 381.986 and Chapter 120 

Florida Statutes, correct? 

A. Yes. I agree with everything that Ms. Geary says 

in this letter. 
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Q. Okay. And, in fact, is that what the -- is that 

what the department did then? It started to move forward 

under Chapter 120 authority, 381.986 authority rather than 

the constitutional authority? 

A. That is how we have proceeded, yes. 

* * * 
BY MR. ROBBINS: 

Q. Are you aware that following the passage of 

Amendment 2 but prior to promulgation of Senate Bill 8-A 

that Florigrown, the plaintiffs in this lawsuit sought 

registration as an MMTC? 

A. Yes. 

Q. And when did you become aware of that? 

A. I believe Florigrown wrote either me a letter or 

cc'd our general counselor wrote our general counsel. a 

letter and cc'd me. I could be mistaken as to who the 

addressee was. 

Q. I was just trying to find that letter. 

Showing you a document which has been marked as 

Exhibit 8. Purports to be a letter, dated January 17th, 

2017, from Thomas C. Little to Christian Bax. Are you 

familiar with this letter? 

A. Yes. 

Q. And could you tell me what this letter is, to the 

best of your knowledge? 
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A. It's a letter from Thomas C. Little, Attorney at 

Law, requesting registration for an entity called 

Florigrown. 

Q. Was registration granted to Florigrown? 

A. No. 

Q. Who made the determination to deny Florigrown's 

request for registration? 

A. It was a decision between pr09ram leadership and, 

of course, counsel. 

Q. I'm sorry, program leadership and? 

A. Counsel. 

Q. And what was that decision based upon? 

A. That there was no process by which to register 

Florigrown as a medical marijuana treatment center, and 

that their request was not -- that we could not grant the 

request, given that there was no infrastructure to grant 

registration at that time. 

Q. Do you take issue with Florigrown's 

representations in the letter that it can meet the 

qualifications and standards set forth in Amendment 2 for 

registration as an MMTC? 

A. I haven't -- to my knowledge, the department 

hasn't brought that letter of analysis to Florigrown. 

There's no process to register Florigrown; therefore, it's 

irrelevant whether or not they meet the requirements. 
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Q. Certainly there was no determination made that 

Florigrown does not meet the requirements, correct? 

A. Like I said, it hasn't been analyzed for whether 

or not they meet that, so I'm not going to speak to 

whether or not they do or don't meet the requirements. 

Q. Right. You can't speak to that one way or the 

other? 

A. Correct. 

Q. But you do not -- did the department even 

consider the qualifications of Florigrown? 

A. No. 

Q. And that I s because there was no mechanism in 

place to do so? 

A. There's no mechanism of registration, correct. 

Q. But there was a constitutional amendment saying 

that upon the effective date of the amendment it was valid 

and enforceable constitutional amendment in the state of 

Florida, correct? 

A. No. I don't agree with that characterization. 

Q. Well, would you agree with me that as of January 

3, 2017, that Amendment 2 was effective? 

A. Yes. 

Q. And you would agree with me that it remains 

effective to this day? 

A. Yes. 
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1 Q. It has not been struck down. Are you aware of
 

2
 any 1aw, ru1e or regu1ation that wou1d have specifica11y
 

3 prec1uded the department from approving F1origrown's
 

4 registration app1ication?
 

5 A. Yes.
 

6 Q. What ru1e is that?
 

7 A. I can 100k at subsection d, duties of the
 

8 department understood constitutiona1 amendment which
 

9 requires the department to issue a procedure for
 

10 registration of MMTCs. There had not been any regu1ation 

11 promu1gated to a110w for the procedures for registration 

12 of MMTCs, ergo there's no process to approve them. 

13 * * * 
14 BY MR. ROBBINS: 

15 Q. Does the department have any position as to 

16 whether the 1itigants we're ta1king about 8-A.2, the 

17 pending 1itigation app1icants that u1timate1y received the 

18 registration pursuant to that section, does the department 

19 have a position as to whether those NMTCs are more 

20 qua1ified than F1origrown? 

21 A. I don't know what you mean by more qua1ified. 

22 Q. We11, I guess my question is, you do not -- if I 

23 were to te11 you that F1origrown wou1d present evidence 

24 that it is more qua1ified to operate an NMTC than every 

25, sing1e one of the 13 registered MMTCs, do you have any 
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1 reason to take issue with that? 

2 A. That -- I don't -- yeah, I mean, I don't take 

3 issue with it, because I don't know what you mean by more 

4 qualified. It seems like a very broad characterization 

with very little detail. 

6 * * *
 

"1 BY MR. ROBBINS:
 

8 Q. And you have no way of knowing whether Florigrown
 

9 meets the qualifications to become registered, right?
 

A. We haven't -- yeah, the department hasn't gone 

11 through that analysis. 

12 * * * 

13 BY MR. ROBBINS: 

14 Q . 'So what changes have been made or what steps 

were -- actions have been taken by the department or the 

16 office as a result of that comment process? What have you 

17 changed because of that as opposed to changing because the 

18 legislature told you to? 

19 A. I don't recall which changes are from the 

legislature, from JAPe's recommendations and which were 

21 from public conunent. 

22 Q. Are there any from public comment? 

23 A. I don't recall. I don't recall the changes that 

24 were made or the -- this has been a very prolonged 

process. 
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Q. Okay. But you'll make room for the possibility 

that no changes have been made because of public comments, 

correct? 

A. I don't know that. And like I said, if on this 

specific issues, if, like there was some way that you all 

think of that's better than supplying writing to convey an 

applicant's proposal, I'm happy to hear it. 

Q. Okay. What if -- what if that does happen and 

you think it's great but the legislature tells you it's 

otherwise, then what happens? 

A. Can you repeat your question, please? 

Q. In other words, you get a public comment, you 

think it's a great idea but that's not what the 

legislature wants you to do. 

A. I mean, if the legislature passed -- I'm not 

going to get into that. I'm not -

Q. I'm not talking about passing a statute. I'm 

talking about threatening to freeze your salary or saying 

this is what we want you to do. You.'re going to follow 

the legislature, right? 

A. I'm not going to -- I'm not going to answer that 

hypothetical. 

* * * 

BY MR. ROBBINS: 

Q. Well, we did talk a lot earlier about projections 
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and that 500 number for 100,000, and I know that there was 

some discussion about whether it was special MMTCs versus 

dispensaries. How many dispensaries are in existence now? 

A. 43. 

Q. In your opinion is that sufficient to meet the 

needs of the patients of the state of Florida? 

A. Each of the MMTCs are allowed 25. Once that 

receives there's escalations both in the patient 

population. However, there's two very important variables 

that I don't control and prevents me from giving you a 

number of dispensing facilities that are appropriate to 

serve that. 

First, there's no limit on the actual size of a 

dispensing facility. So you can have a, conceivably a 

dispensing facility the size of Target and selling enough 

marijuana to supply thousands and thousands of patients. 

There's also any MMTC in the state can deliver, which 

allows them to scale almost infinitely as long as they 

increase -- their variable revenue exceeds a variable 

cost, they're going to be fine expanding, based on the 

delivery model. 

So there is no correct answer to how many do; do you 

need X in order to serve a population of Y. 

* * * 
BY MR. ROBBINS: 
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Q. If there are no regulations on the part of the 

office with respect to supply, how is it that the Office 

of Medical Marijuana Use can ensure an adequate supply of 

medicine for MMT patients? 

A. That's just not a statutory function that we 

are we do not have the authority to mandate supply 

floors for those MMTCs. 

Q. You don't have the authority because the statute 

doesn't say you have the authority? 

A. Correct. 

* * * 
BY MR. ROBBINS: 

Q. But there was -- wasn't there an October deadline 

in the 381.986 as well? 

A. There is. 

Q. And you didn't meet it? 

A. Correct. 

Q. Okay. Why did the department not meet that 

deadline? 

A. Well, we tried to move forward with the 

application rule, and we received a challenge in 

regarding the Black Farmers and Agriculture Association in 

order to enjoin -- which sought to enjoin the process and 

was successful in enjoining the application process. 

Q. SO it was because of the litigation? 
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A. There's always a great deal of l~t~gat~on w~th 

mar~juana. 

* * * 
BY MR. ROBBINS: 

Q. SO I've handed you a document that's been marked 

as Pla1nt1ffs' Exh1b~t 10 for the purposes of this 

depos1t~on. Can you identify this document? 

A. Th~s is our weekly update issued on July 6th of 

2018. 

Q. How many different lawsuits or administrat~ve 

challenges are pending, at least set forth ~n that 

document? 

A. A lot. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 by my 

count. 

g. How	 many of those 11 lawsuits or administrative 

challenges	 impl~cate the caps? 

MR. GONZALEZ: Object to form. 

A. Wh~ch caps? 

Q. The	 caps on the number of MMTCs, sorry? 

A.	 I don't know. 

(The videotaped deposition excerpts were concluded.) 

THE COURT: Let's take a 10-m~nute recess. 

(A recess was had.) 

THE COURT: That one-hour deposit~on took about 

an hour and a half. 
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MR. ROBBINS: I think we slowed it down. Yes, 

your Honor. We were planning to playa shorter, 

portions of a shorter deposition of Kayvan Khalatbari, 

but in the interest of time, if the Court is inclined 

to simply view those portions after we're done today, 

we're certainly fine with that. 

THE COURT: I don't even know if I need to review 

them if you can tell me what pages and lines. 

MR. ROBBINS: We certainly can. May we provide 

you with the designations by the close of business 

tomorrow? 

THE COURT: Sure. 

MR. ROBBINS: And of course we'll provide them to 

opposing counsel as well. 

THE COURT: Right. 

MR. ROBBINS: With that 

THE COURT: Let me tell you all what I'm planning 

to do on this anyway. 

MR. ROBBINS: Yes. 

THE COURT: And you can tailor your closing 

arguments accordingly, or you won't lose points if you 

say, we will waive closing argument and put everything 

in our proposed order kind of thing. But what I'm 

going to want from you is proposed orders no more than 

10 pages, and I would like to have those, if you all 
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can do it by the end of the day Friday, July 27. 

That's a week from Friday. Can you all do that? 

MR. LIROT: Yes, your Honor. 

MR. GONZALEZ: Yes, your Honor. 

MR. ROBBINS: Yes. 

THE COURT: No more than 10 pages by the end of 

the day Friday, July 27. And you've admitted into 

evidence the exhibit book with the Exhibits A through 

Y, so those are admitted, and those have the 

deposition transcripts you all are going to use. 

MR. ROBBINS: They do. 

THE COURT: I do believe that if other than 

Mr. Bax and the other deposition you were talking 

about, any of those depositions where you're going to 

admit less than the entire deposition you need to file 

deposition designations so it's'clear what I'm 

supposed to consider on those. And if you all can get 

those designations filed by the end of the day this 

Friday, which I guess would be July 20? 

MR. ROBBINS: Yeah. 

THE COURT: So get your depositions in by the end 

of the day Friday, July 20, proposed orders by the end 

of the day July 27? 

MR. ROBBINS. All right. Your Honor, with 

respect to the remaining witnesses, we'll designate 
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those designations to the Court, of course. I've 

spoken with Mr. Gonzalez, he's going to be calling a 

witness who we would like to, rather than having to 

call her and recall her, we'll cross-examination her 

it, and it might be beyond the scope of initial 

direct, if that's fine with the Court? 

THE COURT: Any objection? 

MR. GONZALEZ: No objection. That's fine. 

THE COURT: What do you all want to do today? 

MR. GONZALEZ: We are going to do that witness, 

and I doubt she'll take more than a half hour, and 

then we'll close, do closing arguments. 

THE COURT: I've got to be out of here, I know it 

was set 1:30 to 4:30, it's about 4:20 now, but I have 

got to be out of here at 5. I've got a meeting I'm 

supposed to chair at 6 o'clock out of the courthouse. 

MR. ROBBINS: Sure. I would ~agine we could 

certainly cover Ms. Coppola. And in te~s of 

closings, I guess perhaps when we're done we can 

decide. I can't -- I'm not in the position to commit 

one way or the other without speaking to my client. 

THE COURT: Okay. Ms. Coppola, if yOU'll come up 

here, please. 

(Witness takes the stand.) 

THE WITNESS: I do. 
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THE COURT: Be seated, please. 

Thereupon, 

COURTNEY COPPOLA 

the witness herein, having been first duly sworn by the 

Court, was examined and testified as follows: 

DIRECT EXAMINATION 

BY MR. GONZALEZ: 

Q. Could you state your full for the Court. 

A. Courtney Coppola. 

Q. With whom are you employed? 

A. Florida Department of Health. 

Q. What is your position, Ms. Coppola? 

A. I'm the Deputy Director of the Office of Medical 

Marijuana Use. 

Q. ,How long have you held that position? 

A. I've been with the Office of Medical Marijuana 

Use, for.merly Office of Compassionate Use since September 

2015. 

,Q. With the Office of Compassionate Use, what was 

your position? 

A. Statewide coordinator. 

Q. As part of your job responsibilities as deputy 

director of the Office of Medical Marijuana Use today, are 

you responsible, have some involvement in implementation 

of the Amendment 2 and adoption of regulations and rules? 
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A.	 Yes, that's correct. 

Q. And l.et me ask you, were the regul.ations and 

rules in this implementing statute that the legislature 

adopted, were those necessary for the legislature and the 

department to, in order to implement Amendment 2? 

A.	 Yes. 

Q. Can you tell. me why those were necessary to 

implement; do you know? 

A. Sure. The department when putting together a new 

rul.e or.regul.ation has to review our authority under the 

constitution, and our duties under the constitution. As 

directed by the legisl.ature in 381.986. And al.so the 

other guidance we receive from other any bodies from the 

federal government. 

Q. And specifically from the federal government was 

there any guidance that influenced the legislature and the 

department? 

A.	 Yes. 

Q.	 Coul.d you tell me what that is? 

A. The Cole memorandum issued by the Department of 

Justice. 

Q.	 Your Honor, may I approach the bench?
 

THE COURT: Sure.
 

Q. (By Mr. Gonzalez) And I'll give her a copy and 

you a copy. 
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Do you recognize that document? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Thank you. We'll have that marked as the 

Defendant's Exhibit 1 for identification purposes. What 

is that document? 

(Defendant's Exhibit No.1 was marked for 

identification. ) 

A. This is the Cole Memorandum issued by James M. 

Cole, Deputy Attorney General from the Department of 

Justice. 

Q. Could you just very briefly describe, what does 

that document do? 

A. Sure. This is an updated memorandum that give 

guidance to federal prosecutors related to medical 

marijuana and outlines the requirements of states and the 

type of regulatory structures they have to have in place 

and in practice. 

Q. And in implementing Amendment 2 and adopting the 

statute, and the department adopting regulations and the 

rules, is there something in this memo specifically that 

guided the depa~tment and the legislature? 

A. Of course. So not only do they list the eight 

priorities of the Department of Justice, they go on 

further to say that it is the responsibility -

Q. Could you tell us where you're reading from? 
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A. I'm sorry. So starting on page 1 is the first 

four priorities. And on page 2 the top of the page is the 

next four priorities of the Department of Justice. 

In the third paragraph on that page it detai1s the 

type of regu1atory scheme that a state must have. And so 

it reads, the Department's guidance in this memorandum 

rests on its expectation that states that have enacted 

1aws authorizing marijuana-re1ated conduct. It goes on to 

say that they must have a system adequate to the task and 

it must contain not on1y robust contr01s and procedures on 

paper, but it a1so must be effective in practice. 

Q. Okay. 

A. And then there's a1so on page 3 it says that if 

the state's efforts and their structure is not 

sufficient1y robust, the federa1 government may seek to 

cha11enge that regu1atory structure. And, of course, 

bring it to a ha1t if they don't find it to be robust on 

paper and in practice. 

Q. Okay. So the Department of Justice here is 

te11ing the states that the guidance they're giving to 

prosecutors not to prosecute the federa1 marijuana 

vi01ations is conditioned on the state's adopting a robust 

regu1atory.structure; is that correct? 

A. Correct. Not on1y adopting it, but a1so 

enforcing it. 
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Q. Okay. The only other thing I would like to do is 

I would like to walk you through, have you walk us through 

kind of the time line of the things the department has 

done as required by the statutes and constitution and 

dictated by some of the litigation. So let me ask you, in 

2016 when Amendment 2 was adopted, did that how did 

that impact the Department of Health in your office's 

responsibilities? Just briefly describe. 

A. Sure. Amendment 2 passed November 8, 2016, and 

it named the Department of Health as the department that 

would be implementing Amendment 2 and the new conditions 

and requirements for medical marijuana treatment centers. 

Q. And when did the amendment become effective? 

A. January 3rd of 2017. 

Q. And let me just jump briefly to the plaintiffs' 

attempted registration. On January 17th of 2017, did the 

plaintiff Florigrown attempt to become an MMTC? 

A. Yes. They submitted a letter to the department. 

Q. Was their request granted? 

A. No. 

Q. And when was that denied? 

A. I believe it was three days later on January 20th 

of 2017. 

Q. Why was it denied? 

A. The department at the time did not have a 
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mechanism or procedure to accept medical marijuana 

treatment center applications. 

Q. Did the denial from the department give 

Florigrown a notice of a right to challenge that denial? 

A. Yeo Under 120 Florida Statutes. 

Q. Did Florigrown file a petition challenging that 

denial? 

A. No. 

Q. Did they file a petition challenging the denial 

February 9th of 2017 that was later dismissed by the 

department? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Okay. And then did the dismissal order of the 

petition that they filed for review of the earlier denial 

of their registration, did that notify Florigrown of 

rights to appeal that dismissal to the First District 

Court of Appeals within 30 days? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Did Florigrown file an appeal within 30 days? 

A. No. 

Q. Did it ever file an appeal to the First District 

Court of Appeals to your knowledge? 

A. Not t.o my knowledge, no. 

Q. Now, going back to the implementation of 

Amendment 2, did it place some initial deadlines on the 
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department and the Office of Medical Marijuana Use for 

implementation? 

A. Yes. It said regulations have to be promulgated 

within six months and accepting within nine. 

Q. And that's from January 3rd, 2017 effective date; 

is that correct? 

A. Yes, that's correct. 

Q. Now, during this time period, did the Florida 

legislature adopt implementing legislation? 

A. Yes. The legislature implemented the Senate Bill 

a-A which was the implementing bill, and that was June 

26th of 2017. 

Q. Was that the effective date? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Of the implementing legislation. Did that 

implementing legislation affect what the Office of Medical 

Marijuana Use what your responsibilities were and 

effective rule making and regulation promulgation that you 

were involved in? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Just briefly describe how it affected that. 

A. Senate Bill a-A included a number of changes, 

some to the way the procedures for accepting medical 

marijuana treatment center, to include collude Pigford 

Class applicants, citrus preference, it also expanded 
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other parts of the statute as well. 

Q. What about, was there litigation during this time 

period that impacted the office's ability to do its job? 

A. Yes. Most everything we do is, I believe, the 

rules are pretty heavily litigated. 

Q. Could you give me examples of some of the 

litigation during that time period that impacted the rule 

promulgation? 

A. Sure. So after the legislature, after amendment, 

or 8-A was passed, the department set forth with an 

application rule. It was language directed from the 

statute related to the Pigford class applicant. And also, 

at the time they had to be a member of the Florida Black 

Far.mer Agricultural Association that was challenged almost 

immediately, our application rule was, and the legislature 

then changed 381.986 again this past legislative section 

.in March of this year to amend the law to exclude the 

Florida Chapter provision. 

Q. Did the department and the Office of Medical 

Marijuana Use comply with Amendment 2 and the implementing 

legislature? Did you comply with both of those two legal 

authorities? 

A. Yes. 

Q. And as I just continue to try to get everything 

in the record very quickly about the various things that 
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happened that impacted, that were out of the control of 

your office, that you had to comply with, did the 

legislature make any changes to 381.986 this year during 

the 2018 legislation, legislative session after what had 

been done last year with the adoption of 8-A? 

A. Yes. The one change I mentioned immediately was 

they removed part, or like I say, amended part of the 

Pigford class applicant. Previously they had to be a 

member of both the Pigford litigation class and also a 

member of the Florida Chapter of the Florida Black Farmers 

Agricultural Association. They removed the Florida 

Chapter provision this year, which prompted the department 

to have to go back and change its application rule, 

because the previous version included the Florida Chapter, 

as required by the statute. When the statute changed, the 

department of course had to go back and amend our rule to 

fit the legal requirements of the law. 

Q. SO after the 2018 legislative amendments took 

effect, when did the current -- is there current rule 

making underway right now? 

A. Yes. 

Q. When did that begin after, as you're reacting to 

the legislative .amendments this year? 

A. Sure. May 1st of this year the department issued 

a notice of proposed rule for medical marijuana treatment 
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center app1ications, and a1so as recent1y as 1ast Friday 

the 13th, the department is sti11 pursuing ru1e making in 

order to accept app1ications now that we've hit 100,000 

registered patients in the registry. 

Q. Exp1ain what the impact of hitting the 100,000 

patients in the registry is. 

A. Sure. 381.986 required when 100,000 qua1ified 

patients, meaning they have an identification card, once 

the department hits that thresh01d of 100,000, four more 

licenses become avai1ab1e. 

Q. Did something take p1ace on Friday that re1ated 

to that? 

A. Correct. So we have reached 100,000 qua1ified 

patients, so in 1ight of the 1itigation we have around 

surrounding our first application Ru1e 64-4.002, now that 

we've hit that 100,000 qua1ified patient cap the 

department issued another notice of proposed ru1e 

excuse me, ru1e deve10pment that is specific to those four 

new MMTC app1ications for 1icensed spots that are 

avai1ab1e now that we have 100,000 qua1ified patients. 

Q. And there was some testimony earlier about the 

381.986 having some c1assification that were created for 

certain MMT 1icenses. Are these four new MMT 1icenses 

that are going to be made avai1ab1e, are they subject to 

any of those c1assifications? 
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A. No. 

Q. Are there any other -- how many tota1 MMTC 

1icenses are now going to be avai1ab1e when the current 

ru1e making conc1udes? 

A. There are seven spots avai1ab1e right now, one of 

which must be a Pigford c1ass member. 

Q. And then the seven wi11 be avai1ab1e to any 

company, inc1uding a company such as F10rigrown, correct? 

A. Yes, that's correct. 

Q. When do you expect the current ru1e making to be 

comp1ete? 

A. That 1arge1y depends on the norma1 adopted 

procedures under 120, as soon as we do a notice of 

proposed ru1e, depending on any comments or cha11enges 

that we might receive, the department wi11 f0110w the 

norma1 process for ru1e making under 120 for that 

promu1gation. 

Q. Do the proposed ru1es specify when the new MMTC 

app1ications wi11 be accepted once the new ru1e is 

effective? 

A. Yes. 

Q. When and how soon wi11 that happen? 

A. 21 days from the effective date of the ru1e the 

department wi11 begin accepting app1ications. 

Q. Do you know of any reason right now why 
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1 Florigrown would not have a fair opportunity to compete 

2 for one of the MMT licenses when they are granted? Or 

3 when the application process starts? 

4 A. No. 

Q. You heard Mr. E1end testify earlier this 

6 afternoon if Florigrown needs an MMTC license because the 

7 Tampa Bay area is under-served - did you hear that 

8 testimony? 

9 A. I did. 

Q. Do you agree that the Tampa area is under-served? 

11 A. I know that right now we have 14 approved medical 

12 marijuana treatment centers. 10 have dispensing 

13 authorization, meaning, 10 can deliver right to your door. 

14: And I know even further than that, there are three 

dispensing locations in Tampa; two in Clearwater, and one 

16 in Bradenton -- maybe just one in Clearwater and two in 

17 Bradenton, but there seems to be sufficient coverage by 

18 delivery or storefront locations in the area. 

19 Q. Thank you. 

I'll rely on our deposition desiqnationsthat we'll 

21 submit for further testimony for Ms. Coppola. 

22 THE COURT: Thank you. Any cross? 

23 MR. GERSTIN: Yes, your Honor. 

24 CROSS EXAMINATION 

BY MR. GERSTIN: 
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Q. Good afternoon, Ms. Coppola. Now, you indicated, 

you said you didn't know of any reason why Florigrown 

could not compete for anyone of the seven licenses, is 

that correct, that will be made available? 

A. There are seven licenses available, one of them 

is Pigford class. I'm not sure if you qualify for that 

one. 

Q. So then we're down to six, right? 

A. Correct. 

Q. And then there were two other licenses that have 

special criteria as well, correct? 

A. (No audible response.) 

Q. There are no citrus criteria for those two 

licenses? 

A. It is a preference, not a guarantee. 

Q. It's a preference, and what do you mean by that? 

A. 381.986 says up to two citrus applicants will get 

a preference. So spots aren't mandated to be citrus 

applicants, it just states that two of the citrus 

applicants, up to two would get a preference. 

Q-. Not being a citrus applicant Florigrown would not 

be entitled to such a preference, correct? 

A. If you don't meet the citrus requirements, then 

no. 

Q. So then we have four new remaining licenses that 
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were just announced this past Friday; is that correct? 

A. No, nothing would prohibit you from applying or 

receiving the two spots that you're taking away, it's a 

citrus preference not a guarantee, so the two spots are 

not marked off for only citrus. 

Q. Well, I'm sorry, the four licenses remaining, the 

four new licenses, those were just announced on Friday at 

about 4 p.m.; is that correct? 

A. Yes. 

Q. You said, yes? 

A. Yes. 

Q. You indicated that the marijuana has been heavily 

litigated and that has some delays; is that fair? 

A. It is very heavily litigated, yes. 

Q. One of the litigations is actually in this Court, 

are you familiar with that, including the Black Far.mer 

provisions? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Do you know when that was resolved? 

A. I don1t recall the specific date, no. 

Q. Was it within the last month or so? 

A. I don't recall the specific date, no. 

Q. Do you think it would have been in January? 

A. I don't recall the specific date, no. 

Q. What has the department done since that provision 
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1 has been removed and invalidated by the Court? Has the
 

2 department gone forward with issuing other licenses?
 

3 A. So, if you're talking about MMTC registrations
 

4 generally, the department pursuant to 381.986 issued 12
 

NMTC registrations between July and August of 2017. Since 

6 the Florida legislature on March 30th signed H.B.64-9 

7 which removed the Florida Chapter of the Black Farmers 

8 association, that portion, that was. signed and was in 

9 effect March 30th, and on May 30th the department amended 

its rule and proposed a new application rule that 

11 reflected that change the legislature made. And this was 

12 May 1st of this year. 

13 Q. SO May 1st of this year, is that when 

14 applications were starting to be accepted? 

A. No. That was when the department issued a notice 

16 of proposed rule. 

17 Q. Have any applications been accepted for any of 

18 the licenses that have been made available under Amendment 

19 2? 

A. Like I just mentioned, there were 12, now 13 - 

21 excuse me, 14 NMTCs registered since between Amendment 2 

22 and Senate Bill 8-A and now. Our application rule was 

23, challenged. 

24 Q. SO there was no -- is it fair to say none of 

those MMTCs were registered under an application rule that 
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was promulgated post passage of Amendment 2? 

A. The department has issued regulations that cross 

walk between 381.986 and our existing rules, and that's 

regulation procedures 1-1.01. So all of the MMTCs, then 

DOs are now MMTCs pursuant to the department's regulation 

and registration. 

Q. SO are you saying that in order to qualify for 

one of the licenses that has been issued by the department 

you already had to fill out an application in the 2015 

proceedings to get a DO license? 

A. No. So 381.986 describes how the department wi~~ 

go forward with MMTC registrations, some of which are 2015 

app~icants, but not al~. 

Q. SO which ones of the current MMTCs was not a 2015 

applicant? 

A. All of them are. 

Q. I thought you said it wasn't required to be a 

2015 applicant in order to have a license. 

A. That's correct. And that's what 64-4.002 and 

64-4.002(6) contemplates new applicants. But like you 

mentioned, 64-4.002 is currently being challenged and 

64-4.02 (6) notice of develOPment, which was published 

Friday. 

Q. SO the department hasn't accepted any 

applications for any licenses post Amendment 2; is that 
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correct? 

A. No. The department received requests for 

registrations to be medical marijuana treatment centers 

and we registered 12 just between July and August of 2017. 

And requests to be registered as MMTCs prior to the 

October 3rd deadline. 

Q. I think I'm not being clear enough. The 

department hasn't registered any single entity that did 

not apply under the 2015 law to become a dispensary 

organization; is that not correct? 

A. No, that's correct. 

Q. Now, you spoke earlier about the Cole memorandum, 

and I think it's been marked as Defense Exhibit Number 1. 

How are you familiar with this document? 

A. I reviewed it previously. 

Q. Where is it that you came into it? How did you 

obtain it? 

A. I believe I originally downloaded the first PDF 

off of the Internet. 

Q. YOU're not a federal prosecutor, are you? 

A. No, I'm not. 

Q. This document, this is directed towards federal 

prosecutors, correct? 

A. The subject is just Guidance Regarding Marijuana 

Enforcement, which is part of what our office does. 
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1
 Q. But at the top it says Memorandum for all United
 

2
 States Attorneys, correct?
 

3
 A. That's correct.
 

4
 Q. SO this wasn't directed to the Florida Department 

of Health, was it?
 

6
 A. No. There's no To: line on this memorandum.
 

7
 Q. There's no To: line, but it does say Memorandum 

B for all United States Attorneys, correct?
 

9
 A. That's correct. The department certainly has 

attorneys.
 

11
 Q. No one from the federal government has advised
 

12
 Florida Department of Health as long as they comply with
 

13
 this enforcement action, have they?
 

14
 A. This was issued by the federal government, and I
 

think it applies to all states.
 

16
 Q. What applies?
 

17
 A. The Cole Memorandum.
 

18
 Q. But there's nothing in here indicating that
 

19
 indicates the federal government will not take enforcement
 

action; isn't that correct?
 

21
 A. That's correct.
 

22
 Q. SO, and there's been no other advice from the
 

23
 federal government that they won't move forward and
 

24
 enforce, has there? 

A. No. As it states right here, it says they may, 
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1 not that they won't or will, depending on those things, 

2 but it does list out the eight important things that they 

3 look for, and it also lists what states that implement 

4 medical marijuana programs must have, and that system 

advocate to maintain robust controls both on paper and in 

6 practice. 

1 Q. Even in jurisdictions with strong and effective 

8 regulatory systems, the enforcement can still occur under 

9 federal law; isn't that correct? 

A. Of course. It says state enforcements are not 

11 sUfficiently robust to protect against the harms set 

12 forth, the federal government may seek to challenge the 

13 regulatory structure itself, in addition to continuing to 

14 bring individual enforcement actions, including criminal 

prosecutions, focused on those harms. 

16 Q. If you turn to the last page, doesn't it also say 

11 that even in jurisdictions with strong and effective 

18 regulatory systems, evidence that particular conduct 

19 threatens federal priority will be subject to that person 

or entity to federal enforcement action? 

21 Isn't that what it says? 

22 A. Where are you looking? 

23 Q. Look at the last page, right in the middle, it 

24 starts with "Even in jurisdictions." 

A. Yes, of course. So the~ said this is what we're 
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requiring and these are the outlined important items, the 

eight. But notwithstanding, if they still believe your 

regulatory system isn't effective, they still could. But 

again, that's pointing to why it is so important to have 

robust regulatory structure in place and in practice to 

hopefully avoid that. 

Q. Hopefully avoid that, but no one from the federal 

government has advised the Florida system of having only 

13 licensed MMTCs to avoid that enforcement action, have 

they? 

A. No. But I don't know that they advice anyone as 

far as enforcement action. 

Q. Isn't it true that this has actually been 

rescinded, is no longer in effect? 

A. It is now, but was at the time that the Bill 8-A 

was written. 

Q. SO when are we talking about? So you were saying 

you look to this to implement Amendment 2, but this is no 

longer in effect right now, correct? 

A. I believe so. 

Q. Do you know if there's been an updated memorandum 

to your knowledge? 

A. Not that I recall. 

Q. Do you know if Jeff Sessions issued a memorandum 

about exercising discretion to prosecutors? \ 
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A. No. Not that I reca11. 

Q. How is it that the F10rida Department of Hea1th 

is keeping track since this memorandum has been reduced or 

been resci.nded? 

A. How is it that the department? 

Q. How is it that the F10rida Department of Hea1th 

is ensuring that they are comp1ying with the federa1 

pri~cip1es in as much as this memorandum has been resigned 

a1ready. 

A. Sure. Just 1ike in this memorandum, the one 

you're referencing, there's sti11 discretion. We do our 

best to ensure we have a robust requ1atory structure in 

p1ace and in practice. 

Q. But there's not a specific document you're now 

referring to which sets out any sort of princip1es that 

wi11 avoid enforcement, is there? 

A. Other than the constitution and F10rida Statutes, 

no. 

Q. And I think Mr. Gonza1ez was speaking with you 

about Exhibit J, which was as dismissa1 order. Do you 

reca11 that? 

A. I don't have anything in front of me, but. 

Q. Do you reca11 the questions regarding the order 

dismissing F10rigrown's petition? 

A. Yes. 
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Q. Now, I think you said that Florigrown hadn't 

availed itself of an appellate right; is that right? 

A. Not to my knowledge. 

Q. Are you aware Dr. Philip in this order indicated 

that Florigrown should come to the circuit court and not 

to the Administrative Procedures Act? 

A. 120 was, I believe, in the January 3rd Notice of 

Rights. And the second, you're referring to the second 

one, that was in February. 

Q. I'm referring to Exhibit J, and there's a 

paragraph on page 4 that the petitioner seeks an 

administrative hearing, however the Administrative 

Procedures Act does not apply the department's actions? 

A. I don't have the exhibit in front of me, but if 

you're referring to the finding that was after you 

received notice for 120. 63? 

MR. GONZALEZ: Your Honor, I'm just a little 

concerned about the time. We have only used a 

fraction of the many hours that they've presented, and 

I know you have to be gone by 5 o'clock. I reserved 

all of my argument for closing, and I would like a few 

minutes. So I don't know how much longer he has with 

this witness, but I want to make sure I have a little 

bit of time, because I didn't get to make an opening. 

MR. GERSTIN: I don't have much to go, but I 
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I 

don't believe we will necessarily finish within the 

next 15 minutes with the closinqs and everythinq. 

THE COURT: I don't either. 

MR. GONZALEZ: Perhaps her deposition could be 

used? I think it covered all of this qround. 

MR. GERSTIN: The Cole memo was never addressed 

in her deposition previously. 

MR. GONZALEZ: We only made one point with it. 

MR. LIROT: If I may, not to interrupt the 

proceedinqs at all, and I have had a lonq and 

cherished relationship with Mr. Gonzalez, I think it 

would be in 'everyone's best interest, and certainly a 

service to the Court, if we tried to reschedule this 

and finish it up so we could both qive our closinq 

arquments. I don't think it would be doinq anybody 

any service to rush throuqh them. And my hope was to 

tie in all of the exhibits into the various elements 

that the Court needs to look at in order to make a 

rulinq, and in order to do a qood job with that, I 

think it would be helpful if we tried to salt away a 

little bit more t~e on a different date. 

THE COURT: How much more time do you all need? 

MR. GONZALEZ: I just need maybe 12 minutes to 

close. If we could do it today, I'll split the last 

15 minutes that we have. 
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1 MR. L:IROT: Judge, we put together a PowerPoint 

2 that we think really ties it up with the Court. We 

3 would probably need at least 30 minutes~ And it might 

4 even give us the opportunity to let the Court look at 

5 the video of the other deposition rather than having 

6 to go digging through the designations that we hope to 

7 provide.:I think it will be much more efficient for 

8 the Court to give us a different time. 

9 THE COURT: :I think :I can come back tomorrow at 

10 about 10:30. 

11 MR. L:IROT: Judge,.:I 'm heading to the airport. :I 

12 have a federal hearing in South Carolina tomorrow 

13 morning.:I was wondering maybe Thursday or Friday if 

14 you had any t~e? 

15 THE COURT: :I just don't know off the top of my 

16 head. You can check with my judicial assistant. :I 

17 know tomorrow morning there's a block. 

18 MR. L:IROT: :If it wasn't a federal hearing :I 

19: would tell them to go ahead and wait, but 

20 unfortunately :I can't do that with the federal judge. 

21 THE COURT: :I thought :I out ranked the federal 

22 judge? 

23 MR. L:IROT: You do to me today. 

24 THE COURT: No, if you all want to check -  :I can 

25' run down real quick and get my calendar and come right 
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1 back, if you all want to do that. 

2 MR. LIROT: That would be great. 

3 THE COURT: I'll be right back. 

4 THE WITNESS: Your Honor, do I have to stay here? 

THE COURT: Does Ms. Coppola have to stay up 

6 here? 

7 MR. GERSTIN: Your Honor, I only have about 15 

8 more minutes, but I don't want to take up the last 15 

9 minutes. Would it be possible to continue the 

questioning when we have the continuation? 

11 THE COURT: I would say start'back and try to do 

12 another hour? 

13 MR. LIROT: Very good. 

14 THE COURT: And I'll be right back. And just 

before, Mr. Gonzalez, did you need to offer -

16 MR. GONZALEZ: Yes, I did mean to offer. 

17 THE COURT: Any objection to Defendant's 1 coming 

18 into evidence? 

19 MR. ROBBINS: No objection. 

THE COURT: Defendant's 1 is admitted. I'll be 

21 right back. 

22' (A recess was had.) 

23 THE COURT: Can you all do Thursday morning 9: 30 

24 to 10:30, Thursday July 19? 

MR. GONZALEZ: Yes. The Department can. 
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1 MR. LIROT: Yes, your Honor. 

2 MR. ROBBINS: Your Honor, with the Court's 

3 pe~ission, Mr. Lirot will do closing. I won't be 

4 able to attend on Thursday. I just want to make sure 

that's okay with the Court? 

6 THE COURT: That's sure fine with me. 

7 MR. LIROT: What time was that? 

B THE COURT: Thursday mqrning 9:30 to 10:30, and 

9 that includes everything. 

MR. GERSTIN: Can we extend it a little to 

11 accommodate the cross-examination, finalize the cross

12 examination and so forth? 

13 MR. GONZALEZ: Unless you want to finish it now, 

14 because I think I only have 10 more minutes. 

THE COURT: I've got to leave here in about 5 

16 minutes. 

17 MR. GONZALEZ: Okay. Understood. 

18 THE COURT: I can run it to 10:45, but I have got 

19 to be finished at 10:45. 

MR. LIROT: Thank you, JUdge. 

21 THE COURT: Hour and 15 minutes. That will work. 

22 Which one of you all want to do the notice of that? 

23 MR. ROBBINS: It's our motion, we'll do the 

24 notice. 

THE COURT: Mr. Robbins, if you'll do a notice 
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1 for the Thursday, July 19, 9:30 to 10:45 to finish the 

2 bearing. 

3 MR. ROBBINS: Call it a notice of continuation? 

4 THE COURT: Yes, sir, please. 

MR. ROBBINS: We'll have it filed tomorrow. 

6 THE COURT: Do you want to do another five 

7 minutes of cross with Ms. Coppola? 

8 MR. GONZALEZ: If we're not going to finish with 

9 her today, then - unless you think you cando it in 

five? 

11 MR. GERSTIN: I don't think so. 

12 MR. GONZALEZ: We'd rather not take any more of 

13 the Court's time today. Thank you. 

14 THE COURT: And I'll see you all Thursday morning 

at 9:30. 

16 (The hearing was suspended at 4:56 p.m.) 

17' 

18 

19 

21 

22 

23 

24 
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1 * * * 
2 CONTINUED PROCEEDINGS 

3 THE COURT: Okay. We can continue. And I think 

4 we were doing the cross-examination of Ms. Coppola was 

still going oni is that right? 

6 MR. LIROT: That's correct, your Honor. 

7 THE COURT: Ms. Coppola, if you would just come 

8 back up here, please. 

9 (Witness takes the stand.) 

THE COURT: Please have a seat there. You remain 

11 under oath. 

12 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir. 

13 MR. GONZALEZ: And Ms. Coppola has to be at a 

14 hearing at 10 o'clock, and Mr. Lirot says that's not 

going to be a problem. 

16 MR. LIROT: We'll be very swift, your Honor. 

17 THE COURT: Great. 

18 MR. LIROT: And if I may, we have some minor 

19 additional exhibits. And Judge, just as a bookkeeping 

matter, we have a replacement of the index for the 

21 notebook of exhibits that we turned in last week. We 

22, had a couple of typos as far as years, and I corrected 

23 those, and I'd like to go ahead and present that to 

24 the Court so that we can replace that index, if I may 

approach. 
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THE COURT: We'll do that right now. Just the 

index? 

MR. LIROT: Just the index, your Honor. 

THE COURT: All right. 

MR. LIROT: These are the additional exhibits 

that we'll be referring to today. A copy for the 

Court, and I'll just leave these copies up here with 

Ms. Coppola. 

THE COURT: And I think I keep saying Coppola, 

it's	 Coppola (different pronunciation)?
 

THE WITNESS: Coppola.
 

THE COURT: Coppola. Thanks.
 

THE WITNESS: Thank you.
 

Thereupon, 

COURTNEY COPPOLA 

the witness herein, having been first duly sworn by the 

Court on July 16, 2018, was examined and testified as 

folIows: 

CONTINUED CROSS EXAMINATION 

BY MR. LIROT: 

Q.	 Good morning. Nice see to you again. 

A.	 Nice to see you. 

Q. I will move swiftly today, and I just wanted to 

ask you to refer your attention to what I've marked as 

Exhibit Z, which is the Legislative Budget Commission. 
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1 Which, based on the date, I assume that's the meeting you
 

2 need to go to by 10 o'clock?
 

3 A. Yes, sir.
 

4 Q. Okay. Can you tell us what this document is?
 

A. It's the meeting packet for today's legislative
 

6 budget commission meeting.
 

7 Q. And I'm going to ask you to draw your attention
 

8 to the first page of the vertical type, page 12. We
 

9 excerpted only the relevant portions for your review. Do
 

you have that on, at the bottom it says page 12. And I'll 

11 just draw your attention to the third paragraph that 

12' starts off with the "Department is responsible. n Can you 

13 go ahead and read that into the record, please? 

14 A. "The department is responsible for the licensure 

of MMTCs in Florida. There are currently 13 MMTCs 

16 licensed by the department. Pursuant to Section 

17 381.986(8) (a)4. Florida Statutes, the department will 

18 license four additional MMTCs since the medical marijuana 

19 use registry has exceeded 100,000 active qualified 

patients. The department currently contracts with KPMG to 

21 conduct the review and scoring of the applications. The 

22 department estimates receiving up to 400 applications at a 

23 cost of $18,354 to review each application for a total 

24 request of $7,341,600. 

Q. Now, did you participate in the research that 
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resu1ted in this statement? 

A. I did not prepare this document, no. 

Q. Do you have any reason to disagree with the facts 

stated in what you just read? 

A. No. 

Q. SO as we understand it, and I know that the p1an 

was with another 100,000 registered patients we were going 

to have 4 more MMTCs, that's the p1an? 

A. That is what the 1aw directs, yes. 

Q. SO if you get 400 app1ications, that means on1y 

1 percent of those app1icants wi11 be successfu1? 

A. We11, under just Section 381.986(8) (4) (a) at the 

first 100,000, which we've hit, 4 more become avai1ab1e. 

So we've on1y hit one 100,000 mark, 4 1icenses become 

avai1ab1e at that time, that is an estimated number of 

app1ications, but yes, 4 over 400 is 1 percent. 

Q. You have no reason to disbe1ieve the accuracy of 

that anticipated number of app1ications1 

A. As it states in the document it's an estimate, 

but I don't disagree with its accuracy. 

Q. But based on that estimate, that means 400 

app1ications, four winners, if I may, so that's 1 percent 

of 4001 

A. 4 winners, 400 app1icants, yes. 

Q. Now, as I understand it, the process, based on 
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the merit comparative analys~s of these applications, 

allows the unsuccessful applicants to challenge the 

winners, so to speak, in what's been referred to as a 

comparative review? 

A. No. So the reviews are comparative regardless of 

a challenge. Every application is reviewed comparatively 

against their group as required by the Asch Factor 

Doctrine, and so as it's designed in the application rule, 

all of the Section 1 technical ability for cultivations 

are compared across every single application. If there's 

200, all 200 Section 1s are compared against each other, 

if there's 400, all 400 section 1s are compared against 

each other ~n order to determine who the four winners will 

be. 

Q. Well, my question centered on the available 

measures for the, I guess, 396 losers, by estimation. 

They're able to challenge the determinations made that 

resulted in them being a loser, correct? 

A. Anyone affected by agency action has the ability 

to challenge the department's decision and bring that 

decision or question to DOAH. 

Q. And as we've seen over the last couple of years, 

a great number of the unsuccessful applicants for 

dispensing organizations availed them self of that 

process? 
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1
 A. That's correct.
 

2
 Q. SO, essentially, we've been in court, and when I
 

3
 say "we," I'm talking about everybody involved, the
 

4
 applicants, the losers, the winners, the department,
 

everybody's been in court now for several years just on
 

6
 what began as, what I understand, was 28 successful
 

7
 applicants -- or, excuse me, 28 applications?
 

8
 A. Correct. 28 applications. The department and,
 

9
 obviously, litigants who want the license have been. I
 

don't know so much about the winners.
 

11
 Q. SO the unsuccessful applicants in that scenario 
) 

12' have-challenged, and then they've gone through, and I
 

13
 think Administrative Judge VanLandingham has made comments
 

14
 on the comparative analysis and essentially identified
 

that the people that lost have the right to challenge
 

16
 virtually every aspect of whatever decision resulted in
 

17
 their not receiving approval for, certainly in that
 

18
 instance, a dispensing organization?
 

19
 A. Judge VanLandingham wrote one of many orders 

we've received from DOAH.
 

21
 Q. So if we do the math, and we have binder estimate
 

22
 396 unsuccessful applicants, would they be able to
 

23
 challenge all four of the winners that would be,
 

24
 obviously, chosen to provide the four additional MMTCs for 

the now over $100,000 -- 100,000 qu~lified patients? 
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MR. GONZALEZ: Objection. I think that assumes 

facts not in evidence. She testified that that was 

not her estimate, this is somebody else's document, 

their estimate. 

THE COURT: I'll allow the question. 

A. A few things: I don't give legal advice. I'm 

not a lawyer for the department, and I also don't give 

legal advice on their remedies if they were not to be 

chosen, but I believe, you know, 120 exists and if someone 

wants to challenge an agency action they will certainly 

find a way to do that. 

Q. SO that's available to the unsuccessful 

applicant? 

A. Yes. 

Q. And I'm not asking you for a legal conclusion or 

anything like that, but doing the math that's over 15,000 

administrative challenges. If there are 396 unsuccessful 

applicants, four successful ones, and each of the 

unsuccessful applicants challenges one of those four 

winners or all of those four winners, there's a 

possibility of 15,000, that's my est1mate. 

A. I think usually those cases are consolidated, so 

would think if someone challenged the 'application 

cycle -- previously that was all consolidated under one 

challenge. 
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1 Q. All right. But you would agree with me that even 

2 consolidating 15,000 cases would be a huge burden on the 

3 department? 

4 A. I don't think it will be 15,000, but there could 

be multiple challenges to any of our application rules. 

6 Q. I'm going to shift topics on you and talk about 

7 the rule making issues, and I think that in the most 

8 recent OMMU report there was a discussion about some 

9 additional efforts to adopt some rules, so I wanted to ask 

you ask you that, change the title of the topic that we're 

11 talking about. Tell me a little bit about that ruling 

12 making process. 

13 A. Can you be more specific which rule you're 

14 referring to? 

Q. Well, obviously we're focusing on the rule to 

16 adopt some kind of process to accept applications for 

17 MMTCs. 

18 A. Which rule? 

19 Q. Just, it's a very general question about the 

process that you go through. 

21 A. Oh, for rule making? 

22 Q. Yes. 

23, A. Oh, so 120.54 Florida statutes is the 

24 Administrative Procedures Act, so any time the department 

adopts rules under legislature authority, that begins with 
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1 a notice of ru1e deve10pment. Next comes a notice of 

2 proposed ru1e. At any time either a workshop or a hearing 

3 cou1d be requested by the pub1ic or provided by the 

4 department. Language is provided at notice of proposed 

ru1e. Comments can be submitted in a window that's 

6 detai1ed in the notice of proposed ru1e or workshop or 

7 hearing_ The department can receive comments in a 

B committee -- or in a hearing or a workshop or in writing. 

9 The department reviews those, decides if any changes are 

necessary. If so, does a notice of change, if it's in the 

11 proposed ru1e state. If not, waits a11 the appropriate 

12 time 1ines under 120, moves into noticing for adoption. 

13 21 days goes by, the ru1e is in effect. 

14 Q. . And after that 21 days peop1e can cha11enge that 

ru1e, yes? 

16 A. They can cha11enge it before then, but they can 

17 a1so cha11enge it after then. 

18 Q. SO based on the genera1 understanding of the 

19 procedures, wou1d you agree with me that there's rea11y no 

procedura1 safeguard, no abs01ute dead1ine that a ru1e has 

21 to be imp1emented and put into effect? 

22 A. No, I don't agree with that. 

23 Q. A11 right. Why? 

24 A. 120.54 gives very detai1ed time 1ines on how 10ng 

a ru1e can be open before you either have to restart the 
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1 ru1ing making process. It's usua11y a 90 day window, and 

2 if the department doesn't move forward with the ru1es in
 

3 that window, then the ru1e making has to kind of start
 

4 over. But 120.54 detai1s a11 of the requirements every
 

state agency has to f0110w, and there are, it's the
 

6 Administrative Procedures Act and many procedures there
 

7 are.
 

8 Q. A11 right. Factor in the abi1ity for someone to
 

9 cha11enge those ru1es?
 

A. That's a1so detai1ed in 120 how to cha11enge. 

11 Q. Okay. So as we sit here today, we wou1d agree 

12 that ever since Amendment 2 came into effect there is 

13 sti11 no rule in place for the submission of app1ications 

14 to become an MMTC? 

A. The department has not -- I guess cou1d you be 

16 more specific on which rule? 

17 Q. What ru1es, if any, exist for the acceptance of 

18 applications for an entity to become an MMTC? 

19 A. 64-4.002 current1y is being litigated on the 

citrus preference, and 64-4.026, the other application 

21 ru1e, is only in the develoPment stage and no challenge 

22 has been issued yet. 

23, Q. So the answer to that wou1d be, yes, we don't 

24: have anything right now? 

A. The answer is those two rules are either being 
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litigated or haven't been challenged. 

Q. And to move on to another issue. Up there I 

handed some documents to you, and I have also provided 

those to the Court. Could you refer to what I've marked 

as Exhibit BB. It's the newspaper article titled Florida 

Medical Marijuana Operation Sold for $53 Million. 

A. I'm with you. 

Q. Are you familiar with the events that transpired 

that are described in this article? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Can you tell me about that? 

A. Treadwell, which operates as Remeny Wellness, 

which was one of -- which was an MMTC, an approved MMTC, 

requested to transfer its license to MedMen. 

Q. And do you have any reason to disagree that the 

sales price was 53 million dollars? 

A. That's seems to be what this article says, but 

they did not give me the receipt. 

Q. Okay. Or a commission? 

A. No. 

Q. SO in this instance are you aware of at any t~e 

point in time that Treadwell serviced a single patient 

while it held the MMTC license? 

A. No, they did not receive dispensing 

authorization. 
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Q. And then I wou1d ask you to draw your attention 

to what I have marked as Exhibit CC. And the tit1e of 

that artic1e is Canada Marijuana Company Aphria auying 

into F10rida's Market. Are you fami1iar with the issues 

that transpired that are described in this artic1e? 

A. Yes. 

Q. And can you te11 us a 1itt1e bit about what you 

know about that? 

A. Aphria invested in Chestnut Hi11 Tree Farm, which 

is now referred to as Liberty Hea1th Science, which was an 

approved MMTC for the price 1isted in here. 

Q. And I be1ieve in the first paragraph of that 

artic1e there's a statement made by what's referred to as 

a major p1ayer of Canada's cannabis industry, and he says 

that, according to one ana1ysis, va1ues a state cannabis 

1icense at c10se to 200 mi11ion d011ars. Do you have any 

reason to disagree with that? 

A. I have never seen any other eva1uation that high, 

but I'm sure someone who just purchased one wou1d be very 

favorab1e of one ana1ysis that says what they just bought 

was worth 200 mi11ion dol1ars. 

Q. Okay. So obvious1y if you go to -- I think this 

one was 40 mi11ion, if I'm not mistaken or? 

A. Looks 1ike 35 mi11ion raised. 

Q. SO if I paid 35 mi11ion for something and then 
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told people it was worth 200 million that would be a good 

business representation? 

A. I don't know. I'm not Aphria. 

Q. But obviously, we know that this license changed 

hands for well over $30 million? 

A. 35 million. 

Q. $35 million. All right. Judge, if I can ask for 

one moment, I think I might be finished. 

THE COURT: I mean, as far as Exhibit Z, as in 

zebra, and Exhibit CC and Exhibit BB, are you offering 

that into evidence? 

MR. LIROT: I was going to offer those into 

evidence.
 

THE COURT: Any objection?
 

MR. GONZALEZ: No objection.
 

THE COURT: So those are admitted.
 

(Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. Z was marked for 

identification and admitted into evidence.) 

(Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. BB was marked for 

identification and admitted into evidence.) 

(Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. CC was marked for 

identification and admitted into evidence.) 

MR. LIROT: We have no further questions. Thank 

you, Ms. Coppola. 

THE COURT: Any redirect? 
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1 MR. GONZALEZ: No, your Honor. 

2 THE COURT: Ms. Coppola, you're excused. 

3 THE WITNESS: Thank you, sir. 

4 THE COURT: Thanks, ma'am. 

5 (Witness steps down.) 

6 THE COURT: You also gave me an Exhibit AA. 

7 MR. LIROT: Yes. That was - we were going to 

8 ask if we could go ahead, and I didn't know if 

9 Mr. Gonzalez would stipulate to that or if I needed to 

10 recall Mr. Elend, those are the entitlements from the 

11 City of Tampa for the Florigrown application, the 

12 zoning approval, and actually, and we have some photos 

13 of the plans and the other things that we submitted to 

14 the City of Tampa. Those would all be City of Tampa 

15 governmental records. 

16 THE COURT: Any objection to Exhibit AA? 

17 MR. GONZALEZ: Without agreeing to the accuracy 

18 of it, we don't object to it being admitted, your 

19 Honor. 

20, THE COURT: Exhibit AA is admitted subject to 

21 that qualification. 

22 (Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. AA was marked for 

23 identification and admitted into evidence.) 

24 THE COURT: Any further testimony from the 

25 plaintiff? 
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MR. LIROT: Judge, the' only additional 

housekeeping ~tters is we went ahead and prepared a 

document that contains the deposition designations for 

Christian Bax, that was the video that we saw on 

Monday. We also have video excerpts, the designations 

of Kayvan Khalatbari, who is an individual that we 

have brought, and actually, he's referenced in 

Mr. Elend's testimony for the Denver Relief company 

that was our consultant. And Mr. Gonzalez took his 

deposition. We've also prepared designations. We're 

not going to play any of them, but what we've done is 

taken the video excerpts that are designated on the 

document that I'll provide to the Court, and put those 

on a thumb device. We have a copy for the Court, we 

have a copy for Mr. Gonzalez, and we have a copy for 

the clerk. We thought that might be the most 

efficient way to deal with that deposition. 

THE COURT: That's whose deposition? 

MR. LIROT: Kayvan Khalatbari. 

THE COURT: I see that, that's Exhibit X? 

MR. LIROT: Yes. 

THE COURT: So you've got the deposition 

designation you're putting in for Kayvan Khalatbari? 

MR. LIROT: Correct. His whole deposition is 

included in the exhibits, we just thought we would 
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make the appropriate designations to be furnished upon 

the Court. 

And just for the court reporter's information, 

it's K-a-y-v-a-n, K-h-1 -- so K-h-a-1-t-b-r-a-i. 

THE COURT: It says K-h-a-1-a-t-b-a-r-i. 

MR. LIROT: There you go. You did better than I 

did. 

THE COURT: I'm reading it, you found it, and you 

were winging. It's hard to do. 

MR. LIROT: And I know him, so. In any event, 

based on that, Judge, I think we wou1d be ready for 

c10sing argument. 

THE COURT: Any further testimony from either 

side on this? 

MR. GONZALEZ: No, your Honor. 

THE COURT: You a11 can proceed with c10sing. 

MR. LIROT: If it meets with the pleasure of the 

Court, Judge, I would like to go ahead and follow 

along on a PowerPoint presentation. 

THE COURT: Sure. 

MR. LIROT: May it p1ease the Court. Judge, what 

we've done here is we've tried to focus on the salient 

points to support the relief we've requested. 

Obviously we're here to seeking the equitable 

jurisdiction of the Court and the issuance of a 
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1 temporary injunction. 

2 And certainly on the title page we identify what 

3 we've alleged are the violations of those 

4 constitutional sections. Article X Section 29 is also 

referred to as Amendment 2. I think we've used those 

6 descriptions interchangeably. And the other deal with 

7 Article I Section 2 and Article III Section 11 focus 

8 on the special law arguments that we've made to the 

9 Court. 

We went over the history, Judge, and obviously 

11 this all began, certainly in the State of Florida, 

12 with the 2014 Compassionate Use Act. In 2014 the 

13 legislature adopted, and again this is a statute not a 

14 constitutional amendment, but they adopted the 

provision to provide low-THC cannabis to approximately 

16 2000 patients, which we have estimated were mostly 

17: children with epilepsy. That was the goal of allowing 

18 what people have referred to the Charlotte's Web Act 

19 and things of that nature, but it was limited only to 

low-THC cannabis and it was limited to only a small 

21 number of conditions an anticipated small number of 

22 actual patients. That statute created the Office of 

23 Compassionate Use within the Department of Health. 

24 And it also created the entities known as dispensing 

organizations to grow the low-THC cannabis and provide 
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it to that estimated 2000 patients. 

The law directed the Office of Compassionate Use 

to license five dispensing organizations. And there 

were a number of criteria that were associated with 

the ability to apply for that entitlement. You had to 

have been a Florida nursery for at least 30 

consecutive years, and have had the ability to grow 

400,000 plants. The Office of Medical Marijuana Use 

received 28 applications, 25 were deemed to be 

qualified for the competitive process, and then 5 were 

licensed, and then 2 more gained their authority, 

their designation as a dispensing organization through 

litigation. So by the ' time Amendment 2 was on the 

ballot, the State actually had seven dispensing 

organizations, and at least 21 losing applicants for 

this specific type of operation authorized by the 

Compassionate Use Act. And Judge, for your 

convenience, what we did is for the statements that 

we've made in the upper right-hand corner, we actually 

have tied those in to the exhibits in the book of 

evidence that we provided to the Court. 

November 2016 the voters consider Amendment 2, 

and I think we all know that it provides access to 

medical marijuana for debilitating conditions, that 

the basis of its allowance for that is immunity from 
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sanction under state law for qualifying patients, 

doctors, and medical marijuana providers. And most 

importantly, it establishes the Department of Health 

as the regulatory authority, charging it with the duty 

of ensuring -- these are the important words -- the 

availability and safe use of marijuana. That's a 

charge to them in Amendment 2, and that's dictated and 

mandated to the Department of Health. 

So in 2016, when the voters go to the polls to 

vote on Amendment 2, they have access to the full text 

of the amendment which is Exhibit A. We have the copy 

of the Supreme Court's approval of the ballot language 

that was actually placed on the ballot. There was a 

challenge to that, and it was approved. And then we 

also, as Exhibit C, we've got the statement of intent 

authored by the framers of the amendment. So those 

were all in the record. I think it's common knowledge 

that the amendment passed with a huge margin, 71.6 

percent of the vote, which was the largest margin of 

victory for any marijuana voter initiative ever in the 

United States. 

It created Amendment 2, created a whole different 

type of entity, which was the medical marijuana 

treatment center, the MMTC. And this is the 

description, the definition of MMTC right out of 
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Amendment 2 which says "an entity that acquires, 

cultivates, possesses, processes, including 

development of related products, such as food 

tinctures, aerosols, oils or ointments, and transfers, 

transports, sells, distributes, dispenses" -- and as 

you can see, we highlighted this -- "or administers 

marijuana, products containing marijuana, related 

supplies or educational materials to qualifying 

patients or their caregivers, and is registered by the 

department. 11 Now, that is the definition, and there's 

a lot in there, and what we focused on and as we're 

going to get into some of these other slides, there's 

a huge distinction with that 1I 0r ." 

Also, in Amendment 2 it specifically lays out the 

duties of the Department of Health, and it says the 

department shall issue reasonable regulations 

necessary for the implementation and enforcement of 

this section. The purpose of the regulations is to 

ensure the availability and safe use of medical 

marijuana by qualifying patients. It also lays out 

the duties of the department, implementing 

regulations. The following regulations shall be 

promulgated no later than six months after the 

effective date of this section. And it also provides 

that procedures for the -- excuse me, procedures for 
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the registration of MMTCs that inc1ude procedures for 

the issuance, renewa1, suspension and revocation of 

registration. And Judge, you'11 note there's no 

reference to a denia1 of an effort to register. And 

we'11 get into the distinctions necessary that are 

important in that concept in just a moment. 

It says a1so, standards to ensure. These are the 

criteria that we've argued a1ready exist, are a1ready 

there for the department to review in order to 

register someone as an MMTC business. And those 

inc1ude proper security, recordkeeping, testing, 

1abe1ing, inspection and safety. And 1'11 just harken 

back to the app1ication fi1ed by F1origrown. They 

address a11 of those concepts in the request for 

registration that was sent out. 

The dead1ines contained in the constitutiona1 

amendment are many. They require identification cards 

and registrations, and it says the department sha11 

begin issuing qua1ifying patient and caregiver 

identification cards and registering MMTCs no 1ater 

than nine months after the effective date of this 

section. And what's important is that Amendment 2 

a1so contains a statement about being ab1e to pursue a 

cause of action. And it basica11y provides any 

F10rida citizen, if the department does not issue 
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regulations, or the department does not begin issuing 

identification cards and registering MMTCs within the 

time limits set in this section, any Florida citizen 

shall have standing to seek judicial relief to compel 

compliance with the department's constitutional 

duties. So even the framers in putting Amendment 2 

together anticipated that there may be some 

resistance. There may be some delays, there may be 

some political issues that would need to be addressed 

in trying to get to the point where the department 

created a framework to allow and ensure the safe and 

available use of medical marijuana. 

Now, as far as the deadlines, Judge, the 

amendment was adopted into the constitution, as we 

said, as Article X Section 29, and it became effective 

on January 3rd, 2017. Shortly thereafter, on January 

17th, Florigrown submitted its letter of registration 

to the department. And obviously this is, I think, 14 

days, two weeks to the day after the amendment became 

effective after the deadline went in place. And this, 

basically, is a summary of what was presented to the 

department in the effort to be registered as an MMTC. 

We told the department the purpose of the letter was 

to do just that, to register as an MMTC. Florigrown 

attested that it would meet the specific requirements 
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1 identified in the amendment and recognized by the 

2 department. Florigrown attested that we, Florigrown, 

3 would comply with all reasonable regulations adopted 

4 in accordance with the duties of the department in 

Article X Section 29. And Florigrown attested to its 

6 extensive history in operating manufacturing 

7 businesses in highly regulated industries in Florida, 

8 as well as attaching evidence of 48 million dollars in 

9 available capital. Attested that we were able to meet 

all of those requirements that were set forth in 

11 Amendment 2. 

12 At this point in time, Judge, the standards that 

13 were focused on in what was presented to the 

14 department emanated from some, a variety of actual 

sources. So we've made those good faith attestations 

16 in January, because the department had not yet 

17 promulgated regulations pursuant to the amendment, and 

18, this was before the deadline, but they had already 

19 begun implementing de facto standards. The Office of 

Medical Use regulation of seven dispensing 

21 organizations, which again at that time were 

22 authorized to sell full-strength marijuana to ter.minal 

23 patients after an amendment to the Compassionate Use 

24 Act. And we don't get into great depth the historical 

sequence here, but I think this was referred to 
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colloquially as the right to try. If you could prove 

that you had a terminal illness, and that it was 

likely that you would pass away within a year, you 

actually at that point in time could get access to 

more than the low-THC marijuana, you could obtain 

fUll-strength marijuana with the appropriate 

attestations from the doctor and everything like that. 

Unfortunately, nobody really qualified, we're not 

aware of a single patient that was able to avail 

themselves of the right to try, but it was there and 

it changed everything at that point in time. 

The other issue, and this really pertains to 

Kayvan Khalatbari, he is the principal of Denver 

Relief Consulting, and Florigrown retained Denver' 

Relief Consulting because they served as application 

consultants and operational consultants for Trulieve, 

which at that point, Judge, had already been granted 

the dispensing organization entitlement. He worked 

with the state, he worked with Trulieve to get the 

entitlement to become a dispensing organization. 

Basically, in Florida right now they're the largest 

dispensing organization, and he worked with them to 

make sure that he could certainly help them and he 

would help us meet the de facto standards that the 

department was looking at. 
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Now, again I have to stress this is before the 

regulations were in place, but they're already 

granting these licenses to people based on the de 

facto standards that they've embraced as the threshold 

to give people the right to engage in business as an 

MMTC. 

The next thing that happened was only a few days 

later, the Department of Health denied Florigrown's 

registration, and what they did to explain that was 

that there's no process set out under current law to 

register as an MMTC and no authority to accept new 

applications as dispensing organizations until further 

action is taken by the department or -- and there's a 

big issue here --or the Florida legislature, the 

Department of Health is not accepting new dispensing 

organization applications or request to register as an 

MMTC. Now, there's a lot in this statement. 

First of all, we see that in the efforts being 

undertaken in Florida to try to get this process on 

the road and comply with the constitutional amendment, 

the Department of Health was the one charged with the 

responsibility to do this. But now we've got the "or" 

the Florida legislature creeping in there. And the 

last line it says not accepting new dispensing 

organization applications or requests to register as 
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an MMTC. So even at this point there's a dramatic 

understanding that the dispensing organization, again 

an entity that on1y dea1t with 10w-THC marijuana and 

on1y made it avai1ab1e to that sma11 number of 2000 

anticipated patients, there's a big difference between 

a DO and an MMTC. 

We asked for a hearing, and the Surgeon Genera1 

dismissed the petition. And what's important about 

this is in that dismissa1 it just says the 

Administrative Procedures Act does not app1y to the 

department's actions conducted pursuant to the 

authority derived for Amendment 2. Once the 

department has promu1gated and imp1emented requ1ations 

pursuant to Amendment 2, any re1ief which F10rigrown 

or other registrants may seek under that requ1atory 

framework must be brought in circuit court. 

In June 2017, the 1eqis1ature adopted what's 

referred as the Medica1 Marijuana Act or what we've 

referred to occasiona11y as Section 381.986. The 

statement in the act was that it was purported1y to 

imp1ement Artic1e X Section 29. It shou1dn't be 

Section 10, it shou1d be Section 29. But what's 

interesting about that and, obvious1y, this doesn't 

automatica11y resu1t in inconsistencies, but the 

amendment is 1,250 words 10nq. The statute is 17,661 
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1 words long, so simply by math we suggest that that 

2 might enhance the possibility that there may be some 

3 things in the statute that aren't really authorized, 

4 or addressed, or even contemplated in the amendment. 

S And basically, upon the adoption into the Florida 

6 statutes, it's also referred to as Senate Bill 8-A, it 

7 replaced the previous Compassionate Use Act in its 

8 entirety. So it became Section 381.986 (2017). So 

9 that's the statute we're dealing with today, your 

10 Honor. 

11 Obviously in dealing with these what we say are 

12 conflicts between the legislature and the 

13 constitution, Article X 'Section 29 talks about that, 

14 and it says nothing in this section shall limit the 

15 legislature from enacting laws consistent with this 

16 section. And we the cite the State versus Florida 

17 State Improv Com. And Judge, what our argument is, 

18 it's a well-settled doctrine of law that a 

19 constitutional provision which is clear and explicit 

20 cannot be given a meaning by the legislature which 

21 conflicts with the te~s of such provision. If the 

22 legislature adopts a statute that's inconsistent with 

23 the constitution, the constitution prevails, the 

24 statutory language that may conflict with that 

25 constitution would be invalid. 
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Now Senate Bill 8-A' is irreconcilabie with 

Article X Section 29 of the Florida Constitution, 

because it violates the plain language of Amendment 2 

and, most importantly, it creates this cap on licenses 

that are "arbitrary and not reasonable to ensure the 

availability and safe use of medical marijuana." And 

most importantly, certainly from the evidence that 

we've presented to you in this matter, Judge, it 

creates impermissible special laws by awarding 

licenses to a closed class of licensees incapable of 

enlargement in the future. And, obviously, Judge, 

from the Pigford litigants case you're already 

entirely familiar with this concept. And, 

essentially, the irreconcilability comes from these 

several things, and I'm going to get into greater 

depth on those. 

Senate Bill 8-A is irreconcilable with Article X 

Section 29 of the Florida Constitution. And again, 

well settled law "To the extent a 
~ 

statute confli.cts 

with express or clearly implied mandates of the 

constitution, the statute must fall." 

Here's some of the conflicts that we bring to the 

attention of the Court. First of all, licensing 

versus registration. Article X Section 29 (d) (1) 

directs the department to promulgate, and I'll quote, 
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1 "procedures for the registration of MMTCs that include 

2 procedures for the issuance, renewal, suspension and 

3 revocation of registration. II And again, we talked 

4 about this, standards to ensure property security, 

5 recordkeeping, testing, labeling, inspection and 

6 safety. Those the criteria that an applicant has to 

7 show to be able to get registered as an MMTC. I want 

8 to refer to Article X Section 29 (d) (2) the department 

9 shall begin issuing qualifying patient and caregiver 

10 identification cards. And again, registering MMTCs no 

11 later than nine months after the effective date of 

12 this section. 

13 Compare that to the statute. The statute doesn't 

14 call it registration, they've now made it into a 

15 licensing procedure, and it says the department shall 

16 license medical marijuana treatment centers. The 

17 department shall license as a medical marijuana 

18 treatment center any entity who. . . The department 

19 shall license as medical marijuana treatment centers 

20 10 applicants. And 381.986 only authorizes the 

21 department to license MMTCs not register them. Now, 

22 this is important, because as we're going to'show you 

23 the contemplation is entirely different. 

24 A license is different than a registration, and 

2S we put the definitions in there. Permission accorded 
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1 by competent authority to do, use or own something 

2 that wou1d otherwise be i11ega1. That's a 1icense. 

3 You can't drive without a 1icense, can't practice 1aw 

4 without a 1icense, can't practice medicine without a 

1icense, it gives you a right to do something that 

6 otherwise wou1d be i11ega1. 

7 THE COURT: Where do those definitions come from? 

8 THE COURT: Judge, I be1ieve - I don't know if 

9 it's Webster's. We used the Internet to find those, 

and we· thought that these wou1d be he1pfu1. So that's 

11 pretty genera1 - I mean, they a11 differ in some way 

12 or another, so. But we can certain1y give those, if 

13 there's any distinction about that, we can certain1y 

14 give you the source authority on that. Registration 

, is different, because it's a recording of an officia1 

16 character that establishes a 1ink between a person or 

17 entity, andsomethinq they do, use or own for 

18 regu1atory purposes. For examp1e, taxation or crime 

19 detection. And there's a big difference in what a 

registration is and a 1icense, and we're going to show 

21, what that is in these next s1ides. 

22 This is not an uncommon concept in the state of 

23 F10rida, and there's a lot of different statutes that 

24 dea1 with the effort. And I just want to put this in 

the proper perspective. This is for antifreeze. And 
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this is Section 501.913. Registration: Before you 

can sell antifreeze in Florida you have to register 

and we highlighted subsection (c), and it says for 

first time applications a certified report from an 

independent testing laboratory dated no more than six 

months before the registration application providing 

analysis showing that the antifreeze conforms to 

minimum of standards required for antifreeze by this 

part or rules of the department and is not 

adulterated. They want to make sure that if you're 

selling antifreeze that it's safe. And they register 

you by, you pay the money, you go through the 

process -- I think in that instance there's an 

application fee of $200 for a 12-month registration. 

And apparently you don't get a discount for the 24 

months, because you have to pay_$400 for that. But 

once you've reg~stered and you've proven yourself 

capable of being able to sell antifreeze that is safe 

to the citizens of Florida, if you look at 4(a) it 

just says, if the registration requirements are met, 

and if the antifreeze meets the minimum standards, is 

not adulterated and meets the labeling claims, the 

department shall issue a certificate of registration 

authorizing the distribution of that antifreeze in the 

state for the permit period. 
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1 So, again, this process of registering first, 

2 going through an inspection process and then being 

3 licensed, in this instance they call it a certificate, 

4 it's not alien to Florida l~w. So with the instance 

of MMTCs, there are criteria for registering. And 

6 actually, in the statute it talks about, it's changed 

7 now, it's five consecutive years registered as a 

8 Florida business, you have to have a valid nursery 

9 registration from the Department of Agriculture 

pursuant to Section 581.181 Florida Statutes. You 

11 have to employ a medical director that's a licensed 

12 Florida Medical Doctor or a Doctor of Osteopathy. And 

13 here, a little more than 200 for the antifreeze, you 

14 have to pay $60,830 nonrefundable application fee. 

You also have to secure a two-year $S million dollar 

16 performance bond, and everybody associated, there's a 

17 level two background check on all of the owners, 

18 managers, officers and board members, and you also 

19 have to attest that the information is true and 

correct, and acknowledge that MMTCs must comply with 

21, all rules or regulations as they are adopted. 

22 Step 2, registered MMTCs must be licensed by the 

23 Office of Medical Marijuana Use before they can 

24 operate. So the Medical Marijuana Treatment Center 

initiates the process to obtain authorization to 
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cultivate, process, dispense or deliver medical 

marijuana. You have to provide floor plans, proof of 

zoning and ownership of facilities. You have to 

undergo inspections by the department to verify 

compliance with the standards for proper security, 

record keeping, testing, labeling and' safety, and you 

have to obtain authorizations to cultivate, process, 

dispense or deliver from the department. Currently, 

this process takes about a year from registration for 

an MMTC to get all four authorizations and dispense to 

the public. 

And Judge, we again identify the exhibits that 

that pertains to. Exhibit S is a series of 

announcements. Actually, it's the Department of 

Health's information to tell us what the status is of 

the Office of Medical Marijuana Use. They tell you 

how many patients, if you look on the right-hand side. 

As of August 23rd of 2017, there was patient count of 

33,461, and the ordering physician count of 1,005. 

The seq.ment below actually talks about those medical 

marijuana treatment centers, and obviously it's 

entitled Department of Health Approved Medical 

Marijuana Treatment Centers. And it gives you a list 

of what's been approved. And then down at the bottom 

you'll see the N/A. The reason that we have put those 
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in there is those are contained in this newsletter, 

but it will give you essentially a historical 

framework to show how long it takes these other what 

were for.merly dispensing organizations the ability to 

get the approval to become a medical marijuana 

treatment center. 

Now, these, again they're approved at this point, 

but where it talks about the authorization stage 

they're not dispensing and they're not cultivating. 

From 3 Boys Farm down you can see that even though 

they're approved they're not ready to provide anything 

to the public, because they haven't been inspected and 

given that license by the department. So 

registration, one thing, the ability to put anything 

out for the public is another thing altogether. This 

is the important distinction, JUdge, because 

registration as a medical marijuana treatment center 

does not authorize Florigrown to do, use or own 

anything that would be otherwise illegal. The 

department's own regulations require the OMMU to 

"inspect the facilities and issue a cultivation 

authorization, before a ~edical marijuana treatment 

center is permitted to grow marijuana." Growing 

marijuana is illegal absent the issuance of a 

cultivation authorization by the department. And 
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1 that's even if you register. You have to go through 

2 the process, they have to look at your operation, they 

3 have to approve it. 

4 As of the weekly update, again this is the 

December 29th, 2017, a few months after the August 

6 document that we just showed. And again, you're 

7 looking down there, these are all medical marijuana 

8 treatment centers, they don't call them approved now, 

9 but they just call them medical marijuana treatment 

centers. And again, you can look that we've made a 

11 little bit of progress. 3 Boy Farms still not 

12 applicable, but for Loop's Nursery and Greenhouses, 

13 Plants of Ruskin, Sunbulb Company, Treadwell, and 

14 Keith St. Germain's Nursery Farms, four of those now 

have the cultivation authorization. So even though 

16 they're registered, they're still not providing any 

17 medical marijuana to the public, they're going through 

18 the process. 

19 Let's fast forward to June 29th of 2018. And 

again, you look at all of the different locations for 

21 the medical marijuana treatment centers. And again 

22 down at the body - excuse me, down at the bottom 

23, we've got the Green Solution, dispensing by delivery; 

24 Grow Healthy, dispensing by delivery, Better-Gro now 

has processing authorization; 3 Boys Fa~ has 
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cultivation authorization only, as does Treadwell and 

Keith St. Germain. So you can see with the passage of 

time the process used by the department to approve 

these MMTCs to make this medicine available to the 

public. And then I think the one as recently as July 

6 again gives us an update. There's slow process. 

The ones that were at the bottom, again cultivation 

authorization only for 3 Boys Farms, Treadwell and 

Keith St. Germain. 

This is the issue that welve talked about 

repeatedly, and I think this is another area of 

conflict between the statute and the amendment. It's 

the use of "or" the amendment. And what it does, 

Judge, is it requires a horizontal or un-stacked 

market. What that means is that a medical marijuana 

treatment center that complies with the amendment can 

cultivate, process or dispense. And it basically says 

that this type of market requires wholesaling, 

contract manufacturing and more market participants. 

The statute, in conflict with the amendment, creates 

what we've referred to as a vertical stacked system 

where a medical marijuana treatment center must 

control every step in the product, supply chain, and 

is barred from wholesaling or contract manufacturing. 

Senate Bill a-A restricts the constitutional 
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definition of a medical marijuana treatment center. 

The statute again defines them, and we've already 

emphasized the "or," you can engage in all of those 

different activities, transfer, transport, sell, 

distribute, dispense, or administer marijuana. So 

what that contemplates, your Honor, are people who are 

participants in the overall business model to make 

this medication available to the citizens of Florida. 

When you get to the statute, that whole concept of 

horizontal ability and what really reflects the free 

market for every other business as we know it. The 

legislature says a licensed medical marijuana 

treatment center shall cultivate, process, transport 

and dispense marijuana for medical use. And I don't 

think I need to stress the legal implications of the 

difference between "and" and "or." 

So, basically, that definition alone, JUdge, 

shows that Senate Bill 8-A is irreconcilable with 

Article X Section 29. And again, a well-settled 

doctrine of law, "state constitutions are limitations 

on the power of state legislatures", citation omitted. 

Consequently, a statute enacted by the legislature may 

not restrict a right granted under the constitution. 

So even though Amendment 2 gives a horizontal ability 

for different people with different specialties, 
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different areas of expertise to grow, cu1tivate, those 

wou1d be the farmers, then you've got the 1aboratories 

that treat it, then you've got the retai1 shops, 

everybody has a different job. The way the 

1egis1ature has it 1imited now, everybody has to do 

everything, so it's seed to sa1e with no interference 

with that process. Wh~ch again, we wou1d argue is 

comp1ete1y inconsistent with the abi1ities given by 

the p1ain 1anguage of Amendment 2 and certain1y 

supported by what the framers said their intent was by 

providing that 1atitude. 

The a-A definition comes frQm the 10w-THC 1aw. 

Again, this is the 2014 Compassionate Use Act. That 

1anguage in that, a11 they did was change that, they 

didn't do it to ref1ect Amendment 2, they simp1y 

changed the tit1e dispensing organization to MMTC. So 

if you see that there's not -- the origina1 -- and 

again, you have to understand the distinction, the 

dispensing organization dea1t with one 1imited kind of 

marijuana and had 2,000 patients. An MMTC dea1s with 

a11 different types of marijuana substances, the 

different roots of administration that are provided by 

doctors. And the 1imitation is just not a ref1ection 

of constitutiona1 authority. 

We have an argument here that "or" and "and" are 
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dramatically different in constitutional construction, 

and Art~cle I Sect~on 17 of the Florida Const~tution 

the use of the word "or" instead of "and" in the 

clause indicated that the framers intended both 

alternatives. Now, the reason that we cite this case, 

Judge, is it was again a constitut~onal amendment. 

And I have a copy of that for the Court and for my 

colleague. This dealt with cruel and unusual 

punishment or cruel or unusual pun~shment. And even 

after that ballot initiative was adopted, when it was 

challenged because of the interchangeability of "and" 

and "or," the Court found that it was invalid, because 

that's really important. 

We've been debating on how to put a good analogy 

together, and my colleagues have referenced Amendment 

2, they basically said that it's an issue as far as 

the right to bear arms, to keep and bear arms as 

opposed to keep or bear arms. My example was that 

holding a bottle of n~troglycer~n or shaking your arm 

is significantly different than holding a bottle of 

nitroglycerin and shak~ng your arm. 

And I see my colleague has stood up. 

MR. GONZALEZ: I apologize for interrupting. 

He's now, the Plaintiff is 30 m~nutes ~nto h~s closing 

argument. I think we only have 24 minutes of time 
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~eft. 

THE COURT: Right. We're supposed to be done at 

10:45 on this. See if you can wrap it up, if you 

would. 

MR. LIROT: Judge, obvious~y we talked -- and 

I'll just try to go through these. We have a copy of 

this, we would like to go ahead and offer the 

PowerPoint into evidence for the Court to review. And 

I think what we have here, we have the intent of the 

framers laid out, they wanted MMTCs to have that kind 

of latitude to provide the abi~ity to engage in 
, 

different kinds of activities to make medical 

marijuana safe and available to the public. 

THE COURT: Any objections to the PowerPoint 

coming into evidence?
 

MR. GONZALEZ: No, your Honor.
 

THE COURT: PowerPoint is admitted.
 

(Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. DD is marked and admitted 

into evidence.) 

MR. LIROT: And the "or" versus "and" creates a 

market structure that I think we've already described 

to the Court. We call it silo'ed, and it really 

doesn't provide or promote the available and safe use 

of marijuana. We got that from Mr. Khalatbari' s 

deposition, which we provided to the Court. Silo'ed 
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licenses generate huqe private value. And I think we 

talked about those newspaper articles. The one that 

went for 53 million dollars was sold by someone who 

had the authorization that had never provided medical 

marijuana to a single patient. So our argument, 

Judge, is that the legislature is in position with 

these caps, which Amendment 2 says nothing about, 

creates the ability to gain huge profit at the cost to 

the medical marijuana patients that need this 

medicine. The caps prevent the Department of Health 

from ensuring access to "patients. There's no 

requirement of, as we've seen, you don't have to grow 

one plant, you're not limited from growing 50 million 

plants. So any discussion about what is or isn't 

limited, it really only limits the ability to a small 

number of people, but it doesn't do anything to 

promote access to the general public. 

THE COURT: You need to wrap up your argument in 

about one minute. 

MR. LIROT: All right. Judge, I think what I 

will do is I will just roll on and cut to the chase. 

If you look at this record there are so many 

incredible conflicts between the statute and Amendment 

2. There's no cap, there's none of that. We have 

done everything that we need to do to get 
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registration. And again, as we've stressed it, once 

you register, then you go with the process. The 

Department of Health has already adopted a de facto 

process, because there are already 17 of these medical 

marijuana treatment centers when in fact they're still 

telling everybody else, well, we don't have a process. 

Well, there's 17 of them in place already. So we want 

to comply with that de facto ability, the application. 

We talked briefly about this, if they do the 

process now you're going to have thousands of, even if 

they're consolidated, you're talking about 

administrative hearings that again were never 

contemplated by Amendment 2. And simply to just get 

to the issues as far as that, we have no a~equate 

remedy at law, just to deal with the criteria for 

getting an injunction. I would say that dealing with 

the balance of the harms, the constitution says that 

the way this is supposed to work is to make this 

valuable medicine available to the citizens of Florida 

that need it. And quite honestly, Judge, when it 

comes to the public interest, it's our position that 

ensuring the enforcement of constitutional amendments, 

as opposed to kowtowing to political pressure and 

dealing with statutes that are totally inconsistent 

has no place in this constitutional analysis of 
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1 Amendment 2. 

2 Relief requested, we want to compel the 

3 department the defendants' compliance with their 

4 constitutional duties as enumerated in Amendment 2. 

We want the Court to declare that 381.986(8) F.S. and 

6 the ru~es promu~gated are unconstitutional. We will 

7 enjoin the defendants from impermissibly restricting 

8 Amendment 2, and we want to mandate that the 

9 department register Florigrown in accordance with 

Amendment 2 so they can begin the process to achieve 

11 cultivation authorization and licensure. 

12 And Judge, thank you for your time. If you have 

13 any questions you can ask me at any point, but it's 

14 been a true privilege. Thank you, Judge. 

THE COURT: All right. Mr. Gonzalez? 

16 MR. GONZALEZ: Thank you, your Honor. 

17 Some quick observations on what was in the 

~8 PowerPoint before I go through the remarks I've 

19 prepared for closing for the department. 

Right there on that last slide they're asking for 

21 all of 381.986(8) and all the rules promulgated to be 

22 declared unconstitutional. I don't think in their 

23 motion for injunction - they were a little more 

24 surgical about what they were asking for. I mean, on 

page 2 there were two injunctions they were asking 
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for. Dec~aring the who~e statute unconstitutiona~ or 

a~~ of 8. I mean, rea~~y in their comp~aint and in 

the injunction they on~y, I on~y see rea~~y two parts 

that they're focused on. One, is un~awfu~ specia~ ~aw 

c~aim of these c~assifications the ~egis~ature 

created; and then they're, of course, saying that the 

caps are un~awfu~. 

There's other genera~ c~aims that they're saying 

the department hasn't moved quickly enough, and we put 

in a lot of testimony about a~~ of the things that 

have gone on during the course of this process as far 

litigation and statutory changes that the department 

is complying with. But as I try to figure out exact~y 

what are they asking your Honor to do in an 

injunction, on the specia~ ~aw claim there are 

actua~~y 14 as of Friday, there are 14 MMTCs that have 

been ~icensed. In their specia~ ~aw a~~egation 10 of 

the tota~ number of licenses that can be granted under 

381.986(8) (a), 10 of those fal~ into those specia~ 

class categories that they're chal~enging. Seven of 

those 10 have already been granted, and they're in 

that ~ist of the 14. So I think, un~ess they're 

asking your Honor to go back and revoke the license of 

those 14 or the 7 of the 10 that are in that, those 

classifications, I think we're on~y talking about them 
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in part one of their injunction request asking you to 

enjoin the department from issuing the three remaining 

in that special class, at least on that part of the 

claim. It looks like it's those three, unless they're 

saying we want you to declare the whole statute 

unconstitutional as we see here on the PowerPoint and 

the rules, and I guess revoke every single MMTC 

license in the state, because they were all awarded 

under the statute. So that was just a general first 

observation. And they don't get to any of the four 

requirements for an injunction until the second to the 

last page of the PowerPoint. They only specifically 

talk about no adequate remedy at law. 

Now, the previous however many pages this was, I 

guess they have a likely -- likelihood of success on 

the merits, but I'll talk about that, but I do want to 

focus kind of on the requirements for the injunction, 

since that's what we're here for, and that's why I was 

trying to kind of narrow it down. 

The second part of it was they say the caps are 

unconstitutional. And I guess I don't see anything in 

their complaint where they're actually challenging 

specifically those additional four licenses that are 

being made available now, because we've reached a 

hundred qualifying patients. They mention it in their 
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complaint, but they don't explain how that part of it 

is unconstitutional. They do say they think the caps 

in general are, but to enjoin issuing these next four 

seems to run contrary to that. I mean, if they're 

asking you, you know, those four are okay but we want 

you to order the department to register more. But 

we're just kind of a little confused even after at the 

conclusion of their case as to what exactly they're 

asking for. 

But we've addressed all of the defects in their 

motion and their failure to meet all of these 

requirements in our papers, and I just want to 

highlight a couple of them. One of the -- before I 

jump into the four requirements, as a general matter 

the purpose of a temporary injunction is to preserve 

the status quo between now and the time of your final 

ruling in this case, which could be in just a few 

months. We have quoted the case law about preserving 

the status quo, and the plaintiff has as well. 

Florigrown's injunction request is improper, because 

they're seeking to have the Court radically alter the 

status quo in these ways that they have described. 

In his deposition Florigrown's own CEO Adam Elend 

went on for eight pages in the transcript describing 

what Florigrown wants this Court to change as to the 
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status quo. That's on pages 28 to 36 of his 

deposition transcript that's been entered into 

evidence, and he offered more testimony Monday about 

the changes Florigrown is seeking to the status quo. 

So it's not a proper injunction request in that 

respect. The status quo today is a plan, Florigrown 

does not have an MMTC license, and the department is 

following the constitution and the statutes, their 

rule promulgation, and very soon will award an 

additional 7 MMTC licenses under the mandates of the 

statute, and the rules that are being promulgated, and 

they'll start accepting those applications. As you 

heard the rule provides 21 dates after the effective 

date of that rule they're going to start accepting 

applications. The first part of their request on page 

2 of their motion seeks to enjoin the department from 

registering any further MMTCs under 381, and as I 

mentioned, all 13 existing, well, now 14 as of last 

Friday, they all receive their licenses under the 

statute. 

So if the statute is unlawful, presumably every 

one of those licenses are invalid, those license 

holders obviously aren't here, and it was not clear 

from their complaint that they're seeking to 

invalidate all of those, but that would be the logical 
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result of what they're asking now today. The second 

part of the injunction requests you radically alter 

the status quo in that they're asking your Honor to 

force the department to immediately implement a new 

regulation and licensure process that's not under way 

right now, and immediately issue a registration to the 

plaintiff. And none of that would preserve the status 

quo, and the motion should be denied for that reason. 

So of those two injunctions they request on page 

2, one other general defect is that part of the motion 

is seeking a mandatory injunctive relief. And if you 

look at both of them on page 2, the first one is 

seeking a prohibitive injunction to,basically halt the 

department's activities that are underway, and then 

the second is the request for the mandatory injunctive 

relief as opposed to prohibited. Under this part 

they're asking you to order the registrations be givert 

to Florigrown and potentially, potentially hundreds or 

thousands of others based on just submitting a letter 

like Florigrown did back in January of 2017. 

As I know your Honor i~ well aware, there's 

extensive case law providing the request for mandatory 

injunctive relief as opposed to prohibitive injunctive 

relief, are looked on with great disfavor by the 

courts. Motions for prohibitive injunctive relief 
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have this very high standard with the four 

requirements, but the bar for mandatory injunctive 

relief is even that much higher. 

THE COURT: Now, I'm very familiar with the law 

with regard to temporary and permanent injunctions, 

but to what extent is all of that altered by that 

subsection of the statute that says that, if the 

department doesn't issue the regulations or doesn't 

begin issuing identifying cards and registering MMTCs 

within the time limits set in the section any Florida 

citizen shall have standing to seek judicial relief to 

compel compliance, which sounds to me like an 

injunction. 

MR. GONZALEZ: It certainly sounds like a 

provision granting standing to come in and file a 

challenge, and we're not challenging their standing to 

come in at this time. But I think as the Court still 

would have to review all of the circumstances that got 

us to where we are right now. And I think what you 

heard in this record from the department witnesses and 

Courtney Coppola, in particular, going through that 

time line of everything that's happened up to this 

point. But I agree, there's certainly standing 

granted to somebody to file a challenge, and so we're 

not challenging their standing. 
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1 MR. GONZALEZ: As I get into the four 

2 requirements for injunction, and I'm not going to go 

3 through the detail on all of them, but I think the 

4 most glaring defect is the lack of irreparable harm to 

the plaintiff if an injunction is not entered, a 

6 temporary injunction from today until the end of this 

7 case. And they don't mention that at all anywhere in 

8 this PowerPoint. Particularly, on the first 

9 injunction request on page 2, they're seeking the 

prohibitive injunction to halt the licensure process. 

11 Florigrown can't possibly be irreparably harmed by 

12 this process during the few months that remain in this 

13 case because, after all, Florigrown is seeking an MMTC 

14 license, that's the reason we're here. 

They claim to be eminently qualified, they will 

16 have an opportunity to apply for those licenses that 

17, are made available, that aren't in any way subject to 

18 any of the special classifications that they're 

19 challenging. Their CEO Adam Elend testified on page 

38 line 3 of his deposition, and again on Monday, that 

21 Florigrown will definitely apply if this process 

22 begins, and he agreed it is absolutely, was the word 

23 he used, absolutely possible Florigrown will be 

24 
/ 

successful and granted a license in the process. So 

it's pure speculation or conjecture that Florigrown 
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would be harmed in any way if you don't give them an 

inju~ction right now, because they may receive the 

1icense that they're seeking. Even if all licenses 

were awarded to others. And assuming the statute, 

ultimately you determine the statute was 

unconstitutional, and this process is going on during 

the pendency of this case because you didn't enter an 

injunction, and all of those licenses are given out to 

others. 

At the end of case you would presumably, if you 

decided to rule it unconstitutional, those licenses 

would potentia1ly go away if they were awarded under 

an unconstitutional process, and then they would have 

the opportunity to compete for them at that time. So 

again, I'm just focusing on just the legal standard 

for injunction. I don't see how they would be 

entit1ed to injunctive relief at that time, separate 

and apart from whether at the end of day when we 

discuss those arguments for final deteDmination. 

That second injunction 

THE COURT: How do you and I don't remember 

the specifics of the, I think the plaintiff was 

Columbus Smith in that Pigford amendment case, how is 

this different from that case? 

MR. GONZALEZ: We11, I think in that case there 
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was one provision of 8-A that was challenged, and 

there was only one -- only members of that associat~on 

could potentially be eligible, and there was a party 

challenging it, that qualified in every other respect 

but was not allowed entry into that. Now, if you look 

at all of 8-A, there are now seven more licenses 

available. The classifications don't apply to at 

least four of them, but to distinguish the other case 

I don't know that I -- I didn't hear how the analysis 

from the Ocala Breeders case which, of course, is the 

First DCA kind of Seminole case on an unlawful special 

law. I didn't see how the analysis -- because I 

wasn't at the hearing, but you can have, that case 

itself which found an unlawful special law said the 

legislature had the broad discretion to adopt laws 

that create classifications. And there's two ways 

that they can be okay and be in general law and not 

unlawful special law as adopted as general law. 

One of the ways is if the classification is open. 

Certainly, your Honor found in the Smith case that was 

not an open classification, so that one is gone. I 

don't -- I don't know that -- well, certainly in 8-A 

in the aggregate they're not closed classification, 

because we know right now there's four licenses that 

are open. So everybody can apply, there's seven more 
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1 coming up. 

2 But the second part of that is the 

3 classifications can be okay if the classifications are 

4 rationally related to the purpose of the statute. And 

5 that was, I think it may have confused some people in 

6 my cross-examination of Mr. Elend, the reason for some 

7 of those questions that I asked him is he actually 

8 perfectly described the rationally re!ated - the way 

9 the statute requirements in those classifications are 

10 rationally related to the purpose of the statute. And 

11 that was that these MMTCs, and the ones that went 

12 through the dispensary organization process, and all 

13 of them that had created these applications that the 

14 legislature was aware of when they were adopting the 

15 implementing statute, they were aware of the eminent 

16 qualifications that had been created, and the teams 

17 that they had put together, and all of the work they 

18' had done, and they had a rational reason to allow MMTC 

19 licenses to be --·because of the very tight deadlines 

20 that the constitution placed on trying to get some 

21 MMTCs up and running, that we have entities that can 

22 get up and running quickly. Because some of them are 

23 already DOs, and then you have the 10 and the 

24 classifications that already had all of the pieces in 

2S place to quickly get up and running. So I think that 
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was -- that I·S part of the rational 

rationally-related basis for that. 

Now, there's no equal protection claim in here, 

so rational basis actually probably isn't the right 

term, but rationally related to the purpose of the 

statute. So I do think there are distinctions from 

the Smith case, but as I mentioned at the very 

beginning, if your Honor did find there's something in 

those classifications that is an unlawful special law, 

I think we're only talking about three of the licenses 

that are coming up right now that. you would enjoin the 

department in saying these three that are subject to 

the classifications, the citrus preference, the 

Pigford class, there's three of them that can fall in 

that category, if you think these are special, 

unlawful special laws, you could enjoin the department 

in saying you can't issue those three based on those 

criteria. 

I don't think there is anything -- the other four 

that are coming up, based on us reaching 100,000 and 

then maybe another four when we hit 200,000 qualifying 

patients, I don't think any of what they're arqqing, I 

don't even think they have a claim here to try to 

invalidate those and certainly not through an 

injunction. How would an injunction help them by 
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basically eliminating their opportunity to have a fair 

opportunity to compete for those? 

THE COURT: Well, how does the language in the 

amendment even allow any kind of cap? 

MR. GONZALEZ: Okay. This is a very interesting 

constitutional argument. I'm trying to turn to where 

I got into this. I think a lot of what they're 

arguing is a flaw based on kind of a misapprehension 

of our Florida constitutional system versus the 

federal constitutional system, and the legislature's 

plenary authority in the law making to adopt laws, not 

in conflict with the amendment or incompatible with 

the amendment. They have said at various times in 

this that the leqislature has done things in 381.986 

that the amendment did not say they could do, such as 

the caps. I think this goes right to the cap issue. 

Under the federal constitutional system, which I 

think they've been kind of confusing, the people in 

their states gave through the' U.S. Constitution 

certain enumerated powers to Congress where Congress 

theoretically can only do those things, that the 

people in the u.s. Constitution have said to Congress, 

you may act in this area. It's very different at the 

state level. A state is sovereign. In a state 

constitution the people have the plenary law making. 
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authority, and they have placed it in the Florida 

constitution that plenary law making authority, in the 

legislature. That doesn't mean the legislature's 

power is unlimited, of course. There are federal 

rights that they cannot interfere with, there is 

federal preemption of the areas of the law. And then 

the people in the state constitution can say to the 

legislature, you may not act in this particular area. 

You can't do this. You can't put a cap in. 

It doesn't say that in Amendment 2. And that's 

the issue where they're wrong, is if Amendment 2, if 

Article X Section 29 does not expressly say to the 
I 

legislature, you may not act in this particular way, 

then they can do it. In the First DCA, in the recent 

case the People United for Medical Marijuana, it was 

the same, general legal theory that they're proposing 

here, is that in that case the challenge was to the 

forms of marijuana that the legislature can identify. 

And there Judge Gievers said, well, it doesn't say 

that you can limit it. It doesn't expressly say, you 

can limit it so the legislature can't limit it. 

Well, that went up to First District Court of 

Appeals, and they put the stay back in place. And in 

that they say, we've read the constitutional text, the 

statutory text, and we've read your claim, which was 
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1 the legislature didn't have authority, and the First 

2, DCA immediately said upon that initial reading, we 

3 find there's no likelihood of success on the merits of 

4 that claim. So the First DCA has already taken the 

first step in saying, no, actually the legislature 

6 does have plenary authority to act in this area if the 

7 amendment doesn't expressly say you can't do that. 

8 Now, there are very good reasons that we've heard 

9 about why the legislature enacted a robust, strong 

regulatory process, and the department is promulgating 

11 that in rule as they're required to under the 

12 amendment. 

13 And a lot of that has to do with you have the 

14 Department of Justice Cole memorandum that completely 

was overriding everything being done when the 

16 legislature was acting, and it was saying that 

17 marijuana is still illegal under federal law. But the 

18 states that have been our partners in enforcing 

19 marijuana laws for many, many years are now adopting 

these medical marijuana laws. And we're going to give 

21 guidance to the federal prosecutors and say, you don't 

22 have to initiate enforcement actions or prosecutions 

23 under federal law,' you I re going to have discretion to 

24 do that, this is the guidance we're giving you, if the 

state has actually adopted a robust regulatory 
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structure with strong enforcement. So that's what the 

legislature acting within its constitutional authority 

was doing. And the caps, in particular, where we have 

an industry here in its infancy, they are making a 

policy decision that they're allowed to make to say, 

we're going to start with this many. And right now 

we're going to be up to 25, potentially, once we hit 

200,000 qualifying patients. And there are very good 

regulatory reasons why they would want to do that. 

I know the plaintiffs ignore the rational and 

say, well, you could have several thousand actual 

dispensing locations and the state still has to 

regulate those, but it is a much safer controlled 

regulatory process if they have just a more limited 

number of ultimate license holder registered MMTC 

entities that are ultimately accountable if somebody 

in their several hundred dispensing locations or their 

cultivating facilities do something wrong, in this 

process in its infancy the regulators will not have 

5,000 different entities that they're having to 

separately hold accountable. So there are very good 

reasons for why they did that, and many of them grow 

out of what was required in the Cole memorandum. 

THE COURT: And I appreciate your argument on 

that, but the amendment, according to the plaintiffs' 
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argument says that basically that's really not the 

issue, that we're not talking about licensing, we're 

talking about registration, and there may be thousands 

of entities that have to be regulated, but that's what 

the language of the amendment says we have to do. 

MR. GONZALEZ: Well, it certainly doesn't 

expressly say that. I mean, that's their argument. 

Registration versus licensure, the department 

testified that they and the legislature have used 

those terms interchangeably. I think it said that 

they use registration as the verb, license is the 

noun. And if our constitution is -- it's organic law. 

It is the more broad constitutional organic law, and 

the legislature has always adopted the substantive law 

that provides more detail, and they determined that 

this was the proper regulatory structure. 

And the amendment itself does mandate. It says 

the department must adopt regulations for the 

reasonable availability and safe use. So, and must 

adopt a process for the granting of these 

registrations or licenses. So it contemplates that 

they're going to go through a regulatory process. And 

if the legislature does has plenary authority to adopt 

more substantive law, as long as it's not incompatible 

with what's in the statute, and I think it's important 
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that it comp~y with the mandates of the Cole 

memorandum. 

And they mention, we~l, the Cole memorandum was 

revoked. We~~, yes, it was revoked, but that means 

the standard that the feds are ~ooking at down here is 

even much higher. The Co~e memorandum gave a lot of 

latitude that may not have existed before. So I don't 

think that argument that it's been revoked helps. 

THE COURT: Well, it certain~y is a very 

different amendment in many regards, because it 

certain~y can be read as the citizens of the state of 

F~orida in passing Artic~e X Section 29 ~aid out more 

specificity than I recall seeing in any other 

amendment as to here's how you're going to do it, and 

that to an extent doesn't completely remove the 

legis~ature from it, but it goes straight to the 

department and says, okay, Department, you do 

regulations that ensure the availability and safe use 

of medical marijuana by qualifying patients, and time 

deadlines and all of that that goes with it, and it's 

just very unusua~ in that regard. 

MR. GONZALEZ: I would agree that there is more 

detail than you would normal~y see in organic 

constitutional law, but they didn't say -- they did 

contemplate that the legislature would act, just can't 
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be incompatib~e and inconsistent with that. And they 

certainly, it required the regulation by the 

department. And we heard the testimony the department 

met the deadlines of registering, they started with 

the 13, I think maybe 12, and then 13 MMTCs were 

registered by the dea~ine. They adopted emergency 

ru~es to comply with the six-month deadline on the 

ru~e making. 

I know they're not -- this is a new industry, and 

anybody who wants a license or registration that 

doesn't have it is going to be very impatient. They 

all want one of these, we saw the testimony today 
I 

about the potentia~ va~ue of them. So I understand 

they're not satisfied because they don't have a 

license yet, but that doesn't mean the department 

didn't meet the constitutional dead~ine for the 

initial ru~e making. Those were chal~enged, they were 

revoked, and new rule making is under way. Those 

ru~es are now cha~~enged. The department -- the 

injunction that I think they're asking you to enter 

wou~d tell the department, you need to ignore 

everything the ~egislature said. Wel~, they say right 

here, everything the legis~ature said in 

381.986(8) (a). And al~ of your ru~es, inc~uding the 

ru~es -- there are rul~s that the department has just 
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generally for the issuance of any license. So 

ordering a state agency to act completely outside of 

any adopted rules, I don't think there's enough 

specificity in Amendment 2 for them to do that, 

especially when Amendment 2 says they must adopt the 

procedures, they must adopt procedures for doing this. 

They're doing it right now. The testimony is very 

clear on that. 

There was another part of their failure to meet 

the requirement for a substantial likelihood of 

success of the merits is their mandamus claim. Their 

mandamus claim has no legal merit. I'm sure you know 

there's a lot of case law about mandamus is not a 

proper remedy to use to force a state office or agency 

to exercise discretionary duties. Well, there's 

certainly discretion that the amendment places on the 

department to adopt these rules and procedures. 

They're going to create them. And the amendment 

doesn't layout everything that has to be in those. 

So there's discretion there, and then there's 

discretion in the process of actually deciding who is 

actually qualified to receive one of these, who meets 

the requirements. So that part of their claim has no 

merit, they're not likely to succeed on the merits on 

that part of it. 
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And then the other part is the declaratory 

relief. I'm so far off of my notes I would have to 

look back through them to see what other parts of the 

argument I haven't made, but I think I've got most of 

it in the record and. 

THE COURT: And what I said the other day, of 

course, is I want you all to get me proposed orders on 

this anyway. 

MR. GONZALEZ: We will do that. 

THE COURT: I think the plaintiffs have 

thoroughly laid out their position in their motion for 

temporary injunction, and we've had testimony, we've 

got some depositions I need to review. And I think 

what I've got to do is you all get me the proposed 

orders as I stated the other day, I need them no more 

than 10 pages by the end of the day Friday, July 27 on 

that. 

You've both, both sides have been very helpful to 

me in understanding this. It's certainly a very 

interesting case. And you all get that to me and I'll 

get an order out on that. 

MR. GONZALEZ: Thank you. 

MR. LIROT: Judge, not to appear glutinous, is it 

possible that we could ask for 15 pages? There are a 

lot of responsive arguments that I didn't have an 
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1 opportunity to provide. 

2 THE COURT: You all do 15 pages then. 15 pages, 

3 no more than 15 pages on these, on the proposed 

4 orders. And I think the only thing I don't have, 

5 Mr. Lirot, is the PowerPoint. 

6 MR. LIROT: And I have one already marked for 

7 you, your Honor. We have one for the clerk, and I've 

8 got those video designations, if I may approach. 

9 THE COURT: Yes, sir. I only need one on this 

10 anyway, because for today's hearing and the hearing 

11 the other day, I am the clerk. 

12 MR. LIROT: Well, good. And Judge, here are the 

13 designations for Mr. Khalatbari and Mr. Bax, along 

14 with the recording device. And these designations are 

15. actually in that envelope. 

16 THE COURT: So the written designations are in 

17 the envelope? 

18 MR. LIROT: The written designations are in the 

19 envelope along with the actual video itself. 

20 THE COURT: 

21 MR. LIROT: 

22 notebook. 

23 THE COURT: 

24 at the video? 

25 MR. LIROT: 

And the written transcripts are? 

They're exhibits in the exhibit 

Right. So do I really need to look 

Only if you prefer. I mean, the 
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complete depositions are in there. 

THE COURT: Right. 

MR. LIROT: Very good. Thank you for the 

privilege, Judge. 

THE COURT: Thanks. Court is adjourned. 

(The proceedings were concluded at 10:56 a.m.) 
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CERTIFICATE OF REPORTER
 

2
 

3
 

1 

STATE OF FLORIDA
 

4
 

COUNTY OF LEON
 

6 

7 I, STEPHANIE JORDAN NARGIZ, court reporter and
 

8
 Notary Public, do hereby certify that the foregoing
 

9
 proceedings were taken before me at the time and place 

therein designated; and that the foregoing pages numbered 

11 147 through 213 are a true and corre~t record of the 

12 aforesaid proceedings. 

13 I further certify that I am not a relative, 

14 employee, attorney or counsel of any of the parties, nor 

am I a relative or employee of any of the parties' 

16 attorney or counsel connected with the action, nor am I 

17 financially interested in the action. 

18 DATED this 21st day of July, 2018. 

19· 

21 

22 

23 

24 STEPHANIE JORDAN NARGIZ 
stephjordan@comcast.net 
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL 
IN AND FOR LEON COUNTY, FLORIDA 

CASE NO.: 2017 CA 002549 - VOLUME 1 

FLORIGROWN, LLC, a Florida 
limited liability company and 
VOICE OF FREEDOM, INC., d/b/a 
Florigrown, 

Plaintiffs, 

vs. 

FLORIDA Department of Health, 
Office Medical Marijuana Use, 
CHRISTIAN BAX, in his official 
capacity as Director of the 
Office Medical Marijuana Use, 
CELESTE PHILIP, M.D., M.P.H., in 
her official capacity as State 
Surgeon General and Secretary of 
the Florida Department of 
Health, RICK SCOTT, in his 
official capacity as Governor of 
the State of Florida, and THE 
State of Florida, 

Defendants. 

VIDEOTAPED DEPOSITION OF CHRISTIAN BAX 
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1 MR. GONZALEZ: Jason Gonzalez for the 

2 defendants. 

3 MR. LIROT: Luke Lirot co-counsel for 

4 plaintiffs. 

MR. ITO: Marc Ito on behalf of Parker Hudson 

6 Rainer & Dobbs representing Louis Del Favero 

7 Orchids, Inc. and I'm here to observe. 

8 THE VIDEOGRAPHER: And if thatrs it, Madame 

9 Court Reporter, would you swear in the witness and 

we can proceed. 

11 (Witness sworn.) 

12 THE WITNESS: I do. 

13 CHRISTIAN BAX, 

14 called as a witness by the Plaintiffs, having been first 

duly sworn, testified as follows: 

16 

17 DIRECT EXAMINATION 

18 BY MR. ROBBINS: 

19 Q Good morning. Could you please state your name 

for the record? 

21 A My name is Christian Bax. 

22 Q Good morning, Mr. Bax. My name is Jonathan 

23 Robbins. As I previously stated, 1 1 m an attorney with 

24 the law firm of Ackerman LLP, one of the attorneys for 

the plaintiffs in this matter. I'll be taking your 
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Does that make sense to you? 

A Yes. 

Q Okay. Terrific. 

Let me begin by asking what, if anything, 

you've done to prepare for your deposition today? 

A I have read files in the matter. I've 'also 

read the deposition by my deputy director, Courtney 

Coppola in a previous matter. 

MR. ROBBINS: C-O-P-P-O-L-A. 

A That's the extent. 

Q What matter was that that you read 

Ms. Coppola's deposition transcript? 

A The previous suit. I believe your client has 

also sued the department regarding an issue for home 

growth marijuana. 

Q Mr. Redner's case?
 

A That's correct.
 

Q Okay. Fantastic. Thank you.
 

Have you had an opportunity to review the 

notice of taking deposition that was filed in this 

matter? 

A I have. 

Q Okay. Let me mark this as -- I guess we go 

with letters or numbers. 

(Plaintiffs' Exhibit 1 was marked for 
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1 identification. ) 

2 BY MR. ROBBINS: 

3 Q Thank you. 

4 Mr. Bax, I'm handing you a document which we've 

marked as Exhibit 1 for identification purposes, 

6 document entitled Notice of Taking Video Deposition. 

7 Can you tell me if you've seen this document before? 

8 A I have. 

9 Q Okay. And this is the notice scheduling your 

deposition for today, both as an individual party, 

11 individual party in your capacity as a director of 

12 Florida Office of Medical Marijuana Use and as the 

13 corporate rep for the Office of Medical Marijuana Use; 

14 is that correct? 

A Yes. 

16 Q Okay. And you'll notice that there's an 

17 exhibit attached to the notice of taking deposition, 

18 Exhibit A, which outlines various topics which we are 

19 hoping to cover in your deposition today. 

And my question to you -  well, my first 

21 question is whether or not you've read that Exhibit A or 

22 you've reviewed it. 

23 A I have. 

24 Q Okay. And are you the person at the Department 

of Health's Office of Medical Marijuana Use who is --
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who has the most knowledge of the issues set forth on 

Exhibit A? 

A I don't know. I am our corporate rep of this 

issue though. 

Q Okay. When you say "this issue," what 

specifically are you referring to? 

A So each of these matters -- I mean, I'm a 

corporate rep. I can't say for certain whether or not 

I'm the most knowledgeable person in the department 

related to each of these issues. 

Q Okay. Well, let me ask you at least the first 

one, which is a very broad category, the implementation 

of Amendment. 2 and the interpretation of its tax from 

2015 through the present. At least with respect to that 

category, can you let me know one way or another whether 

you would be the person with the most knowledge as to 

that subject area at the OMMU? 

I may use the term OMMU throughout the course 

of this deposition, if that's okay with you, to refer to 

the Office of Medical Marijuana Use. Is that okay with 

you? 

A That's fine. 

Q So getting back to the question. Number one, 

are you the person with the most knowledge? 

A I think that's fair. 
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Q Okay. Tell me a little bit about your 

2 

1 

educational background post high school. 

3 A I have a degree in economics from the 

4 University of Alabama. I have a juris doctorate from 

Florida State University College of Law and I have a 

6 master business administration from Babson College. 

7 Q What year did you graduate from University of 

8 Alabama? 

9 A 2007. 

Q Okay. And you obtained your JD in what year? 

11 A 2012. 

12 Q And you said you also obtained an MBA; did you 

13 not? 

14 A I did. 

Q And where was that from? 

16 A The -  from Babson College. 

17 Q And what year did you get your MBA? 

18 A 2015. 

19 THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Sorry, for the interruption. 

Sir, I'm going to need you to stay as close to - 

21 right over the center of that cable on the table as 

22 possible. Thank you. 

23 THE WITNESS: You're welcome. 

24 BY MR. ROBBINS: 

Q I forgot to ask you this: Can you give me your 
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1 date of birth? 

2 A August 15th, 1984. 

3 Q You got a birthday coming up. Happy 

4 pre-birthday. 

Okay. Any other degrees or professional 

6 certifications other than what we've talked about 

7 already? 

8 A I'm also a member of the Massachusetts Bar and 

9 the Florida Bar. 

Q Have you ever practiced law? 

11 A I have, yes. 

12 Q Can you tell me where and when? 

13 A I practiced as an associate -  well, I guess of 

14 counsel for a firm in Providence, Rhode Island over the 

summer of 2014 while I was an MBA. Also, after I 

16 received my once I was barred in Massachusetts prior 

17 to my MBA I also assisted some clients in the city of 

18 Boston while I was getting an MBA. 

19 Q Okay. So what was the name of the law firm in 

Rhode Island? 

21 A Law offices of William Conley. 

22 Q And could you tell me briefly what specific 

23 area of practice or type of work you did while employed 

24 by the Law Offices of William Conley? 

A I assisted with some of their civil litigation. 
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1 Q Okay. Did any of your work, while you worked 

2 at the Law Offices of William Conley in Rhode Island, 

3 involve it was strictly litigation work? 

4 A Correct. 

Q Did any of the cases that you worked on have 

6 anything to do with medical cannabis or adult use 

7 cannabis? 

8 A No. 

9 Q Okay. And then you mentioned that while you 

were in Boston getting your MBA you also did some legal 

11 work there? 

12 A Correct. 

13 Q What did you do, precisely? 

14 A I assisted in some minor criminal issues, 

setting up corporations, LLC's, assisted some of my 

16 classmates with leases and set up trusts. Nothing to do 

17 with medical marijuana. 

18 Q Okay. And how long did you do that? 

19 A Just during the course of my MBA. 

Q And that was a one-year time period? 

21 A It was an 18-month,. yes. 

22 Q Your MBA, is there any -  other than the 

23 Master's in Business Administration, is there any other 

24 specific designations or specific concentration? 

A No. 
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Q Okay. Other than the two jobs, both in Boston 

and in Rhode Island, I understand you didn't practice 

law, but can you take me through your emploYment history 

other than those two positions? I don't need to know 

about summer jobs while you were in high school. 

A Sure. After undergraduate I was -- I worked 

for a company call Velocity Sports Performance. 

Ultimately, I was their director of business 

development. Prior to leaving to return to Florida I 

was -- I guess best word would be an intern with what 

was formally known as Colodny Fass Kolinksy and Vata. 

I I m leaving out a partner or two. 

And then I, during the course of that time, was 

a principal investment company called Bax Enterprises. 

Bax Enterprises is an investment company. The primary 

investment we hold is Iowa Corn Farmland. 

Beyond that, during MBA I did some consulting 

on some marijuana licenses as well -- excuse me, 

marijuana license applications. 

Q Again, back to Velocity Sports Performance, 

what was the business of that company? 

A It was a sports performance franchise company. 

Q What did they do? 

A Sports performance training was essentially a 

precursor to cross fit. It was supplementary athletic 
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training for children, some adult business, and their 

Velocity Corporate was a franchise company that sold 

franchises around the country. 

Q Okay. And your position, 1 1 m sorry you told 

me, but what was it? 

A Well, the final position I had was director of 

business development. 

Q And how long did you work for Velocity Sports 

Performance? 

A About two years. 

Q - Okay. And why is it that you either left or 

terminated your position with Velocity Sports 

Performance? 

A Company changed ownership. I had no issue with 

the ownership change but it was -- it seemed a good time 

to go back to Florida and get a law degree. 

Q Okay. And then you mentioned you worked with 

Colodny Fass for a period of time. Was that prior to 

getting your law degree? 

A Yes. 

Q And you were a summer clerk? 

A Yes. 

Q What type of work did you do while you were a 

summer clerk? 

A So this was prior to law school so it was -- I 
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did some research for them, some -- I would say mostly 

just legal research. 

Q Okay. And fair to' assume that none of the 

research work you did for Colodny Fass had anything to 

do with legal cannabis; either adult use or medical use? 

A No. 

Q No, you did not? 

A It's fair to assume, yes. 

Q Okay. Bax Enterprises, can you tell me what 

your position was with Bax Enterprises? 

A I'm a member of the LLC. 

Q 

A I am. 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Jr. 

Q And Bax Enterprises still exists today? 

A Yes, it does. 

Q Have you been a member since its formation? 

A Yes. 

Q And when was Bax Enterprises formed? 

A I believe in either in 2007 or 2008. 

Q And what is the business of Bax Enterprises? 
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1 A It is an investment company. 

2 Q Is it a private equity group? 

3 A What do you mean by private equity group? 

4 Q Okay. Let me see if I can phrase it better. 

Does Bax Enterprises raise money from outside investors 

6 or is it family money, so-to-speak, that's earmarked for 

7 certain investments? 

8 A The latter. 

9 Q Okay. And can you tell me the type of -  it 

doesn't have to be an exhaustive list, but the type of 

11 investments that Bax Enterprises has made since 2007? 

12 A It owned a share of Velocity Sports Performance 

13 Corporate. It also owned it owns a small percentage 

14 in a local business called Titus Sports, which is in a 

similar line of business as Sports Performance. And 

16 then it owns land in Iowa used for corn. 

17 Q Okay. Anything else that you can think of off 

18 the top of your head? 

19 A That's the limit of the investments that Bax 

Enterprises made. 

21 Q Okay. And then you did mention that you were 

22 involved in, I guess, in the agricultural business in 

23 some capacity in that there's -- Bax Enterprises has 

24 investments in corn in Iowa? 

A Correct. 
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1 Q Tell me about that and what your involvement 

2 was. 

3 A I mean, it's the managing of essentially a 

4 commercial -  well, our family and through Bax 

Enterprises has several Iowa corn farms out there and 

6 it's the management of our farmland. We also are 

7 involved in a couple federal programs related to farm 

8 lands which is MCRP. 

9 Q And can you tell me what -  are you -  well, 

strike that. 

11 Are you actively involved still, to this day, 

12 in running the affairs or managing the affairs of Bax 

13 Enterprises? 

14 A No. 

Q Okay. When did that cease? 

16 A When I got this job. 

17 Q Okay. "This job" meaning the Director of the 

18 OMMU? 

19 A 'At the time it was Office of Compassionate Use, 

but, yes. 

21 Q Correct. When was the name changed from the 

22 Office of Compassionate Use to the Office of Medical 

23 Marijuana Use? 

24 A Subsequent to the S.B. -  I believe it was 

subsequent to the S.B.8-A passing. 
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1 Q Which would have been around June of 2017? 

2 A Correct. 

3 Q Okay. Other than your work in the corn 

4 industry through Bax Enterprises, do you have any other 

agricultural experience, be it with respect to the 

6 growth of any other type of crop than corn, including 

7 marijuana or cannabis? 

8 A We're talking professionally, correct? 

9 Q Well, let's first ask professionally, yeah. 

A Professionally, no. 

11 Q And what about non-professionally? 

12 A Personally my I have lived on -  my family 

13 has owned farms almost my whole life and I have, you 

14 know, grown up on farms and -  during summers from 

school. And so other than that, no other personal 

16 experience cultivating plants. 

17 Q And the farms that you grew up on or grew up 

18 around -  and if I misspeak, please feel free to correct 

19 me were they all corn farms? 

A No. They were just general purpose. We would 

21 grow plants to eat; spaghetti squash, cucumbers, basil. 

22 We also raised animals, goats, chickens, turkeys, pigs, 

23 cows. 

24 Q Okay. How about citrus? Did you grow citrus? 

A No. 
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Q And how about cannabis? 

A No. 

Q Legal or - 

A That would be illegal. 

Q Well, not necessarily, but in Florida. 

MR. GONZALEZ: It's illegal everywhere. 

MR. ROBBINS: Under federal law. Please 

forgive me for that. 

BY MR. ROBBINS: 

Q Do you have any experience, whatsoever, other 

than your position as the Director of the OMMU with 

respect to the cultivation of cannabis? 

A When you say that, is that knowledge or is that 

expressly using my hands to cultivate cannabis 

physically? 

Q Well, let's break it down. Let's first say 

using your hands physically. 

A No. I've never cultivated cannabis ever. 

Q Okay. That's good. Not even in college. I'm 

glad. 

And what about knowledge and understanding of 

cultivation other than what you've learned since you've 

taken your position in 2015? 

A I assisted on six license applications for the 

State of Nevada. I also have -- did a handful of other 
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related work for marijuana industry. Never as a 

physical participant in the growing of cannabis, but the 

consulting I did specifically on the applications 

touched on those issues. So I accumulated knowledge 

based on those issues, but not from direct experience 

doing it. 

Q Were you hired -- all six of those licenses 

were in Nevada? 

A The licenses were in Nevada, yes. 

Q The six that you assisted in the applications 

for? 

A Correct. 

Q And this would have been pre-adult use in 

Nevada. So it all would have been medical licenses, 

correct? 

A Correct. 

Q Okay. And what specifically was your role with 

respect to that consultation? In other words, what did 

you bring to the clients who retained you? 

A I worked -- so I worked through an individual 

named Gretta Carter who was a principal with both of the 

applicants. So the six applications were for two 

applicants, but it was three applications per applicant. 

And my job was to essentially write content for the 

application and then edit content that other people had 
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written. So I ended up touching just about every 

section on each application. Although, I certainly 

wouldn't claim to be the primary author of any of them. 

Q Understood. And were you retained as a 

consultant in your individual capacity or through some 

company or entity that you were affiliated with? 

A I was retained -- so a colleague of mine named 

Jeco Cola and I began looking for opportunities to 

consult in the marijuana industry. We talked to a third 

party Gretta Carter. From that point we called the 

cumulative work between us three CBK Consulting. 

Initially when I was brought in to it the work 

I did with them was with the understanding that that's 

what we would do. However, I joined Gretta and began 

working with her as an individual. So it I s 

Q Meaning that the work was done before CBK 

Consulting was actually formed? 

A No. I think that my initial retention with 

her, our first conversation before we went out there, 
1 

was as individuals with the understanding, though, that 

that would be what we would be doing once we began work 

for her. 

Q Understood. Now, you said three applications 

for two applicants. Can you give me a little bit more 

detail about that? Is it because they were seeking to 
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apply for licenses for different locations or different 

types of licenses? 

A It was different elements of the supply chain. 

Q Okay. And so when you say "different elements 

of the supply chain," would it be fair to say that 

you're referring to the fact that Nevada, at that time, 

did not require full vertical integration like Florida 

does? 

A That's correct. 

Q And so what aspects of the supply chain were 

those? 

A It was cultivation and dispensing, and I'm not 

sure what, at the time, Nevada called the intermediary 

step. But I believe that would have been the third 

prong of those applications. 

Q The equivalent of either processing or 

extraction; would that be a fair description? 

A It would have been related to those issues, 

yes. 

Q Was there any special knowledge or expertise 

that you brought to the table at CBK, given the fact 

that you had no experience with cannabis prior to that 

time, was there any specific experience or knowledge 

that you brought to the table to assist in the writing 

or drafting of these applications? 
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A Yes. 

Q And what was that? 

A So at the time I was an attorney barred in two 

states. I had also done, just through the research I 

had done with Colodny and then -  sorry, I left this 

out -  I was also with a firm formerly called as Blank 

and Meenan while I was in law school, which was a -- I 

worked on insurance regulatory work while ,I was there as 

well. 

Also just there was a lot that went into just 

researching the agricultural market and kind of laying 

out that business plan. And so I was fairly cogent in 

reading and dealing with regulated industries as far as 

being able to take what requirements or restrictions are 

and being able to translate that into something that was 

readable. I'm also a fairly good writer. 

And finally is that Jeco and I had done some 

work academically prior to going out and seeking 

consulting opportunities, which was the genesis for why 

we were interested in this because we had done a fair 

amount of work academically and were interested in 

pursuing something professionally if the right 

opportunity came around. 

Q Did that academic work have anything to do 

specifically with cannabis? 
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A Yes. 

Q Okay. And could you tell me a little bit about 

that? 

A So Babson is an MBA program that's primarily 

focused on entrepreneurship. And we were part of a 

course and kind of a competition called New Venture 

Creation, and we looked for opportunities in the 

marijuana space. Did fairly -- I mean, we did a review 

nationally of where opportunities were and then what 

those opportunities would be. We wrote, you know, 

business plans, descriptions of the market opportunity. 

Very high level stuff. Just for an entrepreneur stuff 

without getting into the nitty-gritty of day-to-day 

business operations. 

Q Okay. Getting back to something that we 

touched on a minute ago. Given the fact that you had at 

least assisted in the preparation of three different 

types of licenses in Nevada, categories of licenses, 

meaning cultivation, either processing or extraction and 

dispensing, did that give you any type of unique 

perspective as to -- with respect to horizontal 

integration versus vertical integration? 

We're going to talk about that a little more 

later, but I want to sort of put in the context of your 

work for CBK. 
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1 MR. GONZALEZ: Object to the form, but you can 

2 answer. 

3 THE WITNESS: I'm not sure what you mean by 

4 that. 

BY MR. ROBBINS: 

6 Q Well, fair enough. You have had the 

7 opportunity, at least, as a consultant to assist in the 

8 preparation or application for licenses in a market that 

9 did not require full vertical integration. You 

understand what I mean by full vertical integration, 

11 correct? 

12 A Yes. 

13 Q As opposed to Florida, either under the 2014 

14 law or under Amendment 2, at least it's the position of 

the OMMU that full vertical integration is required 

16 under Florida law, correct? 

17 A Yes. 

18 Q And could you describe for us the distinction 

19 between vertical and horizontal integration? 

A Yes. Vertical integration is the, in whole, 

2"1 encapsulation of the entire supply chain of the 

22 marijuana business. So from cultivation through 

23 processing or manufacturing, depending on the product, 

24 through dispensing to the patient. 

In Florida that also encompasses delivery, 
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which is a factor that's not always included in a 

vertical model. 

I usually use -- there's so many different 

words for vertical and for what you said that's not 

vertical. So I usually say un-stacked. An un-stacked 

model is where pieces or all of the pieces of a supply 

chain for marijuana are licensed separately. Frequently 

many states combine the two and have high roots of 

allowing for vertical integration but not requiring it. 

Q Given the fact that you at least have some 

experience both with respect to, as you called it, an 

un-stacked system and with full vertical integration, do 

you have any personal opinion as to which is the better 

model? And I know "better" is somewhat of an amorphus 

term, but the preferred model to you in your capacity as 

the Director of the OMMUj if you understand the 

question. 

MR. GONZALEZ: Object to form. 

THE WITNESS: I understand the question. My 

answer is no. 

BY MR. ROBBINS: 

Q Meaning you personally take no position one way 

or the other? 

A That's correct. 

Q And obviously -- and so you don't have any 
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belief that one system is either more efficient or more 

effective than the other? 

A Correct. 

Q And you'll agree with me that the OMMU in 

Florida is traveling under the presumption that full 

vertical integration is required, correct? 

MR. GONZALEZ: Object to the form. 

BY MR. ROBBINS: 

Q Are you traveling -- is it fair to assume that 

the OMMU's position is that Florida law requires 

vertical integration? 

MR. GONZALEZ: Object to the form. 

BY MR. ROBBINS: 

Q You can answer the question. 

A Yes. 

Q And where is it that you derive that belief 

from or that understanding? 

A It's expressly required by 381.986 Florida 

Statutes. 

Q Would you agree with me that it is not 

expressly required by Amendment 2? 

MR. GONZALEZ: Object to the form. Calls for a 

legal conclusion. 

THE WITNESS: I don't necessarily see a 

conflict between the verbiage of the constitution 
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1 and the language of 381.986. 

2 BY MR. ROBBINS: 

3 Q Okay. We'll talk about that a little bit 

4 later, but by the way, I didn't ask you when it was that 

you worked for CBK Consulting. 

6 A From, I believe, 2014 until -  the spring of 

7 2013 until the end of the spring of 2014, I believe. 

8 Q Were you paid for your work? 

9 A No. 

Q Why not? 

11 A At the time Jeco and I were also assisting 

12 Gretta. We did all of our work on spec. 

13 Q What do you mean by "on spec"? 

14 A Meaning that at the time, as you pointed out, 

that we had no professional cannabis experience. And so 

16 we were interested in doing real work that could lead to 

17 other opportunities in the future. And so at the time 

18 we did our consulting, we did not charge for our 

19 service. 

Q Were you -  strike that. 

21 The two applicants -  there were two 

22 applicants, right? 

23 A Uh-huh. 

24 Q The two applicants for whom you worked, did 

they -  were they successful in obtaining any of the 
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licenses that they applied for? 

A They were. 

Q And did part of your arrangement or CBK's 

arrangement with those applicants provide that CBK or 

its members were going to get an interest in those 

applicants or licensees? 

MR. GONZALEZ: Object to the form. 

THE WITNESS: No. 

BY MR. ROBBINS: 

Q Okay. So it was totally free work? 

A Correct. 

Q And did other opportunities come about as a 

result of your work with CBK? 

A We did do another -- we did work with another 

consultant -- well, as consultants for another group out 

of Connecticut. But also we did not charge for that as 

well. 

Q And what specific work did you do for the group 

in Connecticut? 

A At the time they had failed in their attempt to 

file successful applications. We visited their site or 

what would have been their proposed site, read their 

application, and gave them some recommendation, how to 

improve their application. 

Q And what happened? 
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MR. GONZALEZ: Object to the form. 

BY MR. ROBBINS: 

Q Did they reapply? 

A I don't know what they did. 

Q You just provided the recommendations to that 

entity? 

A Correct. 

MR. GONZALEZ: Object to the form. 

BY MR. ROBBINS: 

Q And you don't know what happened after that? 

A Correct. 

Q Okay. So before I move on, just to sum up, 

prior to your work in Florida at the Office of 

Compassionate Use, ultimately the Office of Medical 

Marijuana Use, your experience in the world of cannabis 

then was limited to the work that you did with CBK 

Consulting and some research that you had done at 

Babson; is that a fair statement? 

A Yes. 

Q Okay. Okay. Thank you. 

So in what year was it -- strike that. 

So you -- what year did you obtain your MBA? 

2015? 

A Yes. 

Q All of the other work that we talked about 
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today, Bax Enterprises, Colodny Fass, Velocity, the CBK 

Consulting that all predated your MBA? 

A Correct. 

Q So post MBA, have you been employed by any 

individual or entity other than the State of Florida? 

A No. 

Q Okay. And you still have a membership interest 

in Bax Enterprises? 

A That's correct. 

Q So let's talk about that. You got your MBA in 

2015. How is it that you came to ultimately work for 

the Department of -- Florida Department of Health? 

A Prior to graduating I decided that I wanted to 

return to Florida. And so I began looking for 

opportunities back in the State of Florida. 

Q You grew up in Florida?
 

A I did.
 

Q Sarasota area?
 

A I'm originally from Longboat Key and I went to
 

high school in Tallahassee. 

Q Okay. And so ultimately you got a job for the 

Department of Health but tell me how that came about. 

A I sent my resume to anyone in my network that I 

thought could potentially help. And then Patricia 

Nelson who was the former director ended up with my 
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resume. She called me and said that she might be 

leaving the department and that the department was 

looking for a new director for the Office of 

Compassionate Use. 

Q Was Patricia Nelson the Director of the Office 

of Compassionate Use or the Department of Health? 

A She was the Director of Office of Compassionate 

Use. 

Q Celeste Philip at that time was the head of the 

Department of Health -- Florida Department of Health, 

correct? 

A No. 

Q Who was? 

A Dr. John Armstrong. 

Q Okay. And so Patricia Nelson reached put to 

you, suggested that she may be vacating that position. 

And what happened next? 

A She passed my resume along to, at that time, 

Deputy Secretary Celeste Philip and I interviewed for 

the job. 

Q Do you know how many other candidates were 

applying for the position? 

A I have no idea. 

Q How many people did you interview with? 

A Two. 
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1 Q And Dr. Philip? 

2 A And at time the Chief of Staff Jennifer 

3 Tschetter. 

4 Q Jennifer Tschetter it is? 

A Yep. 

6 Q How did you -  who notified you that you had 

7 been awarded the position that you got the job? 

8 A Dr. Philip. 

9 Q And when was that exactly? 

A I don't recall the date. 

11 Q Was it- in 2015? 

12 A Yes. 

13 Q And/ at that time/ what was the state of the 

14 law in Florida with respect to cannabis? 

A At that time the 381.986 allowed for the 

16 cultivation/ processing and dispensing of low-THC 

17 cannabis to a limited range of conditions. 

18 Q What was the name of that act? 

19 A Compassionate Use Act. 

Q And that's the act that you'll hear people 

21 commonly refer to in Florida as the Charlotte's Web Law? 

22 A Correct. 

23 Q During wasn't it 'the Compassionate Medical 

24 Cannabis Act of 2014/ was that the original name? 

A Yes. Thank you. 
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Q Okay. And who was that individual? 

A Chris Emanuel. 

Q Emanuel? 

A Yes. 

Q So you said three things. So you said to 

implement -- well, you said to run the office; is that 

what you said? 

A Yes. 

Q To implement 381.986 and you said to -- what 

was the third thing you said? 

A To carry out the application process. 

Q Okay. Let's talk about that one first. What 

did you do to carry out the application process? 

A I reviewed each of the applications submitted 

to the department for statutory sufficiency and then I 

also served as a grader for the application process. 

Q How many graders were there? 

A Three. 

Q At that time, 381.986 mandated that five 

individuals or entities would be registered as 

dispensing organizations? 

A Yes. 

Q 'How many applications were submitted? 

A 28. 

Q You reviewed all of those applications? 
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A Yes. 

Q And you were one of the graders you said? 

A Yes. 

Q Was there any -- were there any rules or 

guidance or training for you to assist you in reviewing 

those applications? 

MR. GONZALEZ: Object to form. 

THE WITNESS: Yes. 

BY MR. ROBBINS: 

Q What type of -- let's start with training. 

What type of training was provided to you to better help 

you review those applications? 

A Each of the graders was given a packet, fairly 

sizeable, of research and background information on 

marijuana cultivation, processing and dispensing. 

Q Who prepared that packet? 

A I don't remember who gave the packet to the 

graders or how I got it. 

Q Okay. Explain to me how the grading process 

worked. In other words, presumably there were separate 

categories that an applicant would be awarded a certain 

number of points based upon your interpretation of their 

application or your determination or the three graders' 

determination as to the qualifications set forth in the 

application. Does that make sense? 
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1 A No. 

2 Q Okay. Tell me how the grading process worked 

3 for the first time around for the DO applications in 

4 2015. 

A Each application was reviewed cumulatively and 

6 comparatively. So each application - each section for 

7 each applicant was reviewed and ranked compared to the 

8 other applicants in its region. And so then each of the 

9 scores that were assigned by each of the graders was 

combined and, ultimately, each of the applicants in each 

11 region were given a score. 

12 And the highest scoring applicants in each 

13 region were awarded the license with the exception of 

14 the northeast region where the top scoring applicant was 

disqualified because of a failed background screening. 

16 Q Given that there were only two people employed 

17 by the Office of Compassionate Use at that time, from 

18 whom were you taking direction? 

19 A Direction on what? 

Q Well, anything. For example, grading the 

21 applications. 

22 A So your question implies that I was receiving 

23 direction as I was grading, which I wasn't. 

24 Q Okay. So you received no direction with 

respect to grading the applications? 
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A I mean -- what do you mean when you're 

asking like what type of direction are you asking 

about? 

Q Well, for example, part of the application 

talked about experience specifically with respect to the 

cultivation of cannabis, correct? 

A Correct. 

Q You had no previous experience with respect to 

the cultivation of cannabis, correct? 

A No. 

Q So how is it that you were in a position to 

determine which would be the best qualified applicant, 

at least with respect to that category? 

A Based on my previous experience and knowledge 

obtained prior to the job. Also we were given 

background materials prior to begin reviewing. 

Q Was the background materials the packet that 

you referenced before? 

A Correct. 

Q Were you given anything else? 

A No. 

Q Were you given any other training? 

A No. 

Q And with respect to the DO applicants in 2015, 

you talked about scoring and you talked about ranking, 
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and I want to better understand t~e process. Could you 

explain that to me, the distinction between ranking and 

scoring? 

A Yes. Each -- so one of the elements of 

reviewing license applications in Florida, the 

department's interpretation is that each of those 

applicants needed to be scored comparatively. That was 

done by, in each of the regions you had, if you had five 

applicants in a region, for example, you were grading 

their technical ability for cultivation. 

The best response would be given a five. The 

second best would be given a four. The third best would 

be given a three. The worse would given a one. Each of 

the 14 sections of the application and the intrusion 

were bated in that manner. 

The rank was ultimately averaged among each of 

those reviewers and ultimately the -- each applicant was 

given a score based on their cumulative comparative 

ranks. 

Q So the score was based upon the ranks, not 

based upon adding up individual scores for individual 

sections; if you understand what I'm saying? 

A The rank -- their rank, when combined among all 

of the graders, and average among them became their 

score. Yes, and so they were given a score. 
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Q Did you have any regions where there were more 

than five applicants? 

A Yes. 

Q So how did you rank them in those regions? 

A The top scorer would have been -  I believe the 

highest we got was a seven. So then the highest ranking 

score would be a seven. 

Q Okay. And so basically you would take 

everybody's cumulative scores and then you'd get a rank 

7, 6, 5, 4; 3, 2, 1 in that particular region? 

A For each section it was scored that way, 

correct. 

Q Okay. I see. 

Okay. What else did you do to implement 

381.986? 

A The Office of Compassionate Use rolled out a, 

at the time, the compassionate registry, which is an 

online cloud-based system that doctors used to enter in 

recommendation which are then filled by, at the time, 

dispensing organizations, now medical marijuana 

treatment centers. 

Q What else, if anything? 

A Also hiring and staffing up. We now have, I 

believe, between 26 and 30 employees at the Office 

Medical Marijuana Use. 
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Also I frequently acted as the agency rep 

litigation regarding this issue. Also testified in 

front of the legislature many times regarding this 

issue. And there is, of course, also just the licensing 

compliance element of ensuring that these license 

entities are following the law. 

Q Anything else that you can think of? 

A I think that's a good summary. 

Q Okay. We have, as we sit here today, 

ultimately the name of the either registrant or licensee 

in Florida changed from DO dispensing organization to 

MMTC marijuana, medical marijuana treatment center, 

correct? 

A Yes. 

Q How many MMTCs are currently registered in the 

State of Florida? 

A 13. 

Q And you said your staff is roughly double that 

number? 

A It's in the high 20s or low 30s, yes. 

Q By the way, do you have any experience or 

background in providing legislative analysis? 

A I provided legislative analysis during my time 

with -- I believe each of the law firms that I've worked 

with. I've done legislative analysis. 
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Q And when we use the term "legislative 

analysis," what are we talking about? 

A Any statute summarizing and providing that 

summary to decision makers. 

Q Do you have any experience in drafting 

legislation? 

A No. 

Q Have you participated in any way, shape or form 

in drafting 381.986 in Florida; either as it exists 

today or the prior version prior to Amendment 2? 

A The department has had meetings with staff for 

both Senate and the House throughout this process. I've 

had many discussions with staff. I have had some 

members -- conversations with members but we've never 

written statute, no. 

Q Have you provided input to those legislatures? 

A Yeah. 

Q Can you recall any specific input that you have 

provided that made its way into the final law? 

A No, I can't remember anything specific. 

Q Of the 13 MMTCs that are registered today, how 

many of those were included in that 28, that list of 

28 -- well, not that list -- but where among those 28 

applicants, the original DO applicants? 

A All of them. 
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Q Okay. At some point, the Office of 

Compassionate Use changed its name to the Office of 

Medical Marijuana Use, correct? 

A The department changed the name, yes. 

Q Okay. The department meaning the Department of 

Health? 

A Yes, sir. 

Q And when did that occur? 

A I don't recall the date. 

Q Was it prior to or subsequent to the passage of 

Amendment 2? 

A It was following the passage of Amendment 2. 

Q Okay. Do you have any understanding as to why 

the department made that change? 

A It was -- well, it was required by S.B.8-A. 

Q Okay. Throughout the course of the deposition 

today, we're probably going to talk about 381.986 and 

S.B.8-A. Do you use those terms interchangeably? 

A No. 

Q Okay. Could you describe for me the 

distinction between the two? 

A S.B.8-A was a bill that passed in the summer of 

2017. 381.986 is the body of law that -- or it's the 

law that regulates medical marijuana treatment centers 

and provides definitions for the industry. 
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Q Did S.B.8-A ultimately -- the language of 

S.B.8-A ultimately became codified in 381.986, correct? 

A Much of it did. Some of it impacted other laws 

as well. 

Q What specifically impacted other laws? 

A I believe that there was -- I don't want to 

speculate. I don't recall. 

Q Fair enough. But it is fair to say that the 

present iteration of 381.986 Florida Statutes was at 

some point Senate Bill 8-A? In other words, the 

language in Senate Bill 8-A ultimately made its way into 

381.986; is that a fair statement? 

A The language in S.B.8-A ultimately made its way 

into 381.986, yes. 

Q Okay. And I just want to get a handle on if 

there's some sort of distinction if you were to, for 

example, say to me, well, we did this because of S.B.8-A 

or we did this because of 381.986. I just want to 

understand the difference as a matter of timing because, 

you know, it sort of changed over time or it was because 

of their two different bodies of law that differ from 

one another. 

A Okay. 

MR. GONZALEZ: Object to the form. If that was 

a question. 
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MR. ROBBINS: I guess it wasn't. 

BY MR. ROBBINS: 

Q Okay. I guess weill deal with it if it pops 

up. 

As the -- ultimately in November of 2016 

Amendment 2, an amendment to the Florida Constitution 

passed, correct? 

A Yes. 

Q And that passed by a 71 percent majority of the 

voters in the State of Florida? 

A I think that's accurate. 

Q How does well, let me back up. 

Would it be fair to say that Amendment 2 is 

dramatically different from the, I'll say, Compassionate 

Use Act, the 2014 law? Is Amendment 2 and the 2014 law, 

are they very different from one another? 

MR. GONZALEZ: Object to the form. 

THE WITNESS: Yes. 

BY MR. ROBBINS: 

Q Okay. How so? 

MR. GONZALEZ: Object to the form. 

THE WITNESS: The -- so Amendment 2 allowed for 

significantly larger list of qualifying conditions 

than 381.896 allowed for, say, 2014. It also allows 

for marijuana other than low-THC cannabis. So it 
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1 also allows for medical marijuana which is a 

2 significant difference from the previous law as 

3 well. 

4 BY MR. ROBBINS: 

Q Previous law only allowed for medical marijuana 

6 under certain very limited conditions, correct? 

7 A Your question -  your initial question, to tee 

8 that answer up, was asking me about the -  my 

9 understanding was asking me about what you referred to 

as the Charlotte's Web law which did not allow for 

11 medical marijuana for any condition. That was changed 

12 in 2016. 

13 Q Correct. 

14 A Correct. 

Q And at that point the law was amended to 

16 provide for -  to allow certain patients who are in 

17 the -  at that time I guess it was the -  well, still 

18 Compassionate -  the Compassionate Use registry - well, 

19 it was at that time, the Compassionate Use registry, 

under certain conditions they could have medical 

21 marijuana as distinguished from low-THC cannabis, 

22 correct? 

23 A In 2016, terminal patients were allowed to use 

24 medical marijuana. 

Q Would you agree with me that Amendment 2 
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greatly expanded the medical marijuana law in the State 

of Florida - 

MR. GONZALEZ: Object to the form. 

BY MR. ROBBINS: 

Q -- from its previous 

A Yes. 

Q -- version? And it did so in that it allowed 

for a greater number of conditions for which a patient 

could potentially receive medical marijuana, correct? 

MR. GONZALEZ: Object to the form. 

THE WITNESS: Yes. 

BY MR. ROBBINS: 

Q And it also provided that with a doctor's 

recommendation that the circumstances under which 

patients can take medical marijuana as distinguished 

from low-THC cannabis was also greatly expanded? 

A 1 1 m sorry, can you repeat that question one 

more time? 

Q So, in other words, in addition to the 

conditions changing the -- that the patient -- the 

circumstances under which patients would be able to take 

medical marijuana as distinguished from low-THC cannabis 

also changed and expanded? 

A What do you mean by "circumstances"? 

Q In other words, based upon the 2016 amendment 
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there were very limited circumstances under which a 

patient could have medical marijuana as distinguished 

from low-THC cannabis, right? 

MR. GONZALEZ: Object to the form. 

THE WITNESS: I don't know understand what you 

mean by "circumstances." 

BY MR. ROBBINS: 

Q Okay. Well, in 2016 in the State of Florida, 

prior to the passage of Amendment 2, am I correct in 

that a patient could only legally take medical marijuana 

as opposed to low-THC cannabis or -- if two doctors 

opined that that patient had less than a year to live? 

A Yes, that's true. 

Q Okay. But under Amendment 2, that is not a 

prerequisite to take medical cannabis as opposed to 

low-THC -- low-THC cannabis? 

A That's correct. 

Q Okay. By the way, would you -- is your 

understanding that the definition of low-THC cannabis 

would inclusion CBD oil? 

MR. GONZALEZ: Object to the form. 

THE WITNESS: I'm not prepared to give a 

position from the department on that issue today. 

BY MR. ROBBINS: 

Q Is that because you don't know or because the 
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department does not take a position? 

A I don't know what the department's position is 

at this point. 

Q Did you know what the department's position was 

at any point? 

MR. GONZALEZ: Object to the form. 

BY MR. ROBBINS: 

Q Well, you said 

MR. GONZALEZ: Calling for a legal conclusion. 

MR. ROBBINS: 1 1 m now asking for the 

department's position. 

THE WITNESS: I don't have a position. 

MR. GONZALEZ: Can we take a restroom break? 

MR. ROBBINS: Absolutely. 

MR. GONZALEZ: If this is'a good point? Real 

quick one. 

THE VIDEOGRAPHER: We're going off the record. 

The time is 10:08 a.m. 

(Break taken.) 

THE VIDEOGRAPHER: We are back on the video 

record. The time is 10:16 a.m. Counsel, you may 

proceed. 

MR. ROBBINS: Thank you. 

BY MR. ROBBINS: 

Q Okay. Just to clarify a question we were 
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